Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law

The Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) was
established in 2004 and is composed of
119 experts from Spain and Latin America,
identified with the inherent values of the
international human rights law (IHRL).
The goals of the SSIHRL are four,
namely: promoting teaching, training,
research and implementation of IHRL;
representing victims of human rights
violations before the different international
human rights protection procedures;
incorporating values of IHRL into
development cooperation programs; and
contributing to the development of IHRL
in the framework of international
organizations.
The SSIHRL develops its activities in
five high-priority areas, namely: the
promotion of the human right to peace;
the eradication of torture and other acts
of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment; the protection of human
rights of migrants; transitional justice in
the field of human rights violations
committed in the past; and the study of
the Latin American and Spanish practice
in application of IHRL.

Further to the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (2006),
the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL)
launched its World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace
(2007-2010). Mayor inputs were collected in Regional Contributions
for a Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (2010).
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The World Campaign culminated on 9-10 December 2010 with the
Santiago Congress. The First Part of this volume documents its
outcome: the Congress proceedings and studies on the main
resolutions adopted, namely: the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP). Both
documents are part of the Annexes to this book.
The Second Part focuses on the strategies developed by the
IOHRP/SSIHRL during 2011-2012 to influence the on-going
codification process of the right to peace within the United
Nations. To this purpose, nine civil society organizations (CSOs)
joint statements were submitted to the Human Rights Council
and its Advisory Committee, providing assessment to three draft
declarations prepared by the Advisory Committee on the right to
peace (2011-2012). In addition, twenty-nine expert meetings on the
human right to peace were organized by the IOHRP, the SSIHRL
and associated CSOs during the same period in Geneva, New York,
Washington, Costa Rica, Jamaica, Japan, Paraguay, Slovenia and
Spain. The reports of these meetings summarize the inputs received.
Furthermore, the eleven Annexes to the book collect the most relevant
documents adopted during the last two years on the codification
process of the human right to peace.
Finally, this volume is enriched with the presentations and prologue
signed by world prominent personalities which acknowledged
CSOs achievements and enthusiastically support the emerging
human right to peace.
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¡A la calle! que ya es hora
de pasearnos a cuerpo
y mostrar que, pues vivimos, anunciamos algo nuevo.
Gabriel Celaya: Cantos iberos, 1955

On the streets! The time has come
to promenade our bodies
and prove we are alive, announcing something new.
Gabriel Celaya: Cantos iberos, 1955
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Presentation
Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser
President of the sixty-sixth regular session
of the General Assembly of the United nations
On 14 September 2012, at the General Assembly’s day-long High Level Forum
on the Culture of Peace, I asserted that “The cause of peace needs to be understood
not only in the passive sense of the absence of war, but also in the constructive
sense of creating conditions for equality and social justice.”
Quoting Dr Martin Luther King Jr., I further underscored that “We must concentrate
not merely on the negative expulsion of war but the positive affirmation of peace”.
I went on to emphasize that “In short, the human right to peace needs to be
established as an autonomous right by the international community”.
Every one of us must be a true believer in peace and non-violence, and practice
what we profess. I believe, therefore, that it is only the culture of peace created in
each one of us that would create the solid foundation for recognizing the human
right to peace.
As we know, more than a decade ago, in 1998, on the occasion of the
fiftieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, a group of
civil society organizations launched a World Campaign for the recognition by
all of the human right to peace. They declared, “We are convinced that it is high
time for the human right to peace”. They elaborated by underscoring that the right
to live is not applied in times of war. This contradiction and the undermining of
the universality of human rights must be ended by the recognition of the human
right to peace.
Establishing the universality of peace and human rights has been the continuing
endeavour of the international community. The United nations, in its Charter,
recognizes peace as central to its existence and affirms that it is both a prerequisite
and a consequence of the full enjoyment of human rights by all.
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The right to peace has its solid foundation in the 1945 Charter of the United
nations, whose main purpose and aim is the maintenance of international peace
and security. The General Assembly of the United nations has adopted three main
declarations on peace, namely, the Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for
Life in Peace adopted in 1978; the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace
adopted in 1984; and the Declaration on a Culture of Peace, adopted unanimously
in 1999. In 1978, the Assembly declared that “every nation and every human
being, regardless of race, conscience, language or sex, has the inherent right
to life in peace”. The Assembly declaration in 1984 “solemnly proclaims that
the peoples of our planet have a sacred right to peace” and “solemnly declares
that the preservation of the right of peoples to peace and the promotion of its
implementation constitute a fundamental obligation of each State”.
Pioneering steps in this context were taken with the Istanbul Declaration,
adopted in 1969 by the XXI International Red Cross Conference, which stated
that human beings have the right to enjoy lasting peace as well as with the United
Nations Commission on Human Rights resolution in 1976, which affirms that
everyone has the right to live in conditions of peace and international security.
I am very proud to say that civil society organizations have been the most
forward-looking in advocating for recognition of the human right to peace. They
adopted a milestone charter in October 2006, The Luarca Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace. A very valuable aspect of the Luarca Declaration is that
it crafts all the various “elements of human right to peace” bringing together, in
an effective manner, the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of human
rights and the overriding need to achieve global social justice. It also affirmed
very boldly and rightly that the effectiveness of the right to peace will not be
achieved without the realization of equal rights for men and women.
The civil society organizations have also articulated that the recognition
of the human right to peace would help to achieve a coordinated response on
a world-wide scale to those threats to human rights arising from the global
interdependence of all individuals, peoples and nations. They emphasized that
it would also give fresh impetus to the struggle against violence and attitudes
based on force, imposition and gender discrimination and would provide a solid
basis for advancing the culture of peace. Here I would like to pay tribute to
the leadership that the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law
(SSIHRL) has been providing in advancing this global endeavour.
I am encouraged that the efforts of civil society reached a new height
when the International Congress on the Human Right to Peace adopted the
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace and agreed to establish the
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International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace on 10 December 2010. This
global document was based on the Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace that was framed earlier in June by the International Drafting Committee
composed of experts representing the five geographic groups of the UN.
nearly 1,800 civil society organizations, as part of a global alliance, jointly
forwarded in 2011 the Santiago Declaration to the Un Human Rights Council in
Geneva. A broad-based consultation with civil society, academics, and lawyers
that was held in new York in March 2011 raised the awareness on this issue at
the seat of the Un. Equally purposeful was the launch in the same month of the
“Coalition for Support to the Human Right to Peace” by the US civil society in
Worcester, second largest city of Massachusetts.
Since 2008 the Human Rights Council has approved annual resolutions entitled
“the promotion of the right of peoples to peace” responding gradually to the
increased demands of the international civil society in favour of the progressive
legal elaboration of the human right to peace. Finally on 5 July 2012 the Council
took the momentous decision to appoint an open-ended intergovernmental
working group to draft the Un declaration on the right to peace. I am delighted to
find that it was widely welcomed.
We hope that the working group will finalize its task by 2014; proposing to
the Human Rights Council the adoption of an intergovernmentally-agreed draft
declaration on the human right to peace. Such action would bring the document to
the General Assembly for its final adoption, giving the declaration the recognition
and legitimacy it deserves. This should ideally happen no later than 2015.
With the seal of approval of the General Assembly, the most universal
of all international organizations, the humanity can rightfully proclaim that
“the right to peace is universal, indivisible, interrelated and interdependent”.
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H. E. Seyed Mohammad Khatami
Former President of the Islamic Republic of Iran. President of the Foundation
for Dialogue among Civilizations. Member of the United nations Alliance of
Civilizations High Level Group

The past century was marked by terror, suffering, war and violence. Two
devastating world wars, regional conflicts, the Cold War and escalation of terrorism
and unrestrained violence at the end of the century —and their continuation in
the current one— are sufficient to make any wise man contemplate and look
for ways and means out of this tragic situation. The dominant insecurity of our
interdependent world is a common anxiety of all humankind.
In accordance with the United nations, nowadays there are more than 38 on-going
military conflicts in different regions of the world, which produce both civilian and
military deaths and human suffering in general. Since the adoption of the Charter of
the United nations in 1948 the armed violence has caused more than eleven million
victims directly associated with conflicts, most of them civilians.
Disarmament agreements reached during the twentieth century must be
qualified as inefficient if one takes into account the two world wars and countless
international and internal armed conflicts since then. It follows that the security
policy applied by States has been focused on arms control, the restraint on use of
arms or development of mass destruction arms, rather than a real and effective
disarmament.
The continuing existence of nuclear weapons and other mass destruction
arms poses a permanent threat to all humanity, because their use would have
catastrophic consequences for all life on Earth and mankind in general. A basic
form of global stability can only be restored through the elimination of all kinds
of mass destruction weaponries. nuclear disarmament would have to be preceded
by a fundamental re-consideration of the security strategies of the nuclear weapon
States. The interrelationship between human rights, peace and development is
profound and none of them could exist without the other two.
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In accordance with the humanitarian heritage of Islam, any act or threat of
violence, whatever its motives or purposes, that may occur in the advancement of an
individual or collective criminal agenda and seeking to sow panic among people, is
totally contrary to the highest moral and religious principles. The Islamic law rejects
all forms of violence and terrorism and advocates the protection of human rights,
with which precepts the principles of international law conform, based as they are
on cooperation among peoples in the promotion of peace, security and justice.
The phenomenon of intolerance in matter of conviction or belief constitutes a
danger for the peace in the world and is a disturbing feature in many regions of
the world. The disregard for and infringement of human rights and fundamental
freedoms, in particular the right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion
or belief, continue to bring, directly or indirectly, wars and great suffering to
humankind. In addition, the religious extremism violates the right of individuals
and peoples to peace and jeopardizes human rights as a whole. At the current
crucial period of history, inter-religious and intra-religious dialogue is vital for the
prevention of conflicts based on beliefs and religions. Although the inter-religious
dialogue alone does not solve underlying problems, it may be a first step in the
right direction to look at a common strategy for reducing tensions and promoting
tolerance. All stakeholders in the United nations should join international efforts
for promoting dialogue among cultures, civilizations and religions as a more
profound way of promoting all human rights for all.
A society based on peace, justice, solidarity, tolerance among peoples is what
Islam advocates. The peace concept and the idea of living in peace with one’s
surroundings permeate the whole religion of Islam. The human beings’ relationship
to the universe may not be based on conflicts or longing for conquests. It has to
be founded on the notion of peace and the feeling of communion. Peace has an
important role in the relationship to other people. The most important principles
in the justice concept are equality and brotherhood.
Upon my initiative, in 2001 the General Assembly proclaimed the United
nations’ Year of Dialogue Among Civilizations as a response to the theory of
clash of civilizations. Based on that, the United nations Alliance of Civilizations
(UnAOC) was established in 2005 in order to promote the agenda of good
governance and cultural diversity at both global and local levels, and to help counter
divisions, polarization and extremism within and among societies. Dialogue
among Civilizations and UnAOC appear as main catalysts and facilitators for
innovative projects aimed at reducing polarization among nations and cultures, as
well as major bridge-builders and conveners, connecting people and organizations
devoted to promoting trust and understanding between diverse communities,
particularly —but not exclusively— among Muslim and Western societies.
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The Un-related different initiatives on Dialogues among Civilizations are
intrinsically linked with the mandate of the Human Rights Council. They follow
that the dialogue could remarkably contribute to the on-going codification process
of the human right to peace carried out by the Human Rights Council and its
Advisory Committee. I am of the view that peace as a human right is the fourth
pillar of the sustainable development and the twin brother of the Culture of Peace.
The future Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace shall be a means to
promote cultural diversity, dialogue among civilizations and respect of all human
rights for all.
Finally, I am very pleased to introduce this book because the outstanding
contribution of CSOs to the development of the future Universal Declaration
of the Human Right to Peace deserves to be praised. In particular, both the
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace and the Spanish Society
for International Human Rights Law are leading CSOs contribution in a very
effective way, as the Declaration on the right to peace adopted by the Advisory
Committee on 16 April 2012 contains some 85% of the standards proposed by the
CSO-drafted 2010 Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace.
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Martin Garitano Larrañaga
Council Leader of Gipuzkoa, Basque Country

To present a book by an academic authority of the standing of Carlos Villán
Durán is not only a great pleasure but also a considerable responsibility.
In this book on the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace,
the Directors, Carlos Villán and Carmelo Faleh, address an issue of such
sensitivity that no one can remain indifferent to it.
The codification of peace as a fundamental human right, deserving of a
Universal Declaration which —in theory, at least— would be accepted by all
members of the United nations, is a formidable and yet inescapable task. It is
difficult to understand why to date no one has seriously and effectively tackled a
matter of such importance for the present and the future of humankind itself.
One needs only glance at the news and see one of the many dozens of wars and civil
or military conflicts devastating entire regions of the planet to understand that the children
we see wander amidst desolation and death are entitled to a human right to peace.
And one only has to see the chilling figures of dead and wounded each year
in battlefields, detention centres and extermination camps, to reach the simple
conclusion that all human beings are born with the fundamental right to live their
lives in peace. Moreover, they are entitled to all the other rights enshrined in the
future Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace (too many to list in this
short introduction) and to cope with the challenges of life in peace.
In the following pages, Carlos Villán and Carmelo Faleh brilliantly develop
on the concept of peace and its defining characteristics —such as freedom and
justice— that are indispensable if it is to be more than a hollow promise.
I well remember my first encounter with Carlos Villán, introduced to me by a
mutual friend, and the passion with which he defended the need to codify the right
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to peace —something that may seem a matter of logic and common sense to everyone
but which in the final analysis is not included in any major international treaties.
Professors Villán and Faleh’s work has fallen on fertile ground in this land.
The House of Peace and Human Rights, located in the Aiete Palace, headquarters
of the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace, was the venue for
the International Peace Conference which ushered in a new era of hope for the
Basque people. And notwithstanding the difficulties, that hope is well on its way to
being realized. For we know that we have the right to live in peace and, above all,
because the Basque people demand that we leave no stone unturned in achieving it.
I am writing this introduction in January 2013, in a society excited by the
prospect of achieving the lasting peace and normalization that we all want to
bequeath to our children. We look forward to a situation in which all of us, as
human beings, can enjoy the rights enshrined in the future Universal Declaration
of the Human Right to Peace; under no circumstance can it be the result of that
Pax Romana that has generated so much misery throughout history, safeguarding
the peace of one sector of society only by masking the suffering of another.
However, these and many other reflections by scores of writers have fallen on
deaf ears, running up against vested interests, the large arms-manufacturers, and the
avarice of powerful groups that seek to seize the natural resources of the weakest. It is
therefore vital to develop the concept that Professors Villán and Faleh have collated in
their extensive and detailed book. And it is precisely for this reason that it is essential to
raise the human right to peace to the category of a codified and universally-recognized
right. Through their organization, the Spanish Society for International Human Rights
Law (SSIHRL), Professors Villán and Faleh are working to ensure that we never again
have to witness the appalling scenes which assail us every day.
The Directors of this book have been working to advance their cause for a long
time, participating in many influential forums. Given their determination, tenacity and
courage, I have no doubt that they will soon see their efforts rewarded. For this reason,
we in the public institutions of Gipuzkoa have wanted to make our own contribution to
this work, which will undoubtedly be of crucial importance for a better future.
As Professor Villán has said so often, peace is a right and cannot be the result
of imposition.
To conclude these modest observations, it only remains for me to invite you to
read carefully the deliberations and accounts of Carlos Villán and Carmelo Faleh.
When you have, I am quite sure you will feel the same contagious enthusiasm as
the authors themselves.

Presentation
Juan Karlos Izagirre Hortelano
Mayor of Donostia-San Sebastian

I belong to a generation that has known the consequences of war, the dark years
of Franco’s dictatorship and 40 years of a long armed conflict. Basque people
value peace and freedom, as much as I do, since we all know what it means to be
deprived of them and to devote a lifetime to achieve them.
This idea is masterfully elaborated in a memorable song, Izarren Hautsa (Stars
Dust), that Mikel Laboa, one of our most beloved singers, used to sing: “ez dadukanak
ongi ohi daki edukitzea zein den ona.” (“Those who have been deprived of something
are most aware of the value of its possession.”). The history of the Basques is not
much different from other peoples. Unfortunately, too many peoples around the
world are deprived of peace and freedom, even today, and I am sure that all those
peoples now value these basic rights above all else and will welcome this initiative.
We fully share civil society’s aim to achieve a Universal Declaration of the Human
Right to Peace, which should be proclaimed by the General Assembly of the United
nations no later than 2015. For this reason we are very pleased to welcome the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP) to Donostia-San Sebastian. On 20
June 2012, the City Council decided to invite the Observatory to establish its headquarters
in the House of Peace and Human Rights, located in Aiete Palace, and on 16 november
2012 we signed the cooperation agreement to develop common initiatives to promote
human rights and a culture of peace.
Let me stress again that this cooperation is of great importance for
Donostia-San Sebastian as a City of Peace. On 17 October 2011 the “International
Conference for promoting the resolution of the conflict in the Basque Country”
took place in Donostia-San Sebastian and at its conclusion Kofi Annan, Gro
Harlem Bruntland, Bertie Ahern, Pierre Joxe, Gerry Adams and Jonathan Powell
made public an important declaration, known as the Aiete Declaration. This was a
huge step towards peace and it took place precisely in the Aiete Palace, where the
headquarters of the Observatory are established.
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Our recent experience helping to bring peace for the Basque Country has
taught us that peace is an achievement of the civil society. The draft declaration
on the right to peace, as submitted by the Un Human Rights Council Advisory
Committee on 16 April 2012, was largely based on the Santiago Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace, which was adopted by international civil society
on 10 December 2010 after receiving the support of some 2,000 civil society
organizations, cities and institutions worldwide. The draft declaration therefore
represents the aspirations of the international civil society regarding the contents
and scope of the emerging human right to peace.
This book uncovers both civil society and the United Nations codification process
of the human right to peace. It also reviews an impressive number of activities
carried out jointly by the IOHRP and the SSIHRL (Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law) worldwide during the last two years (2011-2012), which were
critical in the drafting process of the Advisory Committee’s declaration on the right to
peace. The result widely met the expectations, since the 2012 Advisory Committee’s
declaration on the right to peace incorporated some 85% of the standards proposed
by the Santiago Declaration.
In addition, the Human Rights Council (resolution 20/15, adopted on 5 July 2012)
welcomed the outstanding contribution of civil society to the development of the right
to peace and its codification process. Moreover, it established a new intergovernmental
working group trusted with the drafting of the Un declaration on the right to peace, on
the basis of the draft declaration prepared by the Advisory Committee.
In the next two years (2013-2014) the working group shall finalize its task, so
that the Human Rights Council will be ready to submit to the General Assembly,
for its final adoption, the Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace.
Our City Council fully supports both IOHRP and SSIHRL’s endeavours to
obtain a Universal Declaration commensurate with the standards proposed by
the 2010 Santiago Declaration.

Prologue
A new and definitive chapter in the struggle for
harmony and justice
Oscar Arias Sánchez
Former President of Costa Rica. nobel Peace Prize Laureate
I welcome with pleasure this first issue of the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace. The authors of this volume deserve great appreciation,
for they have penned a new and crucial page in humankind’s struggle for peace,
a saga that has been written with ink from many inkwells, an epic story of
constant struggle, the collective endeavor of many authors.
Such is the story of the Central American Peace Plan, whose twenty-fifth anniversary
we celebrated recently. Twenty-five years ago, the people of my region had the courage
to change the story of their lives. Central America was an immense battlefield, where
a tale of despair was being written with the blood of many innocent human beings.
We endured years of terrible wars, dictatorial regimes, vicious confrontations, and
the most outrageous human rights violations, while the superpowers of the Cold War
toyed with our destinies. Hundreds of thousands of men, women and children died
in civil wars that threatened to spill over national borders, including into Costa Rica,
a small country that, years before, had become the first nation in history to abolish its
army voluntarily and declare peace to the world.
However, in August 1987, five Presidents met in Guatemala City and changed
history by putting pen to paper. We stamped our signatures on a document that
sought to find a peaceful solution to decades of violent conflict. We would not allow
any more torture; we would not allow any more disappearances; we would not allow
any more deaths. For the Costa Rican people, who had elected me on a promise of
peace for Central America, the signature of the accords represented a way to share
our own country’s repudiation of violence with our brothers and sisters. Our region
decided to trade blood for ink and become the authors of our own fate.
When I received the nobel Peace Prize a few months after the signing of the
Peace Plan, on a cold December morning in 1987, I said:
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History was not written by men who predicted failure, who gave up their
dreams, who abandoned their principles, who allowed their laziness to put their
intelligence to sleep. If at times there were men who were alone in their struggle
for victory, they always had at their side the watchful spirit of their peoples, the
faith and destiny of many generations.
Perhaps it was in difficult times for Central America, like those we are living
through today, perhaps it was in premonition of the present crossroads, that
Rubén Darío, our America’s greatest poet, wrote these lines, convinced that
history would take its course:
Pray, generous, pious and proud;
pray, chaste, pure, heavenly and brave;
intercede for us, entreat for us,
for already we are almost without sap or shoot,
without soul, without life, without light, without Quixote,
without feet and without wings, without Sancho and without God.
I assure the immortal poet that we shall not cease to dream, we shall not fear
wisdom, we shall not flee from freedom. To the eternal poet I say that in Central
America we shall not forget Quixote, we shall not renounce life, we shall not turn
our backs on the spirit, and we shall never lose our faith in God.
I am one of those five men who signed an accord, a commitment which consists,
very largely, in the fact of desiring peace with all of one’s soul.

Two and a half decades after we signed the Central American Peace Plan, some
of the countries in our region have reverted to violence. The enemies of peace
are not the same, but scores of men and women die daily. They are the victims
of drug traffickers, corruption, and a lack of respect for human life. That is why
the efforts carried out by the International Observatory of the Human Right to
Peace —of which this book is the culmination— are essential. I am proud to
say that the organization that I founded with the proceeds of the nobel Peace
Prize, the Arias Foundation for Peace and Human Progress (AFPHP), has had the
opportunity to work with the International Observatory on projects including the
Declaration of San José de Costa Rica on the Human Right to Peace.
I congratulate and praise the authors of this book for their outstanding efforts
to translate the universal value of peace into a fully-fledged human right. I am
convinced that the future adoption of the Universal Declaration of the Human
Right to Peace will mark the beginning of a new and definitive chapter in the
struggle for harmony and justice.

General introduction
Carlos Villán Durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez
Directors
On 9-10 December 2010, worldwide civil society organizations (CSOs) met in
Santiago de Compostela, Spain at the International Congress on the Human Right
to Peace, held in the context of the World Social Forum on Education for Peace.
The Congress was the culmination of the Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) World Campaign for the Human Right to Peace
that had been launched in 2007 following the adoption on 30 October 2006 of the
Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace. The World Campaign aimed
at translating the universal value of peace to the legal category of human right.
The emerging human right to peace —along with other solidarity rights such as
the right to development—, shall be considered as the synthesis of all human
rights universally accepted and therefore has two main right-holders, namely:
Individuals and peoples.
The First Part of this book is focused on the outcome of the Santiago Congress.
Therefore, it contains an analytical report on the activities carried out during the
Congress. It is followed by thorough studies on the two main resolutions adopted
on 10 December 2010 by the Congress, namely: the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), including the review of its two first years of life.
Both documents are complementary. While the Santiago Declaration
encapsulated in legal terms CSOs aspirations of peace, the Statutes of the IOHRP
provided CSOs with the appropriate institutional structure to promote and monitor
the implementation of the Santiago Declaration among CSOs worldwide. In
addition, both normative and institutional documents defined CSOs position
vis-à-vis the on-going official codification process of the right to peace carried out
since 2010 by both the Un Human Rights Council and its Advisory Committee.
Our vision is that no later than 2015 the General Assembly of the United nations
could adopt a Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace taking duly into
account the Santiago Declaration and its preparatory work.
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This is an example of good practice showing how a joint legislative initiative
of both civil society and academia may pave the way to the codification and
progressive development of the international human rights law, a particular field
traditionally reserved to representatives of sovereign States.
The Santiago Declaration is the outcome of a worldwide consensus reached
by CSOs after a four-year democratic and transparent consultation process
conducted by the SSIHRL, with a view to submit to the United nations a draft
declaration aiming at developing the international human rights law. It includes
all elements considered as necessary by CSOs to define peace as a human
right with two main right-holders —individuals and peoples—, while it could
be extended to other stakeholders such as groups, minorities and humankind.
Moreover, the Santiago Declaration referred to the right to life in peace both at
domestic and international levels.
Since the adoption of its Statutes, the IOHRP was provisionally integrated within
the SSIHRL to take an active part in the on-going codification process of the human
right to peace carried out in Geneva in 2011 and 2012, particularly at the Un Human
Rights Council and its Advisory Committee. Upon invitation of the City Council of
Donostia-San Sebastian, the IOHRP established its headquarters at Aiete Palace. On 16
november 2012 an agreement was signed with the Mayor of Donostia-San Sebastian
to jointly promote human rights and the culture of peace.
The strategies developed by both the IOHRP and the SSIHRL together with
some 2,000 associate CSOs, cities and institutions worldwide, ensured that the
Santiago Declaration and its preparatory work were taken duly into account by
both experts (Advisory Committee) and States (HR Council). The result was
highly positive since the third draft declaration on the right to peace submitted
by the Advisory Committee on 16 April 2012 to the HR Council included 85% of
the standards proposed by the Santiago Declaration. Therefore, CSOs asked the
Human Rights Council to take into consideration the remaining 15% of standards.
Fortunately, the Human Rights Council adopted on 5 July 2012 resolution 20/15
by a vote of 34 votes in favour,1 12 abstentions2 and one against.3 The resolution
1

2

3

Angola, Bangladesh, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cameroun, Chile, China, Congo, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Djibouti, Ecuador, Guatemala, Indonesia, Jordan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Libya, Malaysia,
Maldives, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Russian Federation,
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Thailand, Uganda and Uruguay. See full text of the resolution infra, Annex X.
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Hungary, India, Italy, norway, Poland, Republic of Moldova,
Romania, Spain and Switzerland.
United States of America.
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welcomed the important work being carried out by civil society organizations for
the promotion of the right to peace and their contribution to the development of this
issue. Therefore, the Human Rights Council established an open-ended working group
with the mandate of progressively negotiating a draft United nations declaration on
the right to peace on the basis of the draft submitted by the Advisory Committee, and
without prejudging relevant past, present and future views and proposals.
The Second Part of this book is a summary of the activities carried out by the
IOHRP/SSIHRL during 2011-2012 in the field of the official codification of the
human right to peace at the United nations. Section I deals with nine CSOs joint
written and oral statements before the Human Rights Council and its Advisory
Committee. They provided assessment and suggested amendments to three
progress reports and draft declarations prepared by the Advisory Committee on
the right of peoples to peace (2011) and the right to peace (2012).
Section II focuses on twenty-nine expert meetings on the human right to peace
that were organized by the IOHRP, the SSIHRL and associated CSOs during the
same period in Geneva, new York, Washington, Costa Rica, Slovenia, Jamaica,
Japan, Paraguay and Spain. Among them, the analytical reports of general debates
on the right of peoples to peace at the Advisory Committee, the commemorations
of the International Day of Peace, or debates at the Parliament of Spain and the
XXI Ibero American Summit leading to support the on-going codification process
of right to peace at the United nations, should be highlighted.
Finally, the eleven Annexes to the book provide the reader with full texts of the
Santiago Declaration and the Statutes of the IOHRP, both in English and Basque
language. In addition, Annexes include key substantive documents illustrating the
impact in the Un of the World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace
jointly conducted by the IOHRP and the SSIHRL.
Our conviction is that we have correctly interpreted in legal categories what
individuals and peoples worldwide feel as their right to peace and to life in peace.
The World Campaign, the Santiago Declaration, the Advisory Committee’s
declaration on the right to peace and HR Council resolution 20/15, are landmarks
of the success achieved.
It is now to the HR Council’s intergovernmental working group the responsibility
to complete in 2013-2014 the codification and progressive development of the human
right to peace, in accordance with the aspirations of civil society at both domestic and
international level. The challenge should be taken from the reaffirmation of the three
pillars upon which the Charter of the United Nations was founded. They are identified
in the Preamble, Article 1 (Purposes), and Article 2 (Principles) of the Un Charter.
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In addition, the HR Council should recognize “the positive dimension of
peace which goes beyond the strict absence of armed conflict and is linked to the
elimination of all types of violence, whether direct, political, structural, economical
or cultural in both public and private sectors, which in turn requires the economic,
social and cultural development of all peoples as a pre-condition for satisfying the
needs of the human being, and the effective respect of all human rights and the
inherent dignity of all members of the human family” (preambular para. 3 of the
Santiago Declaration). Similarly, the Advisory Committee’s declaration on the
right to peace “focuses on standards relating to international peace and security
as core standards (elements of negative peace, absence of violence), and includes
standards in the areas of peace education, development, the environment, and
victims and vulnerable groups as elements of a positive peace”.4
Having in mind this impressive preparatory work, the HR Council’s
working group established on 5 July 2012 is expected to hold its first session on
18-21 February 2013. Therefore, the IOHRP and the SSIHRL invite CSOs to ensure
the appropriate participation of civil society in the on-going codification process of
the human right to peace that should be achieved with the General Assembly’s final
adoption of the Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace.
Finally, we are sincerely grateful to all authors participating in this book for
their valuable contributions and their solidarity with the human right to peace.
Special acknowledgment should go to the City Council of Donostia-San Sebastian
for its generous invitation to seat the IOHRP’s headquarters at the Aiete Palace.
Last but not least, this book has been published with the sponsorship of the
Diputación Foral of Gipuzkoa. In addition, preparatory work and related activities
have been supported by the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace, the
Foundation for Dialogue among Civilizations, ELA (Basque Country trade union)
and the Abat Oliba CEU University.
Geneva/Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 21 December 2012.

4

See A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, paragraph 7.

First Part
The International Congress on the Human
Right to Peace and its Outcome

I
The International Congress on the Human Right to Peace
Carmelo Faleh Pérez and David Fernández Puyana

1. Introduction. 2. International Congress on the Human Right to Peace. 2.1. Presentation.
2.2. Methodology. 2.3. Documentation. 2.4. Inauguration of the Congress. 2.5. First session
in Plenary. 2.6. Simultaneous Work by Commissions. 2.6.1. Commission 1 (Universal
Declaration of the Human Right to Peace). 2.6.2. General Debate. 2.6.3. Commission 2
(International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace). 2.6.4. General Debate.
2.7. Commemoration of the International Day of Human Rights. 2.8. Second session in
Plenary. 2.9. Third session in Plenary. 2.10. Closure of the Congress.

1. Introduction
The 2010 Forum (World Social Forum on Education for Peace) was a huge
cultural container promoted by the Foundation Culture of Peace and the Galician
Seminar on Education for Peace with the participation of numerous nongovernmental organizations (nGOs), entities, civil society organizations (CSOs),
professional associations, unions, research centres and institutes, university
departments, etc., which gradually joined the Organizing Committee constituted
in March 2008 and chaired by Mr Federico Mayor Zaragoza, former UnESCO
Director-General. It represented the vast majority of the centres and organizations
of education and research for peace in Spain and Portugal, including the
Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL). The activities
of the 2010 Forum took place in the City of Santiago de Compostela (Spain)
from 3 to 30 December 2010.
The 2010 Forum had an international Honorary Committee, presided over by
the Director-General of UnESCO and comprised various relevant personalities
linked to education and culture for peace. The Institutional Presidential
Committee was made up of the Royal Household of Spain, the Presidency of
the Government of Spain, the Galician Regional Government, the University of
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Santiago de Compostela and other regional and local institutions. Additionally, it
was supported and sponsored by various public and private institutions.
noteworthy among the activities of the Forum was a meeting of the members
of the High Level Group of the United nations for the Alliance of Civilizations
with the representation of the nobel Peace Prize Commission and the Coordinators
of the 2001-2010 Decade (4, 5 and 6 December); the International Congress on
Information and Human Rights (7 and 8 December); the International Congress on
the Human Right to Peace (9 and 10 December); the World Thematic Education
Forum on Education, Research and Culture of Peace (10 and 13 December), and
the International Congress on Historic Memory, Reconciliation and the Culture of
Peace (14 and 15 December).

2. International Congress on the Human Right to Peace
2.1. Presentation
On 9 and 10 December 2010, the Spanish Society for International Human
Rights Law (SSIHRL), in collaboration with Foro 2010, the World Council of
Churches (WCC, Geneva) and the Institute for Peace Studies (IPS, Alexandria,
Egypt), with the sponsorship of numerous institutions, organized the International
Congress on the Human Right to Peace in Santiago de Compostela (Spain). The
Congress represented the end of the World Campaign in favour of the human right
to peace, which was led by the SSIHRL in partnership with more than 800 CSOs
from all over the world.
The Congress was sponsored by the following organizations and institutions:
the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Foundation, nord-Sud XXI, the Abat Oliba CEU
University, Foundation Peace without Borders, the Catalonian Institute for the
Promotion of Peace, the Canary Islands Fund for International Cooperation, the
Catalonian Agency for Development Cooperation, the Office for the Promotion of
Peace and Human Rights of the Catalonian Regional Government, the Regional
Ministry for Social Welfare and Housing of the Government of the Principality
of Asturias, the Asturian Agency for Development Cooperation, UnESCO
Etxea and the International Movement against Discrimination and Racism.
Additionally, it obtained the support of the Catalonian Parliament (resolution
406/VIII, of 26 February 2009), the Parliament of the Principality of Asturias
(Declaration 13/VII, of 9 October 2009), the Canary Islands Solidarity Fund and
the 3HO Foundation, Peace Boat, and Campaign Article 9.

the international Congress on the human right to PeaCe

During the Congress the representatives of international civil society were
invited to discuss on two issues:
 The first, nominative one: to debate on the draft declaration on the human
right to peace, with the aim of approving the text of the Santiago Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace. To this end, the delegates made use of the draft
declarations already produced during the World Campaign of the SSIHRL, i.e.:
the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (30 October 2006); the
Bilbao Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (24 February 2010); and the
Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (approved on 2 June 2010
by the International Drafting Committee).
The aim was for the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, which
was finally adopted on 10 December 2010, to be conveyed to the Human Rights
Council of the United Nations and its Advisory Committee, as the final contribution
of international civil society to the international codification process of the human
right to peace. This allows the Un and its member States to make use of a text
which represents the interests of international civil society, and, on the basis of
which, to continue the official codification of the human right to peace.
 The second, institutional one: to debate and eventually approve the Statutes
of an International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace, constituted in the
context of the SSIHRL, to ensure, inter alia, the promotion and implementation
of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace all over the world.
Furthermore, to follow closely the progress of its official codification, in the
context of the United nations, and to ensure that the convictions expressed by
international civil society in the Santiago Declaration are taken into consideration.

The maximum authority of the Congress was held by its President,
Prof Theo van Boven (The netherlands), aided in his role by the Bureau, made
up of three more people: Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury (Bangladesh), as
first Vice President; Dr Zonke Zanele Majodina (South Africa), as second Vice
President; and Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado (Canada/Spain), as rapporteur.
The Secretariat assisted the Congress Bureau at all times, contributing to the
proper development of debates and the achievements of the aims of the Congress.
The Secretariat kept a log of all the official documents used in the Congress,
ensured the proper registration of participants, produced the lists of speakers who
took part in the scheduled debates in the work programme, distributed the official
Congress documents and, in general, carried out the tasks it was assigned by the
Congress Bureau.
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2.2 Methodology
The international Congress was carried out during three working sessions in
plenary and two commission sessions. Each session lasted three hours (morning
and afternoon). Additionally, there was an opening and a closing session.
On 10 December 2010 the session began with the celebration of World Human
Rights Day.
The Congress was also presided over by specific presidents for each work session,
the opening, closing and the celebration of World Human Rights Day. The two
commissions had their respective presidents and rapporteurs. A limited number of
especially invited commentators completed the essential contents of the Congress.
Additionally, those taking part in the Congress had the opportunity to make
brief interventions during the debates at the end of each of the work sessions.1
The languages used were Spanish, Galician and English.
2.3. Documentation
The Secretariat made available to all those taking part in the Congress the work
programme and the rest of its official documents, i.e. the biographies of the invited
experts, the basic information on the human right to peace, the two draft resolutions and
the Regulations for the carrying out of the Congress. Additionally, those taking part were
given the amendments to, firstly, the draft resolution on the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace and, secondly, the International Observatory of the Human Right
to Peace, presented by the Institute for Peace Studies (Alexandria, 1st Amendment),
Conscience & Peace Tax International (Geneva, 2nd Amendment) and the Participative
Institute for the Progress of Peace (APRED, Geneva, 3rd Amendment).
Additionally, the Secretariat distributed a document from the Japan Lawyers
International Solidarity Association (JALISA), Tokyo, titled “Right to Live in
Peace in Japan”, which explains the decisions adopted by the Japanese Courts in
the naganuma (1973) and nagoya (2008) cases, with regard to the Japanese forces
deployed in Iraq. Participants were also given the resolution on the banning of the
use of nuclear weapons approved by the Managing Board of the International
Association of Peace Messenger Cities in Limassol (Cyprus) in October 2010.
1

In accordance with the Congress Regulations, anyone who wished to take part had to register in
both the general register of the Foro 2010 (and fulfill the registration rights set out) and in the
specific Congress register. Registration could be carried out at the Media Studies Department
of the University of Santiago de Compostela. Any member of civil society who was properly
registered had the right to participate in debates, and, in the event of a vote taking place, to
exercise his or her right to vote.
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Lastly, the Secretariat distributed to participants five publications prepared by
the SSIHRL —with the collaboration of a range of institutions— on the occasion
of the Congress, namely:
a) Regional Contributions for a Universal Declaration on the Human Right
to Peace.2 Book published in 2010 by the SSIHRL with the sponsorship of
the Asturian Agency for Development Cooperation, of the Government of
the Principality of Asturias. Edited by professors Carlos Villán Durán and
Carmelo Faleh Pérez, the President and Secretary-General of the SSIHRL, it
contains the contributions of thirteen specialists from a range of disciplines,
from different regions in the world, for the review of the Luarca Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace. Likewise, it includes twenty reports on regional
meetings of experts on the human right to peace, held all over the world;
fourteen written collective statements by civil society presented before the
Human Rights Council of the United nations, which examines controversial
aspects relating to the content and scope of the human right to peace; the seven
regional declarations on the human right to peace approved by experts in La
Plata, Yaoundé, Johannesburg, Bangkok, Sarajevo, Alexandria and Havana,
and, lastly, the text of the Bilbao Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
which expresses the best contributions from the above-mentioned collective
work in legal terms.
b) Estudios sobre el derecho humano a la paz [Studies on the Human Right to
Peace] (Los Libros de la Catarata), a book published in 2010 by the UnESCO
Centre of the Basque Country (UnESCO Etxea) with the collaboration of
the SSIHRL and the sponsorship of the Spanish Agency for International
Development Cooperation and the Bilbao City Hall. Under the direction of
professors Carmelo Faleh Pérez and Carlos Villán Durán, fifteen experts
from Spain and other countries analysed the human right to peace from the
perspective of international relations, as well as civil, political, economic,
social and cultural rights.
c) Hacia la Paz desde los Derechos Humanos. Reflexiones Sobre el Derecho
Humano a La Paz [Toward Peace from Human Rights. Reflections on the
Human Right to Peace]. Published in 2009 by UnESCO Etxea with the
collaboration of the SSIHRL and the sponsorship of the Basque Government.
The book contains texts by Federico Mayor, Carmelo Faleh, Carlos Villán,
Mikel Mancisidor and Cristina Linaje. As an Annex the Luarca Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace was published in Spanish and Basque.
2

Available at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/1825
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d) Bilbao Declaration on the Human Right to Peace. Published in 2010 by UnESCO
Etxea with the collaboration of the SSIHRL and the sponsorship of the Bilbao
City Hall. The book contains an introductory note by Mónica Hernando and the
text of the Bilbao Declaration in Basque, Spanish and English.
e) Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, published in 2010 by the
International Catalonian Institute for Peace (ICIP), with the collaboration of
the SSIHRL. Following two introductions by Rafael Grasa (Director of ICIP)
and Carlos Villán, the book contains the text of the Barcelona Declaration in
Catalan, Spanish, English, French and Arabic.
2.4. Inauguration of the Congress
The International Congress was inaugurated under the chairmanship of
Dr Theo van Boven (The netherlands), Professor emeritus at Maastricht
University, former Director of the United nations Human Rights Division and
former special rapporteur on the question of torture. Special guests at the opening
ceremony included Prof Federico Mayor Zaragoza, (Spain), the President of the
Foundation Culture of Peace; Ms noemí Martín González, (Spain), the Regional
Minister for Social Welfare and Housing of the Government of the Principality of
Asturias; Ms María Antonia Fernández Felgueroso (Spain), Procuradora General
del Principado de Asturias (Ombudsperson of the Principality of Asturias) and
Mr Iñigo Lamarca Iturbe (Spain), Ararteko (Ombudsman of the Basque Country).
The Hon. Douglas James Roche (Canada), former President of the United nations
Disarmament Conference, and Prof Adolfo Pérez Esquivel (Argentina), recipient
of the nobel Peace Prize, took part by videoconference. The opening session also
enjoyed the participation of the following speakers: Ambassador Anwarul K.
Chowdhury (Bangladesh), President of the International Drafting Committee of
the Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right to Peace; Ms Cora Weiss (United
States), President of The Hague Appeal for Peace; Reverend Olav Fykse Tveit
(norway), Secretary-General of the World Council of Churches, and Prof Carlos
Villán Durán (Spain), President of the SSIHRL.
The Chairman Van Boven welcomed all the participants in the International
Congress and highlighted the appropriateness of dealing with the human right to
peace in a society dominated by the culture of fear and war.
Prof Mayor Zaragoza made the point that the culture of peace consists of a series
of values, attitudes and behaviours which reject violence and prevent conflicts,
seeking their causes, to solve problems by means of dialogue and negotiation
between people, groups and nations, taking into account the very important issue of
human rights, which must be upheld. The culture of peace was defined and approved
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by the General Assembly on 6 October 1999, resolution 53/243. At the end of his
speech he thanked the President and the whole SSIHRL team for continuing with
the work on the human right to peace which UnESCO began a few years ago.
Ms noemí Martín González, the Regional Minister for Social Welfare and
Housing of the Government of the Principality of Asturias, said it was an honour
for her to attend an event of this magnitude, because she was convinced that the
struggle to build a fairer world, where peace is not just a pipe dream, is a task
which concerns all honourable people who understand that the reality of our world
is clearly open to improvements, and that public powers, with the responsibilities
assigned to them, should become involved until a more just and peaceful world
is achieved. She reminded those present that more than twelve years had elapsed
since UnESCO brought together, in Paris, the representatives of member States to
debate on a draft declaration on the human right to peace. She pointed out that at
that meeting all representatives agreed that peace is a universal aspiration. no one
was against the aspiration of all human beings to live in peace. However, there was
so much reticence to declare peace as a human right that it was impossible for a
Declaration to be approved, to the point that, even after all this time, experts and
public representatives continue to debate on this need. Therefore, she wondered
why it is so difficult to match the sensibilities and desires of citizens with the
interests of governments. She pointed out that, in her opinion, the recognition of
peace as a universal right should entail the fulfillment of all the rights set out in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. If they are not all fulfilled, it is hard for
peace to become established as another right. She also mentioned that, given that the
following day was World Human Rights Day, it was important to remember that more
than one thousand million people live on less than $1 per day, and that this year there
will be around 925 million victims of hunger in the world, according to the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United nations (FAO). She also made references
to the many high, medium and low intensity conflicts we hear about each day, such
as the ones in Western Sahara, the Haiti tragedy, the millions of displaced people in
Colombia, the floods in Pakistan, etc. and she said it is necessary to respond to the
many calamities currently suffered by the world, to which end the aims proposed by
the SSIHRL are essential, as they are a catalyst for our awareness, in the same way as
it is essential to involve the various Administrations. She highlighted the fact that it
is hard to explain why, in the 21st century, the relationship between different peoples
is established on the basis of aggression and violence, whether it is armed, cultural
or economic, and why relationships of submission and domination continue to exist.
Therefore, it is crucial to achieve a codification of the human right to peace by the
General Assembly of the United nations, a task in which all should be involved.
She finished her intervention by emphasising that the initiative of the human right
to peace opened up new paths to the “dreamed about and longed for” hope of peace.
She hoped this initiative would reach its culmination and that, shortly, it would be
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possible to speak about the human right to peace as a true and recognized human
right. Furthermore, she hoped that the seed, which was first planted in Asturias,
through the Luarca Declaration, would be remembered as the tool which made
it possible to establish a new model of relationships between humans, helping to
implement the necessary and essential third generation of human rights, made up of
the right to the environment, the right to the common heritage of humanity, the right
to development, to humanitarian assistance, and the right to peace.
Ms María Antonia Fernández Felgueroso, Procuradora General del Principado
de Asturias (Ombudsperson of the Principality of Asturias), thanked the ssihrl for
inviting her to take part in the opening session of the Congress, which culminated
in the World Campaign begun by the Society four years ago, with the support of
institutions and CSOs from all over the world. She explained that, during its long
journey, the Luarca Declaration had received the adherence and firm support of
personalities and institutions worldwide; it has been the object of forums lectures
and contributions from a wide range of cultures, reaching the culmination of its
journey with the publication of Regional Contributions for a Universal Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace, a collective work by 13 authors which represents, with
precision and thoroughness, a range of contributions, which, being overwhelmingly
positive, enrich the Luarca Declaration and make it more representative and
universal. She pointed out that the various war conflicts experienced by humanity,
particularly during Modernity, make it clear that human coexistence is always
threatened by war. This, on more than one occasion, has served as an excuse to
dominate and/or exterminate other human beings. History offers many examples
of human beings who have used violence and power as their main resources to
impose their interests and objectives. Furthermore, in their hands, or those of their
subjects, war and the threat of war have become a mechanism of “persuasion”
and “dissuasion” used by societies with huge arms power in order to impose
their “ideas” on others. In this sense, the 20th century revealed all of this, as it was
characterised by two world wars and equally significant wars activated, above all,
in the Middle East. Therefore, this hopelessness continues in these first days, this
first decade of this new century, leaving us without faith in the hope for a different
humanity, where peace is a right of us all. Peace may only be achieved through the
power of international law, the force of human rights, of democracy, of men and
women subject to laws, equality, the equality between men and women, and equal
opportunities, whatever one’s origins. Peace will only spread with actions such as
the ones which bring us here, with documents and declarations like that of Luarca,
with constant initiatives and struggles such as those of the ssihrl. If there is to be
peace, security and hope in many places and latitudes in the world, it is necessary to
reinforce the international instruments for the promotion and protection of human
rights, as well as their effective implementation. In this way, the human right to peace
contemplates, as priorities, the universal abolition of the death penalty, the fight
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against the discrimination and violence against women, the end of discrimination
linked to sexual orientation, the protection of minors and the fight against the
abuse and exploitation to which they are subjected, and the strict observance of
human rights in the fight against terrorism and crime, as compliance with these
rights will bring us peace. In this way “Peace”, with capital letters, in the face of
those who manipulate conflict and war, Peace as a force for education, culture and
dialogue. The understanding between people, is always peace. Let us ensure that our
perception of others is tinged with respect. The force of dialogue between peoples
is always the force of peace”. Over the last few years, a global movement spreading
human rights has become consolidated, including the human right to peace, whose
foundation and basic raison d’etre is the unconditional affirmation of the life and
dignity of people, and the ignominy represented by war in its many manifestations.
However, although it is positive to recognize our achievements, thanks to the work
carried out, day after day, by people and organizations such as the ones which are
here today, we cannot be satisfied yet, as unfortunately there are still many places
where it is still a case of a death for a death, force for force, the lack of legitimacy
by arms support and, therefore, it is necessary to carry on working and make an
effort to reach their universal eradication. This is why our determination should be
firm. Whilst it is necessary to do so, we must include the issue of the human right
to peace in all our interventions and action programmes; always on the basis of
the demand for the respect for human rights, the universal rights of all people. It is
not only the ethics of conviction that drives us, but the conviction of these ethics,
the conviction that this is the only way that we will be able to earn the human
right to peace. From this conviction, from this plausible yet difficult and demanding
reality, on the initiative of the Institution of the Ombudsperson and in unison with
the University of Oviedo, we have seen the launch of the Chair in Defence of Rights
and Freedoms, whose main aim is to lend value, carry out research and increase
fundamental human rights. She finalised her intervention by pointing out that this
Congress marks the culmination of the long journey of the human right to peace,
and it will provide the definitive text of the universal declaration of the human right
to peace, the International Observatory of this declaration and the final process for
the international codification for the human right to peace, which began with the
Luarca Declaration. She wished the Congress the greatest success, as its success,
our success, will be the success of human rights, of the dignity of people, of all the
States which respect the human right to peace of each and every one of its citizens.
Mr Iñigo Lamarca Iturbe, Ararteko (Ombudsman of the Basque Country),
expressed his satisfaction at being invited to take part in the International
Congress on the Human Right to Peace, as it was a noble and just cause,
because of the impressive panel of contributors, the high level of qualification
of the people taking part and, finally, because of the issues which make up
the programme of this Congress. He thanked and congratulated the ssihrl,
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especially its alma mater, Carlos Villán Durán, for conducting the organization of the
Congress, building on the process begun in Luarca, so that peace may be recognized
as a universal human right. He also congratulated the other two institutions which
have co-organized the Congress, the Global Council of Churches and the Institute
for Peace Studies, as well as the organizers of the Global Social Forum on Education
for Peace, in the context of which the Congress was held. The speaker pointed out
that the Congress has succeeded in bringing together top personalities, who will
contribute to guaranteeing the rigour, quality and depth of the conclusions reached
by the Congress. He especially greeted the Chairman Dr Theo van Boven who,
among other positions, was the Special Rapporteur to the United nations on the
question of torture, and produced excellent reports. He also greeted, with admiration,
Mr Federico Mayor Zaragoza, the man behind many initiatives and events in favour
of human rights and the more impoverished and helpless people in the world, as
well as a tireless advocate to achieve a fair and peaceful world.
He recalled that the Luarca Declaration of 30 October 2006 was reviewed by
the Bilbao Declaration in February 2010, along with the regional contributions
received. The initiative for peace to be recognized as a universal human right and
the Declaration on which it is founded have been supported by numerous citizens
from the Basque Country – a land which has been hard hit by terrorist violence.
In his capacity as Ararteko, Ombudsman of the Basque Country, he proclaimed
support to the initiative and his commitment to actively defend the declaration to
be approved during the Congress, in his conviction that the debates taking place
in this forum of illustrated, qualified and committed people would reinforce and
enrich the contents of previous Declarations. Mr Lamarca referred to the situation
of the Basque Country in whose Parliament he is the High Commissioner for the
defence of the rights of people, and he expressed hope that the violence carried out
by Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA), which has violated the most fundamental human
rights, as well as being merciless and absurd, would soon be part of history. This
will constitute a huge triumph for people, but the end of the terrorist organization
will not be the end of the enormous task of building peace in the Basque Country,
because it is necessary that victims of all terrorist groups which have operated
in the Basque Country (as well as the above-mentioned, ETA (pm), BVE, GAL,
ATE, Comandos Autónomos Anticapitalistas, etc.) see their rights to truth,
memory, justice and reparation fully recognized. It is also necessary to clearly and
consistently recognize the actions against democracy carried out by politicians and
agents or civil servants working for public offices in the fight against terrorism, i.e.
the terrorist violence of groups supported and protected by those mentioned above,
as well as acts of torture, police abuses (for example, that of 3 March 1976, in
which three people where killed in Vitoria-Gasteiz), etc. Additionally, peace must
walk the path of democratic values, of the ethics of respect for human rights, in a
context whose moral fabric has been gravely damaged, and where there are sectors
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of Basque society which have ignored or breached these values, by feeding and
encouraging hatred and the murder of fellow men. Peace is —and it must be—
closely and intrinsically linked to the dignity of people, that essential and basic
right which is founded on the mother right, at the same time as it is the crucial pillar
and value of the entire rights and freedom system. This is why dignity is mentioned
in the first Article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Human dignity
is made up of two complementary and mutually-dependent elements, just like the
two hemispheres of the brain: on the one hand, the right of each person to live and
develop in accordance with his or her personal characteristics and wishes, in the
context of mutual respect; on the other hand, the right to a dignified life, i.e. to
ensure that communities and public offices guarantee all people standard living and
working conditions which match the minimum required according to commonly
accepted parameters. The link between peace and human dignity is such that it
could be said that one cannot exist without the other, in such a way that peace makes
up the necessary habitat for the defence and exercise of the dignity of people; on
the other hand, peace will only be real and effective as long as the dignity of the
people who form part of a community or society is properly guaranteed. Therefore,
peace, with the meaning we attribute to it here, i.e. as connected to human dignity,
must emerge, like dignity, as a fundamental value which defines the social order, as
well as the relationships between people, States and nations. Dignity, in its twofold
dimension as a fundamental right and an essential value in the legal system and
social order, possesses a cros-cutting nature, which must also be attributed to the
right to peace. From this position, dignity interacts with the fundamental right to
equality and non-discrimination, both in the formal sense of this right and in its
material or social dimension, in the terms expressed by the Spanish Constitution in
Art. 9.2, where it establishes real and effective right to equality. There is no dignity
if the twofold right to equality and non-discrimination is not properly guaranteed,
and, therefore, the right to peace cannot be separated from the above-mentioned
fundamental right. neither can it be separated from the right to physical and moral
integrity, because it is one of the pillars on which the right to dignity is established.
The third pillar is the right to the free development of personality; i.e. the free
personal determination which protects all the personal characteristics which make
up the rich and wide spectrum of human dignity. Because of this, peace requires
a habitat where the expression of freedom in the context of the development
and construction of one’s own life is recognized and protected unconditionally.
According to the reasoning we are carrying out here, to the extent that the right to
dignity is defined as a mother right it is clear that other rights, such as the right to
education, or those linked to water, food and the environment must also be part of
the rights of each individual required by peace to exist and be based on justice and
equality. Because peace is much more than the absence of war, in consequence, it
is also the absence of violence —all kinds of violence. It is the absence of social
exclusion and poverty, of legal or social discrimination against any individual or
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minority, etc. Accordingly, it is linked to social justice and social inclusion and
cohesion, universal education, etc. Rights entail obligations and duties for all
citizens, as well as for public powers. The above-mentioned right to real and
effective equality in the Spanish Constitution established, for public powers, the
duty to remove any obstacles which prevent the exercise of this right. Therefore,
the proper guarantee of the right to peace, seen as closely connected to the right to
dignity, necessarily entails the implementation of proactive public policies by the
public powers, institutions and administrations. Ultimately, we must work actively
in favour of peace through the use of the instruments for public action which both
domestic and international legal systems should make available to public agents.
It is not, however, a good time for the building of the precise conditions which
allow the creation of the human right to peace. Politics and politicians have been
subordinated, in all countries, to the dictates of faceless —and heartless and
soulless— markets, which manipulate the financial system to put it at the service
of their speculating hunger and their bulletproof bank accounts in tax havens. There
is a growing concern about the total absence of an ethical or moral code, as well
as effective regulations and limits, which restrict the brutal voraciousness of those
markets, given that their power is immense and their interest in people non-existent.
Fear and uncertainty are rapidly spreading among citizens in the most developed
countries, while we witness profound changes in the world order. Policies, set by
those responsible for the different countries in the international community, especially
the most powerful, should drive the changes and promote public policies which
would generate trust and security, essential social moods for peace to take place
in a favourable environment. Instead of strengthening institutions and supra-State
forums, as well as the international community, we are witnessing a retreat of States
into themselves, in the face of the devastating tsunami caused by the excesses of the
financial system. Aside from the events which have taken place in the Eurozone, there
is a complete absence of a single voice representing the political leaders of the G-8,
G-20, etc., and this inaction can only be a bad omen in the face of the crises expected
for the future, especially when the most respectable analysts warn us that we are facing
the start of a new era. The creation of the right conditions to ensure that, in this new
era the right to peace may be recognized and guaranteed, will require the existence
of an international community designed as a collective political subject joined by
shared values and principles. However, the wind is not blowing in this direction.
Lastly, we must not forget a worrying fact: the damage suffered by the social contract
and the weakening of the values which sustain the social State. It is essential for the
survival of the so-called social State for those who form part of a society to assume
the principles and values associated with solidarity, social cohesions and inclusion, a
dignified life, as well as equality, in the sense of guaranteeing everyone’s existential
needs. It can be confirmed that these values are entering a crisis, and, therefore, so are
the structural elements of the social State which must be nurtured by them.
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Mr Lamarca concluded expressing his trust in the success of the long process
initiated in Luarca, and formulating the following observation, which may
contribute to the human right to peace finding a place in social awareness and
legal systems: it is important for the promoters of the declarations to build a solid
moral authority, a significant ability for persuasion and pedagogy and a common
and shared awareness on a global scale based on networks woven by committed
social agents, so that the project of making peace a universal right becomes a
reality in the short term.
Hon. Douglas J. Roche, former President of the Un Disarmament Conference,
welcomed all participants through videoconference and showed his pleasure to
be associated with the international Congress. After supporting the Barcelona
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, he focused briefly on three points.
First, it cannot be denied that human civilization has been maturing and advancing
to a higher level. If we go back one thousand years ago, one hundred years ago,
fifty years ago, we will be aware of how much life has changed. His experience
has come through the understanding and implementation of human rights. The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights has opened up new frontiers. We now live
in a globalised world, which possesses weapons of mass destruction. We have to
be ensured of human rights for all or suffer the consequences of warfare in ever
increasing deadly forms. Second, we are able to affirm that every individual has the
sacred right to peace. But this right cannot yet be implemented, because we still live
in a culture of war. Why has the military expenditure around the world increased
50 percent in the past decade? The answer is because we live in a culture of war.
We live in fear —fear of the other who is not like us, fear of change, and fear of
the future. Well, we have not yet reached the full maturity of civilization to enforce
peace. We have to help civil society to continue to develop the understanding and
the legal, political and technical elements required to live in a world in peace.
Third, by building up attitudes toward the culture of peace, we pave the way for the
human right to peace. This means principally the rejection of violence in all forms
and respect for the dignity of all human beings. Also, it supports the principles of
democracy, freedom and justice. This work must take practical forms. There are two
overarching problems in the twenty-first century that absolutely must be resolved:
global warming and nuclear weapons. The human right to peace must also support
efforts to control climate change and also the elimination of nuclear weapons. The
road to the human right to peace lies in a global treaty controlling climate change and
a nuclear weapons convention which has to be a legal ban on all nuclear weapons.
Prof Adolfo Pérez Esquivel, recipient of the nobel Peace Prize, informed the
audience in his videoconference that he was prevented from travelling to Santiago
due to health problems. However, he expressed full support and solidarity with the
organizers of the Congress and trusted that the Statutes of the future International
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Observatory of the Human Right to Peace would be approved. He said we live in a
conflict-riddled world with severe famine problems, which, according to the FAO,
cause 35,000 children casualties in the world each day, and that wars and conflicts
threaten our world, leading us to face a violation of the right to peace. Therefore,
he emphasised the fact that to build peace it is necessary to destroy the walls
of intolerance, war, and permanent confrontation. And, in order to achieve this
objective, it is important to ensure the education and commitment of all social,
cultural, political and church sectors.
Ms Cora Weiss (United States), President of The Hague Appeal for Peace,
pointed out that Eleanor Roosevelt, the mother of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, claimed that “the future belongs to those who believe in the beauty
of their dreams”, and that the poet Carl Sandberg said that “the first thing to happen
is always a dream”. She said that the draft declaration on the human right to peace
presented to the Congress may well be a dream, but “if I dream alone, it is only a
dream, and, when we dream together, this dream comes true” (Dom Helder Câmara,
former Archbishop of Brazil). Additionally, she mentioned that we have before
us a notable document, and that it had been exactly four years and one month
since the meeting of experts held in Luarca. Since then, experts from 25 countries
and all Continents have examined the Luarca Declaration and, additionally, the
Advisory Committee has received a request from the Un Human Rights Council
to prepare a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace. She congratulated
all those who initiated this idea with the approval of the Luarca Declaration and
the local and regional Spanish governments which had supported the text. We
all agree, she said, with the approval of the Santiago Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace, and with the search for the best resources, so that the General
Assembly of the United nations may approve, as soon as possible, a Declaration
in this regard. We are all called to disseminate the Declaration throughout the
world. She pointed out that, in the 17 pages of the draft declaration, we can find 28
paragraphs in the Preamble which take into account the extraordinary history of the
different conferences and contributions received, and 15 Articles divided into Part I
(the elements of the human right to peace) enumerating all our rights and obligations,
and Part II (the implementation of the Declaration). This draft declaration offers an
inclusive, integral and far-reaching definition of peace. In her opinion, the key is
to speak about the dignity inherent in all human beings. We must never humiliate
or marginalise anyone because of his or her race, beliefs, or economic, educational
and cultural condition. Additionally, she highlighted that another essential element
of the human right to peace is the right to education for all, with the aim, among
others, of unlearning war and promoting the equality of rights between men and
women. Although she recognized that the draft declaration is sensitive to gender
issues, she suggested reinforcing para. 18. She highlighted other principles of
the draft, such as the meaning of the term peoples, the recognition of cultural
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diversity, the participation in the resolution of conflicts and the prevention of the
violent resolution of conflicts, the elimination of weapons of mass destruction, the
progressive regulation and reduction of conventional weapons and the prohibition
of the glorification of war. She paid tribute to the work carried out by Amada
Benavides and José Luis Gómez del Prado in the writing of a Convention which
regulates the activities of security companies and private armies, an aim included
in Art. 7.3 of the draft declaration. Lastly, she recommended that the civil societies
in all countries create their own working groups on the human right to peace, to
empower our own civil society, as well as local governments, town halls and state
parliaments, to make it possible to expand the social foundation in favour of the
human right to peace. This offers an opportunity to promote dialogue, to organize
debates on peace all over the world, to reclaim our rights as human beings,
and to empower women’s organizations, environmental groups, human rights,
disarmament and anti-nuclear organizations, among many others.
The Reverend Dr Olav Fykse Tveit (norway), Secretary-General of the World
Council of Churches (WCC), recalled Christ’s Sermon on the Mount from the
Holy Bible: “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children
of God.” (Matthew 5: 9). Afterwards, he highlighted that we are gathered here
today, representatives of civil society, political and religious leaders, academics
and UN officials, to speak about something that is in the hearts and minds of all
peace-loving people. He indicated that it was a great privilege to stand before
you today at the opening of this Congress and advocate for the human right to
peace and stated that he was speaking as the Secretary-General of the World
Council of Churches, an organization of 349 member churches. He considered
that together with all our partners, we affirm the faith-based conviction that there
is no peace without justice and no justice without peace. As churches, we believe
that all human beings have the same value, and therefore the same right to live
—in peace— as they are all created in the image of God. We also believe that
all human beings are called to protect your brother and sister, and to love your
neighbour as yourself. This includes also those neighbours in the global village
who live in different cultures and civilizations than yours. The quest for peace
inspired the WCC, which was founded like the United nations in 1948, as a sign
of hope after the terrors and destruction of the World War II. Churches stood
united in their witness for peace and justice and shared with you the understanding
that peace is foundational for all human rights. The WCC’s position on peace,
the rule of law and international order has roots as far back as 1920 when the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople/Istanbul urged the churches to join
together to give witness to the nations with respect to the need for a just, peaceful
world order and effective international institutions to promote and sustain it.
He recalled that in that landmark year of 1948, at the churches’ first worldwide
Amsterdam Assembly, this concern held up the hope for a more just and peaceful
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world order as inherent to God’s design for humankind. Over the decades, and
through interaction and advocacy before governments and intergovernmental
bodies, this concern grew into a comprehensive commitment to the international
rule of law and the need to set in place the elements of an international order of
peace. From the outset, church concerns have had much in common with the
broader international public concern for human rights and peace. In 1966 the
WCC’s commitment to the United nations as a central place of international
law and the cornerstone of an international order of peace was affirmed, in terms
that remain valid today. As part of its commitment, the WCC called upon the
churches of the world to defend it against all attacks which would weaken or
destroy it and to seek out and advocate ways in which it can be transformed
into an instrument fully capable of ensuring peace and guaranteeing justice on
a worldwide scale. He affirmed that today, more than ever, this is imperative.
This meeting for peace takes place not only against the background of violent
conflicts in different parts of the world but also in an environment of an on-going
financial, food, energy and environmental crisis. These circumstances threaten
to aggravate already existing social, cultural, political and religious divisions in
societies. We live in an interdependent world. Our member churches of the WCC
—as do many others— live in contexts marked by violent conflicts, increasing
numbers of refugees, internally displaced people and migrants, increasing levels
of poverty and an alarming increase of arms, along with limited progress as
regards commitment to nuclear non-proliferation. Therefore, the churches in the
WCC call for solidarity and international cooperation. The General Assembly
resolution 53/22 of 1998 proclaimed the year 2001 as the “United nations Year
of Dialogue among Civilizations”. This significant resolution was a collective,
global understanding that tolerance and respect for diversity facilitate universal
promotion and protection of human rights and constitute sound foundations for
civil society, social harmony and peace. It also recognized the significant role
of dialogue as a means to reach understanding, remove threats to peace, and
strengthen interaction and exchange among civilizations. Dialogue can contribute
to a better understanding of common ethical standards and universal human values.
Building on shared values, such as respect for human dignity and solidarity, can
help us overcome differences related to our diversity and eventually overcome
obstacles to peace. According to the United Nations Millennium Declaration
of 8 September 2000, tolerance is one of the fundamental values essential to
international relations in the twenty-first century. As churches we believe that
something can change and that “another world is possible”. Throughout history,
civilizations and societies have progressed through interaction and dialogue.
There is a need to enhance our mutual understanding so as to address the
numerous challenges that are threatening peace and commonly shared values,
such as justice, respect for human dignity and human rights.
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In his message of 1 January 2001, Pope John Paul II mentioned among others that
dialogue leads to a recognition of diversity and opens the mind to the mutual
acceptance and genuine collaboration demanded by the human family’s basic
vocation to unity. As such, dialogue is a privileged means for building ‘the
civilization of love and peace’.

The religious leaders should be aware of the particular moral responsibility that they
have to be the voice of the voiceless, to heal divisions, to speak out against violence
and war and to advocate for justice, tolerance and respect for dignity and fundamental
human rights and freedoms. They have a pivotal role to play in encouraging and
promoting a wider inter-religious dialogue in order to prevent or mitigate the
destructive results of intolerance, violence and war and promote a culture of peace.
He concluded that education for peace and human rights is of vital importance. We
owe it to future generations to overcome our divisions, build on our shared values and
through a constructive dialogue, work together for the promotion of a culture of peace.
At the end of the opening session, the President of the ssihrl, Prof Carlos Villán
Durán, welcomed the experts and the representatives of international civil society
taking part in the Congress, and thanked the guest speakers —representatives of
important institutions— for their words of support. He reminded those in attendance
that the Congress constituted the culmination of a World Campaign in favour of
the human right to peace, carried out by the ssihrl, during which the need to
convey the universal peace in the legal category of a human right was disseminated
throughout the five regions of the world. To this purpose, numerous meetings with
experts from civil society, representatives of the various civilisations and cultures in
the world were organized, sharing with them the legislative initiative spelt out in the
Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, as adopted on 30 October 2006.
The fruit of these meetings was the review of the Luarca Declaration by a Technical
Drafting Committee of experts who adopted the Bilbao Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace (24 February 2010). In turn, the Bilbao Declaration was discussed
and reviewed by the International Drafting Committee (made up of ten international
personalities) which approved the Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace (2 June 2010). During the Congress, the representatives of international civil
societies were invited to debate on the text approved in Barcelona, which, once
amended and updated, would be approved on 10 December 2010, as the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace. This text will be submitted in January 2011
to the Advisory Committee and in March 2011 to the Un Human Rights Council, as
the genuine contribution of international civil society to the codification process of the
right to peace, which officially begun on 17 June 2010 with the adoption of resolution
14/3 by the Human Rights Council. In the other hand, the Congress should deliberate
on the draft Statutes of the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace,
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which, provisionally integrated in the ssihrl but with its own organs and autonomy,
shoud be established as a CSOs permanent institutional mechanism to promote the
official codification of the human right to peace in the context of the United Nations
and to promote, all over the world, respect for the rights recognized in the future
Santiago Declaration. He expressed conviction that the Congress will culminate the
effort made by the ssihrl and the more than 800 CSOs associated to the World
Alliance in favour of the international codification of the human right to peace, and
that the Santiago Declaration faithfully conveys in legal terms what international civil
society considers to be an inherent part of peace, seen as the absence of any kind of
violence: armed, structural —the consequence of economic and social inequalities
in the world— and cultural (gender and family violence, bullying, mobbing, etc.).
The Santiago Declaration must inspire Member States of the United nations in their
on-going official codification of the human right to peace, started by the HR Council
and its Advisory Committee. At the end of the codification process, the General
Assembly must proclaim the Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace.
The International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace will also be in charge
of accompanying and promoting the official codification process of the human right
to peace, in such a way that the final General Assembly’s Declaration will remain as
close as possible to the Santiago Declaration. To conclude, the speaker thanked the
organizations and institutions whose sponsorship has made the Congress possible. He
also thanked the many people who have taken part in the organization of the Congress,
especially the Director of the World Campaign of the ssihrl in favour of the human
right to peace, Mr David Fernández Puyana, for his exemplary professional dedication
and his personal commitment to peace over the World Campaign.
2.5. First session in Plenary
Under the vice-chairmanship of Dr Peter Weiss (United States of America), the
Vice President of the Center for Constitutional Rights, two lectures were presented.
The first dealt with the “World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace:
from the Luarca Declaration to the Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right
to Peace”, by Mr David Fernández Puyana (Spain), the Director of the World
Campaign, and Dr Carmelo Faleh Pérez (Spain), the Secretary-General of the
ssihrl. The second lecture focused on the “Draft International Observatory
of the Human Right to Peace”, and featured the contributions of Dr Mario
J. Yutzis (Argentina), the former Chairman of the Un Committee for the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination, and Dr Zonke Zanele Majodina (South
Africa), Chair-person of the Un Human Rights Committee.
Dr Peter Weiss (United States of America), Vice President of the Center for
Constitutional Rights in new York, introduced the session by indicating that the
name of the restaurant in Stockholm to which Mario Vargas Llosa had gone to
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celebrate his receipt of the 2010 nobel Literature Prize, was Den Gyldene Frede,
meaning “The Golden Peace”. He thought that this was an appropriate name for the
kind of peace envisioned by the Santiago Declaration. He had always appreciated
the major contribution which the Spanish scholastics like Francisco de Vitoria and
Francisco Suárez had made to the development of international law, by liberating
it from the arid dogmatism of the early Middle Ages. He did, however, voice his
criticism of Vitoria’s “just war” theory and recalled that the American humorist Will
Rogers had questioned whether any war had ever been called unjust except by those
against whom it was fought. nevertheless, the speaker thought that the adherents of
the School of Salamanca would have endorsed the holistic approach of the Santiago
Declaration. He also paid special tribute to Bartolomé de las Casas, the first Bishop
of Chiapas, whose campaign against the exploitation of the Indians by the Spaniards
earned him, in some circles, the title “father of human rights law” and who persuaded
Emperor Charles V to outlaw slavery in the conquered territories. As a member
of the panel on the culture of peace on December 9, the speaker addressed to the
audience in his capacity of President of the Lawyers Committee on nuclear Policy,
suggesting that as long as patriotism consisted of prizing one’s country as superior
to all others there would never be a culture of peace. He said the right kind of
patriotism was that displayed by the dean of the Santiago University in introducing
Mme Bukova, the Director-General of UnESCO, the previous evening. The dean
thanked her for coming to his beautiful little town of Santiago de Compostela, but,
he said, there are many beautiful little towns in the world. And, he said, we have
a gorgeous, huge cathedral, but so do other towns and cities. Thus he showed that
he could be proud of his town and his cathedral without disparaging those of others.
The speaker also raised the issue of accountability. It was time, he said, to return to
the notion of “crime against the peace” introduced by the Statute of the nuremberg
Tribunal. This was similar to, but more than, the prohibition of aggression in Art. 2(4)
of the Un Charter. And those who are guilty of this crime, and of other war crimes
and crimes against humanity, must be brought to justice, regardless of how high
a place they occupy in the governance of their respective countries. As well, the
victims of such crimes must be compensated for their suffering and their losses.
When war becomes too expensive, in money paid by war-making governments and
in criminal liability incurred by the leaders of such governments, a culture of peace
will be that much easier to maintain.
Next, Prof Carmelo Faleh Pérez and Mr David Fernández Puyana took the floor.
Prof Faleh explained the origins of the private (unofficial) codification process
which led to the adoption of the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
in the Asturian fishing village where it was approved on 30 October 2006. The
Luarca Declaration brings together the contributions obtained from different
organizations in Spanish civil society, academics and other Spanish professionals.
These contributions were mainly collected during the meetings of experts on the
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human right to peace, held in six Spanish cities (namely, Oviedo, Las Palmas
de Gran Canaria, Bilbao, Madrid, Barcelona and Seville). He added that the
codification process carried out by civil society was sponsored by the Spanish
Government and the regional governments of Asturias, Catalonia and the Basque
Country. He pointed out that the human right to peace is undoubtedly linked to the
Charter of the United nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
both of which are legal documents which are universally accepted. In particular,
he mentioned the connection of the human right to peace with the Preamble,
purposes and principles of the Un Charter; especially the obligation of Member
States to settle their international controversies through peaceful means and the
prohibition of the use of force or the threat thereof. Furthermore, he highlighted
the need to establish a new international economic order which removes
inequality, exclusion and poverty. In addition to the Un Charter and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the speaker took into account the main
human rights instruments, the Constitution of UnESCO, the 1978 Declaration
on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace and the 1984 Declaration on the
Right of Peoples to Peace. On the other hand, he noted the need to make progress
in the gradual development of international human rights law, incorporating the
human right to peace to the Corpus iuris Civilis of international legislation, for
which the role of the Human Rights Council is essential. Moreover, the speaker
indicated that the draft Santiago Declaration includes rights which have already
been codified with a new perspective, in order to achieve peace, and for the human
right to peace to reinforce the universal, indivisible and interdependent nature
of human rights as the rights of solidarity, such as the rights to development,
disarmament and environment. Among the new rights included in this positive
and holistic view of peace, it is worth noting the right to social disobedience
and conscientious objection, the right to resist oppression and totalitarianism
and the right to disarmament. In the same way, the basic needs of human beings
are recognized, demanding effective compliance with the economic, social and
cultural rights of all people, without discrimination, such as the right to food,
drinking water and sanitation, the right to a sustainable environment, the right to
health and to a shelter. Additionally, the draft declaration proclaims the elimination
of all kinds of violence, whether armed or structural.
Subsequently, Mr David Fernández Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL in
Geneva and the Director of the World Campaign in favour of the human right to
peace, highlighted that the aims of the campaign have been to share the Declarations
on the Human Right to Peace with the whole world, to introduce this right in the
agenda of the Human Rights Council and to conclude the private codification of
a universal declaration of the human right to peace. The SSIHRL welcomed the
adoption, on 30 October 2006 of the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace, drafted by a committee of 15 independent experts, as the culmination of a
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long process of consultation in the context of Spanish civil society. Subsequently,
the SSIHRL led its World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace with
international civil society, promoting and organizing conferences and meetings of
experts on the human right to peace in all regions of the world, with the aim of
sharing the contents of the Luarca Declaration and collecting new inputs from the
various cultural sensibilities in the world. The review of the Luarca Declaration,
in light of these contributions, was carried out by a Technical Committee of 14
independent experts, which, on 24 February 2010, approved the Bilbao Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace. The Bilbao Declaration was also reviewed by the
International Drafting Committee (ten independent experts from the five regions
of the world), which approved, on 2 June 2010, the Barcelona Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace, on the basis of the interests and aspirations of international
civil society as a whole. In turn, the Barcelona Declaration is to be discussed in the
International Congress on the Human Right to Peace in Santiago de Compostela, in
the hope that on 10 December 2010 the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace would be unanimously approved, as a legal document which would represent
the aspirations of international civil society in the context of the codification of
the human right to peace, and which will be submitted to the consideration of
the Advisory Committee at its sixth session, concluding the private phase of the
codification of peace as a human right. Lastly, he highlighted the fact that the
Congress of Santiago may also unanimously approve, on 10 December 2010, the
Statutes of the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace, which must
be operational from 10 March 2011 onwards, integrated in the ssihrl, but with
their own autonomy and organs (General Assembly, Executive Committee and
International Secretariat). The objectives of the Observatory will be, inter alia, to
promote the Santiago Declaration, and to ensure that the international codification
of the human right to peace, which has already been initiated in the United nations,
is brought to a successful conclusion through the approval by the General Assembly
of a Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, taking into account the
Santiago Declaration and its preparatory works.
Prof Mario Yutzis expressed his sincere appreciation to the institutions which
organized and sponsored the Congress, especially the ssihrl, as well as his
gratitude for being invited to take part. He pointed out that he would be pleased
if this Congress linked to the human right to peace were transformed, even if
only symbolically, into a manifesto —a manifesto which will make it possible
to conclude a lengthy collective effort, whose aim emerged a long time ago,
and is particularly diverse, complex and difficult. It constitutes the construction
of peace. He recognized that, in relation to peace, the draft declarations on the
human right to peace and the creation of an International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace, respond to a need which is as old as humanity itself.
These two projects respond to profound changes and conflicts in the societies of
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recent decades, demanding urgent solutions such as the human right to peace.
As a new emerging right, it aims to strengthen the exercise of existing human
rights, preventing backsliding and launching new alternatives, with the aim of
amalgamating a human society increasingly based on coexistence and mutual
recognition. In this sense, the human right to peace, beyond its structure and
legal condition, is manifested as a gaze from which to reformulate the practices
and models of social operations as a whole, of the relationship between the State
and civil society and the States themselves. Both the future Santiago Declaration
and the Observatory are appropriate legal instruments to expand the ability to
approach the problems linked to the exercise of violence, in whatever form, in
order to transform it into a culture of peace. In other words, they are suitable
mechanisms for multiplying the opportunities and conditions for participation of
social agents in the definition of an agenda of priority actions for the treatment of
the problems which contradict the defence of the value of life, and therefore the
value of peace. This agenda emerged in a very clear way in resolution 53/243 of
the General Assembly, of 13 September 1999, by pointing out that:
the culture of peace is a set of values which convey the respect for life, for people
and their dignity, for all human rights, the rejection of violence in all its forms,
the adherence to the principles of freedom, justice, solidarity, tolerance and
understanding among groups and individuals.

The speaker claimed that the respect for life must be considered the first of
the attitudes of a culture of peace. War and/or violence cannot be understood
as a natural state and the hope for peace as a civil order to be built. Rather, life
is a given in the order of nature and peace or war are opposing value-based
constructions, which either affirm or deny life. In this sense, he recalled that
UnESCO Constitution’s Preamble pointed out that “since wars begin in the minds
of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of peace must be constructed.”
next, the speaker highlighted the fact that the Observatory will network with
local CSOs interested in the promotion and defence of the human right to peace.
Its main objectives will be the promotion of the future Santiago Declaration and to
monitor the international codification process of the human right to peace already
initiated in the United Nations; to conduct field fact-finding, produce objective
indicators to measure compliance with this right by States and other international
actors; to produce a annual report on the situation of the human right to peace in
the world; to establish a mechanism for prevention and early warning in order to
efficiently act in situations of conflict which may lead to severe violations of the
human right to peace; to monitor the implementation of the prevention measures
and recommendations formulated by fact-finding missions into situations where
severe, widespread and systematic violations of the human right to peace may take
place; and to prepare the specific urgent actions submitted by the CSOs in the
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network in favour of people or peoples who report severe violations of the human
right to peace. Additionally, the Observatory will organize forums, workshops and
any other international activity linked to the promotion and protection of the human
right to peace; offering advice to the victims of violations of the human right to
peace (both individuals and groups); training in the principles of the human right
to peace, to transform and overcome the causes and consequences of conflicts; and
research in the field of the human right to peace in coordination with specialists
from all over the world. As for the applicable law, the Observatory will be guided
by the future Santiago Declaration, and, as well as the previous Declarations on
the human right to peace approved in Luarca, Bilbao and Barcelona. Additionally,
the rules and principles of international human rights law, which are universally
accepted, will be applied. As for its structure, the Observatory will be provisionally
established within the SSIHRL, while its autonomy as a CSOs will be respected.
It will have its own structure, with four main organs, namely: the General Assembly
of all its CSOs members, the Executive Committee, the Bureau and the permanent
International Secretariat. In conclusion, both the Observatory and the future
Santiago Declaration are founded on the conviction that the strengthening of
cooperation and solidarity between those who defend the human right to peace and
its organizations, will contribute to doing away with isolation and disproportionate
jurisdiction, combining their efforts and improving the effectiveness of their
actions. This means that the Observatory will be the ideal instrument for CSOs and
the international community to respond effectively and systematically to the needs
arising from the construction of peace, through the practical implementation of the
principles which constitute the human right to peace.
Dr Zonke Zanele Majodina (South Africa) stated that international
non-governmental organizations have a history dating back to at least 1839. It has
been estimated that by 1914 there were 1,083 nGOs. International nGOs were
important in the anti-slavery movement, the peace movements, the movement
for women’s suffrage, and reached a peak at the time of the World Disarmament
Conference in 1899 and 1907. Globalization during the 20th century gave rise to
the importance of nGOs. nGOs transnational networking is now extensive. The
SSIHRL has focused on the realization of peace since it was founded in 2004, in
the context of a severe international crisis which made it essential to reflect, in a
critical way, on the state of international society, and the causes of the prevailing
violence. Once the Luarca Declaration was approved in 2006, the SSIHRL
launched the World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace, with the aim
of sharing with people from all over the world the happy results of the thorough
reflections carried out by Spanish civil society on the scope and content of the
human right to peace. In this context, 103 presentations, conferences and expert
meetings have already been organized all over the world, to analyse the human
right to peace. This has made it possible to share with international civil society
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the Luarca Declaration, while at the same time the Declaration itself benefits
from the contributions made by the various cultural sensibilities in the world. She
recalled that on 19 September 2008, on the occasion of the official celebration of
World Peace Day at the United nations, the SSIHRL formulated a solemn call in
Geneva to constitute the World Alliance for the human right to peace, aimed at
all international actors, namely: States, international organizations, international,
national and local non-governmental organizations; national and regional human
rights institutions; national, regional and international parliaments; members
of the judiciary; universities; and research institutes, media, education, science
and culture professionals, and all people of good will. Since then, several city
councils, regional parliaments —from Catalonia, the Principality of Asturias and
the Inter-Island Council of Gran Canaria— national and regional human rights
institutions, more than 800 nGOs from all over the world and countless people
have joined the World Alliance. What can be described as the Luarca consensus
has enabled several Spanish political forces, as well as NGOs from the five regions
of the world, to combine their efforts in the search for a more caring, just and
peaceful world. Additionally, the initiatives by the SSIHRL have provided the most
vulnerable groups in national societies with a useful tool for the defence of their
human rights and the realization of peace, seen from a holistic perspective which
requires the absence of any kind of violence and the realization of all human rights.
In the context of the campaign, the SSIHRL has shared the Luarca Declaration with
people in all the world’s regions, while at the same time it has taken into account
the aspirations of civil society regarding the human right to peace. In order to do so,
meetings with experts with different cultural sensibilities have been organized. The
aims of these meetings have been the following: to share the Luarca Declaration
with civil society, international organizations and academics from the five regions
of the world; to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Luarca Declaration,
with the aim of promoting sustainable peace; to contribute to the drafting of a
universal declaration of the human right to peace which represents the interests
and needs of international civil society as a whole; to examine, in the context of
the various geographical regions, the close relationship between the respect for all
human rights —civil, political, social, economic and cultural— and the realization
of the human right to peace; to study the role played by the different vulnerable
and marginalised groups in the development of the human right to peace; to analyse
the impact of gender perspective in the promotion of the human right to peace;
and, lastly, to examine the right of victims to know the truth, to have access to
justice and the right to obtain effective judicial protection and redress, as a way
of reaching sustainable and long-lasting peace. In parallel, expert meetings have
been organized during the different sessions of the HR Council and its Advisory
Commitee; the official commemorations of the International Day for Peace were
observed at the headquarters of the United nations in Geneva (21 September)
over the last three years; joint written statements regarding certain issues on the
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human right to peace were submittet to the HR Council; joint oral statements were
delivered before the plenary of the HR Council; and the SSIHRL has participated
with six experts at the Expert Meeting on the Right of Peoples to Peace organized
by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) in December
2009. All of these activities have always been supported by dozens of nGOs in
consultative status with the ECOSOC and by internationally renowned experts.
The preparation, negotiation and presentation of all joint written and oral
statements submitted to the different sessions of the HR Council has demanded
a great coordination effort from the SSIHRL, since the texts had to reflect
the legitimate aspirations of all the nGOs which took part in the process of
international consultations. Taking into account that, in the space of three years,
the number of nGOs which have freely decided to take part in this process has
risen from 1 to 800, one can appreciate the magnitude and complexity of that
exercise. It also allows to conclude that the demand for the human right to peace
has become a useful and effective means of channelling the desire for peace and
human rights of the NGOs in the five Continents of the world, making it converge
into a common project.
On the other hand, the Santiago Congress will have two objectives. Firstly,
of a normative nature: to definitively approve the Universal Declaration of the
Human Right to Peace which faithfully represents the aspirations of international
civil society in that matter. The Santiago Declaration will then be submitted to
the attention of the Advisory Committee in January 2011 and the hr Council in
March 2011, urging experts and Member States to begin the official codification
of the human right to peace. Secondly, of an institutional nature: to establish an
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace provisionally integrated in
the SSIHRL. The Observatory will start its task in March 2011, working alongside
regional and national nGOs specialized in the human right to peace, and applying
the standards contained in the Declaration of Santiago on the Human Right to Peace,
which is expected to be approved on 10 December 2010 by the Santiago Congress.
2.6. Simultaneous Work by Commissions
2.6.1. Commission 1 (universal deClaration oF the human right to PeaCe)
Commission 1 was chaired by Ms Cora Weiss and the post of rapporteur
was entrusted to Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury. Taking part in this
Commission were Prof Douglas Cassel (United States), Director of the Human
Rights Center of notre Dame University; Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado (Canada/
Spain), Chairman of the HR Council Working Group on the use of mercenaries);
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Prof Theo van Boven (The netherlands), professor emeritus of Maastricht
University) and Prof Chinsung Chung (Republic of Korea), professor of sociology
at the national University of Seoul and member of the Advisory Committee
drafting group on the right to peace.
Prof Dr Douglas Cassel stated that the Preamble of the draft declaration
submitted to the Congress had three main purposes. First, it establishes the
historical foundation of the Declaration so that the Un diplomats understand that
the draft is not born from nothing, but represents the culmination of an evolutionary
process. Thus, para. 3 is devoted to Art. 2 of the Un Charter; para. 4 to the United
nations system in general, including the specialized agencies; para. 5 focuses on
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, especially the right of all people to
establish a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth
in this Declaration can be fully realized (Art. 28); para. 10 reflects the relevant
resolutions on the right to peace adopted by the General Assembly, and para. 13
the relevant resolutions of the former Commission on Human Rights, Human
Rights Council and the Istanbul Declaration of 1969 adopted in the International
Conference of the Red Cross.
Secondly, he referred to the legal basis of the draft declaration as it appeared
in para. 3, which refers to the principle of prohibition of the threat or use of force
contained in Art. 2 of the Un Charter. In addition, para. 12 provides that the
commitment to peace is a general principle of international law.
Third, the Preamble serves to guide the correct interpretation of the substantive
Articles of the draft declaration. Thus, the need of the existence of a human right
to peace is justified in para. 6 by indicating that the objective of the human right
to peace is twofold: it focuses on “human needs” and worries about “the effective
protection of all human rights and inherent dignity of all members of the human
family”. In regards to the nature of the human right to peace, peace is aimed at
ending armed conflict (paras. 1-3), regulate the arms trade (para. 15) and private
military and security companies (para. 23). Furthermore, peace also has a positive
dimension that goes beyond the strict absence of armed conflict and which is linked
to the elimination of all forms of violence, including the direct, political, structural,
economic or cultural violence in both the public and private sphere (para. 6).
The human right to peace also creates responsibilities: a negative responsibility
(refrain from the use of force), and positive responsibility (the creation of conditions
which make peace possible, para. 6). The responsibility for achieving peace should
be shared by all international stakeholders (paras. 19 and 25). nevertheless, States
have a special and urgent responsibility to recognize peace as a human right and to
ensure their enjoyment by all without discrimination of any kind (para. 28).
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Finally, he stressed that the human right to peace is closely linked to other
human rights (para. 9), the principle of non-discrimination (paras. 2, 7, 27 and
28), the right to development (para. 6), education and culture (paras. 8 and 20),
environment (para. 11), and refugee law (paras. 9 and 24). However, the human
right to peace has its own identity, universal vocation and intergenerational
character (para. 16).
Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado stated that the text of the draft declaration
under consideration is, in itself, for its brevity and scope, a small masterpiece of
gold: the 12 Articles of the Section A have successfully synthesized, in a masterly
way, all relevant aspects of that rights holders (people, groups and peoples) have
in relation to the inalienable right to a just, sustainable and durable peace. This
is the only alternative so that human beings do not disappear off the planet. As
indicated by Blas de Otero, humankind is in danger. The speaker explained that,
according to the International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), the financial
crisis which rocked the global economy did not affect the military expenditure. In
contrast, military expenditure in 2009 reached 1531 billion dollars, an increase of
6% compared to 2008 and a sustained increase of 49% since 2000. The increase
in military expenditure in all regions of the world, with the exception of Middle
East, represents an average of 2.7% of GDP.
The speaker stressed the importance of the first five Articles of the
draft declaration, which should be linked with the other rights contained in
Section A. Art. 3 (right to human security and to live in a safe and healthy
environment), which in previous versions was split into two separate Articles
(3-4), now finds its place immediately after Art. 2, which enshrines the right to
education on and for peace and all human rights. Education should “generate
social processes based on trust, solidarity and mutual respect...”, to help people
to think about social relations in a new way and to settle conflicts peacefully, as
stated in the Preamble of the Constitution of UnESCO (para. 8 of the Preamble of
the draft declaration), “since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of
men that the defences of peace must be constructed”.
The new Art. 3 of the draft declaration addresses the freedom from fear and
freedom from want, both elements of positive peace. The security dimension, in
the sense to receive protection against acts of unlawful violence associated with
civil and political rights, was developed in the old Art. 4 of the previous versions
of the draft. Art. 3 (as enshrined in Art. 3 of the previous versions) covers the
security dimension in relation to freedom from want. The right to have the tools
and material resources that allow the individual to fully enjoy a dignified life, is
associated with the economic and social rights. The inclusion of two dimensions
(previously separated) in the same Article is an appropriate accomplishment.
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The right to human security and to live in a safe and healthy environment (Art. 3)
states that the environment, in which human beings live, whether private or public,
should be safe and healthy. This shows the important obligation of governments to
implement “effective observance of the collective security system established in
the Un Charter, in particular its principle of peaceful settlement of disputes, with
full respect of the norms of international law, international human rights law and
international humanitarian law” (Art. 3.3 of the draft declaration). In his view, the
globalization of the economy based on the premise that all activities and functions
of the public sector be privatized or outsourced opens a very dangerous gap in
international law, which harms the enjoyment of human rights. Many times these
are functions of the State and have as their purpose to safeguard human security,
both in the strict interpretation, as the physical security of the individual (civil and
political rights) and, in a broader interpretation, of economic, social and cultural
rights and the right to development, as well as a sustainable environment (Art. 4
of the draft declaration). These rights were enshrined in previous versions in two
separate Articles. (Arts. 12-13 of the draft declaration).
He said that humankind will be unable to enjoy security without the
establishment of a new international economic order that permits, as stated in
para. 20 of the Preamble of the draft declaration, the global redistribution of
resources and the realization of social justice. How can the global economy
continue wasting billions of dollars annually on military expenditures, when the
most fundamental law of economics tells us that a country cannot produce and
supply their people with guns and butter at the same time? In the current context of
global economic globalization or insecurity caused by conflict or other situations
that force millions of human beings to migrate, one has to take into account the
close relationship between the right to emigrate and to participate, as developed
in Art. 10 of the draft declaration, with Art. 3. Art. 10 recognizes the right of “all
individuals to have the right of freedom of movement and to emigrate if their
right to human security or to live in a safe and healthy environment, as stipulated
in Article 3 of this Declaration, is seriously threatened”.
Moreover, Art. 4 of the draft declaration has very successfully managed to
combine the elimination of structural violence with the elimination of obstacles to
realizing the right to development and the right to live in a sustainable environment,
and the prohibition of weapons harmful to the environment. In this connection, he
referred to an incident that occurred in Iraq: the massive destruction of the city
of Fallujah and massacre committed against its people by the U.S. military as a
consequence of the execution of four “private security guards” —employees by the
security company Blackwater— which changed the course of the war and foreign
occupation in that country. The use of radioactive and mass destruction weapons
by the U.S. military not only devastated the city and damaged the environment, but
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furthermore caused infant mortality, in particular cancer and leukemia 35 times
higher than in Hiroshima and nagasaki.
Art. 4 should be read together with Art. 7.3 of the draft declaration (right to
disarmament), since it states that “States shall prohibit and refrain from outsourcing
inherently State military and security functions to private contractors”. There
is a growing phenomenon of privatization of war and the use of private security
companies to protect multinational companies that exploit natural resources. There
are the same elements of past periods of colonial history in which the use of force
in vast territories, such as India and Canada, was exercised by private commercial
companies, such as the Hudson Bay Company, the East India Company or other
colonial companies in Africa. We are going through a period of neocolonialism very
similar to the past. In parallel to this privatization of war in the international sphere,
there has also existed a great expansion in the market of the private security and
protection at the national level worldwide. A public good and the right of everyone
to security have thus become a private good only for those who can pay for it.
With regards to Art. 5 of the draft declaration, this includes the rule of
international law and moral principle that was articulated in the nuremberg trials to
prosecute the criminals of World War II. It stipulates that every member of the army
is responsible as an individual for their actions and cannot evade their responsibility
by claiming simply that it was only to obey superior orders. As stated in Art. 5.4,
“members of any military or security institution have the right not to participate
in wars of aggression, international military operations not authorised by the
United nations, or other armed operations, whether international or internal, which
violate the principles and norms of international human rights law or international
humanitarian law”. They also have the right to “disobey orders that are manifestly
contrary to the above-mentioned principles and norms”. The speaker recognized
that this Article of the draft declaration has been one of the most controversial and
difficult to be adopted by consensus. He concluded by expressing his concern about
the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, as they do not respect the criteria established in the
Un Charter and can therefore not be considered legal.
Prof Dr Theo van Boven (netherlands) analyzed Arts. 5-11 of the draft
declaration. Regarding Art. 5 (Right to civil disobedience and to conscientious
objection), he stated that the right to conscientious objection is “close to my heart”.
In fact, it was at the time of the Vietnam War that he raised this issue, back in
1971, at the Un Commission on Human Rights when he served as the netherlands
representative to the Commission. Initially the right to conscientious objection
met with much resistance among government delegations, but it was gradually
recognized and supported in resolutions adopted by the former Un Commission
on Human Rights and by the Human Rights Council. It was also affirmed in the
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case-law of the Human Rights Committee, the monitoring and adjudicative expert
body established under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
In this context, Art. 18 of the Covenant which is dealing with the right to freedom
of thought, conscience and religion is of particular relevance. The right to civil
disobedience has deep roots in the tradition of certain sectors of civil society
and reflects profound human convictions and moral imperatives. Recognition
of this right can be considered as a contribution to progressive development in
international standard-setting. It may also be relevant to take into account, albeit
in the somewhat different perspective of international criminal law, Art. 33 of the
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court which prescribes that orders to
commit genocide or crimes against humanity are manifestly unlawful and thus
entail not only a right but also a duty to disobey such orders.
Regarding to Art. 6 (right to resist and oppose oppression), the speaker
stated that there is a right to resist and oppose all abusive regimes that commit
international crimes or other grave, massive and systematic violations of
human rights. Moreover, the notion of “totalitarian” regimes may be subject to
misinterpretation as happened during the Reagan Administration when misguided
distinctions were made between “totalitarian” and “authoritarian” regimes in
the context of the so-called Cold War. The speaker also quoted Art. 20 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which states:
1. Any propaganda of war shall be prohibited by law.
2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement
to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law.
He indicated that Art. 7 (right to disarmament) reflects and restates wording
that is also included in important United nations documents of disarmament.
Paragraph 3 of this Article is a useful addition. It relates to the activities of the Un
Working Group on the use of mercenaries. These activities quite rightly focus on
limitation and control of the use and activities of private contractors in war and
warlike situations and aim at the adoption of a binding international instrument
to that effect. Art. 8 (freedom of thought, opinion, expression, conscience and
religion) covers an area, albeit for present purposes in connection with the human
right to peace, that is also set out in Arts. 18 and 19 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights. In this connection he indicated that we should also be
mindful of the important saving clause contained in para. 1 of the final provisions
of the draft declaration which reads that:
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no provision of this Declaration may be interpreted as meaning that it confers on
any State, group or individual any right to undertake or develop any activity, or
carry out any act contrary to the purposes and principles of the United nations, or
likely to negate or violate any provisions of the Declaration, international human
rights law or international humanitarian law.

Clauses of this nature appear also in other international instruments and are
important in order to safeguard the consistency and the coherence between the
various international instruments. They are based on the principle that the most
liberal and protective standard must prevail (principle pro persona).
On the other hand, Art. 9 of the draft declaration (right to refugee status) restates,
for present purposes in connection with the human right to peace, basic principles
of international refugee law. Again, paragraph 1 of the final provisions of the draft
declaration is pertinent, since it explicitly refer, in addition to international human
rights law and international humanitarian law, to international refugee law.
Art. 10 (right to emigrate and to participate) makes quite rightly an explicit link
to Art. 3 of the draft declaration, which affirms the right to human security and to
live in a safe and healthy environment. The present Article is a logical sequence of
Art. 9 concerning the right to refugee status. Thus, Art. 10 may be considered as a
contribution to progressive development of international standard-setting.
Finally, although Art. 11 (rights of all victims of human rights violations) belongs
to the series of provisions assigned to the next commentator, I merely wish to
express my satisfaction that it is included in the present Declaration. The reparative
rights of victims are set out in detail in the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the
Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International
Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law,
adopted by the General Assembly of the United nations in December 2005. The
same Basic Principles and Guidelines are quite properly referred to in preambular
paragraph 21 of the draft declaration.
Prof Dr Chinsung Chung (Republic of Korea) congratulated the organizers of
the Congress, which is the last part of the World Campaign in favour of the human
right to peace initiated by the SSIHRL in 2007. She was quite sure that the rich
discussions and the draft declaration before the Congress shall greatly contribute
to the deliberation of the same theme in the Un Human Rights Council and its
Advisory Committee. In particular, the approval of the draft declaration on the
human right to peace by the Congress will mark a significant consensus building
towards actual codification of international human rights law on the right to peace.
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With regards to the draft declaration, she analysed that Art. 10 relates to the
right to emigrate as a consequence of failed enjoyment of the right to live in safety
as stipulated in Art. 3. Art. 10 combines the right to emigrate and the right to live
in safety in the newly settled territory, as immigrants may face new dangers. It is
welcome that the formulation of the right in Art. 10 is such that both individuals and
groups will enjoy this right, because, as we know, dangers to human security affect
both individuals and groups. It is a well-founded recognition that the conditions
that endanger the right to peace have both individual and collective dimensions.
Art. 11 draws attention to the rights of all victims of human rights violations.
However, if the term rights of all victims refers to anyone whose right to peace has
been violated in part or in whole, the rights of victims may be logically deduced
from the rights as stipulated in the Declaration. And, this point is already taken
into account as paragraph 4 of the Art. 11, which affirms: “Every victim of a
human rights violation has the right, in accordance with international human
rights law”, and stipulates the details. In this regard, I hold the view that Art. 11
is of the nature of a general principle in human rights law, and thus may not be
particularly needed in the Declaration as a separate Article.
Art. 12 draws attention to persons belonging to vulnerable groups that are in
need of special protection. The vulnerable groups have been named as “women in
particular situations, children, victims of enforced or involuntary disappearances,
persons with diverse physical or mental functionality, elderly persons, displaced
persons, migrants, refugees and indigenous peoples.” The list of vulnerable groups
cannot be exhaustive in any case. However, there are other important groups to
be added. One is ethnic minorities, and other minorities that are stereotyped with
notions of danger, be it from religious bias or other biases based on descent or work.
The discrimination based on descent has previously been extensively addressed in
the former Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights,
and the groups discriminated against, and so are often sterotyped with notions
of danger to neighbouring communities. According to the speaker, paragraph 2
starts with the State’s obligation, which would be better moved to the Art. 13,
which addresses the section on obligations to the realization of the right to peace.
The speaker also proposed that paragraph 3 on women should be entitled to be
discussed as a separate Article: for example, with the title of ‘gender perspective’.
Art. 13 stipulates the obligations for States, international organizations, civil
society, individuals, corporations, etc. in the realization of the human right to peace.
The draft declaration takes an approach that individuals and other non-State entities
also have duties and obligations for the realization of such a right, even though it
is the States that have the primary responsibility and duty to protect, promote and
implement all human rights, including the human right to peace. We know that the
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United Nations Declaration on the Right to Development also contains a provision
on responsibility other than that of the State. Although the speaker understand that
this is to highlight a “collective international responsibility to preserve peace and
respect human rights”, she still finds it not sufficiently clear nor easy to decide,
from the current text of Art. 13, when national authorities are unable or unwilling to
realize the human right to peace. Then the responsibility shifts to the international
community or extends to other, non-State entities to take responsibilities.
The speaker suggested to split Art. 13 into 3 parts, as follows: obligations of the States,
the United nations, and other entities. Second, it is important to note the responsibilities
of schools and national human rights institutions in promoting and respecting human
rights, and therefore they must be stated in paragraph 1. She added that the State obligation
in paragraph 3 to take all necessary measures within the country and to actively pursue
international cooperation are two distinct obligations, and therefore must be separated
into two separate paragraphs. In the former part of paragraph 3, it would be better to
touch upon States’ obligations of all rights that were discussed in section A, rather
than only mentioning development, environment and peace-building. In paragraph 6,
we also need to acknowledge the importance of observing the human right to peace in
peacekeeping work, not just in peace-building work of the United nations.
Other amendments proposed by the speaker to the draft referred to the new
wording of paragraph 7 (“States have obligation to hold all military actions within the
framework of the Un Charter”) and paragraph 8 (“strengthening the dialogue between
civil society and the Security Council” or “expanding the participation of civil society
in the Security Council”). She also understood that, in view of the recent concerns on
the role of private military and security forces, it is crucial to state the obligations of
States and the Un to hold all activities and personnel of private military and security
forces within the framework of the Un, and to observe all human rights criteria.
Part II of the draft declaration is on the implementation and stipulates the
establishment and functions of the working group on the human right to peace.
In particular, the goal to establish the Convention with a treaty-monitoring
body should be emphasized. The drafting group of the Human Rights Council
Advisory Committee proposed 3 possibilities of mechanisms for monitoring
and implementation at its report which would be discussed in the following
January 2011 session: a new special procedure, a working group the same as
proposed here, and an open-ended working group of the HR Council.
With regards to Art. 2 of the draft declaration (right to education in and for
peace and other human rights), the speaker said that this provision is essential to
ensure the human right to peace. However, she proposed to take more account of
Art. 29 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which establishes that the
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right to education for the child should be directed to the development of human
rights and the preparation for peace and friendship among all peoples. Therefore,
there is a connection between human rights and the right to education.
Finally, with regards to Art. 9 of the draft declaration on refugees, she noted
that it is crucial to include a well-established international legal principle of
non-refoulement (prohibition to return), as this must be applied to all refugees
as one of the most important safeguards of their human rights. It is also crucial
to acknowledge in today’s world the type of refugee emanating from extreme
poverty —the economic refugees.
2.6.2. general debate
next, the Chairperson of the Commission invited those present to take part
in the debate on the draft declaration, Mr Enrique Gaspar, President of nexos
Alianza, spoke in support of the draft declaration, and to propose its translation
into Arabic and its dissemination throughout the Muslim world. The representative
of the Public Health Foundation proposed including a paragraph on access to free,
no-cost public health —as in India this does not exist. For Mr Christophe Barbey,
founder of APRED (Association for Demilitarization), the draft preambular part
needed more reliability and it took up too many pages. Prof Douglas Cassel
replied that the Preamble could be reorganized, but without altering its substance.
Also, Mr Barbey asked for violence to be cited explicitly, as it is a human choice.
Ms Cora Weiss replied that she did not believe that violence was a human choice.
With regard to the application of the human right to peace, Mr Barbey suggested that
the reports of the future working group should be presented as regularly as possible.
Mr Jun Sasamoto and Mr Shiokawa, President and member, respectively, of
the Japan Lawyers International Association (JALISA), emphasized the numerous
references to peace which are in the Constitution of Japan and requested that
mention be made of Art. 9 of this Constitution, in which his country renounces
war. For the speakers the human right to peace is the right to live in peace just
as it is established in their Constitution. In particular, they asked for Art. 9 of
Japan’s Constitution to be mentioned in the introduction or in Art. 3 of the future
Declaration of Santiago.
Mr Mohamed Mostafa, member of the Institute for Peace Studies (IPS), proposed
adding an express mention of the special rights of the young, an Article on youth
participation, and organizing a world youth conference on the human right to peace.
Mr Manuel López Zebral, representative of the Galician nationalist movement Galiza
Solidaria, proposed including a reference to the right to self determination of Galicia.
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Another of those present suggested including an Article on the dismantling of military
bases on foreign territory. Finally, one of those present, of French origin, proposed
adding a reference in the Preamble to the Convention on the Rights of the Child and its
optional protocols, as well as the international labour conventions for the abolition of
forced work. In his opinion, the draft declaration does not tackle the question of children
as holders of rights, but only as members of a group in a situation of vulnerability.
2.6.3. Commission 2 (international observatory oF the human right to PeaCe)
Commission 2 was chaired by Dr Gustavo Gallón Giraldo (Colombia), Director
of the Colombian Commission of Jurists and former Special Representative of
the Commission on Human Rights on the situation of human rights in Equatorial
Guinea. Prof Mario Yutzis (Argentina) took on the duties of rapporteur. Also
taking part were the following commentators: Dr Jesús María Alemany Briz
(Spain), President of the Foundation Seminar on Research for Peace of Zaragoza;
Dr Álvaro Garcé (Uruguay), Parliamentary Commissioner for jails in Uruguay;
Dr Carmen Magallón Portolés (Spain), Director of the Foundation Seminar
on Research for Peace and Dr Alejandro Teitelbaum (Argentina), former
representative in Geneva of the International Federation for Human Rights and the
American Association of Jurists. The meeting was then opened to general debate.
Dr Jesús María Alemany Briz (Spain) emphasized that the draft Statutes of
the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (iohrP), drawn up
by the organizers, stated in its first Article that it is constituted, in its Arts. II
and III why, and in its Arts. IV to XII how; that is to say, with which organic
structure, instruments and processes it is equipped. The speaker considered it to be
significant that Art. I.2, after setting the starting date of the iohrP works (“three
months after the present statutes have been approved”) should also determine the
finishing time (“…until the full achievement of its objectives”). He understood,
therefore, that although the material object of the iohrP is the human right to
peace, its formal object is the future Declaration of Santiago and the international
codification process that begins and will conclude with the Universal Declaration
of the Human Right to Peace which in due course the General Assembly of the
United Nations will approve. That seems to be confirmed in Art. II.1-2 of the draft
Statutes, which constitutes the most substantive part of the enumerated objectives.
The human right to peace is an imprescriptible goal and always greater.
On the other hand, the Declaration of Santiago is the contribution of civil
society in the form of a Declaration to a process whose objectives are considered
to be reachable and therefore should conclude in their current form. Also, he
emphasized that the Arts. II and III of the draft Statutes respond to the why of
the iohrP and permit a reading from the sphere of research for peace. The
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proposed text states the objectives and functions of the iohrP to ensure the
human right to peace.
He also emphasized that text without context does not exist. It is a hermeneutic
principle. The context in this case is semantic. When the Declaration of the
Human Right to Peace is proclaimed or an International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace is created, what is understood by human right? What is
understood as peace? The semantic context that is perceived behind the formal
legal text proposed in the draft declaration and collected in Arts. I-III of the draft
Statutes of the iohrP, is an expansion of the concepts of human right and of
peace, which occurred above all in recent decades (Preamble). For the jurist, the
concept of human right in force in the first two generations (that focuses on the
values of freedom and equality, giving rise to the UDHR and the two subsequent
Covenants) has been expanded in the new human rights called for by solidarity
in a time of accelerated interdependence: right to development, right to a healthy
environment, human right to peace (for many jurists, a prolongation of the human
right to life). The human right to peace unites at the same time the individual
subject and the collective; it calls for its guarantee, not only from a State but from
the joint effort of all: States, organizations and individuals. It should be envisaged
not in isolation, but as a prerequisite for the other human rights and, at the same
time, as its consequence, and integrate in a necessary way the dialectic right/duty.
In short, it is a rights summary, an apt expression by Karel Vasak.
The concept of peace possesses great semantic richness in the majority of
cultures, different but always connected to a positive situation of personal plenitude
and social harmony. The persistence of wars and violence in human history ensured
that that first understanding of positive peace gradually gave way to another more
negative understanding in relation to the absence of warlike activity, which has
lasted for many centuries. Ethics coined the restrictive doctrine of the just war, which
was unviable. In the field of research for peace, advances were made in the second
half of the 20th century which affected the concept of peace itself. The norwegian
sociologist Johan Galtung was a pioneer in lending it a positive slant by putting peace
in relation to a new vision of conflict and violence. The attainment of peace does not
call for the elimination of conflicts, inherent to humanity, but the ability to handle
conflicts, conceived as a triangle whose sides are contradiction, conduct and attitude,
through creativity, non-violence and empathy, so that conflicts do not degenerate into
structural violence, direct violence and/or cultural violence. Peace grows with the
least amount of violence in its three forms.
From the same positive perspective, other trends refer to peace as the
interaction of the following elements: development, human rights, democracy
and disarmament. But in the 1970s and 1980s development in the understanding
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of peace received new contributions from the perspective of gender, from an
environmental viewpoint and from a spiritual interiorisation, demanding the
attention, almost on the hinge of the millennium, of two very intense factors:
identities and religions. Peace, then, in some sense stripped of its exclusively
military understanding, has new stages and new actors, it is insoluble in the macro
and in the micro realms, it possesses a procedural, not static, nature, and sometimes
it is fragile and modest and one has to begin writing about it in lower case letters.
From this integral idea of peace UnESCO declared in 1998, that it is a culture,
that is to say, not a product of fear, but something to cultivate with hope every
day, sowing it above all in the field of education understood in the modern sense
of the Delors report. It is this peace that is referred to in the Preamble to the draft
declaration that is debated in Commission 1, and from which should be understood
Arts. II and III of the draft Statutes of the iohrP. Because it qualifies, directs
and lends content to the formal decisions: the indicators, the prevention and alert
mechanisms, the urgent actions, the monitoring, the reports and other objectives
set out in Art. II of the draft Statutes; as well as training activities, courses,
research, praxis of mediation and repair, consideration of the victims, cooperation
networks and other functions to which Art. III refers. In conclusion, Arts. II-III of
the draft Statutes codify the functions of the iohrP. In addition, it was important
to highlight the pre-occupations —those which are prior to occupations and which
constitute the necessary context of the legal text.
Dr Álvaro Garcé (Uruguay) underlined the importance of previous experience,
the independence and participation of the people, and organizations which will
form part of the iohrP. With these elements, he expressed his full confidence
that the future iohrP will work and create objective indicators to measure the
degree of achievement of the future Santiago Declaration. He added that the draft
declaration, along with the approval of the Statutes of the iohrP shall constitute
two historic landmarks: since the Congress, as well as the World Campaign in
favour of the human right to peace has entered a qualitatively better period. In
this ascending perspective, he disclosed that the legal creation of the iohrP will
continue to keep in mind the commitment and exceptional leadership capacity
demonstrated by the promoters of the World Campaign in favour of the human
right to peace.
For the speaker, the effective starting up of this essential security mechanism
will be very important. Since the Luarca expert meeting, the aforementioned
World Campaign has overcome a succession of challenges with great success,
and is currently directed towards a key phase: the construction of objective
indicators to monitor compliance with the future Declaration. The iohrP will be
fundamental for this. Applicable law, the composition of the iohrP, its organs
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(the draft Statutes rightly balance participation needs with executive operation), in
general, everything related to the institution, has been foreseen in the best possible
way. The efforts of the promoters have been very productive. The moment has
come to give life to the good initiative. It will be essential to have sufficient public
and private financing sources. To conclude, the speaker expressed total support for
the constitution of the iohrP and was committed to contributing to effectively
bringing it into operation.
Dr Carmen Magallón Portolés (Spain) thanked for the invitation to comment
on the draft resolution 2 which the Congress proposes to approve. She focused her
intervention on two questions:
a) The importance of the iohrP as a source of participation by civil society in
putting into practice and advancing the human right to peace in a structure
that, according to that stated in Art. V. 3 of the draft Statutes, is set out on
three levels: General Assembly, Executive Committee (and its Bureau) and
International Secretariat;
b) The wish that this structure, in particular the composition of the Executive
Committee (Art. VIII. 2) and the International Secretariat (Art. X. 4) has “a
gender balance and an equitable representation from the five regions of the
world”, as well as the suggestion that the candidates should possess high moral
consideration, impartiality and integrity” (VIII. 3).
As regards the first question, the speaker pointed out that, in a world which
has been globalized by the eruption of new information and communication
technologies (ICTs), global governance cannot be left only in the hands of
the formal decision-making organs (without calling them experts, for experts
are distributed throughout all the levels of democratic participation). Global
governance can be understood as the management of the problems of an ever
more interdependent world, within which is placed, in an outstanding position due
to the seriousness that its lack carries with it, the achievement of culture of peace,
progress towards peace in the broad sense envisaged by the draft declaration that
is discussed by Commission 1. Thus, in global governance, to achieve the aims
of the future Declaration, civil society is of key importance. For this reason the
creation of the iohrP could not be more necessary and opportune. The global
society is a society of knowledge, a characteristic that, although it does not reach
everybody equally, does, in some way or other, affect the life of everyone. From
civil society (CSOs, churches, universities, centres for thought, social movement,
etc.; which is to say, all those organizations not directly involved in the executive
structure of governments), come thoughts and practices which transform reality,
different and even opposing views, which have to be debated.
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The General Assembly of the iohrP is intended to be a sample of this global
civil society in action. Like the majority of management matters in the world, she
emphasized that those that concern the human right to peace exceed the field of
action of formal decision-making organisms: more actors are necessary in order
to understand them and confront them. Civil society is essential for the foreign
policy of a country, and also for questions concerning humanity as a whole, as is the
human right to peace. Prof Dr Shaun Riordan (The London School of Economics
and Political Science) maintains that foreign policy, as well as occupying itself with
ideas and values once again, must go from a paradigm of closed decision-making,
clearly inadequate and even counterproductive today, to a more open culture, which
is projected not only at consultative level, but even at diplomatic action itself. In
this line of necessity and newness, it is to be hoped that the iohrP, with its wealth
of actors and origins, will serve its purpose of collaborating in global governance,
through its objective of monitoring the implementation of human right to peace.
Regarding the second question (the question of “gender balance and equitable
representation of the five world regions” and that candidates enjoy the “high moral
character, impartiality and integrity”), the speaker glossed over the meaning and
importance of gender approach applying an analysis which can be extended to
other groups discriminated against in the past and the present. The gender balance
should be understood, not only as the equal participation of men and women
(60-40 or 40-60%), but also taking into account the historical experience of
women as a human group. It represents half of humanity and has been historically
relegated from the public sphere. This balance is necessary not only because it is
justice, but it can hardly achieve the objectives of the future Santiago Declaration
without a proper gender balance (and also without people from different cultures
and backgrounds who have been equally rejected by not following the hegemonic
Eurocentric archetype). It follows that it is necessary to preserve their physical
presence and respect their thoughts and practices of centuries. Women have
entered into the international sphere and into the media primarily as victims of
harmful traditions, discrimination and deprivation of rights.
The IOHRP cannot have this approach. This is not the gender balance to
be pursued. Without forgetting this negative side, the victimization of many
women in the world should be translated with the possibility of women taking
part in the bodies of the IOHRP in order to build an environment of peace for
their lives and those around them. Women should be included in this structure
as active actors to rescue their voices. Women have been and are active players
in the major peace-building programmes.
To underscore this role within civil society, in recent decades the women’s
groups have grown with different objectives, but with a common feature:
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to confront and delegitimize the logic that imposes the triumph of military force
over reason and life. These were organized with various purposes:
a) To oppose the war or the militaristic policy of aggression carried out by their
governments (the case of the Women in Black);
b) To break down barriers among groups and approach divided communities
(Hand Across the Divide, Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots);
c) To reach non-military solutions to structural conflicts (Colombia’s Pacific
Route of Women);
d) To act against impunity in order to prevent the recurrence of genocide,
forced disappearances and persecution suffered by certain groups of people
(the Mothers and Grandmothers of Plaza de Mayo);
e) To support women living in situations of war or deprivation of freedom and
human rights (War Against Women) in different countries (Women for a Better
World, to support African Women in Conflict Countries);
f) To acknowledge that the basic work of women can influence the decisionmaking process, such as is shown by UnIFEM (United nations Development
Fund for Women), some women in the European Parliament, and some groups
and women in the United States of America. The advancement of women in
the international system, from the perspective of increased status and ability
to influence in the decision-making process, has been captured in the recent
establishment of a separate agency for women within the United nations, in
which will be included the following gender institutions: the Division for the
Advancement of Women (DAW), the International Research and Training
Institute for the Advancement of Women (INSTRAW), Office of the Special
Adviser to the Secretary-General on Gender Issues and Advancement of Women
(OSAGI) and the United nations Development Fund for Women (UnIFEM).
The Secretary-General has appointed the former President of Chile, Michelle
Bachelet, to the rank of Deputy Secretary-General. All these developments
should be included in the future IOHRP. The contribution of different cultures
is needed as a basis of the human right to peace and its protection.
The speaker concluded that the requirements of the future members of the
IOHRP should have high moral quality, impartiality and integrity, and long
experience in international human rights law and especially the human right to
peace. It would secure two personal indispensable features: ethical quality and
knowledge of the subject to be monitored. Our world is characterized by having
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broken the tension between humanism or ethics and knowledge or expertise. The
field of human rights is an opportunity to exemplify the importance of linking
human quality and ethics, with the professional competence of candidates.
Dr Alejandro Teitelbaum (Argentina) expressed cautious optimism based
on his previous experience in international organizations. He referred to other
observatories, such as the European Corporate Centre, the Citizen Forum of
Participation for Justice and Human Rights, Oilwatch Inequalities Observatory,
or the International Observatory of Prisons, which could provide guidance for the
implementation of the future IOHRP. He stressed the importance of networking
(understood as interconnections among all types of organizations) and his personal
interest in the promotion of the culture of peace. He added that the human right
to peace is not only inseparable from other rights but covers all of them. He
suggested the possibility of establishing a network of networks (interconnection
among networks that address different human rights issues). Finally, he raised his
concern about the promotion of a culture of violence and the role played in this
sense by the mass media. The IOHRP should perform a specific task of monitoring
and reporting about the promotion of culture of violence in the media.
2.6.4. general debate
In continuation, the Chairperson of the second Commission invited participants
to take the floor. A representative of the Institute of Human Rights and Independent
Living requested the inclusion of the perspective of people with disabilities. The
Chairperson recalled that Art. 12. 2 of the draft declaration under discussion in the
Commission 1 includes people with disabilities in the category of persons belonging
to vulnerable groups. Ms Montserrat Ponsa (Foundation Culture of Peace) stressed
that it was necessary to include young people in the building process of culture of
peace and suggested that their participation would be very positive in the IOHRP.
Ms Liliana Cotto Morales (UnESCO Chair at the University of Puerto Rico)
asked if they could participate in the IOHRP, although they are not strictly a nGO
(recalled the problems derived from being considered as a “colony” of the United
States of America). She suggested that OSC of the IOHRP should be independent
of governments. Mr Víctor Grindissi, Uruguayan educator, said the IOHRP must
also analyze the situation of persons deprived of liberty. Mr Kepa Landa announced
the forthcoming establishment of a partnership to settle the Basque conflict and
said that the process should involve all stakeholders, including the Government,
with support from international society. Ms Vanessa Concedo (Foundation for
Development and Peaceful Coexistence, Bolivia), student of the UnESCO Chair
at the University Jaume I (Castellón) and volunteer of the UnESCO Chair at the
University of Puerto Rico, said that in the future the IOHRP should involve civil
society in general and not only nGOs, since otherwise it leads to a new form of
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social control. Mr Marco Gutiérrez, Mexican educator, commented similarly, but
also said that the nGOs are becoming the new elites. In this regard it was reported
that IOHRP was open to all civil society always, that it would be minimally
organized and that it required too many formalities to participate in the General
Assembly. Ms Yasmine Muñoz, Colombia activist, requested that future reports
prepared by the IOHRP should include the realities that women face. She recalled
that the arms race is also introduced in the private sphere and in the lives of women
through gender-based violence. Finally, a representative of the Centre for Peace
Studies, Social Studies Group, at the University of Coimbra (Portugal), suggested
the establishment of an indicator to control the media.
2.7. Commemoration of the International Day of Human Rights
Under the chairmanship of Prof Dr Theo van Boven, the International Day of
Human Rights was commemorated on 10 December 2012. Special guests were
Dr Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann (nicaragua), former President of the General
Assembly of the United nations and member of the Drafting Group Advisory
Committee; Dr Mona Zulfikar (Egypt), chairperson of the Advisory Committee
drafting group on the right to peace; Dr Zonke Zanele Majodina (South Africa),
chairperson of the Human Rights Committee, former co-chair and member of
the South African Human Rights Commission, and Mr Alfred L. Marder (USA),
President of the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities.
The statement of Dr Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann was read out by
Dr Mario J. Yutzis (Argentina) due to health unforeseen reasons. He wished to
commend all participants for their commitment and participation in the Santiago
Congress on the Human Right to Peace. After four years of hard work, civil
society is presenting a comprehensive framework, the product of a sustained,
conscientious and collaborative endeavour to extract from diverse cultural and
legal traditions those shared values that weave together the fabric of our common
humanity. He saluted the organizers and participants for taking up the banner
to ensure that this fundamental right to peace receives the urgent attention and
legal protection that it deserves.
The speaker stated that the right to peace is already a component of developing
international law. The General Assembly of the United nations has spoken
unequivocally and has recognized that the right to peace is a legal right. World peace
is the raison d’être of the United Nations. The first operative Article of the UN
Charter deals entirely with peace and establishes the maintenance of international
peace as a principal purpose of the Organization —a purpose the United nations
has totally failed to achieve. If peace is to be achieved in the 21st century, war
and violence will need to be addressed outright as the ultimate human failure.
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For the right to peace is to gain the ascendance in international relations that it
deserves, we must confront certain lamentable but inescapable truths that keep
our Organization bogged down in war. First we must recognize that the “illegal”
—unauthorized use of force— by powerful Member States is on the rise.
Secondly, he added that we must acknowledge where these “breaches of the
peace” originate. It is not the so-called rogue States, but rather the first nations that
possess nuclear weapons. It is, in fact, the world’s largest arms manufacturers and
arms suppliers —the five permanent members of the Security Council themselves—
who most often have used force illegally since the founding of the United nations.
Today the threat of nuclear war is real, not imaginary —yet instead of exhorting States
to comply with their obligation of nuclear disarmament and prevent a nuclear war, the
Security Council may actually condone it. We are moving backwards, not forwards;
not only are nuclear weapons proliferating, they are now being maintained for the
purpose of war. Today the Security Council speaks with diminishing authority not
just because it lacks geographical representation, but because of its total inability to
reign in the misconduct of its own elite. If the United Nations is to fulfill the purposes
for which it was founded, then all States without exception must be held to the rule
of law and the Charter. The Security Council is no exception. The Un defeats its own
purpose by allowing any State to violate the Un Charter. Permanent Members of the
Security Council are no exception. They should be held to highest standards.
For more than thirty years now, the eradication of hunger and extreme poverty
has no longer been an unreachable utopia. The resources and scientific-technical
know-how exist to achieve it. Yet while the world continues to spend trillions of
dollars on military expenditures, it spends only a pittance on poverty reduction or
climate change. Despite the world financial and economic crisis, the United States
continues to increase its military expenditures in real terms and is today the dominant
and determinate factor in worldwide military expenditure. The U.S. will spend more
on its military budget in 2011 than the rest of the world combined and stands alone
as the only country with 1,000 military bases spread around the planet. But instead
of reining in the U.S., some States will emulate them. This is suicidal madness.
We must acknowledge that this same trend can be seen within our world
Organization where militarized approaches are “trumping” the search for peaceful
means of settling international disputes, thus increasing the likelihood of further
war, including nuclear war. In 2011 the Un peacekeeping budget will again be three
times higher than the United nations regular budget. Still the Un is plagued by
resource shortages as rich States refuse to fund regular programmes or ensure joint
action in critical areas. We must ask ourselves if these skewed spending priorities are
making our world more secure, or whether they are distracting us from the principal
threats facing humanity: climate change, extreme poverty and world hunger.
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If there is to be world peace, we must dedicate our God-given intelligence to
developing tools and technologies for human-centred development, rather than
ever more destructive weapons. We must begin in earnest the task of nuclear
disarmament, general arms reduction and demilitarization of both our world and
our Organization.The Un Charter contemplates non-military and militarized
responses to “breaches” of the peace. As advocates of the right to peace, we
need to counter the argument that unarmed responses to violence are ineffective.
Sufficient empirical data from countless UN reports show that our militarized
approaches are not working. To persist in the same logic is a sign of dementia, not
political realism, for we need to unleash all of our creative thinking and energy
if we are to imagine what a non-militarized collective security programme based
on human security would look like. Being able to articulate and envision such a
world will draw us closer to that reality. Therefore we must remove any vestige
of legal ambiguity and deny States recourse to the “use of force”. This is the only
way to compel the international community to think creatively and strategically
about non-violent and effective responses to “breaches” of the peace.
It will also make it possible to redirect the world’s attention and resources to
address the pressing global challenges that threaten Humanity: nuclear arms race
and weapons proliferation, climate change, extreme poverty, and world hunger.
International security must be based on the pillars of human security —disarmament,
sustainable development, environmental protection and the advancement of human
rights. The means we use today in the struggle for peace and justice and in the
fostering and defence of the Common Good of the Earth and Humanity, are the
seeds from which tomorrow will spring.
The speaker commended civil society for taking on the contentious and
thorny issues of the right to peace in a world still wedded to a culture of war.
Participants in the Congress have stayed the course and the draft declaration that
are considering, and which will be finally adopted in Santiago de Compostela,
is yet further evidence of your determination and commitment. Your work has
awakened interest around the world on the right to peace and it could not come at
a better time.
He recalled that they are grappling with a very similar task in the Advisory
Council of the United nations Human Rights Council in which he participates
as one of its 18 independent experts. They have been asked to prepare a draft
declaration on the righ of peoples to peace for the HR Council, which will
eventually be adopted by the General Assembly of the United nations. As you know,
the General Assembly, as far back as 1984, adopted an unequivocal proclamation
of the right to peace of all peoples. This makes our work much easier, but we still
face obstacles especially the tolling of time. We have waited so long to reiterate
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a right as patently evident and fundamental as the right of all peoples everywhere
to peace. Your work in Santiago de Compostela will enlighten us, assist us in the
Advisory Committee and the Human Rights Council, to put haste in our own
efforts in the United nations to further the human right to peace.
It should be reminded that civil society is among the “We the People” of whom
the Un Charter speaks out. The Advisory Committee, in the United nations,
is working on your behalf. It should be encouraged to work with all haste and
commitment to do this important work in your name. As former President of
the General Assembly the speaker saw first-hand how effectively and efficiently
governments and the United nations can work when there is cooperation and
goodwill, and people work together. He also saw that the Member States and
the United nations respond to the persistent urging of the people pushing us to
do our best. Civil society acts as our guide and our inspiration in our task to
draft a declaration on the right of peoples to peace. We need your advice, your
watchful gaze, and your constant urging to complete our task in all possible
haste for your sake and that of future generations. The speaker also remembered
Gandhi’s wise words about the worst type of conflict, war —the greatest threat to
peace. He captured the essence of the right to peace when he counselled us that
“[w]whenever you are confronted with an opponent, conquer him with love.”
Dr Mona Zulficar (Egypt), Chairperson of the HR Council Advisory Committee
drafting group of the declaration on the right of peoples to peace, was unable to
attend the Congress because of health reasons. Her statement was read out by
Prof Dr Chinsung Chung (Republic of Korea), member of the same drafting group.
She recalled that a few weeks ago, we celebrated the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence Against Women (25 november) and the tenth anniversary
of the landmark Un Security Council resolution 1325 adopted in October 2000, in
which the Security Council recognized, for the first time, the inevitable strong link
between women, peace and security. The unanimous adoption of resolution 1325
represented a breakthrough, as the international community declared its political
will to address gender-based violence and gender inequality, in conflict and post
conflict situations and recognize the importance of women’s equal participation
in all efforts to maintain and promote sustainable and just peace and security.
Resolution 1325 underscored the States’ obligation to protect women and girls
from human rights violations including sexual violence. Resolutions 1820 of 2008
and 1888/1889 of 2009 followed, introducing new approaches to integrate gender
with all aspects of peace and security and new mechanisms to enhance, track and
institutionalize implementation.
By January 2011 Un Women will become operational. In a positive response
to advocacy campaigns by women and women’s groups and nGOs worldwide,
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Un Women will be giving women and girls a powerful voice at the global, regional
and national levels, as a single consolidated dynamic Un Agency. Building on the
progress made over the last decades by the Un, particularly in the International
Conference for Population and Development ICPD, Cairo, 1994 Programme of
Action, the Beijing 1995 Platform of Action and CEDAW, Un Women declared,
as one of its strategic objectives, the achievement of equality between women and
men as partners and beneficiaries of development, human rights, humanitarian
action and peace and security.
In our part of the world, the speaker indicated that the African Union (AU)
adopted in 2002 a Protocol to establish the Peace and Security Council as a
standing decision, creating an organ for prevention, management and resolution
of conflicts in Africa. The AU also declared 2010 the Year of Peace in Africa
and committed to fully and effectively implement the Un resolutions on
women, peace and security, as a priority at AU Commission and Member States
levels. Progress has been made. For example, eleven African countries signed a
binding Protocol on the Prevention and Suppression of Sexual Violence against
Women and Children, Ending Sexual Violence, and the Model Legislation on
preventing sexual and gender based violence. In the Arab Region, a final draft
Arab Regional Strategy to implement resolution 1325 was launched in October
2010 by the Arab Women’s Committee of the League of Arab States and the
Arab Women’s Organization with the support of UnIFEM. Several African and
Arab countries have developed national plans for women, peace and security and
nGOs movements are actively involved in activities to promote gender equality,
and the right to peace and security, as well as the role of women in building and
maintaining peace and dispute resolution in conflict and post conflict situations.
Kenya has just issued a law against trafficking in women and children, and Egypt
is about to issue a similar law. More than half of Burundi’s Senate are women
and over 25 % of Sudan’s national Assembly are women according to this year’s
elections. In Egypt and Morocco, women occupy around 12% of Parliament based
on different types of quota systems.
On the other hand, armed conflicts and civil wars have become commonplace
in Africa and the Arab Region during the last few decades, accounting for the
loss of millions of lives and generating millions of refugees or displaced persons.
In 1996 alone, 14 out of 53 countries in Africa suffered armed conflicts and civil
wars bringing the toll to more than half of all war-related deaths in the world.
In most of those conflicts, women and girls are targets of rape, forced pregnancies,
sexual slavery and instruments of war. The deliberate use of sexual violence
against women and children as an instrument of war, has had a devastating impact
on the victims and their communities. Examples of mass rapes include Rwanda
(1994), Darfur (2004) and the horrific mass rapes in the Eastern provinces of
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Democratic Republic of the Congo which occurred in July and August 2010
only 32 kilometres away from a Un peacekeeping base. As the perpetrators are
rarely prosecuted or held accountable for their horrible crimes against humanity,
an environment of impunity has developed, making sexual violence sustainable.
Moreover, millions of women and girls, victims of sexual violence, continue to
suffer from inadequate or no protection, inadequate or no services or reparations
during and post conflict. In addition to the foregoing, around 100 to 140 million
girls and women in the world, mostly in Africa, have suffered female genital
mutilation and 3 million girls are at risk every year. The experience of women in
several countries of Africa and the Arab Region shows that women’s struggle for
gender equality and empowerment is stifled by the absence of peace and security,
which in turn reinforces gender inequalities and precludes women’s leadership
and participation potential.
Furthermore, after ten years of adopting resolution 1325, progress of
implementation has been slow and inconsistent, and women’s participation in
formal peace negotiations and peacekeeping forces has been minimal. Moreover,
women’s specific needs in refugee camps and for post-conflict disarmament,
demobilization, reintegration, reconstruction and repatriation programmes
continue to be unmet. Political will and resources are lacking and there are no
clear mechanisms or time targeted plans for measuring progress and holding
States accountable for their obligations to ensure gender equality, maintain peace
and security, and protect women and children from human rights violations.
It is not enough to pass Un resolutions, ratify human rights covenants, adopt
declarations and conventions at the international and regional levels, or issue
laws at the national level; this is only the first phase of the struggle for change.
The crucial and more important phase is the struggle for implementation.
Success is achieved when ordinary women and girls enjoy human rights
to equality, justice, peace, security and development in their everyday lives.
Resolutions, declarations, conventions and laws can only be effective in
achieving their respective objectives when properly implemented. This will
be not only because of fear of penalty or reprimand, but also out of conviction
that such legal instruments serve the best common interest of the peoples and
individuals as well as humanity at large, so that slowly and surely the values
reflected in such legal instruments become integrated as part of the prevailing
culture. Monitoring effective implementation through institutional mechanisms
and practical indicators, and applying controls, incentives and disincentives,
is essential for appraisal of progress and evaluation of the level of States’
compliance with their commitments. Holding States accountable for breach of
their obligations is instrumental to establish the rule of law and justice in the
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international community. The role of civil society is indispensable in monitoring
implementation and accountability.
Dr Zonke Zanele Majodina (South-Africa), chairperson of the Human Rights
Committee, pointed out that, according to the International Organization for
Migration (IOM), there are currently more than 240 million migrant workers in
the world, one third of which live in Europe, slightly below the figure for those
living in Asia and north America. Both migration north-South and South-South
are very frequent. The present global crisis has increased the global number
of victims of famine and extreme poverty which causes a parallel increase in
population displacement and mass migration to safer regions, either within
their own country (internally displaced persons, IDP) or outside (mass exodus,
international migration, refugees). These massive population movements affect
social peace of the country in which this occurs and may endanger international
peace and security (international migration).
Migration and peace are thus closely linked. The international community
affirmed in 1994 that “poverty and environmental degradation, combined with
the absence of peace and security, human rights violations and the varying
degrees of development of judicial and democratic institutions, are all factors
affecting international migration”. Moreover, it also indicated in 1995 that social
development is also clearly linked to the development of peace, freedom, stability
and security, both nationally and internationally.
The emerging international migration law should be built on two principles
applicable to all human beings: the right to emigrate and the principle of non
discrimination. Equality before the law and non discrimination in the enjoyment
of human rights are structural principles of international human rights law which
reaffirm the principle of dignity of human beings and build the international
human rights law system. The International Convention on the Protection of the
Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families of 1990 reiterates
the principle of non-discrimination and respect of all rights to migrant workers
and their families (Art. 7). Part III of the Convention recognizes the rights to
be granted to all migrants regardless of whether they have a regular or irregular
status in the host country. The Convention grants them a broad range of civil,
political, economic, social and cultural rights. The principle of non-discrimination
against immigrants should be enforced by those State Parties that have ratified
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966. Although Arts.
2.1 and 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights do not
expressly prohibit discriminatory measures against migrant workers (whether
with or without papers), the clause on the prohibition of discrimination on “other
status” (Art. 26) is so wide and open that it most certainly includes the status
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of “immigrant worker”. As recognized by the former Special Rapporteur on
contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related
intolerance, discrimination, racism and xenophobia constitute by definition a
rejection of or a failure to, recognize differences. Combating racism requires not
only identifying its manifestations and expressions but also analysing and better
understanding its underlying causes. The resurgence of the racist and xenophobic
culture and mentality can feed and foster a dynamic of conflicts between cultures
and civilizations, which constitute the most serious threat to world peace and
therefore to the human right to peace.
Moreover, although Art. 1.2 of the 1965 International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination does not make distinctions
between “citizens and non citizens”, the Committee on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination has clarified that the difference in treatment based
on citizenship or immigration status will constitute discrimination only if the
“criteria for such differentiation, judged in light of the objectives and purposes of
the Convention, does not achieve a legitimate objective and is not proportional”.
The Inter-American Court of Human Rights added that “the migratory status of a
person cannot constitute a justification for depriving him/her of the enjoyment and
exercise of their human rights, including those of labour”.
The outcome document of the Durban Review Conference, adopted on
24 April 2009, urged States to adopt a comprehensive and balanced approach to
migration (para. 77),
through the international dialogue on migration, by developing real partnerships
between countries of origin, transit and destination, and by exploring all
possible synergies between the management of migration and the promotion of
development, while fully taking into account the human rights of migrants.

The lack of recognition of multiculturalism is an underlying factor of racism
and the central issue in present-day crisis in most of the regions of the world.
Although societies are the outcome of lengthy historical processes involving
contact between peoples, cultures and religions, the central problem of most
modern societies lies in the fundamental contradiction between the framework of
the nation state, the expression of an exclusive national identity, and the dynamic
of multiculturalization. The identity crisis is developed around the dilemma of
whether to preserve an ethnic-centred identity or to recognize the reality of cultural
and inter-religious pluralism. Identity should be not an obstacle to, but a factor
that enables dialogue, mutual understanding, rediscovery of the proximity of the
other, and pluralism. The concept of diversity should not be interpreted as radical
difference, inequality and discrimination against the other, but as a vital element
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enabling to build a new social vision based on the dialectic of unity, diversity
and promotion of the value of cross fertilization between cultures, peoples, ethnic
identities and religions.
This new social vision should lead to peace. The concept of clash of civilizations,
cultures, ethnic identities or religions has been the new front of the Cold War
theorists. This ideology has not only shaped the world view of a growing number
of influential politicians and media leaders, but it also became a new paradigm for
some intellectuals and academics. The ideological paradigm was based both on the
use of the defence of national identity and security, and the creation of an enemy
in the process of the construction of a national identity. In their contributions to
the Durban Review Conference, the African Group (AG) stated that, against the
culture of fear, it is necessary to promote dialogue, peace, cultural diversity and
mutual understanding; and the Latin American and Caribbean Group concluded
that the promotion of tolerance and cross-cultural values is closely linked to the
spirit of the Durban Declaration and Programme of Action.
Educational policies and programmes should be orientated to promote peace,
respect for cultural diversity and universal human rights. Furthermore, as indicated
by the Intergovernmental Working Group on the Effective Implementation of the
Durban Declaration and Programme of Action, human rights education should
play a prominent role in combating racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and
related intolerance, and promoting a culture of peace and dialogue.
nevertheless, racial discrimination and xenophobia will rise dramatically in
our societies unless States adopt effective measures designed to correct persistent
forms of structural racism and to eradicate social inequalities which represent
the legacy of slavery and colonialism, and feed poverty. Since peoples of the
world are entitled to equality of opportunity and the enjoyment of their human
rights, including the right to development and the right to live in peace, actions
undertaken by governments aimed at eliminating racism should include economic
and social measures in support of peoples marginalized by racial discrimination.
As emphasized by the Asian Group
poverty, underdevelopment, marginalization, social exclusion and economic
disparities are closely associated with racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia
and related intolerance, and contribute to the persistence of racist attitudes and
practices which in turn generate more poverty.

Discrimination and racism is an extended phenomenon affecting people of
African descent and indigenous peoples. Although some legal and administrative
measures have been adopted to promote, enhance and strengthen the ethnic, cultural,
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religious and linguistic identities, participation of minority groups at the political,
economic, social and cultural spheres, continues to be irrelevant in many countries
where racial policies based on superiority, xenophobia or discrimination prevail.
This is in flagrant violation of the UN Charter and relevant international human
rights treaties. To efficiently implement main human rights standards, States should
promote dialogue among cultures and religions, enhance respect for the dignity of
peoples of diverse racial origin and beliefs, including indigenous peoples and people
of African descent; and finally, promote the human right to peace.
Mr Alfred L. Marder (United States of America), President of the International
Association of Peace Messenger Cities, thanked the organizers for giving him the
opportunity to participate. He pointed out that peace is the umbrella of all rights
enunciated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the historic document
we commemorate today. The struggle for peace is the struggle for human
rights. The struggle for human rights is the struggle for peace. His organization,
consisting of cities designated by the General Assembly of the United nations as
Peace Messengers, is dedicated, by mission, to that mandate.
The establishment of a culture of peace in a city is a prime prerequisite for
municipal leadership. “Peace is a human right” has become a rallying cry of
millions. It is carried on banners and signs in rallies, demonstrations and meetings
throughout the world. It is not an abstraction, a philosophical, moral or legalistic
expression. It is a vibrant, living demand, not a plea, but a demand directed at
governments and leaders, governments and leaders who have forsaken negotiations
and diplomacy for bloated military budgets, confrontation and conflict.
This situation is wasting human lives, draining the national treasuries in a global
orgy of greed and profit for the merchants of death, while the people —billions of
people— do not know where their next meal is coming from; making an absolute
mockery of the ability of the United nations to meet the Millennium Development
Goals to reduce poverty by 50% by 2015. The campaign to enshrine peace as a human
right and create a global web of cities enveloped in creating a culture of peace is
married to the struggle for disarmament, of both nuclear weapons and conventional
weapons. The speaker’s organization has been advocating that the United nations
enact a Decade for Disarmament that would initiate a global dialogue, popular
support and demand for drastic reductions of arms and the release of those funds to
meet desperate human needs. The General Assembly passed that resolution in 2006,
yet the Commission on Disarmament has yet to present its proposals.
It is no historical accident that the campaign to declare peace as a human
right —as the foundation of all human rights— has registered such a global popular
response at this time. Despite the bitter lesson proclaimed as a result of the trials in
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nuremberg of nazi war criminals, “War is a criminal act. It is the ultimate act of war
against peace.” We did not mourn the passage of the twentieth century, the century of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,” the bloodiest century in human history.
now, in the early years of the 21st century, we come together to add our voices to
humanity’s demand for the end of the wars that are raging, for peace as a human right.
It was also no historical accident that out of the cauldron of the war against
fascism, out of the suffering and horror, arose a fervent desire to establish a more
just and equitable world, a world that would recognize the worth, the needs, the
hopes of the person and the people. Members of the United nations, in attendance
on 10 December 1948, numbered 56. Consider that a large part of humanity still
lived in colonial exploitation and dictatorships. Peace as a human right embraces
more than the absence of war. It entails the struggle for all human rights. He
pointed out that we are one with those who insist that the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights is not a litany of hope but a mandate for humanity. We must
find ways to work together, to memorialize Peace as a Human Right, and to strike
weapons into pitch forks and learn war no more.
2.8. Second session in plenary
Two papers were presented during the work of this session which was chaired
by Dr Jesús María Alemany Briz (Spain). Paper 3 was titled “From the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights to the Universal Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace”, and delivered by the guest commentator Prof Dr Douglas Cassel (USA), with
Prof Dr Theo van Boven (netherlands) and Dr Gustavo Gallón Giraldo (Colombia).
Paper 4 titled “From the right of peoples to peace to the human right to peace,”
was delivered by Dr Wolfgang S. Heinz (Germany), rapporteur of the Advisory
Committee drafting group on a declaration on the right of peoples to peace.
Dr Douglas Cassel (United States of America) explained that over the course
of the last century there have been five main currents of international law leading
towards the recognition of a human right to peace. They involve (1) inter-State
relations, (2) international criminal law, (3) the culture of peace, (4) the right of
peoples to peace, and, finally, (5) movement toward recognition of a universal
human right to peace.
For over a century, States have attempted to develop international law to curb
wars among themselves. At the Hague Peace Conference of 1899, the assembled
States agreed to pursue mediation, or good offices of intermediaries, before a
State could resort to the use of force. At the Second Hague Peace Conference of
1907, they added the requirement that a warning be given, before one State could
lawfully launch a war against another. Following the horrors of World War I, nearly
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all the independent States of the day, in the Kellogg Briand Pact of 1928, formally
and solemnly renounced war as an instrument of national policy. In the 1945 Un
Charter, Art. 2.4, they prohibited the use of force against the territorial integrity or
political independence of another State, or in any other manner inconsistent with
the purposes of the United nations. Recognizing that force is sometimes required,
the Charter preserved its legality in two cases: self-defence under Art. 51 of the
Charter, and when authorized by the Un Security Council acting under Art. 39 to
prevent or counter a threat to, or breach of, international peace and security. The
General Assembly in 1970 adopted a Declaration on Principles of International
Law governing relations among States (resolution 2625). The Declaration specifies
that the use of inter-State force, outside the cases allowed by the Charter, is a
violation of international law.
The nuremberg Charter of 1945 and the nuremberg Judgment of 1946
recognized that wars of aggression and wars in violation of international treaties
or assurances constitute crimes against peace. The concept of crimes against
peace was reaffirmed in the 1946 UN General Assembly resolution recognizing
that the nuremberg principles constitute general principles of international law.
It was later reaffirmed in the 1970 General Assembly resolution adopting the
Declaration on Principles of International Law governing relations among
States (resolution 2625); in the 1974 General Assembly resolution on aggression;
and in the 1978 General Assembly resolution 33/73 adopting the Declaration
on Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace. nonetheless there have been no
prosecutions for crimes against peace since nuremberg (and the parallel postWorld War II trials in Tokyo in 1946). In 1998 the Rome Conference adopted
a Statute for the International Criminal Court that grants the ICC jurisdiction
over the crime of aggression —but only once a definition of the crime is agreed
upon. In the 2010 Kampala Review Conference of the ICC, the Assembly of
States Parties agreed on a definition of aggression, but also agreed to allow it to
be prosecuted before the ICC only after the year 2017, and even then, only if a
number of contingent conditions are met.
He recalled that international recognition of the importance of a culture of
peace dates at least from the 1946 Constitution of UnESCO, which recognizes that
war and peace begin in the “minds of men” (which nowadays would be expanded
to include, of course, the minds of women). The 1948 Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (Art. 26) recognizes the right to education for peace. In 1992
UnESCO adopted a programme to foster a culture of peace. In 1999 the Un
General Assembly did likewise. It recognized that peace is a process of dialogue,
and that peace must embrace a broad concept which includes human rights,
development and democracy, as well as active involvement by civil society.
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He indicated that international recognition of a right of peoples to peace
stems at least from the adoption in 1979 of the African Charter of Human and
Peoples’ Rights. In 1984 the concept was endorsed by the General Assembly of the
United Nations, in a resolution which also affirmed that peace is a “fundamental
obligation” of States. The right of peoples to peace has been reaffirmed in
resolutions adopted by the former Un Commission on Human Rights and, most
recently, by the Human Rights Council in 2008, 2009 and 2010. The June 2010
resolution of the Human Rights Council mandates the Advisory Committee to
prepare a draft declaration on the right of “peoples” to peace.
The universal human right to peace is implicit, but not explicit, in Art. 29 of
the 1948 Universal Declaration, which asserts the right of “everyone” to a social
and international order in which realization of all human rights is possible. The
speaker also recalled the resolution 33/73 of 1978 of the General Assembly on
the Declaration on the Preparation of societies to live in peace, and the draft
universal declaration of the human right to peace prepared by UnESCO in the
early nineties. In the field of civil society, he referred to the Barcelona Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace of 2 June 2010, which had been drafted by an
International Drafting Committee comprising 10 experts from around the world.
Prof Dr Theo van Boven (netherlands) divided his presentation into four
parts: (1) the four freedoms, (2) process towards universalization of human rights,
(3) development, peace and security and human rights, and (4) towards a universal
declaration of the human right to peace.
With regards to the four freedoms, he recalled paragraph 1 of the Preamble
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which links freedom, justice and
peace with human dignity. These are the cornerstones of the human dignity of
human beings. They explicitly referred to US President F.D. Roosevelt’s Four
Freedoms proclaimed in the dark year 1941 as a holistic approach to human rights
and fundamental freedom: freedoms of speech, freedom of worship and belief,
freedom from want and freedom from fear. Freedom from fear, translated in terms
of the right to peace, is intrinsically interrelated with freedom from want which
found its normative and ethical consecration in the United Nations Declaration
on the Right to Development. Freedom from fear is also the prerequisite for the
enjoyment of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights as universal and
indivisible attributions of human dignity, worldwide, everywhere in the world.
The process towards universalization of human rights was reflected in numerous
legal instruments, adopted at worldwide and regional levels, with the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights as a major frame of reference and source of inspiration.
The edifice of the human rights architecture, in the course of years explicated
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to persons and groups in need of special attention and protection —women,
children, migrants, persons with disabilities, indigenous peoples and others— has
become one of the most vital branches of international law and constitutes now
a core component of world political ethics. Certain sectors of the human rights
movement were closely associated with the peace movement in campaigns against
weapons of mass destruction and against other cruel and inhuman devices having
indiscriminate and fatal effects on innocent human beings, leading to the outlawing
of landmines and clusters bombs. Consequently, the human rights movement and
the peace movement go not only hand in hand, but also serve the same goal: the
advancement and preservation of human security.
While it is most appropriate to recall the human rights movement and the peace
movement as major forces in the process towards global justice and peace, it is
also relevant in this regard to draw attention to human rights standards that clearly
and explicitly establish the link between human rights and peace. Recognizing that
racial discrimination and ethnic tensions and violence constitute in many ways a
threat to peace and security, the International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination observes in its Preamble that discrimination
on the grounds of race, colour or ethnic origin is an obstacle to friendly and
peaceful relations among nations and is capable of disturbing peace and security
among peoples. Furthermore, a most notable and explicit provision is Art. 20 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which prescribes that any
propaganda of war shall be prohibited by law and that such prohibition also applies
to any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence. In its General Comment (no. 11) relating to
this provision, the Human Rights Committee, as the custodian of the International
Covenant, stated that all forms of propaganda threatening or resulting in an act of
aggression or breach of the peace in violation of the Un Charter are contrary to
public policy and must be the subject of appropriate sanctions provided for by law.
These are just a few examples of the intersection between defending peace and
prescriptions in international human rights law. Many more can be cited. They
reflect a process of political ethics deriving from the UN Charter and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and, as we envisage, advancing progressively
towards the adoption by the United nations of a Universal Declaration of the
Human Right to Peace.
A striking element is the notion of “security” or more precisely “the right to
security”. It is obvious that the right to security and the right to peace, though not
fully identical, are closely connected and in many ways overlapping. nevertheless,
we are aware that security also carries adverse connotations. We recall and we
know painfully that authoritarian regimes massacred, tortured and deported
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people in the name of national security. Even democratic authorities disregarded
non-derogable human rights in defence of national security. This is not the type of
security which should be associated with the right to peace.
The security we have in mind as closely linked to the human right to peace
is human security. The roots of human security are included in the Preamble and
in the whole thrust of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and will be
an essential underlying component of the Universal Declaration of the Human
Right to Peace. In the same outcome document leaders would unanimously
commit themselves to protect populations from the most conscience-shocking
atrocities: genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity.
They outlined a strategy of prevention and protection that was introduced under
the denominator of the Responsibility to Protect (RtoP) (UnGA res. 60/1, paras.
138-139). This newly emerging principle of international law can be considered as
“an overarching principle that defines the entire fabric of legal, moral and political
obligations and responsibilities of States and the international community in the
case of specific, actual or imminent, large-scale human rights violations”.
The Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace would appear to be an
anti-revolutionary and anti-subversive document. We envisage, if not a revolution
in thinking and approach, at least a change of mindset and a renewal of attitude and
political will —a metanoia in a world where the postures of the powerful prevail
over the rights of the vulnerable and where human security is under permanent
threat by forces of abusive power. In 1948, when the authors of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights presented this text to the General Assembly of the
United nations to be proclaimed as a common standard of achievement for all
peoples and all nations, they could not foresee that, in the years and the decades
to come, this document would have such an immense impact on further normative
and ethical developments and on universal human rights awareness building. The
Declaration could become a dynamic instrument and effective tool in the hands of
all governments, civil society, the corporate sector, all other organs of society, and
individual persons, so as to foster a universal right and culture of peace.
Dr Gustavo Gallón (Colombia) said that among many of the features of the
human right to peace can be found the relationship between security and human
rights. The draft declaration submitted to the Congress claims the “freedom from
fear” and “freedom from want”. The first entitles all persons to receive protection
against any act of threat or violence, state or private. The second, to enjoy the right
to sustainable development and economic, social and cultural rights. This double
dimension of security is accompanied by the qualification of preventive war as a
crime against peace. All this would correct the worrying reversals in human rights
which occurred after 11 September 2001.
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The draft declaration under consideration also highlights the right to
development and a sustainable and secure environment, including the rejection
of radioactive weapons of mass destruction. It is a necessary compliment to the
UDHR of 1948, which kept silent about it. In addition, the speaker affirmed the
inalienable right of victims of human rights violations to know the truth and obtain
justice, reparation and guarantees of non repetition. It is a fair recognition of the
international law developments coined from the nineties.
Other rights, such as education for peace, conscientious objection to military
activities, resistance against oppression and totalitarianism, disarmament, freedom
of thought, opinion, expression, conscience and religion, shelter, the right to
migrate and participate, and the rights of persons belonging to vulnerable groups,
are also outstanding issues in the draft declaration under study. Although it may
seem utopian, this declaration may become a reality, as happened with the UDHR.
Colombia should join it by being one of the countries with greater need of this
significant progress.
Dr Wolfgang S. Heinz (Germany), Rapporteur of the Advisory Committee
drafting group on a declaration of the right of peoples to peace, recalled that on
17 June 2010 the Human Rights Council requested the Advisory Committee in
its resolution 14/3 that, “…in consultation with Member States, civil society,
academia and all relevant stakeholders, to prepare a draft declaration on the right
of peoples to peace and to report on the progress thereon to the Council at its
seventeenth session”. On 6 August 2010, the Advisory Committee adopted the
recommendation 5/2 by which a drafting group of four members —Chinsung
Chung, Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann, Wolfgang Stefan Heinz and Mona Zulficar
(Chairperson)— was established with the mandate to submit the progress report
to the Advisory Committee at its sixth session in January 2011 with a view to
submitting it to the Council at its seventeenth session (June 2011).
The progress report will contain inter alia proposed standards for the draft
declaration on the human right of people to peace, reasoning for including them
and relevant legal standards. Moreover, in the light of discussions at the sixth
session, the Advisory Committee will consult by questionnaire with as many
stakeholders as possible in order to produce a draft declaration that is as balanced
and inclusive as possible.
With regards to the collective and individual dimension of the human right
to peace, the speaker outlined that there has been a long discussion on collective
dimensions versus individual dimensions of human rights in international law.
The major issue seems to be that it was argued that certain rights are not sufficient
to only address the individual dimension, rather the collective dimension should
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also be taken up in the relevant human rights standard. A major discussion
revolved around the right of peoples to self-determination, a legally binding
standard reflected in the two UN Covenants of 1966 or human rights of minorities
and indigenous peoples. Addressing rights as a group or even collective rights
raises of course issues as to who are the legitimate speakers or representatives of
that group or people in a real-life situation when there might be different or even
opposed opinions among them. One solution could be to refer to the government,
but governments or States are anyway the central actors in international law, so
it may be not particularly clear what the differences are between the rights and
obligations of States as opposed to the rights of peoples.
If we look at the wording of the title of HR Council resolution 14/3 we see
that the language used is right of peoples to peace rather than, as in the case of the
Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law, the human right to peace.
Language is important. Given that resolution 14/3 is supported by a majority of
States against a minority of States, it is important to understand and interpret
the substance of the resolution. This reasoning leads necessarily to the question
whether the reference to a collective right to peace, i.e. right of peoples to peace,
would exclude the individual dimension, which, in any event, is the dominant
feature of almost all human rights instruments.
The drafting group of the Advisory Committee shares this position, that such a
thesis is not supported in international law. But they need to get a clearer picture
and look at other collective rights standards to verify how the question of collective
versus individual rights is being taken up.
The speaker recalled the discussion of the important expert workshop on the
right of peoples to peace organized by the Office of the UN High Commissioner
on Human Rights in December 2009. At that workshop, experts took varying
views on the collective dimension of a human right of peoples to peace. An
expert noted that there was a tendency to perceive the right to peace primarily
from the perspective of collective rights. Yet peace was also a personal right,
prior to and indispensable to other rights. The right to peace must be understood
and implemented in a holistic manner, among other things, through respect for
civil and political rights, and must include a focus on the obligations that peace
imposes both on States and on individuals. Another expert noted that the “right
to peace had a definite individual dimension, which was assessed through the
Charter of the United nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
the two International Covenants of 1966”.
The speaker noted that peace was indivisible, and thus manifested itself as a
collective right of the human community of peoples and States while, at the same
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time, directly affecting each human being as an individual right. He indicated
that the Declaration on the Right to Development (Art. 1) and the Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Arts. 7, 8 and 17) recognize the individual and
collective dimension of the right to peace.
The speaker concluded that, according to the contents of important standards
of collective human rights, it should be clear by now that existing standards of
collective human rights do not at all rule out an individual dimension of human
rights. Rather, we find in the standards different combinations of collective
and individual rights. In some cases standards are formulated exclusively in a
collective way, i.e. right of peoples. In other cases, we see a mix between the
collective and individual dimension. Thirdly, there are cases in which standards
are exclusively formulated as an individual dimension. All three types are possible
and indeed have been used in important human rights standards.
2.9. Third session in plenary
Under the chairmanship of Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado (Spain/Canada), the
reports of the Rapporteur of the Commission 1 (Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury)
and Rapporteur of the Commission 2 (Dr Mario J. Yutzis) concerning the draft
Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace and the draft Statutes of the
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace were presented and discussed.
Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury presented the report on the draft declaration
and referred to the various amendments proposed by several participants. He stated
that these proposals were considered by the Bureau of the Congress at two meetings
held on 9 and 10 December with the purpose of incorporating those most relevant
proposals which were not included in the draft declaration. In his capacity as rapporteur,
he indicated that the text to be distributed by the Secretariat for the approval of the
Congress, reflects the consensus of the members of the Bureau. Furthermore, the
speaker asked the Congress to approve the amended draft by consensus in accordance
with the provisions of Art. 4 and 18 of the Rules of Procedure. Taking into account
interventions occurring on the first day, the Bureau also considered desirable to
relocate some paragraphs of the Preamble of the draft declaration. Additionally, the
proposals to amend the draft declaration refer to the following aspects:
1. With regards to the Preamble of the draft declaration:
a)

The need to include a reference to both the Seville Statement on Violence
(1986), recommended and taken into consideration by the General
Conference of UNESCO (1989), and a specific reference to young people
whose involvement is essential to achieve a sustainable and lasting peace;
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b) The convenience to emphasize and complete the participation of women,
as contained in para. 18 of the Preamble of the draft; and
c)

The inclusion of offspring and age as reasons for non-discrimination in
para. 28 of the draft.

2. With regards to the substantive part of the draft declaration the Bureau agreed:
a)

To ensure the consistency with para. 28 of the Preamble of the draft,
including offspring and age as grounds for non-discrimination as indicated
by Art. 1.2 of the draft;

b) To include in Art. 5 of the draft the most relevant amendments proposed
by Conscience & Peace Tax International; Art. 6 was modified in order to
improve its content and, in particular, to recognize the right of resistance
against any regime, regardless of whether it is or is not the oppressor,
which has committed international crimes and other serious, massive or
systematic abuses of human rights, including the right to self-determination
of peoples;
c)

To re-draft Art. 7, with the inclusion of a last sentence in the first paragraph:
“In addition, States shall adopt effective and coordinated measures in order to
progressively phase out their armies and foreign military bases”; and amend
the third paragraph, “States shall prohibit and refrain from outsourcing
inherently state military and security functions to private contractors”;

d) To add in Art. 9 in order to protect those persons that suffer persecution
for claiming the right to conscientious objection against military service;
e)

To incorporate minorities in the Art. 12 as a vulnerable group;

f)

To modify Art. 8 in order that the working methods of the Security Council
allow “significant” participation of civil society and other stakeholders in
its meetings;

g) To substitute the expression of non-governmental for civil society
organizations in Art. 14.4;
h) To complete the relationship between international law as contained in the
first paragraph of the Final Disposition and the international labour law,
international criminal law and international refugee law.
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Among the speakers who took the floor, Dr Azza El Kholy (Egypt), deputy Director of
the Institute for Peace Research Studies of Alexandria, announced her desire to withdraw
the amendment to Art. 5 of the draft resolution 1 submitted by her organization. After
informal consultations held over two days of Congress, she had concluded that it was
better to withdraw the amendment and to encourage the adoption of the text by consensus.
The draft amended Declaration was submitted for the consideration of
the participants in the plenary session and not having found any opposition,
the Chairperson declared it adopted by consensus as the text of the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace.3
In continuation, the Rapporteur of the Commission 2, Dr Mario J. Yutzis,
summarized the discussions and contributions to the draft resolution 2 on the draft
Statute of the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace. In response
to these proposals, the Bureau amended the draft resolution 2 as follows:
a) To replace throughout the text of the draft the concept of non-governmental
organizations (nGOs) for that of civil society organizations (CSOs), except
whether it is necessary or for reasons of consistency, “...and in particular
human rights nGOs”;
b) To modify Arts. II and III in order to separate properly the objectives and
functions of the IOHRP;
c) To entitle Art. III “competences”.
In accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Congress, the Chairperson
invited the participants to comment on draft resolution 2 as amended by the Bureau.
Considering that no more comments were received, the Chairperson declared the
draft resolution 2 amended on the Statute of the IOHRP4 adopted by consensus.
2.10. Closure of the Congress
Under the chairmanship of Dr Theo van Boven (netherlands) the Congress was
to be closed. The speakers specially invited for the occasion were Ambassador
Anwarul K. Chowdhury (Bangladesh), Rev. Dr Samuel Kobia (norway),
Ms Cora Weiss (USA), Dr Azza El Kholy (Egypt), Mr Lothar Witte (Germany)
and Prof Carlos Villán Durán (Spain).
3
4

Vid. infra Annex I, the final text of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace.

Vid. infra Annex II, the final text of the Statutes of the International Observatory of the Human
Right to Peace.
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Ms Cora Weiss (United States of America), President of The Hague Appeal for
Peace, welcomed the approval of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace. Like all civil society initiatives which have resulted in social change, it is
also the result of the expressed wishes and needs of broad public opinion. We are
living in challenging times. People are preoccupied with their economic survival
and in far too many places with their physical survival as well. Young people
spend 40+ hours a week on their computers or other technical equipment and
we have moved into a world of cyber warfare without giving up the enormously
destructive and expensive so called conventional warfare.
Into this confluence we have a fragmented peace movement. The broad
movement for social change has become a movement of single issue organizations.
There is a human rights movement, an environmental movement, a movement
against weapons in space, one on small arms, and another on abolition of nuclear
weapons. Women are splintered with a wide variety of important social and
political concerns —and there is trafficking. There are movements against poverty
and for planting trees, and the list goes on.
nevertheless, the Santiago Declaration may help make that happen. The Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace has something for everyone. There are 12 Articles full
of Rights. Pick your favourite right. Anti-nuclear groups should endorse it because
it calls for the end of weapons of mass destruction (WDMs). Environmental groups
should adopt it, and women’s organizations need to be approached to incorporate it
into their agendas. The challenge is in popular mobilizing, using social media.
She pointed out that we need to appoint everyone here as ambassadors. This
should be brought to all World Social Forums and to related conferences, with a
single request: distribute copies to all your constitutents/participants, discuss its
relevance to the work of the organization and ask for its adoption. This Declaration
can be printed in the same size format as the Un Charter, the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, and the Hague Agenda for Peace and Justice for the 21st century.
They are all pocket sized, and can fit into everyone’s pockets. We should try to
prevent this Declaration from being tagged as a Peace Declaration or a Human
Rights Declaration. It is a Declaration for the democratic survival of humanity.
Dr Azza El Kholy (Egypt), Director of the Institute for Peace Studies, said
that she was truly honoured to be here today. On behalf of her institution and the
Bibliotheca Alexandrina, thanked the Spanish Society for International Human
Rights Law and the World Council of Churches who have made this event possible.
Over the past two days, we have endeavoured to work together to finalize the
Santiago Declaration which is a monumental step towards making the world we
live in a better place for us and for future generations.
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It is with great faith in the ability of human beings that the world has progressed
from making fire in pre-historic times, to developing industry and transportation,
landing on the moon, manufacturing computers, mobile phones and iPads.
Indeed, it is this faith in our ability as humans that has brought us so far. Yet, it is
also the human ability to wage war, disrupt social communities and destroy the
environment that has brought much sorrow to our world over centuries. Thus, the
right to peace is very much a right to life: a right to development and progress.
Although conflict has brought gains to some, it has done so at the expense of
others; bringing about destruction, the depletion of resources, human displacement,
disease and it has fostered hate and xenophobia. Coming from a region teeming with
conflict, the speaker can easily say that the price many of us in the Middle East have
paid, is dearer than we realize. A good example would be the statistics mentioned
in the Cost of Conflict in the Middle East report (2009) which state that the cost of
conflict has been 12 trillion USD since the Madrid Conference in 1991. This sum,
had governments and warring factions seized the opportunity for peace offered in
Madrid and Oslo, could have been used for education, healthcare and development.
Likewise, Un expenditures on peacekeeping forces in the Middle East has exceeded
795 million USD since 1948; an amount that could have provided food, shelter,
clean water, education and healthcare for many children in the region.
Today, our world needs peace much more than it needs the weapons industry with
its massive expenditure and disastrous effects. We need to spend more on human
security and less on human extinction. Today more than ever before, our world needs
to establish the human right to peace to ensure the development and dignity of all
members of the human family regardless of colour, sex, ethnic origin, or religious
belief. It is only with upholding this universal value, peace, that we can call ourselves
civilized. We must all endorse the human right to peace; call for the ending of inequity
that brings about structural violence, and promote a culture of peace in our educational
programmes, in inter-cultural exchange, and in our worldview in general.
As such, our mission at the Institute for Peace Studies is to educate for peace.
Our mandate is to promote a culture of peace and to ensure the participation of
women and youth in all our programmes. Ladies and gentlemen, we are here
today because we endorse the human right to peace and will continue to work to
raise awareness in our region about the value of peace and the positive bearing
it has on development. Finally, the speaker wished to participants all success in
disseminating and promoting the Santiago Declaration, and engaging members
of civil society worldwide to uphold the values of this important legal instrument.
Mr Lothar Witte (Germany), Director in Madrid of the Foundation Friedrich Ebert
Stiftung, expressed thanks for the invitation and recalled the thoughts previously
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raised by Ms Weiss about the results of the Congress, and in particular, when she
said that the Santiago Declaration is not a peace declaration, and it is not a human
rights declaration —it is a declaration for the democratic survival of humanity.
As the representative of a German organization, which was initially founded
in 1925 and then outlawed in 1933, this comment stuck with him. Because both
as an organization and as a people, we owe a lot to all those who fought for the
democratic survival of humanity in the 1930s and the 1940s. And we are willing
to give at least some of it back. That is why we are participating in this Congress,
and that is why we will contribute to the distribution of the Santiago Declaration.
As a first step, we will put it on our Website and tell everybody who is on our list
of addresses that they can find it there. But I hope that there will be further steps
on the road to peace as a human right that we can take together.
Prof Carlos Villán Durán (Spain), President of the SSIHRL, expressed the satisfaction
of his organization for the objectives achieved during the two days of the Congress.
Indeed, the Santiago Declaration approved in the afternoon of 10 December 2010,
consolidates the texts previously approved in Luarca, Bilbao and Barcelona, adding
those new perspectives brought during the debates of the Santiago Congress.
The Santiago Declaration will certainly be a historic document and constant
reference, because it represents the feeling widely shared by international civil
society as a whole on the concept of peace and its contents. In addition, it will
represent with authority the feeling of civil society before the official codification
bodies of the right to peace within the United nations.
On the other hand, he also welcomed the approval in the afternoon of
10 December 2010 of the Statutes of the International Observatory of the Human
Right to Peace, amended during the debates held in the Congress. The IOHRP will be a
powerful tool in the hands of civil society to defend its legitimate interests in the official
codification process of the right to peace, which has already been initiated in the United
nations with the adoption of resolution 14/3 of 17 June 2010 by the Human Rights
Council. It will also contribute to the empowerment of international civil society in its
claim for the respect of the rights contained in the Santiago Declaration. The organs
of the IOHRP (General Assembly, Executive Committee, Bureau and International
Secretariat) will ensure a transparent, democratic and effective functioning.
Both texts pay tribute to the UDHR sixty-two years after its adoption. The
human right to peace endorses all the rights enshrined in the UDHR and other
international human rights instruments. It also develops Art. 28 of the UDHR,
incorporating solidarity rights which —as the human right to peace, development,
disarmament, environment and the common heritage of mankind— are now
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considered absolutely necessary to achieve the realization of the right to social
and international order in which human rights are fully realized.
The speaker thanked the Chairperson and the Bureau of the Congress for their
excellent leadership and commitment to peace. This commitment has also been affirmed
by the representatives of the organizers and funders of the Congress as well as experts
who were involved and participated in it. Throughout these two days of Congress, the
right to peace had reached an unprecedented climax, in which representatives of civil
society organizations and experts involved had created a powerful synergy that will
match better with civil society and its fair demands for the human right to peace and
the values that are inherent in accordance with the Santiago Declaration.
It has been said that the international community faces a historic challenge: the
democratic survival of humanity. Taking into account this challenge, civil society
has responded with lofty goals, developing the contents of the human right to
peace through the efforts of hundreds of civil society organizations and thousands
of people who have supported the proposals of the SSIHRL in its World Campaign
in favour of the human right to peace. The 10th of December 2010 is the starting
point of another stage in which social movements identified with the approved
texts in the Congress, will be able to claim the human right to peace, both at the
international sphere and at their respective countries and communities.
Finally, the speaker paid tribute to the team of enthusiastic staff and members
of the SSIHRL who made possible the organization and success of the Congress:
Mr David Fernández Puyana, Director of the SSIHRL World Campaign in favour
of the human right to peace; Prof Dr Carmelo Faleh Pérez, Secretary-General;
Prof Dr Hernando Valencia Villa, member of the Bureau; lawyer Mr Eduardo
Rivera núñez; and lawyer Ms Cristina de la Serna Sandoval.
Before officially closing the Congress, the Chairperson, Dr Theo van Boven,
expressed his great satisfaction for the adoption by consensus of the Santiago Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace. He noted with satisfaction the constructive spirit of all people
and organizations involved in this important project. He expressed the strong desire
that the Santiago Declaration becomes a dynamic tool in the hands of large sectors
of civil society and has a substantial impact on policy and operational activities of the
United nations and other international organizations. Finally, he thanked the SSIHRL
and its sound team for the excellent work displayed in the organization of the Santiago
Congress and the interpreters for their tireless efforts to help overcome language barriers.
The Chairperson closed the Congress at 5.30 p.m. on 10 December 2010, thanking
all participants and organizers for their contribution and welcoming the results obtained.
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II
Civil society proposals for the codification and progressive
development of international human rights law:
The Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
Carmelo Faleh Pérez1

1. Introduction. 2. Constructing positive peace: The rights enumerated in the Santiago
Declaration: A) General considerations. B) The rights of peoples. C) The rights of
individuals and groups. Women and peace. 3. Subjects and obligated actors. 4. The
promotion and monitoring mechanism of the human right to peace. 5. Conclusions.

1. Introduction
The Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (SD) was adopted on
10 December 2010 at the end of the International Congress on the Human Right
to Peace, held in the Forum 2010 or World Social Forum on Education for Peace
in Santiago de Compostela.2
As stated by Prof Jaume Saura, the SD is the “most comprehensive attempt
from the Spanish and international civil society to formulate in legal terms
the human right to peace”.3 In fact, the SD is a draft resolution of unequivocal
normative vocation by which civil society endeavors to contribute to the work
of codification and progressive development of international human rights law
1

2

3

Professor of Public International Law at the Faculty of Law at the University of Las Palmas de
Gran Canaria (Spain) and Secretary-General of the Spanish Society for International Human
Rights Law (SSIHRL). e-mail address: cfaleh@dcjb.ulpgc.es and cfaleh@aedidh.org

The text is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Santiago-Declaration-en.pdf See also
infra Annex I. With regard to the International Congress of Santiago de Compostela, vid. supra
Carmelo Faleh Pérez & David Fernández Puyana: “The International Congress on the Human
Right to Peace”. Also available at www.aedidh.org

Jaume saura estaPà: “El derecho humano a la paz en perspectiva internacional”, in M.ª Isabel
garrido gómez (ed.): El derecho a la paz como derecho emergente, Barcelona: Atelier, 2011, p. 60.
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(IHRL) within the United nations, through the Human Rights Council and its
Advisory Committee. Hence, the Spanish Society for International Human Rights
Law (SSIHRL) —the promoter of the World Campaign in favour of the human
right to peace—, refers to this dual level with the terms private codification (with
regard to civil society) and official codification (concerning the United nations).
However, the SD is really the most important step in the private codification
process, initially promoted by the Spanish civil society and progressively
supported by civil society from other countries and regions of the world in
order to enrich it and give it greater legitimacy. It finds its roots in the GernikaLumo Declaration (1 December 2005),4 but mainly in the Luarca Declaration
on the human right to peace (30 June 2006),5 which was reviewed in 2010 in
order to incorporate the contributions stemming from conferences and expert
meetings held in Africa, Asia, Eastern and Western Europe and America. In 2010,
the Luarca Declaration was further revised in the light of these contributions
by a Technical Drafting Committee held in Bilbao, which on 24 February of
that year adopted the Bilbao Declaration. Some months later, an international
expert committee adopted the final revised version by approving the Barcelona
Declaration on the human right to peace on the basis of which the International
Congress of Santiago de Compostela further completed the task and culminated
the private codification process.6
Since then, the Advisory Committee has been working on the issue according
to the mandate of the Human Rights Council (HR Council). To achieve this aim,
the SSIHRL made an oral statement before the HR Council on 15 March 2007
and organized multiple parallel events focused on specific elements of the human
right to peace. These meetings coincided with the different sessions of the HR
Council or the International Day of Peace, held on 21 September of each year.
In addition, in november 2007 the SSIHRL promoted the constitution within the
HR Council of a Group of Friend States, in which several countries have joined to
embrace a political commitment with the codification process of the human right
to peace. Presently, the Group of Friend States encompasses Senegal, Djibouti, the
Plurinational State of Bolivia, Ecuador, Malaysia, Costa Rica, Uruguay and Spain.7
4
5
6

7

Vid. Tiempo de Paz, 80 (2006), pp.107-109.
Available at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/652

With regard to this process, see Carlos villán durán: “Civil Society Organizations Contribution
to the Human Right to Peace”, International Journal on World Peace, XXVIII, no. 4 (2011) and
Carmelo Faleh Pérez: “Hacia un derecho humano a la paz internacionalmente reconocido. Desde
París a Luarca y más allá…”, in Federico mayor zaragoza et al.: Hacia la paz desde los derechos
humanos. Reflexiones sobre el derecho humano a la paz, Bilbao: Unesco Etxea, 2009, pp. 17-23.

About these questions, see Carlos villán durán: “The human right to peace in the work of the Human
Rights Council”, in Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.): Regional Contributions
for a Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, Luarca: ssihrl, 2010, pp. 267 ff.
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As a subsidiary body of the General Assembly of the United nations,
the HR Council has, among other competences, the power to recommend to
the General Assembly “the further development of international law in the
field of human rights” (paragraph 5.c of the resolution 60/251 of the General
Assembly of 15 March 2006). In accordance with the Statute of the International
Law Commission —which is the body in charge of the progressive development
and codification of international law—, the concept of progressive development
is related to “the preparation of draft conventions on subjects which have not yet
been regulated by international law or in regard to which the law has not yet been
sufficiently developed in the practice of States”. This role is not equivalent to
the codification of international law, which serves to designate “the more precise
formulation and systematization of rules of international law in fields where there
already has been extensive State practice, precedent and doctrine”.8
The project, which is coordinated and promoted by the SSIHRL, along with
more than 800 civil society organizations allied in the World Campaign in favour
of the human right to peace, has characteristics of both functions. On one hand, it
attempts to complete the codification of international law, but, primarily through
its progressive development, it seeks to give more concrete content to what the
international community has long recognized as pillars of the United nations:
peace and security, development and human rights. UN Secretary-General Kofi
Annan stressed several times the close relationship between peace and security,
development and human rights. On 20 October 1997 he said in Chicago,
During the cold war, peace and security tended to be defined simply in terms of
military might or the balance of terror. Today, we have a greater appreciation for
the non-military sources of conflict. We know that lasting peace requires a broader
vision, encompassing education and literacy, health and nutrition, human rights
and fundamental freedoms. We know that we cannot be secure amidst starvation.
We cannot build peace without alleviating poverty. We cannot build freedom on
foundations of injustice.9

However, the Preamble of the Charter of the United nations contained a new
vision on how to build international relations and how to address the problems
of a world destroyed as a result of the great conflagration that occurred in the
World War II. The Preamble is a very well conceived text that is inspired by the
8

9

Art. 15 of the Statute of the International Law Commission, doc. A/Cn.4/4/Rev. 2, United
nations, new York, 1982.

Press Release SG/SM/6365 (20 Oct 1997). Available (English and Spanish) at www.un.org/news/
Press/docs/1997/19971020.SGSM6365.html and www.un.org/spanish/aboutun/sg/reflexka.
htm#dh (last access: December 2012).
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strong determination to address the world’s major problems, identifying the ends
and aims around which the Un decided to join forces and to start a new international
organization. Among these ends, emphasis should be put on the hope to save
succeeding generations from the scourge of war. And in addition to this purpose
(the absence of armed conflict), States reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of women
and men and of nations large and small. They understood the necessity to establish
conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations arising from treaties
and other sources of international law can be maintained, and to promote social
progress and better standards of life in larger freedom. They pointed to the concept of
peace in its fullest sense and provided inputs to achieve the purposes of a world that
would put an end to violence. They did well, probably because they knew full well
about the monstrosity of wars and how they are born. With regard to the aims, they
should attained using the same open approach: the strong desire to practice tolerance
and to live together in peace with one another as good neighbours, to ensure, by the
acceptance of principles and the institution of methods, that armed force shall not
be used save in the common interest, and to employ international machinery for the
promotion of the economic and social advancement of all peoples.
This positive conception of peace was carried over to the Articles of the
Charter and found its place in the midst of Article 1.10 In this Article, States spell
out the purposes of the new entity by which nations should also strive (Article
1.4 of the Charter). The international organization was designed as a centre
to implement the actions of nations in order to: (a) take effective collective
measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the
suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace; (b) bring
about by peaceful means adjustment or settlement of international disputes or
situations which might lead to a breach of the peace; (c) take other appropriate
measures to strengthen universal peace; (d) achieve international cooperation in
solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian
character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for
fundamental freedoms for all without undue distinctions (Art. 1, paragraphs
1 to 3 of the Charter). As Wolfrum has stated, these provisions together with
the Preamble show that peace is more than the absence of war and refer to an
evolutionary development of international relations. It should lead to a decrease
in the problems that can cause war.11

10

11

Manfred laChs: “Article 1, paragraph 1”, in Jean-Pierre Cot et Alain Pellet (dirs.): La Charte
des Nations Unies. Commentaire Article par Article, Paris: Economica, Bruylant, 1991, p. 31.

Cf. Bruno simma et al. (ed.): The Charter of the United Nations. A Commentary, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2002, p. 41.
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In this regard, the General Assembly declared in 1949 —in a resolution entitled
“Essentials of Peace”— that:
the Charter of the United nations, the most solemn pact of peace in history, lays
down basic principles necessary for an enduring peace; that disregard of these
principles is primarily responsible for the continuance of international tension;
and that it is urgently necessary for all Members to act in accordance with these
principles in the spirit of cooperation on which the United nations was founded12

It should be recalled that Clement R. Atlee, former Prime Minister of Great
Britain, in his speech before the General Assembly, on 10 January 1946, stated that:
now today, when victory has crowned our arms, we have to bring to the task
of creating permanent conditions of peace the same sense of urgency, the same
self-sacrifice and the same willingness to subordinate sectional interests to the
common good as brought us through the crisis of war... We stress too that social
justice and the best possible standards of life for all are essential factors in
promoting and maintaining the peace of the world... In the purposes of the United
nations we have linked with the achievement of freedom from fear, the delivery
of mankind from the peril of want... Without social justice and security there is no
real foundation for peace, for it is among the socially disinherited and those who
have nothing to lose that the gangster and the aggressor recruit their supporters13

In the SD peace is a universal value that in its positive conception derives a
very powerful presence from its Preamble, which is based on the technique of the
resolutions adopted by the General Assembly in form of Declarations of rights. The
SD tries to counter the concept of peace that the Western culture has sought to impose
on the rest of the world “from a negative and external perspective, as the mere absence
of war, conflict or internal disorder, and, therefore, peace is defined by reference to
its opposite State (i.e. war and conflict), ignoring the positive dimensions of peace”.14
The SD tries hard to disprove the narrow and negative concept of peace right from
its Preamble. The 29 paragraphs identify the normative background that serves as a
foundation to all rights, including Article 1, which recognizes as right-holders individuals
and groups, peoples and all humankind, in the line of the resolution adopted by the General
12
13

14

Resolution 290 (IV), 1 December 1949.

Doc. A/PV.1. Transcription of the first plenary session of the UNGA, 10 January 1946, pp. 40-43
(English-French) and 22-23 (Spanish). Available at www.un.org/Depts/dhl/landmark/pdf/a-pv1.
pdf and www.un.org/Depts/dhl/spanish/landmarks/amajors.htm (last access, December 2012).

Celestino del arenal: “Paz y derechos humanos”, Revista del Instituto Interamericano de
Derechos Humanos, 5 (1987-I), p. 7.
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Assembly in 1978 by which it reaffirmed the “right of individuals, States and all mankind
to live in peace”.15 Today this affirmation urges a concrete and specific content which gives
a legal nature to the right to live in peace. To achieve this goal, international law is a tool
that requires an “appropriate, uniform and non-selective implementation”. It should be
particularly emphasized that the achievement of peace requires positive action to eliminate
all kind of violence, whether or not armed, especially the economic, political, structural
and cultural violence that feeds the emergence and the continuation of armed conflict. For
this purpose, we require “the economic, social and cultural development of peoples as
a condition for satisfying the needs of the human being and the effective respect of all
human rights and the inherent dignity of all members of the human family”. It is essential
to come up with effective ways to meet the basic needs of all people by eliminating the
economic and social inequalities, poverty and exclusion, which are the cause of structural
violence that threatens peace. The SD also claims the need to move decisively toward an
international economic order which, as noted by the General Assembly in its Declaration
on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order, is
based on equity, sovereign equality, interdependence, common interest and
cooperation among all States, irrespective of their economic and social systems,
which shall correct inequalities and redress existing injustices, make it possible to
eliminate the widening gap between the developed and the developing countries
and ensure steadily accelerating economic and social development and peace and
justice for present and future generations.16

This new economic order was already recognized in Article 28 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which states that “everyone is entitled to a social and
international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration
can be fully realized”. To achieve the establishment of this new order, the SD is
concerned by the “constant and progressive degradation of the environment and
about the need and obligation to ensure to present and future generations a life in
peace and in harmony with nature, ensuring their right to human security and the
right to live in a safe and healthy environment”.
Positive peace is inseparable from the diversity of life and the cultures where identity
is the base of life as the “foremost among rights is the right to life, from which other rights
and freedoms flow, especially the right of all persons to live in peace” (paragraph 7 of the
SD). Finally, in the realization of peace, education is indispensable for the establishment
of a universal culture of peace and that “since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the
minds of men that the defences of peace must be constructed” (paragraph 8 of the SD).
15

16

Res 33/73 (Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace) adopted on 15 December 1978
by 139 votes in favour, 2 abstentions (Israel and United States of America) and no votes against.
Res. 3201 (S.VI) of 1 May 1974, adopted without a vote.
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2. Constructing positive peace: The rights enumerated in the Santiago
Declaration
A. General considerations
Positive peace, which does not exclude but rather completes the negative
approach to peace, provides the core structure to the SD, as it is stated in several
paragraphs of its Preamble. As Prof Celestino del Arenal has said, “it is necessary
to advance not only towards the negative notion but also towards the positive
notion of peace, which includes as duty holders human beings, humankind and
States”.17 The concept of peoples should be also included, as the General Assembly
already proclaimed that “the peoples of our planet have a sacred right to peace”.18
With regard to the Articles of the SD, it should be noted that its full content
is provided for in section A, in which are included those rights that are part of
peace as a human right (Articles 1 to 12). Often the right to peace is understood
as a “synthesis right” and a “linkage for the development of human rights at the
international level”.19 This is often alleged as an objection to the need to enunciate
peace as a human right. However, as it has been stated by Prof Rodríguez Palop,
“conceiving the right to peace as an instrumental and/or synthesis right should
not be a problem, because all rights are interconnected and can be conceived
as instrumental and/or synthesis rights with respect to others”.20 In addition, at
UnESCO, Mexico defended the need to codify the human right to peace, referring
to the instrumental approach and to the important effect that the recognition of
the human right to peace would have for the enjoyment of other human rights.
Furthermore, “the right to peace can give new life to previous declarations, because
achieving peace implies the full observance of all human rights, and peace is also
perforce the surest means by which they can be secured... We know now that there
is no peace without freedom and justice”.21
17

18

19

20

21

Celestino del arenal: “Paz y derechos humanos”, Revista del Instituto Interamericano de
Derechos Humanos, 5 (1987-I), p. 9.

Res 39/11 by which it adopted the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace on 12 november 1984,
with 92 votes in favour, 34 abstentions (mostly developed countries) and no votes against.

Carlos Fernández liesa: “Derecho a la paz y jurisdicción universal: el asunto Couso”, in
M.ª Isabel garrido gómez (ed.): El derecho a la paz como derecho emergente, Barcelona:
Atelier, 2011, p. 161.

M.ª Eugenia rodríguez PaloP: “El derecho a la paz: un cambio de paradigma”, in M.ª Eugenia
rodríguez PaloP and Ignacio CamPoy Cervera: Desafíos actuales a los derechos humanos:
reflexiones sobre el derecho a la paz, Madrid: Dykinson, 2006, p. 54.
Statement by Mr M. Limón Rojas to the General Conference of unesCo. unesCo (1999):
Proceedings of the General Conference, Twenty-ninth session, Paris. 1997, Volume 3, Paris,
1999, pp. 334-335.
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The rights included in the SD cover essential fields for the achievement of
the “inalienable right to a just, sustainable and lasting peace”, the legitimate
right-holders of which should be, without discrimination and in accordance with
civil society, the following: individuals, groups, peoples and all humankind
(Art. 1.1). Therefore, the SD is linked to the concept of peace as a human
right in statu nascendi in its double dimension, individual and collective,
and as a synthesis, by integrating other human rights, since their effective
realization depends on the implementation of others.22 In this line, the General
Assembly noted in 2005 that “peace is a vital requirement for the promotion
and protection of all human rights for all” and “the deep fault line that divides
human society between the rich and the poor and the ever-increasing gap
between the developed and developing worlds pose a major threat to global
prosperity, peace and security and stability”.23
The only difficulty with respect to the right-holders concerned humankind,
which has been excluded from the catalogue of subjects in international law. In
any case, civil society wanted to keep it among the right-holders because it was
already recognized by the General Assembly in 1978 by reaffirming the “right
of... all mankind to life in peace”.24 Although the Charter of the United nations
refers to it only in its Preamble to preserve it from the scourge of war, this
is not the first time that Declarations and Treaties of the United Nations have
included the concept of humankind. The Preamble of the Antarctic Treaty of
1 December 1959 expressly recognizes that “it is in the interest of all mankind
that Antarctica shall continue forever to be used exclusively for peaceful
purposes and shall not become the scene or object of international discord”. On
the other hand, the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies (1967), recognized “the common interest of all mankind in the progress
of the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes” (Preamble), and
provided that “the exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and
other celestial bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of
all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific development,
and shall be the province of all mankind” (Article 1). Another treaty, the
Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies (1979) stated that “the moon and its natural resources are the common
22

23

24

Celestino del arenal: “Paz y derechos humanos”, Revista del Instituto Interamericano de
Derechos Humanos, 5 (1987-I), p. 15.

GA Resolution 60/163 (“The promotion of peace as a prerequisite for the full enjoyment of all
human rights by all”), adopted on 16 December 2005 by 116 votes in favour, 8 abstentions and
53 votes against.
Res. 33/73 (Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace). Cit. supra.
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heritage of mankind” and referred to the establishment of an international
regime, including appropriate procedures, to govern the exploitation of the
natural resources of the moon as such exploitation is about to become feasible
(Article 11.1 and 11.5). In addition, the Principles relating to remote sensing of
the Earth from space, approved on 3 December 1986 by the General Assembly
in its resolution 41/65, recognize (Principle XI) that:
remote sensing shall promote the protection of mankind from natural disasters.
To this end, States participating in remote sensing activities that have identified
processed data and analysed information in their possession that may be useful
to States affected by natural disasters, or likely to be affected by impending
natural disasters, shall transmit such data and information to States concerned as
promptly as possible.

Also, the Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) states that the conservation of
diversity is a “common concern of humankind” and that together with its sustainable
use “contribute to peace for humankind” (Preamble). Finally, the international seabed
area and its resources was designated as the “common heritage of mankind” in the
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982, in the line of the resolution 2749 (XXV)
adopted by the General Assembly on 17 December 1970. The International Seabed
Authority is the governing organization in this field and works “for the benefit of all
mankind” (Arts. 136, 137.2 and 140, 153 of the Convention of 1982).
We certainly cannot refer to mankind as a legal subject. It is a notion equivalent
to that of “international community” and therefore implies the existence of a
community structure in progressive construction, governed by the principle of
solidarity. In addition, it is representative of the existence of collective interests
and helps to formalize ius cogens norms and obligations of all States (erga omnes)
toward the international community as a whole, beyond own or exclusive interests
and aspirations of each State or group of them.25
The clause of non-discrimination in the enjoyment of the human right to peace
is stated in very broad terms, by trying to encompass the prohibited factors or
grounds for distinction and discrimination, and by providing an open-ended list
which includes race, lineage, national, ethnic or social origin, colour, gender,
sexual orientation, age, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion,
economic situation or heritage, diverse physical or mental functionality, civil
status, birth or any other condition (Art. 1.2)
25

See Manuel díez de velasCo: Instituciones de Derecho Internacional Público, Madrid: Tecnos,
2009, 91 ff.; and Bruno simma and Andreas L. Paulus: “The ‘International Community’: Facing
the Challenge of Globalization”, European Journal of International Law, 9 (1998), pp. 266-277.
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On the other hand, the rights contained in Articles 2 to 12 confirm that the
human right to peace is envisaged as a synthesis of various existing rights which
should be applied by incorporating them into international human rights law so that
peace also progresses in positive sense and not only by exclusion. Its formulation
recognizes such rights to individuals (considered individually or as a group) and/
or peoples.
B. The rights of peoples
In this case, there should not be any technical difficulties to recognize that
peoples are entitled to live in peace, such as confirmed by the Declaration on
the Right of Peoples to Peace of the General Assembly (1984).26 The holders
of this right are not only confined to the right of self-determination. It is a
broader term, which is in the line of the Preamble of the Un Charter when it
expresses the will to use the international machinery to promote the economic
and social advancement of all peoples. Therefore, the notion included in the
SD has a broader approach and includes, in line with the 1984 Declaration, “all
the peoples of our planet”. Although it is undeniable that the emergence of the
concept “people” is linked in international law to situations of domination or
foreign exploitation,27 the drafters of the SD did not proceed by retaining only
this notion. It should be noted that the holders of the human right to peace also
are other peoples and human communities, such as indigenous peoples or also
religious, ethnic or linguistic minorities which live in one or more States. It
follows that the holders of the human right to peace are not only those peoples
who have become a State, but also other human communities who have not a
majority population in a State. Either as peoples or as groups of people, they
are communities that also have the right to peace by being also holders of other
human rights.28
The still predominant inter-State dimension of international law can no longer
be an excuse to deny this right with regard to those other human communities who
have not obtained the statehood. Therefore, we agree with judge and professor
26

27

28

Whereas the Preamble refers to “all peoples”, in the first dispositive paragraph the expression
used is “peoples of our planet”.

Raymond ranjeva: “Les peuples et les mouvements de libération nationale”, in Mohammed
bedajoui et al: Droit Internacional. Bilan et perspectives, vol. I, Paris: Éditions Pedone/unesCo,
1991, p. 109.

Cf., inter alia, Art. 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the ILO Convention
concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples (1989), the Declaration on the Rights of Persons
Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities (adopted by the General
Assembly resolution 47/135 of 18 December 1992) and the most recent Un Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Resolution 61/295 of the General Assembly of 13 September 2007).
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Cançado Trindade when —after recalling Francisco de Vitoria and his approach to
jus gentium as a law for all, individuals and peoples as well as States, the law for
“every fraction of humanity”— and supports his concurring vote in the Moiwana
v Surinam case of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights as follows:
It is important to rescue this universalist view in the current process of
humanization of international law and of interpretation of the new jus gentium of
the XXIst century... Human beings, individually and collectively, have emerged
as subjects of international law. The rights protected disclose an individual and
a collective or social dimension, but it is the human beings, members of such
minorities or collectivities, who are, ultimately, the holders of those rights29

The SD recognizes thus the following rights to all peoples of our planet —like
to individuals—:
 The right to live in an safe and healthy environment (Art. 3.2)
 The right to demand the effective observance of the collective security’s system
established in the Un Charter (Art. 3.3)
 The right to development and to the elimination of obstacles to the realization
of the right to development (Art. 4.1 and 4.2)
 The right to live in a sustainable and safe environment (Art. 4.3); the right not
to be regarded as enemies by any State (Art. 5.1)
 The right to resist and oppose all regimes that commit international crimes or
other grave, massive or systematic violations of human rights, including the
right of peoples to self-determination and the right to oppose war; war crimes,
genocide, aggression, apartheid and other crimes against humanity; violations
of other universally recognized human rights; any propaganda in favour of
war or incitement to violence; and violations of the human right to peace, as
defined in the SD (Art. 6). However, the SD didn’t accept as a component of
the human right to peace the original proposal included in Art. 6 of the Luarca
Declaration, based on the Preamble of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, to incorporate the right of rebellion for the same assumptions as in the
SD explained the right of resistance.

29

Judgment of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of the Community Moiwana
v Suriname (Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs) of 15 June 2005. Concurring
opinion of Judge A. A. Cançado Trindade, paras. 8 and 10.
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 The right to demand from all States that they proceed in a joint and coordinated
manner and within a reasonable period of time to a general and complete
disarmament, under comprehensive and effective international control in the
line of Article 7 of the SD.30 States shall urgently eliminate all weapons of
mass destruction or of indiscriminate effect and progressively phase out their
armies and foreign military bases. As a consequence, all peoples have the right
to have the resources freed by disarmament allocated to the economic, social
and cultural development of peoples and to the fair redistribution of natural
wealth, responding especially to the needs of the poorest countries and of the
groups in situations of vulnerability, aiming to put an end to inequalities, social
exclusion and extreme poverty.31 As stated by the Human Rights Commission,
all States should promote the establishment, maintenance and strengthening
of international peace and security and, to that end, should do their utmost
to achieve general and complete disarmament under effective international
control, as well as to ensure that the resources released by effective disarmament
30

31

With regard to nuclear weapons it should be recalled that in 1996 the International Court of
Justice affirmed in relation to Art. VI of the Treaty of non proliferation of nuclear weapons (1968)
that “there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations
leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international control”.
Even today, as then there “it remains without any doubt an objective of vital importance to
the whole of the international community today”. united nations, general assembly (1996):
Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice on the legality of the threat or use of
nuclear weapons, doc. A/51/218, 15 October 1996.

As indicated in 2004 by the World Commission set up by the ILO to examine the social
dimension of globalization, “it would of course be both possible and desirable to generate
resources through reallocation of military expenditures to development in both industrialized
and developing countries. Total world military expenditure for 2001 has been estimated at
US$ 839 billion. If the 15 largest military spenders agreed to divert just 5 per cent to ODA,
this would generate US$ 30 billion a year. This would surely make a greater contribution to
global peace and security than it does through military expenditure”. World Commission on
the soCial dimension oF globalization (2004): A Fair Globalization: Creating Opportunities
for All, International Labour Organization, Geneva, 2004, para. 470, p. 105. note, for
example, that in 2011 the United States informed the Un Secretary-General that in the
2010 tax year the effective military expenditure amounted to a total of $ 700,180 million.
The report notes the enormous difference in the amounts of other great powers: the Russian
Federation (about $ 38,819 million), United Kingdom of Great Britain (approximately
$ 61.825 million between March 2010 and April 2011), Germany (about $ 52.651 million).
Cf. united nations, general assembly, Objective information on military matters, including
transparency of military expenditures. Report of the Secretary-General, doc. A/66/117,
29 June 2011. On the other hand, in 2010 China said they had spent in 2009 approximately
$ 78.613 million for military expenses. Vid. united nations, general assembly, Objective
information on military matters, including transparency of military expenditures. Report of the
Secretary-General (Addendum), doc. A/65/118/Add.1, 28 September 2011. World Commission
on the soCial dimension oF globalization (2004): A Fair Globalization: Creating Opportunities
for All, International Labour Organization, Geneva, 2004, pp. 102-105, paras. 460-471.
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measures are used for comprehensive development, in particular that of the
developing countries.32
 The right to access and to receive information from diverse sources without
censorship in order to be protected from manipulation in favour of warlike
or aggressive objectives (Art. 8.1). This is the logical antecedent of the right
to denounce any event that threatens or violates the human right to peace,
and to freely participate in peaceful political, social and cultural activities or
initiatives for the defence and promotion of the human right to peace and to be
protected against any form of cultural violence (Art. 8.2 and 8.3).
 Finally, the SD emphasizes all the rights guaranteed to the indigenous people
by international human rights law, particularly their territorial and cultural
heritage (the right to live on their lands, to enjoy their natural resources and to
the effective protection of their cultural heritage) (Art. 12.6), because in most
of the cases they are human groups particularly vulnerable and deserve special
protection (Art. 12.1).
C. The rights of individuals and groups. Women and peace
In accordance with the SD the rights that belong exclusively to individuals,
individually or collectively, are the right to education on and for peace and all
other human rights (Art. 2); the right to human security (Arts. 3.1 and 3.4); the
right to civil disobedience and to conscientious objection, including the labour,
professional and tax objection, and the right not to participate in, and to publicly
denounce scientific research for the manufacture or development of arms of
any kind (Arts. 5.2, 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6); in the case of members of any military or
security institution, they have the right not to participate in military operations not
authorised by the United nations or other armed operations, whether international
or internal, which violate the principles and norms of international human rights
law or international humanitarian law, and the right to disobey orders that are
manifestly contrary to the above-mentioned principles and norms (Art. 5.4); the
right to seek and to enjoy refugee and the right to voluntary return to one’s country
or place of origin or residence (Art. 9); the right to emigrate and to participate,
individually or collectively, in the public affairs of the country in which they have
their residence (Art. 10), and the inherent rights of all victims of human rights
violations to seek redress in their proper terms (Art. 11).
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Para. 4 of the res. 2002/71 (“Promotion of the right of peoples to peace”) adopted by the
Commission on Human Rights on 25 April 2002.
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A specific provision (Art. 12) regulates certain groups in situations of specific
vulnerability who deserve special protection. Among them are women (not
always, but in particular situations), children, victims of enforced or involuntary
disappearances, persons with diverse physical or mental functionality (a term
preferred by civil society organizations against the concept used in the Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities of the United nations), elderly persons,
displaced persons, migrants, minorities, refugees and indigenous peoples. The
main purposes of this provision are three: (a) to ensure that the specific effects of
the different forms of violence on the enjoyment of the rights of persons belonging
to groups in situations of vulnerability are assessed and the recognition of the right
of persons belonging to these groups to participate in the adoption of remedial
measures (Art. 12.2); (b) to emphasize situations denounced by civil society in
different regions of the world, which are particularly serious for freedom, integrity
and human security (the conditions and objectives of the deprivation of liberty,33
especially in the case of minors, and the enforced disappearances of persons)34
(Art. 12.4 and 5); and, particularly, (c) to manage and to promote the effective
contribution of women in the realization of the human right to peace (Art. 12.3).
This is based on the recognition that the Preamble to the SD makes the
contribution of women to peace processes and the importance of their participation
in all levels of decision-making, as they have recognized both the General Assembly
and the Council Security for over 30 years. Thus, Article 12.3 of the SD supports
the participation of women at all levels of decision-making (for the prevention,
33
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As indicated by Prof Garcé, “it is absolutely essential that different countries define —and therefore
adopt and maintain— crime policies that contribute to the ideal of peace”. Such criminal policies
should consider some basic aspects, among them, Prof Garcé criticizes the abuse of preventive
detention by saying that “in many countries the deprivation of liberty is the only answer, and in
fact, preventive detention operates as an undue advancement of sentence. Accused and convicted
prisoners often share the same local prison, without a minimal categorization that provides for
different procedural situation. We can not forget that a defendant is innocent on trial, while a
convicted has lost, for the specific case and in fair shape, the benefit of the presumption of innocence.
The prisons are often populated by an unacceptable number of people incarcerated awaiting the final
sentencing, often for years”. Álvaro garCé garCía y santos: “La política criminal como elemento
integrante del derecho humano a la paz”, in Carmelo Faleh Pérez and Carlos villán durán (dirs.):
Estudios sobre el derecho humano a la paz, Madrid: Los Libros de la Catarata, 2010, pp. 242-243.

The right of families to know what happened to the victims of enforced disappearance is
central to the restoration of peace. As pointed out by the President of the nGO Federation of
Associations of Families Missing in Armed Conflict, “no sustainable peace can be achieved
until the families of the disappeared in armed conflicts know the truth about the fate of their
loved ones. It is the duty of all civil societies to help families in this process to journey together
towards rebalancing necessary for lasting peace”. Jane E. durgom-PoWers: “Paz sostenible tras
los conflictos armados y el derecho de los familiares a información veraz sobre el destino de las
personas desaparecidas”, in Carmelo Faleh Pérez and Carlos villán durán (dirs.): Estudios
sobre el derecho humano a la paz, Madrid: Los Libros de la Catarata, 2010, p. 219.
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management and peaceful settlement of disputes, and for building, consolidating
and maintaining peace after conflicts) and the increase of the representation and
contribution of women in the national, regional and international institutions and
mechanisms. The defence of women’s unique role in the realization of the human
right to peace is not the result of the conviction of their singular willingness to make
peace, but rather responds to the following reasons explained by Carmen Magallón:
...often the peace initiatives promoted by women deserve the community greater
confidence than those which come from the political elite. To act from exclusion has
an enormous potential for change. Being strange to the patriarchal political structures,
women are free to propose and implement innovative solutions to conflict. They can
find their own words and try not to travel through the mistakes of men.35

It should be stressed that in 1975 the General Assembly recognized “the important
role women must play in the strengthening of international peace and security and in
the expansion of cooperation among States”.36 Eight years later, the General Assembly
adopted the important Declaration on the Participation of Women in Promoting
International Peace and Cooperation, which proclaims that “increasing participation of
women in the economic, social, cultural, civil and political affairs of society will contribute
to international peace and cooperation”, and also recognizes the need to adopt “special
national and international measures... to increase the level of women’s participation in
the sphere of international relations so that women can contribute, on an equal basis,
with men to national and international efforts to secure world peace”, and in this regard
identifies, among other appropriate measures, “to promote an equitable representation of
women in governmental and non-governmental functions”(Arts. 3, 5 and 12).37
It should also be noted that resolution 1325 (2000) of the Security Council on
women and peace and security reaffirmed:
the important role of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts and
in peace-building,... stressing the importance of their equal participation and
full involvement in all efforts for the maintenance and promotion of peace and
security, and the need to increase their role in decision-making with regard to
conflict prevention and resolution.
35
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Carmen magallón: “Decidir en los procesos de paz, un derecho de hombres y mujeres. ¿Qué
ha aportado la resolución 1325 del Consejo de Seguridad?”, Papeles de relaciones ecosociales y
cambio global, 109 (2010), p. 47.

Res. 3519 (XXX) (“Women’s participation in the strengthening of international peace and security and
in the struggle against colonialism, racism, racial discrimination, foreign aggression and occupation
and all forms of foreign domination”), adopted by the General Assembly on 15 December 1975.
Res. 37/63 of the General Assembly, 3 December 1982.
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This resolution also urged Member States “to ensure increased representation
of women at all decision-making levels in national, regional and international
institutions and mechanisms for the prevention, management, and resolution of
conflict”, and expressed the “willingness to incorporate a gender perspective
into peacekeeping operations”. In addition, it called on all actors involved,
when negotiating and implementing peace agreements, “to adopt a gender
perspective, including, inter alia: (a) The special needs of women and girls during
repatriation and resettlement and for rehabilitation, reintegration and post-conflict
reconstruction; (b) Measures that support local women’s peace initiatives and
indigenous processes for conflict resolution, and that involve women in all of the
implementation mechanisms of the peace agreements; (c) Measures that ensure
the protection of and respect for human rights of women and girls, particularly as
they relate to the constitution, the electoral system, the police and the judiciary.38
Subsequently, the Security Council expressed in resolution 1888 its concern
about “underrepresentation of women in formal peace processes... and the lack of
women as Chief or Lead peace mediators in United nations-sponsored peace talks”
and recognized that “the promotion and empowerment of women and... support for
women’s organizations and networks are essential in the consolidation of peace to
promote the equal and full participation of women”. This resolution provides singular
attention to the sexual violence that is systematically committed against girls and
women in armed conflicts worldwide. To combat this heinous phenomenon, it takes a
holistic approach —which the SD share fully— by which, among various measures, it
reaffirms the need to provide reparations to victims, urging the parties in armed conflict
to combat impunity through the investigation of all allegations and prosecution of all
those responsible. In addition, it encourages States to increase access to health care,
psychosocial support, legal assistance and socioeconomic re-integration services for
victims of sexual violence.39 The widest possible recovery of the right of victims to
live in peace demands, therefore, a plurality of measures that confirm the need to
stimulate and develop the holistic approach to peace as a human right.
Finally, SC resolution 1889 has a broader spectrum, namely: (a) it reiterates the
need for “the need for the full, equal and effective participation of women at all stages
of peace processes given their vital role in the prevention and resolution of conflict
and peacebuilding”, reaffirming “the key role women can play in re-establishing the
fabric of recovering society”; (b) it recognizes that persistent obstacles to women’s
full involvement in the prevention and resolution of conflicts and participation in
post-conflict public life lead to their marginalization, which “can delay or undermine
38
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Res. 1325 (2000) adopted by the Security Council on 31 October 2000.

Resolution 1888 (2009) (Women and peace and security), adopted by the Security Council on
30 September 2009.
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the achievement of durable peace, security and reconciliation”; and (c) it encourages
Member States in post-conflict situations “to specify in detail women and girls’ needs
and priorities and design concrete strategies, in accordance with their legal systems, to
address those needs and priorities, which cover inter alia support for greater physical
security and better socio-economic conditions, through education, income generating
activities, access to basic services, in particular health services, including sexual and
reproductive health and reproductive rights and mental health, gender-responsive
law enforcement and access to justice, as well as enhancing capacity to engage in
public decision-making at all levels”.40 Again, the Security Council confirms in this
resolution the integrative approach for the elaboration of the human right to peace.
Other provisions have particular relevance and were much discussed in
the various stages of the codification process carried out by the civil society
organizations, such as the right to education on and for peace and all other human
rights, the rights of refugees and the right to emigrate.
The first one occupies a crucial position in the SD that is no fortuitous. It is the
first of the rights mentioned after the identification of the holders of the human right
to peace, in order to achieve the goal of “unlearning war and building identities
disentangled from violence” and to “lead to a new way of approaching human
relationships within the framework of a culture of peace”. As stated by José Tuvilla:
It is precisely through education that societies achieve higher levels of human
development, overcome prejudices and stereotypes that segregate and separate
ones from each other, establish relationships based on cooperation and
participation, learn and understand the diverse and plural world, develop the
abilities and skills to communicate freely, promote the respect of human rights
and learn strategies to resolve conflicts peacefully.41

That is largely a projection of the obligation of States parties to the Convention
on the Rights of the Child (1989) to direct the education to “the preparation of the
child for responsible life in a free society, in the spirit of understanding, peace,
tolerance, equality of sexes, and friendship among all peoples, ethnic, national
and religious groups and persons of indigenous origin” (Art. 29. d). The education
on and for peace and all other human rights, received on equal treatment and
incorporating a gender perspective, should also “generate social processes
based on trust, solidarity and mutual respect”. But this is not so according to a
40
41

Resolution 1889 (2009) adopted by the Security Council on 5 October 2009.

José tuvilla rayo: “El Derecho Humano a la paz en la educación: construir la cultura de la paz”,
in Carmen Rosa rueda Castañón and Carlos villán durán (eds.): Luarca Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace, 2nd ed., Granda-Siero: Madú, 2008, p. 343.
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strict vision on the curriculum or on formal education, but as something that is
permanent because, according to the SD, a person should be able to demand and
to obtain the competences needed to participate in the creative and non-violent
transformation or prevention and resolution of conflicts. In sum, contribute to
a culture of peace, as proposed by Francisco Jiménez, structured by the respect
for life and human dignity, the respect for human rights, love, social justice and
freedom; the recovery of utopia and solidarity to work for a better world.42
The other two rights can be dealt with jointly since, after all, they are
manifestations of the right to freedom of movement, in connection with the
right of every person to enjoy personal security and to live in a healthy and
safe environment. With regard to the right to seek refuge, the lack of personal
security stems from persecution originated on the grounds that have already been
characterized by the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees (race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion); but the
SD incorporates further grounds (gender or sexual orientation, civil or any other
personal status, involvement in activities to promote peace or human rights or to
claim the right to conscience objection) for persecution by State or non-State agents.
Moreover, the SD also includes those situations where there is no individualized
persecution, but in which the person seeking refuge flees his/her place of origin
because his/her life or freedom are threatened in situations of grave public order
disturbances, such as in cases of generalized violence, foreign aggression, internal
conflict or massive human rights violations. For international civil society, the
common denominator in all those cases is that it would be ethically unacceptable
to deny refuge to those who are under such threats to their lives or to their security.
Therefore, the SD adds important de lege ferenda elements to the configuration of
the right to seek refuge, some of which have already been incorporated by national
legislation in the countries which have gone beyond the criteria that had been
specifically identified by the 1951 Convention.43
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Francisco jiménez bautista: “Cultura de paz, educación y valores”, in Carmen Rosa rueda
Castañón and Carlos villán durán (eds.): Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
2nd ed., Granda-Siero: Madú, 2008, pp. 310-314.

Cf. with regard to Spain, Arts. 3 and 4 of the Law 12/2009, of 30 October, which regulate the right
to asylum and the subsidiary protection. As noted by Prof Theodor van Boven during the Congress
of Santiago, “Art. 10 (Right to Emigrate and to Participate) makes quite rightly an explicit link
to Art. 3 of the present Declaration which affirms the right to human security and to live in a safe
and healthy environment. The present Article is a logical sequence of Art. 9 concerning the right
to refugee status. Thus Art. 10 may be considered as a contribution to progressive development
of international standard-setting”. In Carmelo Faleh Pérez and David Fernández Puyana: “The
International Congress on the Human Right to Peace” (Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 9 and 10
December 2010). Report cit. supra, pp. 39-103.
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In the case of the right to emigrate, it would be appropriate to start by saying that
the equivalent provision in the Luarca Declaration had a broader scope because it
enunciated the right of everyone “to emigrate and to settle peaceably, and also to return
to his/her country of origin” (Art. 8.1). However, the SD recognizes the right of everyone
“to freedom of movement and to emigrate if their right to human security or to live in a
safe and healthy environment… is seriously threatened” (Art. 10.1). It connects to the
right to emigrate in individual situations in which the right to human security or to live
in a safe and healthy environment is in danger. In this sense, it is more restrictive than
Art. 13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which proclaims the right of
everyone “to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each State” and
“to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country” (Art. 13). In the
Luarca Declaration —that was drafted exclusively by the Spanish civil society— the
largest scope of ius migrandi was justified by the belief that mass migrations are forced
migrations, caused by wars, racial or religious hatred, dictatorships, underdevelopment,
natural disasters, desertification, etc. Given that they are not voluntary migrations, they
do not correspond to a free and individual choice of a person to change his/her place of
living and working, which has been a characteristic in human history until relatively
recently.44 Since there was not a consensus among world civil society to keep the right to
emigrate in the line of the Luarca Declaration, it was chosen to safeguard the inalienable
core of the right to emigrate, linking it with the rights recognized in Art. 3 of the SD:
the right to human security and to live in a safe and healthy environment. In the case
that these rights are seriously threatened, everyone has the right to move freely and to
emigrate. Furthermore, the SD recognizes the right for all migrants to participate in the
public affairs of the country of regular residence, which should lead to social inclusion
and the eradication of social exclusion and structural violence.

3. Subjects and obligated actors
Besides some references in the Preamble, there are two main provisions of the SD
which deal with the obligations of States and international organizations as main duty
bearers and duty holders. Indeed, in accordance with Article 1.2, States are the main
duty-holders for the realization of the human right to peace, and its implementation,
either as a whole (collectively), either individually or as members of multilateral
international organizations. However, in order to achieve the effective realization of this
right, Article 13 recognizes other subjects whose subjectivity in international law has not
yet been recognized or, if it has, then such recognition is only limited. With regard to this
latter case —obligated subjects with limited (not full) subjectivity— Art. 13.1 identifies
44

Ángel ChueCa sanCho: “El contenido de la dimensión colectiva del derecho humano a la paz”,
in Carmen Rosa rueda Castañón and Carlos villán durán (eds.): Luarca Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace, 2nd ed., Granda-Siero: Madú, 2008, pp. 496-497.
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international organizations, individuals45 and peoples. Some of them have a degree
of recognized restricted international subjectivity or very heterogeneous and uneven.
On the other hand, civil society, companies and media do not have, albeit limited,
recognized international law subject status. They are actors whose presence and
influence in the international social field is very unequal. The international community,
noted in the same provision, does not have such recognized status. According to
Prof Jaume Saura, the existence of different right-holders and duty-bearers deserves
a positive assessment:
It has the virtue to stress the responsibility of any subject of law in the respective
level: States and international organizations can and should answer at the national
and international level. Companies, individuals and other social actors, not
being subjects of international law, will do it at the domestic level, except for
individuals who commit crimes against peace, whose responsibility may also be
claimed at the international level. This diversity of subjects and actors, with their
respective degrees of responsibility, should be taken into account in the process
of codification, already started.46

nevertheless, Article 13.2 of the SD assigns to States and to the United nations
the main responsibility for preserving peace and protecting the human right to
peace. In connection with the latter, the Un Charter aimed to convert the new
international organization in a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in
the attainment of the common ends (Art. 1.4 of the Charter). Since peace is the
main purpose and the raison d’être for the United nations, it should be in this
framework where States should cooperate for its effective realization. These
measures encompass various fields (environmental protection, construction
and consolidation of peace after conflicts, planning of strategies for disaster
prevention and effective prevention and protection in case of violations of
human rights) and urge the strengthening and full involvement of the United
nations. nevertheless, the SD includes various safeguards and precautions: the
prohibition of interventions in the territory of other States, as well as military
actions outside the Charter, including the so-called preventive wars, that qualifies
as a crime against peace. Any military action outside the framework of the Un
Charter, including the so-called preventive war, constitutes a crime against peace.
45
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In the case of individuals, it should be noted the precedent of the Declaration on the Right to
Development (General Assembly, 1986), which states that “All human beings have a responsibility
for development, individually and collectively, taking into account the need for full respect for their
human rights and fundamental freedoms as well as their duties to the community, which alone can
ensure the free and complete fulfilment of the human being, and they should therefore promote and
protect an appropriate political, social and economic order for development” (Art. 2.2).

Jaume saura estaPà: “El derecho humano a la paz en perspectiva internacional”, in M.ª Isabel
garrido gómez (ed.): El derecho a la paz como derecho emergente, Barcelona: Atelier, 2011, p. 65.
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It follows that the Security Council has the fundamental responsibility to preserve
international peace and security.
However, civil society urges that the composition, procedures and the working
methods of the Security Council are revised so that it is fully representative of an
international community that is radically different from that of 1945. Moreover, its
review could allow for greater transparency in its work and an increase of significant
participation by civil society and other actors. Today, international society is
universal and the number of Member States of the United nations amounts to
193. The organization is different from that created by 51 States, which signed the
Charter of San Francisco in 1945. Because of its vocation and its composition, it is
still universal, but the current challenges and needs are much more complex in the
age of globalization. For this reason, the Un constitutive treaty, and in particular the
reform of the Security Council, should be seriously addressed. In addition, the SD
shares the affirmation by Kofi Annan who, referring to the fundamental responsibility
entrusted to the Security Council in accordance with the Charter, also stated that
«it is therefore of vital importance, not only to the Organization but to the world, that
the Council should be equipped to carry out this responsibility and that its decisions
should command worldwide respect». As stated by the Secretary-General:
…a change in the Council’s composition is needed to make it more broadly
representative of the international community as a whole, as well as of the
geopolitical realities of today, and thereby more legitimate in the eyes of the
world. Its working methods also need to be made more efficient and transparent.
The Council must be not only more representative but also more able and willing
to take action when action is needed47

To reach this goal, the reform of the Security Council should meet the following
principles, proposed by the High Level Panel on Threats and Challenges, so that the
Council be an efficient and credible body: (a) it should increase the involvement
in decision-making of those who contribute most to the United nations;
(b) it should bring into the decision-making process countries more representative
of the broader membership, especially of the developing world; (c) it should not
impair the effectiveness of the Security Council; and (d) it should increase the
democratic and accountable nature of the body.48
47
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united nations, General Assembly (2005): In larger freedom: towards development, security
and human rights for all. Report of the Secretary-General, doc. A/59/2005, 21 March 2005, pars.
167-168, p. 42.

United nations, general assembly (2004): Report of the High Level Panel on Threats,
Challenges and Change. A more secure world: our shared responsibility, doc. A/59/565, 2
December 2004, para. 249, pp. 66-67.
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4. The promotion and monitoring mechanism of the human right to peace
Certainly, it should be noted that the SD does not limit itself to promote the
codification of the human right to peace in an exercise that, as was stated, combines
the codification and the progressive development of international human rights law.
In 2010, during the Santiago Congress, the international civil society agreed with
the initial proposition from the Luarca Declaration which consisted in completing
the substantive section with an independent procedural mechanism that allows some
degree of promotion and monitoring or supervisory control. As noted by Prof Carlos
Villán, the Luarca Declaration was innovative because, by inspiring itself in the
various working groups set up as special procedures by the former Human Rights
Commission and also the current HR Council, it proposed the establishment of a
working group of independent experts, elected by the General Assembly49. This
agreement remains in the SD and is also included in the implementation mechanism
of the future declaration, which was supported by 1,795 civil society organizations
world-wide at the eighteenth session of the HR Council.50 Prof Saura also defends
the convenience of establishing a monitoring mechanism as proposed by the SD.51
The proposed mechanism is in line with the conventional instruments (treaties)
adopted by States, rather than the Declarations approved by the General Assembly.
But there exist various precedents in which special committees or working groups of
intergovernmental composition have been entrusted to supervise the implementation
of such instruments.52 Among the special procedures inherited from the former Human
Rights Commission and created or kept by the current HR Council, it should be noted that
there are examples of thematic mandates which supervise regularly the implementation
of Declarations of international human rights law adopted by the General Assembly.
This is the case of the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances
established in 1980, the mandate of which is to supervise the implementation of the
Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance adopted
by the General Assembly on 18 December 1992. In 2004 the former Commission on
Human Rights extended by consensus the WG’s mandate for another three-year period.
In addition, it invited the Working Group to assist States in the implementation of the
49
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Carlos villán durán, (2009): “La Declaración de Luarca sobre el Derecho Humano a la Paz”, in
Federico mayor zaragoza et al.: Hacia la paz desde los derechos humanos. Reflexiones sobre el
derecho humano a la paz, Bilbao: unesCo Etxea, 2009, p. 51.

Cf. united nations, General Assembly: The human right to peace as part of the right of
international solidarity. Amendments to the draft declaration submitted by the Advisory
Committee Drafting Group, doc. A/HRC/18/nGO/76, 12 September 2011, pp.10-11.

Jaume saura estaPà: “El derecho humano a la paz en perspectiva internacional”, in M.ª Isabel
garrido gómez (ed.): El derecho a la paz como derecho emergente, Barcelona: Atelier, 2011, p. 65.
See the examples mentioned by Prof villán durán in “La Declaración de Luarca sobre el
Derecho Humano a la Paz”, loc. cit.
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Declaration and it also requested States to promote and give full effect to its provisions.53
The HR Council has gone very far since, in the last extension of the mandate, it has
requested States “to provide the Working Group with concrete information on the
measures taken and the obstacles encountered in preventing enforced and involuntary
disappearances and in giving effect to the principles set forth in the Declaration”.54
Another example of political and institutional will to promote the respect of the
fundamental rights and freedoms included in Declarations proclaimed by the General
Assembly is the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. When in 1991 the HR
Commission decided to establish this working group composed of five independent
experts, it entrusted the working group to investigate cases of detention imposed
arbitrarily or otherwise inconsistently with the relevant international standards set forth
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights or in the relevant international legal
instruments accepted by the States concerned. Over the time, the working methods
of this special procedure have referred to different regulatory standards or parameters
which guide the implementation of its mandate. Among these there are several
resolutions adopted by the General Assembly.55 The HR Council has also endorsed the
practice and methods of this group, as showed by the latest extension of its mandate.56
The HR Council has set up mechanisms to promote the implementation of
unconventional instruments, which are the subject of an even more softer regulation than
that recognized to the General Assembly resolutions. This is the case of the Working
Group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business
enterprises established in 2011 by the Council, again by consensus, in order to promote the
dissemination and the effective global implementation of so-called “Guiding Principles
on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United nations ‘Protect, Respect and
Remedy’ Framework”. These principles were presented earlier by John Ruggie, Special
Representative of the Secretary-General on human rights and transnational corporations
and other business enterprises, who claimed that these principles were based on:
53
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Vid. para. 3.h) and 5.a) of the res. 2004/40 adopted by the Commission on 19 April 2004.
Para. 8 of the res. 7/12 of the Human Rights Council.

Among others, the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention
or Imprisonment (adopted by the General Assembly in its resolution 43/173, on 9 December 1988),
the United nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles deprived of their Liberty (General Assembly
resolution 45/113 of 14 December 1990) or the United nations Standard Minimum Rules for the
Administration of Juvenile Justice (also called “Beijing Rules”, adopted by the GA in its resolution
40/33, on november 28, 1985). Cf. para. 7 of the method of work reviewed and published by the
Working Group in United nations, General Assembly, Report of the Working Group on arbitrary
detention, doc. A/HRC/16/47, 19 January 2011, Annex, pp. 21-28.
In its res. 15/18, adopted without vote on 30 September 2010, the Human Rights Council invited States to
take appropriate measures to ensure that their legislation, regulations and practices remain in conformity
with relevant international standards and the applicable international legal instruments (para. 4).
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extensive discussions with all stakeholder groups, including governments, business
enterprises and associations, individuals and communities directly affected by the
activities of enterprises in various parts of the world, civil society, and experts in the
many areas of law and policy that the Guiding Principles touch upon.

Although they do not have the legal support of the General Assembly, the
HR Council endorsed these principles and achieved the necessary agreement to
set up a new mandate to promote the effective and global implementation of an
instrument which cannot yet be qualified as soft law.57
As previously indicated, what is most important is to reproduce again the consensus
as a technique for the adoption of decisions and to gather the political and institutional
will for the promotion and respect of the human right to peace by creating a monitoring
mechanism in which governmental representatives are not included. In the SD, the civil
society has considered that it is not enough to cover the substantive or material standards
when these are not completed with the establishment of a promotion and monitoring
mechanism. In this case, there is a clear innovation if we compare it with other Declarations
previously approved by the General Assembly. Indeed, the SD proposes the establishment
of a working group on the human right to peace (WGHRP), composed of ten people
(independent experts), elected directly by the General Assembly —from a list of candidates
proposed by the Member States and by civil society organizations— in order to ensure a
balanced gender representation, equitable geographical distribution, the representation of
the different forms of civilization and of the main legal systems of the world (Article 14 of
the SD). The WGHRP, financed as part of the regular budget of the United Nations, shall
have its seat in new York and shall hold three ordinary sessions per year, as well as any
extraordinary sessions to be determined in accordance with its working methods.
The functions of the WGHRP are not subordinated to the sovereignty of States.
If one reads carefully each provision of Article 15 of the SD, one could conclude
that it will help fostering cooperation through the observance and implementation
of its provisions by following the holistic approach that inspires transversely their
content. It follows that the first and the most basic function is:
to promote worldwide observance and awareness of the human right to peace, acting
with discretion, objectivity and independence and adopting an integrated approach
which takes account of the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of human
rights and the overriding need to achieve international social justice;
[Art. 15.1.a)].
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Cf. the res. 17/4 adopted by the Human Rights Council on 16 June 2011, and United nations, General
Assembly, Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations
“Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework, doc. A/HRC/17/31, 21 March 2011, para. 10, p. 4.

Civil soCiety ProPosals For the CodiFiCation and…

The other functions that the Art. 15 of the SD attributes to WGHRP are inspired
by the special procedures and have different aims:
 Functions of protection. The WGHRP can gather, assemble and respond
effectively to any relevant information from States, international organizations
and their organs, civil society organizations, national human rights institutions,
concerned individuals and any other reliable source. Furthermore, it can carry
out in loco investigations concerning violations of the human right to peace and
to report to the pertinent bodies, and provide, when it considers it appropriate,
recommendations, appeals and urgent actions to the Un Member States, asking
them to adopt appropriate measures for the effective realization of the human
right to peace. Finally, it can submit to the Prosecutor of the International Criminal
Court or other competent international criminal tribunals, reliable information
about any situation in which it would appear that crimes which fall within
the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court or of another international
criminal tribunal, have been committed [paragraphs b), c), d) and i)].
 Functions of information and prevention. The WGHRP will prepare and present
to the General Assembly, the Security Council and the HR Council an annual
report of its activities. In addition, the WGHRP will draw up, on its own initiative
or at the request of the General Assembly, the Security Council or the Human
Rights Council, the reports it deems necessary in the event of an imminent threat
to or serious violation of the human right to peace [paragraphs e) and f)].
 Functions of promotion and progressive development. The SD also assigned to the
WGHRP the task to draft an international convention on the human right to peace and
the function to contribute to the elaboration of definitions and norms concerning the
crime of aggression and the limits of legitimate self-defence [paragraphs g) and h)].
 Function of self-organization, namely the approval of the working methods
for the regular functioning of the WGHRP and in particular for the adoption of
decisions [paragraph j)].

5. Conclusions
The SD is the result of the will and the consensus obtained by the international
civil society organizations, after a true, long and complex process of negotiation and
consultation in order to submit to the HR Council a proposition for a draft declaration
aimed at renewing international human rights law and promoting decisively its
progressive development. The draft incorporates the core elements considered as
necessary by the international civil society to define peace as a human right with a
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double dimension, individual and collective. In addition, the draft recognizes the right of
the individuals and groups, peoples and mankind to the right to peace but also the right
to live in peace. The SD conciliates the two dimensions of peace: the negative peace,
understood as the silence of the guns, and the positive peace, which include those rights
belonging to holders of the right to peace. Once these rights are recognized then conflicts
and violence will not find any fertile ground within or outside of States. The General
Assembly declared in 2005 that “the deep fault line that divides human society between
the rich and the poor and the ever-increasing gap between the developed and developing
worlds pose a major threat to global prosperity, peace and security and stability”.58
As indicated by nastase, peace is the result of an organization process of the
international interdependencies in a harmonious whole, which will ensure and protect
the security and well-being of all peoples and individuals, achieved through the
vigorous assertion of the common values, the establishment of appropriate means of
cooperation, the peaceful settlement of disputes without the use of direct or structural
violence and the training, through the education, of a state of mind which encourages
the rapprochement between peoples and individuals. Peace, as a human right, should
be understood in its internal and international dimension, without subdivisions because
it is indivisible and should be necessarily directed to the world peace.59 In this line, a
dynamic view of the right to peace —understood beyond the strict absence of war—,
requires its close connection with the right to development.60
Taking into account these goals, Prof Alemany suggests that civil society is
taking over the States in the defence and the promotion of the rights of solidarity:
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Para. 2 of Resolution 60/163 (“Promotion of peace as a prerequisite for the full enjoyment of all
human rights for all”) adopted by the General Assembly on 16 December 2005 with 116 votes in
favour, 53 votes against and 8 abstentions (14 States did not participate).

Adrian nastase: “Le droit à la paix”, in Mohammed bedajoui: Droit Internacional. Bilan et
perspectives, vol. 2, Paris: Éditions Pedone/UnESCO, 1991, pp. 1294-1295.

As stated by Manuel beCerra ramírez, “peace and development are two concepts that are mutually
conditioned: no development without peace and no peace without development. So we can think in
a peace… creative, dynamic, coupled linked to the development concept. Peace and development
together constitute one of the fundamental goals of humanity. But understanding the development not
merely as economic development, but as a social, cultural and political development of the individual,
the State and humanity. (...) International law of development is a finalist right, as is provided for a
specific purpose that is the development, which is added to the general idea of peace”. Manuel beCerra
ramírez: “El derecho a la paz y el derecho internacional del desarrollo”, in VV. AA.: Congreso
internacional sobre la Paz, vol. I, Mexico City.: Instituto de Investigaciones Jurídicas, unam, 1987,
pp. 13-14. This relationship between peace and development has been included in the Preamble of the
Declaration on the Right to Development, where the General Assembly considered that “international
peace and security are essential elements for the realization of the right of development” (Declaration
adopted by the General Assembly on 4 December 1986, in its resolution 41/128).

Civil soCiety ProPosals For the CodiFiCation and…
Civil society has gradually taken over the States in the defence and promotion
of some rights that they are reluctant to legally ensure. The human rights of the
third generation are built on the values recently promoted by some nGOs and the
defence of these rights has caused a huge social mobilization. Peace, cooperation in
development, environmental sustainability, the defence of the common heritage of
mankind and humanitarian aid are various aspects of the same claim of solidarity,
which begin in the civil society and some of them devote their energies to new ways
of voluntary participation. A greater sensitivity of governments would be desirable
in relation to the meaning of this phenomenon, in order not to increase the distance
between States and peoples, which are the real actors in the Un Charter.61

Once again, civil society has pre-empted the task of States, which failed
when they tried codification at UNESCO. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
at the Consultation held in Paris in 1997, hosted by UnESCO to review a draft
declaration, the 117 governmental participant experts admitted that:
The commitment to peace is a general principle, in accordance with the paragraph
1 c) of the Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, which
is inherent to the human being and constitutes, together with the respect for
all human rights, the foundation of the culture of peace. This principle must
be recognized, respected and implemented without any discrimination, at both
national and international levels.62

now the role of the HR Council and its Advisory Committee is to complete
the task of codification, taking into account the legitimate aspirations of the
international civil society expressed in the SD, which —as stated by Prof Carlos
Villán— is undoubtedly the most important contribution of civil society in the ongoing official codification process.63 In the first progress report, the drafting group
composed of six experts of the Advisory Committee presented a draft declaration
on the right of peoples to peace which includes a number of general principles on
the right of individuals and peoples to peace (joining the individual and collective
dimensions), some provisions which regulate both international peace and security
as fundamental standards of the negative peace and peace in the positive meaning
61
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Jesús María alemany briz: “El derecho humano a la paz”, in Carmen Rosa rueda Castañón and
Carlos villán durán (eds.): Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, 2nd ed., Granda-Siero:
Madú, 2008, p. 221

Carmelo Faleh Pérez: “El proyecto de declaración sobre el derecho humano a la paz elaborado
en el seno de la UnESCO”, in Carmen Rosa rueda Castañón and Carlos villán durán (eds.):
Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, 2nd ed., Granda-Siero: Madú, 2008, pp. 180
and 203.
Carlos villán durán: “Civil Society Organizations Contribution to the Human Right to Peace”,
International Journal on World Peace, XXVIII, no. 4 (2011).
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(human security, disarmament, education and training for peace, conscientious
objection to military service, private military and security companies, resistance
and opposition against the oppression, peacekeeping, development, environment,
rights of victims and vulnerable groups, refugees and migrants) and the obligated
subjects.64 With regard to the implementation system envisaged in the SD,
Art. 13 of the draft only invites the HR Council to set up a mechanism in order to
continue the debate on the right to peace and to monitor it, as well as to present
reports to the competent bodies of the United nations. In any case, we observe
the influence that the SD, adopted by civil society, is undoubtedly having in the
work of the Advisory Committee. In fact, the draft declaration on the right to
peace submitted by the Advisory Committee on 16 April 2012 to the HR Council
included 85% of the standards proposed by the Santiago Declaration. Therefore,
CSOs asked the HR Council to take into consideration the remaining 15% of
standards. Furthermore, as indicated in the General Introduction, the HR Council
adopted on 5 July 2012 resolution 20/15 that welcomed the important work
being carried out by civil society organizations for the promotion of the right to
peace and their contribution to the development of this issue. The HR Council
also established an open-ended working group with the mandate of progressively
negotiating a draft United nations declaration on the right to peace on the basis of
the draft submitted by the Advisory Committee, and without prejudging relevant
past, present and future views and proposals.65
Until now, the work of experts shows that there are no insurmountable legal
difficulties for States to finish the codification in progress, as demanded by civil
society organizations. The obstacles can be found in the political and institutional
order, the fear of different States to recognize peace transformed into individual
and collective rights and the strength that peace would give to multiple and just
claims that peace holds inside it.
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 24 December 2012.
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Cf. United nations, General Assembly: The right of peoples to peace. Progress report prepared
by the drafting group of the Advisory Committee, doc. A/HRC/AC/8/2, 12 December 2011, 9 pp.
The notion of peace (positive and negative) was particularly included in the principle contained
in paragraph 6 of Article 1 (principles): “All States shall promote the establishment, maintenance
and strengthening of international peace in an international system based on respect for the
Principles enshrined in the Charter and the promotion of all human rights and fundamental
freedoms, including the right to development and the right of peoples to self-determination”.
Resolution 20/15 (Promotion of the right to peace), adopted by the HR Council on 5 July 2012,
doc. A/HRC/RES/20/15, 17 July 2012, 2 p. See full text of the resolution infra, Annex X.
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1. Introduction: The World Campaign in favour of the human right to
peace
Translate the universal value of peace into the legal category of human right.
This was the main goal designed by the Spanish Society for International Human
Right Law (SSIHRL) since its establishment in 2004. To this purpose, the SSIHRL
conducted a civil society-based international legislative initiative at both domestic
and international level.
In the first stage, at the Spanish domestic level, the SSIHRL organized in two
years (2005-2006) extensive consultations with experts from different disciplines
and regions to discuss in detail the scope of peace as human right. The discussion
was an effective way to deal with the prevalent frustration of the Spanish civil
society at that time. In fact, Spanish people, as other peoples in the world, were
1

Professor of International Human Rights Law. Co-Director, Master on International Human
Rights Protection, University of Alcalá (Madrid). Member of the International Institute of
Human Rights (Strasbourg). President of the Spanish Society for International Human Rights
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traumatized by the 2003 aggression against Iraq conducted by a coalition of States
led by the United States of America. The Spanish and other European governments
decided to participate in the armed conflict in spite of their peoples’ will.
The military intervention was carried out without receiving the necessary
authorization from the UN Security Council. Therefore, it was illegal and in flagrant
violation of the Un Charter’s principle that prohibits to States the use of force. Even
worse, the illegal intervention in Iraq was a clear violation of the overarching Un Charter
value to preserve peace for future generations. Unfortunately, the Charter-based value of
peace was not yet translated into the legal category of human right. Therefore, time was
up to address States impunity when they decide to go to illegal wars. In other words, to
preserve peace for future generations it was imperative to define in international law the
emerging human right to peace.
At the outcome of domestic expert consultations, a drafting Committee
composed of 15 independent experts adopted on 30 October 2006 the Luarca
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, the first-ever civil society instrument
encapsulating in legal values a holistic and innovative approach to both positive
and negative dimensions of peace.2
In the second stage, the SSIHRL shared its legislative initiative with the
international civil society. To this purpose, a four-year World Campaign in
favour of the international recognition of the human right to peace was launched
(2007-2010).3 It gathered the support of some 2,000 civil society organizations
(hereinafter: CSOs), cities and public institutions worldwide, including the
Parliament of Spain,4 regional parliaments and national human rights institutions.
The World Campaign was designed to achieve three main goals, namely:
Firstly, to disseminate and share the Luarca Declaration among experts from civil
society worldwide; the SSIHRL organized workshops and expert meetings on the
2

3

4

Vid. Carmen Rosa rueda Castañón and Carlos villán durán (eds.): Luarca Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace, 2nd ed., Granda-Siero: Madú, 2008, 560 pp.
Vid. David Fernández Puyana: “World Campaign on the human right to peace”, in Carlos villán
durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.): Regional Contributions for a Universal Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace, Luarca: SSIHRL, 2010, pp. 61-76.

The Foreign Affairs Commission of the Spanish Parliament (Congreso de los Diputados)
approved on 14 September 2011 by consensus of all political groups a non-legislative motion
acknowledging the outstanding contribution of the SSIHRL and supporting the on-going
international codification process of the human right to peace at the UN. Cf. Diario de Sesiones
del Congreso de los Diputados, no. 831, forty-sixth session, held on 14 September 2011,
pp. 19-22 (debate in Commission); and Serie D, no. 595 of 28 June 2011, pp. 3-6 (text of the
resolution adopted). See full text in English infra, Annex III.
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human right to peace in all regions of the world, receiving inputs from different
cultural sensibilities. Secondly, to introduce the human right to peace into the
programme of work of the Human Rights Council (hereinafter: HR Council)
and its Advisory Committee (hereinafter: AC) in order to persuade both Member
States and experts to initiate the official codification of the human right to peace
within the United nations. Thirdly, to conclude in December 2010 the private
codification process —made by the international civil society— with the adoption
of a Universal Declaration on the human right to peace that should represent the
genuine interests of civil society before the United nations.
The first goal involved the organization of twenty expert meetings on the
human right to peace in all regions of the world, in which the Luarca Declaration
was widely discussed.5 The seven regional declarations adopted at the end of
several of these meetings, emphasized that the Luarca Declaration was very well
accepted and progressively enriched with the contributions from different cultural
sensitivities, which are present in the international civil society.6
The second goal identified the HR Council and its Advisory Committee (AC) as
the United Nations bodies in charge of the initial phases of the States codification
of the human right to peace. Since 2007, the SSIHRL has being actively
participating in all sessions of the HR Council and since 2010 of its AC, keeping
them informed on progress achieved by the civil society codification process. The
SSIHRL and associated CSOs organized in Geneva (Palais des nations) parallel
expert meetings to the sessions of the HR Council and its AC, where specific
issues regarding the content and scope of the human right to peace were subject
to discussion.7 These meetings were supplemented by 21 joint CSOs written
statements addressing particular issues on the scope of the emerging human right
to peace. Those submitted in 2010 were endorsed by 1,795 CSOs worldwide.8 In
addition, many joint oral statements on similar issues were delivered to the plenary
5
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A complete list of the expert meetings held is available in document A/HRC/13/nGO/89 of
25 February 2010, footnote 2. Reports of the 20 meetings held are available in Carlos villán
durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.): Regional Contributions for a Universal Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace, Luarca: ssihrl, 2010, 297-365. More information on these activities
is available at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/1825
See Declarations adopted at La Plata, Yaoundé, Johannesburg, Bangkok, Sarajevo, Alexandria
and Havana in Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.): op. cit., Annex II,
pp. 615-638. They are also available at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/1825

A complete list of the parallel expert meetings held at the occasion of the sessions of the HR
Council and other relevant United nations bodies between 2007 and 2010 is contained in
doc. A/HRC/13/nGO/89, cit. footnote 4. Reports of all meetings are available at www.aedidh.org
The first 14 joint written statements were compiled by Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh
Pérez (eds.): op. cit., pp. 367-415.
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of the two bodies. Moreover, in november 2007, the SSIHRL encouraged the
establishment of the Group of Friend States (GFS) with the codification process
of the human right to peace in the framework of the HR Council.9
On the other hand, the Un observance in Geneva of the International Day of
Peace (21 September every year) was organized by the SSIHRL and associated
CSOs since 2007. In 2008, the SSIHRL solemnly called on all international actors,10
as well as all people of good will to become part of the World Alliance for the human
right to peace, thus showing their wish to urge the States to initiate the codification
of the human right to peace. Some 2,000 CSOs, cities and institutions worldwide
that have already joined, are the constituencies of this growing Alliance.11
In 2011, international singers on behalf of the Foundation Peace without
Borders launched in Geneva a video providing support from well-known artists,
musicians, actresses and sportsmen to the human right to peace and inviting people
to adhere to the SSIHRL World Alliance.12 At the same commemoration in 2012,
the Director-General of UnOG, the Ambassadors of the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC) and Costa Rica, as well as representatives of UnESCO and
OHCHR, joined the SSIHRL and the IOHRP to assess the AC draft declaration on
the right to peace, adopted on 16 April 2012.
Finally, the second goal was successfully achieved when the HR Council
adopted resolution 14/3 of 17 June 2010, by which it recognized the important role
played by civil society in the development of the right to peace. It also requested
the Advisory Committee to prepare a draft declaration on the right of peoples to
peace within a timeframe of two years.
The third goal (i.e., to submit to the United nations a declaration on the human
right to peace drafted by civil society’s experts) required to review the Luarca
9
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The first members of the GFS were the following: Senegal, Bolivia (Multinational Republic of),
Ecuador, Djibouti and Malaysia. Spain and Costa Rica joined the GFS on 21 September 2011.
On 29 October 2011 the 22 Member States of the XXI Ibero American Summit agreed to join the
GFS. On 14 February 2012 Tunisia, Turkey and Rumania also attended the GFS meeting.

namely: States; international organizations; international, national and local civil society
organizations (CSOs); international, national and regional human rights institutions; national,
regional and international parliaments; regional and municipal governments; members of the
judiciary; universities and research institutions; media, education, science and culture professionals.

Individuals, CSOs and public institutions may join the World Alliance for the human right to
peace by filling out a friendly-user form that is available at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/1152

The video presented by the internationally renowned singers Juanes and Miguel Bosé is available
at www.pazsinfronteras.org During the first two weeks the signatures of some 15,000 individuals
had been gathered.
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Declaration in light of the contributions received from the different regional expert
meetings on the human right to peace, on the basis of a thorough study prepared by
Prof C. Faleh Pérez.13 Subsequently, a Technical Drafting Committee composed
of 14 Spanish experts adopted on 24 February 2010 the Bilbao Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace.14
The Bilbao Declaration was then revised by a new International Drafting
Committee (composed by ten independent experts from five regions of the world),
meeting in Barcelona from 31 May to 2 June 2010. The international experts
adopted on 2 June 2010 the Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right to Peace.15
next, the Barcelona Declaration was submitted for discussion to the
International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, meeting in Santiago
de Compostela, Spain on 9-10 December 2010, at the occasion of the World
Social Forum on Education for Peace. On 10 December 2010 both the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace were adopted by international civil
society.16 They successfully concluded the SSIHRL World Campaign, having
achieved its third and final goal.
Therefore, the Santiago Declaration was submitted in 2011 to the consideration
of the HR Council (composed of 47 Member States) and its Advisory Committee
(composed of 18 independent experts). The IOHRP, the SSIHRL and associate CSOs
13
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The transition from the Luarca to the Bilbao Declaration was thoroughly scrutinized by Carmelo
Faleh Pérez: “El derecho humano a la paz a la luz de las experiencias regionales. De la Declaración
de Luarca a la Declaración de Bilbao”, in Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (dirs.):
Estudios sobre el derecho humano a la paz, Madrid: Los Libros de la Catarata, 2010, pp. 265-328.
See also Carmelo Faleh Pérez: “A new reading of the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace in light of regional experiences”, in Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.):
Regional Contributions for a Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, Luarca: ssihrl,
2010, pp. 511-555. Id.: “Hacia un derecho humano a la paz internacionalmente reconocido. Desde
París a Luarca y más allá…”, in Federico mayor zaragoza et al.: Hacia la paz desde los derechos
humanos. Reflexiones sobre el derecho humano a la paz, Bilbao: Unesco Etxea, 2009, pp. 11-37.
See full text of the Bilbao Declaration in Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.):
Regional Contributions for a Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, Luarca:
ssihrl, 2010, Annex I, pp. 579-595.

See full text of the Barcelona Declaration in institut Català internaCional Per la Pau: Declaración
de Barcelona sobre el derecho humano a la paz, Barcelona: iCiP /aedidh, 2010, pp. 53-67.

See Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.): Regional Contributions for a
Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, Luarca: ssihrl, 2010. See full texts of
the Santiago Declaration and the iohrP Statutes (in English and Euskera) infra, Annexes I and
II. They are also available, in different languages, at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/1852 and www.
aedidh.org/?q=node/1855
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requested both UN Member States and experts to continue the official codification
process of the human right to peace along with the Santiago Declaration.
The four Declarations already adopted by civil society throughout the SSIHRL
World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace (namely, the Luarca, Bilbao,
Barcelona and Santiago Declarations) were a great achievement. They effectively
translated into the legal category of human right civil society aspirations on peace,
following a genuine process of democratic and transparent participation of civil
society carried out in the five regions of the world.
In addition, the four Declarations were drafted in accordance with the legal
technique used in international human rights instruments. They constituted
articulated normative proposals from civil society to stimulate the States
codification and progressive development of the human right to peace within the
United nations. Therefore, they were formulated with the aim that by the end
of 2014 the Un General Assembly will approve a Universal Declaration of the
Human Right to Peace.
The Preambles of the four Declarations refer to the holistic approach to
peace that is common to all of them. This means that peace is not limited to
the strict absence of armed conflicts (negative peace). Peace also has a positive
dimension aiming to achieve three goals, as follows: Firstly, to satisfy the basic
needs of all human beings with a view to eradicate structural violence originated
in the world’s economic and social inequalities. Secondly, positive peace aims
to eliminate cultural violence (i.e., gender-related violence, family violence,
bullying, mobbing, etc.). Thirdly, positive peace requires the effective respect for
all human rights and fundamental freedoms of all, without discrimination.
Consequently, the Preambles of the four Declarations emphasize the need to
establish a new international economic order that would eliminate inequalities,
exclusion and poverty. These are the root causes of the structural violence, which
is incompatible with peace at both internal and international levels. In addition,
the new international economic order should be sustainable, with due respect for
the environment. It should also reassign to economic and social development
resources liberated from international disarmament, which should be carried out
under strict and efficient international control.
Moreover, the drafting process of the four Declarations followed the same structure.
Thus, the 2010 Santiago Declaration is composed of a Preamble made up of 29
paragraphs providing normative background to the rights recognized in the operative
part as core component of the human right to peace (Part I). Distinction is also made
among rights (Section A: Articles 1 to 12) and obligations (Section B: Article 13).
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Part II is devoted to the monitoring mechanism of the Declaration (Articles 14-15).
The Declaration ends with three final provisions.17
Article 1 of Santiago Declaration recognizes the right-holders (individuals,
peoples, groups and humankind) and the duty-holders (States) of the human right
to peace. Articles 1 to 12 define the scope of the human right to peace and its
core elements, as follows: the right to education on and for peace and all other
human rights (Article 2); the right to human security and to live in a safe and
healthy environment (Article 3); the right to development and to a sustainable
environment (Article 4); the right to civil disobedience and to conscientious
objection (Article 5); the right to resist and oppose oppression (Article 6); the
right to disarmament (Article 7); the freedom of thought, opinion, expression,
conscience and religion (Article 8); the right to refugee status (Article 9); the right
to emigrate and to participate (Article 10); the rights of all victims of human rights
violations (Article 11); and the rights of persons belonging to groups in situation
of vulnerability (Article 12).
Article 13 of the Santiago Declaration spells out in eight paragraphs the
obligations of all international actors for the realization of the human right to peace.
While the primarily responsible to preserve peace are States and international
organizations (paragraphs 2 to 6), all international actors, including corporations,
persons, groups in society and the entire international community should ensure
their obligations to realize the human right to peace.
In particular, States are required to have the responsibility to protect humankind
from the scourge of war. This, however, shall not imply entitlement for any State
to intervene in the territory of other States. Furthermore, any military action
outside the framework of the Un Charter is contrary to the human right to peace
(paragraph 7). In order to guarantee the enjoyment of the human right to peace, the
Security Council’s composition and methods of work should be urgently revised.
Finally, civil society’s representatives must be allowed to take part in regular
meetings of the Security Council (paragraph 8).
Monitoring the implementation of the Santiago Declaration (Part II) is trusted to
the working group on the human right to peace (Article 14), to be composed of 10
independent experts elected by the General Assembly for four years. Among its core
functions (Article 15), the working group shall promote the human right to peace;
adopt urgent actions; carry out in loco fact-finding missions to address violations of
the human right to peace; submit annual reports to the relevant political bodies of
the United nations; prepare a draft international convention on the human right to
17

See infra, Annex I, full text of the Santiago Declaration.
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peace; and contribute to the elaboration of definitions and standards concerning the
crime of aggression and the legal limits of legitimate self-defence.
Lastly, the final provisions place the Santiago Declaration in the context of
the purposes and principles of the Un Charter and international human rights
law. They also proclaim the prevalence of the principle pro persona. Finally,
they stress that all States must implement in good faith the provisions of this
Declaration by “adopting relevant legislative, judicial, administrative, educational
or other measures necessary to promote its effective realization”.
As stated, once adopted on 10 December 2010, the Santiago Declaration was
submitted to the United nations by the SSIHRL, the IOHRP and associated CSOs.
In particular, the Advisory Committee received the Santiago Declaration at its sixth
session (January 2011)18 and the HR Council at its sixteenth session (March 2011).19
They are the principal UN bodies in charge of the first phases of the States codification
of the international human rights law within the United nations.
As discussed below, the Advisory Committee finalized its draft declaration
on the right to peace on 16 April 2012, after two years of drafting process in
close cooperation with CSOs.20 Furthermore, the HR Council (resolution 20/15 of
5 July 2012) established a new working group to draft the Un declaration on the
right to peace, on the basis of the AC’s draft declaration.21
The final step of the States codification will engage the General Assembly.
no later than 2014, the General Assembly shall be invited by the HR Council
to adopt a Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace. Once adopted,
the Declaration will substantially strengthen the United nations to achieve the
purposes and principles for which it was established.
Indeed, the realization of world peace requires to build the international relations
with due regard to the three fundamental pillars of the Un Charter, namely: the
collective security system, which prohibits the threat or use of force and calls
States to the peaceful settlement of disputes in accordance with international law;
the economic and social development of all peoples; and the respect of universally
recognized human rights and fundamental freedoms of all without discrimination).
18
19
20

21

Doc. A/HRC/AC/6/nGO/2 of 17 January 2011, 7 pp.

Doc. A/HRC/16/nGO/14 of 22 February 2011, 9 pp. (joint written statement of 903 CSOs).

See infra, Section 4: The Observatory in the Advisory Committee. The draft declaration on the
right to pace.

See infra, Section 3: The Observatory in the Human Rights Council. The working group on the
right to peace.
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2. The International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace
In addition to the Santiago Declaration, the international civil society needed
to establish the adequate mechanism to promote the Santiago Declaration among
international actors and to empower people in their claim for peace in the world.
To this end, the organizers of the Santiago Congress drafted the Statutes of
the new organization providing the international civil society with a permanent
and institutional mechanism to promote and protect the emerging human right to
peace. After the debate and following some amendments, the Santiago Congress
approved, on 10 December 2010, the Statutes of the International Observatory of
the Human Right to Peace (hereinafter: IOHRP).22
In order to become immediately operational, the IOHRP was provisionally
integrated in 2011 within the SSIHRL. Thus, the IOHRP benefitted from the experience
obtained throughout the four-year SSIHRL World Campaign in favour of the human
right to peace. Furthermore, on 20 June 2012 the Observatory was invited by the
Donostia-San Sebastian City Council to establish its headquarters in the House of
Peace and Human Rights, located at the Aiete Palace. Finally, on 16 november 2012
a cooperation agreement to develop common initiatives to promote human rights and
culture of peace was signed with the Mayor of Donostia-San Sebastian.
The Observatory enjoys its own structure composed of four main bodies,
namely: the General Assembly, the Executive Committee and its Bureau, and the
International Secretariat.
As stated by Article I of the Statutes, the Observatory is networking with
international, regional, national and local civil society and non-governmental
organizations interested in the promotion and defence of the human right to peace.
The CSOs that are already part of the World Alliance for the human right to peace, are
especially invited to apply for membership to the General Assembly of the IOHRP.
A. Purposes and competences
In accordance with Article II of the Statutes, the main purpose of the Observatory
is to promote and disseminate the Santiago Declaration. In particular, the IOHRP
should ensure that the States codification of the human right to peace, initiated in 2010
by the HR Council and its Advisory Committee, be fulfilled by the General Assembly
with the adoption of the Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, which
should take into account the Santiago Declaration and its preparatory work.
22

See infra, Annex II, full text of the IOHRP Statutes.
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Furthermore, the Observatory will conduct fact-finding missions in the field
to address violations of the human right to peace. It will also develop reliable
indicators to measure worldwide States and other international actors’ compliance
with the human right to peace, in accordance with the normative content of the
Santiago Declaration.
The Observatory shall also prepare reports on situations where serious, massive
and systematic violations of the human right to peace may take place. In addition,
the Observatory will prepare annual reports on the situation of the human right
to peace in the world, in close collaboration with civil society organizations,
particularly human rights CSOs members of the IOHRP General Assembly.
Moreover, the IOHRP shall establish a preventive and early warning
mechanism to be effectively activated in conflict situations that might lead to
serious violations of the human right to peace. Likewise, it will follow up the
implementation of prevention measures and the recommendations addressed by
fact-finding missions on situations of serious, massive and systematic violations
of the human right to peace, as well as the fulfilment of decisions, observations
and recommendations adopted by the competent international bodies in the field
of the human right to peace.
Lastly, the Observatory will prepare specific urgent actions requested by
CSOs members of the General Assembly in favour of individuals and peoples
denouncing serious violations of the human right to peace. The request for urgent
actions should be addressed to the relevant Un monitoring bodies.
B. Framework legislation
Article IV of the Statutes points out that the IOHRP is ruled by the substantive
law contained in the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace of
10 December 2010. Additionally, the Declarations on the human right to peace
approved in Luarca (30 October 2006), Bilbao (24 February 2010) and Barcelona
(2 June 2010) shall also be applied. In fact, these Declarations have been adopted
by the international civil society and independent experts participating in their
respective drafting processes along with the SSIHRL World Campaign on the
human right to peace (2007-2010) and constitute the preparatory work of the
Santiago Declaration.
General rules and principles of international human rights law (the so-called
International Code of Human Rights) shall also be implemented, as far as they
represent universally accepted human rights standards.
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From a procedural point of view, the IOHRP is ruled by its Statutes, as adopted
on 10 December 2010 by the Santiago Congress. Furthermore, the Statutes shall
be supplemented by the internal Regulations to be established by the IOHRP itself,
as well as its internal structure and methods of work, which will provide further
guidance to the activities of the International Secretariat (Art. X.10).
C. Internal structure
As stated, the IOHRP has its own autonomy based in its structure composed of
four main bodies, as follows: the General Assembly of all its CSO members; the
Executive Committee; the Bureau of the Executive Committee; and the permanent
International Secretariat.
The distribution of competences and responsibilities among the four main
bodies of the IOHRP shall strengthen the principles of plurality, internal democracy
and transparency, as characteristics of the internal organization of any civil society
organization. Each body will be accountable for its activities to the sovereign
body, i.e. the General Assembly of the Observatory.
Its establishment as a CSO grants to the IOHRP the necessary independence
from governmental institutions and/or biased interests to enable it to operate with
due autonomy and impartiality. Likewise, such a structure enables the IOHRP
to accomplish its objectives. In particular, the IOHRP may act as a practical
mechanism to contribute to the understanding of, and the reaction to social
conflicts affecting a given population. The expertise of the Observatory will be
a valuable input for social actors, decision-takers and policy-makers. The human
right to peace involves social, legal and political tasks that require actions at
diverse levels, from legal to humanitarian, from individual to interpersonal, and
in all fields of social life.
Furthermore, the Observatory shall look at the root causes of conflicts
proposing preventive mechanisms to avoid post factum action. Moreover, it will
provide victims with the essential means of transformation and overcoming of
the causes and negative consequences of conflicts, whose resolution requires the
implementation of the human right to peace as a changing factor, and not as a
mere and temporary solution for a given situation.
D. General Assembly
As the supreme body of the IOHRP, the General Assembly will approve the
general guidelines proposed by the Executive Committee and will ensure their
suitability to achieve the IOHRP objectives as set out in the Statutes.
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Any nGO or Cso interested in the promotion and defence of the human right to
peace as defined in the Santiago Declaration, which has been accepted by the Executive
Committee upon consultation with the International Secretariat, shall become member
of the IOHRP General Assembly. The more than 1,800 ngos/Csos associated with the
codification process of the human right to peace within the civil society, are invited to
apply to the IOHRP as founding members of the General Assembly within a timeframe
of 12 months. The International Secretariat shall submit CSOs selected candidacies to
the Executive Committee, which will decide upon them by a qualified majority of its
membership. Each CSO member of the General Assembly will have one vote.
Paragraphs 5 to 11 of Article VI establish the selection procedure of the
members of the General Assembly. The International Secretariat will evaluate the
candidacies received bearing in mind the criteria of independence, professionalism
and objectivity showed by the candidate. In particular, they shall:
 Be fully independent from governments or lobbying groups. CSOs supporting
opposition groups whose aim is to overthrow through violent means an
established regime, shall not be accepted;
 Prove their capacity to evaluate the situation of victims of violations of the
human right to peace without any kind of discrimination, including political
affiliation, sexual orientation or religious convictions of the victim, regardless
of whether it is a people or an individual;
 Have as their main activity the defence of human rights, especially the human
right to peace. CSOs should also show experience in gathering testimonies and
truthful information, as well as informing with objectivity and independence
on any human rights violations, especially the human right to peace, which
they have been able to verify;
 Csos supporting armed struggle regardless of international law, war propaganda
and the defence of national, racial or religious hatred which constitutes an
encouragement to discrimination, hostility or violence against individuals and
peoples, will in no case be accepted to become part of the General Assembly;
 Any CSO having deliberately submitted false or unverified information to
the International Secretariat, or having manipulated this information for other
reasons than the defence of the human right to peace, shall not be allowed to
enter in the General Assembly.
After the 12-month timeframe has elapsed, the CSOs who so request may be
invited to become part of the General Assembly as ordinary members, in accordance
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with the procedure set out in paragraphs 4 to 10 supra. The Executive Committee
will propose the selected candidacies in accordance with paragraph 11 supra to the
General Assembly, whose members will also decide by qualified majority.
Any CSO belonging to the General Assembly may be expelled from it, provided
that it committed acts of an unacceptable nature as set out in paragraphs 4 to 10
supra. The separation procedure will be similar to that described in paragraph 11
supra. The concerned CSO should be heard by both the Executive Committee and
the General Assembly, before any decision could be taken on this matter.
E. Executive Committee
The Executive Committee is made up of 15 independent experts: ten
international experts and five experts from Spain, in recognition of the leadership
showed by the SSIHRL since 2005 along with its World Campaign in favour of the
human right to peace. The selection of the members of the Executive Committee
should take into account gender balance and the fair representation of the five
regions of the world. The members of the Executive Committee must possess high
moral consideration, impartiality and integrity, as well as demonstrate wide and
sufficient experience in the field of international human rights law, especially the
human right to peace.
The CSOs/nGOs founding members of the General Assembly may propose,
in a detailed document addressed to the International Secretariat, candidates to the
first Executive Committee within the first three months after the establishment of
the iohrP. The SSIHRL shall ensure that the constitution of the first Executive
Committee follows the rules established in the present Statutes.
In subsequent elections, members of the Executive Committee will be elected
directly by the General Assembly of the iohrP. Any member of the General
Assembly may propose a candidate to the Executive Committee, in a detailed
document addressed to the International Secretariat. The outgoing Executive
Committee shall ensure that the standing admission rules be respected.
The mandate of the members of the Executive Committee will last for five (5)
years. They may be re-elected only once for a further five-year period.
The Executive Committee will meet as often as it deems necessary. The
meetings will be called by the President upon consultation with the Bureau.
Moreover, the majority of the members may also call for extraordinary meetings
of the Executive Committee in a detailed letter addressed to the President.
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The meetings of the Executive Committee will be in person. However, if
circumstances advise it and following the agreement of the Bureau, the President
may call for video conference meetings. The absolute majority quorum will
be observed to consider the meetings of the Executive Committee properly
constituted. Absent members may delegate their vote to members in attendance
of their choosing. Delegation of vote will be made in writing and addressed to the
President of the Executive Committee.
F. Bureau
Every five years the Executive Committee will select a President, three Vice
Presidents and a Treasurer from its members, keeping the appropriate geographic
and gender balance. The five selected persons will constitute the Bureau of the
Executive Committee, which is entitled to manage ordinary iohrP business on
behalf of the Executive Committee.
G. International Secretariat
A permanent International Secretariat is seated in the House of Peace and
Human Rights, located at the Aiete Palace (Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain), where
the IOHRP headquarters are established.
At the head of the International Secretariat there is a Secretary-General
assisted by a Deputy Secretary-General to deal with administrative matters.
Should support offices be established in the field (Geneva, New York, etc.), they
will be managed by a Director. The International Secretariat is completed with
the necessary substantive research staff to fulfil the statutory goals of the iohrP.
Staff members of the International Secretariat are selected by the Executive
Committee. To this purpose, both gender balance and appropriate representation
of the five regions in the world should be taken into consideration. Candidates
shall possess high moral consideration, impartiality and integrity, as well as show
sufficient experience in the field of international human rights law, especially the
human right to peace.
To conclude, the IOHRP is the permanent organization to promote the human
right to peace as set up by the international civil society. To meet its functions,
the IOHRP urges States, international organizations and other international actors
to review their policies in accordance with the human right to peace standards. In
addition, consideration is given to the three pillars under which the Un is founded,
as follows: the system of collective security, which prohibits the threat or use of force
and stresses the means of peaceful settlement of disputes under international law; the
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economic and social development of peoples; and the respect of human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all without discrimination. Upon these three pillars the
human right to peace should be built.
As mandated, the primary responsibility of the IOHRP during its first two years
of life (2011-2012) was the promotion of the human right to peace within the
United Nations. The next two Sections of this study provide specific information
in this field.
In addition, throughout 2011-2012 the IOHRP and the SSIHRL, associated
with other CSOs issued legal opinions, appeals and statements on specific human
rights situations with a negative impact on the human right to peace as enshrined
in the Santiago Declaration. In particular,
 Legal opinion denouncing foreigners detention centres in Spain and other
Member States of the European Union, since detention of irregular migrants
is discriminatory and therefore contrary to IHRL (Geneva, Switzerland,
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, February 2011);
 Statement on the military intervention in Libya authorized by the Security
Council (Madrid, Spain, April 2011);
 Statement on the right of the Saharawi people to self-determination
(Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain, May 2011);
 Statement on the refusal of the Madrid Provincial Electoral Board to authorize
a gathering of the indignados at Puerta del Sol (Madrid, Spain, May 2011);
 Declaration on the Eradication of Torture and other ill treatments
(Madrid, Spain, June 2011);
 Appeal submitted to the United States Supreme Court against the execution
of the capital punishment of Mr Manuel Valle in Florida, a Cuban of Spanish
descent (Washington, USA, September 2011);
 Amicus curiae submitted to the Inter American Commission on Human Rights
on the right of Ms Avalos (Argentina) to accede to official positions in the
Judiciary without discrimination (Washington, USA, December 2011);
 Urgent action addressed to the Un Working Group on Arbitrary Detention in
favour of Mr Adnam El Hadj (Morocco), allegedly detained and tortured in
Aluche (Madrid) foreigners detention centre (Geneva, Switzerland, May 2012)
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 Legal opinion on the situation of Ms Leyton Camardelli and her family
members, Bolivia, (Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain, July 2012)
 Amicus curiae submitted to the Argentina Court dealing with genocide and
crimes against humanity occurred in Spain, 1936-1977, (Buenos Aires,
Argentina, September 2012)
 Legal opinion addressed to the Un Working Group on Arbitrary Detention on
the ius cogens nature of IHRL standards protecting against arbitrary detention
(Geneva, Switzerland, november 2012)
 Amicus curiae addressed to the Constitutional Tribunal of Guatemala opposing
granting amnesty to General Efraín Ríos Montt, former President of the
Republic, charged of genocide (Guatemala, December 2012); and
 Statement opposing the cancellation of the regional Ombudsperson in Asturias,
Spain, (Oviedo, Spain, December 2012).23

3. The Observatory in the Human Rights Council. The working group
on the right to peace
In 2006 the HR Council inherited from the former Commission on Human
Rights the prevailing division among States regarding the meaning and scope of
the right to peace, including its own existence as an emerging right.
Since 2008, the HR Council has consistently approached the development
of the right to peace from three perspectives, namely: the right to international
solidarity; the right to a democratic and egalitarian international order; and the
right of peoples to peace.24 These emerging rights have a twofold nature, similar
to other solidarity rights claimed under the basis of the Declaration on the Right
to Development of 1986,25 namely: individual and collective. Both dimensions led
CSOs to acknowledge peace as a human right whose right-holders are peoples and
individuals, minorities and humankind, since a life without wars constitutes the
main international requirement to achieve material well-being, the development
and progress of peoples, and the full realization of all human rights.
23
24

25

See the above-mentioned legal opinions and statements at www.aedidh.org

Vid. Carlos villán durán: “The human right to peace in the work of the Human Rights Council”,
in Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.): Regional Contributions for a Universal
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, Luarca: ssihrl, 2010, pp. 267-293.
Adopted by the Un General Assembly resolution 41/128 of 4 December 1986.
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Regarding the right of peoples to peace, the resolutions approved by the HR
Council on this issue in recent years highlighted the prevailing clash of interests,
which still divide Member States.26 In fact, the international community splits
between the rich and developed north and the poor and developing South.27
However, HR Council resolution 20/15 of 5 July 2012, adopted by a vote of 34
to 1 (United States) and 12 abstentions (European States and India), opened a new
avenue to build consensus on this controversial issue. This Section would review HR
Council resolutions on the right of peoples to peace, as adopted from 2010 to 2012.
Resolution 14/3
HR Council resolution 14/3 of 17 June 2010 was a historic landmark in the
development of the human right to peace. It first acknowledged the civil society’s contribution
to the development of the right to peace, and in particular the SSIHRL World Campaign
in favour of the human right to peace. In addition, the HR Council formally opened the
official codification process when it requested the Advisory Committee to prepare a draft
declaration on the right of peoples to peace within the timeframe of two years.28
Once approved its Statutes on 10 December 2010, the IOHRP was provisionally
integrated into the SSIHRL to enable it to immediately participate in the on-going
codification process of the right to peace at both the HR Council and its Advisory
Committee (2011-2012). Thus, the IOHRP contributed to the drafting process of
both CSOs joint written and oral statements before the HR Council, as well as
the organization of expert meetings at the occasion of the HR Council sessions or
other international conferences.
At its sixteenth session, the HR Council received a joint CSOs written statement
on the human right to peace and freedom of religion or belief.29 In addition, at its
seventeenth session the HR Council received the joint reply of 1,795 nGOs, CSOs and
cities to the Advisory Committee’s questionnaire on elements for a draft declaration
26

27

28

29

See Carlos villán durán: “Civil Society Organizations Contribution to the Human Right to
Peace”, International Journal on World Peace, XXVIII, no. 4 (December 2011), pp. 59-126.

See Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez: “El liderazgo de la sociedad civil en la codificación
internacional del derecho humano a la paz”, in Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (eds.):
Paz, migraciones y libre determinación de los pueblos, Luarca: ssihrl, 2012, pp. 32-36.

A complete analysis of resolution 14/3 is available at Carlos villán durán: “The human right to
peace in the work of the Human Rights Council”, in Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh
Pérez (eds.): Regional Contributions for a Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
Luarca: ssihrl, 2010, pp. 284-288.

See document A/HRC/16/nGO/14 of 22 February 2011, 9 p. Also available at www.aedidh.org/
sites/default/files/English-16-session.pdf
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on the right to peace.30 Similarly, oral joint CSOs statements were delivered to the
plenary of the HR Council addressing the following topics: the human right to peace
and freedom of religion or belief (March 2011); and the first AC progress report on the
right of peoples to peace, on behalf of 1,116 CSOs (14 March 2012).31
Furthermore, the IOHRP co-organized with the SSIHRL and other CSOs expert
meetings on the following matters: the IOHRP (Geneva, 9 March 2011);32 the Japanese
contribution to the human right to peace (Geneva, 22 March 2011);33 Consultation
of the Eastern and Western European States and Other Groups with experts on the
codification of the right to peace (Geneva, 16 May 2011);34 the effects of nuclear energy
in the environment and the human right to peace (Geneva, 9 June 2011);35 nGOs and
CSOs Roundtable on the Advisory Committee progress report on the right of peoples
to peace (Geneva, 15 June 2011);36 and commemoration of the International Day of
Peace (Geneva, Palais des nations, 21 September 2011).37
In other context, the IOHRP and the SSIHRL organized a workshop on the human
right to peace on 23 May 2011 in Kingston (Jamaica) at the occasion of the Assembly
of the World Council of Churches.38 In addition, both organizations proposed to Costa
Rica and Spain a draft resolution in support of the codification process of the right to
peace within the HR Council, to be adopted by the XXI Ibero American Summit of
Heads of State, held in Asuncion (Paraguay) on 28 and 29 October 2011.39
In response to an invitation from the Japanese CSOs in favour the human
right to peace, representatives of the IOHRP and the SSIHRL participated in civil
society symposiums held in the cities of nagoya, Osaka, naha and Tokyo (Japan) in
December 2011. At the outcome of the symposiums, declarations on the human right
to peace were adopted by the Japanese civil society in nagoya (3 December 2011),
naha and Tokyo (10 December 2011).40
30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Reply contained in doc. A/HRC/17/nGO/57 of 27 May 2011, 7 p. Also available at www.aedidh.
org/sites/default/files/English-17-session.pdf
Statement available in Spanish at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Declaracionoral.pdf
Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report 9 March.pdf
Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/report Japan.pdf
Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Final report.pdf

Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/9 June HRC_0.pdf
Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/15 June HRC.pdf
Report available at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/2000

Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Informe_2.pdf
See the resolution adopted, infra, Annex IV.

Report available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/ReportJapan1.pdf See also the Tokyo
Declaration, infra, Annex V.
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The contribution of Latin American countries to the on-going codification
process of the human right to peace was the subject of the Declaration of San José
de Costa Rica, adopted on 13 February 2012 by a civil society symposium, which
was co-organized jointly by the IOHRP and the SSIHRL.41
Moreover, the contribution of the Islamic world to the right to peace was
reviewed by the High-Level Meeting held in Geneva on 14 March 2012, which was
co-organized by the IOHRP and other CSOs with the support of the Organization
of the Islamic Cooperation.42
Finally, in the United States of America the IOHRP co-organized an expert
meeting on women and the human right to peace, which took place in new York on
24 February 2011, at the occasion of the United nations Commission on the Status
of Women.43 Similarly, the IOHRP co-organized with other CSOs consultations
on the human right to peace with civil society organizations (activists, academics
and lawyers) held in new York (22 March 2011),44 Washington (6 June 2011)45
and again in new York (22 March 2012).46
Resolution 17/16
On 17 June 2011 The HR Council adopted resolution 17/16, by which it took
note of the progress report of the Advisory Committee on the right of peoples to
peace (paragraph 14). It also supported the need to further promote the realization
of the right of peoples to peace. Therefore, it requested the Advisory Committee,
in consultation with Member States, civil society, academia and all relevant
stakeholders, to present a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace, and
to report on progress thereon to the Council at its twentieth session (June 2012)
(paragraph 15). Finally, it requested the OHCHR to retransmit the questionnaire
seeking again the views and comments of Member States, civil society, academia
and all relevant stakeholders (paragraph 16).

41

42
43
44
45
46

Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report_1.pdf See also the San José
Declaration, infra, Annex VI.
Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/report.pdf

Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report-CSW-2011.pdf

Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/informe-consulta-dhp.pdf
Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report_2.pdf

Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/ReportNYC.pdf
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However, the debate and voting of the resolutions on the right of peoples to
peace adopted by the HR Council in both 2010 and 201147 revealed the deep
division still prevailing between developing and developed countries. The
reiteration of positions on both sides, with statements reproducing those from
previous years, showed no progress in the negotiation process between both sets
of countries.
Moreover, the resolution 17/16 suffered from some shortcomings that were
highlighted by the IOHRP and the SSIHRL through amendments to the draft
resolution L.23 as tabled on 12 June 2011 by the co-sponsors of the draft
resolution. Such amendments were also brought by the representative of the
IOHRP and the SSIHRL to the attention of the Group of Latin American and
Caribbean Countries (GRULAC) in a briefing held on 15 June 2011 at the Palais
des nations in Geneva.
In particular, the CSOs echoed the demand from civil society to extend the
mandate of the Advisory Committee to prepare a draft declaration on the human
right of individuals, groups and peoples to peace. However, the amendment was
not accepted by the sponsors of draft resolution L.23, although the resolution
finally approved indirectly recognized the individual dimension of the right to
peace.48 Sponsoring States preferred to maintain the internal contradiction in the
text of the resolution due to alleged strategic reasons.
CSOs considered this position circumstantial, as it should not be a serious
obstacle to prevent in the future the extension of the Advisory Committee’s
mandate to prepare a draft declaration on the right of individuals, groups and
peoples to peace.
In fact, Spain was the first developed country to announce a radical change in
relation to the human right to peace and its international codification. While on
17 June 2011 Spain voted against resolution 17/16, on 14 September 2011 the Parliament
of Spain adopted a non-legislative motion —by consensus of all parliamentary groups—
47

48

Resolution 17/16 was adopted by a recorded vote of 32 to 14, with no abstentions. The voting was
as follows: in favour: Angola, Argentina, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Cameroon,
Chile, China, Cuba, Djibouti, Ecuador, Gabon, Ghana, Guatemala, Jordan, Kyrgyzstan, Malaysia,
Maldives, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, nigeria, Pakistan, Qatar, Russian Federation, Saudi
Arabia, Senegal, Thailand, Uganda, Uruguay and Zambia. Against: Belgium, France, Hungary,
Japan, norway, Poland, Republic of Korea, Republic of Moldova, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland,
Ukraine, United Kingdom of Great Britain and northern Ireland and United States of America.
Libya was suspended as Member State of the HR Council.

See preambular paragraphs 15, 18 and 20 of resolution 17/16 restating what had been said in HR
Council resolutions 11/4 of 17 June 2009 and 14/3 of 17 June 2010.
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providing support to the human right to peace.49 The motion paid tribute to the SSIHRL
World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace. It also urged the Spanish
Government to support the on-going codification process of the right to peace at the
United nations, in order to include the right of individuals and peoples to peace. Finally,
the motion asked the Government to join the Geneva-based Group of Friend States with
the codification process of the human right to peace; and to transmit the motion to all
institutions and international organizations to which Spain is a State Party.50
Therefore, on 21 September 2011 (one week later), the Permanent Representative
of Spain to the United nations in Geneva joined his colleague of Costa Rica and
proclaimed their support to the international codification of the human right to peace
at the commemoration of the International Day of Peace, which was organized by the
IOHRP and other CSOs at the Palais des nations. In addition, both States announced
their incorporation into the Group of Friend States with the human right to peace, as
established in november 2007 under the auspices of the SSIHRL.51
Moreover, on 21 September 2011 the IOHRP, the SSIHRL and the Foundation
Peace without Borders launched a campaign to collect signatures in support of the
World Alliance for the human right to peace and its international codification process.
Signatures collected will be presented to the HR Council and the General Assembly.52
Finally, on 29 October 2011, the XXI Ibero American Summit held in Asuncion
(Paraguay)53 adopted the resolution on the right to peace, by which the 22 Member
States (including Spain) agreed to support the codification of the right to peace as
initiated at the HR Council, thus paving the way to its progressive development. It
also recognized the important contribution of CSOs to the promotion of the right
to peace. Lastly, it decided to transmit the resolution to the Un Secretary-General
and the Un High Commissioner for Human Rights, urging the United nations
49
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The negotiation of the resolution adopted by the Parliament of Spain with the support of all
political groups required the SSIHRL to undertake an extensive lobby with parliamentarian
groups for more than two years. In January 2011 the IOHRP joined the SSIHRL in this endeavour.

See “Proposición no de ley de apoyo al derecho humano a la paz”, Cortes generales: Diario de
Sesiones del Congreso de los Diputados. Comisiones. Asuntos Exteriores, 2011, IX Legislature,
no. 831, forty-sixth session, held on 14 September 2011, pp. 19-22. See the English version of
the non-legislative motion infra, Annex III.
The report of the commemoration is available at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/2000

Two internationally renowned singers (Juanes and Miguel Bosé) presented on behalf of the Foundation
Peace without Borders a video displaying the support of well-known artists, musicians, actors and
sport-persons to the human right to peace and inviting individuals and institutions all over the world to
join the World Alliance sponsored by the SSIHRL. Since then, more than 15,000 individual signatures
were collected. The video may be screened in different languages at www.pazsinfronteras.org
Composed by 19 Latin American and three European States, namely: Andorra, Portugal and Spain.
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to contribute actively to the progressive development of the right to peace in the
context of the purposes and principles set up in the Charter of the United nations.54
Resolution 20/15
In preparation of the forthcoming sessions of the HR Council and its Advisory
Committee, Costa Rica convened on 14 February 2012 a meeting of the Group of
Friend States on the codification process of the right to peace at the Palais des Nations
in Geneva. They reviewed common positions in the field of the right to peace to be
undertaken under the leadership of Costa Rica and Cuba. In particular, they agreed to
prepare a new draft resolution aiming at the establishment of an intergovernmental
open-ended working group (hereinafter: OEWG) to continue the deliberations of
the second draft declaration on the right to peace as received from the Advisory
Committee. The new working group should facilitate full participation of civil society.
Consequently, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa Rica
declared on 27 February 2012 before the HR Council plenary the following:
“We are optimistic that a declaration on the right to peace will be adopted within a
reasonable time”. In addition, the Deputy Permanent Representative of Costa Rica
stated on 14 March 2012 before the same forum the following: “We support the
establishment of an open-ended working group to negotiate, finalize and submit
for the consideration of the HR Council a declaration on the right to peace”.
Other Latin American countries expressed in the same forum support to the on-going
codification process. Thus, on 28 February 2012, Cuba stated the following:
The codification and universal recognition of the right to peace is essential for the
realization of all human rights. It is urgent to advance in the goal of general and
complete disarmament, particularly the nuclear disarmament... the main threat to
peace is war itself, including nuclear war.

On 14 March 2012, Venezuela55 and Uruguay56 also expressed support to the
AC draft declaration on the right to peace.
On same day, the representative of the IOHRP and the SSIHRL made an oral
statement on behalf of 1,116 CSOs before the plenary of the HR Council stressing
54

55
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See full text of the resolution adopted by the XXI Ibero American Summit on the human right
to peace infra, Annex IV. Also available (in Spanish) at http://segib.org/cumbres/files/2011/03/
Declaracion-Asuncion-ESP.pdf/xxi-asuncion-paraguay
www.unmultimedia.org/tv/webcast/2012/03/venezuela-gd-item5-36th-meeting-19th-session
www.unmultimedia.org/tv/webcast/2012/03/uruguay-gd-item5-36th-meeting-19th-session
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that CSOs preferred the term human right to peace to the term right to peace, as
proposed by the Advisory Committee. CSOs proposal was more comprehensive,
“because we understand that minorities and humanity are equally entitled to exercise
this right”. The speaker also urged the HR Council at its next session (June 2012) to
endorse the final declaration to be submitted by the Advisory Committee, as well as
the important contributions from civil society, including the Santiago Declaration on
the human right to peace of 10 December 2010. Finally, he urged the HR Council
to establish an intergovernmental open-ended working group to continue the ongoing codification process of the human right to peace, in close collaboration with
all international stakeholders, including civil society organizations. The outcome
document should be a Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, to be
adopted by the General Assembly as soon as possible.57
Therefore, the HR Council had before it at its twentieth session (June 2012)
the third draft declaration on the right to peace, as submitted by the Advisory
Committee.58 It also had before it the joint CSOs written statement prepared by
the IOHRP and the SSIHRL, which was sponsored by 1,041 CSOs and cities
worldwide. CSOs requested again the HR Council to establish a working group to
continue the codification process of the human right to peace.59
In preparation of the twentieth regular session of the HR Council, the IOHRP
and the SSIHR, with the support of many CSOs, international organizations and
States, organized and/or participated in five meetings held in Geneva, as follows:
Firstly, on 7 May 2012 the Permanent Mission of the European Union invited
the Deputy Permanent Representative of Costa Rica and the representative in
Geneva of both the IOHRP and the SSIHRL, to brief the EU Member States on
the on-going codification process of the right to peace within the UN.60
Secondly, on 6 June 2012 the Second Dialogue Forum on the Regional
Contributions to the Codification of the Right to Peace was held at the Palais
des nations, co-sponsored by the Group of the non-Aligned Movement (nAM),
the Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and the African Group. Both
representatives of States and CSOs also requested the HR Council to establish
an open-ended working group to continue the codification process of the right
to peace, taking duly into account the AC draft declaration as well as the CSOs
57
58
59
60

Cf. the oral statement (in Spanish) at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Declaracionoral.pdf
A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, Annex, pp. 3-9. See also infra, Annex VIII.

A/HRC/20/nGO/59, of 15 June 2012.

See infra, Second Part, Section II, no. 23. Full report is available at /www.aedidh.org/sites/
default/files/RepliesUE.pdf
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main contribution, i.e. the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, as
adopted on 10 December 2010.61
Thirdly, on 22 June 2012 the Permanent Mission of Cuba organized the first
informal consultation meeting open to both States and CSOs to discuss and negotiate
a new draft resolution to be tabled before the HR Council, entitled “Un Declaration
on the Right to Peace”. Representatives of 29 States, 1 international organization and
12 CSOs, including the IOHRP and the SSIHRL, attended the meeting.62
Fourthly, on 25 June 2012 the Expert Meeting on the Challenges of the Future
Open-Ended Working Group on the Right to Peace was jointly organized by
several CSOs. Both speakers and participants examined the on-going codification
process of the right to peace and reviewed action to be taken by the HR Council
at its twentieth session, in particular the establishment of an open-ended working
group (OEWG) on the right to peace63. And,
Fifthly, on 27 June 2012 a parallel event on Fighting Violence against Women
through Promoting the Right to Peace was jointly organized by many CSOs with the
sponsorship of the Permanent Mission of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh to the
United nations in Geneva. The meeting considered that the human right to peace needed
to be advocated by women from high level positions to the grass-root level. It also
examined women contribution to the work of the future OEWG on the right to peace.64
On 29 June 2012, the plenary of the HR Council discussed the third AC draft
declaration on the right to peace. In the general debate, representatives of nine
States, three international organizations and ten CSOs, including the SSIHRL and
the IOHRP, welcomed the AC draft declaration. Support was also provided to the
establishment of a working group to continue the codification process of the right
to peace at the HR Council.65
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See infra, Second Part, Section II, no. 24. Full report of the meeting is available at www.aedidh.
org/sites/default/files/Report6June_0.pdf

See Carlos villán durán and David Fernández Puyana: Establishment of an open-ended
working group on the right to peace. (Analytical report on the 20th regular session of the Human
Rights Council). Geneva, iohrP/ssihrl, 5 July 2012, pp. 5-17. Available at www.aedidh.org/sites/
default/files/ReportHRCouncil.pdf See infra, Second Part, Section II, no. 27.
See infra, Second Part, Section II, no. 25. See also www.aedidh.org/?q=node/2167

See infra, Second Part, Section II, no. 26. Full report is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/
default/files/ReportWomen.pdf

See Carlos villán durán and David Fernández Puyana: Establishment of an open-ended
working group on the right to peace. (Analytical report on the 20th regular session of the Human
Rights Council). Geneva, iohrP/ssihrl, 5 July 2012, pp. 17-27. Available at www.aedidh.org/
sites/default/files/ReportHRCouncil.pdf
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On 2 July 2012, the Permanent Mission of Cuba called on the second informal
consultation meeting open to all States and CSOs to continue the discussion and
negotiation of the draft resolution on the right to peace. The meeting was attended
by representatives of 25 States and 8 CSOs, including IOHRP/SSIHRL.66
On 5 July 2012, the HR Council took action on draft resolution L.16 as orally revised
by Cuba on behalf of the co-sponsors, now titled: “The promotion of the right to peace”.
Once debated, the HR Council adopted on same day resolution 20/15 by a recorded
vote of 34 in favour,67 12 abstentions68 and 1 against.69 Some States provided explanation
of vote before and after the vote. Canada, netherlands and United Kingdom, as observer
States, said that they would have voted against.70 However, it was significant that Spain
and other 10 European States moved from voting against to abstention.
The preamble of the resolution first welcomes the important work being carried
out by CSOs for the promotion of the right to peace and their contribution to the
development of this issue and took note of the AC draft declaration.
Therefore, the HR Council, bearing in mind the progressive development of
the right to peace, decided to establish an open-ended intergovernmental working
group (hereinafter: OEWG), “with the mandate of progressively negotiating a
draft United nations declaration on the right to peace on the basis of the draft
submitted by the Advisory Committee, and without prejudging relevant past,
present and future views and proposals”.71
The HR Council further decided that the OEWG shall hold its first session for
four working days in 2013 (18-21 February); and requested the President of the HR
Council “to invite the Chairperson of the Advisory Committee’s drafting group on
the draft declaration to participate in the first session of the working group”.72
66
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71
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Ibidem, pp. 17-32.

Angola, Bangladesh, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cameroun, Chile, China, Congo, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Djibouti, Ecuador, Guatemala, Indonesia, Jordan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Libya,
Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Russian
Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Thailand, Uganda and Uruguay.
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Hungary, India, Italy, norway, Poland, Republic of Moldova,
Romania, Spain and Switzerland.
United States of America.

See Carlos villán durán and David Fernández Puyana: loc. cit., pp. 32-35. Available at www.
aedidh.org/sites/default/files/ReportHRCouncil.pdf
Operative paragraph 1. See full text of the resolution infra, Annex X.

Ibidem, operative paragraphs 2 and 4.
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Finally, the HR Council invited “States, civil society and all relevant
stakeholders to contribute actively and constructively to the work of the working
group”; and requested the OEWG “to submit a report on progress made to the
Human Rights Council for consideration at its twenty-third session” (June 2013).73
To conclude, resolution 20/15 was a landmark achievement since a Un
resolution on the right to peace was first adopted with the abstention of the European
States and only one vote against (United States). The vote was facilitated by the
positive role played by all stakeholders, including some governments and CSOs,
along with a very intensive negotiation process. In addition, the new resolution
paved the way to a more transparent and constructive work at the new OEWG,74
whose first session will be held from 18 to 21 February 2013.

4. The Observatory in the Advisory Committee. The draft declaration
on the right to peace.
The Advisory Committee (hereinafter: AC) is a subsidiary expert body
appointed in 2007 by the HR Council to replace the former Sub-Commission on
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights.75 It is composed of 18 independent
persons representing the five regions of the world and meeting twice a year in
Geneva. Its programme of work is determined in accordance with the instructions
received from the HR Council (composed of 47 Member States).
As stated, in 2010 the HR Council requested the AC to prepare a draft declaration
on the right of peoples to peace in a timeframe of two years, “in consultation with
Member States, civil society, academia and all relevant stakeholders”. It should
also “report on the progress thereon to the Council at its seventeenth session”.76
In accordance with the mandate received, the AC carried out the drafting
process at its fifth to eighth sessions, held from August 2010 to February 2012.
CSOs participated actively in the drafting process, which included three progress
reports and three draft declarations. As from January 2011, the IOHRP joined the
SSIHRL and associate CSOs to work closely with both the AC drafting group on a
73
74

75
76

Ibidem id., operative paragraphs 5 and 6.

Cf. Carlos villán durán and David Fernández Puyana: Establishment of an open-ended working
group on the right to peace. (Analytical report on the 20th regular session of the Human Rights
Council). Geneva, IOHRP/SSIHRL, 5 July 2012, p. 5. Available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/
files/ReportHRCouncil.pdf
Resolution 5/1 of 18 June 2007, Annex III.

Resolution 14/3 of 17 June 2010, paragraph 15.
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draft declaration and the plenary sessions of the AC dedicated to discuss progress
reports submitted by its drafting group.
This Section deals with the methodology developed by CSOs to ensure a close
interaction with the AC in the drafting process. In particular, CSOs focused on the
preparation of joint CSOs written and oral statements to the plenary of the AC,
as well as the organization of expert meetings in preparation of the AC sessions.
The result obtained was highly satisfactory, as far as some 85% of the standards
proposed by CSOs from the 2010 Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace, were accepted by the AC in its final declaration on the right to peace, as
adopted on 16 April 2012.77
First draft declaration
Pursuant to HR Council resolution 14/3, the SSIHRL prepared a joint CSOs
written statement submitted to the AC at its fifth session (2-6 August 2010).78 The
statement invited the AC to consider the conclusions and recommendations of the
2009 expert workshop on the right of peoples to peace, which had been organized by
the OHCHR.79 The workshop benefited from a strong participation of the SSIHRL.80
Enphasis was made to the recognition of the double dimension —individual and
collective— of the right to peace, and to the written statement on this issue sponsored
by more than 500 CSOs that had been submitted to the attention of the HR Council.81
CSOs also participated in the general debate of the AC at its fifth session.82
On 6 August 2010 the AC adopted recommendation 5/2, by which it appointed
a drafting group of four members,83 requesting it to submit a first progress report on
the draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace to the consideration of the AC
at its sixth session (January 2011).84 It also requested the drafting group to prepare
77
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Doc. A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, Annex, pp. 3-9.

A/HRC/AC/5/nGO/2 of 29 July 2010, 7 p. Also available at http://aedidh.org/sites/default/files/
sociedad_civil_declaracion_escrita_en.pdf
See the outcome report prepared by the OHCHR in doc. A/HRC/14/38 of 17 March 2010, 16 pp.

Six members of the SSIHRL introduced to the workshop their papers on different issues related to the
human right to peace. See the papers (in Spanish) at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/dossier.pdf
A/HRC/13/nGO/89 of 25 February 2010.
See www.aedidh.org/?q=node/1708

The four initial members were as follows: Mona Zulficar (Egypt, chairperson); Wolfgang Stefan
Heinz (Germany, rapporteur); Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann (nicaragua); and Chinsug Chung
(Republic of Korea).
The first progress report by the drafting group is contained in doc. A/HRC/AC/6/CRP/3 of 22
December 2010, 42 pp.
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a questionnaire to be distributed to Member States, civil society, academia and
relevant stakeholders, on the elements that the future declaration should contain.85
From its inception, the drafting group acknowledged CSOs contribution to
the development of the right to peace. In particular, it pointed out the Barcelona
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (adopted on 2 June 2010)
which is the result of a four-year World Campaign of SSIHRL that brings together
inputs from all regions of the world. The initiative is noteworthy for its deliberate
effort to seek universal values by drawing upon local and international law from
Western and non-Western legal traditions. The Declaration has the support of
more than 800 NGOs around the world and is expected to be adopted in its final
form in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) on 9-10 December of this year.86

Following the wording of the Barcelona Declaration, the drafting group
suggested
to conceive peace as both the absence of organized violence within a country
or between countries, as well as the comprehensive and effective protection of
human rights, gender equality and social justice, economic well being and free
and widespread expression of different cultural values, without discrimination
and restraints.87

Therefore, the report proposed more than 40 standards for the future “declaration
on the human right of people to peace”, reasoning for including them and relevant
legal standards.88 In particular, the drafting group identified nine guiding dimensions
picked up from the Barcelona Declaration, as follows: peace as a right of all peoples;
disarmament; human security and respect for our environment; resistance to
oppression; conscientious objection; private military and security forces; education;
development; the rights of victims and vulnerable groups; the obligations of States
and the monitoring and implementation of the future declaration.89
The report then identified the legal basis of the proposed dimensions of peace
and made proposals of standards providing a frame to the right of peoples to
peace.90 It reaffirmed that the right to peace has its legal basis in the Charter of
85
86
87
88
89
90

Recommendation 5/2, paragraphs 4 and 5.
A/HRC/AC/6/CRP/3, cit., paragraph 14.
Ibidem., paragraph 21.

Ibidem id., paragraph 74.

Ibidem id., paragraphs 22-73.

Ibidem id., sections IV to XV.
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the United nations, the international human rights law and numerous resolutions
approved by the General Assembly, the Commission on Human Rights and the
Human Rights Council.91 Additionally, it recognized that the right to peace has a
double dimension —individual and collective—, and that the right-holders are both
peoples and individuals.92 Besides, it noted that the establishment, maintenance
and strengthening of the right to peace requires the application and respect of all
human rights for all, namely: civil, political, economic, social, cultural, the right
to development and the right of peoples to self-determination.93
The first progress report also recognized that the contribution of women to the
cause of peace is fundamental for a full and complete development of a country
and the welfare of the world.94 Therefore, States, international organizations, in
particular the United nations, and civil society should empower women so that
they can contribute to building, consolidating and maintaining peace after conflicts
and can participate at all levels of decision-making on peace and security issues.95
To reach this aim, gender perspective should be incorporated in a comprehensive
peace education.96 Furthermore, national laws and policies that are discriminatory
against women should be revised, and legislation addressing domestic violence,
the trafficking of women and girls and gender-based violence should be adopted.97
Finally, the report announced that the AC will consult by questionnaire with
a many stakeholders as possible in order to produce a draft declaration that is as
balanced and inclusive as possible.98 The ultimate aim would be “to produce a
document that helps to promote freedom, peace and security and which will be
valuable in the promotion of the human rights agenda and the right to peace.99
The IOHRP, the SSIHRL and other associated CSOs made comments on the
first progress report of the drafting group. To this purpose, 526 CSOs submitted
a joint written statement to the AC stressing that the Santiago Declaration
addresses other issues that should be included in a future declaration on the
right to peace, namely:
91
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Ibidem id., paragraphs 5-12 and 23-27.
Ibidem id., Annex III.

Ibidem id., paragraph 27.e.
Ibidem id., paragraph 9.

Ibidem id., paragraph 67.c.
Ibidem id., paragraph 57.a.

Ibidem id., paragraph 57.f.3.
Ibidem id., paragraph 75.
Ibidem id., paragraph 76.
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Firstly, to consolidate the human right to peace in its double dimension —individual
and collective— as a means to foster the right of peoples to self determination and all
human rights, including the right to development.
Secondly, to recognize the strong relationship between the human right to peace
and the rights to life, integrity, liberty and security of the person and the refugees
law; physical and mental health and well-being; the need to protect victims from
uncontrolled weapons of mass destruction, genocide, crimes against humanity and
war crimes and ensure redress for the victims; the need to examine the possibility
of disarming all weapons; the right to emigrate and to not emigrate; the right to
know the truth about human rights violations; the need to protect the rights of
the most vulnerable, in particular, women and children; and the exercise of civil,
political, economic, social, cultural and linguistic rights to enhance social justice,
equity and gender equality, and the elimination of extreme poverty, since it will
enable solidarity, peace and friendly relations among all nations, races, ethnicities
or religions. Thirdly, to stress that the human right to peace includes the right to
education on and for peace and all other human rights, as well as the construction
of democratic, egalitarian and multicultural societies; and to defend the dialogue
and peaceful coexistence among cultures, civilizations and religions as a means to
combat racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance.
Fourthly, to identify further measures to implement the human right to peace in
accordance with the Charter of the United nations, the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the international and regional human rights instruments. And,
Fifthly, to recognize women contribution in the field of peace-building and
to stress the importance of their participation at all levels of decision-making, as
recognized by the General Assembly in its resolutions 3519 of 1975 and 3763 of
1982; and by the Security Council in its resolutions 1325 (2000), 1820 (2008),
1888 and 1889 (2009); and to claim a full and effective implementation of the
Security Council resolution 1325 on women and peace and security.100
In addition, CSOs actively participated in the general debate on the right of
peoples to peace held in the Advisory Committee plenary at its sixth session.
In particular, the IOHRP and the SSIHRL were represented by four experts that
addressed pertinent issues on the first progress report.101
100
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Cf. A/HRC/AC/6/nGO/2 of 17 January 2011, 6 p. Also available at www.aedidh.org/sites/
default/files/English_4.pdf
See David Fernández Puyana: El derecho de los pueblos a la paz. Informe analítico del sexto
periodo de sesiones del Comité Asesor, Geneva: ssihrl, January, 2011. Available (report in
Spanish and Annexes in English) at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/informe%20CA.pdf
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On 21 January 2011, the AC adopted recommendation 6/3, by which it took note
of the first progress report. It also extended the composition of the drafting group to
six members.102 It then submitted its revised progress report to the HR Council.103
Finally, it requested the drafting group to prepare a questionnaire to consult with all
stakeholders, encouraging them to contribute to the work under way.
Therefore, the AC first progress report endorsed the drafting group first report.
Consequently, it proposed more than 40 possible standards for inclusion in the
“draft declaration on the human right of peoples to peace”. It also referred to
specific rationale leading to include them and to relevant legal standards.104
Moreover, it invited stakeholders to comment on the report in a questionnaire.
Lastly, it announced the purpose of producing a document helping “to promote
freedom, peace and security and which will be valuable in the promotion of the
human rights agenda and the right to peace”.105
In addition, the AC first progress report paid tribute to CSOs, especially the
SSIHRL. It stressed that the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
adopted on 10 December 2010, was the result of four-year world campaign
of the SSIHRL that brought together inputs from all regions of the world. An
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace was also created. And
more than 900 CSOs and cities endorsed the Un documents submitted through
the SSIHRL.106
Furthermore, the AC distributed a questionnaire on possible elements for a draft
declaration on the right of peoples to peace to all international actors —including
NGOs and CSOs—, in order to allow them to contribute to the fulfilment of the
mandate of the AC. The IOHRP and the SSIHRL, in coordination with 1,795 CSOs
and cities world-wide, submitted on 2 May 2011 the joint reply to the questionnaire
with elements and additional standards that civil society would like to see included
in the AC draft declaration.107
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In January 2011 Latif Hüseynov (Azerbaiyan) and Shigeki Sakamoto (Japan) joined the drafting
group.
Doc. A/HRC/17/39 of 28 March 2011, 38 p., passim.

A/HRC/17/39, cit., paragraph 72.
Ibidem, paragraphs 73 and 74.
Ibidem id., paragraph 12.

See a summary of the CSOs joint reply in doc. A/HRC/17/nGO/57 of 27 May 2011, 7 pp. For
full text see ssihrl/iohrP: Joint reply of NGOs, CSOs and cities to the questionnaire on possible
elements for a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace, Geneva, 2011, 86 pp. Available
at aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Final%20Reply%20questionnaire.pdf
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Taking into consideration all these elements, the drafting group presented to the
AC at its seventh session (8-12 August 2011) the second progress report on the right
of peoples to peace, which included a first draft declaration on the right of peoples to
peace composed of 14 Articles.108 It focused on “standards relating to international
peace and security as core standards (elements of negative peace, absence of
violence)”, and included “standards in the areas of peace education, development,
the environment, victims and vulnerable groups as elements of a positive peace”.109
Moreover, the first draft declaration referred to the right of peoples to peace,
but subsequently used the language of the “human right to peace”, which was
found to be more appropriate, since the draft declaration identified “States and
international organizations as the main duty-bearers, and individuals and peoples
as rights-holders”.110
With regard to monitoring, Article 14.5 of the draft declaration invited the HR
Council “to set up a monitoring body to continue discussion on and monitoring of
the human right to peace and to report to relevant Un organs”.111
The IOHRP, the SSIHRL and 778 associated CSOs congratulated the drafting
group for its first draft declaration. Additionally, they submitted a new joint written
statement to both the AC112 and the HR Council113 proposing amendments to the draft
declaration, in order to incorporate additional provisions of the Santiago Declaration
which were not yet included in the draft declaration elaborated by the drafting group.114
In preparation of the seventh session of the AC, the IOHRP and the SSIHRL
prepared a comparative analysis of the 1984 Declaration on the right of peoples to
peace, the first draft declaration prepared by the AC drafting group and the 2010
Santiago Declaration, further specifying the legal background of the proposed
108
109
110
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Doc. A/HRC/AC/7/3 of 19 July 2011, Annex, pp. 4-9.
Doc. A/HRC/AC/7/3, cit., paragraph 5.
Ibidem, paragraph 6.

Ibidem id., paragraph 7.

Doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 of 3 August 2011, and Corr. 1 of 5 August 2011.
Doc. A/HRC/18/nGO/76 of 12 September 2011, 12 pp.

Both documents stressed inter alia the need to revert to the Preamble of the Santiago Declaration
as it listed in extenso the legal background justifying the codification of the human right to
peace. Moreover, CSOs requested the AC to further elaborate on the obligations falling upon
States and other international actors in connection with the implementation of the human right to
peace (Art. 13 of the Santiago Declaration). Finally, emphasis was made on the need to establish
an implementation mechanism for the declaration similar to the Working Group on the Human
Right to Peace composed of 10 independent experts elected by the General Assembly, as it was
foreseen in Arts.14 and 15 of the Santiago Declaration.
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standards in the Santiago Declaration.115 In addition, the SSIHRL/IOHRP and
the World Council of Churches organized in Geneva on 7 August 2011 a first
Consultation of members of the AC with experts of civil society on the human
right to peace, where the CSOs amendments were widely discussed.116
At the general debate on the right of peoples to peace that took place on 8 August
2011 during the seventh session of the AC, three representatives of the IOHRP and
the SSIHRL participated to defend the relevance of the amendments to the draft
declaration contained in the CSOs joint written statement.117 On the contrary, the
United States questioned the value of a declaration on the “right” of peoples to peace,
since it is neither recognized nor defined in any universal, binding instrument.118
On 12 August 2011, the AC adopted without a vote recommendation 7/3, by
which it confirmed the composition of the drafting group. It also took note of the
second progress report submitted by the drafting group, welcomed the responses
received to the questionnaire and the discussions on the right of peoples to peace,
and the initiatives by civil society to organize discussions on progress reports of the
Advisory Committee with Member States and academic experts. Finally, it requested
the drafting group to submit, in February 2012, a draft declaration on the right of
peoples to peace revised in the light of comments received and discussions held.
Second draft declaration
Accordingly, on 9 December 2011, the drafting group submitted to the AC a
second draft declaration on the right to peace, articulated in 13 Articles.119 It included
more than 75% of the legal standards contained in the Santiago Declaration. While in
the original mandate of the HR Council reference was made to “the right of peoples
115
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Cf. iohrP & ssihrl: Comparative analysis of the 1984 GA Declaration on the Right of Peoples to
Peace, the AC drafting group draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace and the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,Geneva, 19 July 2011, 33 pp. (on file with the author).
Available at www.aedidh.org
The Consultation was chaired by Mona Zulficar (Egypt), Chairperson of the AC drafting group.
The main speakers were Wolfgang S. Heinz (Germany), Rapporteur of the AC drafting group,
Alfred de Zayas (United States of America), Professor of Public International Law at the Geneva
School of Diplomacy and Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL.

A full report of the general debate held at the AC in August 2011 was drafted by David Fernández
Puyana, representative of the IOHRP and the SSIHRL in Geneva. Vid. ssihrl: The right of peoples to
peace. Analytical report of the 7th session of the Advisory Committee, Geneva, August 2011, 51 pp.
The report is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/informe%20CA%20English_0.pdf
Ibidem, p. 10.

Doc. A/HRC/AC/8/2, of 9 December 2011, Annex, 10 p. Also available at www.aedidh.org/sites/
default/files/A-HRC-AC-8-2_sp.pdf
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to peace”, the AC proposed the term right to peace, “which was found to be more
appropriate, and includes both the individual and collective dimensions” 120 of peace.
The draft declaration also shared a holistic approach to peace with the Santiago
Declaration, as it
focuses on standards relating to international peace and security as core standards
(elements of negative peace, absence of violence), and includes standards in
the areas of peace education, development, the environment, and victims and
vulnerable groups as elements of a positive peace.121

Finally, the report of the drafting group expressed gratitude for the comments and
observations received from civil society and the support for the right to peace expressed
recently at the XXI Ibero-American Summit and by the Parliament of Spain122.
In preparation of the eighth session of the AC, the IOHRP and the SSIHRL
issued on 25 January 2012 a second comparative analysis of the amendments
proposed by CSOs in August 2011 and the second draft declaration prepared
in December 2011 by the drafting group’s Advisory Committee. The document
highlighted that 29 legal standards proposed by CSOs and inspired by the 2010
Santiago Declaration, were accepted by the drafting group in whole or in part,
while other 23 standards were not accepted.123
On 15 February 2012, a new joint written statement on behalf of 1,116 CSOs and cities
worldwide was submitted to the AC at its eightth session.124 It had been prepared by the
IOHRP and the SSIHRL in close consultation with associate CSOs, taking into account
the second comparative analysis. It congratulated the drafting group for its second draft
declaration as it included 29 legal standards of the Santiago Declaration. nevertheless,
CSOs invited the AC to consider further amendments focused on the 23 standards of the
Santiago Declaration that had not yet been accepted by the drafting group.125
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Doc. A/HRC/AC/8/2, cit., para. 6.
Ibidem, para. 7.

Ibidem id., para. 8.

iohrP & ssihrl: Comparative analysis of the amendments proposed by CSOs in August 2011
and the (second) draft declaration on the right to peace prepared by the AC drafting group in
December 2011, Geneva, 25 January 2012, 11 pp. (On file with the author).

Doc. A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2, of 15 February 2012. Also available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/
default/files/Declaracioningles_0.pdf

The amendments were also supported by the 14,000 citizens all over the world that joined
the World Alliance in favour of the human right to peace through www.pazsinfronteras.org In
their messages they urged the HR Council and its AC to take note of the efforts made by the
international civil society and to take the Santiago Declaration duly into account.
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Consequently, CSOs reiterated that the preamble prepared by the
drafting group should be completed in accordance with the Preamble of the
Santiago Declaration, since it included relevant universal and regional legal
instruments providing background to the codification of the right to peace.
Moreover, the title of each Article should include the concept of right in order
to be more assertive.
With regard to Article 1 of the draft declaration, it should recognize minorities
and humankind as additional right-holders of the right to peace. In addition, it
should specify that “all international actors have a duty to do everything in their
power to ensure these rights and freedoms”.
Regarding Article 4, CSOs proposed to add that “all peoples and individuals
have the right to be protected against any form of cultural violence. For this reason,
all persons should fully enjoy their freedom of thought, conscience, expression
and religion, in conformity with international human rights law”.
With regard to Article 5, CSOs proposed that paragraph 1 indicates that:
“Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to civil
disobedience and to conscientious objection against activities that entail a threat
against peace”.
In addition, three new paragraphs should be added at the end of Article 5, namely:
Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right not to
participate in, and to publicly denounce scientific research for the manufacture or
development of arms of any kind.
Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to object to
participate in a working or professional capacity, and to oppose taxation for
military expenditures connected with military operations in support of armed
conflicts that violate international human rights law or international humanitarian
law. States shall provide acceptable alternatives to tax payers who object to the
use of their tax money for military purposes.
Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to be protected
in the effective exercise of their right to disobedience and conscientious objection.

Regarding Article 11 (rights of victims and vulnerable groups), CSOs proposed
to complete paragraph 1 to guarantee the right to truth in the following way:
“Victims of human rights violations, the members of their families and society
in general have the right to know the truth, not subject to statutory limitations”.
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Article 11.2 should also refer to the right to effective redress, without precluding
access to popular courts or tribunals of conscience and to institutions, methods,
traditions or local customs of peaceful settlement of disputes.
With regard to the rest of paragraphs contained in Article 11, they should be
completed with Articles 12.1, 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6 of the Santiago Declaration.126
Regarding Article 12 of the draft declaration (refugees and migrants), a new
paragraph 2 bis should be added, as follows: “All individuals have the right of freedom
of movement and to emigrate if their right to human security or to live in a safe and
healthy environment, as stipulated in this Declaration, is seriously threatened”.
Regarding Article 13 of the draft declaration (“obligations and implementation”),
CSOs invited the AC to divide it into three Articles (i.e. Articles 13, 14 and 15), namely:
 Art. 13. Obligations for the realization of the right to peace.
It should be completed with Articles 13.4, 13.6, 13.7 and 13.8 of the Santiago
Declaration.
 Art. 14. Establishment of the Working Group on the Human Right to Peace.
1. A Working Group on the Human Right to Peace (hereinafter called
the Working Group) will be established. It will be composed of ten members
who will have the duties set forth in Article 15.
2. The Working Group will be composed of experts from the Member States
of the United nations who will carry out their duties with complete
independence and in a personal capacity.
3. Criteria for the elections of experts (To keep Article 14.3 of the Santiago
Declaration).
4. (To keep Article 14.4 of the Santiago Declaration).
5. The experts will be elected for four years and may be re-elected only once.
6. Half of the Working Group will be renewed every two years.
 Art. 15. Functions of the Working Group.
(To keep Article 15 of the Santiago Declaration)
126

See the Santiago Declaration infra, Annex I.
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At the end, the second AC draft declaration did not include any final provision. The
CSOs proposed to keep the final provisions contained in the Santiago Declaration.127
Also in preparation of the eighth session of the AC, the IOHRP and the
SSIHRL, the WCC and other CSOs organized in Geneva, on 19 February 2012,
the Second Consultation of members of the AC with experts of the civil society, to
discuss the amendments proposed by the CSOs to the (second) draft declaration
prepared by the drafting group.128 In addition, a recent academic paper on the
CSOs contribution to the international codification process of the human right to
peace was distributed among the participants.129
At the eighth session of the AC, the general debate on the right of peoples to peace
took place on 20 February 2012. Members of the AC, numerous States (including
Spain) and several CSOs in favour of the codification process participated in the
debate. Among them, it should be noted the statement made by the representative
of the IOHRP and the SSIHRL on behalf of 1,116 CSOs, which referred to the joint
written statement entitled “Amendments to the (second) draft declaration on the
right to peace prepared by the Advisory Committee drafting group”. The speaker
reiterated the amendments supported by CSOs. In particular, the declaration should
be entitled “the human right to peace”, since it is a more inclusive concept in which
minorities and humanity are also recognized as right-holders of the right to peace.
The speaker on behalf of the CSOs also stressed that Article 13 of the draft
declaration (“obligations and implementation”) should be divided into three
Articles (13, 14 and 15) in line with the Santiago Declaration.
With regard to Article 13.6 of the draft declaration, the speaker invited the AC
to include in the introduction of its report to the HR Council the establishment in
June 2012 of an open-ended working group to continue the codification process
and the progressive development of the human right to peace. In addition, the
AC should include in its draft declaration a mechanism of monitoring and
implementation. According to the Santiago Declaration (Articles 14 and 15), this
should be a working group on the human right to peace of the General Assembly,
composed of ten independent experts, whose functions would be inspired by the
best practices developed by the special procedures of the HR Council.
127
128
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Vid. infra, Annex I.

The agenda for the above-mentioned Second Consultation is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/
default/files/Program.pdf
Vid. Carlos villán durán: “Civil Society Organizations Contribution to the Human Right to
Peace”, International Journal on World Peace, XXVIII, no. 4 (December 2011), pp. 59-126.
Also available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Article.pdf
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Finally, the speaker reiterated to the AC that the declaration should incorporate the
three final provisions of the Santiago Declaration aimed at preserving the integrity of
the international human rights law and the implementation of the principle pro persona.
They also provide that “All States must implement in good faith the provisions of this
Declaration by adopting relevant legislative, judicial, administrative, educational or
other measures necessary to promote its effective realization”.130
Reference should also be made to the principle of good faith ruling the implementation
of international obligations of States, since it is firmly recognized in international law,
as set out in both Article 2.2 of the Un Charter and resolution 2625 (XXV) of the
General Assembly on the Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning
Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of
the United Nations, which stated inter alia the principle that States “shall fulfil in good
faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance with the Charter”.131
At the end of its eighth session, the AC adopted without a vote on 24 February
2012 recommendation 8/4, by which it took note of the progress report submitted
by the drafting group;132 it also welcomed the initiatives of civil society actors to
organize discussions on the draft declaration with the Advisory Committee;133 and
requested the drafting group to finalize its work on the draft declaration by 2 April
2012, and to submit it to the HR Council at its twentieth session134 (June 2012).
The AC also requested the drafting group to include in its revision, inter alia,
reference to the link between the right to peace and all civil, political, economic, social
and cultural rights (Article 1); the importance of citizen security; the strengthening
of gender mainstreaming (Article 8); the right to truth (Article 11); and more explicit
wording on a monitoring mechanism of the declaration (Article 13).135
Third draft declaration
Pursuant to the adoption of AC recommendation 8/4, the representative of the
IOHRP and the SSIHRL, on behalf of 1,116 CSOs signatories of the joint written
130
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A full report of the general debate held at the AC in February 2012 was drafted by David Fernández
Puyana, representative of the IOHRP and the SSIHRL in Geneva. Vid. ssihrl: The right of peoples
to peace. Analytical report of the 8th session of the Advisory Committee, Geneva, February 2012, 32
pp. Available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/informeCAEnglish.pdf
GA resolution 2625 (XXV), adopted on 24 October 1970.
Paragraph 1.
Paragraph 3.
Paragraph 4.
Paragraph 5.
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statement on amendments to the draft declaration, addressed a letter on 18 March
2012 to the six members of the AC drafting group. He expressed CSOs support
to the mandate given to the drafting group by the AC recommendation 8/4, and
reiterated the CSOs amendments to the draft declaration that were proposed in
both joint written statement (doc. A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2) and joint oral statement
of 20 February 2012 (already studied), but not yet accepted by the drafting group.136
Finally, the AC submitted to the HR Council its third and final progress repport
on the right of peoples to peace, including in its Annex the “draft declaration on
the right to peace”.137 Fortunately, CSOs letter raised the drafting group, since it
decided to upgrade from 75% to 85% the standards of the Santiago Declaration
finally accepted by the AC declaration.
Thus, the third draft declaration developed the contents of the right to peace in
14 Articles, following the model of the Santiago Declaration. Therefore, it included
standards on human security; disarmament; peace education and training; right to
consciencious objection to military service; resistance and opposition to oppression;
right to development; environment; rights of victims and vulnerable groups; refugees
and migrants; obligations and implementation. In addition, it included new standards
in Articles 6 (private military and security companies) and 8 (peacekeeping). Lastly,
new Article 14 deals with final provisions, as suggested by the Santiago Declaration.
The IOHRP and the SSIHRL also made public on 20 november 2012 a
third comparative study among the 1984 Declaration, the third draft declaration
elaborated by the drafting group (April 2012) and the 2010 Santiago Declaration.
The document showed what standards of the Santiago Declaration were still
refused by the drafting group and the AC. In particular, the AC third draft
declaration on the right to peace did not accept the language contained in the
Preamble of the Santiago Declaration. In addition, the AC refused to address
the reform of the Security Council, as proposed by the Santiago Declaration.
Finally, regarding the monitoring mechanism set up by the future declaration,
unlike CSOs the AC invited the HR Council to establish “a special procedure to
monitor respect for and the implementation of the right to peace and to report to
relevant United nations bodies” (Article 13.6).138
136
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See infra Annex VII full text of the letter of 18 March 2012. It is also available at www.aedidh.
org/sites/default/files/letterCA.pdf
Doc. A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, Annex, pp. 3-9.

Cf. iohrP/ssihrl, Comparative analysis of the 1984 GA Declaration on the Right of Peoples to
Peace, the 2012 AC (third) declaration on the right to peace and the 2010 Santiago Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace, Geneva, 20 november 2012, 32 pp. The analysis is available at
http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Comparativeanalysis.pdf
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To sum up, the expert members of the AC and its drafting group were very
sensitive to the claims voiced by CSOs and by some States. In the third draft
declaration, several of the 23 legal standards of the Santiago Declaration still
pending of acceptation were finally included. This shows the successful work
carried out by the IOHRP and the SSIHRL, articulating CSOs contributions to
the work performed by the AC and its drafting group for two years. The strategies
developed by CSOs (i.e., preparing joint written and oral statements, organizing
expert consultations and proposing amendments to the three draft declarations
submitted by the AC and its drafting group) were extensively discussed and most
of them taken into account in the AC drafting process.

5. Conclusions
From 2010 to 2012 the on-going codification process of a draft declaration on the
right to peace culminated with the adoption of the AC declaration and its submission
to the HR Council. This process was originated in the international legislative
initiative launched by the international civil society. The SSIHRL World Campaign
in favour of the human right to peace, joined by the IOHRP in January 2011, has been
adhered by some 2,000 CSOs, cities and public institutions wold-wide.
The human right to peace in the works of the HR Council has been linked,
in its material formulation, to emerging rights of solidarity, particularly the right
to international solidarity, the right to a democratic and egalitarian international
order, and the right of peoples to peace. In addition, the HR Council confirmed
that these rights have a twofold nature, similar to other solidarity rights claimed
under the basis of the Un Declaration on the Right to Development of 1986,
namely: individual and collective. Both dimensions lead to the acknowledgment
of peace as a human right whose holders are peoples, individuals, minorities
and humankind, since a life without wars constitutes the main international
requirement for material well-being, the development and progress of countries,
and the effective realization of all human rights.
At its twentieth session (June 2012), the HR Council received the AC final
report on the draft declaration on the right to peace.139 It was finalized after
two-year work in close consultations with CSOs and the drafting group. The
outcome was successful since it incorporated some 85% of the standards proposed
by the Santiago Declaration. Both texts recognize the double dimension of the
right to peace, since its right-holders are individuals and peoples. CSOs add that
minorities and humankind are also holders of this emerging right.
139

A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, Annex.
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The HR Council was sensitive again to the CSOs claims. By resolution 20/15
of 5 July 2012,140 it decided:
to establish an open-ended intergovernmental working group with the mandate of
progressively negotiating a draft United nations declaration on the right to peace,
on the basis of the draft submitted by the Advisory Committee, and without
prejudging relevant past, present and future views and proposals.141

Civil society and all relevant stakeholders were invited to contribute actively
to its work.142
The new OEWG will hold its first session in Geneva from 18 to 21 February
2013 and will report on progress made to the HR Council at its twenty-third
session (June 2013). The IOHRP and the SSIHRL will tenaciously defend the
15% of the Santiago Declaration standards that were refused by the AC. At the
end of the codification process, the HR Council should propose a draft Universal
Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, to be adopted by the General Assembly
in 2014 in the annex to a resolution.
It is urgent that the States codification of the human right to peace finalizes as
soon as possible, as it is the target of continued and systematic violations. These
violations originate from three types of violence: firstly, direct armed violence.
There are more than 40 armed conflicts taking place in the world, many of them
have been forgotten; the world arms race in 2011 increased to the shocking figure
of $1,738 billion. Secondly, the structural violence caused by extreme poverty
and hunger, which, far from being reduced, today affects 870 million human
beings, most of them women and children from Southern countries. And thirdly,
manifestations of cultural violence, such as gender violence, mobbing, bullying
and family-related violence, round off the bleak panorama of a massive violation
of the human right to peace in our societies where, paradoxically, a culture of
violence (a corollary of the Latin dictum si vis pacem para bellum) prevails to the
detriment of the culture of peace.
From a legal perspective, as showed by the Luarca, Bilbao, Barcelona and
Santiago Declarations, the human right to peace is strongly rooted in universally
accepted instruments (i.e. the Charter of the United nations, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and other international instruments quoted in the
140
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Adopted by a recorded vote of 34 to 1 (United States), with 12 abstentions (European States and
India).
Operative paragraph 1.
Operative paragraph 5.
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preamble of the Santiago Declaration). The four Declarations drafted by civil
society are showing a concrete content, that is holistic and legally founded, to
define peace as a human right.
The difficulties are rather political, as some States find it challenging to go
beyond the international peace and security models originated from the Cold
War, which happily ended 24 years ago. As indicated in the negotiation process
of resolutions 14/3, 17/16 and 20/15 of the HR Council, the arguments advanced
by developed States to refuse the international codification of peace as a human
right are rather cosmetic and formal excuses to discuss substance, so that these
obstacles should be removed as well. To this purpose, States should respond
positively to the permanent demands of their civil society for fair, sustainable and
lasting world peace, to the achievement of which we must all contribute.
To this end, developed States should commit themselves to a genuine
negotiation when the HR Council receives in June 2013 the report of the OEWG
first session. Eleven European States (including Spain) moved from against to
abstention in the vote of 5 July 2012 leading to the adoption of HR Council
resolution 20/15. Therefore, they paved the way to a genuine negotiation at the
first session of the OEWG and the twenty-third session of the HR Council (2013).
The United States, singularized with its vote against, should accept to negotiate
bona fide the declaration with other States, which are widely supported by the
international civil society. The IOHRP, the SSIHRL and associated CSOs will
continue to promote international consensus in favour of the human right to peace
in all relevant international forums.
Spain undertook on 21 September 2011 to promote the international codification
of the human right to peace at the HR Council. It was followed by its incorporation
to the meeting of the Group of Friend States with the human right to peace held
in Geneva on 14 February 2012 and its positive statement of 20 February 2012
before the AC plenary. Similarly, Portugal and Andorra endorsed —with Spain
and other 19 Latin American Member States—, the resolution adopted on 29
October 2011 at the XXI Latin American Summit in favour of the codification
process of the right to peace within the HR Council. These are eloquent examples
showing that the position of some developed States is changing.
If peace is a universal value that must prevail over international relations, the
human right to peace is a legal imperative claimed by civil society worldwide. It is a
demand of civilization prevailing over any regional, historic and cultural particularities.
Developed States, in particular the United States cannot continue to lag behind the
evidence: the international civil society demands now that peace be recognized as a
human right and the international community must respond positively.
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seCond Part
IOHRP participation in the codification
process of the human right to peace at the
United Nations Organization

Section I
Joint written and oral statements of civil society
organizations submitted to the Human Rights Council
and its Advisory Committee

1
Commentaries to the first progress report on the right of peoples
to peace prepared by the Advisory Committee drafting group
Advisory Committee, 17 January 20111

(...) The Advisory Committee has before it the progress report on the right of
peoples to peace as prepared by its drafting group.2 (...)
(...) The drafting group recognizes in its progress report the important
contribution of civil society to the international codification of the right to peace
within the United nations, paying tribute particularly to the World Campaign in
favour of the human right to peace carried out by the SSIHRL with the support of
more than 800 nGOs,3 which concluded on 10 December 2010 with the approval
of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (...). Additionally, the
Asian Human Rights Charter of 19984 and the Hague Appeal of 19995 are also
mentioned. Furthermore, the drafting group recalls the role played by UnESCO
in this field, including the Oslo Declaration on the human right to peace of 1997.6
The progress report suggests to conceive peace as both the absence of
organized violence, the effective protection of human rights, gender equality,
social justice, economic well being and free expression of different cultural values,
without discrimination.7 Consequently, the drafting group proposes nine guiding
dimensions which should be included in the future draft declaration on the right
of peoples to peace, namely: peace as a right of all peoples; disarmament; human
security and respect of our environment; resistance to oppression; conscientious
objection; private military and security forces; education; development; the rights
of victims and vulnerable groups; the obligations of States; and the monitoring
and implementation of the right of peoples to peace.8
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Doc. A/HRC/AC/6/nGO/2, 17 January 2011, 6 p. The full text of the joint nGOs written
statement is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/English-6-session.pdf
A/HRC/AC/6/CRP.3, of 22 December 2010.
Ibidem id., paragraph 14.

Ibidem id., paragraph 15. Vid. also Annex VI.
Ibidem id., paragraph 16.

Ibidem id., Annexes IV and V.
Ibidem id., paragraph 21.

Ibidem id., paragraph 22.
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The report then identifies the legal basis for each of the proposed dimensions and
makes proposals of standards providing a frame to the right of peoples to peace.9 The
report reaffirms that the right to peace has its legal basis in the Charter of the United
nations, the international human rights law and numerous resolutions approved by the
General Assembly, the Human Rights Commission and the Human Rights Council10 (...).
The progress report also recognizes that the contribution of women to the cause
of peace is fundamental for a full and complete development of a country and the
welfare of the world11 (...).
The SSIHRL and associated nGOs welcomed that the proposals contained
in the progress report are also found in the Santiago Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace (...).
However, the Santiago Declaration also addresses other issues that should be
included in a future declaration on the right to peace. In particular,
 To consolidate the human right to peace in its double dimension —individual
and collective— as a means to foster the right to self determination of peoples
and all human rights, including the right to development.
 To recognize the strong relationship between the human right to peace and the rights
to life, integrity, liberty and security of the person and the refugees law; physical
and mental health and well-being; the need to protect victims from uncontrolled
weapons of mass destruction, genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes
and ensure redress for the victims; the need to examine the possibility of disarming
all weapons; the right to emigrate and to not emigrate; the right to know the truth
about human rights violations; the need to protect the rights of the most vulnerable,
in particular, women and children; and the exercise of civil, political, economic,
social, cultural and linguistic rights to enhance social justice, equity and gender
equality; and the elimination of extreme poverty, since it will enable solidarity,
peace and friendly relations among all nations, races, ethnicities or religions.
 To stress that the human right to peace includes the right to education on and
for peace and all other human rights, as well as the construction of democratic,
egalitarian and multicultural societies; and to defend the dialogue and peaceful
coexistence among cultures, civilizations and religions as a means to combat
racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance.
9
10
11

Ibidem id., sections IV to XV.

Ibidem id., paragraphs 5-12 and 23-27.

Ibidem id., paragraph 9.
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 To identify further measures to implement the human right to peace in
accordance with the Charter of the United nations, the UDHR and the
international and regional human rights instruments. And,
 To recognize women’s contributions in the field of peace-building and to
stress the importance of their participation at all levels of decision-making, as
affirmed by the General Assembly in its resolutions 3519 of 1975 and 37/63 of
1982; and by the Security Council in its resolutions 1325 (2000), 1820 (2008),
1888 and 1889 (2009); and to claim a full and effective implementation of the
Security Council resolution 1325 on women and peace and security.
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2
The human right to peace and freedom of religion or belief
Human Rights Council, 22 February 20111

(...) The phenomenon of intolerance in matters of conviction or belief constitutes a
danger for the peace in the world. As several Special Rapporteurs have concluded,
it has been a disturbing feature in many regions of the world and has caused
the loss of many lives by bringing about many wars and repression throughout
human history.2 Discrimination and violence in the name of religion or belief is
at the heart of many conflicts that are based on religious issues, often intertwined
with particular ethnic, national, political or historical backgrounds.3 The HR
Council recognized that “the disregard for and infringement of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, in particular the right to freedom of thought, conscience,
religion or belief, continue to bring, directly or indirectly, wars and great suffering
to humankind” (resolution 4/10).
Mr A. Amor, former Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief,
considered that religious extremism violates the right of individuals and peoples
to peace and infringes on human rights as a whole. He accordingly recommended
that the General Assembly adopt appropriate instruments to combat “hatred,
intolerance and acts violence, including those motivated by religious extremism”
and to encourage understanding, tolerance and respect in matters of freedom of
religion or belief within the framework of the purposes of the Charter and the
General Assembly resolution 39/11 of 12 December 1984 (Declaration on the
Right of Peoples to Peace).4

1

2

3
4

Doc. A/HRC/16/nGO/14, 22 February 2011, 9 p. The full text of the joint nGOs written
statement can be found at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/English-16-session.pdf

Report submitted by Mr Angelo Vidal d’Almeida Ribero, Special Rapporteur appointed in
accordance with resolution 1986/20 of the Commission on Human Rights, E/Cn.4/1987/35, of
24 December 1986, paragraph 1.
Ibidem id., paragraph 42.

Report submitted by Mr Abdelfattah Amor, Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief,
E/Cn.4/1995/91, of 22 December 1994, conclusions and recommendations.
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Since freedom of religion or belief is protected as a fundamental right under
international law,5 the inter-religious and intra-religious dialogue is vital for the
prevention of conflicts.6 Although the inter-religious dialogue alone does not solve
underlying problems, it may be a first step in the right direction to look at a common
strategy to reduce tensions and promote tolerance7. Several Special Rapporteurs
recommended that the HR Council invite Member States to promote and practise
dialogue among cultures, civilizations and religions as a more profound way of
combating racism and religious intolerance.8
Education is an essential tool to create a genuine human rights culture in society.
Schools can be a suitable place to learn about peace, understanding and tolerance among
individuals, groups and nations to develop respect for pluralism.9 School education
should contribute to the elimination of negative stereotypes that frequently poison the
relationship between different communities and have particularly detrimental effects
on minorities.10 Appropriate resources should also be available to develop non-formal
educational programs as a partnership between governments and CSOs.
The SSIHRL and associated CSOs welcomed that the proposals of the progress
report may also be found in the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace.
However, the Santiago Declaration addresses other issues that should be included in
a future declaration.11(...)
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

International human rights instruments containing provisions on the struggle against intolerance
and discrimination in matters of religion or belief are as follows: Article 2 and 18 of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights of 1948, Article 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights; International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination of 1966; the
ILO Convention on Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation of 1958; the UnESCO
Convention against Discrimination in Education of 1960; the Declaration on the Elimination of All
Forms of Intolerance and Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief of 1981; and the Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women of 1979.
Report of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Ms Asma Jahangir, A/HRC/6/5,
of 20 July 2007, paragraph 52.

Report of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Ms Asma Jahangir,
A/HRC/13/40, of 21 December 2009, paragraph 61.
Report of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Ms Asma Jahangir, and the
Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and
related intolerance, Mr Doudou Diène, further to HR Council decision 1/107 on incitement to
racial and religious hatred and the promotion of tolerance, doc. A/HRC/2/3, of 20 September
2006, paragraph 63.
Interim report of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Ms Asma Jahangir,
A/62/280, of 20 August 2007, paragraph 31.

Report of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Mr Heiner Bielefeldt,
A/HRC/16/53, of 15 December 2010, paragraph 29.

Recommendations can be also found in doc. A/HRC/AC/6/nGO/2 of 17 January 2011, p. 115.
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3
Joint reply of 1,795 NGOs, CSOs and Cities world-wide to the
Advisory Committee’s questionnaire on elements for a draft
declaration on the right of peoples to peace
Human Rights Council, 27 May 20111

(...) Although the legal standards proposed by the AC revised progress report
are welcome, the international civil society requested that the proposed standards
be complemented as follows:
1. Disarmament: five additional standards, namely: the impact of illicit small arms
and light weapons on human rights standards; the need to monitor and regulate
the production and arms trade; the inclusion of the United Nations Millennium
Declaration and the Millennium Development Goals (MDG); recognition of
gender mainstreaming as a major global strategy for the promotion of gender
equality and disarmament; and the impact of environment in the agreements
on disarmament and arms limitations as adopted by the Un Conference on
Environment and Development;
2. Human security: reference to the interrelationship between causes of war and
the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights.
3. Resistance to oppression: alternative wording as proposed by Art. 6 of the
Santiago Declaration: “The right to resist and oppose oppression”.
4. Right to conscientious objection and freedom of religion and belief: it should
be divided into two different standards: the right to disobedience and to
conscientious objection and freedom of religion and belief.
5. Peace education: three additional standards, namely: gender approach to peace
education; peace education as means to halt racism or xenophobia and to
promote human rights; and relationship between peace education and children,
as recognized by the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

1

Doc. A/HRC/17/nGO/57, 27 May 2011, 7 p. The full text of the joint nGOs written statement
can be found at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/English-17-session.pdf
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6. Development: three additional standards, namely: the right to peace as a
precondition of the right to development and of the enjoyment of all human
rights; gender approach to the right to development; and the interdependence
among peace, human rights and development.
7. Environment, in particular climate change: two additional standards, mainly:
the 1972 Stockholm Declaration as the starting point of a rights-based approach
to environmental protection; and the impact of the environment on women and
children’s rights. And
8. Victims and vulnerable groups: gender approach to the right to justice.
In addition, the joint reply referred to five standards to be part of the core
components of the right to peace, namely:
1. Double dimension of the right to peace —individual and collective—. It should
be recognized with a specific standard on right-holders and duty-holders of the
right to peace, in line with Article 1 of the Santiago Declaration (...).
2. Strengthening the relationship among the right to peace and women, migrations,
indigenous peoples, and the prohibition of racism, racial discrimination,
xenophobia and related intolerance.
Regarding the implementation of the right to peace, the joint reply proposed
that the following good practices be adopted at the national level by all States:
1. To include, elaborate and/or strengthen the right to peace at the national
Constitutions;
2. To recognize the right to peace as a justiciable right to be adjudicated by local
courts;
3. To set up Ministries and Departments of Peace at the local, regional and
national level;
4. To promote declarations on the human right to peace by local, regional and
national Parliaments and City Councils;
5. To adopt national Plans of Action to implement Security Council resolution
1325 on women, peace and security;
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6. To establish international non-violent peace corps;
7. To protect minorities;
8. To support local non-violent conflict resolution; and
9. To set up communities of Peace Academies at the local, regional and national
level.
As far as the leading role of civil society to better enhance the right to peace, the
joint reply proposed as good practices the Statutes of the International Observatory
of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP) approved on 10 December 2010 by the
International Congress on the Human Right to Peace (Santiago de Compostela,
Spain) (...).
Regarding the experiences of international and regional organizations in the
implementation of the right to peace, the joint reply reminded the following good
practices:
1. The Constitutions of UnESCO (culture of peace), ILO (social justice and
peace), FAO (eradication of hunger and peace), and WHO (the health of all
peoples is fundamental to the attainment of peace and security);
2. The relevant regional human rights and peace instruments adopted in Latin
America,2 Africa,3 Asia,4 Arab and Islamic States;5 and
3. The promotion of new human rights and security systems such as the extension
of nuclear Weapons Free Zone to all regions of the world, the establishment
of Zones of Peace all over the world, the adoption of new human rights
instruments on peace, security and human rights, the adoption of a Decade
to Overcome violence and the observance of the International Day of Peace
(global ceasefire and non-violence).
2

3

4

5

Charter of the Organization of American States, the American Convention on Human Rights and
the Protocol of San Salvador, the Treaty of Institutionalization of the Latin American Parliament
and the Ibero American Convention on Young People’s Rights.
Constitutive Act of the African Union, the African Charter of Human and Peoples Rights and
Protocol to the African Charter concerning the Rights of Women in Africa.

Declaration of Bangkok, the Charter of the Association of Southeast Asian nations, the Asian
Charter on Human Rights and the Intergovernmental Commission of Human Rights of the
Association of Southeast Asian nations.
Charter of the League of Arab States, the Arab Charter of Human Rights and Charter of the
Organization of the Islamic Conference.
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With regard to peace education, the joint reply stressed as good practices for
primary, secondary and tertiary education the establishment of administrative
infrastructures for peace such as Ministries or Departments of Peace, local peace
councils or peace commissions; and the promotion of restorative circles as a
means to enhance the principles of peace education that are very valuable when
looking to address violations of the right to peace.
The work of peace educators and facilitators world-wide is essential to support
the right to peace when they are implementing appreciative dialogue processes.
The final civil society report on the Decade for a Culture of Peace (2001-2010) is
offering a valuable resource on new developments in the field of peace education.
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4
Civil society organizations amendments to the first draft
declaration on the right of peoples to peace submitted by the
Advisory Committee drafting group
Advisory Committee, 3 August 20111
(...) We congratulate the drafting group for its draft declaration. However, we invite
the Advisory Committee to consider the following amendments to the draft declaration:
Title
“Draft Declaration on the Human Right to Peace”.2
Preamble
To be completed by the Preamble of the Santiago Declaration (…). It includes
important universal and regional legal instruments providing background to the
codification of the human right to peace.3
1

2

3

Doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3, 3 August 2011, 11 p., and Corr.1, 5 August 2011, 3 p. The full text of the
joint NGOs written statement can be found at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/English-7-session.pdf
The General Assembly affirmed the individual dimension of the right to peace in 1978 inviting all
States to observe the principle that “every human being, regardless of race, conscience, language
or sex, has the inherent right to live in peace”, (resolution 33/73, Declaration on the preparation
of Societies for Life in Peace).

To make reference to the purposes and principles of the Un Charter; the positive dimension of peace;
the affirmation of the right to life; the settlement of international disputes by peaceful means and
the prohibition of use or threat of use of force; the need to establish a national and international
social order in which peace has absolute priority; education is indispensable for the establishment
of a universal culture of peace; the prohibition of war propaganda and the prohibition of incitement
to hate and violence; the recognition of that human rights are inalienable, universal, indivisible and
inter-dependent; the constant and progressive degradation of the environment and about the need
and obligation to ensure to present and future generations a life in peace and in harmony with nature;
to peace is a general principle of international law the recognition of peace as a general principle of
international law; the manufacture of weapons, the arms race and the excessive and uncontrolled
traffic; the concern by gross and systematic violations committed in peace times; the contribution of
women to peace processes; structural violence incompatible with peace; the need that peace is based
on justice, redress and truth; the recognition that impunity is incompatible with peace and justice; the
impunity and the increasing activities of mercenaries and private military and security companies; the
need to establish an international migration regime as a matter of urgency; and the recognition of all
peace movements and ideas that have marked over the history of humankind, which have recently
crystallized in major contribution. See www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Santiago-Declaration-en.
pdf (English) and www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/DS pdf 24 marzo 11.pdf (Spanish).
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Art. 1. Principles of the human right to peace
Paragraph 1
To be replaced by:
Individuals, groups, peoples and all humankind have the inalienable right to a
just, sustainable and lasting peace. By virtue of that right, they are holders of the
rights and freedoms proclaimed in this Declaration.

new paragraph:
States, individually, jointly or as part of multilateral organizations, are the principal
duty-holders of the human right to peace. This right shall be implemented without
any distinction or discrimination for reasons of race, descent, national, ethnic or
social origin, colour, gender, sexual orientation, age, language, religion or belief,
political or other opinion, economic situation or heritage, diverse physical or
mental functionality, civil status, birth or any other condition.

new paragraph:
All individuals and peoples subjected to aggression, genocide, racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and other related forms of intolerance, as well as
apartheid, colonialism and neo-colonialism, deserve special attention as victims
of violations of the human right to peace.

Art. 2. Right to human security
new paragraph 7 bis:
Freedom from want implies the enjoyment of the right to sustainable development
and of economic, social and cultural rights, particularly the rights set forth in Art.
9.2 of this Declaration.

Art. 3. Right to disarmament
A new paragraph on the recognition of gender mainstreaming as a major global
strategy for the promotion of gender equality and disarmament.
A new paragraph on the impact of environment in the agreements on disarmament
and arms limitations (Un Conference on Environment and Development).
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Art. 4. Right to education on and for peace and all other human rights
Three additional dimensions, namely:
• Gender approach to peace education;
• Peace education as means to halt racism or xenophobia and to promote human
rights;
• Relationship between peace education and children (Convention on the Rights
of the Child).

Art. 5. Right to disobedience and to conscientious objection
Paragraph 1
To be replaced by:
Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to civil
disobedience and to conscientious objection against activities that entail a threat
against peace.

new paragraph:
Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to obtain
conscientious objection status towards their military obligations.

Three new paragraphs to be added at the end:
Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right not to
participate in, and to publicly denounce scientific research for the manufacture or
development of arms of any kind.
Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to object to
participate in a working or professional capacity, and to oppose taxation for
military expenditures connected with military operations in support of armed
conflicts that violate international human rights law or international humanitarian
law. States shall provide acceptable alternatives to tax payers who object to the
use of their tax money for military purposes.
Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to be protected
in the effective exercise of their right to disobedience and conscientious objection.
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Art. 7. Right to resist and oppose oppression
A new paragraph to be added at the end:
The glorification of violence and its justification as necessary to build the future
and enable progress shall be prohibited by law.

Art. 9 Right to development
Paragraph 4
After “development”, add “and human rights”.
Art. 10. Freedom of thought, opinion, expression, conscience and religion
The proposed paragraph shall be replaced by three new paragraphs, namely:
1. All peoples and individuals have the right to access and to receive information
from diverse sources without censorship, in accordance with international human
rights law, in order to be protected from manipulation in favour of warlike or
aggressive objectives.
2. All peoples and individuals have the right to denounce any event that threatens
or violates the human right to peace, and to freely participate in peaceful
political, social and cultural activities or initiatives for the defence and
promotion of the human right to peace, without interference by governments
or by the private sector.
3. All peoples and individuals have the right to be protected against any form of cultural
violence. To this end, persons should fully enjoy their freedom of thought, conscience,
expression and religion, in conformity with international human rights law.

Art. 11. Right to environment
A new paragraph to be added at the end:
The use of weapons that damage the environment, in particular radioactive
weapons and weapons of mass destruction, is contrary to international
humanitarian law, the right to the environment and the human right to peace.
Such weapons must be urgently prohibited, and States that utilize them have the
obligation to restore the previous condition of the environment by repairing all
damage caused.
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Art. 12. Rights of victims and vulnerable groups
To split in two Articles, as follows:
Art. 12. Right of all victims
1. All victims of human rights violations have the right, without
discrimination, to recognition of their status as such and to an effective
remedy to protect them against violations of human rights, particularly of
the human right to peace.
2. All individuals have an inalienable right, not subject to statutory limitations,
to obtain justice in respect of gross violations of human rights, including the
investigation and determination of the facts, as well as the identification and
punishment of those responsible.
3. The victims of human rights violations, the members of their families and
society in general have the right to know the truth, not subject to statutory
limitations.
4. (To keep Article 11.4 of the Santiago Declaration).4
Art. 12 bis. Groups in situations of vulnerability
1. (To keep Article 12.1 of the Santiago Declaration).5
4

5

“Every victim of a human rights violation has the right, in accordance with international human
rights law, to the restoration of the violated rights; to obtain effective and complete redress,
including the right to rehabilitation and compensation; measures of symbolic redress or reparation
as well as guarantees that the violation will not be repeated. Such redress shall not preclude
recourse to popular courts or tribunals of conscience and to institutions, methods, traditions
or local customs of peaceful settlement of disputes, which may be acceptable to the victim as
adequate reparation”.

“All individuals share the same human dignity and have an equal right to protection. nevertheless,
there are certain groups in situations of specific vulnerability who deserve special protection.
Among them are women in particular situations, children, victims of enforced or involuntary
disappearances, persons with diverse physical or mental functionality, elderly persons, displaced
persons, migrants, minorities, refugees and indigenous peoples”.
The Secretary-General, in his report “women’s participation in peace building” of 7 September
2010 (A/65/354–S/2010/466), recognized that war widows may be targeted by relatives eager
to intimidate rival claimants for the inheritance of deceased men’s property (paragraph 17). It
follows that widows need special assistance in post-conflict situations (paragraph 12). Widows
benefit from protection of the rights enshrined in the universal instruments for the protection of
human rights, in particular CEDAW, ICCPR, ICESR and ICCR.
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2. (To keep Article 12.2 of the Santiago Declaration).6
3. (To keep Article 12.3 of the Santiago Declaration).7
4. (To keep Article 12.4 of the Santiago Declaration).8
5. (To keep Article 12.5 of the Santiago Declaration).9
6. (To keep Article 12.6 of the Santiago Declaration).10
6

7

8

9

10

“States shall ensure that the specific effects of the different forms of violence on the enjoyment of the
rights of persons belonging to groups in situations of vulnerability are assessed. States also have the
obligation to ensure that remedial measures are taken, including the recognition of the right of persons
belonging to groups in situations of vulnerability to participate in the adoption of such measures”.
In accordance with the Preamble of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,
the principles proclaimed in the Charter of the United nations recognize the inherent dignity and
worth and the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family as the foundation
of freedom, justice and peace in the world. The international movement of independent living,
as seen by its advocates, is a philosophy, a way of looking at disability and society, and a
worldwide movement of people with disabilities working for self-determination, self-respect and
equal opportunities. The linkage between the international movement of independent living and
the culture of peace can be found at the World Declaration of Santiago on the contribution of
Persons with Disabilities to the Culture of Peace, adopted by civil society organizations at the
Forum 2010, held in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) in December 2010. Please, see full text
of the Declaration at http://www.slideshare.net/solearnau/declaracin-mundial-compostela-2010

“States, international organizations, in particular the United nations, and civil society shall facilitate
the specific contribution of women to the prevention, management and peaceful settlement of disputes,
and promote their contribution to building, consolidating and maintaining peace after conflicts. To this
end, the increased representation of women shall be promoted at all levels of decision-making in
national, regional and international institutions and mechanisms in these areas”.

“All individuals deprived of their liberty have the right to be treated humanely; their right life, dignity
and physical and moral integrity shall be respected. In case of children, detention shall be imposed
exclusively as a last resort and be limited to exceptional cases. States shall ensure conditions of
detention that promote rehabilitation and inclusion of persons deprived of their liberty, particularly
children and youth, ensuring their education, training and general development”.
“The enforced or involuntary disappearance of individuals constitutes a crime against humanity.
Their victims have the rights to the recognition of their detention, to regain their freedom and to
obtain complete, effective, fair and adequate reparation”.
The international community should pay special attention to the phenomenon of forced migration.
It often connotes violent coercion, and is used interchangeably with the terms displacement
or forced displacement. A specific form of forced migration is population transfer, which is a
coherent policy to move unwanted persons, perhaps as an attempt at “ethnic cleansing”. Forced
migration has accompanied persecution, as well as war, throughout human history but has only
become a topic of serious study and discussion relatively recently.

“Indigenous peoples have all the rights guaranteed to them by international human rights law,
particularly the right to live on their lands, to enjoy their natural resources and to the effective
protection of their cultural heritage”.
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Art. 13. Rights to refugee status and to emigrate
Paragraph 2 bis shall be added:
All individuals have the right of freedom of movement and to emigrate if their
right to human security or to live in a safe and healthy environment, as stipulated
in this Declaration, is seriously threatened.

Art. 14. Obligations and implementation
It should be divided into three Articles, namely:
Art. 14. Obligations for the realization of the human right to peace
1. (To keep Article 13.1 of the Santiago Declaration).11
2. (To keep Article 13.2 of the Santiago Declaration).12
3. (To keep Article 13.3 of the Santiago Declaration).13
4. (To keep Article 13.4 of the Santiago Declaration).14
5. (To keep Article 13.5 of the Santiago Declaration).15
11

12

13

14

15

“The effective and practical realization of the human right to peace necessarily entails duties and
obligations for States, international organizations, civil society, peoples, individuals, corporations,
the media and other actors in society and, in general, the entire international community”.

“The fundamental responsibility for preserving peace and protecting the human right to peace lies
with the States and also with the United nations as the most universal body which harmonizes
the concerted efforts of the nations to realize the purposes and principles proclaimed in the Un
Charter”.
“States shall take all the necessary measures for ensuring development and protection of the
environment, including disaster preparedness strategies, as their absence poses a threat to peace.
States have the obligation to cooperate in all necessary fields in order to achieve the realization of
the human right to peace, in particular by implementing their existing commitments to promote
and provide increased resources to international cooperation for development”.

“States are also required to adopt measures to build and consolidate peace and have the
responsibility to protect humankind from the scourge of war. This, however, shall not be
interpreted to imply for any State any entitlement to intervene in the territory of other States”.

“Effectiveness of the United nations should be further enhanced in its dual functions of preventing
violations and protecting human rights and human dignity, including the human right to peace. In
particular, it is for the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Human Rights Council and
other competent bodies to take effective measures to protect human rights from violations which
may constitute a danger or threat to international peace and security”.
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6. (To keep Article 13.6 of the Santiago Declaration).16
7. (To keep Article 13.7 of the Santiago Declaration).17
8. (To keep Article 13.8 of the Santiago Declaration).18
Art. 15. Establishment of the Working Group on the Human Right to Peace
1. A Working Group on the Human Right to Peace (hereinafter called “the
Working Group”) will be established. It will be composed of ten members
who will have the duties set forth in Article 16.
2. The Working Group will be composed of experts from the Member States
of the United nations who will carry out their duties with complete
independence and in a personal capacity.
3. Criteria for the elections of experts (To keep Article 14.3 of the Santiago
Declaration).19
4. (To keep Article 14.4 of the Santiago Declaration).20
5. The experts will be elected for four years and may be re-elected only once.
16

17

18

19

20

“The United nations system must engage in a thorough and effective manner, through the United
nations Peace-building Commission, in cooperation with other entities of the United nations and
relevant regional and sub-regional organizations, in the elaboration of integrated strategies for peace and
for the reconstruction of affected countries following the end of armed conflicts. Such strategies must
ensure stable sources of financing and effective coordination within the United Nations system. In this
context, the effective implementation of the Program of Action for a Culture of Peace is underscored”.
“Any military action outside the framework of the Un Charter is unacceptable, constitutes a most
grave violation of the principles and purposes of the Un Charter, and is contrary to the human
right to peace. The so-called “preventive war” constitutes a crime against peace”.
“In order to better guarantee the human right to peace, the composition and procedures of the
Security Council shall be reviewed so as to reflect and better ensure the representation of today’s
international community. The methods of work of the Security Council must be transparent and
allow a meaningful participation in its debates by civil society and other actors”.

“a.-) The experts shall be of high moral standing, impartiality and integrity, and show evidence
of long and sufficient experience in any of the spheres stated in Part I of this Declaration;
b.-) Equitable geographical distribution and representation of the different forms of civilization
and of the main legal systems of the world; c.-) There shall be a balanced gender representation;
and d.-) There may not be two experts nationals from the same State”.
“The members of the Working Group will be chosen by secret ballot at a session of the General
Assembly of the United nations from a list of candidates proposed by the Member States and by
civil society organizations. The ten candidates who obtain the highest number of votes and a two
thirds majority of the States present and voting will be elected. The initial election will take place
at the latest three months after the date of adoption of this Declaration”.
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6. Half of the Working Group will be renewed every two years.
Art. 16. Functions of the Working Group
(To keep Article 12.6 of the Santiago Declaration).21

Final provisions
(To keep the provisions contained in the Santiago Declaration).22
21

22

“1. The main function of the Working Group is to promote the observance and implementation
of this Declaration. In the exercise of its mandate the Working Group shall have the following
competences: a.) To promote worldwide observance and awareness of the human right to peace,
acting with discretion, objectivity and independence and adopting an integrated approach which takes
account of the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of human rights and the overriding
need to achieve international social justice; b.) To promote worldwide observance and awareness
of the human right to peace, acting with discretion, objectivity and independence and adopting an
integrated approach which takes account of the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of
human rights and the overriding need to achieve international social justice; c.) To gather, assemble
and respond effectively to any relevant information from States, international organizations and their
organs, civil society organizations, national human rights institutions, concerned individuals and any
other reliable source; d.). To address, when it considers it appropriate, recommendations, appeals and
urgent actions to the Un Member States, asking them to adopt appropriate measures for the effective
realization of the human right to peace, in accordance with Part I of this Declaration. The States shall
give due consideration to those recommendations and appeals; e.) To carry out in loco investigations
concerning violations of the human right to peace and to report to the pertinent bodies; f.) To draw
up, on its own initiative or at the request of the General Assembly, the Security Council or the Human
Rights Council, the reports it deems necessary in the event of an imminent threat to or serious violation
of the human right to peace, as defined in Part I of this Declaration; g.) To present an annual report
of its activities to the General Assembly, the Security Council and the Human Rights Council, in
which it will include the conclusions and recommendations it may be considered necessary to the
effective promotion and protection of the human right to peace, paying special attention to situations
linked to armed conflicts; h.) To prepare for the attention of the General Assembly a draft international
convention on the human right to peace with a mechanism for monitoring inter alia States compliance
with its full and effective implementation. The future conventional mechanism and the Working
Group shall coordinate their mandates to avoid duplicating their activities; i.) To approve by a majority
of its members the working methods for the regular functioning of the Working Group, which shall
include inter alia rules on the appointment of its Bureau, as well as the procedure for the adoption of
decisions and recommendations. 2. The Working Group shall have its seat in new York and hold three
ordinary sessions per year, as well as any extraordinary sessions to be determined in accordance with
its working methods. The Working Group shall have a permanent Secretariat which will be provided
by the Un Secretary-General. The expenditures of the Working Group, including those associated
with in loco investigations, shall be financed as part of the regular budget of the United Nations”.
“1. no provision of this Declaration may be interpreted as meaning that it confers on any State, group or
individual any right to undertake or develop any activity, or carry out any act contrary to the purposes and
principles of the United nations. 2. The provisions of this Declaration shall apply without prejudice to
any other provision more propitious to the effective realization of the human right to peace formulated in
accordance with the domestic legislation of States or stemming from applicable international law. 3. All
States must implement in good faith the provisions of this Declaration by adopting relevant legislative,
judicial, administrative, educational or other measures necessary to promote its effective realization”.
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5
Civil society organizations amendments to the second draft
declaration on the right to peace submitted by the Advisory
Committee drafting group
Advisory Committee, 15 February 20121

(...) The undersigned civil society organizations congratulate the drafting
group for its (second) draft declaration on the right to peace. However, we invite
the Advisory Committee to consider the following amendments (…).2

1

2

Doc. A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2, 15 February 2012, 13 p. The full text of the joint nGOs written
statement can be found in doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 of 3 August 2011 and Corr. 1 of 5 August
2011 (p. 108) and www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Declaracioningles_0.pdf See supra, doc. 4.
The recommendations can be also found in doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3, 3 August 2011, 11 p. and
Corr.1 of 5 August 2011, 3 pp.
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6
Joint oral statement on behalf of 1,116 CSOs before the Human
Rights Council at its nineteenth session
Human Rights Council, 14 March 20121

On 17 June 2011, the Human Rights Council adopted resolution 17/16 by
which it took note of the report of the Advisory Committee on the right of peoples
to peace. It recognized the important contribution of civil society in this field and
it reiterated to the AC to present a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace
at its twentieth session (June 2012).
The Advisory Committee (recommendation 8/4, of 24 February 2012) took
note of the second draft declaration on the right to peace prepared by the drafting
group. Paragraph 6 of the report states that “...the draft declaration refers to the
right of peoples to peace, but subsequently uses the language of the “right to
peace”, which was found “to be more appropriate and includes both the individual
and collective dimensions”. nevertheless, CSOs prefer the concept of “human
right to peace” for being more comprehensive and recognizing minorities and
humankind as holders of this right.
Therefore, we request the HR Council to take into account at its twentieth
session (June 2012) the draft declaration on the right to peace prepared by the
AC, and the important contributions of civil society, in particular the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, of 10 December 2010. In addition, we
request the Human Rights Council to establish an intergovernmental open-ended
working group to continue the codification process of the human right to peace
in close collaboration with all stakeholders, including civil society organizations.
The HR Council should propose to the General Assembly the adoption of a
Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace in the shortest possible time.

1

Statement, in Spanish, available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Declaracionoral.pdf
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7
A working group to continue the codification process of the
human right to peace
Human Rights Council, 15 June 20121

(...) At its twentieth session the HR Council has before it the (third) draft
declaration on the right to peace submitted by the Advisory Committee.2 The
undersigned CSOs request the Human Rights Council to thank the AC for its draft
declaration and to acknowledge the CSOs contribution to the definition of the
human right to peace.
In addition, the HR Council should establish an open-ended working group
to continue the codification process of the human right to peace, taking duly into
account all preparatory work. It shall meet during ten working days split in two
sessions and would encourage a wide participation of CSOs. The chairperson of
the AC drafting group shall also be invited to take part.
Moreover, we invite the future working group to consider the following
amendments to the AC draft declaration on the right to peace: (…)3

1

2
3

Doc. A/HRC/20/nGO/59, 15 June 2012, 13 p. The full text of the joint nGOs written statement
can be found in doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 of 3 August 2011 and Corr.1 of 5 August 2011 and
www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/DEnglish.pdf
Doc. A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, Annex.

The amendments can be also found in doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 of 3 August 2011 and Corr.1 of
5 August 2011, p. 119. See supra, document 4.
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8
The AC third draft declaration on the right to peace
Advisory Committee, 31 July 20121

(...) Sixthly, on 29 June 2012 the plenary of the Human Rights Council
discussed the (third) AC draft declaration on the right to peace. In the general
debate, representatives of 9 States,2 3 International Organizations3 and 10 CSOs4
took the floor. On 5 July 2012 the HR Council took action on draft resolution
L.16 (“The promotion of the right to peace”) as orally revised by Cuba on behalf
of the co-sponsors. It was adopted by a registered vote of 34 votes in favour,5
12 abstentions6 and one against.7
The resolution welcomed the important work being carried out by civil
society organizations for the promotion of the right to peace and their
contribution to the development of this issue. It also established an openended working group with the mandate of progressively negotiating a draft
United nations declaration on the right to peace on the basis of the draft
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Doc. A/HRC/AC/9/nGO/3, 31 July 2012, 11 p. The full text of the joint nGOs written statement
can be found in doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 of 3 August 2011 and Corr.1 of 5 August 2011 (p. 108).
Also available at www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/AdvisoryCom/Session9/AHRC-AC-9-NGO-3_en.pdf

Algeria, Bolivia, China, Cuba, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Sudan, Viet nam and Venezuela (Bolivarian
Republic of).

Denmark (on behalf of the European Union), Senegal (on behalf of the African Group) and the
representative of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation.
International Association of Peace Messenger Cities (in association with SSIHRL and the
IOHRP), Community of Pope John XXIII Association, International Association of Democratic
Lawyers, International Buddhist Relief Organisation, Rencontre Africaine pour la Défense des
Droits de l’Homme, Worldwide Organization for Women, Commission Africaine des Promoteurs
de la Santé et des Droits de l’Homme, Verein Sudwind Entwicklungspolitik, nord Sud XXI
and Comité International pour le Respect et l’Application de la Charte Africaine des Droits de
l’Homme et de Peuples.
Angola, Bangladesh, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cameroun, Chile, China, Congo, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Djibouti, Ecuador, Guatemala, Indonesia, Jordan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Libya,
Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Russian
Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Thailand, Uganda and Uruguay.
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Hungary, India, Italy, norway, Poland, Republic of Moldova,
Romania, Spain and Switzerland.
United States of America.
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submitted by the AC, and without prejudging relevant past, present and future
views and proposals.
The resolution further decided that the working group shall hold its first
session for four working days in 2013, before the twenty-second session of the HR
Council (March 2013); and requested the President of the HR Council to invite the
Chairperson of the Advisory Committee’s drafting group to participate in the first
session of the working group.
Finally, it invited Member States, civil society and all relevant stakeholders to
contribute actively and constructively and requested the working group to submit
a report on progress made to the HR Council for consideration at its twenty-third
session (June 2013).
As stated, the HR Council had before it at its twentieth session the (third) AC
draft declaration on the right to peace,8 as well as the joint CSOs written statement
entitled A working group to continue the codification process of the human right
to peace,9 sponsored by 1,041 CSOs and cities worldwide. The undersigned
CSOs acknowledged the AC draft declaration, which included some 85% of the
standards proposed by civil society in the Santiago Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace (2010).
Moreover, CSOs and cities invited the new HR Council’s working group to
consider the following amendments to the AC draft declaration on the right to
peace (…)10:

8
9
10

Doc. A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, Annex.
Doc. A/HRC/20/nGO/59 of 15 June 2012.

The amendments can be also found in doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 of 3 August 2011 and Corr.1 of
5 August 2011.
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9
The human right to peace, the international solidarity and the
democratic and equitable international order
Human Rights Council, 7 September 20121

The Human Rights Council has consistently approached the development of
the human right to peace as an emerging right in the international human rights
law from a three-fold perspective: as part of the emerging right to international
solidarity; as part of the right of all human beings and all peoples to a democratic
and equitable international order, as claimed for in Art. 28 UDHR; and as an
essential element of the right of peoples to peace.2
Since 2007 the HR Council has reaffirmed the fundamental value of solidarity
in the twenty-first century’s international relations. The international solidarity
requires international cooperation, (unity) of interest and joint action in order to
preserve not only the fabric and very survival of international society, but also to
achieve the collective goals. As the former Independent Expert on human rights
and international solidarity —Mr Mohammed Rudi Rizki— indicated, the right to
peace should be qualified as a solidarity right.
As a result, the HR Council requested all States, United nations agencies,
other relevant international organizations and non-governmental organizations to
mainstream “the right of peoples and individuals to international solidarity” in
their activities3 and the independent experts on human rights and international
solidarity to continue preparing “a draft declaration on the right of peoples and
individuals to international solidarity”.4 It also requested that the independent
experts “further develop guidelines, standards, norms and principles with a view
to promoting and protecting this right, by addressing, inter alia, existing and
emerging obstacles to its realization”.5

1

2

3
4
5

Doc. A/HRC/21/nGO/105, 7 September 2012, 6 p. The full text of the joint nGOs written
statement can be found at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/English_8.pdf
Carlos villán durán: “The Human Right to Peace: A Legislative Initiative from the Spanish
Civil Society”, Spanish Yearbook of International Law, vol. XV, 2011, p. 154.
Resolution 6/3, para. 5.
Ibidem, para. 7.

Resolution 9/2, para. 7; and resolution 12/9, para. 8.
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In his reports to the HR Council, Mr Rizki stated from the outset that the
right to peace shall be part of the future declaration on the right of peoples and
individuals to international solidarity. He also concluded that the “international
solidarity permeates the three pillars of the Charter of the United nations: peace
and security; development; and human rights. Development and human rights are
the most secure basis for peace”.6
The Independent Expert also reiterated that “there is an unequivocal value of
solidarity and a related value system that can inform... the progressive development
of... an evolving right of peoples and individuals to international solidarity”.7 To
his opinion, the international solidarity is “a precondition to human dignity, the
basis of all human rights, and a human-centered approach to development”.8
In its resolutions 9/2, 12/9 and 15/13, the HR Council requested the AC to
prepare inputs to contribute to the elaboration by the Independent Expert on human
rights and international solidarity of a draft declaration on the rights of peoples
and individuals to international solidarity. As stated by the draft final paper on
human rights and international solidarity prepared by Mr Chen Shiqiu on behalf of
the AC drafting group on human rights and international solidarity, “international
solidarity is not limited to international assistance and cooperation, aid, charity or
humanitarian assistance; it is a broader concept and principle that includes... the
right of peoples to peace...”. 9
In accordance with the current Independent Expert on human rights and international
solidarity (Ms Virginia Dandan), the draft paper prepared by the drafting group will
guide the draft declaration on international solidarity and it should be delivered to the
HR Council by 2014.10 In addition, participants in the expert workshop on human
rights and international solidarity held in Geneva on 7 and 8 June 2012 agreed that “a
right to international solidarity could strengthen space for participation and increase
the accountability of national and international stakeholders by creating duties and
obligations, including to respect cultural diversity and the right to peace”.11
In 2008 the HR Council initiated the development of the content of Art. 28
UDHR interpreting the aspirations of all peoples for an international order based
on the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United nations.
6
7
8
9
10
11

Doc. A/HRC/15/32, of 5 July 2010, para. 61.
Ibidem, para. 40.
Ibidem, para. 58.

Doc. A/HRC/AC/9/4, of 2 July 2012, para. 9.

Doc. A/HRC/21/44, of 10 August 2012, para. 8.

Doc. A/HRC/21/44/Add.1, of 11 July 2012, para. 17.
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As stated by the HR Council resolution 18/6,
a democratic and equitable international order requires, inter alia, the realization
of the following: (a) The right of all peoples to self-determination...; (b) The right
of peoples and nations to permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and
resources; (c) The right of every human person and all peoples to development; (d)
The right of all peoples to peace;... (o) The shared responsibility of the nations of
the world for managing worldwide economic and social development, as well as
threats to international peace and security, that should be exercised multilaterally.12

In addition, it reaffirmed that all States
should promote the establishment, maintenance and strengthening of international
peace and security and, to that end, should do their utmost to achieve general
and complete disarmament under effective international control, as well as to
ensure that the resources released by effective disarmament measures are used
for comprehensive development, in particular that of the developing countries.13

It also stressed the need “...to eliminate the widening gap between the developed
and the developing countries and ensure steadily accelerating economic and social
development and peace and justice for present and future generations”.14
As stated by the Independent Expert on the promotion of a democratic and
equitable international order, Mr Alfred de Zayas, “a new paradigm of rights could be
envisioned: enabling rights (peace, food, homeland, development), immanent rights
(equality, due process) and end rights (identity, the right to achieve one’s potential)”.15
He also recalled civil society initiatives that have born fruit, for example the World
Campaign in favour of the human right to peace conducted by the Spanish Society
for International Human Rights Law, which concluded on 10 December 2010 with
the adoption of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace in Santiago de
Compostela (Spain) in the context of the World Social Forum on Education for Peace.16
Finally, the Independent Expert reported that, pursuant to HR Council resolution
17/16 and AC recommendation 8/4, the AC submitted to the HR Council its draft
declaration on the right to peace (A/HRC/20/31) (...).
12
13
14
15

16

Doc. res. 18/6, of 29 September 2011, para.6.
Ibidem, para. 10.
Ibidem, para. 11.

Preliminary report of the Independent Expert on the promotion of a democratic and equitable
international order, doc. A/HRC/21/45, of 31 July 2012, para. 63.
Ibidem, para. 31.

joint Written and oral statements oF Civil soCiety organizations...

We invite the independent experts on human rights and international solidarity
and on the promotion of a democratic and equitable international order to
progressively elaborate the right to peace in their respective mandates along with
the current codification process carried out by the HR Council, including the new
open-ended working group on the right to peace.
In particular, the independent experts should endeavour in their respective
mandates, inter alia:
 Consider the human right to peace, solidarity and the promotion of a democratic
and equitable international order as means to foster the right to self determination
of peoples and all human rights, including the right to development;
 Recognize the relationship among human right to peace, solidarity and the
promotion of a democratic and equitable international order (...)17
 Stress that the human right to peace promote solidarity and education for peace
and human rights, and the construction of democratic, equitable, egalitarian
and multicultural societies, as well as the dialogue and peaceful coexistence
among cultures, civilizations and religions.
 Identify appropriate measures to implement the human right to peace,
solidarity and the promotion of a democratic and equitable international order
as contained in the United nations Charter, the UDHR and the international
and regional human rights instruments.
 Take into account the contributions from the civil society and United nations
human rights bodies as contained in both the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace and the Advisory Committee’s draft declaration on the
right to peace.
 Pay particular attention to gender mainstreaming in the field of peace-building,
solidarity and democratic and equitable order as requested by the Beijing
Declaration and Platform for Action, (...). And;
 Finally, we invite both independent experts to actively participate in the
codification process of the human right to peace, in particular providing expert
opinion to the new open-ended working group in charge of drafting the future
United Nations Declaration of the Right to Peace.

17

Doc. A/HRC/AC/6/nGO/2 of 17 January 2011, p. 115.
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Section II
Expert meetings on the human right to peace

1
Presentation of the book Regional Contributions for a Universal
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
Asturias and Madrid (Spain), november 2010-February 20111

Cristian Velasco, technical editor of this work, organized a broad campaign to
promote the human right to peace from 9 november 2010 to 3 February 2011. Thanks
to sponsorship from the AECID (Spanish Agency for International Development
Cooperation) and the collaboration of the hosting institutions, various events were
organized with the following public presentations of new SSIHRL publication on
the human right to peace, in particular the collective book Regional Contributions
for a Universal Declaration of Human Right to Peace:
 9 November 2010: Oviedo. The presentation, held in the press room of
the Administrative Building of Multiple Services and Government of the
Principality of Asturias, was chaired by Ms noemí Martín González, Regional
Minister of Social Welfare and Housing, Government of the Principality
of Asturias, and participated Mr Vicente Gotor Santamaría, Rector of the
University of Oviedo and Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL.
 16 December 2010: Caso. This presentation was held at the Reception and
nature Interpretation Centre of the Redes natural Park, in El Campu, capital
of the municipality of Caso, and was attended by Mr Elías Rodríguez Lozano,
Mayor of Caso; Mr Marcos Cienfuegos Marqués, Director of the Asturian
Agency for Development Cooperation; and Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President
of the SSIHRL.
 20 December 2010: Gijon.The event took place in the reception hall of City
Council of Gijon and was attended by Ms Paz Fernández Felgueroso, Mayor of
Gijon; Mr Jesús Montes Estrada, Town Councillor for Cooperation, Traditional
Culture and Language Policy of the City Council of Gijon; and Prof Carlos
Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL.

1

Report prepared by Mr Cristian Velasco, technical editor of Regional Contributions for a
Universal Declaration of Human Right to Peace. The full text of the report is available, in
Spanish, at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Asturias.pdf
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 20 December 2010: Castrillon. This event was held in the Meeting House for
Women, in Piedrasblancas, capital of the municipality of Castrillon, and was
attended by Ms Ángela Vallina, Mayor of Castrillon; Ms Yasmina Triguero,
Town Councillor for Women of the City Council; and Prof Carlos Villán
Durán, President of the SSIHRL.
 23 December 2010: Taramundi. The presentation took place in the plenary
hall of City Council of Taramundi, and was attended by Mr Eduardo Lastra
Pérez, Mayor of Taramundi and Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the
SSIHRL.
 27 December 2010: Cangas de Onis. It was held at the Culture House and
was attended by Ms Vanessa González Díaz, Town Councillor for Tourism,
Communications, Industry, Employment, Youth and Women of the City
Council of Cangas de Onis; Mr Alfonso Rey López, Deputy at the Parliament
of the Principality of Asturias; Prof Gonzalo González Villarías, Professor at
the UnED and Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL.
 28 December 2010: Noreña. It was held in the auditorium of the Culture
House Severo Ochoa, and was attended by Mr César Movilla Anta, Mayor
of noreña; Mr Guillermo Martínez Suárez, Secretary of social movements of
Asturian Socialist Federation and Director of the Asturian Youth Institute; and
Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL.
 3 January 2011: Langreo. It took place in the plenary hall of the City Council
and was attended by Ms María Esther Díaz García, Mayor of Langreo and
Mr Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL. (...)
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2
Advisory Committee’s general debate at its sixth session
Geneva (Switzerland), 17-21 January 20111

On 17-21 January 2011, the Alliance of Civilizations (Room XX) at the Palais
des nations (Geneva) hosted the eighth session of the United nations Human
Rights Council Advisory Committee (...)
(...) The Human Rights Council has been working since 2008 on the promotion
of the right of peoples to peace. On 17 June 2010 it adopted resolution 14/3 which
explicitly recognized “...the important work being carried out by civil society
organizations for the promotion of the right of peoples to peace and the codification
of that right”;2 and “supported the need to further promote the realization of the
right of peoples to peace”. In that regard it requested “the Advisory Committee,
in consultation with Member States, civil society, academia and all relevant
stakeholders, to prepare a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace, and
to report on the progress thereon to the Council at its seventeenth session”.3 The
Advisory Committee adopted recommendation 5/2, on 6 August 2010, by which it
established the drafting group of four members to prepare a first draft declaration
on the right of peoples to peace.
At its sixth session, the drafting group submitted the progress report on the
right of peoples to peace, doc. A/HRC/AC/6/3 of 22 December 2010. After its
debate within the Advisory Committee, the draft recommendation contained in
document A/HRC/AC/6/L.3 was approved without a vote on 21 January 2011 (...).
The recommendation reaffirmed the composition of the drafting group as
follows: Ms Mona Zulfikar (Egypt, Chairperson), Mr Wolfgang Stefan Heinz
(Germany, Rapporteur), Mr Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann (nicaragua) and
Ms Chinsug Chung (Korea). Mr Latif Huseynov (Azerbaijan) and Mr Shigeki
Sakamoto (Japan) joined the drafting group at the sixth session of the Committee.

1

2
3

Report prepared by David Fernández Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in
Geneva. The full text of the report (in Spanish) is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/
informe%20CA.pdf
Last preambular paragraph of the res. 14/3 cit.
Ibidem id., operative para. 15.
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The recommendation took note of the progress report, which will be reviewed
in the light of the comments received during the debate, held in the Advisory
Committee, and after, this report will be submitted to the Human Rights
Council in its seventeenth session (June 2011) with the symbol A/hrC/17/39.
Furthermore, it requested the drafting group to prepare a questionnaire to consult
with Member States, civil society, academia and all relevant stakeholders about
the future declaration on the right of peoples to peace and encouraged the various
stakeholders to contribute to the work under way.
The participation of civil society in the general debate of the Advisory
Committee on the right of peoples to peace was particularly relevant, highlighting
the submission of the joint written statement entitled “Commentaries to the
progress report on the right of peoples to peace prepared by the drafting group
of the Human Rights Council Advisory Committee” (A/HRC/AC/6/nGO/2 of 17
January 2011). It was prepared by the SSIHRL and the IOHRP with the support of
526 civil society organizations and cities world-wide (...).
(...) Before the adoption of the program of work, Mr Wolfgang Stefan Heinz
suggested to increase the number of hours dedicated to the debate on the right of
peoples to peace (...) Later, Ms Mona Zulficar confirmed the desire of the drafting
group to spend more time to the debate on the right of peoples to peace.
On 18 January 2011, the Advisory Committee began the consideration on the
progress report on the draft declaration on the right of peoples (...).
(...) Ms Zulficar summarized the work carried out by the drafting group and
pointed out that they have been mandated to draft a declaration on the right of
peoples to peace. She noted that her group is composed of experts from different
legal cultures, which will contribute to improve their work and provide the required
conditions to draft a global Declaration. Moreover, she reported that various
members of the drafting group had participated at the International Congress on
the Human Right to Peace held in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) (...)
(...) She pointed out that it is possible to think that the right of peoples to peace
—an idea founded in international law and considered as one of the purposes of
the United nations Charter— is not a controversial concept. nevertheless, this
issue triggers a series of controversies in both the legal and the political field (...).
(...) Mr Wolfgang Stefan Heinz (...) admitted that the concept right of peoples
to peace was very general and that therefore its limits and contents should be
determined.
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He suggested in this sense that the concept of peace should be interpreted as the
absence of all kind of violence in a country or between countries, the full and effective
enjoyment of all human rights for all, social justice and gender equality. He specified
that the progress report could not be considered as an academic study.
He admitted that there exists a significant number of legal instruments which
clearly recognize that peace is the essential purpose of the United nations (...).
(...) He stressed that the drafting group wanted to make reference to peace and
security matters, as well as to education, environment and development. He added
that there is a current school of thought which interprets the right to peace in the
light of international solidarity.
Although peace is certainly a collective right, the drafting group also considered
that it has an individual dimension, and, as example of this double dimension, he
cited the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
The role of the drafting group is to identify which elements of the right to peace
should be included in the future Declaration on the right to peace. He added that
not all the rights are connected with the right to peace. He said that the standard
used by the group to select the legal standards of the right of peoples to peace
was threefold: 1) all selected legal standards should be justified; 2) each element
selected has to be based on resolutions or declarations approved by the United
Nations; 3) only specific elements can be admitted (...).
(...) During the subsequent debate, several AC members pointed out that the
draft declaration should be brief, practical and realistic. Mr Vladimir Kartashkin
(Russian Federation) considered that the drafting group should limit the number
of legal standards to be included in the draft declaration and ensure that this
Declaration does not include all human rights standards already codified. (...)
(...) Therefore, the draft declaration should include only those standards which
have been accepted by States and supported by the Un practice (...)
(...) Mr Shigeki Sakamoto (Japan) begged the question of the legal status of
the private military and security companies and said that the drafting group should
avoid using the term of forces in this context. He also noted that it would be
appropriate to make a distinction between private military and security companies
and mercenaries.
(...) Mr Dheerujlall Seetulsingh (Mauritius) said that the inclusion in the report
of the concept of complete disarmament was a very ambitious goal. Moreover,
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he wondered whether it would be possible to include in the report a new standard
on control of arms trade. Also, he suggested adding a paragraph on the right to
receive accurate information in the context of the right to education, a clause on
the need to promote democratic governance and the right of assembly (...).
Mr Emmanuel Decaux (France) (...) considered that the right to peace was a
difficult matter and took as example the resolution 11/4 on the right of peoples to
peace adopted by the HR Council to illustrate the difficulties to reach a consensus
on this topic. According to him, the three main issues to be included in the draft
declaration are the following: 1) the relationship between peace and security in
the Un Charter; 2) the relationship between peace and human rights and 3) the
concept of human security. (...) He stressed that there is close linkage between
the international criminal responsibility and the right to peace and that, therefore,
States should be required to ratify the Statute of the International Criminal Court
and to reach an agreement on the definition of crime of aggression. He added that
the education on human rights and the culture of peace is part of the heart of the
draft declaration. (...)
(...) Mr Chen Shiqiu (China) wondered about the reasons of some States to vote
against the resolution. According to him, all the international community should
accept the right of peoples to peace. He said that the principles which should be
included in the future draft declaration are as a follows: 1) the respect of the right
to peace in the line of the Un Charter; 2) the peaceful coexistence among nations
and 3) the peaceful settlement of disputes between States. He said that the future
declaration should help to change the way of thinking about the problems of war
and peace. Furthermore, he advised that everyone should overcome the thought
patterns which prevailed during the Cold War period. (...) He concluded that the
right to development and terrorism were closely linked and that nobody can make
a profit on the practices of terrorism.
Ms Halima Embarek Warzazi (Morocco) said that there are numerous Un legal
instruments which recognize the relationship between peace and human rights
(...). Moreover, she wondered about the main reasons of the Western countries to
vote against the right to peace and recommended to these countries to overcome
their reservations (...).
(…) Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado, the Chairperson-Rapporteur of the Working
Group on the Use of Mercenaries (…) recalled that on 10 December 2010 the
International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, organized by the SSIHRL
and other Csos in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) on the occasion of the World
Social Forum on education for peace, approved the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International Observatory of the
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Human Right to Peace. (...) He added that our world cannot spend more than
1,500 billion dollars in the arms race each year or accept the structural violence
caused by the social and economic inequalities which divide the world.
Ms Mona Zulficar, Chairperson of the drafting group, encouraged all the
international stakeholders to reply the future questionnaire and stressed that the
progress report had never been intended to be an academic exercise. (...)
(...) The representative of the nGO Peace Tax International begged the question
of conscientious objection by stressing that this right was not linked to a particular
religious belief. (...)
(...) The President of the SSIHRL had the floor on behalf of 524 CSOs which
had signed the written statement contained in doc. A/HRC/6/nGO/2 (...). He
welcomed the progress report prepared by the drafting group. But he stressed that
the Santiago Declaration also addressed other aspects that should be included
in the future declaration on the right to peace, namely: 1) strengthen the human
right to peace in its two dimensions, individual and collective; 2) recognize the
close relationship between the human right to peace and the right to life, integrity,
liberty and security of persons and the right of refugees; 3) promote the exercise
of economic, social, cultural and linguistic rights to achieve social justice; 4)
emphasize that the human right to peace includes the right to education on and
for peace and all other human rights; 5) defend the dialogue among cultures,
civilizations and religions; 6) identify necessary measures for the realization
of the human right to peace under the United nations Charter, the UDHR and
other international human rights instruments; and 7) recognize the contribution of
women to peace processes and emphasize the importance of their participation in
all levels of decision-making. (...)
(...) The representative in Geneva of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP informed
that on 9-10 December 2010, the Barcelona Declaration was discussed by
the International Congress on the Human Right to Peace held in Santiago de
Compostela (Spain). (...)
(...) Dr Alfred de Zayas, representative of the International Society for Human
Rights, emphasized that the human right to peace has two dimensions —individual
and collective— and that it would be useful to study all individual components of
the right in future AC deliberations. (...)
(...) Germany (...) said that the elaboration of a draft declaration was
controversial at both the legal and political level. It stated that section II of the
progress report that focused on the legal basis of the right to peace was not
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sufficiently substantiated to affirm the existence of a new right. He wondered
about the added value of a new declaration in regards to the Declaration on the
Right of Peoples to Peace of 1984 and the role played by the international actors,
particularly the terrorist groups and others. (...)
(...) Morocco (...) stressed that this right was a highly politicized right and
closely linked with the culture of peace. (...).
(...) Algeria (...) recalled that the right to peace is recognized in the African
Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights and the Asian Human Rights Charter. It
said that peace and security are mutually reinforcing, and that the right to selfdetermination of peoples is an important element of the right to peace.
The United States of America (...) stressed that there are other United nations
bodies with the mandate to deal with peace and security, such as the Security
Council. It said the right to peace is part of the programmatic rights (“soft law”)
and that all human rights are individual rights, and never collective. (...)
(...) Cuba (...) confirmed that there exists sufficient legal basis to recognize the
right of peoples to peace. It explained that in recent years there had been an increase
in wars, including the war against terrorism, and that the United nations should
establish new human rights mechanisms to ensure the right to live in peace. It
recognized that the right to peace had two dimensions —individual and collective—
and that there exist current legal instruments recognizing both dimensions. (...)
(...) The representative of the indigenous nGO Tupaj Amaru (...) pointed out that the
right to peace is a collective right, and finally he expressed that the indigenous movement
supports the international codification process of the right of peoples to peace.
Ms Halima Embarek Warzazi (Morocco) (...) expressed her displeasure for
working between two seas and picking up the broken pieces generated by the
Human Rights Council. It was not possible to believe that diplomats had been
unable to find an agreement in this area. (...) She concluded that the right to peace
is recognized by the General Assembly of the United nations and they wanted to
complement the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace of 1984.
Ms Purificación V. Quisumbing (Philippines), Chairperson of the Advisory
Committee, said that all AC members shared the same concerns expressed by Ms
Warzazi. (...)
(...) Mr Vladimir Kartashkin (Russian Federation) recognized that human
rights are a highly politicized field and that the objective of the UN bodies of
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experts is to depoliticize the controversial cases. For this reason, he added that
the current mandate of the Advisory Committee to draft a declaration on the right
of peoples to peace will demonstrate that certain issues can be depoliticized. (...)
(...) Mr Wolfgang Stefan Heinz (Germany) (...) replied in the following manner:
1) he agreed to mention international criminal law in the progress report as proposed
by Mr Decaux and Mr Sakamoto; 2) The role of the Security Council is really
important in the promotion of the right to peace (...). He added that the working
methods of the Security Council should be more transparent, as claimed by civil
society; 3) It is necessary to reach a consensus on this issue and he was confident that
the different positions may be reapproached after the presentation of the progress
report. He stressed that the AC members act as experts and not as diplomats. (...)
Ms Mona Zulficar (Egypt), Chairperson of the drafting group, (...) concluded
that they needed to hear the opinions from all international stakeholders in order
to achieve consensus.
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3
Expert meeting on Women and the Human Right to Peace
new York (USA), 24 February 20111

(...) Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury (...) declared that it was very
encouraging to observe the strong commitment from civil society —900 civil
society organizations— which has been playing a key role in promoting the
human right to peace, to this theme. (...)
(...) H. E. Dr A.K. Abdul Momen, Ambassador & Permanent Representative of
Bangladesh to the United nations (...) stated that the protection of human rights
of women, girls and children, as well as the elimination of all forms of violence
against them and their use as a weapon of war, is important to guarantee peace
and security. He recalled that Bangladesh during its Presidency of the Un Security
Council in March 2000 steered the adoption of the Security Council’s concensus
statement which achieved the conceptual and political breakthrough that led to the
adoption of its landmark resolution 1325 later in October 2000. (...)
(...) Ms Cora Weiss, President of the Hague Appeal for Peace (...) pointed out
some important Articles contained in the Santiago Declaration, mainly: the right
to inherent dignity, the prohibition of the glorification of war, the gender approach
in the peacebuilding processes, the prohibition of discrimination on the ground of
gender, the right to education, the right to disarmament or the accountability of
mercenaries and private contractors. (...)
(...) Mr David Fernández Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL, the IOHRP
and IAPMC in Geneva (...) recalled that the International Congress on the Human
Right to Peace, which took place in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) in the context
of the World Social Forum on Education for Peace, approved on 10 December
2010 by consensus two important resolutions, the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace (...)
1

The panel on women and the human right to peace, which took place in the United nations
Headquarters (new York) was co-organized by the Spanish Society for International Human Rights
Law (SSIHRL) and the Women’s United nations Report Program & network (WUnRn) and
sponsored by the Permanent Mission of Bangladesh to the United nations. The report was prepared
by Mr David Fernández Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva. The full
text of the report is available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report-CSW-2011.pdf
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(...) Ms Bineta Diop, Executive Director, Femmes Africa Solidarité (FAS)
(...) affirmed that the right to peace is enshrined in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights as fundamental to human existence and is articulated in civil
and political rights on the one hand, and economic, social and cultural rights on
the other. In the African context, she stated that the mechanisms that protect the
right to peace for women can be found in legal instruments such as the Protocol
to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women
in Africa (Maputo Protocol, Article 10). She added that in the implementation of
the Security Council resolution 1325, prevention will help reinforce the rights for
women and that peace as a human right could help to reinforce the prevention of
wars, among other matters (...)
(...) Ms Lois Herman, Coordinator, Women’s United nations Report Program
& network (WUnRn) (...) showed a powerful power point about women in the
frontlines of war, in which appeared many faces of women, highlighting how the
fundamental rights and freedoms of women are violated during or after an armed
conflict. (...)
(...) Ms Mikiko Otani, Attorney & International Human Rights Lawyer (...)
started her presentation indicating that the concept of peace is found in various
international documents as well as in the constitutions of some countries, such
as the Preamble and Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan (...). She recalled the
need for women’s equal participation and their full involvement in all efforts for
the maintenance and promotion of peace and security as reaffirmed in the historic
Security Council resolution 1325 on Women and Peace and Security. (...) Finally,
she indicated that the adoption of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right
to Peace created momentum for further concerted actions by the global alliance
involving women and men in all regions (...)
(...) Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury (...) stated that the discussions had
been very productive and important, and had dealt with the different perspectives
of gender approach with special focus on both Asia and Africa. (...)
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4
Expert meeting on the International Observatory of the Human
Right to Peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 9 March 20111

(...) Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado stated that (...) planet Earth is one and
globalized but more and more divided and what is more, dangerous: there is no
global government, no authorities to take decisions for a world society. We are
living in a globalized community which is unable to take global decisions to deal
with the problems we are confronted with, such as:
 The increasing dissemination of weapons, nuclear bombs and the danger of
their illicit traffic;
 The contracting out to the private sector of military and security functions and
the privatization of war;
 The increasing religious, ethnic and political conflicts and the danger of the
clash of civilizations;
 Climate change;
 The financial speculation and the unregulated economy which produces crisis
and poverty. Inequalities are increasingly flagrant even in the most developed
and democratic country, the United States, where 400 American people have
more wealth than 155 million Americans together.
Mr Gómez del Prado added that as indicated by the French sociologist Edgar
Morin,2 we need a radical transformation, a metamorphose, of the way we are
living; otherwise we will run into chaos and disintegration. Our governments are
unable to come with global solutions. Fortunately, from time to time, marginal
initiatives come from civil society. (...)
1

2

It was co-organized by the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) and
the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities (IAPMC). The report was prepared by
Mr David Fernández Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva. The full
text of the report is available at aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report%209%20March.pdf
Edgar morin: La Voie, Paris: Fayard, 2011.
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(...) One remarkable civil society initiative deals with the World Campaign
in favour of the human right to peace launched by the Spanish Society for
International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL). The World Campaign culminated
with the 2010 International Congress on the Human Right to Peace held in Santiago
de Compostela and the adoption of two important resolutions: the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace. (...)
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán pointed out that (...) the Observatory intends to
network with local Csos interested in the promotion and defence of the human
right to peace. The CSOs that are part of the World Alliance for the human
right to peace will be especially invited to formalize their incorporation into the
Observatory. The main purpose of the Observatory will be the promotion and
implementation of the Santiago Declaration and to monitor the codification
process of the human right to peace within the Un, ensuring that the General
Assembly adopts a Universal Declaration that will take into account the Santiago
Declaration and its preparatory work. (...)
The Observatory is expected to assist Member States and international
Organizations to focus on the development of the three pillars on which the Charter
of the United nations is based, namely: the system of collective security which
prohibits the threat or use of force, and promotes the peaceful settlement of disputes
in accordance with international law; the economic and social development of all
peoples; and respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without
discrimination. Under these three pillars the human right to peace will be built.
(...) Prof Carlos Villán added that the phenomenon of intolerance in matters
of conviction or belief constitutes a danger for the peace in the world. (...). He
finalized his presentation by indicating that the SSIHRL and associated CSOs
welcome that the proposals of the progress report may also be found in the
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace.3
(...) Mr Heiner Bielefeldt started his presentation by giving a good message to
the audience indicating that freedom of religion or belief is a peace project whose
purpose is to promote the harmonious peace and respond efficiently to the human
consequences stemming from civil wars, catastrophes and massive movements of
refugees. He added that one of the most important principles for achieving peace
is the need to accept and respect diversity, dignity and freedom, principles which
are based on common interests of all human beings. For the Special Rapporteur,
the freedom of religion or belief has as its main purpose to allow individuals to
3

The statement can be found in doc. A/HRC/16/nGO/14, of 22 February 2011.
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express their conviction in a peaceful manner. He recognized that the harmonious
peace project is not an easy project to be implemented.
The Special Rapporteur then strengthened the importance of the inter-religious
dialogue as a means to promote the cooperative and positive interaction between
people of different religious traditions and spiritual or humanistic beliefs, at both
the individual and institutional level with the aim of deriving a common ground
in belief through a concentration on similarities between faiths, understanding of
values, and commitment to the world. Besides, he indicated that schools should
promote empathy, respect, diversity, solidarity, understanding, peace and friendly
relations among nations and all racial, ethnic or religious groups, and encourage
the inter-religious dialogue. (...)
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5
Expert meeting on the Japanese perspective to the Human Right
to Peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 22 March 20111

(...) Ms Vita de Waal invited the participants to observe a minute of silence for the
victims of the Japanese earthquake and tsunami which has recently rocked Japan.
Mr Yorio Shiokawa stated that the Preamble of the Japanese Constitution says
that “we recognize that all peoples of the world have the right to live in peace,
free from fear and want”. He added that Article 9 states that the Japanese people
forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of
force as a means of settling international disputes. In order to accomplish the aim
of the preceding paragraph, land, sea and air forces, as well as other potential
actions of war, will never be maintained. The right of belligerency of the State
will not be recognized.
He ended his statement by stating that there is a long and wide history of fight
against nuclear power plants in Japan and now we have had bad experiences. (...)
(...) Mr Jun Sasamoto indicated that Japan’s Constitution was promulgated in
1947. At that time, however, there was little thought of clearly recognizing the
right to live in peace as a legal right because it appeared in the Preamble and
not among the Articles. But the District Court decision in the naganuma lawsuit
(1973) recognized that the right to live in peace is a legal right. In this case, people
living near a flood-prevention forest reserve filed suit to stop the revocation of
forest reserve status to build a Self-Defence Force base. The plaintiffs claimed
this could not be done because the Self-Defence Forces violate Article 9 of the
Constitution. The District Court decision recognized that the very right to live in
peace written in the Preamble of the Constitution is a basic human right common
to all peoples of the world. This was the first time that the right to live in peace
was officially recognized as a legal right.
1

It was co-organized by the International Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL), the Spanish
Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) and the International Association of
Peace Messenger Cities (IAPMC). The report was prepared by Mr David Fernández Puyana,
representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva. The full text of the report is available at
http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/report%20Japan.pdf
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next, a lawsuit challenging Self-Defence Force troop deployment to Iraq
claimed that the deployment violated Article 9 of the Constitution. A nagoya
Appeals Court decision (2008) stated that “The right to live in peace does not
merely state the basic spirit and principle of the Constitution” and recognized
it “as a legal constitutional right”. The decision also recognized that there is a
specific right for which people can seek redress in the Courts, and it held that
this right is violated not only when (1) the Government violates Article 9, when
individual freedoms have been violated, and when people suffer fear and harm
from war or other causes, but also (2) in situations in which people are forced
to support a war effort that violates Article 9. In such situations people can seek
redress in the Courts.
He added that thanks in part to the achievements of the movement which uses
lawsuit support to question Article 9 violations and contend that the right to live in
peace has been violated, the right to live in peace that is set forth in the Preamble
of Japan’s Constitution has, over a period of 60 years, gained concrete substance
and strengthened legal validity. This means also that the right to live in peace is
not actually given life by just being written in the Constitution, and that to have
the right actually show its strength, it is important to have people movements such
as those using the Courts to support it.
In Costa Rica, a court decision which ruled that the 2008 Government order on
nuclear fuel fabrication was unconstitutional, recognized the right to peace even
though the Constitution does not specifically provide for it. Likewise in South
Korea, a 2006 Court decision recognized the right to live in peace. Although
South Korea’s Constitution has no specific provisions, the Court recognized the
existence of the right to live in peace “as a right enabling people to demand that the
State allow them to live in peace without being forced into a war of aggression”
on the assumption that being free of war, terrorism, and the force of arms is the
consequence of human dignity and worth, and the pursuit of happiness. The South
Korean Court decision likewise showed that it is possible to adopt the right to
peace even if it has no written constitutional provisions. If the right to peace is
codified in international law, it will enable such initiatives to be raised in other
countries as well.
Mr David Fernández Puyana pointed out that SSIHRL welcomed the
International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, which took place in Santiago
de Compostela (Spain) in the context of the World Social Forum on Education for
Peace. It approved on 10 December 2010 by consensus two important documents:
Firstly, the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (...). Secondly, the
Santiago Congress approved the Statutes of the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace, (...).
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6
Consultation on the human right to peace with civil society:
Activists, academics and lawyers
new York (USA), 22 March 20111

(...) Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury (...) stressed the importance of
gaining support from the wide range of civil society groups —academics, activists,
lawyers, human rights and religious organizations. This would strengthen the
movement for the human right to peace. (...).
(...) Given current events, Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury echoed what
many in the room were thinking, that there is no time better than the present to
discuss the issue of the human right to peace. He emphasized that those of us
present understand that violence and war would not bring us peace and that we
must eliminate war. Given the multiple devastating events in Japan, brings to the
fore the necessity to re-evaluate nuclear policy, he added. (...)
Prof Carlos Villán Durán began by reiterating the need for the culture of
violence to be replaced by a culture of peace. He drew upon the example of the
Japanese Constitution to show that practical implementation of a human right to
peace is possible. He explained that the Constitutions of most countries include
peace as a key element. As we know, the foundational Un documents —Un
Charter, Universal Declaration on Human Rights— also include peace as a key
element. He further reminded us that the three pillars of the Un and international
law include: peace, human rights and development.

1

It was conducted and co-organized by the Hague Appeal for Peace, the International Observatory
of the Human Right to Peace, the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law
(SSHIRL), the World Council of Churches, the Centre for Constitutional Rights, the International
Civil Society Action network/Global network of Women Peace-builders, the Peace Action
International Committee, the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities (IAPMC),
the Global Kids, the Mennonite Central Committee UN Office, the International Association
of Lawyers Against nuclear Arms (IALAnA), the International Peace Bureau, the Peace BoatUS, the nGO Committee on Disarmament, Peace and Security, the Centre for Civil and Human
Rights of notre Dame Law School, and the US Federation for Middle East Peace. The report
was prepared by Ms Denise Scotto, Esq. Vice President and Un Representative of International
Federation of Women in Legal Careers (FIFCJ) and Un Representative of International
Federation of Women Lawyers (FIDA). The full text of the report is available at http://www.
aedidh.org/sites/default/files/informe-consulta-dhp.pdf
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Prof Villán Durán regretted that Western countries exceeded the international law and
the authorisation provided by the Un Security Council resolution 1973 (establishment
of a no-fly zone in Libya) when they attacked civilian targets particularly in Tripoli and
Benghazi. This was serious violations of international human rights law and international
humanitarian law and therefore of the human right to peace.
He then discussed how war seems to be ruled by the world market of armaments.
Violence exists beyond the use of force and armaments (1.5 trillion dollars
expended in 2009 in the world in armaments) to include structural violence fuelled
by the economic and social inequalities prevailing in the world and producing
more than 1,000 millions of hungry people and 1.5 billion people in situations of
extreme poverty. In addition, there is the cultural violence seen in gender-based
violence, bullying of youngsters in school settings, mobbing at work and different
forms of violence at home in our families and communities. He emphasized the
need for “us” to unlearn war and violence and to learn peace.
Prof Villán Durán discussed the SSIHRL’s work on the human right to peace
campaign these past five years. Good news which he reported was the adoption
and articulation of the first legal text concerning the human right to peace approved
on 10 December 2010 in the Santiago Congress (Spain). (...)
(...) The accompanying document, the Statutes of the International Observatory
of the Human Right to Peace, entered into force on 10 March 2011. (...)
(...) The UN Human Rights Council has officially initiated the codification of the
human right to peace. This is the second important achievement. Prof Villán Durán
explained that it shows how civil society has the power to influence the UN (...)
Ms Cora Weiss remarked how there are many Constitutions that are currently
being written and amended. The human right to peace provides food for this
important task and profound impact. She discussed provisions of the Santiago
Declaration and stated how it provides an opening for “us” to have discussion with
various groups —women’s groups, environmental groups, anti nuclear groups,
human rights groups. The Declaration has the power to bring “us” together and
supports all social conditions.
The Santiago Declaration (...) is far reaching, fit for all, restores human dignity
and prohibits the glorification of war. It should not be tagged as a human right or a
peace declaration, but, rather a declaration for the democratic survival of society.
The Santiago Declaration is comprehensive in that it includes destruction
to the Earth. Ms Weiss described how the use of weapons that harm our Earth
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are prohibited including those that are categorized as radioactive weapons.
She then challenged us to include in this prohibition the use of radioactive
energy.
She reminded participants that States should pay special attention to gender
mainstreaming in the field of peace-building (...and...) that women’s participation
at all levels of decision-making on peace, disarmament and security issues is vital
to ensure gender justice in all situations of armed conflicts.
Ambassador Chowdhury facilitated the dialogue portion of the event, calling
upon those who participated by sharing comments and asking questions.
Ms Anita L. Wenden (International Peace Research Association) brought
up the negative human impact on the Earth and the massive amount of Earth
violence. She talked about the Earth Charter and her hope was that the Santiago
Declaration recognized these issues.
Mr John H. Kim (Fellowship of Reconciliation) talked about the danger of
going to war under the new doctrine of the responsibility to protect (R2P).
Mr Peter Weiss (Centre for Constitutional Rights) reinforced the importance
of accountability under the Santiago Declaration and cautioned that it should not
be limited solely to the ICC but that the principle of universal jurisdiction should
be invoked.
Ms Monica Willard Shot (United Religions Initiative, URI) asked whether the
Santiago Declaration’s goal was to amend the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and also stated that the Santiago Declaration was quite long in relation to
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Mr Richard Thomas Jordan (International Association of Caring Communities)
inquired about whether the Santiago Declaration would include a violation of the
Olympic Truce as a violation of the human right to peace. He also questioned
the ability for civil society to enjoy “meaningful participation” at Un Security
Council debates. (...)
(...) Mr Peter Weiss (Centre for Constitutional Rights) requested discussion on
the provision relating to “populations in situation of vulnerability”.
In response, Prof Carlos Villán Durán stated that the Santiago Declaration is
not a proposal to amend the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It would
serve as a complement to it, bringing it up to date for the 21st century.
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The issue of the UnSC (United nations Security Council) and enlargement of
its membership and change in its methods of work to permit the participation of
CSOs representatives is not new. The UnSC is not responding to democratization
of the Un requested by a large majority of States in the General Assembly. To do
so the Un Charter needs to be reformed, but reform would require the agreement
of the five permanent members of the SC. (...)
The Santiago Declaration includes the right to environment and to a sustainable
development as part of the human right to peace, so that fully supports protecting
the Earth. (....)
(...) Ms Devatma (3HO Foundation) provided the insight that the human right
to peace expands upon what it means to be human for all humanity.
Ms Mary Catherine Stovick (Anglican Community/Physicians for Social
Responsibility) commented on the preparatory process for Rio+20 and that the
Santiago Declaration is a tool to bring those involved in the environment, social
arena and economic arena together.
Ms Mavick Cabrera-Balleza (Global network of Women Peace-builders)
discussed the African Charter Protocols relating to women and children and how
it reinforces the principles of a human right to peace. (...)
(...) Ms Marilyn Paul Lewis (Pax Christi International) indicated that she
did not agree with war but asked the question “what happens if there is another
Rwanda? Another Libya?”
Ms Betty A. Reardon (International Institute of Peace Education) reminded us
of the massive military-industrial-media complex and how shifting to a culture of
peace requires alternative security systems. (...)
(...) Ms Maria Butler (WILPF) inquired about whether a toolkit had been
devised which would help advocacy efforts for the human right to peace.
Ms Denise Scotto (FIFCJ/FIDA) mentioned that we are all aware of the human
rights and environmental abuses by the corporate and private sector but that there are
some companies particularly those “green companies” that we may want to engage
in. She stated that the corporate and private sectors were important to include in the
campaign and to creatively find ways to build partnerships with them. (...)
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán stated that it was a collective dream to bring
about a legally recognized and binding human right to peace. Starting with the
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Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, it will pave the way forward
for an international treaty on the human right to peace assorted by a monitoring
mechanism (the Committee on the Human Right to Peace), and ultimately a Human
Rights World Tribunal to adjudicate any violation of human rights, including the
human right to peace. (...)
(...) Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury reassured the participants that the
established sequence for process within the Un is being followed with regard
to the human right to peace. He stressed that the human right to peace is both an
individual as well as a collective right; it is a solidarity right in the same way the
right to development is; and it needs to be recognized as an autonomous right on
its own standing, not as a synthesis right as it is inherent in all other rights. (...)
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7
Consultation of the Eastern and Western European States and
Other States Groups with civil society experts on the codification
of the right to peace at the Human Rights Council
Geneva (Switzerland), 16 May 20111

(...) The Consultation was attended by representatives of six States and one
regional organization, namely: Austria, Canada, European Union, Germany,
netherlands, Serbia and United States of America. (...)
(...) Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado, Chairperson-rapporteur, (...) recalled that in
the light of the comments to be received from all stakeholders to the questionnaire,2
the drafting group will submit in August 2011 a draft declaration on the right of
peoples to peace to the Advisory Committee. The draft declaration will be submitted
to the Human Rights Council at its twentieth session in June 2012 for appropriate
action (subject to decisions at the seventeenth Council session). (...)
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL, (...) recalled that the
AC revised progress report, which proposed more than 40 possible standards for
inclusion in the draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace, will be submitted
to the HR Council at its seventeenth session. He pointed out that the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace of 10 December 2010, which represented
the aspirations of the international civil society aiming at the codification of the
human right to peace, was the result of consultations carried out by the SSIHRL with
experts of the five regions of the world throughout the SSIHRL World Campaign in
favour of the human right to peace (2007-2010).3 (...)
In addition, the Santiago Declaration was drafted in accordance with the legal
technique of the international human rights instruments (...;) is an articulated
normative proposal from the civil society that should be taken into consideration by
1

2
3

It was organized by the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP) and the
Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) in collaboration with the World
Council of Churches (WCC) and the German Institute for Human Rights (GIHR). The report was
prepared by Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado, Chairperson-rapporteur. The full text of the report is
available at http://aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Final%20report.pdf
Responses are posted at the OHCHR extranet.
For the text, see www.aedidh.org
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Member States in the official codification and progressive development of the human
right to peace process undertaken by the HR Council and its Advisory Committee.
Unlike the Santiago Declaration, the 1984 GA Declaration on the Right of Peoples
to Peace cannot be considered a normative text, but a political declaration.
(...) He reminded that international civil society requested that the HR Council
extend the current mandate of the Advisory Committee to include the individual
dimension of the right to peace, thus naming the human right to peace in its double
dimension, individual and collective.
Dr Wolfgang S. Heinz, rapporteur of the Advisory Committee drafting group on
the declaration on the right of peoples to peace, indicated that the legal foundation
of the human right to peace can be found in both hard and soft law:
1. Hard law: the Charter of the United nations begins by proclaiming international
peace and security as a common purpose in Article 1; as a principle in Article
2; and as the basis for disputes settlement in Chapter VI (Arts. 33-38). In
Article 55, the Charter refers to the promotion of human rights as a necessary
condition for peaceful and friendly relations among States. Furthermore,
there are additional international human rights declarations and treaties
which have included the concept of peace as a main principle, namely: the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination against Women, the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
2. Soft law: he referred particularly to General Assembly resolutions 33/73 of
15 December 1978, entitled Declaration on the preparation of societies for
life in peace; and 39/11 of 12 november 1984 entitled Declaration of the
Right of Peoples to Peace. It was reaffirmed in subsequent GA resolutions, in
particular resolutions 53/243 and 60/163. The right to peace was also affirmed
by the Commission on Human Rights in its resolutions 5 (XXXII), 2000/66
and 2002/71, as well as by the Human Rights Council in its resolutions 8/9,
11/4 and 14/3. Another international instrument to be mentioned would be the
Declaration and Program of Action on a Culture of Peace (Un doc. A/53/243).
Regarding the contents of the 1984 GA Declaration on the Right of Peoples to
Peace, Dr Heinz said that it was very much focused on the concept of peoples and
not on individual rights. 27 years after the adoption of this important resolution,
the Advisory Committee has included in its proposed standards an individual
dimension to the right to peace. Hence, the revised progress report moves
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conceptually beyond the old State focus to emphasize much more the relationship
between the State and the individual. It proposes collective and individual rights
standards in response to proposals from States and civil society to include and
strengthen the individual rights aspect.
He believed that there was an increasing and positive tendency in international
law and Un practice to include the human rights perspective into peace and
security discussions and decision-making, such as:
1. The fact-finding expert commissions established by Human Rights Council
resolutions adopted at special sessions, with the mandate of investigating
violations of human rights in the context of armed conflicts. They have usually
included experts in the field of human rights and humanitarian law (ex. Sudan,
Gaza, Afghanistan, Libya and Syria).
2. The Security Council and the Human Rights Council increasingly discuss and
take action on the same countries, often where armed conflicts are prevailing.
Since 2000, the Security Council has adopted seven thematic human rights
resolutions on protection of civilians in armed conflict.
The next speaker was Prof Carlos Villán Durán, (...) who focused his
presentation on the individual and collective dimensions of the human right to
peace. According to him, the HR Council has consistently approached since
2008 the development of the human right to peace as an emerging right in the
international human rights law from a three-fold perspective: as part of the
emerging right to international solidarity; as part of the right of all human
beings and all peoples to a democratic and egalitarian international order,
as claimed for in Art. 28 of the UDHR; and as essential part of the right of
peoples to peace.
He added that the HR Council resolution 11/4 of 17 June 2009 was innovative
when it referred to the individual dimension of the right to peace in its preamble.
It stated that “human rights include social, economic and cultural rights and the
right to peace, a healthy environment and development, and that development
is, in fact, the realization of these rights” (paragraph 15). It also stated that,
in accordance with Art. 28 UDHR, “everyone is entitled to a social and
international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth […] can be fully
realized” (paragraph 17); and that “life without war is the primary international
prerequisite for the material well-being, development and progress of countries
and for the full implementation of the human rights and fundamental freedoms
proclaimed by the United nations” (paragraph 19). Same language was followed
by HR Council resolution 14/3 of 17 June 2010.
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For its part, civil society private codification also recognized the double
dimension of the right to peace, namely collective (peoples) and individuals, from
the Luarca Declaration (2006) to the Santiago Declaration (2010). The Preamble
and Articles 1 and 13 of the Santiago Declaration echoed both the individual and
collective approach to the right to peace. In particular, Article 1.1 (rights holders
and duty-holders) stated that “individuals, groups, peoples and all humankind
have the inalienable right to a just, sustainable and lasting peace. By virtue of that
right, they are holders of the rights and freedoms proclaimed in this Declaration”,
while States and multilateral organizations are the principal duty-holders of the
human right to peace (Art. 1.2). (...)
(...) In addition, the Santiago Declaration recognized a list of rights equally
attributed to both individuals and peoples, such as the right to human security and
to live in a safe and healthy environment (Art. 3); the right to development and
to a sustainable environment (Art. 4); the right to resist and oppose oppression
(Art. 6); the right to disarmament (Art. 7); and freedom of thought, opinion,
expression, conscience and religion (Art. 8).
However, the Santiago Declaration recognized other rights mainly addressed
to individuals, such as the right to education on and for peace and all other human
rights (Art. 2); the right to civil disobedience and to conscientious objection
(Art. 5); the right to refugee status (Art. 9); the right to emigrate and to participate
(Art. 10); the right of all victims of human rights violations to redress, including
the rights to know the truth, to justice and to reparation (Art. 11); and the rights of
persons belonging to groups in situation of vulnerability (Art. 12).
To conclude, both private and official codification of the human right to peace
showed elements belonging to both dimensions of the right to peace, namely individuals
and peoples. Consequently, the HR Council should extend the current mandate of the
Advisory Committee to draft a declaration on the human right to peace.
Then Prof Dr Alfred de Zayas, Professor of Public International Law at the
Geneva School of Diplomacy, was invited to develop his topic on the human
right to peace as a prerequisite to the enjoyment of all human rights without
discrimination. He believed that the codification of the human right to peace
made sense, and that there was an added value to be harvested. The reasons were
as follows:
 It is useful to define the aspiration of civil society.
 The right to peace is actually an immanent right and a component of many
human rights standards that already constitute hard law.
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 The human right to peace is an enabling right that allows us to fully enjoy civil,
political, economic, social and cultural rights.
 The human right to peace is an ultimate or “end right”, in that the state of peace
is the result of the promotion and protection of human rights. Indeed, a society
where human rights are upheld is a society that is free from structural violence
that may lead to armed conflicts.
In addition, the Human Rights Committee has dealt with aspects of the right to
peace associated with the right to life (Art. 6 of the ICCPR). It is not merely the
right not to be subjected to extra-judicial execution, or the aspiration that capital
punishment shall one day be universally abolished. In fact, the right to life entails
the right to food, to health, and to security of persons. It is a very broad right
and the HRC issued not only relevant case-law, but also two important General
Comments on Article 6 ICCPR (International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights), also focusing on the issues of disappearance, disarmament and weapons
of mass destruction, including nuclear weapons.
Moreover, the added value of the right to peace can be found in the adoption
of a new human rights paradigm. According to him, international law should
abandon the artificial concepts of first, second and third generation rights, which
entail value judgments that are not universal.
On 6 January 1941, Franklin Roosevelt proclaimed the Four Freedoms, namely:
freedom of speech and worship, freedom from want and from fear. It is clear that he
deliberately addressed two fundamental civil rights —the right to freedom of speech
and religion— and two enabling, and simultaneously, end rights —the freedom from
want, which entails conditions that are necessary for the human right to peace, and
the freedom from fear, which entails conditions that liberate men and women from
the threat or use of force, and by extension from structural violence. It entailed the
human security paradigm. If men and women fully enjoy freedom from fear, this
means that they already enjoy the human right to peace— and vice versa. (...)
(...) The United States delegate announced that his country will respond to the
questionnaire on the right of peoples to peace prepared by the Advisory Committee
and will be engaged in this process. He added that the United States has been
sceptical towards right to peace and have not participated actively in the past, but
now United States should voice its concerns. Furthermore, he affirmed that the
right to peace is gaining more attention at higher levels of State Department.
Regarding the scope of the right to peace, some delegates considered that the
aspirations of civil society were much too broad and ambitious, but they agreed
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that the mandate of the Advisory Committee was quite focused in its work on the
right to peace.
(...) Dr Heinz (...) pointed out that personally he would prefer a short draft
declaration of three or four pages. In future discussions other elements could be
added. (...). In the revised progress report more than 40 possible standards are
proposed under the heading of “core dimension” (e.g. international peace and
security, disarmament, human security, etc.) and four “other dimensions” (peace
education, development, environment and victims/vulnerable groups).
(...) Prof Villán Durán recalled that Latin American, African and Asian Member
States together have the absolute majority of votes at the HR Council and that this
situation is not easy for European and other States represented in the room. It
follows that States in a minority position should get involved in the negotiation
process of the HR Council next resolution, so that they could argue in favour of
the individual dimension of the right to peace.
(...) Some delegates considered that human rights related to individuals, and not
to collectivities. They would be more comfortable with the concept of the human
right to peace instead of the right of peoples to peace. For them, a new declaration
only makes sense if it really establishes a new human rights paradigm because,
on the contrary, the declaration will not offer a real added value. They agreed to
support the process carried out by the HR Council in an inclusive manner.
(...) Finally, some delegates indicated that the collective dimension of the
right to peace was objectionable. nevertheless, they pointed out that they could
consider abstaining in the vote if some controversial issues of the resolution could
be clarified.
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8
Workshop on the codification of the human right to peace
Kingston (Jamaica), 23 May 20111

(...) Mr David Fernández explained that the codification of the human right
to peace was a process that had been initiated by Spanish civil society with the
support of the regional governments of Asturias, Catalonia and Basque country.
The whole process, he explained further, started in a Spanish city of Guernika
in 2005 with the meeting of experts of distinguished academic background. He
recalled Guernika, which German fighter planes had bombarded and famous
painter Pablo Picasso immortalized that event. The painting symbolizes horrors of
Spanish Civil War and represents violence against civilians during that conflict.
He added that academics who met in Guernika, built on the process on the right
to peace, already initiated by UNESCO, and finally after six meetings in different
cities of Spain, a group of Spanish academics and members of civil society gathered
in Luarca, a village in Asturias, and adopted the text of the Luarca Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace on 30 October 2006. (...)
(...) He continued by going through the Articles of the Santiago Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace, especially emphasizing Articles 10, 11 and 12.
Article 10 is very important to the Caribbean countries and it refers to the
right to effective remedy, which means that: everyone has the right to protect
himself or herself against HR violations; everyone has the imprescriptible and
unrenounceable right to obtain justice, including the investigation, establishment
of the facts, identification and punishment of those responsible; the victims
and the members of their families have the right to know the truth and finally,
every victim of HR violations has the right to restoration of his or her rights
and to obtain redress in accordance with international law, including the right to
compensation and redress or symbolic reparation, as well as guarantees that the
violation will not be repeated.

1

It was organized by the World Council of Churches, the Decade to Overcome Violence, the
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP) and the Spanish Society for
International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL). The report was prepared by Mr David Fernández
Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva. The full text of the report is
available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Informe_2.pdf
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Continuing, Mr David Fernández explained the importance of Article 13
“Obligations for the realization of the Human Right to Peace” (....)
(...) Finally, he addressed the remaining Articles (Articles 14 and 15), which
refer to the implementation of the Declaration, which is different from other
declarations and similar instruments. (....)
(...) He also recalled, that pursuant to its recommendation 5/2 of 6 August
2010, the Advisory Committee established a drafting group with the mandate
“...to submit a draft progress report on the draft declaration on the right of peoples
to peace to the sixth session of the Advisory Committee (AC)”.
The AC revised the progress report to be submitted to the HR Council
(A/HRC/17/39 of 28 March 2011) and proposed more than 40 possible standards
for inclusion in the draft declaration on the right to peace. (...).
(...) Rev José Miguel Torres (...) turned his attention to the fact that he comes
from a Continent, Latin America, which has witnessed the most bloody slaughter
and devastating war ocurred in history since the World Wars I and II in Europe. They
have suffered the most diverse forms of violence that has had as a consequence
the death of more than a million of innocent people. Generations of dynastic
dictatorships took power in the first half of the twentieth century and did not hesitate
to implement the most brutal repressive policies, eliminating the slightest vestige
of opposition and civic action. Stroessner, Batista, Somoza, González Videla, Juan
Vicente Gómez, Trujillo, Papa Doc, and others were even inspired by what is known
in literature as magical realism, which always exceeded reality and fantasy.
In addition, he indicated that these dictatorships have arisen in the context of
the Cold War and under the doctrine of national security, which generated regular
wars against their own national communities. (...) Latin America has not only been a
continent that has suffered the ravages of all forms of violence, structural and direct,
but it has been and is the bearer of important references for peacebuilding policies.
He then recalled that in the context of the Cold War, Latin American countries
signed the Treaty of Tlatelolco, which prohibits the transit of nuclear weapons
and deposit of any type of nuclear waste in Latin America. This achievement
led to the Mexican Ambassador García Robles to win the Peace nobel Prize as a
recognition of his efforts, and the political determination of the Continent to ward
off the nuclear risk.
Furthermore, he stated that General Omar Torrijos Herrera promoted during
several years the widest possible consensus in Latin America to regain sovereign
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rights over the Panama Canal. It gave the world an example of unity in the defence
of sovereign rights of a country. The political will of the nobel Peace Prize and
former President of the United States, Jimmy Carter, helped to enforce those rights
and principles enshrined in the Un Charter.
Although Central America experienced a long conflict that escalated to a
destructive war record, he recalled the value of truth, history and justice in the
case of nicaragua. The experience of Peace and Reconciliation Commissions has
been remarkable in the midst of war, performing tasks of defending human rights,
mediation and reconciliation commissions, which were composed of evangelical
pastors, catholic delegates and regional leaders. These Commissions made an
effort in the field of building and developing peace and reconciliation, taking
into account the effects of the war. The work of disarmament and demobilization
carried out by the Special Disarmament Brigade or peacekeeping force, made up
of former combatants of all sides, was also mentioned.
He pointed out that the elements that characterize the current state of the world
are the following:
 The crisis of the United nations system as a body guarantor of peace and
international security and a space to harmonize the highest interests, values
and collective aspirations of the peoples and States. Its power structure is
outdated and undemocratic.
 The profound crisis of values that are the basis of our civilization and major religions,
which has led to a radical uneven consumption of global goods and services.
 The aweakening of nation-states against the large corporations of global
capital, oriented to a process of appropriation of major policy decisions in
favour of their interests.
 Twenty years after the end of the Cold War, the chances of a nuclear attack or
catastrophe international are rising, not falling. There has been a fundamental
change in the risks. The predictability and relative stability of a two-sided
nuclear standoff has been lost.
 The manipulation of religion for purposes of confrontation between nations is
an element that make up a bleak picture of the current state of the world.
According to the speaker, the documents of the Un Human Rights Council
and its Advisory Committee, distributed among participants, are a fundamental
contribution of global civil society to the codification of the human right to peace.
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This reveals once again that the process of reforming the United nations should
exist in all instances and that the role of civil society is fundamental in order to
restore the spirit and letter of the Un Charter. The challenges at different levels,
that the world is facing today, can not be resolved only by governments, association
of States or international organizations without taking into consideration the full
participation of the civil society organizations.
(...) Ms Florella Hazeley (Sierra Leone) stated that the Sierra Leone Action
network on Small Arms (SLAnSA) started on 16 October 2001 after the launching
of Freetown into the peace to the city Global network. It is a national coalition of
religious institutions and civil society organizations and networks, cooperating in
advocacy on the small control of arms and light weapons. This coalition shares the
growing concern that the easy availability of small arms and light weapons (SALW)
fuels and escalates conflicts and has a devastating impact on human and State security.
It is directed towards human safety and security on the basis of the West African
Moratorium on Small Arms and Light Weapons (now the ECOWAS Convention on
Small Arms and Light Weapons, their Ammunition and other Related Materials) and
the United nations Programme of Action on SALW in all its aspects.
According to her, effective action against SALW requires a range of short,
medium and long term initiatives and strategies. It needs a two-pronged approach
with multiple efforts and a wide variety of anchors from all sectors of the community.
This network provides effective implementation of initiatives and cohesiveness
of small arms actions within its national framework. Furthermore, she indicated
that consolidating democracy in post conflict Sierra Leone comes with a number
of challenges, which include but are not limited to, poverty, unemployment,
small arms proliferation, and human rights violations. These challenges, which
in themselves might trigger conflicts, have the attendant feature of contributing
to gross indiscipline, high crime rates and armed banditry. She recognized the
need for an integrated approach to the realization of human security targets by
mainstreaming the concepts of human rights and good governance, as critical
components to the achievement of a more inclusive human security.
(...) She continued her presentation by focusing on the situation of children
in conflict situations. They usually have little choice but to experience, at
minimum, the same horrors as their parents —as casualties or even combatants.
And children have always been particularly exposed. When food supplies
run short, children will be hardest hit, since their growing bodies need steady
supplies of essential nutrients. When water supplies are contaminated, children
will be least resilient to related diseases. And the trauma of exposure to violence
and brutal death will emotionally affect generations of young people for the rest
of their lives.
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Dr Nafisa Goga D’Souza (India) pointed out that experts should address climate
change from a human rights perspective. Climate change violates the human right
to live with dignity of eco-system communities due to the fact that marginalised
people are dependent on eco-system for their survival. The human rights violations
as consequence of climate impacts are the following: threat of life from increasing
disasters; physical displacement of the most vulnerable; food insecurity as staple
crops will be affected and degradation of resources; acute water shortages (4ARper cap availability of water will decline between 2001-2050); health vulnerability
due to nutritional deficiency, water stress resulting in diarrhea, spread of malaria,
extreme events related to mortality and gender inequity. (...)
(...) Finally, she indicated that in order to protect human dignity of climate
victims, the international community should enforce some fundamental human
rights, mainly: the right to resettlement for internal displaced persons; the right
to compensation, reparation, adaptation and development rights; the right to
ecological space for living with dignity and the need to revise Kyoto mechanisms
for violations of sustainable development rights.
Dr Audeh B. Quawas (Jordania) stated that religious discrimination entails
a differentiated treatment of a group of people or individuals because of their
religious beliefs and related actions. He also mentioned that when talking about
religious discrimination it is necessary to take into account the ambiguities of
the term religious persecution. There have been many controversial cases where
people have been executed for beliefs perceived to be heretic. There are also cases
where adherents of different religions (or denominations) are treated unequally
before the law, but this is sometimes difficult to assess. According to the speaker,
when the true intention of laws, regulations or acts of authority is to “encourage” or
“push” people to abandon their religious beliefs, then such instruments constitute
a form of “religious persecution”. Also laws which carry disproportionately light
punishments for the adherents of a predominant religion when they commit offences
against followers of a minority religious group, could be conceived as a form of
religious discrimination and in some cases even a form of religious persecution.
He then indicated that the largest Christian community of the Middle East is
found in Egypt, which has ten to twelve million Copts. As a result of continuous
persecution in the Middle East, Christians are forced to act like any oppressed
minority which tries to survive.
Finally, he stressed that there are peace roundtables that bring Christian and
Muslim leaders together for a mutual understanding of the common challenges
and to learn to know each other. This refers to the Christian-Muslim Relations in
the Political, Economic, Cultural, Social and Religious Sphere. These activities,
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conferences and publications help the churches to be faithful to the gospel by
preaching and acting even in the field of development. After all, keeping and
restoring interfaith peace is one of the major challenges of the churches in Africa.
(...) Dr Marian Gh. Simion, indicated that the nature of religious scholarship is
case oriented, as it was triggered by specific events in global politics. Religion began
challenging not only secular governance, but also started redefining the borders
of authority over the common good between Church and State. He added that the
literature can be broadly categorized as following five thematic trends, such as:
fundamentalism (anti-secularist campaigns in 1990-95), religious nationalism (Sri
Lanka and Yugoslavia in 1996-2000), terrorism (September 11, 2001), electoral
politics (2004 US elections) and social justice (emerging challenges such as social
justice, climate change, resources control and demographics in 2011 onward).
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9
Consultation on the human right to peace with Washington-based
civil society: Activists, academics and lawyers
Washington (USA), 6 June 20111

(...) Under the sound moderation of Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury (...)
the guest speakers specially invited to analyze the UN codification of the human
right to peace, were as follows:
Mr Francisco Quintana, Deputy Program Director of CEJIL (Washington)
welcomed the participants to the Consultation [... and] expressed personal and
institutional support to the on-going codification process of the human right to peace
at the Un and wished all participants a fruitful discussion on this matter, following
the presentations to be delivered by experts on international human rights law.
The first presentation was made by Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of
the SSIHRL. He addressed the issue “The Human Right to Peace: A CSO-based
legislative initiative to achieve a Un Universal Declaration” (...). He pointed out
that peace as universal value should be brought to the legal category of human
right. The SSIHRL took the initiative in 2005 and on 30 October 2006 was adopted
the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace by a Drafting Committee of
15 independent experts.
Since then the Luarca Declaration was discussed by experts of civil society
belonging to the five regions of the world in regional consultations organized by
the SSIHRL (2007-2010). (...) Finally, CSOs meeting in the Santiago International
Congress on the Human Right to Peace reviewed the Barcelona Declaration and
adopted on 10 December 2010 the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace, which represents the aims of CSOs world-wide in the field of peace. The
Santiago Congress also adopted on 10 December 2010 the Statutes of the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace, a new nGO provisionally integrated in
the SSIHRL to monitor implementation of the Santiago Declaration (...).
1

This Consultation was organized at the Center for Justice and International Law in Washington
(USA). It was organized by the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law and the
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace in cooperation with the Center for Justice
and International Law, which provided both logistical and practical support. The report was
prepared by Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL. The full text of the report is
available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report_2.pdf
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On 17 June 2010 the HR Council adopted resolution 14/3 by which it recognized
the important contribution of civil society organizations to the development of the
right to peace and its codification. It also requested the Advisory Committee to
prepare within two years a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace and to
report thereon to the HR Council.
Therefore, the Santiago Declaration was submitted in January 2011 to the
consideration of the Advisory Committee and in March 2011 to the Human Rights
Council to persuade experts and Member States to initiate the official codification of
the human right to peace in accordance with the standards proposed by CSOs in the
2010 Santiago Declaration. The submissions were supported by some 2,000 CSOs,
cities and institutions worldwide which had adhered to the SSIHRL and the IOHRP
World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace. The end product will be the
Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace that should be adopted by the
General Assembly of the United nations no later than 2015.
Finally, the speaker referred to the holistic approach to the human right to peace
which has been present in the drafting process (...). According to CSOs experts,
peace should be considered as “negative” peace (absence of armed violence) and
“positive” peace (absence of structural violence produced by economic and social
inequalities in the world; and absence of cultural violence, produced by gender
and family violence, mobbing, bullying, etc.). Therefore, the speaker invited the
participants to move from a culture of violence (si vis pacem, para bellum) to a
culture of peace, both negative and positive. (...)
The second presentation was made by Mr Philippe Texier, member and
former chairperson of the Un Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights. The speaker referred to “The economic, social and cultural rights as part
of the human right to peace”. He pointed out that the 2010 Santiago Declaration
refers to the holistic approach to peace, which means that peace is not limited
to the strict absence of armed conflicts. It also has a positive component which
encompasses the respect of the basic needs of all human beings with a view to
eradicate the structural violence produced by economic and social inequalities
in the world. Consequently, he emphasized that the Santiago Declaration
acknowledges the need to establish a new international economic order that
would eliminate inequalities, exclusion and poverty, which are the root causes
of the structural violence which is incompatible with peace at both internal and
international levels. In particular, Article 3 of the Santiago Declaration (“Right
to human security and to live in a safe and healthy environment”) recognized
in its paragraph 1 that “Individuals have the right to human security, including
freedom from fear and from want, both being elements of positive peace”. And
paragraph 4 states that:
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Freedom from want implies the enjoyment of the right to sustainable development
and of economic, social and cultural rights, in particular: a) The right to food,
drinking water, sanitation, health, clothing, housing, education and culture; b)
The right to work and to enjoy fair conditions of employment and trade union
association; the right to equal remuneration among persons who perform the same
occupation or function; the right to access to social services on equal terms; and
the right to leisure.

(...) The third presentation was made by Ambassador Anwarul K. Chowdhury,
former President of the Security Council. The speaker focused his presentation
in Art.2 of the Santiago Declaration (“Right to education on and for peace and
all other human rights”), stressing that “Education and socialization for peace is
a condition sine qua non for unlearning war and building identities disentangled
from violence”. Therefore,
Individuals have the right to receive, under conditions of equal treatment, an
education on and for peace and all other human rights. Such education should be
the basis of every educational system; generate social processes based on trust,
solidarity and mutual respect; incorporate a gender perspective; facilitate the
peaceful settlement of conflicts; and lead to a new way of approaching human
relationships within the framework of a culture of peace.

The speaker also referred to paragraph 8 of the Preamble of the Santiago
Declaration, reminding that education is indispensable for the establishment of a
universal culture of peace and that, pursuant to the Preamble to the Constitution of
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
“since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences
of peace must be constructed”.
Next, the Chairperson invited the participants to take the floor. During the
debate support to the Santiago Declaration was expressed by the participants.
Some participants raised issues relating to counter-terrorism and defence of
democracy as elements that may condition the development of the human right to
peace in international law. (...)
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10
Expert meeting on the effects of nuclear energy on environment
and the human right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 9 June 20111

(...) Mr David Fernández opened the meeting presenting the book entitled
Human Right to Peace: Making the UN Declaration.2
(...) He indicated that nuclear power is controversial and there is an on-going
debate about the use of nuclear energy. Proponents, such as the World nuclear
Association and IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency), contend that
nuclear power is a sustainable energy source that reduces carbon emissions.
Opponents, such as Greenpeace International and nIRS (nuclear Information and
Resource Service), believe that nuclear power poses many threats to people and
the environment. He recalled that some serious nuclear and radiation accidents
have occurred, namely: the three Mile Island accident (1979), Chernobyl disaster
(1986) and the recent Fukushima I nuclear accident (2011).
In accordance with the progress report of the Human Rights Council Advisory
Committee on the right of peoples to peace (A/HRC/17/39 of 28 March 2011)
submitted to the HR Council at its seventeenth session (June 2011), environment
is a crucial aspect of the right to peace. The report proposes the protection of
environment as a legal standard to be included in the future declaration on the
right to peace.
He reminded that paragraph 12 of the Preamble of the Santiago Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace showed its concern about the constant and progressive
degradation of the environment and about the need and obligation to ensure, to
present and future generations, a life in peace and in harmony with nature, ensuring
their right to human security and the right to live in a safe and healthy environment.
1

2

It was organized by the International Association of Democratic Lawyers and the Japan Lawyers
International Solidarity Association (JALISA), in cooperation with the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL)
and the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities (IAPMC). The report was prepared by Mr
David Fernández Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva. The full text of the
report is available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/9%20June%20HRC_0.pdf
Jun sasamoto and Akira maeda (eds.): Human Right to Peace: Making the UN Declaration,
Tokyo: Kamogawa, 2011.
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He concluded that the year 2011 will mark the anniversary of the US atomic
bombings of the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and nagasaki that killed over
150,000 people instantly. Sixty-six years after those tragic events, the world, as Mr
Ban Ki-Moon has indicated, stands on a precipice facing serious threats stemming
(...) from the persistence of over 20,000 nuclear weapons and the “contagious
doctrine” of nuclear deterrence. It is, thus, necessary to achieve peace and security
through a world free of nuclear weapons.
Mr Yorio Shiokawa explained that Japan has been caught in the safety-myth
about the use of nuclear energy, which was introduced by the USA in the 1950s.
Although Japan is a highly developed capitalist country, it is virtually a net importer
of energy, with an important part of its land, military matters and other affairs of
State being controlled by the Japan-USA Security Treaty. According to the speaker,
Japan neglected many warning signals in regards to the nuclear plants (...).
(...) Mr Shiokawa concluded that after the accident, residents of Hamaoka, a
city located in the coast and exposed to earthquakes, and which hosts a nuclear
Power Plant, filed lawsuits because they fear for their safety. The appeals had
some success in the sense that Prime Minister naoto Kan ordered the Power Plant
to stop functioning until a protection sea wall is built. However, the lawsuits call
for the closing of the nuclear Power Plant.
Mr Jun Sasamoto indicated that with the March 11 Fukushima nuclear plant
disaster the Japanese had faced the biggest threat since World War II. Since the
disaster, the Japanese feel insecure in their daily lives and are threatened by
radiation emission. (...)
(...) In the peace movement, most peace activists have been engaged in the
abolishment of nuclear weapons because Japan experienced the suffering from
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and nagasaki. But after the Fukushima disaster,
they began to discuss whether they should include getting out of nuclear power
plants as their movement’s objective or not. The Japanese peace movement may
be changing now toward the renunciation of nuclear power plants. Slogan can
be changed from “no more Hiroshima or nagasaki” to “no more Hiroshima,
nagasaki or Fukushima”.
However, international treaties and institutions like the non-Proliferation Treaty
and the IAEA give countries legitimacy for the maintenance and development of
nuclear power plants. (...)
According to the speaker, the Japanese television station nHK televised a
program in 1994 that revealed how nuclear power plants were introduced into
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Japan in the 1950s. According to that TV program, Japan suffered the effects of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings in 1945 and the Daigo Fukuryumaru (fishing
boat) incident in the Southern Pacific in 1954. At that time, the Japanese people got
angry against nuclear weapons. So President Eisenhower took action to introduce
nuclear power plants as a peaceful use of nuclear power, in order to quell the anger
of the Japanese people. Therefore, there is a strong historical tie between nuclear
power plants and nuclear weapons. It follows that nuclear power plants are part of
the peace movement and the right to peace.
Mr Sasamoto stated that the development of nuclear power plants can be an
excuse to produce nuclear weapons. Iran and north Korea insist on the peaceful
development of atomic plants. If we are eager to abolish nuclear weapons, we
eventually have to step out from nuclear power plants. nuclear power plants are
connected with the production of nuclear weapons. Other Asian countries see
Japan as having the capability to produce nuclear arms, because nuclear reactors
can make plutonium, which is one of materials of nuclear arms. Having nuclear
power plants can be a deterrent for other countries. This shows that nuclear power
plants are closely connected with peace and security.
(...) Mr Sasamoto recalled that in 2008 the Constitutional Chamber of Costa
Rica issued a decision about the decree that allows the nation to extract uranium
and have a nuclear reactor. The Chamber said that this decree was against the value
of peace as well as to the right to a healthy environment. Therefore the decree
was declared unconstitutional and invalid. This decision shows that nuclear power
plants have the possibility to violate the human right to peace.
The speaker also pointed out that the progress report on the right of peoples
to peace issued by the Advisory Committee proposed two legal standards, which
could cover the radioactive effects of nuclear plants, namely:
1. Human Security clause: “All peoples and individuals have the right to live
in an environment that is safe and healthy, including an atmosphere that is
free from dangerous interference, and to be protected against any act or threat
of physical or psychological violence, whether originating from State or nonState actors”.
2. Environment clause: “All peoples and individuals have the right to live in an
environment that is safe and healthy, including an atmosphere that is free from
dangerous man-made interference, and to be protected against any act or threat
of physical or psychological violence, whether originating from State or nonState actors”.
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Mr Sasamoto concluded that although the use of nuclear power plants is
legitimate under the international law, their incorporation into the right to peace
could help to make them illegal.
Ms Vita de Waal indicated that the non-Proliferation Treaty came into being
in 1970 in order to limit the spread of nuclear weapons. The three points of
this Treaty are: non-proliferation, disarmament and the right to peacefully use
nuclear energy.
She added that Russia was the first country in 1951 to generate electricity for
an electric power grid. The 1954 Amendments to the Atomic Energy Act allowed
the private sector to get involved. The culture of secrecy surrounding nuclear
energy, that still permeates the industry to this day, stems from the fact that
nuclear energy was first used for military purposes. She said that we forget that
civilian power plants also produce plutonium usable for weapons. Technologies
and materials associated with the creation of nuclear power can be used to make
nuclear weapons if a country chooses to do so.
Currently about 14% of the world’s electricity is generated through nuclear
power plants, with the US, France and Japan accounting for half of this. France
has the highest dependency of nuclear power of any country in the world and
produces around 80% of its energy through its 21 power plants and 58 reactors.
Overall, it can be estimated that 30% of Europe’s energy comes from nuclear
power plants.
She pointed out that there are 439 reactors worldwide and their need for water
is enormous. This is the reason nuclear power plants are near the sea, rivers, lakes
or dams. One typical power plant costs in the region of US$ 14 billion, supplies
740,000 homes and uses around 57 millions litres of water per day. According to
the US geological survey for 1995, collectively, US power plants withdrew 131
billion gallons of water per day; this converts to 497 billions litres a day; and this
was in 1995, 16 years ago.
Carbon dioxide emissions are not the only issue related to the environment.
Calculated on a per MegaWatt/hour (electricity) consumption, nuclear power uses
more water than any other fuel source, a difference that can vary between 20 to
80% more. In comparison, renewable technologies require little or no water for
cooling. This is particularly relevant to climate change and the possible worsening
and lengthening of drought periods. She added that water used for cooling is
returned to the river but it will be considerably hotter than when it was drawn in.
Power plants when discharging can heat up the water downstream by 3 ºC, which
will have an effect on the whole river ecology.
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She indicated that climate change would without a doubt affect nuclear power
plants as this involves a number of scenarios: floods, droughts and hurricanes.
There has also been an increase in earthquakes. In the past number of plants along
France’s rivers were not sufficiently protected and had been flooded on a number
of occasions. Climate change would make flooding worse. Droughts are starting
earlier and worsening, affecting water levels and flow rates of rivers (...).
The speaker recalled that Cornelia Hesse Honegger worked as a scientific
illustrator for the scientific department of the Natural History Museum at the
University of Zurich and was intrigued to see if nuclear radiation had an effect on
animal and plant life. She visited areas next to nuclear power plants across Europe
and the UE. According to her research, the deformities on insects detected near the
nuclear power plant Gösgen in Switzerland were comparable to, and even worse
than the ones she had found in Sweden and in the Ticino, in the fallout areas of the
Chernobyl radioactive cloud. (...)
(...) Vita affirmed that there are alternatives to nuclear energy and a country
like Germany has taken a bold step by deciding to phase out nuclear power;
this will present many new opportunities and markets. She concluded indicating
that there is a linkage between peace and environment as indicated in the Rio
Declaration (...)
Mr Christopher Barbey stated that Zoning for Peace or for any other
purpose is considering, dedicating or recognizing a delimited geographical
zone —or sometimes a time-zone— for a certain objective. Zoning is common
in public management of land and not at all unusual in peace and security issues.
According to the speaker, there are some examples, although some zones are
declared as such and some others are totally informal (...).
(...) He stated that in the right to peace and peace zone, similarly, there is a
space for growth and peace building. Which means, not only that we learn from
our mistakes, but also, working at the border of the peace zone means that we take
the world as it is, working at making it a better place for ourselves, for our children
and sometimes for our forefathers. Practically, we have nuclear power plants in
30 countries. This means that 166 countries in the world do not have any nuclear
power plants. They could of course declare themselves, individually, regionally or
worldwide a “zone free of nuclear plants”. (...)
(...) According to the speaker, there is a great new challenge for both the
antinuclear, the peace and the environmental movements as it overarches the
distinction between civilian and military nuclear activities, bringing them both,
to the responsibility to build peace. And such declarations of “nuclear plant’s
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free zones” would or could stem a worldwide movement towards stopping the
production of nuclear electricity to replace it by renewable energies. Any local
community can declare itself a “nuclear free zone” or a “zone free of nuclear
power plants”, which will also help the worldwide movement to grow.
Mr Barbey pointed out that the right to a safe environment is a part of the
right to peace. Peace zones have a preventive effect where they are located and
an informative effect elsewhere. But they could also have a contrary effect: where
there is no such zone, is it permitted to set up a nuclear power plant? Thus a peace
zone might differ from a human right to peace, this right being universal. (...)
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11
NGOs and CSOs roundtable: The Advisory Committee’s progress
report on the right of peoples to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 15 June 20111

Prof Carlos Villán (...) recalled that the SSIHRL developed its World Campaign
in favour of the human right to peace organizing workshops and expert meetings
on the human right to peace in all regions of the world, sharing the content of
the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (...), and receiving inputs
from different cultural sensibilities. Besides, the SSIHRL in cooperation with civil
society organizations organized many parallel meetings at the Palais des nations
during the subsequent sessions of the Human Rights Council and its Advisory
Committee in order to address specific questions regarding the content and scope
of the human right to peace.
The SSIHRL World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace finalized
with the organization of the civil society’s International Congress on the Human
Right to Peace, which took place in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) in the context
of the World Social Forum on Education for Peace. The Santiago Congress
approved on 10 December 2010 by consensus two important documents: firstly,
the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, which represents the
aspirations of the international civil society aiming at the codification of the
human right to peace; and secondly, the Statutes of the International Observatory
of the Human Right to Peace, which is operative since 10 March 2011 as a part of
the SSIHRL, benefiting from the wide experience received throughout the World
Campaign in favour of the human right to peace. (...)
(...) He then referred to the last joint nGOs written statement in response to
the Advisory Committee’s questionnaire on elements for a draft declaration on the
1

It was organized by International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), the Spanish
Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) and nGO Working Group on the Culture
of Peace (Geneva) (CoP WG) with the support of the International Association of Peace Messenger
Cities (IAPMC), the International Movement against All Forms of Discrimination and Racism
(IMADR), the Working Group on Peace of the nGO Committee on the Status of Women, the
World Council of Churches (WCC), the nGO Committee on the Environment (COE) and nGO
Committee on Spirituality, Values and Global Concerns (CSVGC). The full text of the report,
prepared by Mr David Fernández Puyana (representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva)
is available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/15%20June%20HRC.pdf
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right to peace. It was a summary of the written reply to the Advisory Committee’s
questionnaire submitted on 2 May 2010 by the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace and the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law
to the seventeenth session of Human Rights Council, acting on behalf of 1,795 nGOs,
CSOs and cities worldwide. (...) They were the result of a genuine and transparent
dialogue among peace-loving organizations from the five regions of the world.
(...) The SSIHRL met GRULAC’s delegates the same day and proposed to
the drafters of the resolution to extend the mandate of the Advisory Committee
to draft a declaration on the human right of individuals, groups and peoples to
peace; to include a reference to the role of women in decision-making with regard
to conflict prevention and resolution; and to welcome the Santiago Declaration
and the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace, as well as the
consultations undertaken on 16 May 2011. The SSIHRL also invited GRULAC
(Group of Latin American and Caribbean Countries in the United nations) to
summit draft resolution L.23 as a Group.
Finally the speaker recalled that in June 2012 the Human Rights Council,
acting upon the AC’s draft declaration, is expected to establish an open-ended
working group on standard-setting focusing on the human right to peace.
Mr John Taylor began his presentation by indicating that discrimination and
violence in the name of religion or belief is at the heart of many conflicts based
on religious issues, often intertwined with ethnic, national, political or historical
backgrounds. In its resolution 4/10, the HR Council recognized that the disregard
for and violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms, in particular the
right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, continued to bring,
directly or indirectly, wars and great suffering to humankind. (...)
(...) The speaker added that since religion can offer a precious contribution
for the building of a just and peaceful social order, Member States should set
and respect legal standards that are compatible with Article 18 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and other international law pertaining to freedom
of religion, freedom of expression and the principles of tolerance and nondiscrimination. Additionally, nurturing values and ethics principles, particulary in
children, are key to develop respect and mutual understanding among people of
different religious traditions, faith and beliefs.
(...) the speaker emphasized that the legal standard on the right to conscientious
objection and freedom of religion and belief as proposed by the Advisory
Committee in the revised progress report should be divided in two different
standards (...) as follows:
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1. Right to disobedience and to conscientious objection: the right to conscientious
objection should be qualified as an individual right. Besides, the Santiago
Declaration (Art. 5.2) stresses that individuals, individually or as members
of a group, have the right to civil disobedience and to conscientious objection
against that entail a threat against peace.
2. Freedom of religion and belief: discrimination and violence in the name of
religion or belief is at the heart of many conflicts that are based on religious
issues, often intertwined with particular ethnic, national, political or historical
backgrounds. According to the Preamble of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, “...peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed
their faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human
person and in equal rights of men and women...”. The concept of human dignity
refers to the innate right of all human beings to be protected in their human
rights. It follows that whenever religious freedom is denied, and attempts are
made to hinder people professing their religion or faith and living accordingly,
human dignity is offended, with a resulting threat to justice and peace.
(...) on 14 June 2011 the Human Rights Council organized a panel on promotion
of a culture of tolerance and peace at all levels, based on respect for human rights
and diversity of religious and beliefs. The panel was mandated by resolution
16/18 on combating intolerance, negative stereotyping and stigmatization of,
and discrimination, incitement to violence and violence against persons based on
religion or belief. The resolution was adopted by consensus. (...)
The speaker (...) said that (...) the right to peace is important as a call to
notice what is most important: peace; and at the same time it is a seed part of the
development of our culture into one of peace. The right to peace contributes to the
development of a culture of peace by making peace an organizing principle, a way
of relating and not only an objective.
He mentioned some limitations: the right to peace still expressed a largely
negative concept of peace (absence of physical violence), and was very normative
and legalistic, as all human rights instruments and Un documents. This made
the right to peace (...) problematic for some. However, the speaker noted that the
right to peace, unlike others, has a strong self-transformative element within itself,
because it is about peace. “The language transforms itself,” the speaker said.
The right to peace was also noted as being very timely: the civil society
initiative has been going on for several years; this is a historical moment for the
culture of peace (with the International Year in 2000, the Decade 2001-2010, and
the Programme of Action); a growing number of organizations are working on
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the culture of peace, including the IFRC, International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies, (1 of 3 strategic priorities); a growing number of
universities are offering study programs in peace; and the World Campaign
for Peace Education was born out of the Hague Appeal for Peace in 1999.
The speaker noted that the right to peace was part of this evolution and the
transformation of the culture of violence. (...)
(...) The speaker’s remarked that the Advisory Committee’s progress report on the
right of peoples to peace mentions that the right to peace without a serious commitment
to education is “inconceivable.” He said that, in fact, peace should be recognized
as the organizing principle, a very important resource and tool to implement the
right to peace. Also, peace education went from being one of the core issues in the
second-to-last report to being classified under “other issues.” Mr Rizzi Carlson said
this was not desirable, given the importance of peace education for the right to peace,
and that it should be recognized as an essential part of the right to peace.
(...) education is not just the objective, but the main resource with which
to achieve the right to peace and education itself, in a virtuous cycle. Also, he
mentioned the importance of peace infrastructures to facilitate peace education
processes. (...) Furthermore, peace education can also be very useful when
facilitating the dialogue processes essential to the functioning of government and
intergovernmental organizations, including when dealing with the design and
administration of the right to peace. (...)
Ms Vita de Waal (...) pointed out that the demand for clean water already
approaches the limits of finite supply. UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has
warned that water shortages will drive future conflicts. Ten of the world’s 15 most
water-stressed countries are in the Middle East and northern Africa. There are nearly
three hundreds potential conflicts over water around the world and almost 5 billion
people face the threat of water insecurity. Conflicts concern not only countries that
share trans-boundary freshwater reserves, but also those sharing the same river.
The on-going nile dispute can serve as an example, she added. Egypt
claims that since ancient times it has a natural historical right on the nile. Past
colonial powers have reiterated this right, a right that Sudan was very firm on not
recognizing. (...).
(...) the speaker indicated that the reduction of regional water sources by 40 to 80%
by the end of the century will augment existing tensions in Central Asia. (...)
(...) The most important Asian rivers, Indus, Sutlej, Brahmaputra, Irrawady,
Salween and Mekong to name but a few, have their source on the Tibetan Plateau
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in the TAR of China. These rivers affect 11 countries and around two billion
people down-stream. On the eight great Tibetan rivers alone, almost twenty dams
have been built, or are under construction, while some forty more are proposed.
This would also have disastrous effects not only on downstream countries and the
environment but on the whole Himalayan region.
On the other hand, (...) India has begun to construct a dam in the Jhuleum River,
a river allocated to Pakistan under the “Indus Water Treaty of 1960”. Pakistan too
has begun dam construction in the region, with the help of the Chinese.
The above highlights the environmental and socio-political contentious issues
related to dangers of shared fresh water resources and the interrelationship
between water resources, water systems, and international security and conflict
in countries.
With regards to climate change, (...) droughts in Africa, that once appeared
every decade, have started ravaging the land every two or three years, throwing
the tribe’s migratory patterns into disarray.
Water wars could also soon engulf the nine countries that share the Lake
Victoria/nile River system. Tribal competition for water and grazing lands has
been escalating during the last 10 years, with armed battles becoming more
destructive, spreading across national borders and forcing thousands of displaced
farmers and pastoralists to seek refuge in neighbouring countries. (...)
(...) according to the United nations Food and Agriculture Organization’s food
price index, prices have risen for the eighth consecutive month to the highest since
the index was started 21 years ago, in 1990. Recently, at a joint press conference,
Director-General (...) of the Un Food and Agriculture Organization and the French
Agriculture Minister (...) called financial speculation on food both economically
dangerous and morally unacceptable. (...)
(...) The speaker concluded that water as one the main issues that can fuel
political, socio-economic and cultural tensions that can create conflicts on
four different levels —local, national, international and global. International
cooperation on rivers, basins and other sources of water can help diminish these
tensions. Without water there is no food, without water there is no health, without
water there is no development and without water there is no life.
Mr Derek Brett, representative of Conscience & Peace Tax International
(CPTI), indicated that (...) in the continuing campaign to obtain full recognition
of the right of conscientious objection to military service, an explicit mention of
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this in a Un declaration on the right to peace would be of immeasurable value.
However the progress which had been made so far was in the context of the
freedom of thought, conscience and religion as first elaborated in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, so in order not to undermine that progress. (...)
(...) It was noteworthy that Article 18 of the Universal Declaration, and the
various texts which subsequently borrowed its wording, refer to the freedom
of thought, conscience, and religion —in that order. The prime focus is not on
organized religion; the Article is there to enable people to break out of any attempt
to force their thinking into a straightjacket; we must stop it from being hijacked
by the notion that people immutably “belong” to a religion, which may then tell
them what to do, and resist the suggestion that beyond questions of freedom to
worship or otherwise manifest one’s religion this Article should be addressing
discrimination or persecution on the basis of actual or perceived religious identity.
The concept of individual conscience —that people are free to make their own
moral judgements— is central.
In 1948, there were only eleven countries (...) permitted any of their nationals
to act on the basis of their conscientious objection to military service —today
there are over sixty. It is not therefore surprising that the Universal Declaration
did not contain an explicit reference to conscientious objection to military service.
It took over fifty years to make up for this omission. (...) But the crucial role in
confirming the right of conscientious objection to military service as protected
under the freedom of thought, conscience and religion has been played by the
Human Rights Committee, the treaty body which interprets the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, first in its General Comment No. 22 on
Article 18, but most importantly in its recent jurisprudence on individual cases.
In 2006, ruling on the cases of two imprisoned Jehovah’s Witness conscientious
objectors from South Korea, (...) the HR Committee found that by arguing just
that it had no conscientious objection provisions in its military recruitment laws
the State had not shown permissible grounds to limit the young men’s right to
manifest their religious beliefs. Everyone knows that Jehovah’s Witnesses are not
willing to perform military service. But in March 2010 the HR Committee applied
the same reasoning to eleven further imprisoned conscientious objectors from
South Korea —a Buddhist, a Catholic and nine who had no religious affiliation
but were simply “secular objectors”, thus confirming that the right applies to all—
, it is not just a special dispensation for certain religious groups.
Then in March this year the HR Committee ruled on the cases of 100 further
Jehovah’s Witnesses from South Korea. While three members, in a minority
opinion, advocated finding a violation following the decision in the original Yoon
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and Choi case, the majority took a major step forward and said that the right of
conscientious objection to military service “inhered” in the freedom of thought,
conscience, and religion, rather than simply being a “manifestation” of beliefs and
that therefore the question of whether it might be limited in certain circumstances
did not arise at all.
Mr Brett felt that although this sequence of decisions had firmly established
the right of conscientious objection to military service, the progress made was
still fragile. In particular none of the regional human rights mechanisms had yet
had the opportunity to apply the HR Committee’s jurisprudence (the judgement
of the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of
Bayatyan v Armenia, to be announced on 7 July, ought to change this, but was not
a foregone conclusion). Therefore, (...) wording in a declaration on the human
right to peace which would consolidate the progress made to date would represent
considerable “value added”.
(...) Ms Nimalka Fernando indicated that conflicts in Asia have their roots
in both political and economic issues, each feeding into the other. This has had
serious repercussions in many countries, with the immediate or gradual emergence
of tensions and hostilities between different groups on religious, ethnic, class or
other lines. For this reason, the speaker affirmed that the human right to peace is
fundamental for Asia. It is important to understand the geo-political challenges to
peace in South Asia. To send the “dove for peace” is easy. But to struggle to find
the real meaning of peace is difficult. Now the war is over in Sri Lanka and the
government is saying we are now free and is calling for people to live peacefully.
But there is no peace without addressing the real political issues faced by the
Tamil speaking people. Further she asked what is peace to Dalit will be different
from what peace is to an upper caste person in India. (...)
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12
First Consultation of members of the Advisory Committee with
civil society experts on the human right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 7 August 20111

Ms Mona Zulficar, Chairperson-rapporteur (...) pointed out that people have an
enormous power to lead changes in our current societies and paid tribute to the leading
role of NGOs advocating the recognition of the human right to peace (…;) the right
to peace has an enabling force to produce changes in the world. She recalled the
political changes recently occurred in Egypt thanks to the peaceful demonstrations
initiated by millions of young people in the pursuit of more freedom, social justice
and human dignity. The more force the political regimes used against protestors, the
more people claimed the respect of their rights and freedoms. She also indicated that
she is contributing to the drafting process of two main legal instruments, namely: the
new Constitution of Egypt and the UN Declaration on the Right to Peace. She also
stated that civil society has moved the United nations, and in particular the Advisory
Committee, to the legal recognition of the human right to peace. She added that the
AC drafting group on the right to peace will be always open to the civil society
organizations and promised to collaborate with them until the codification of the
human right to peace by the United nations will be achieved.
next, Ms Christina Papazoglou (World Council of Churches, WCC) (...)
underlined that the core of the WCC mandate is the promotion and respect of
peace and human rights all around the world. For this reason, the WCC has been
involved in the codification process of the human right to peace in some stages
(...). She ended by indicating that the WCC will continue to support this initiative
until the final adoption of a UN Declaration on the right to peace.
(…) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) also said that (...) as an outcome of the
meeting he hoped for a frank and honest discussion on the human right to peace,
taking into account that all participants —members of the Advisory Committee
and CSOs experts— were representing the civil society and were not responding
to any governmental instruction. (...)
1

It was organized by the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), the Spanish
Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) and the World Council of Churches (WCC). The
full text of the report —prepared by Ms Mona Zulficar (Chairperson-rapporteur), with the assistance of
the Consultation Secretariat— can be found at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report_0.pdf
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Dr Wolfgang S. Heinz, rapporteur of the Advisory Committee drafting group on
the declaration on the right of peoples to peace, indicated that the AC has received a
mandate from the HR Council to elaborate a draft declaration on the right of peoples
to peace. This mandate was unusual because some Un regional groups have showed
their opposition to the current mandate by using three main arguments, mainly: the HR
Council is not the competent Un body to deal with the right to peace; the collective
dimension of the right to peace cannot be acceptable because the right-holders of
human rights are always individuals; and the language included in the right to peace
ought to follow a more legal approach. (...)
(...) Regarding the issue of collective and the individual dimension, the Advisory
Committee’s drafting group on the right to peace has taken into account some
Declarations adopted by the General Assembly of the United nations in order to
elaborate the draft declaration on the right to peace, mainly: the Declaration on the
Right to Development, the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the
Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and
Linguistic Minorities. Besides, he mentioned the current mandate of the independent
expert on human rights and international solidarity to elaborate a draft declaration
on the right of peoples and individuals to international solidarity. According to the
speaker, the above-mentioned Declarations have explicitly recognized the double
dimension of human rights, individual and collective. It follows that States have the
obligation to acknowledge the individual approach to the right to peace.
He indicated that at the beginning, the draft declaration refers to the right
of peoples to peace, but subsequently uses the language of the “human right
to peace”, which was found to be more appropriate, since General Assembly
resolution 39/11 adopted more than 25 years ago (1984) has a strong focus on the
collective dimension.
In continuation Dr Alfred de Zayas congratulated the drafting group for its
draft declaration and invited the Advisory Committee to consider some possible
amendments and additions to the draft advanced by CSOs2 (...)
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) focused his presentation on Article 14 of the
draft declaration entitled “obligations and implementation”, which he considered
as insufficient. According to him, this Article should be replaced by three
consecutive Articles of the Santiago Declaration, namely: Article 13 (“Obligations
for the realization of the human right to peace”), Article 14 (“Establishment of the
Working Group on the Human Right to Peace”) and Article 15 (“Functions of the
Working Group”).
2

The CSOs joint written statement can be found in doc. A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2, 15 February 2012.
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The speaker recalled that paragraph 7 of the drafting group’s report, in line
with Article 14.5 of the draft declaration, proposed that the Human Rights Council
establish a mechanism similar to the Forum on Minorities or the Expert Mechanism
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. According to him, both forums were not
appropriate models because they do not have recognized monitoring functions.
(…) He argued in favour of the HR Council special procedures system, because
it provides abundant examples of extra-conventional mechanisms established for the
protection of human rights. In accordance with the standing practices, these mechanisms
have assumed inter alia the implementation of several Declarations adopted by the
General Assembly on issues as different as torture, enforced disappearance of persons,
human rights defenders, or violence against women.
To this purpose the HR Council (and the former Commission on Human
Rights) has set up thematic special rapporteurs and working groups to monitor
the implementation of Declarations on different human rights themes, namely:
the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances, which ensures
the implementation of the 1992 Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from
Enforced Disappearance; the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, which applies
the relevant standards set forth in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
the Special Rapporteur on the question of Torture, which deals with the 1984
Declaration on Protection of all Persons Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman
or Degrading Treatment; the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights
defenders, which deals with the implementation of the 1998 Declaration on the Right
and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and
Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; and the
Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, which ensures the implementation
of the 1993 Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women.
In the case of the human right to peace, he proposed to set up a new special
procedure, the Working Group on the Human Right to Peace, along with Articles
14 and 15 of the Santiago Declaration. The Working Group mandate will be
ensuring the promotion and protection of the human right to peace, as defined in
the Declaration to be approved by the General Assembly. The Working Group’s
functions, as described in Article 15 of the Santiago Declaration, reproduce the
best practices of the HR Council special procedures.
In view of the particularity of the Working Group on the Human Right to Peace,
the speaker expressed preference for its establishment by the General Assembly
and having its meetings in new York, in order to better contribute to strengthen
the powers of the General Assembly in the field of peace and security and, in
particular, the human right to peace.
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(…) Summary of the discussion
 Experts (...) considered timely and appropriate to hold the Consultation
on the right to peace since this matter was under consideration by the HR
Council and its Advisory Committee. Furthermore, the existence of peaceful
demonstrations all around the world, but in particular, in the Arab region, was
another useful argument to focus the attention on the codification process of
the human right to peace.
 The Latin American, African and Asian Member States together have the
absolute majority of votes at the HR Council. This situation is not easy for
European and other States (…) in the HR Council. It follows that States in
a minority position should get involved in the negotiation process of the HR
Council next resolution on the human right to peace (June 2012), but they
are conscious of the limited room for action. It is then expected that the HR
Council establish an open-ended working group on standard-setting on the
human right to peace. The difficulties are more political than legal, as some
States find it challenging to go beyond the international peace and security
models originated from the Cold War, which happily ended 22 years ago. The
arguments advanced by developed States to refuse the international codification
of peace as a human right are rather formal excuses to discuss substance.
 Some experts expressed their hope that the regional States belonging to the
Eastern and Western European and Others Groups move from a negative vote
to the abstention in the future resolution (… and) pointed out that there are
some critical voices for the recognition of the right to peace as a human right,
such as the arms dealers or the military companies.
 By establishing in 2006 the HR Council as one of its subsidiary bodies, the
General Assembly acknowledged that “peace and security, development and
human rights are the pillars of the United nations system and the foundations for
collective security and well-being, and that development, peace and security and
human rights are interlinked and mutually reinforcing”.3 Therefore, the mandate
of the HR Council comprised the promotion and protection of all human rights
for all people, including the right to development and peace, thus contributing to
strengthening the three un foundational pillars.
 At the core of the right to peace is the obligation to settle disputes peacefully and
the prohibition of the use of force in international relations. This is an obligation
belonging to the entire Organization that all subsidiary bodies should share.
3

GA resolution 60/251, adopted on 3 April 2006, para. 6 of its preamble.
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It is also an individual and collective obligation of the United nations
Member States. The image of the Organization continue to plunge deeper
and deeper in world opinion because of the undemocratic Security Council.
It follows that the international community should remind, uphold and
defend the role of the General Assembly in maintaining international peace
and security.
 For too long the General Assembly has neglected its residual responsibilities
for peace and security under the Charter (“Uniting for Peace” resolution). It is
not just a matter of acting when the Security Council is gridlocked, which was
the original rationale for the “Uniting for Peace” resolution. It is a matter of
good faith in relation to the role and identity of the General Assembly as the
principal body of the Un system. It represents the entirety of its membership
and is entrusted with competences over the entire spectrum of the United
nations Charter concerns.
 Since its foundation, the United nations has dedicated far more attention and
resources to militarized approaches to dispute settlement, than it has to the
peaceful settlement of disputes and the progressive development of the right
of peoples to peace.
 Democratizing the United nations and its decision-making process requires
breaking the stranglehold and monopoly of the Security Council in matters
and procedures relating to international peace and security, and allowing for
a system of checks and balances. Moreover, the General Assembly should
exercise oversight functions over other United nations bodies and the United
Nations Secretariat, to ensure that its officials are acting in a manner consistent
with the United nations Charter and to safeguard the professional endeavour
and impartiality of all United nations staff.
 Since war has been and still is part of the history of humankind, the draft
declaration on the right to peace needs to establish a clear linkage between
the right to peace and the war. According to international law, the use of force
(…) is the last resort in international relations. Until the recent years, war has
always been managed by the powerful and developed countries. Therefore, the
draft article concerning disarmament should be more powerful and include a
paragraph dealing with the real consequences of disarmament.
 Some experts indicated that the preamble of the draft declaration should
include, among others, the following provisions: the linkage between the
right to life and the right to peace, the prohibition of propaganda of war and
the concept of positive peace. Since there are different schools of law about
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the legal status of a preamble in a declaration, some experts favoured the
inclusion of a short preamble in order to facilitate an easier reading (…). On
the other hand, other experts believed that the more substantive the preamble
is, the more understandable the declaration will be for commentators and
people in general and will be provided with a strong legal background which
is necessary to better understand the dispositive part of the declaration. All
experts agreed to prepare a declaration with clear linkages with international
human rights law.
 In 2009 the HR Council reviewed its position by recognizing the individual
approach to the right to peace. Resolution 11/4 affirmed in its preamble that
“human rights include social, economic and cultural rights and the right to
peace, a healthy environment and development, and that development is, in fact,
the realization of these rights” (paragraph 15); that, pursuant to Article 28 of the
Universal Declaration (…), “everyone is entitled to a social and international
order in which the rights and freedoms …can be fully realized” (paragraph
17); and that a life without war is the primary international prerequisite for
the material well-being, development and progress of countries and for the full
implementation of the rights and fundamental human freedoms proclaimed by
the United nations” (paragraph 19).4
 Some experts considered that the draft declaration ought to respond to the claim
of civil society organizations and therefore, Advisory Committee members
should be more ambitious in the drafting process (…). Unlike the expected
ambitious role of the AC, the HR Council will diminish expert expectations
and will reduce the substantive text. Other experts pointed out that they would
prefer a short draft declaration of three or four pages.
 The relationship between peace and respect of all human rights is very close.
Thus, the violation of human rights is a constant source of conflict in the
world. Therefore, States are obliged to respect all human rights of all persons
to promote the right to peace. (…)
 There were some questions regarding the reasons for including the concept of
humankind, cultural violence and civil disobedience in the draft declaration.
Some experts indicated that in accordance with the Statutes of the International
Criminal Court, weapons of mass destruction affect all humankind. In regard
to civil disobedience and cultural violence, other experts reminded that both
concepts were very well developed in the Arab region and have been included
in the Criminal Code of Egypt. Other experts added that the concept of cultural
4

Resolution 11/4 of 17 June 2009, preamble.
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violence was proposed by the educators for peace, and include behavior such
as gender harassment, bullying or mobbing at the workplace.
 Most of experts agreed to include a system of implementation in the draft
declaration. The real challenge was to decide what type of mechanism is
necessary to set up in order to implement the human right to peace. Although
the revised progress report (A/HRC/17/39, of 28 March 2011) proposed three
types of monitoring systems, the drafting group did not favour a particular
mechanism in its progress report. Furthermore, some experts recalled that the
main mandate received from the HR Council was to elaborate a draft declaration
and not to propose a possible system of implementation. Alternatively, other
experts stressed the need to be creative in the establishment of a strong
monitoring mechanism, such as the proposal to set up a Working Group on
the Human Right to Peace (Articles 14-15 of the Santiago Declaration), as
demanded by civil society organizations. (...)
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13
Advisory Committee’s general debate at its seventh session
Geneva (Switzerland), 8-12 August 20111

(...) At its seventh session, the drafting group submitted the progress report on
the right of peoples to peace, doc. A/HRC/AC/7/3 of 19 July 2011. After debate
within the Advisory Committee, the draft recommendation contained in document
a/hrC/aC/7/l.3 was approved without a vote on 12 August 2011 (...).
(...) Recommendation 7/3 reaffirmed the composition of the drafting group
as follows: Ms Mona Zulfikar (Egypt, Chairperson), Mr Wolfgang Stefan
Heinz (Germany, Rapporteur), Mr Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann (nicaragua),
Ms Chinsug Chung (Korea), Mr Latif Huseynov (Azerbaijan) and Mr Shigeki
Sakamoto (Japan).
Recommendation 7/3 took note of the second progress report submitted by
the drafting group to the Advisory Committee at its seventh session (A/HRC/
AC/7/3) (paragraph 1); welcomed the responses received to the questionnaire
sent out in April 2011, and the discussions and statements made during its
seventh session (paragraph 2); welcomed initiatives by civil society to organize
discussions on progress reports of the Advisory Committee with Member States
and academic experts (paragraph 3); encouraged the various stakeholders to
contribute to the work under way (paragraph 4); requested the drafting group to
submit to the eighth session of the AC a draft declaration on the right of peoples
to peace revised in the light of comments received and discussions held at the
seventh session of the Advisory Committee (paragraph 5) and requested the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to provide
the drafting group with all the assistance necessary to enable it to accomplish its
task (paragraph 6).
The participation of civil society in the general debate of the AC on the right
of peoples to peace was particularly relevant, highlighting the presentation of the
joint written statement entitled “Amendments to the draft declaration on the right
of peoples to peace submitted by the Advisory Committee drafting group” (A/
1

The full text of the report, prepared by Mr David Fernández Puyana (representative of the SSIHRL
and the IOHRP in Geneva), is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/informe%20
CA%20English_0.pdf
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HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 and Corr. 1, 3 August, 2011). It was prepared by the SSIHRL
and the IOHRP and supported by 778 civil society organizations. (...)
(...) The President of the HR Council and Permanent Representative of the
Oriental Republic of Uruguay before the United nations stressed that the safety,
peace, democracy, development and human rights are interlinked and mutually
reinforcing, and that without peace there can not be full enjoyment of human
rights. She added that it was necessary to be careful with the concepts used in the
draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace and that the concepts of national
security and human security are very closely linked.
Mr Heinz (Germany) summarized the main developments since the last session
of the Advisory Committee held in January 2011, namely: presentation of the
Advisory Committee’s revised progress report on the right of peoples to peace
to the HR Council at its seventeenth session; the adoption of resolution 17/16
on the right of peoples to peace; sending the questionnaire by OHCHR to all
international stakeholders and the participation of several AC members in two
consultations with experts on the human right to peace organized by the SSIHRL
and the World Council of Churches (WCC). (...)
(...) He indicated that the draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace
elaborated by the drafting group is composed of 13 normative Articles and only one
on obligations and implementation. He stressed that in regard to the first progress
report, it now includes two new standards, one on freedom of thought, conscience,
expression, and religion (Article 10) and another on refugees and migrants (Article
13). Furthermore, at the beginning, the draft declaration refers to the right of peoples
to peace, but subsequently uses the language of the “human right to peace” by
recognizing it both the individual and the collective dimension of the right to peace.
He stressed that the basic approach was to keep the declaration relatively
short and succinct rather than adding many more human rights as elements of a
positive peace. He distinguished between standards related to international peace
and security as core standards (elements of negative peace, absence of violence),
and the areas of peace education, development, the environment, victims and
vulnerable groups as elements of a positive peace. Finally, he pointed out that
the last Article of the draft declaration proposes a mechanism of follow-up to the
human right to peace.
Ms Zulficar (Egypt) (...) acknowledged the value of inputs received from the
international actors who had responded to the questionnaire on the right of peoples
to peace, and particularly acknowledged the work done by nGOs over the past six
years in the codification process of the human right to peace. She noted that there
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is currently an international debate in academia and governments on the human
right to peace, and foresees that it will be eventually codified because this right is
part of the core of human rights. (...)
(...) Ms Zulficar noted that the inclusion of a mechanism of monitoring and
implementation in the draft declaration had been discussed within the drafting group and
it was still an open question. However, she said that they would propose a mechanism
in order to implement the human right to peace in all parts of the world. (...)
(...) Mr Dheerujlall Seetulsingh (Mauritius) (...) showed his reservations to
Article 14 on the mechanism of implementation contained in the draft declaration,
since according to him such mechanisms can only be established in the context of
international treaties and that the lack of consensus on this issue at the HR Council
could hinder its adoption. He recommended that the priority should be to define
the content of the right to peace. (...)
(...) Mr Ahmer Bilal Soofi (Pakistan) (...) asked the group whether we were
facing a constitutive or declarative document, whether its purpose was to reaffirm
the existence of the right to peace or on the contrary, to create a new right. The
only precedent on the right human right to peace was the Declaration on the right
of peoples to peace approved by the General Assembly in 1984.
Second, he expressed that the draft declaration intends to regulate the
relationship between States, as well as between States and individuals; (...)
(...) In his view, the draft declaration should be considered a Charter for Peace
and/or a political document, rather than a regulatory instrument. (...)
Mr Shigeki Sakamoto (Japan) affirmed that the HR Council and its AC were
the competent bodies to examine the right to peace in the light of Article 28 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) (...)
(...) Even authoritarian governments have had to come to terms with international
human rights law and internalize some of its visions and concerns. Any State
flagrantly violating international human rights law stands to be shamed before the
international community of States. This can be seen from recent developments in
Egypt and other Arab countries, because they were subjected to harsh criticism
for their use of force against peaceful protestors. He wished that the draft could
appropriately cover this issue as a constituent for peace.
Mr Vladimir Kartashkin (Russian Federation) considered that what was
missing in this declaration was a more practical approach, as the threat of war not
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only has not diminished in the world, but has even increased since the adoption
of the Declaration on the right of peoples to peace in 1984. States should be
obligated to reduce their spending on military affairs, since according to him
it is understandable that there are so many human beings living below the line
of poverty and hunger continues to spread throughout Africa, while the States
continue spending so much money on weapons. (...). He hightlighted that the right
to peace is one of the most important rights of the third generation and that an
Article introducing an innovative monitoring and enforcement mechanism should
be included in the draft declaration.
Mr Chen Shiqiu (China) (...) considered that the most serious threat to the right
to peace is war itself, and cited the lethal effects on the civilian population during
the World Wars I and II. The most important objective of the right to peace is to
prevent war.
Another serious threat to the right to peace is terrorism. He added that Article 14
on obligations and implementation of the draft declaration should include a paragraph
on the obligation of States to settle their international disputes peacefully and the
prohibition of the use or threat of force and the resort to war. He considered that
other important issues to be considered by the draft declaration are education and the
prohibition of propaganda for war.
Mr Obiora Chinedu Okafor (nigeria) (...) considered that the overlapping of
the different international instruments is inevitable in the field of international
human rights law. He suggested that some standards should be more accurate in
the identification of their contents, in case we want to bring cases to the courts. He
said that HR Council is the forum to discuss the codification of the right to peace
(... and) recommended the creation of a system of monitoring and enforcement
through existing mechanisms (...).
Ms Laurence Boisson de Chazournes (France) stressed that the legality of the
right to peace should be affirmed in the light of the Charter of the United Nations
(Article 2.4). In particular, it should include a section on the obligation of States
to settle their international disputes by peaceful means. The relationship between
peace and respect of all human rights is very close. Thus, the violation of human
rights is a constant source of conflict in the world. Therefore, States are obliged to
respect all human rights of all persons to promote the right to peace. She referred
to Article 28 of the UDHR as the fundamental standard to achieve social justice
and promote peace, understood it in a positive sense. (...)
next, Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado (Canada/Spain), member of the United
nations Working Group on the use of mercenaries, (...) proposed that Article 14 on
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the obligations of the draft declaration should define more clearly the obligations
of all States and other international actors in order to effectively realize the human
right to peace. In this respect, he proposed to return to Article 13 of the Santiago
Declaration, because it addresses key issues that the drafting group has not dealth
with, namely: reform of the Security Council, strengthening the role of the General
Assembly on issues of international peace and security, effective implementation
of the Programme of Action for a Culture of Peace, prohibition of preventive
war or strengthening the role of international civil society in the United nations,
among others.
The United States of America stressed that although this country had
consistently voted against the resolutions on the right to peace, its will was to
continue a constructive and open dialogue with Mr Heinz and representatives
of civil society. The United States upholds international peace as an ideal and a
fundamental objective. (...)
(...) The United States therefore continues to question the value of working
toward a declaration on the “right” of peoples to peace. According to the speaker,
this proposed right is neither recognized nor defined in any universal, binding
instrument, and its putative parameters would be entirely unclear. All resolutions
on this topic in United nations bodies, including the General Assembly, the
Commission on Human Rights, and the Human Rights Council, have been adopted
only against significant numbers of dissenting or abstaining votes. (...)
Bolivia said that the Constitution of this country recognizes that it is a
pacifist State that promotes the culture of peace and the right to peace, as well as
cooperation among peoples of the region and the world. She said that her country
has been a traditional co-sponsor of the resolution on the right of peoples to peace
and has responded to the questionnaire received by the Secretariat. She added that
they give a high importance to the progressive development of human rights. (...)
(...) As for the draft declaration she stressed their concern about the nonreference to indigenous peoples not only in Article 12, but also in other Articles
of the text. She pointed out that they would support the establishment of a special
procedure for the respective monitor in the field of human rights (...).
The President of the SSIHRL made an oral statement on behalf of the
International Association of Peace Messenger Cities, the SSIHRL, the IOHRP and
778 CSOs around the world, which endorsed the joint written statement entitled
“Amendments to the draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace, submitted
by the Advisory Committee drafting group”. It has been circulated as an official
document of the session (A/ HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 and Corr 1). (...)
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He drew attention to the Advisory Committee on Article 14 of the draft declaration,
entitled “Obligations and implementation”. According to the speaker, this Article
should be divided into three Articles, namely: Art. 13 (“Obligations for the realization
of the human right to peace”), 14 (“Establishment of the Working Group on the Human
Right to Peace”) and Article 15 (“Functions of the Working Group”) of the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, adopted on 10 December 2010. (...)
On the other hand, the system of special procedures of the HR Council provides
abundant examples of extra-conventional mechanisms set up for the protection of
human rights. (....)
(...) In the case of the human right to peace, the General Assembly should set up
a new special procedure to ensure the promotion and protection of the human right
to peace, as defined in the declaration to be approved by the General Assembly.
Its functions, which are described in Article 15 of the Santiago Declaration,
reproduce the best practices of the special procedures of the HR Council.
Cuba (...) (said that) peace is a prerequisite for the promotion and protection of
all human rights for all. (...)
(...) He recalled that the Article 1 common to the International Covenants on
Human Rights states that all peoples have the right to self-determination, by virtue
of which they can freely determine their political status and pursue their economic,
social and cultural development.
He stressed that the rules of international law regulate the obligation of all
States to refrain in their international relations from the use or threat of force
against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or any other
manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United nations.
In regards to the practical content of the right of peoples to peace, he agreed
with several areas identified in the draft declaration, namely: development,
disarmament and the environment. However, other aspects deserve a more detailed
review and analysis. For example, Article 2 on human security, and in particular
paragraph 3, may lead to misinterpretation and association with the “responsibility
to protect”. He added that other issues, such as responsibility or accountability and
the International Court of Justice, should also deserve further reflection. (...)
The representative of the International Society for Human Rights (...) invited the
Advisory Committee to consider the following amendments to the draft declaration (…).2
2

Amandments are available in doc. A/HRC/AC/7/nGO/3 and Corr. 1, of 3 August 2011.
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Pakistan (...) affirmed that this right can be realized by a) identifying and
addressing the root causes of issues that continue to thwart international peace
and security, b) respecting the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political
independence of all States, c) refraining from acting in any other manner
inconsistent with the purposes of the United nations, d) creating an enabling
environment with greater participation of developing countries in international
political, economic and financial decision-making, and e) implementing United
nations resolutions to ensure peace and security.
nevertheless, she recorded some preliminary observations, mainly: Article 2.3
on the “responsibility to protect”, Article 2.9 on the International Criminal Court
and Article 13 by grouping two distinct categories i.e. refuges and migrants. (...)
The representative of the Japanese Workers Committee for Human Rights
(...) affirmed that the right of peoples to peace is the fundament of civil, political,
economic, social and cultural rights. Article 9 of Japanese Constitution proclaims
the renouncement of war and renunciation to having an army. He recalled that the
Preamble to the Constitution reads: “We, Japanese people, recognize that all peoples of
the world have the right to live in peace”. He added that on 17 April 2008, the nagoya
High Court found that the right to live in peace is a concrete right. He proposed a new
paragraph on “peace zones” to Article 3 of the draft declaration on disarmament.
Costa Rica (...) encouraged all States to participate in the codification process
of the right to peace and respond to the questionnaire. He acknowledged that
the claim of the human right to peace by civil society was important and clear.
The right to peace is the backdrop of the Charter of the United nations and the
UDHR. He supported the process and the need for a non-polarized reflection on
the subject. (...)
(...) He showed disagreement with M. Soofi, who had said that the right to peace
overlaps with other human rights, because all legal instruments adopted by the
United nations always overlap. He gave the example of the right to development
as overlapping with other human rights already recognized.
In regards to the reflection by Mr Kartashkin on the abolishement of armies, he
added that we can be bold and creative in this area and, furthermore, promote the
right to peace by adopting a declaration. He recalled that Costa Rica had abolished
the army and concluded that in this issue we need to build bridges so that all views
are taken duly into account.
The representative of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers, (...)
indicated that it should be underlined that one of the most suitable forums within
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the United nations to discuss these matters should not be limited to the Security
Council or the Conference on Disarmament, but could also be the Human Rights
Council and the Advisory Committee. He considered that the draft declaration
would be strengthened if it contained words such as phasing out foreign military
bases in light of Article 7, paragraph 1, of the Santiago Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace (2010). (...)
(...)Algeria raised some doubts on the draft declaration, namely: Article 2.3 on
the “responsibility to protect” and Article 9 on the inclusion of the International
Criminal Court. She recommended including some reference to the prohibition
of foreign occupation and the inclusion of the internally displaced persons and
persons under foreign occupation in the Article on vulnerable groups (Article
13 of the draft declaration). She considered that it is essential to mention the
principles of the Charter of the United nations in Article 2 and that there should
be a clear balance between the individual and the collective perspective of the
right to peace.
The representative of the Conscience & Peace Tax International, (...) proposed
that Article 5 ought be entitled “Conscientious objection to military service”.
The conscientious objection to military service has special recognition in the
jurisprudence of the HR Committee and in its General Comment no. 22 on
freedom of thought, conscience or religion. (...)
(...) Uruguay (...) made only some preliminary comments and raised some
questions, namely: national security and human security are two interrelated
concepts (Article 2 on human security); inclusion of discrimination as a source
of structural violence (Article 2.7); she asked the members of the drafting group
how it is possible to achieve a fair distribution of natural resources (Article 3 on
disarmament); reference to the concept of tolerance and the right to education
(Article 4 on peace education and training); she asked members of the drafting
group about the meaning of conscientious objection for the purposes of the draft
declaration (Article 5 on conscientious objection); reference to civil and political
rights and fair working conditions (Article 9 on development); reference to the
beliefs (Articles 18 and 19 ICCPR on freedom of thought, conscience, expression
and religion); reference to the impact of conflict or international conflicts in
environmental matters (Article 11 on the environment); reference to the causes and
effects on vulnerable groups (Article 12 on the rights of victims and vulnerable
groups); and the conformity of refugee status with the Cartagena Declaration
(Article 13 on refugees and migrants).
Morocco proposed that the draft declaration ought to include concepts as dialogue,
tolerance, acceptance of other cultures and the obligation of States to settle their
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international disputes peacefully. He considered that the inclusion of peace education
and training was essential to promote peace. He also suggested that the concept of
self-determination of peoples be removed from Article 1.4 of the draft declaration or,
alternatively, a reference to the principle of sovereignty would be welcome.
The representative of the Indian Council of South America invited the Advisory
Committee to consider strengthening the declaration by referring to the links
between historical truth and peace. (...) The Program of Action of the International
Conference on Population and Development held in Cairo in 1994 recognized that
indigenous peoples are often characterized by discrimination and oppression. On
the other hand, the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action of the Fourth UN
World Conference on Women of 1995 recognized the need to ensure full respect
for the human rights of all women in general, including Indigenous women. He
added that the Sub-Commission Report on Treaties with Indigenous Peoples also
refers to this dimension of peace.
Mr José Antonio Bengoa Cabello (Chile) stressed his satisfaction for having
participated in one of the most interesting debates since the creation of the
Advisory Committee. In addition, he stressed the significant contribution of
civil society in this matter, which had presented valuable amendments to the full
text. He proposed to incorporate in the draft declaration (...) the mechanism of
monitoring laid down in the Santiago Declaration. He endorsed the amendments
of civil society and proposed that these be distributed among all members of the
Advisory Committee and that the drafting group take them into account to prepare
a new declaration to be submitted to the Advisory Committee for discussion on
Friday 12 August.
Mr Latif Huseynov (Azerbaijan, Chairperson) thanked all the participants who
had taken the floor, and particularly members of civil society.
Mr Vladimir Kartashkin (Russian Federation) thanked the civil society
organizations for their active participation and recognized that the role of Mr Heinz
was very difficult, as he should incorporate all comments in the draft declaration.
Mr Dheerujlall Seetulsingh (Mauritius) recommended that the draft declaration,
to be amended after the discussion, should be as short and accurate as possible, in
order to avoid further discussions.
Mr Wolfgang Stefan Heinz (Germany) did not accept the proposal by Mr
Bengoa, citing procedural issues and stressing that in February 2012 the drafting
group will present a new draft declaration, which will take into account the
amendments and comments collected.
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In regards to the questions, doubts and suggestions arisen, Mr Heinz had the
following answers:
1. The nature of the document to be prepared is a declaration and not a convention;
2. Indigenous peoples are included in the Article on vulnerable groups;
3. He appreciates that the United States takes note of the progress report;
4. The language used in the Article on education comes from UnESCO;
5. There exists a prohibition of war propaganda and the glorification of violence;
6. Recently the United States has accepted the United Nations Declaration on the
rights of indigenous peoples, which recognizes both individual and collective
rights;
7. There is still a debate within the drafting group about the inclusion in the draft
declaration of a mechanism of monitoring;
8. The debate about the responsibility to protect and the International Criminal
Court should continue;
9. The issue of foreign occupation should be taken into account in the draft
declaration;
10. All Articles proposed in the draft declaration have a clear linkage to the
international human rights law. (...)
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14
Parliament of Spain’s debate on the human right to peace
Madrid (Spain), 14 September 20111

NON-LEGISLATIVE MOTION
- In SUPPORT OF THE HUMAn RIGHT TO PEACE. SUBMITTED BY THE
BASQUE PARLIAMEnTARY GROUP (EAJ-PnV), THE PARLIAMEnTARY
GROUP OF ESQUERRA REPUBLICAnA - IZQUIERDA UnIDA -InICIATIVA
PER CATALUnYA VERDS, THE MIXED PARLIAMEnTARY GROUP AnD
THE SOCIALIST PARLIAMEnTARY GROUP. (File number 161/002295.)
Chairperson:
Second point of the agenda: discussion and voting of the non-legislative motion
of support to the human right to peace, submitted by the Basque Parliamentary
Group (EAJ-PnV), the Parliamentary Group of Esquerra Republicana-Izquierda
Unida-Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds, the Mixed Parliamentary Group and the
Socialist Parliamentary Group.
Who wants to speak among the groups? (Pause). Mr Llamazares has the floor.
Mr Llamazares Trigo:
Ladies and gentlemen, I support this initiative as we think that it is an important
initiative in the current times, and because we think that we need to further
elaborate the human right to peace.
The achievement of peace is a legitimate aspiration of human beings for
philosophical, ethical and moral reasons, related to humanism, and also for
practical reasons since it is the basis for economic and social progress. Maybe
there will come a time in the history of humamankind, in which it will be difficult
1

See Cortes generales: Diario de Sesiones del Congreso de los Diputados. Comisiones. Asuntos
Exteriores, 2011, IX Legislature, no. 831, forty-sixth session, held on 14 September 2011, (Chairperson:
Mr Josep Antoni Durán i Lleida), pp. 19-22. Available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/diariosesiones.pdf See also other related documents in www.aedidh.org/?q=node/1972. See full text of the
motion infra, Annex III.
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to explain that, in the XXI century, relationships among States are still run by
under the principles of aggression and war. On the other hand, in accordance
with some statesmen, the development and definition of the human right to
peace is still in an embryonic status. In 2010 the United nations Human Rights
Council adopted the resolution 14/3 on the right of people to peace, in close
collaboration with the civil society organizations. The Human Rights Council
Advisory Committee has worked over the years with more than five hundred
non-governmental organizations from the five regions of the world. In addition,
these organizations have convened consultations on disarmament, human security
and education for peace in close cooperation with UnESCO, the International
Labour Organization (ILO) and the World Health Organization (WHO). All of them
are organizations interested in maintaining peace in the world. At the beginning,
only a small number of Un Member States were interested in promoting this new
right. Spain and the European Union voted against the right to peace at the United
nations Human Rights Council on 17 June 2010. nevertheless, in recent months
we have seen important advances in the codification process of this right as there
are more and more countries in favour of the progressive codification of this new
human right, the right of the people even more than the right of peoples.
(...) This motion has a double merit: firstly, it will be the last one to be approved
by the Commission on Foreign Affairs before the dissolution of the Chambers,
and secondly, it will be adopted by consensus (…) of all the parliamentary groups
represented in Parliament, something really unusual in the parliamentary history
of our country.
This text is the result of a collective work carried out during several years
by civil society and parliamentary groups, and in particular through a successful
exchange of ideas with representatives of the Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law, its President, Prof Carlos Villán Durán and its representative
in Geneva, Mr David Fernández Puyana, and the close collaboration of eminent
Spanish and international jurists in the context of the United nations. This
collaboration was translated in the organization of a meeting held on 13 May
2010 in the Clara Campoamor’s Room of the Parliament, which was chaired
by Federico Mayor Zaragoza. During this meeting, we agreed to record this
non-legislative motion and to take it forward. I would like to express gratitude
for the assistance received from Álvaro Cuesta, Jordi Pedret, Jordi Xuclà, Jorge
Moragas, Josu Erkoreka, Francisco Jesús Jorquera and Ana Oramas.
The journey has had important steps, such as the adoption of the Luarca,
Bilbao, Barcelona and Santiago Declarations or the support received by
many institutions, including the Parliament of Catalonia, the Parliament of the
Principality of Asturias or the Cabildo of Gran Canaria. (...)
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With this initiative, the Congress of Deputies will join other parliaments
with the aim that one day, rather sooner than later, the General Assembly of the
United nations will adopt a Universal Declaration of the human right to peace.
Its adoption will be a helpful tool to transform the world and life, thanks to its
effective implementation, cooperation and solidarity among peoples. In addition,
it will be an important contribution to overcome the difficulties encountered by
States and international organizations in their determination to achieve the pacific
settlement of disputes along with Article 2 of the United nations Charter.
Chairperson:
(…) I give the floor to Mr Xuclà, who represents the Catalan Parliamentary
Group (Convergència i Unió).
Mr Xuclà i Costa:
I am going to speak very concisely in expressing the support of Convergència I
Unió to the Declaration on the right to peace which is part of the so called second
generation rights. The process is taking place after the great effort of codification
which resulted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (...) adopted by the
international community, subsequent to horrors of World War II. As result of this
initiative which has its epicentre in Spain, I would like to highlight the Luarca
Declaration and the recent meeting held at the Parliament of Catalonia on 2 June
2010. This is a typical proposal of second generation rights, in which the human
right to live in democratic societies and the respect of fundamental rights should
be included.
The motion supporting the Luarca Declaration is a very successful means to
promote the codification of the right to peace, which basically promotes peaceful
and civilized mechanisms, such as the strengthening of international law in order
to resolve conflicts and to avoid wars like those which are devastating the planet
at present.
For all these reasons, we join in support of this declaration which, as the
previous speaker has emphasized, is the last one which is being debated in this
legislative body. I hope that the reference to peace and the desire of stability will
have a special significance in the current and future foreign policy of Spain.
Chairperson:
I give the floor to Mr Ricomá of the Popular Parliamentary Group.
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Mr Ricomá de Castellarnau:
I am going to speak concisely in order to tackle a question which from the
beginning has had the consensus of all parliamentary groups. Although this is a
question of common sense, we can not forget that the right to peace is a complex legal
issue. Currently, nobody has any doubt about the right of people to live in peace, but
on the other hand, this right has not yet been codified and, moreover, does not exist a
declaration recognizing peace as a human right.
The important matter is that there exists a legislative technique in the codification
process in the United nations including a series of stages, which should be followed
until its final acceptance. It is relevant and worthy to praise the work developed by
the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law, the main promoter of this
initiative. In 2005 they decided to undertake this legal, associative and participatory
marathon, the main purpose of which is to promote the adoption of a Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace by the General Assembly of the United nations.
To reach this aim, as indicated earlier, we will have to be successful in a series
of steps, the first one being the discussion of this issue within civil society, a
process well covered and crystallized with the Luarca Declaration. Subsequently,
they led a World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace.
The other two steps are the debate of this issue within the United nations,
particularly in its Advisory Committee and the Human Rights Council.
Subsequently, these United Nations bodies will prepare the final draft declaration,
which will be then submitted to the General Assembly of the United nations and
eventually, adopted as an annex of a resolution.
In this sense the SSIHRL convened preparatory meetings until the adoption
of the Luarca Declaration, which was followed by other declarations, namely:
Bilbao (February 2010), Barcelona (June 2010) and Santiago (December 2010).
The latter Declaration was adopted in the World Social Forum on education for
peace held in Santiago de Compostela and later it was submitted to the Advisory
Committee and the Human Rights Council.
In the Popular Parliamentary Group we think that in all this work, obviously
carried out by the SSIHRL as a promoter of this initiative and a reference on
this issue, we also need to recognize the contribution recently made by other
institutions, such as the Foundation Seminar on Research for Peace of Zaragoza
with its Chairperson, Jesús María Alemany Briz in first place. His essay entitled
“Peace as a Human Right” has been pioneer work in Spain. All this work should
not only be recognized, but also supported and nurtured in order to facilitate the
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achievement of these objectives. The final objectives are based on very important
instruments, such as the United nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the Spanish Constitution.
We celebrate that the non-legislative motion can be adopted by consensus
and that this parliamentary initiative can be submitted jointly by all political
groups. Moreover, we celebrate that the non-legislative motion enjoys a large
agreement in the Commission of Foreign Affairs of the Parliament and that it
can be adopted in a particular symbolic day for the supporters of this initiative,
given that next Wednesday, the 21 September, marks the International Day of
Peace. In addition, this non-legislative motion is also symbolic for us, members
of this Commission, as we are in the middle of our last session and this exclusive
non-legislative motion —there will not be any other non-legislative motion— is
going to close our parliamentary activity after three and a half years of work.
This is my last personal session too, since I will not continue in the parliamentary
endeavours.
On the other hand, Mr Chairperson, if you allow me, I would like to praise and
express my satisfaction for having worked all this time with members of different
parliamentary groups. I have always had a good understanding with them and the
desire to advance in favour of common objectives, particularly those on which we
agree in the field of international relations.
(Applause)
Chairperson:
Mr Ricomá, this applause demonstrates that all your colleagues, and in particular
this Chairperson, agree with the feelings that you have expressed. I thank you very
much for your collaboration during these four years. I give the floor to Mr Pedret, who
represents the Socialist Parliamentary Group.
Mr Pedret i Grezner:
Ladies and gentlemen, I sincerely believe that the Foreign Affairs Commission
of the ninth Legislature concludes very appropriately with this adoption
unanimously, because it has been jointly submitted— of the non-legislative motion
on the right to peace. As indicated by my previous colleagues, this long process
arrives at the end with this current act. I would not like to add anything, just only
remind you that almost everything started with the Declaration on the human
right to peace of 1997 promoted by the former Director-General of UnESCO,
Federico Mayor Zaragoza.
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As explained with great detail and adequately by other speakers, an important
moment in this evolutive process was the Luarca Declaration. Ladies and
gentlemen, let me quote a short paragraph of the Luarca Declaration, which
declares —I quote— “the inalienable right to a just, sustainable and durable
peace. The right to education on peace and on human rights, to human security, to
food, to clean water, to health, to decent working conditions” —unquote—. This
declaration can certainly be criticized as utopian by many people, of course not
by those who have signed the non-legislative motion debated today, but I am not
afraid that we can be criticized as utopians.
Ladies and gentlemen, utopias in politics are necessary. The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights was signed after the terrible World War II, was it or
was it not a utopia? It was a utopia which has been realized. Maybe this present
Declaration is a utopia for this moment, but utopias, ladies and gentlemen, serve
in politics to move toward the realization of the utopia. Politics is nothing more
than the art or technique of changing the current conditions of life so that what
seems now impossible, be possible and sure in the future.
Therefore, the Commission concludes very adequately its works in this session
with the approval of a goal, a goal which has been given by civil society. We
have to admit the remarkable role played by the Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law, which has performed all necessary requeriments until now,
including making it possible for the current non-legislative motion to be adopted
in our last session.
We have done well by signing and defending it and we will also do well by
voting for it, certainly unanimously, in this last session of the Foreign Affairs
Commission of the Parliament.
Because we have created the utopia towards which we need to progress, we
should subordinate our political action to the necessary requirements, in order
to transform the right to peace in a truly codified and internationally recognized
human right.
I would like, ladies and gentlemen, to spend a few seconds to inform you,
in line with my previous colleague, that this also is my last intervention. This is
my last parliamentary speech in this session. For this reason, I want to take this
opportunity to apologize to you, ladies and gentlemen if, during this time, I have
sometimes expressed with too much enthusiasm and sometimes acrimony, my
own positions. Sometimes the conviction of the truth leads to expressions which
may not be very polite, but I think that I always tried to duly respect parliamentary
courtesy. But it is also true that throughout this time we have succeeded in this
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Commission in adopting a great number of resolutions by consensus. I think it is
a merit of all the speakers and members of the Commission and we have to stress
it in this last session.
In a subject as important as international action, undoubtedly there are political
differences that exist between us —we are not all equal in our ideas and in our political
choices. We are equal in our human dignity and our parliamentary representation, but
not in our ideas and in the interests which we support. I would also like to conclude
—you know that my speciality is not to be brief, but I really finish today— thanking
you very sincerely, as I have learned during my tenure working with you, ladies and
gentlemen. I am leaving the Commission, I am leaving the Parliament where I have
learned a lot from you, ladies and gentlemen. For all of this, thank you very much.
(Applause)
Chairperson:
Thank you, Mr Pedret, and I repeat the same words as Mr Ricomá with the
same affection and intensity.
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15
Commemoration of the International Day of Peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 21 September 20111

(...) Juanes and Miguel Bosé presented the video Peace is a human right.
The video was screened (first time) in three languages (Spanish, English and
French). It provides the support of well-known artists, musicians, actors, actresses
and sportsmen to the recognition of the human right to peace within the United
nations.2
The following popular persons have participated in the video: Miguel Bosé
(Spanish singer), Juanes (singer from Colombia), Ricky Martin (singer from
Puerto Rico), Alejandro Sanz (singer from Spain), Eva Longoria (actress from
the United States of America), Paulina Rubio (actress and singer from Mexico),
Daniel Martin (singer from Spain), Rafael nadal (tennis player from Spain), Pau
Gasol (basket player from Spain), Juan Luis Guerra (singer from Dominican
Republic) and Amaia Montero Saldías (singer from Spain).
In addition, Miguel Bosé and Juanes launched a campaign for signatures in
support of and commitment with the process of codification of the human right to
peace within the United nations.3 It was originally launched in Spanish, English
and French. (...)
(...) Before the official commemoration Juanes and Miguel Bosé met at
11.00 a. m. in room XVII of the Palais des nations with more than one hundred
young people from Colleges Voltaire, Sismondi and André-Chavanne in Geneva
to exchange ideas about the importance of peace and human rights in the world.
In continuation, Brahma Kumaris University and the United network of Young
1

2
3

It was organized by the Permanent Missions of Costa Rica and Spain, in cooperation with the
Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) and the Foundation Peace without
Borders, and the support of the Non-governmental liaison Unit of the United Nations Office at
Geneva, which provided both logistical and practical support. Brahma Kumaris University and
the United network of Young Peace-builders also participated actively in the events organized in
the context of the commemoration. The full text of the report, prepared by Mr David Fernández
Puyana (representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva), is available at www.aedidh.
org/sites/default/files/21IDP.pdf
It may be watched at www.pazsinfronteras.org

The appeal can be signed on line at www.pazsinfronteras.org
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Peace-builders introduced young people to the values inherent in the culture of
peace through the organization of training workshops on peace and human rights.
All young people wear white shirts as a symbol of world peace.
In addition, the poem The right to peace, a world of responsibilities for
Humankind by Prof Francisco Gomes de Matos, Professor Emeritus of the
Universidad Federal de Pernambuco (Brazil) was also presented to young students
and the general public attending the International Day of Peace.
The Department of Public Information of the United nations organized a
press conference at 12:00 in room III of the Palais des nations. Mr Miguel Bosé,
Mr Juanes, Ambassador Agustin Santos (Permanent Representative of Spain),
Ambassador Christian Guillermet (Deputy Permanent Representative of Costa
Rica) and Prof Carlos Villán Durán (President of the SSIHRL) participated in the
press conference. Representatives of media accredited to the United nations were
invited to cover the event.
The media coverage of the event was very wide, highlighting the publication of
news about the commemoration and the human right to peace in sixteen countries (...).
(...) The Moderator, Mr Ricardo Espinosa opened the commemoration inviting
all participants to observe a minute of silence in memory of victims of violence.
(...)
(...) In continuation, a video recorded in new York with the message of the
Secretary-General of the United nations, Mr Ban Ki-moon, on the occasion of
World Peace Day was screened. The Secretary-General stated that every year
on the International Day of Peace people around the world commit to nonviolence and to harmony among all peoples and nations. Peace is our mission; our
day-to-day quest. He added that this year’s theme focused on the timely issue
of peace and democracy. According to him, democracy is a core value of the
United nations. It is crucial for human rights. It provides channels for resolving
differences. It gives hope to the marginalized and power to the people. But
democracy does not just happen; it has to be nurtured and defended. The world
needs you to speak out: for social justice and freedom of the press; for a clean
environment and women’s empowerment; for the rule of law and the right to have
a say in one’s own future. Besides, the Secretary-General highlighted that this
year young people have been on the frontline for freedom. (...)
(...) H. E. Ms Laura Dupuy Lasserre, Permanent Representative of Uruguay to
the United nations and Chairperson of the Human Rights Council, recalled that
the Charter of the United nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
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proclaimed that security, peace, development, human rights and democracy are
interrelated and mutually reinforcing. The Human Rights Council supports the
promotion and effectiveness of the right of peoples to peace. She added that the
respect of human rights creates societies based on freedom, justice, development
and peace and promotes peaceful relations among nations.
(...) the international human rights instruments also refer to the concept of
democratic societies as a common good to be pursued. The culture of peace requires
that citizens and members of all communities take part in the social dialogue,
negotiation, consultation and settlement of conflicts, as well as participate in the
search and consolidation of peace, democracy and development. All activities of
the United Nations system contribute significantly to the culture of peace. The
different conferences hosted by the United nations have agreed to proclaim that
education plays a key role in order to strengthen democratic institutions, promote
the full development of personality, enforce fundamental freedoms and finally,
promote understanding and tolerance among different ethnic or religious groups.
next, H. E. Mr Eric Falt, UnESCO Assistant Director-General for External
Relations and Public Information, indicated that the movement launched 10 years
ago through the organization of a concert of celebrities by Jeremy Gilley has
continued to grow until today. He supported the movement to establish a right
to peace, a movement driven by civil society and in which UnESCO and the
OHCHR currently participate. Thousands of anonymous men and women, who
raise today their voices, are detained by their government.(...)
(...) UnESCO has remained faithful for 65 years to a simple principle: “since
wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defence of
peace must be constructed”. According to him, both the economic and political
arrangements and the military deterrence included in the old rule si vis pacem,
para bellum are not sufficient to build a lasting peace. He recalled that Georges
Clemenceau said that war is “a matter too serious to be left solely in the hands of
the military”.
The importance of education for all girls and boys is fundamental to promote
peace and dialogue. Entire education systems should have as a purpose to reform
or rebuild societies which emerge from armed conflict. Peace also begins with
freedom of the press and the protection of journalists. (...)
(...) H. E. Mr Agustín Santos, Permanent Representative of Spain to the United
nations, stressed the importance of an initiative on the right to peace involving a
total reform of public international law on the basis of common sense. (...)
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(...) He reminded that the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Spanish Parliament
adopted on 14 September 2011 with the support of all parliamentary groups a
non-legislative motion in support of the human right to peace (...). Consequently,
he announced that Spain would join the Group of Friend States with the process
of international codification of the human right to peace.
(...) H. E. Mr Manuel Dengo, Permanent Representative of Costa Rica to the
United nations said that peace is based on four pillars: democracy, education,
abolishment of army and trust in the multilateral system. He added that the concept
of peace goes beyond the absence of war and calls for respect in all areas of human
society. He agreed that peace has a positive sense and should achieve three goals:
meet the basic needs of all human beings, eliminate all types of violence (gender,
work, school and social) and promote the genuine respect of all human rights for all.
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) noted that the SSIHRL conducts since 2005,
with the support of 1,795 civil society organizations and public institutions around
the world, a reflection on the content and scope of the human right to peace as an
emerging right, seeking its international recognition.
On 10 December 2010 the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
was adopted. According to him, it is the more complete contribution of civil
society to the global debate on the content of this right. On the same date the
Statutes of the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace were also
approved. (...)
The Santiago Declaration is a normative text, drafted in accordance with the
legal technique of international human rights instruments. Its Preamble echoes
the holistic vision of peace that imbibes the entire Declaration. Thus peace is not
limited to the strict absence of armed conflict. It also has a positive dimension
oriented to achieve a triple objective:
 to meet the basic needs of all human beings;
 to eliminate all forms of violence (armed, structural, and cultural: familybased, gender-based, mobbing, bullying); and,
 the effective protection of all human rights for all.
Thus, the Declaration emphasized the need to establish a new international
economic order, led by the global redistribution of resources and the realization of
social justice so as to eliminate inequalities, exclusion and poverty, as long as they
generate structural violence which is incompatible with peace.
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(...) Article 7 of the Declaration proclaimed the right of individuals and
peoples to general and transparent disarmament, under a complete and effective
international control. Echoing the close relationship among peace and security,
development and human rights, the Declaration called for
resources freed by disarmament [to be] allocated to the economic, social and
cultural development of peoples and to the fair redistribution of natural wealth,
responding especially to the needs of the poorest countries and of the groups in
situation of vulnerability, aiming to put an end to inequalities, social exclusion
and extreme poverty
Art. 7.2

(...) In turn, the Advisory Committee (recommendation 7/3 of 12 August 2011)
took note of the first draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace prepared by
its drafting group (A/HRC/AC/7/3). In February 2012 the Advisory Committee is
expected to adopt a final declaration. (...)
(...) It was urgent to complete the codification of the human right to peace
because it is subject to systematic violations. They come from direct armed
violence, since more than 40 armed conflicts around the world persist today, many
of them forgotten. (...)
The human right to peace is also violated by manifestations of cultural
violence, such as gender-based violence, mobbing, bullying and family-based
violence. Cultural violence is very frequent in our societies, in which the culture
of violence prevails over the culture of peace. The IOHRP/SSIHRL vision is that
one day the General Assembly shall adopt a Universal Declaration of the Human
Right to Peace along with the Santiago Declaration. There are no insurmountable
legal obstacles, as this right is deeply rooted in both the Un Charter and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights —in particular Article 28—, and both are
instruments universally accepted.
The obstacles are rather political. However they can be overcome if we all
join together to build a just, sustainable and lasting peace. If peace is an ethical
requirement that should prevail over international relations, the human right
to peace is the legal requirement to which the civil society around the world is
identified, because it is a requirement of civilization that is above all regional,
historical or cultural particularities.
He appealed again, as it was done since 2008, to all international actors
and any person of good will to join the World Alliance for the human right
to peace. (...)
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(...) Ms Christina Papazoglou, Head of the World Council of Churches Human Rights
Programme, indicated that the quest for peace and democracy inspired and guided the
work of WCC ever since its creation. The WCC was founded like the United nations in
1948 as a sign of hope after the horrors and destruction of the World War II. (...)
(...) Churches have been involved for many years in contexts riddled by war
or forced division of people. The WCC and its ecumenical partners have over
the years raised their voice to denounce human rights violations and conflicts in
different regions of the world. Through solidarity visits, organization of support
networks and interaction and advocacy before governments and intergovernmental
bodies, the WCC had in many cases played an important mediating role in armed
conflicts, contributing to the efforts of international partners for peace-making and
peace-building in various regions of the world.
For example, WCC was a key player in the battle for the use of economic
pressure to obtain concessions from the South African apartheid regime. It also
played an important mediating role between the two parties in Sudan which
resulted in the 1972 Addis Ababa Agreement. noteworthy is also its mediating
role during the Guatemalan armed conflict which resulted in the signing of the
1990 Agreement on the Search for Peace by Political Means in Oslo. (...)
(...) the meeting took place against the background of a financial, food,
energy, environmental crisis, on-going unresolved inter-state and intra-state
conflicts, communal and political violence, persecution against minority religious
communities, religious extremism, terrorism, counter terrorism, militarization,
subversive economic interests, gross and systematic violation of human rights
and lack of democratic governance in many parts of the world. (...)
(...) She concluded by making a reference to the Declaration on the Role of
Religion in the Promotion of a Culture of Peace, issued during a meeting organized
by UnESCO and the Centre UnESCO of Catalonia, in Barcelona in 1994, which
stated among others: “Peace implies that love, compassion, human dignity, and
justice are fully preserved. We are all individually and collectively responsible for
the common good, including the well-being of future generations”.
In continuation, Mr Miguel Bosé and Mr Juanes alternatively made the
following oral statement:
Mr Miguel Bosé:
Our Foundation Peace without Borders wanted to contribute to the
promotion of the values of peace, human rights, tolerance and the cease-
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fire in different parts of the world. It has carried out various activities, such
as production of this video and the organization of free outdoor concerts,
in which renowned international artists have participated. The first concert
was held in 2008 in Cucuta, located in the border between Colombia and
Venezuela and the second in 2009 at the Revolution Square in Havana
(Cuba), with an attendance of more than 1.6 million people.
Music itself is a living process that develops human creativity. As indicated
by the musician and peace advocate Yehudi Menuhin, “in creation everyone
has open incalculable possibilities, in destruction, only one”. Music
becomes a key instrument to build peace and express, produce, imagine,
innovate and invent different solutions to social problems.
Mr Juanes:
Music also features as a means of non-violent action.
Peace is not only a value which should govern international relations.
Peace is also a human right whose right-holders are all individuals, groups
and peoples: everyone has the right to live in peace; everyone has the right
to a just, sustainable and lasting peace.
Peace is not merely the absence of armed conflict, internal or international.
Peace is a much broader and positive concept that includes the right to be
educated on and for peace; the right to human security and to live in a safe and
healthy environment; the right to development and to a sustainable environment;
the right to civil disobedience and to conscientious objection against activities
that entail a threat against peace; the right to resist and oppose oppression
of regimes that violate human rights; the right to demand from all States a
general and complete disarmament; freedom of thought, opinion, expression,
conscience and religion; the right to seek and to enjoy refugee status; the right
to migrate and participate in the public affairs of the State of residence; and the
right to truth, justice and reparation to all victims of human rights violations.
Mr Miguel Bosé:
This is understood by almost 2,000 civil society organizations, cities
and public institutions world-wide which have adhered to the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace. We are not far from achieving
this purpose: the United nations, welcoming the world-wide demand from
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civil society, is now drafting a declaration, which will be submitted to the
General Assembly. Our wish is that it becomes reality.
Mr Juanes:
The reasons for adopting a new normative declaration on the human right
to peace within the United nations are the following:
- It would help to achieve a coordinated response on a world-wide scale
to those threats to human rights arising from the global interdependence
of all individuals, peoples and nations;
- It would strengthen international cooperation, union of interests and
joint action in order to preserve not only the fabric and very survival of
international society, but also to achieve its collective goals;
Mr Miguel Bosé:
- It would provide a solid basis to the culture of peace;
- It would give fresh impetus to the struggle against violence and attitudes
based on force, imposition and gender discrimination;
- It should recognize that the holistic concept of peace goes beyond the
strict absence of armed conflicts (negative peace). Peace is also positive,
since it is linked to the eradication of structural violence as a result of the
economic and social inequalities in the world, and to the right of peoples
to economic and social development.
Mr Juanes:
- It would consolidate the right to peace in its double dimension, namely
individual and collective;
- It would strengthen the right to human security and to live in a safe
and healthy environment, as well as the right to development and to a
sustainable environment;
Mr Miguel Bosé:
- It would include the right to disobedience and to conscientious objection,
as well as the right to resist and oppose oppression;
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- It shall strengthen dialogue and peaceful coexistence among cultures,
civilizations and religions or belief, as a means to combat racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance;
Mr Juanes:
- It shall stress the right to education on and for peace and all other
human rights, as well as the construction of democratic, egalitarian and
multicultural societies;
- It shall recognize the close relationship between peace and the human
rights to life, to physical and mental integrity, to freedom and security of
the person;
Mr Miguel Bosé:
- It shall reinforce the right to refugee status and to emigrate;
- It shall restate the need to protect victims from uncontrolled weapons
of mass destruction, as well as from genocide, crimes against humanity,
war crimes and sexual violence;
Mr Juanes:
- It shall confirm the victims’ right to redress from human rights violations,
including the rights to truth, justice and reparation;
- It shall include the right to a general and complete disarmament under
international supervision;
Mr Miguel Bosé:
- It shall restate the freedom of thought, opinion, expression, conscience
and religion;
- It shall emphasize the rights of people belonging to groups in situation
of vulnerability, in particular, women and children.
Mr Juanes:
- And finally, it would assist States and International Organizations to focus
on the development of the three pillars on which the Charter of the United
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nations is based, namely: the system of collective security which prohibits
the threat or use of force, and promote the peaceful settlement of disputes
in accordance with international law; the economic and social development
of peoples; and respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all
without discrimination. Under these three pillars the human right to peace
will be built.
Mr Miguel Bosé:
Today representatives of music, films and sports wanted to make our voices
heard in favour of the recognition of the human right to peace. To achieve
this noble objective, we are proud to launch a campaign to collect signatures
in our Web www.pazsinfronteras.org in support of the World Alliance for
the human right to peace. The signatures will be submitted to the Human
Rights Council and General Assembly. We do not want to wait, we want the
human right to peace now!!! (...)
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16
XXI Ibero American Summit
Asuncion (Paraguay), 28-29 October 20111

In early October 2011 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Worship of Costa
Rica submitted to all Foreign Ministries of the Ibero American Summit a draft
Special Communiqué on the human right to peace. In addition, the Permanent
Mission of Costa Rica to the United nations and International Organizations in
Geneva distributed the same Communiqué among the Latin American Missions
accredited in Geneva.
In the preamble of the Special Communiqué submitted by Costa Rica mention
was made of the Final Declaration of the XI Ibero American Summit of Lima, of
24 November 2001, which “reaffirmed the will of the Latin American Community
to build together a future of peace, greater prosperity and social equality for all our
nations in the context of sustainable development”.
The preamble also referred to the Final Declaration of the XVI Ibero American
Summit of Montevideo, of 5 november 2006, which
reaffirmed the full commitment of the Latin American community to the purposes
and principles enshrined in the Charter of the United nations, the full exercise of
democracy, respect of sovereignty and non interference in the internal affairs of
States, respect and promotion of human rights, strengthening of multilateralism
and the respect of the principles of international law, peaceful settlement of
disputes, prohibition of the use or threat of force in the international affairs and
rejection of unilateral coercive measures contrary to international law.

As instruments of reference in the field of peace, international security and
human rights, the drafters of the Special Communiqué took into consideration the
Special Declaration on Defense of democracy and constitutional order in Ibero
America, signed in Mar del Plata on 4 December 2010, which
upheld that the rule of law, the respect of legitimate authority constituted as an
expression of the sovereign will of peoples, the non-interference in internal affairs
1

The report was prepared by Mr David Fernández Puyana (representative of the SSIHRL and the
IOHRP in Geneva). Available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Cumbreiberomaericana.pdf
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and defense of democratic institutions are essential guarantees for ensuring peace,
stability, economic prosperity and social justice and the realization of human
rights and fundamental freedoms.

In addition, the draft Special Communiqué reaffirmed in its preamble that the
human right to peace finds its legal foundation in the purposes and principles of
the United nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
other international human rights instruments signed by the Member States of the
Ibero American community.
On 27 October 2011, Costa Rica introduced its draft Special Communiqué on
the human right to peace at the plenary session held in the Meeting of national
Coordinators in preparation of the XXI Summit of Ibero American States in
Asuncion (Paraguay). Because of lack of agreement on the possible inclusion
of the term peoples in the expression human right to peace, any decision was
postponed to the meeting of Foreign Affairs Ministers held in the morning of 28
October 2011 in Asuncion.
During the three hours of the meeting held by the Ministers, various initiatives
regarding to development with equity, protection of migrants and recognition of the
right to peace were discussed. After the internal debate, the draft Special Communiqué
of Costa Rica was approved with the consensus of all Foreign Affairs Ministers of
Member States of the Ibero American Summit with the following amendments:
a) At the request of Spain the term peoples was deleted in all paragraphs of the
Special Communiqué which made special reference to the right to peace.
Finally, the term agreed upon by all Ibero American States was right to peace.
b) At the initiative of Costa Rica, it was introduced a second amended paragraph
on the contribution of civil society to the right to peace that could be accepted
by all States of the Ibero American Summit and civil society. Thus, it was
agreed to acknowledge the important contributions of society and, especially
of civil society organizations to promote the right to peace.
c) At the request of the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America
(ALBA) States, a specific paragraph on the resolutions on the promotion of the
right to peace approved by the General Assembly of the United nations, the
Human Rights Commission and the Human Rights Council was introduced.
Finally, the Special Communiqué was approved on 29 October 2011 by
consensus of all the Heads of Delegations of the Ibero American States in Asuncion
(22), as follows: Andorra, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
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Chile, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico,
nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Spain, Uruguay and Venezuela.2
Costa Rica reached consensus on this text and highlighted the importance of
the on-going work carried out by the Human Rights Council, which should lead to
the codification of the human right to peace.
The SSIHRL welcomed the Special Communiqué on the right to peace because
it is a milestone in the codification process of the human right to peace. Indeed,
this issue becomes a priority of the foreign policy of the 22 Member States of the
Ibero American Summit. In addition, it is significant that three European countries
—Andorra, Portugal and Spain— expressed their support to the right to peace,
thus paving the way for a constructive cooperation between Latin America and
Europe in the field of human right to peace. Therefore it should have a positive
impact on the on-going codification process carried out by the Human Rights
Council and its Advisory Committee.

2

See full text of the Special Communiqué infra, Annex IV.
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17
Japanese contribution to the human right to peace
nagoya and Tokyo (Japan), December 20111

(...) The four Symposiums working languages were Japanese and Spanish
(or English). They were composed of four working sessions and were held in
nagoya, Osaka, naha and Tokyo. (...)
(...) Around 400 experts, academics and peace activists were briefed on the
content and values of the human right to peace during the four Symposiums.
On 3 and 10 December 2011, Japanese civil society organizations adopted
by acclamation the Nagoya and Tokyo Declarations on the Human Right to
Peace, which summarized the main aspirations of civil society in this area, and
assessed the international codification process of the human right to peace (…). In
particular, civil society representatives urged the United nations HR Council and
its Advisory Committee to duly take into consideration the Santiago Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace (…); they requested the Human Rights Council at
its twentieth session (June 2012) to establish an open-ended working group on
standard-setting to deal with the on-going codification of a draft declaration on
the right to peace with the participation of civil society; and requested the General
Assembly of the United nations to adopt the Universal Declaration of the Human
Right to Peace no later than 2015.
In addition, the Japanese Federation of Bar Associations (JFBA) adopted
on 15 november 2011 the Opinion concerning the Declaration on the Right of
Peoples to Peace, which was transmitted to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on
1

The Symposiums on the Japanese contribution to the human right to peace held from 2 to 10
December 2011, were organized by the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace
with the support of the SSIHRL/IOHRP and the sponsorship of many Japanese civil society
organizations (inter alia: Japan Lawyers International Solidarity Association, Japan Workers
Committee for Human Rights, Japan’s Association of Democratic Lawyers, International
Women’s Year Liaison Group, Japan Young Women’s Christian Association, Pan-Pacific and
South-East Asia Women’s Association of Japan, Japan Federation of Women’s Organization,
Japanese Society for Developing the Culture of Peace, World Campaign for Peace Education
Japan, Peace Boat and Global Article 9 Campaign). The full text of the report, prepared by
Mr David Fernández Puyana (representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva) and
Mr Jun Sasamoto (Secretary-General of JALISA and Program Coordinator), is available at www.
aedidh.org/sites/default/files/ReportJapan1.pdf
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2 December 2011. In this legal opinion, the 52 Bar Associations members of the
Federation considered that a Declaration of the Right of Peoples and Individuals
to Peace should include the prohibition of discrimination on the grounds of, inter
alia, race, colour, gender, language, religion, political or other opinion, nationality,
ethnicity or social origin, birth or other status; that this Declaration should be
consistent with the human rights standards universally recognized, and should not
be interpreted to restrict the exercise of any human right recognized in times of
public emergency; and that all States should develop the possibilities of judicial
remedies in order to realize the right to peace.
(...) On 2 December 2011 Ms Chiaki Ikeda, journalist of the Chunichi Shimbun,
interviewed Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL, on the international
codification process of the human right to peace (…) and its impact in the Japanese
peace movement. The Chunichi Shimbun is a Japanese daily “broadsheet” newspaper
published in mostly Aichi Prefecture and neighbouring regions (…).
(...) The questions raised by Ms Chiaki Ikeda to Prof Villán were related to the
reasons to start the international campaign in favour of the human right to peace in
Spain, his previous responsibilities as legal expert at the UnOHCHR (United nations
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights), and the main landmarks on the
right to peace achieved at the HR Council and its Advisory Committee.
On 3 December 2011, the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace
(...) organized the first Symposium on “the justiciability and enforcement of the
human right to peace: An analysis of the Japanese jurisprudence” (...).
(...) Mr Jun Sasamoto, Secretary-General of JALISA, introduced the concept
of the human right to peace to the public. He indicated that the UN codification
process of the human right to peace was a consequence of the work carried out
by the international nGOs movement led by the SSIHRL world-wide during the
last five years through the organization of 21 regional expert meetings and the
adoption of the land-mark Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
(…). He added that the SSIHRL representatives are visiting Japan as a part of
the World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace and, therefore, the
meeting was a great opportunity for the Japanese peace movement to influence in
the codification process (…).
(...) Prof noriki Moto, Professor of Constitutional Law of the nagoya
University spoke about “the right to live in peace in the Japanese constitution”.
He explained that the Constitution (…) was enacted on 3 May 1947 as a new
Constitution for postwar Japan. The Constitution provides for a parliamentary
system of government and guarantees certain fundamental rights. Under its terms,
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the Emperor of Japan is “the symbol of the State and of the unity of the people”
and exercises a purely ceremonial role without the possession of sovereignty
(Article 1 of the Constitution).
In addition, the Preamble stresses that the sovereignty resides exclusively in
the Japanese people by indicating that
Government is a sacred trust of the people, the authority of which is derived from
the people, the powers of which are exercised by the representatives of the people,
and the benefits of which are enjoyed by the people. This is a universal principle
of mankind upon which this Constitution is founded.

The Constitution, also known as the Peace Constitution, is most characteristic
and famous for the renunciation of the right to wage war contained in Article 9
and to a lesser extent, the provision for de iure popular sovereignty in conjunction
with monarchy. The Constitution was drawn up under the Allied occupation that
followed World War II and was intended to replace Japan’s previous militaristic and
absolute monarchy system with a form of liberal democracy. Currently, it is a rigid
document and no subsequent amendment has been made to it since its adoption.
In accordance with the Preamble (…), peace can only be achieved in the world
through the “... justice and faith of the peace-loving peoples of the world” and
the “...banishment of tyranny and slavery, oppression and intolerance for all time
from the earth”. Therefore, “no nation is responsible to itself alone, but that laws
of political morality are universal; and obedience to such laws is incumbent upon
all nations...”. It follows that diplomatic efforts are always needed to develop
friendly and peaceful relations among nations in both bilateral and multilateral
levels and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace.
(…) with regards to Article 9 of the Constitution, the Japanese people forever
renounced to war as a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of force as
a means of settling international disputes. In addition, the right of belligerency of
the State will not be recognized. The right to live in peace guarantees individuals
and people to live in peace free from fear and want. Most of the legal commentators
and academics believe that the right to live in peace prohibits any kind of war,
including the so-called self-defence forces and invasion war, and that land, sea,
and air forces, as well as other potential war, will never be maintained.
(…) there is now a constitutional debate in Japan on the implementation of the right
to peace thanks to the existence of several rulings on this specific matter. In particular,
he mentioned the nagamuna (1973-1982) and the nagoya cases (2008) stressing
that Japanese domestic courts considered that the deployment of “Self-Defence
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Forces” in Iraq was incompatible with the Constitution. In addition, he added that the
Preamble of the Constitution establishes legally binding obligations to Japan and it is
very important to properly interpret Article 9 of the Constitution. The constitutional
analysts of Japan have recognized the legal meaning of the Preamble as well.
(...) Mr Hajime Kawaguchi, Attorney at Law and Secretary-General of the
lawyers network of the nagoya case, focused his presentation on the “Analysis of
the decision SDF Iraq Deployment Injunction Lawsuit of the nagoya High Court
and its influence in the enforcement of the right to live in peace”. The lawsuit had
the support of 3200 plaintiffs.
On 17 April 2010, the Appeals Court in nagoya decided that the Self-Defence
Forces’ deployment in Iraq violated the Japanese Constitution. It was the first time
that an Appeals Court (…) declared a Government act contrary to Article 9 of the
Constitution.
As stated by the speaker, the participation of Japan in a war is not allowed in
accordance with Article 9 of the Constitution. The Court indicated that the basic
human rights guaranteed by the Constitution cannot exist without a foundation
of peace and that the right to live in peace is a fundamental right, which is at
the foundation of all basic human rights and enables their implementation. The
decision also stated that the right to live in peace is a vital right that supports
all human rights, and that it is not a mere ideal, but a specific right for which
people can seek redress from the courts. This was a land-mark decision since it
recognized that every citizen plays a part in creating peace.
The decision also lends detailed treatment to the substance of the right to live
in peace. It noted that the right to live in peace that appears in the Preamble of
the Japanese Constitution is defined, for example, as a fundamental human right
which enables people to live free from fear and want. Likewise, they are entitled
to live in countries and a world of peace, without peace being destroyed, violated,
or suppressed by war, arms, or preparations for war.
Furthermore, the Court said that this right is a very diverse and broad right,
since it includes the right to live in a Japan that does not make war or military
activities against one’s will; the right to live in peace based on one’s own peaceful
convictions, without being involved in acts that harm peoples of other countries
through military means; and the right to desire peace based on creed, to pursue
happiness for all people, and for that purpose, to live a life of non-combat, nonviolence, and pacifism. The other noteworthy part of this decision is that it includes
the right to not deprive others of their life using military means, and to do others
no harm in war, and the right not to be harmed in war.
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(…) the Nagoya Appeals Court recognized the danger of today’s Japanese
society and that Japanese people will actively exercise their right not to harm by
war. He emphasized the great importance of seeing the right to live in peace as the
right to not be a victim and also to do no harm in war. That is the sense of the right
to live in peace set forth by nagoya Appeals Court, and as such it has precedentsetting value. He added that Japanese peace movements are doing everything
possible to oppose Japan’s transformation into a warfare State. He proclaimed
the right to live in peace, which is the right to be neither those who are harmed
nor those who do harm in any military violence whatsoever. He considered that
the future Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, as promoted by
the SSIHRL, will help them to walk the path that turns the 21st century into the
century of peace.
(....) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (…) used power point in Japanese to discuss
about “the codification of the human right to peace and civil society”. He
explained the origins of the private (unofficial) codification process which led to
the adoption of the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, approved
on 30 October 2006. (...)
He pointed out that the human right to peace is undoubtedly founded in the
Charter of the United nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, both
of which are universally accepted legal documents. In particular, he mentioned the
connection of the human right to peace with the Preamble, purposes and principles
of the Charter of the United nations, and especially the obligation of member
States to settle their international controversies through peaceful means and the
prohibition of the use of force or the threat thereof. (....)
(...) he noted the need to make progress in the gradual development of
international human rights law, incorporating the human right to peace to the
Corpus Iuris of international legislation, for which the role of the Human Rights
Council is essential. Prof Villán indicated that the Santiago Declaration includes
rights which have already been codified with a new perspective, in order to achieve
peace, and for the human right to peace to reinforce the universal, indivisible and
interdependent nature of human rights such as the rights to solidarity, and the
rights to development, disarmament and environment.
Among the new rights included in the Santiago Declaration as positive
and holistic view of peace, it is worth noting the right to disobedience and
conscientious objection, the right to resist oppression and totalitarianism and
the right to disarmament. In the same way, the basic needs of human beings
are recognized, demanding effective compliance with the economic, social and
cultural rights of all people, without discrimination, such as the right to food,
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water and sanitation, the right to a sustainable environment and the right to health
and to shelter. Additionally, it proclaims the elimination of all kinds of violence,
whether armed, structural or cultural.
(…) Prof Villán highlighted that the aims of the SSIHRL World Campaign
in favour of the human right to peace were to share the Luarca Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace with experts world-wide; to introduce this right in the
agenda of the United nations Human Rights Council; and to conclude the private
codification of a universal declaration of the human right to peace. (....)
(...) He also explained that the HR Council adopted resolution 14/3 on 17 June 2010,
which explicitly recognized “...the important work being carried out by civil society
organizations for the promotion of the right of peoples to peace and the codification
of that right”; and “supported the need to further promote the realization of the right
of peoples to peace”; it therefore requested “the Advisory Committee, in consultation
with Member States, civil society, academia and all relevant stakeholders, to prepare a
draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace, and to report on the progress thereon
to the Human Rights Council at its seventeenth session”.
On the other hand, the Advisory Committee adopted recommendation 5/2 on
6 August 2010, by which it established a drafting group of four members to
prepare, by January 2011, a first draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace.
(...)
(...) In addition, the HR Council (resolution 17/16 of 17 June 2011) requested
again that the Advisory Committee draft a declaration on the right of peoples to
peace and to report on progress thereon to the Council at its twentieth session
(June 2012) (...)
(...) The CSOs requested the HR Council to establish an open-ended working group
on standard-setting composed of representatives of States with a wide participation
of civil society, entrusted with pursuing the drafting of a Universal declaration of
the Human Right to Peace, taking into consideration both the AC (second) draft
declaration and the Santiago Declaration. (....)
(...) Mr David Fernández Puyana (…) presented the “Analysis of the
Japanese, Colombian, Korean and Costa Rican domestic jurisprudence on
the right to peace”. He stated that the right to peace has its solid foundation
in the Charter of the United nations of 1945, whose main purpose and
objective is the maintenance of international peace and security. Since then,
105 States have incorporated the universal value of peace in their Constitutions as
a basic principle of their domestic legal system. In addition, several Constitutions
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have explicitly recognized peace as a fundamental right of peoples and individuals.
Thus, Article 10.1 of the Constitution of the Plurinational Republic of Bolivia
recognizes that “Bolivia is a pacifist State, which promotes the culture of peace
and the right to peace”; Article 22 of the Constitution of Colombia states that
“Peace is a right and a duty whose compliance is mandatory” and finally, the
Preamble of the Constitution of Japan recognizes that “all peoples of the world
have the right to live in peace”. (...)
Both Ms Fuki Maruyama (Graduate student of the nagoya University) and
Prof Koji Aikyo (Professor of Constitutional Law at the nagoya University)
introduced to the public the draft Nagoya Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace to be discussed. It was finally adopted by acclamation by all experts, peace
activists and academics attending the first Symposium.(...)
(...) Mr Yorio Shiokawa, representative of JALISA in Geneva, closed the first
Symposium by thanking all experts, academics and peace activists for attending
the Symposium on the human right to peace. In addition, he highlighted that
it is important to participate in the worldwide campaign to make an effective
declaration on the right to peace, to preserve the Constitution of Japan with the
help of international solidarity, and to promote a movement to include a similar
provision in the Constitutions of other countries. (...)
On 4 December 2011, a peace delegation visited the Kyoto Museum for World
Peace located in Kyoto, to study the linkage between the human right to peace and
the armed conflicts that occurred in Asia during the previous century. (...)
(...) On 5 December 2011, a delegation on the human right to peace visited
the President of the Osaka Bar Association to explain to him the purposes of
the international codification process of the human right to peace at the United
nations and to invite their members to join the process. (...)
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán suggested that Mr Kazuhiro nakamoto, President
of the Osaka Bar Association request the Japanese Government to join the Group
of Friend States with the human right to peace at the United nations and to support
the on-going codification process of the human right to peace. (...)
(...) The President of the Osaka Bar Association recalled that the main objectives
of the Association are to protect all human rights and social justice. When there
exists a gross and repetitive violation of human rights, the risk of war increases. He
explained that he was born in Hiroshima during World War II and many of their
relatives and friends died as a consequence of the armed conflict. His grandmother
taught him that war is never good for humankind. He showed his support to the
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enforcement and implementation of Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan. (...)
(...) On 5 December 2011, the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to
Peace with the support of the SSIHRL/IOHRP organized the second Symposium
on “The human right to peace in the world” (...).
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (…) presented a power point in Japanese
addressing similar issues as he did in the nagoya meeting (…). He referred to
the international codification process of the human right to peace and to the role
played by civil society, particularly the SSIHRL, in the process of including the
universal value of peace in the legal category of human rights.
(...) Prof Kinhide Mushakoji, Vice President of the International Movement
Against All Forms of Discrimination and Racism (IMADR) and President of
the Osaka International Peace Centre (Peace Osaka), recalled the strong linkage
existing between the fight against all forms of discrimination, the protection of
minorities and the human right to peace. (...)
(...) He recalled that, in the past, Japan and Spain had colonized other lands and
regions through the use of force. According to the speaker, both countries have
a common historical linkage with colonialism. The former colonized countries
have embraced the human right to peace as a means of regaining their dignity and
achieving freedom. He concluded that he wants to fight for the human right to
peace to oppose colonialism.
(...) Dr Shigeki Sakamoto, Professor of International Law at the Graduate School
of Law at Kobe University and member of the Advisory Committee drafting group
on the right of peoples to peace, (...) thanked the organizers for convening meetings
on the human right to peace in Japan and preserving Article 9 of the Constitution
of Japan in times in which many people advocate a reform of the Constitution.
According to him, the Constitution of Japan (…) represents the commitment of
the Japanese people to the culture of peace and the end of the culture of violence.
(…) the concept of peace should be related to positive peace, which is more
than the absence of violence; it is the presence of social justice through equal
opportunity, a fair distribution of power and resources, equal protection and
impartial enforcement of law.
(...) the right to peace is tightly based on the socio-economic development.
He referred to paragraph 4 of the operative part of the Nagoya Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace of 3 December 2011, which highlighted the need to
enforce the economic, social and cultural development of peoples and the fair
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redistribution of natural wealth, responding especially to the needs of the poorest
countries and of groups in situation of vulnerability, aiming to put an end to
inequalities, social exclusion and extreme poverty.
With regards to paragraph 8 of the Nagoya Declaration, he said that the
Advisory Committee’s drafting group on the right of peoples to peace tried to take
duly into consideration the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
but that the final text elaborated by the drafting group cannot be a pure copy
of the Santiago Declaration. The drafting group has selected many of the main
provisions included in the Santiago Declaration. (...)
(...) Mr David Fernández Puyana (...) discussed “the implementation of the
human right to peace in accordance with the Santiago Declaration”. He stated that
the system of special procedures of the HR Council provides abundant examples of
extra-conventional mechanisms set up for the protection of human rights. (...) He
added that, in the case of the human right to peace, the General Assembly should
set up a new special procedure to ensure the promotion and protection of the human
right to peace, as defined in the Declaration to be adopted by the General Assembly.
Its functions, which are described in Article 15 of the Santiago Declaration,
reproduce the best practices of the HR Council special procedures. (...)
(...) On 6 December 2011, Mr Kenya Fukuzato, journalist at the Okinawa
Times, and Mr Kayo Takuya, journalist at the Ryukyu Shimpo, interviewed
Prof Carlos Villán Durán (…) in naha. Both newspapers published articles on
the codification process of the human right to peace (…) and the Symposium to
be held on “the establishment of a Peace Zone in the Okinawa Prefecture without
foreign military bases: War never Again” to be held in naha on 7 December 2011.
Readers of both newspapers were 4 million people in the Okinawa Prefecture.
(...) In the afternoon of 7 December 2011, the Japanese Committee for
the Human Right to Peace, with the support of the SSIHRL/IOHRP and the
Association of Human Rights in Okinawa, organized the third Symposium on
“The establishment of a Peace Zone in the Okinawa Prefecture without foreign
military bases: War never Again”(...).
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) based his presentation on the same power
point in Japanese used in the nagoya and Osaka meetings. He discussed the
international codification process of the human right to peace and the role played
by civil society in this international legal initiative. In addition, he reported on the
Delegation visits paid to Okinawa US military bases and historical Memorials. He
expressed the Delegation’s solidarity with victims of past and current conflicts,
and affirmed that Okinawa people were martyrs and peace-lovers.
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(...) Mr David Fernández Puyana (...) explained that, in accordance with the Un
Charter and the Santiago Declaration, the United nations is required to enhance
the general principle of cooperation in the maintenance of international peace
and security through the disarmament and regulation of armaments. nevertheless,
Member States have always been more interested in controlling or restraining the
use and development of arms, rather than promoting an effective disarmament at
the highest level. The International Court of Justice (ICJ) recalled in its advisory
opinion on the Legality of the Threat or Use of nuclear Weapons that Member
States are obligated to conduct negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all
its aspects under strict and effective international control.
He added that the final outcome of the International Conference on the Relationship
between Disarmament and Development, concluded that true and lasting peace and
security in this interdependent world demanded rapid progress in both disarmament
and development, since they are the most urgent challenges facing the world today
and the pillars on which enduring international peace and security should be built.
The speaker concluded that excessive armament and military expenditure
may have negative effects on sustainable development, because their spread and
availability endangers stability and welfare and diminishes social and economic
confidence. Although disarmament does not necessarily lead to development, there
is no doubt that disarmament may help to create more stable international, national
and local situations favourable to sustainable development. The international
community should devote part of the resources freed from the implementation of
disarmament and arms limitation agreements, to economic and social development
with a view to meeting the Un 2015 Millennium Development Goals.
(....) On 8 December 2011, a Delegation of the human right to peace visited Mr Kenji
Utsunomiya, President of the JFBA, and Ms Yumiko Ichige, Deputy Secretary-General
of the JFBA, to explain the purposes of the international codification process of the
human right to peace (…) and to invite JFBA to join this process. (...)
Prof Villán thanked the President of the JFBA for the JFBA’s commitment to
the codification process of the human right to peace at the United Nations and for
its adoption, on 15 november 2011, of the “Opinion concerning the Declaration on
the Right of Peoples to Peace”, which was transmitted to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs on 2 December 2011. This Opinion was a landmark in the Japanese civil
society campaign for peace and human rights. (...)
(...) The Delegation suggested to the President of the JFBA to invite the Japanese
Government to join the Group of Friend States with the human right to peace and to
support the on-going codification process of the human right to peace (…).
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The President of the JFBA agreed to collaborate in the codification process
of the human right to peace at the United nations and proposed sending several
attorneys, on behalf of the JFBA, to the forthcoming official meetings on the
human right to peace to be held in Geneva in 2012. He expressed his support
to Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan and stressed the connection between
the support to this Article and the codification process of the right to peace (…).
Furthermore, the “Opinion concerning the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to
Peace” adopted by the JFBA will be formally submitted to the eighth session of
the Advisory Committee to be held in Geneva in February 2012. (...)
(...) On 9 December 2011, a Delegation of the human right to peace visited
the different political parties represented in the Diet to invite them to adopt, by
consensus, a resolution in support of the codification process of the human right to
peace (…). The Diet was also asked to invite the Government of Japan to join the
Human Rights Council Group of Friend States with the human right to peace. (...)
(...) On 10 December 2011, the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to
Peace with the support of the SSIHRL/IOHRP, organized the fourth Symposium
on “the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and the Japanese commitment
to peace” (...).
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (…) spoke about the “codification of the human right to
peace and civil society” (…;) he based his presentation on the power point in Japanese.
In addition, he stated that today is an important day in the human rights calendar as
everyone celebrates the sixty-third anniversary of the adoption of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Since then, 200 conventions and declarations
on human rights have been adopted by the International Organizations resulting in the
International Code of Human Rights. He announced that today the General Assembly
of the United nations (…) is adopting two new human rights instruments, namely:
the Declaration on Human Rights Education and Training; and the Optional Protocol
to the Convention of the Rights of the Child to allow the same Committee to receive
individual complaints and initiate inquiry procedures.
According to the speaker, priority should be given to the implementation of
human rights already codified. He then advocated in favour of a future World
Court of Human Rights and the progressive definition of the solidarity rights, in
particular the human right to peace. As stated many times by the General Assembly,
peace cannot be achieved without the respect of all human rights, including the
right to development, the right to environment and the right to disarmament. There
will be no peace while hunger persists in many regions of the world and people die
because of lack of food, drinking water and basic shelter and sanitation. The best
tribute we should pay today to the UDHR is advocating the human right to peace.
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(...) Prof Yasunobu Satoh, Vice-Chair of the Graduate Programme on Human
Security of the University of Tokyo focused his presentation on “the right to human
security as part of the human right to peace”. According to him, the concept of peace
is based on his own experience in Cambodia. Peace goes beyond the absence of use of
force or the elimination of all types of violence, and is closely linked to the respect of all
human rights for all. The United nations Charter gives the Security Council the power
and responsibility to take collective action to maintain international peace and security.
For this reason, the international community usually looks at the Security Council to
authorize peacekeeping operations. As of today Japan is involved in five peacekeeping
operations (ex. Sudan) and had been involved in the establishment of the United nations
Peace-building Commission in December 2005 by the General Assembly.
(…) Japan is trying to fill the gap between peace, development and humanitarian
affairs through the concept of human security. The 1994 Report prepared by the
United nations Development Program (UnDP) introduced a new concept of
human security, which equates security with people rather than territories, with
development rather than arms. It examined both the national and the global
concerns of human security. The Report seeks to deal with these concerns through
a new paradigm of sustainable human development, capturing the potential peace
dividend, a new form of development cooperation and a restructured system
of global institutions. Increasing human security entails: investing in human
development, not in arms; engaging policy makers to address the emerging peace
dividend; giving the United nations a clear mandate to promote and sustain
development; enlarging the concept of development cooperation so that it includes
all flows, not just aid; and agreeing that 20 percent of national budgets and
20 percent of foreign aid be used for human development.
(…) the Preamble of the Constitution of Japan has implicitly recognized the
concept of human security in the following paragraph:
...We desire to occupy an honored place in an international society striving for the
preservation of peace, and the banishment of tyranny and slavery, oppression and
intolerance for all time from the Earth. We recognize that all peoples of the world
have the right to live in peace, free from fear and from want. (...)

(...) Human security makes the individual the primary focus of attention,
removing States from the main focus. The concept of human security has, as main
concern, the global security and the chronic threats to human life. Human security
is a wider concept of security, which deals also with threats that stem from failures
in development, environmental degradation, excessive population growth and
movement. Among the key structural causes of instability and conflict are poverty,
inequality and lack of economic opportunity.
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Following the Millenium Summit, held in September 2000, and at the initiative
of Japan, the United nations Commission on Human Security (CHS) was created,
co-chaired by Sadako Ogata, former United nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, and Amartya Sen, nobel Prize Laureate. In 2003 the Commission
on Human Security published its report “Human Security now”. In addition,
Japan advocated a broader vision of human security, taking into account both
the elements of freedom from fear and freedom from want. Moreover, Japan has
actively promoted and supported the concept in the Un by being, inter alia, the
founder and main donor of the United nations Trust Fund for Human Security
(UnTFHS), and the promotion of the Commission on Human Security and the
Friends of Human Security (FHS).
The United nations Global Compact asked companies to embrace, support and
enact, within their sphere of influence, a set of core values in the areas of human
rights, labor standards, the environment and anti-corruption.
The speaker concluded that, since the Diet adopted by consensus a resolution
on the protection of refugees, it is time for political parties to approve a new
resolution on the right to peace. He considered that the Government of Japan
should change its position in the United nations with regards to the right to peace
and support the on-going codification process.
(...) Dr Toshihiro Yamuuch, Professor of Constitutional Law at Ryukoku
University, reminded participants that the right of all peoples to live in peace has
been recognized in the Constitution of Japan and several rulings on this right had
been recently made by the domestic Japanese Courts (ex. nagoya case). Peace is a
human right, and therefore it has become part of the Japanese policy. Article 3 of
the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace is linked with the Preamble
of the Constitution of Japan, in particular with the concept of freedom from fear
and from want.
(...) Ms Kay Fusano, President of the Japanese Association of University
Women, paid tribute to the work done by Ms Conchita Poncini in the promotion
of gender equality and women’s rights at the United nations and to the Security
Council resolution 1325 (2000) on women, peace and security. She recalled the
great contribution of the human right to peace movement to the cause of women’s
rights with the submission of a written statement on “peace and the fight against
inequalities on the grounds of gender” to the ECOSOC Commission on the Status
of Women on the occasion of the follow-up to the Fourth World Conference on
Women on 18 December 2007, as well as the organization of an “expert meeting
on women and the human right to peace” with the sponsorship of the Permanent
Mission of Bangladesh at the headquarters of the United nations in new York on
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24 February 2011. She regretted that the Japanese Government was not supporting
the noble initiative of the human right to peace.
(...) Ms Mihoko Ejiri, President of the Young Women’s Christian Association,
explained that she was born in 1932 and unfortunately endured as a child the
effects of World War II. She believed that all vulnerable people should enjoy the
right to live in peace and children should be educated in the right to peace.
(...) Mr Akira Kawasaki, member of Executive Committee of Peace Boat and Director
of the Global Article 9 Campaign to Abolish War, explained that the main mandate of
his organization is to spread the message of Article 9 all over the world. A large-scale
conference on Article 9 was held in Japan in May 2008. This three-day event attracted
over 33,000 participants nationwide. He announced the organization of a big Global
Conference for a nuclear Power Free World to be held in Yokohama in January 2012.
(...) Mr Koji Torikai, Attorney at Law and Member of the Association of
victims’ remedies of the Fukushima nuclear plant disaster, stated that the 2011
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, the worst nuclear incident in 25 years,
displaced 50,000 households after radiation leaked into the air, soil and sea. Some
reports estimated that “on the order of 1,000” people will die from cancer as a
result of their exposure to radiation from the Fukushima Daiichi disaster. The
human effects of this accident are very important. The Government of Japan
should be held responsible for this situation.
(...) Mr Hideo Fujita, President of the Association for Building Peaceful
Culture, who was born in 1931 in times leading up to World War II, proposed that
education should develop a non-violent conflict resolution through the promotion
of peace, tolerance and solidarity. Consequently, human rights education should
aim to build a universal culture of human rights through the encouragement and
promotion of attitudes directed to peace building and maintenance. Education is
therefore a key element to achieving “sustainable development, peace and stability
within and among countries”, by fostering social cohesion and empowering people
to become active participants in social transformation.
(...) Dr Osamu niikura, Secretary-General of the IADL (International
Association of Democratic Lawyers) and Professor of Criminal Law at the
Aoyama Gakuin University, introduced to the public the draft Tokyo Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace for discussion. Finally, the draft Tokyo Declaration
was adopted by acclamation by all participants, peace activists and academics
attending the fourth Symposium.2
2

See full text of the Tokyo Declaration infra, Annex V.
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18
Contribution of Latin American countries to the human right
to peace

San Jose (Costa Rica), February 20121

(...) All activities carried out were organized by the Spanish Society for
International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) and the International Observatory
of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), in coordination with the Inter-American
Institute of Human Rights (IIHR), the Arias Foundation for Peace and Human
Progress (AFPHP) and the United nations University for Peace (...)
(...) On 8-14 February 2012, the President of the SSIHRL was invited by the
United nations University for Peace to teach on the “The Global Human Rights
System” in the Masters Degree on Human Rights Protection. The human right to
peace was discussed as a emerging human right in the United nations.
On 10 February 2012, the United nations University for Peace in collaboration with
the SSIHRL / IOHRP organized an academic conference on “The codification process
of the human right to peace at the United nations”. The guest speaker specially invited to
address students and teachers of the University was Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President
of the SSIHRL, who addressed the on-going codification process of the human right to
peace with the assistance of a power point. The speaker stressed the crucial leadership
played by civil society organizations to bring to the United nations a legislative initiative
to develop a full Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, to be adopted no
later than 2015 by the General Assembly of the United nations. (...)
(...) On 13 February 2012, the SSIHRL/IOHRP in coordination with the InterAmerican Institute of Human Rights (IIHR) and the support of the Ombudsman of
Costa Rica and the United nations University for Peace, organized a civil society
symposium in the Headquarters of the IIHR. The guests speakers specially invited
were civil society representatives, academics, representatives of the Office of the
Ombudsman and the media, as follows:
Dr Roberto Cuéllar, Executive Director of the IIHR chaired the symposium
and opened the session welcoming all participants. The speaker referred to “The
Latin American contribution to the promotion of peace and human rights”.
1

Report available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report_1.pdf
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Mr Luis Gerardo Fallas Acosta, Deputy Ombudsperson of Costa Rica,
addressed the issue: “The role of the national Ombudsman in the promotion and
protection of the human right to peace”;
Dr Juan Carlos Sainz Borgo, Head of International Law and Human Rights
Department of the United nations University for Peace, developed the legal
concept of “Peace as a Human Right”;
Mr Roberto Zamora, lawyer, shared with the audience his expertise on
“The right to peace in the constitutional jurisprudence of Costa Rica”;
Dr nicolas Boeglin, Professor of International Law at the Faculty of Law of
the University of Costa Rica, referred to “The right to the environment as a part of
the human right to peace”;
Dr Vernor Muñoz Villalobos, former United nations Special Rapporteur on the
right to education, stressed the issue “The right to education as a part of the human
right to peace”;
Prof Carlos Villán Durán (…) addressed the audience with the support of a
power point on the topic: “The codification process of the human right to peace
and civil society”.
Dr Víctor Manuel Rodríguez Rescia, Member of the Subcommittee on Prevention
of Torture of the United nations, Director of the Human Rights Center for the Americas
of the DePaul University (Chicago) and member of the SSIHRL, introduced to the
participants the draft San José de Costa Rica Declaration on the Human Right to Peace.
The video called Peace is a human right inviting the Costa Rican civil society
to join the World Alliance for the human right to peace was screened to the public.
The Chairperson invited the participants to take the floor and share their views
with the experts on the draft San José de Costa Rica Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace. All participants agree to congratulate the SSIHRL and the IOHRP
for having conducted the CSOs legislative initiative to the United nations aiming
at the adoption by the UnGA of a Universal Declaration of the Human Right
to Peace no later than 2015. They also acknowledged progress achieved within
the Un Advisory Committee and the Human Rights Council. At the end of the
discussion the draft San José de Costa Rica Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace was approved by consensus.2 (...)
2

See full text of the San José de Costa Rica Declaration, infra, Annex VI.
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(...) To conclude, the Chairperson Dr Roberto Cuéllar, Executive Director
of IIHR, thanked all experts and participants for their contributions, expressed
satisfaction for the adoption of the San José de Costa Rica Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace and declared closed the Symposium.
On 15 February 2012, the SSIHRL was invited to hearings before the
Commission on Human Rights of the Parliament of Costa Rica with the purpose of
informing Parliamentarians about the international codification process of human
right to peace and to invite them to support this CSOs initiative carried out by the
international civil society. The venue took place at the Human Rights Commission
located in the central building of the Parliament in San Jose. The guests speakers
specially invited were Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) which addressed the
Parliamentarians with the issue “The codification process on the human right to
peace and civil society”, with the assistance of a power point. Dr Víctor Manuel
Rodríguez Rescia (...) also briefed members of the Human Rights Commission of
the Legislative Assembly on the impact of the human right to peace in legislation,
jurisprudence and Administration practice in Costa Rica. To conclude, Ms Carmen
Muñoz Quesada, President of the Human Rights Commission, thanked the guest
speakers and after a very fruitful debate, she expressed her will to transmit the
petitions contained in the San José de Costa Rica Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace adopted two days ago by CSOs to the Plenary of the Parliament
for further action. Finally, Ms Carmen Muñoz Quesada declared close the hearing.
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19
Second Consultation of members of the Advisory Committee with
civil society experts on the human right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 19 February 20121

(...) Dr Wolfgang S. Heinz (Germany), Chairperson-Rapporteur (...) opened
the second consultation.
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) highlighted that three CSOs had prepared several
written statements on the right to peace to the eighth Advisory Committee session,
namely: the IOHRP/SSIHRL with the support of 1,116 CSOs, JALISA and JFBA.
He reminded that the Expert Consultation was organized in the context of
resolution 17/16 adopted by the Human Rights Council, by which it took “note
of the progress report of the Advisory Committee on the right of peoples to peace
(A/HRC/17/39)...” and supported “the need to further promote the realization
of the right of peoples to peace”; and, in that regard, it requested “the Advisory
Committee, in consultation with Member States, civil society, academia and all
relevant stakeholders, to present a draft declaration on the right of peoples to
peace, and to report on progress thereon to the Council at its twentieth session”
(June 2012). In addition, he recalled the recommendation 7/3 entitled “Drafting
Group on the Promotion of the Right of Peoples to Peace” adopted by the Advisory
Committee on 12 August 2011, by which it took “note of the second progress
report submitted by the drafting group to the Advisory Committee at its seventh
session (A/HRC/AC/7/3)”. (....)
(...) Mr Jun Sasamoto, Secretary-General of the Japan Lawyers International
Solidarity Association, (informed that) (...) from 2 to 10 December 2011, the
Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace with the support of the
SSIHRL/IOHRP organized the Symposiums on the Japanese Contribution to
the Human Right to Peace in nagoya, Osaka, naha and Tokyo. He reminded
that all Okinawa people are against the US military bases. He also stated that the
1

It was organized by the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL), the World
Council of Churches (WCC), the Japan Lawyers International Solidarity (JALISA) and the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP). For the full text of the report, prepared by
Dr Heinz (Rapporteur of the drafting group on the right to peace) with the assistance of the Secretariat,
see at www.aedidh.org/?q=node/2146 and http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Reportheinz.pdf
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IADL had submitted to the Advisory Committee in its eighth session a written
statement entitled “Opinion for the Draft Declaration on the Right to Peace”.
(...) Dr Wolfgang S. Heinz, Rapporteur of the Advisory Committee drafting
group on the declaration on the right of peoples to peace, (...) stressed that the
basic approach was to keep the declaration relatively short and succinct rather
than adding many more human rights as elements of a positive peace. He
distinguished between standards related to international peace and security as
core standards (elements of negative peace, absence of violence), and the areas of
peace education, development, the environment, victims and vulnerable groups as
elements of a positive peace.
(...) in the original mandate of the Human Rights Council, reference is made
to “the right of peoples to peace” and to, in this regard, General Assembly
resolution 39/11, which was adopted more than 25 years ago, in 1984. The
Advisory Committee proposes the term right to peace, which was found to be
more appropriate, and includes both the individual and collective dimensions.
(...) he pointed out that the drafting group had included some amendments in the
(second) draft declaration on the right to peace, namely: Article 4 (“peace education
and training”); Article 10.4 (“States shall take all the necessary measures to ensure
development and protection of the environment, including disaster preparedness
strategies, as their absence poses a threat to peace”), Article 13.5 (“States should
strengthen the effectiveness of the United nations in its dual functions of preventing
violations and protecting human rights and human dignity, including the right to
peace”) and 13.6 (“the Human Rights Council is invited to set up a body to continue
discussion on and monitoring of the right to peace and to report to relevant United
nations bodies”). (...)
(...) Ms Christina Papazoglou (Greece), Executive Program for Human Rights
and Global Advocay of the World Council of Churches, congratulated the drafting
group for its draft declaration and invited the Advisory Committee to consider
some possible amendments and additions to the draft advanced by CSOs.2
Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) focused his presentation on Article 14 of the draft
declaration entitled “obligations and implementation”, which he considered as
insufficient. According to him, this Article should be replaced by three consecutive
Articles of the Santiago Declaration, namely: Article 13 (“Obligations for the realization
of the human right to peace”), Article 14 (“Establishment of the Working Group on the
Human Right to Peace”) and Article 15 (“Functions of the Working Group”). (...)
2

The CSOs joint written statement can be found in doc. A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2, 15 February 2012.
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(...) at its twentieth session (June 2012) the HR Council is expected to
take action on the draft declaration on the right to peace to be submitted by
the Advisory Committee. CSOs will again invite the HR Council to appoint a
new open-ended working group on standard-setting to continue the codification
process (...). For this reason, he proposed to include a reference to this openended working group in the introduction of the report to be submitted to the HR
Council in its twentieth session.
In the case of the human right to peace, he proposed to set up a new special
procedure, the Working Group on the Human Right to Peace, along with
Articles 14 and 15 of the Santiago Declaration. (...)
(...) Finally, he proposed to include in the draft declaration on the right to peace
the three final provisions contained in the Santiago Declaration (...).
Summary of the discussion
 Experts thanked the organizers and considered it timely and appropriate to hold
the Consultation on the right to peace since this matter was under consideration
by the Human Rights Council and its Advisory Committee.
 The Advisory Committee is an expert body as its 18 members are elected
by the HR Council in their individual capacity. Although its work is totally
indepedent from governments, its members keep consultations with
governmental representatives and are not isolated. All decisions are always
taken by consensus at the Advisory Committee.
 The Latin American, African and Asian Member States together have the
absolute majority of votes at the Human Rights Council. This situation is not
easy for European and other States represented in the HR Council. It follows
that States in a minority position should get involved in the negotiation process
of the HR Council’s next resolution on the human right to peace (June 2012),
but they are conscious about the limited room for action.
 Some experts expressed their hope that the regional groups belonging to the
Eastern and Western European and other States move from a negative vote to
the abstention in the future resolution on the right to peace.
 It is expected that the HR Council establish an open-ended working group on
standard-setting on the human right to peace. The difficulties are more political
than legal, as some States find it challenging to go beyond the international peace
and security models that originated from the Cold War, which happily ended
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22 years ago. The arguments advanced by developed States to refuse the international
codification of peace as a human right are rather formal excuses to discuss substance.
 By establishing in 2006 the HR Council as one of its subsidiary bodies, the General
Assembly acknowledged that “peace and security, development and human rights
are the pillars of the United nations system and the foundations for collective
security and well-being, and that development, peace and security and human
rights are interlinked and mutually reinforcing”.3 Therefore, the mandate of the HR
Council comprised the promotion and protection of all human rights for all people,
including the right to development and peace, thus contributing to strengthening
the three United nations foundational pillars. The right to peace is interrelated
with the realization of other rights, such as the civil, political, economic, social
and cultural rights and therefore, it will always be applied in conformity with
international human rights law.
 With regards to Article 13 of the draft declaration (“obligation and
implementation”), some participants proposed to include a reference to the
importance of domestic judicial remedies. In addition, paragraph 6 of the same
Article should clarify what type of implementation body is necessary to set up
in the HR Council.
 At the core of the right to peace is the obligation to settle disputes peacefully and
the prohibition of the use of force in international relations. It is an obligation of the
entire Organization that all subsidiary bodies should share. It is also an individual
and collective obligation of the United nations Member States. For this reason, the
language of Article 1.4 on the prohibition of the use of force should be stronger.
 The concept of transitional justice should be included in Article 8 of the draft
declaration (“peacekeeping”). Transitional justice generally refers to a range
of approaches that States may use to address past human rights violations and
includes both judicial and non-judicial approaches. They include a series of
actions or policies and their resulting institutions, which may be enacted at a
point of political transition from violence and repression to societal stability.
 The natural effects of the radioactive pollution should be taken into account in
Article 10 of the draft declaration (“environment”).
 In accordance with Article 1 of the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights the linkage between the concept of freedom from
want and human security is very close.
3

GA resolution 60/251, adopted on 3 April 2006, para. 6 of its Preamble.
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20
Advisory Committee’s general debate at its eighth session
Geneva (Switzerland), 20-24 February 20121

(...) At its eighth session, the drafting group submitted the progress report on
the right of peoples to peace, doc. A/HRC/AC/8/2 of 9 December 2011. After its
debate within the Advisory Committee, the draft recommendation contained in
document a/hrC/aC/8/l.4 was adopted without a vote on 24 February 2012 (...).
(...) Recommendation 8/4 reaffirmed the composition of the drafting group
as follows: Ms Mona Zulfikar (Egypt, Chairperson), Mr Wolfgang Stefan
Heinz (Germany, Rapporteur), Mr Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann (nicaragua),
Ms Chinsug Chung (Korea), Mr Latif Huseynov (Azerbaijan) and Mr Shigeki
Sakamoto (Japan).
Recommendation 8/4 took note of the progress report submitted by the drafting
group to the Advisory Committee at its seventh session (A/HRC/AC/8/2) (paragraph 1);
it welcomed the submissions and comments received during its eighth session by
various stakeholders and members of the Advisory Committee (paragraph 2); it also
welcomed the initiatives of civil society actors to organize discussions on the draft
declaration of the Advisory Committee; (paragraph 3); it requested the drafting group
to finalize its work on the draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace in the
light of the discussions held by the Advisory Committee at its eighth session, and to
submit it to the Human Rights Council at its twentieth session (paragraph 4); it also
requested the drafting group to include in its revision, inter alia: (a) Reference to the link
between the right to peace and all civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights in
Article 1; (b) Reference to the importance of citizen security and a preventive approach;
(c) Strengthening of gender mainstreaming in Article 8; (d) Reference to the right to
truth in Article 11; (e) More explicit wording on a monitoring mechanism in Article 13
(paragraph 5); it expressed the wish that a representative of the drafting group on the
right of peoples to peace of the Advisory Committee be invited to participate in the
discussions of the Human Rights Council on the draft declaration; (paragraph 6); it
also expressed the wish that the drafting group be kept informed of the follow-up to
the work of the Human Rights Council, and that it might be involved, in appropriate
1

The full text of the report, prepared by Mr David Fernández Puyana (representative of the
SSIHRL and the IOHRP in Geneva), can be found at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/
informeCAEnglish.pdf
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ways, in the on-going debate (paragraph 7); and it requested the Office of the United
nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to provide the drafting group with all
the assistance necessary to enable it to accomplish its task (paragraph 8).
The participation of civil society in the general debate of the Advisory Committee
on the right of peoples to peace was particularly relevant, highlighting the submission
of the joint written statement entitled “Amendments to the (second) draft declaration
on the right to peace submitted by the Advisory Committee drafting group”
(A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2 of 15 February 2012) (...) prepared by the SSIHRL and the
IOHRP with the support of 1.116 civil society organizations and cities world-wide.
In addition, the Japan Federation of Bar Associations submitted the written
statement entitled “Opinion concerning the Declaration on the Right of Peoples
to Peace” (A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/1 of 6 February 2012); and the International
Association of Democratic Lawyers submitted another written statement entitled
“Opinion for the draft declaration on the right to peace” (A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/3 of
15 February 2012) (...)
On 24 February 2012 the SPT (Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture and other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment) adopted by consensus a
statement at its sixteenth session supporting the codification process of the right
to peace. It also urged the Advisory Committee to include in Article 11 of its draft
declaration a paragraph 4 on persons deprived of their liberty and their right to be
treated humanely and to be protected by the State against all type of violence. (...)
(...) Mr Latif Huseynov (Azerbaijan, Chairperson) recalled the resolution
17/16 of 17 June 2011 by which the HR Council requested the Advisory
Committee, in consultation with Member States, civil society, academia and all
relevant stakeholders, to present a draft declaration on the right of peoples to
peace, and to report on progress thereon to the Council at its twentieth session
(in June 2012). In addition, he stressed that the drafting group took into account
many of the valuable proposals that were made by the AC experts, States and
nGOs at the seventh session of the AC.
Mr Heinz (...) added that the drafting group took into account many of the
valuable proposals that were made by the AC experts, States and nGOs at the
seventh session of the AC.
He stressed that the draft declaration focused on standards relating to international
peace and security as core standards (elements of negative peace, absence of
violence), and included standards in the areas of peace education, development, the
environment, victims and vulnerable groups as elements of a positive peace.
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The speaker then summarized the main developments since the last session of
the AC held in August 2011 (...)
As stressed by the Rapporteur, in the original mandate of the HR
Council, reference was made to “the right of peoples to peace” and to, in this
regard, General Assembly resolution 39/11, which was adopted more than
25 years ago, in 1984. The AC proposes the term right to peace, which was found to
be more appropriate, as it includes both the individual and collective dimensions.
Finally, the Rapporteur underlined some of the amendments included in
the (second) draft declaration on the right to peace, inter alia: education and
socialization for peace is a condition sine qua non for unlearning war and building
identities disentangled from violence (Art. 4.2); States shall take all the necessary
measures to ensure development and protection of the environment, including
disaster preparedness strategies, as their absence poses a threat to peace (Art. 10.4);
States should strengthen the effectiveness of the United nations in its dual functions
of preventing violations and protecting human rights and human dignity, including
the right to peace. In particular, it is for the General Assembly, the Security Council,
the Human Rights Council and other competent bodies to take effective measures
to protect human rights from violations that may constitute a danger or threat to
international peace and security (Art. 13.5) and the HR Council is invited to set up
a body to continue discussion on and monitoring of the right to peace and to report
to relevant United nations bodies (Art. 13.6).
Ms Zulficar (Egypt, chairperson of the drafting group) (...) noted that
the inclusion of a mechanism of monitoring and implementation in the draft
declaration is being discussed within the drafting group. However, she said that
it would be very important to set up a mechanism, such as a working group or a
special rapporteur, in order to implement the right to peace in all regions of the
world and continue discussion and its further consideration.
(...) Mr Dheerujlall Seetulsingh (Mauritius) proposed the following
amendments:
 Article 3.1 on disarmament: he believed that the illegal arms trade is important
enough to deserve a separate Article without being put together with the
concept of disarmament.
 Article 6.1 on private military and security companies: he asked about the
activities that may be outsourced. According to him, it must be both a national
and an international regime.
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 Article 7.2 on resistance and opposition to oppression: he proposed to include
a definition about the right to peace.
 Article 9 on development: he suggested that Article 9.4 should be given
preeminence in the draft declaration and that the contents of the first three
paragraphs should be summarized to support the enunciation in paragraph 4.
 Article 10 on environment: similarly he suggested that this Article may be
redrafted to put the third paragraph first and to establish the causal relationship
between war and the threat to the right to a safe environment mentioned in the
first two paragraphs.
 Article 12 on refugees and migrants: he suggested that greater emphasis should
be placed on Article 12.2, that is, refugees from war.
 Article 13.5 on obligations and implementation: the second sentence may
require some redrafting to integrate it into the first sentence. Otherwise the
statement does not sound strong enough.
Ms Laurence Boisson de Chazournes (France) stressed that the linkage between
the right to peace and the respect of all human rights, including civil, political,
economic, social and cultural rights, should be recognized in Article 2.1 on human
security. In addition, she recommended to include in the draft declaration Principles 3
and 4 on sustainable development as adopted in the Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development. Moreover, she considered that the principle of “common but
differentiated responsibility” and the concept of transfer of technology in the field of
climate change should be included in Article 10.1 on environment.
Mr Jean Ziegler (Switzerland) referred to Article 12 on refugees and migrants, and
in particular he proposed to include the refugees from hunger and the non-refoulement
principle in this provision. According to him, this new type of refugees has not been
recognized in the 1951 Convention relating to the status of refugees. (...)
Mr Víctor Manuel Rodríguez Rescia (Costa Rica), speaking on behalf of the
United nations Subcommittee on the Prevention of Torture and other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (SPT) welcomed the work
performed by the AC in the field of the right to peace and thanked all AC members
for writing history. In addition, the SPT would like to propose some points to
be included in the draft declaration, namely: first, the title of the declaration
should be “the human right to peace” to recognize the double dimension of the
right to peace, both individual and collective; second, the declaration should be
a useful tool to promote social peace and combat the structural violence; thirdly,
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individuals deprived of their liberty and women that suffer from violence should
be named as persons belonging to groups in situation of vulnerability (Art. 11).
Mr José Antonio Bengoa Cabello (Chile) stressed that the added value of
the declaration should be the involvement of civil society in its implementation.
Currently, peoples and individuals are calling for an implementation body. In
addition, he considered that Article 13.6 of the (second) draft declaration on the
right to peace was very weak. He stressed the significant contribution of civil
society in this matter, which had presented valuable amendments to the full text
in their joint written statement A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2 of 15 February 2012. He
proposed to incorporate in the draft declaration the mechanism of monitoring laid
down in the Santiago Declaration, and in particular the establishment of a working
group on the human right to peace to be appointed by the General Assembly.
Mr Vladimir Kartashkin (Russian Federation) considered that the right to
peace enforced the international human rights law in general and that we need to
be cautious about the linkage between ideas and norms.
Ms Anantonia Reyes Prado (Guatemala) proposed to include the concept of
citizen security as measure of prevention in Article 6 of the draft declaration.
Ms Zulficar (...) summing up the debate stressed that the drafting group has
included crimes against women and the Security Council resolution 1325 on
women, peace and security in Article 2 on human security. Moreover, she stressed
the linkage between the international humanitarian law and the conscientious
objection to military service (Art. 5) in the context of peaceful uprisings. Finally,
she reiterated that a Declaration of this kind needs an effective and monitoring
mechanism, such as a working group or a special rapporteur.
Cuba (...) added that there has been a progressive development of peace since
the adoption of the 1984 Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace and the
2000 Millennium Declaration by the General Assembly. As the first phase of this
process is coming to an end before the Advisory Committee, it is time for direct
action of States in relation to the draft declaration. To this end, Cuba intends to
propose the establishment of an intergovernmental open-ended working group of
the HR Council at its twentieth session (June 2012). (...)
The speaker reiterated Cuba’s commitment for the promotion of peace as a
fundamental right to the full enjoyment of all human rights for all (... and) accepted
the concept of the right to peace in its double dimension, individual and collective,
in the title of the Declaration. However, human security cannot be an excuse to
introduce the theory of the responsibility to protect. It was also suitable to use the
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concept of development and not sustainable development; and to include in the
draft declaration a provision about the threat of nuclear weapons.
Tunisia (...) announced the will to contribute in the codification process (...)
and actively participate in the work of the future intergovernmental open-ended
working group (...). He recalled that Article 23 of the African Charter on Human
and Peoples’ Rights stated that all peoples shall have the right to national and
international peace and security. According to the speaker, the Declaration will be
useful to strengthen peace and security in the world.
Uruguay (...) made some preliminary comments and raised some questions,
namely: the concept of national security and human security appears as two isolated
concepts, whereas these concepts should be linked, since national security strengthens
human security (Art. 8.2); the gender approach to the maintenance of peace should
go along with the suggestions provided by nGOs;2 discrimination as a source of
structural violence should be also included to eliminate the causes of these phenomena
(Art. 2.7); the respect of civil and political rights should be linked with the promotion
of development (Art. 9); the concept of sustainable development should be used to
take measures to prevent negative environmental impacts and provide appropriate
safeguards and peaceful settlement of disputes (Art. 10.3); the right to truth should
be included in the draft declaration as already suggested by nGOs3 and a reference to
indigenous peoples as vulnerable groups should be understood merely as an example
without excluding any other type of vulnerable groups (Art. 11); forced movement of
people and stateless persons should also be protected by the 1951 Geneva Convention
relating to the status of refugees (Art. 12); the regional organizations should be
incorporated in the coordinated strategies among different international actors in line
with the proposals received from by nGOs4 (Art. 13).
2

3

4

Art. 12.3 of the Santiago Declaration: “States, international organizations, in particular the United
Nations, and civil society shall facilitate the specific contribution of women to the prevention,
management and peaceful settlement of disputes, and promote their contribution to building,
consolidating and maintaining peace after conflicts. To this end, the increased representation of
women shall be promoted at all levels of decision-making in national, regional and international
institutions and mechanisms in these areas”.

Art. 11.3 of the Santiago Declaration: “The victims of human rights violations, the members of their
families and society in general have the right to know the truth, not subject to statutory limitations”.
Art. 13.6 of the Santiago Declaration: “The United nations system must engage in a thorough
and effective manner, through the United nations Peace-building Commission, in cooperation
with other entities of the United nations and relevant regional and sub-regional organizations, in
the elaboration of integrated strategies for peace and for the reconstruction of affected countries
following the end of armed conflicts. Such strategies must ensure stable sources of financing
and effective coordination within the United nations system. In this context, the effective
implementation of the Programme of Action on a Culture of Peace is underscored”.
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Costa Rica (...) requested the Advisory Committee to adopt a recommendation
in favour of the establishment of an intergovernmental open-ended working group
of the Human Rights Council at its twentieth session (June 2012). It is time for the
intergovernmental negotiation to achieve the adoption of a declaration on the right
to peace by the General Assembly. Finally, he announced that Costa Rica is working
to reach this aim through consensus among all United nations Member States.
Spain recalled that the Preamble of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights stated that the recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal
and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of
freedom, justice and peace in the world. He considered that we need to go from
ideals to particular legal standards in the right to peace. Finally, he reiterated the
will of Spain to participate in a general reflection on this particular topic.
Pakistan (...) took note of the draft declaration and noted with satisfaction that
the drafting group has considered some of the comments and proposals made by
his delegation at the Advisory Committee at its seventh session. He announced the
will to follow actively the process of the right to peace.
Argentina supported the codification process of the right to peace initiated by
the Human Rights Council. He proposed that the drafting group should further
elaborate the concept of right to truth, justice and non-repetition in Article 11 of
the draft declaration.
Russian Federation thanked the drafting group for the work done and indicated that
his delegation will support the right of peoples to peace as a collective right. According
to him, the right to peace is based on the three United nations pillars, namely: human
rights, peace and security and development. In addition, he considered that the HR
Council should not use the concept of human security to develop the responsibility to
protect beyond the concept agreed on the 2005 Outcome Summit Document.
The President of the SSIHRL (speaking on behalf of 1,116 CSOs and cities
world-wide) referred to the joint CSOs written statement submitted in document
A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2 of 15 February 2012. (...)
(...) The speaker invited the Advisory Committee to consider relevant
amendments to the draft declaration as provided by the joint CSOs written
statement in light of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
adopted by the international civil society on 10 December 2010.
The speaker focused on Article 13 of the draft declaration, suggesting that
it should be divided into three Articles following the Santiago Declaration,
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namely: Article 13 (“Obligations for the realization of the human right to
peace”); Article 14 (“Establishment of the Working Group on the Human Right
to Peace”); and Article 15 (“Functions of the Working Group”). (...)
(...) The representative of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers
stated that Article 2.2 of the draft declaration contained the right to live in peace, but
in a passive meaning. An additional step forward is needed. Japan and Costa Rica are
good examples. The Japanese Constitution clearly defined the right to live in peace and
the right to renounce war. The Costa Rican Constitution established the abolishment of
the army. On the other hand, Article 3 on disarmament should include this provision:
“States shall adopt effective and coordinated measures in order to progressively phase
out their armies and foreign military bases” (Art. 7.1 of the Santiago Declaration).
Finally, Article 3.2 should widen its scope and say: “free of weapons, particularly
weapons of mass destruction”. He concluded that the draft declaration is too narrow,
since the Un Charter established in 1945 the States’ obligation to reduce their
armaments, which unfortunately has not yet been honoured.
The representative of the Japanese Workers’ Committee for Human Rights
recalled that Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution proclaimed the renouncement
of war and abandonment of any army. (...) Paragraph on “peace zones and nuclear
weapon-free zone” in Article 3 on disarmament was welcomed. In 2004 Japanese
people started the new Peace Zone Campaign to ask local governments to create
demilitarised zones, according to Article 59 of the First Protocol of 1949 Geneva
Conventions of 1977. Currently, there are 27 countries without armies in the world.
The representative of the Japanese Federation of Bar Associations stressed his
support to the right to peace. He proposed to include an additional clause on the
prohibition of discrimination in Article 1.1 of the draft declaration. Moreover,
the right to peace has to be in conformity with international human rights legal
instruments. Finally, the speaker proposed to include a provision on the need to
enforce judicial remedies in the implementation of the right to peace.
The representative of the United network of Young Peace-builders expressed
his appreciation for the work of the drafting group, and especially the inclusion
of Article 4 on peace education and training. According to him, peace and the
enforcement of peace may be contradictory, so that education is fundamental for
the realization of peace. (...)
The representative of the Conscience & Peace Tax International (...) was pleased
with the separation of the right of conscientious objection to military service —which
is a fundamental component of the right to peace— from other issues. This right stems
from the freedom of thought, conscience and religion, but it sat uneasily in last year’s
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draft alongside a paragraph about religious intolerance and the persecution of persons
on the basis of their actual or perceived religious identity. (...)
Mr Chen Shiqiu (China) (...) recognized the difficulties to work on this topic and
stressed the need to set up a monitoring body in the draft declaration. In order to
achieve the accomplishment of the right to peace, States are obliged to promote this
right and (...) it is necessary to know how to assure the implementation (...). He raised
some concerns related to the right to peace, such as the role of the military regional
organizations, the obligations of the Security Council or the right to self-defence.
Mr Latif Huseynov (Azerbaijan, Chairperson) informed that the list of speakers
had been concluded and also thanked all stakeholders for their contributions.
next, Mr Heinz (...) stated that he could not respond to all questions and
suggestions proposed by AC experts, nGOs representatives and governments.
However, he acknowledged that Article 13 on obligation and implementation
needed further development; the human rights approach to the right to peace is
vital; the open-ended working group on standard-setting could be a useful tool to
find a common ground on this topic; and finally, he expressed his wish not to go
back to past discussions and divisions on this matter.
Mr Latif Huseynov (...) informed that the drafting group will take some time to
finalize its work and subsequently, submit the final Declaration to the AC Secretariat.
Mr Heinz (...) informed that on 24 February the AC will adopt a procedural
recommendation and expressed the need of the drafting group to sit down again to
study carefully all suggestions.
Mr Latif Huseynov (...) repeated that the drafting group needs time to finalize its work.
Ms Zulficar (...) agreed about the need to have more time to finalize the drafting
group’s work and to assimilate all inputs.
Mr José Antonio Bengoa Cabello (...) indicated that it was very difficult for the
AC to adopt the final Declaration by either not being present. He proposed to the
drafting group to include in the recommendation to be adopted on 24 February
those crucial legal standards or points which could be accepted by the AC.
Mr Heinz (...) accepted to include the main points in the draft recommendation
and explained that the drafting group needed more time to finalize its work.
According to him, other human rights instruments adopted by the AC also needed
more time in order to include the inputs received during the AC session.
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Mr Latif Huseynov (...) stated that it was impossible to end the work this week
and proposed to the drafting group to include in the draft recommendation the
main points on which there was an agreement within the AC.
Ms Halima Embarek Warzazi (Morocco) stressed her agreement with
Mr Bengoa’s proposal.
Mr Latif Huseynov (...) concluded that the drafting group would include in the
draft recommendation the main points on which there was an agreement within
the AC and will also have more time to finalize its work. Finally, he closed the
general debate (...).
On 24 February 2012, Mr Shigeki Sakamoto (Japan, member of the drafting
group) submitted to the AC the draft recommendation on the right of peoples to
peace and warmly thanked all governments and civil society representatives for their
valuable work and inputs. He read out the main paragraphs contained in the draft
recommendation, in particular paragraphs 3 (on the contribution of civil society)
and 4 (on the obligation to submit it to the HR Council at its twentieth session). (...)
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21
Contribution of the Islamic world to the right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 14 March 20121

(...) Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado, former Chairperson of the United nations
Working Group on the Use of Mercenaries and Moderator of the meeting, opened
the Forum by indicating that it was the first one convened with representatives
of the Islamic countries, which had elaborated legal instruments based on the
values of the right to peace, and civil society organizations. He added that in the
Islamic world the SSIHRL had organized expert meetings on the human right
to peace with experts from the civil society in the Republic of Senegal (Dakar),
the Arab Republic of Egypt (Alexandria), Cameroon (Yaoundé) and Bosnia
and Herzegovina (Sarajevo). Mr Gómez del Prado pointed out that the primary
purpose of the meeting was to share efforts between policy-makers pertaining to
the Islamic world and representatives of civil society organizations specializing in
the human right to peace.
He recalled that the Charter of the Arab League of 1945 pointed out the principles of
peace, solidarity and tolerance and that the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation, which
included more than 50 Member States, stressed that the main goals of its members are
the maintenance of peace and global security. He added that the principles of peace
and the fight against injustice and aggression were included during the last decades in
the OIC Declarations of Mecca, Dakar, Doha and Casablanca.
He stressed that the entering into force of the Arab Charter on Human Rights, on
15 March 2008, had coincided with the unfolding of the financial and economic crisis,
which had negatively influenced the relationship between human rights, world peace
and the right of the Arab world to have a worthy life based on freedom, justice and peace.
In the same year, OIC Member States had adopted the Ten-Year Programme of Action
entitled “Meeting the Challenges Facing the Muslim Ummah in the 21st Century”, in
order to reinforce peace and prevent conflicts. (...)
1

The 1st Dialogue Forum in 2012 was organized jointly by the Organisation of Islamic CooperationGeneva Office, the Foundation for Dialogue among Civilizations (FDC), the Spanish Society for
International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL), and the International Observatory of the Human
Right to Peace (IOHRP). The report of the meeting, prepared by Mr David Fernández Puyana
(representative in Geneva of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP), is available at http://www.aedidh.org/
sites/default/files/report.pdf
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(...) Ambassador Slimane Chikh, Permanent Observer of the Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation to the United nations in Geneva, (...) recalled the Preamble
to the Constitution of UnESCO, which states “since wars begin in the minds of
men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of peace must be constructed”. He
indicated that the Declaration on the Human Right to Peace will help to show the
way forward and to delineate the contents of the culture of peace, which the OIC
fully supports (...).
(...) Islam carries within itself a message of peace (Salam), which aims at
universality. But the simplistic interpretation of this message has sometimes
inspired the design of a bellicose ideology of fighting under the banner of Jihad
(holy war). This has harmed Muslims and non Muslims and has helped to
tarnish the image of Islam and to provide arguments in favour of the “clash of
civilizations”. But the real meaning of Jihad is related to asceticism.
He recalled that the Preamble of the OIC Charter (...) states that the Member
States are determined “to preserve and promote the lofty Islamic values of peace,
compassion, tolerance, equality, justice and human dignity” and “to contribute to
international peace and security, understanding and dialogue among civilizations,
cultures and religions and to promote and encourage friendly relations and good
neighbourliness, mutual respect and cooperation”. In addition, Article 2 paragraph 5
of the Charter states that:
All Member States undertake to contribute to the maintenance of international
peace and security and to refrain from interfering in each other’s internal affairs,
as enshrined in the present Charter, the Charter of the United nations, international
law and international humanitarian law.

This legal commitment was again confirmed in the Cairo Declaration
on Human Rights in Islam (1990), the OIC Declaration on the Programme of
Action for a Culture of Peace (1999) and the OIC Declaration on the Alliance of
Civilizations (2007).
In the Ten-Year Programme of Action entitled “Meeting the Challenges Facing
the Muslim Ummah in the 21st Century”, OIC called Member States to undertake
profound reforms in order to be able to meet the challenges of the twenty-first
century, to present Islam as a religion of “moderation, measurement and tolerance”
and to condemn or to refrain from justifying terrorism in all its forms, stressing
that “terrorism is a global phenomenon that is not linked to any religion, race,
colour or country”. Such condemnation of terrorism is also associated with the
condemnation of acts of Islamophobia.
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The OIC has sought to play a leading role in all fields where peace is at
challenge, not only in cases of conflict prevention and resolution but also in the
collective enterprise of creating conditions for the economic, social and cultural
development of society. The OIC has accumulated a rich experience of mediation
with a special emphasis on solutions based on political negotiations and respect
for the unity and territorial integrity of States.
The role of mediation carried out by OIC is manifested through two
approaches: firstly, conflict prevention (ex. recourse to preventive diplomacy,
capacity building in the elections, active participation in international contact
groups, promotion of a culture of peace and dialogue to resolve political crises);
and secondly, conflict resolution (involvement in seeking a solution to end the
crisis). The main humanitarian OIC interventions in places of conflict and post
conflict have focused on the following countries: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sierra
Leone, Iraq, Afghanistan, Somalia, Yemen, Sudan, Libya and Palestine.
(...) Ambassador Fodé Seck, Permanent Representative of Senegal to the United
nations in Geneva, (...) recalled the Preamble of the Senegalese Constitution,
which contains an explicit reference to peace and brotherhood among all peoples
of the world. In addition, Article 7 states that “...The Senegalese people recognize
the existence of sacred and inalienable human rights as the basis of any human
community, of peace and of justice in Senegal and the world...”.
Moreover, he recalled that the role of Senegal in the resolution of conflicts
in Africa is currently very relevant, stressing its participation in many United
Nations and African Union peacekeeping operations since 1960. The first mission
in which Senegal participated was in Congo in 1960 with a contingent of 600
soldiers. It was to be followed by many other operations around the world. In 2010
there were over 2,000 Senegalese troops serving in the field under the flag of the
United nations. In 2011 Senegal took the thirteenth position in the ranking of 117
countries contributing forces to United nations peacekeeping efforts. In addition,
Senegal actively participated in the drafting and negotiation process of the African
Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (...) and (...) in its Article 23 which states that
“All peoples shall have the right to national and international peace and security...”.
(...) since november 2007 the Permanent Mission of Senegal in Geneva
participates in the Group of Friend States with the right to peace as the dual
expression of a commitment and a duty: first and foremost, out of the conviction
that the defence and the respect of human rights is essential for achieving peace
and development; and, secondly, to show its solidarity with those civil society
organizations which promote peace. (...)
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(...) Ambassador Moncef Baati, Permanent Representative of Tunisia to the
United nations in Geneva, stated that Tunisia used to be called Ifriquia, and had
thus given its name to the whole African continent. Ever since the beginning of its
long history, Tunisia had been a gateway of civilizations. Deriving strength from
its nature as a genuine melting pot, Tunisia generally gave, for more than three
millennia, telling signs of openness, peace-loving and commitment to the noble
objectives of internal peaceful cohabitation; tolerance and moderation; legality
and peace and international security promotion. (...)
(...) The Tunisian revolution in itself was an unusual event. Breaking with the
tradition of despotic regime change through assassination, military coup, or foreign
invasion, it was achieved by spontaneous young people without special leaders,
nor clear political program. They were armed only by hope and demanded justice,
dignity and a better life and peace. The revolution was particularly peaceful, and
the casualties were happily far fewer than in similar situations.
The Tunisians commitment to legality has been proved several times. The first Act
undertaken on 14 January in Tunisia, after the fall of Ben Ali, was of a constitutional
nature. While the former President was still on his way to self-exile, Prime Minister
Mohamed Ghannouchi took over as interim Head of State. On the morning of 15
January, Ghannouchi had handed power over to Parliamentary Speaker Fouad
Mebazaa. This was done after the head of Tunisia’s Constitutional Court declared
that Ben Ali had left for good, and Fouad Mebazaa took over as President ad interim.
Prior to the elections of the members of the national Constituent Assembly (23
October 2011), Tunisian leaders ruled the country by consensus. These elections
were widely viewed as fair, transparent, and well-conducted. International observers
stated that the voting process was marked by peaceful and enthusiastic participation.
In the first test of the Arab Awakening, a moderate Islamist party received the largest
number of votes, secularist parties accepted the results, and discussions began about
setting up a coalition government. Optimistic signs for a new democracy in Tunisia
prevail now despite of the challenges the process is facing.
As a result of its modern vision as a peace-loving country, the State’s foreign
policy is based on a number of principles that illustrate Tunisia’s attachment to
international legality, the enhancement of conditions conducive to understanding,
tolerance and solidarity among States and peoples, conferring more justice,
democracy and balance to international relations, and promoting security, stability,
well-being and progress for the benefit of humanity.
These principles could be summarized as follows: respect for international
legality as well as for its requirements and decisions; attachment to peace by
favouring the logic of dialogue, negotiation and peaceful means for the settlement
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of disputes and conflicts; developing international relations within the context of
mutual respect and commitment in favour of non-interference in internal affairs
of other States; supporting fair causes (in this regard, mention must be made
specially of the Palestinian cause); contributing to all efforts and actions in
favour of peace, security and stability, human rights promotion and fulfilment of
well-being and progress for the benefit of humanity in its entirety.
These principles are part of Tunisia’s foreign policy fundamentals. They
represent the general framework of Tunisian diplomacy’s continuous action in
the service of Tunisia’s supreme interests, both at bilateral and multilateral levels,
the consolidation of its relations with brotherly and friendly countries and the
reinforcement of its presence and credibility on regional and international scenes.
(...) the foreign policy of Tunisia is dedicated, in its various fields of
competence, to the fulfilment of the following goals and objectives: developing
and diversifying relations and enhancing cooperation in various fields within the
spaces to which Tunisia belongs, on the basis of a closely-knit partnership and
interdependence of interests. (...)
(...) Tunisia supports efforts towards rectifying the unbalances characterizing
international economic relations and enhancing complementarity and solidarity
partnership among States, reducing the economic gap between industrialized,
developing and less developed countries, intensifying horizontal cooperation among
States and enhancing partnership as an essential element of exchanges of experiences
as well as the complementarity of interests among States, consolidating international
solidarity in the field of the fight against poverty, illiteracy and diseases, enhancing
international cooperation in the fight against the phenomenon of ecological
degradation and the protection of the cleanliness of the global environment.
(...) Ambassador Oğuz Demiralp, Permanent Representative of Turkey to the
United nations in Geneva, explained that the Alliance of Civilizations is a joint
United nations initiative, launched by the governments of Spain and Turkey in
2006 (...) to reduce the effects of the doctrine of the “clash of civilizations” and
to strengthen the idea of all human beings are members of one and only human
civilization. The philosophy of the “Room of the Alliance of Civilizations” —Room
XX at the Palais des nations— is to reinforce the dialogue among all governments
and stakeholders. Today, the initiative encompasses more than 100 countries and
International Organizations that provide political support to the project. Moreover,
several Forums have been convened in different cities, namely, Madrid (2008),
Istanbul (2009), Doha (2010) and Rio de Janeiro (2011). (...) The purpose of
these Forums is to promote mutual understanding, tolerance and diversity, and to
influence the mentality of all human beings. In this regard, the speaker paraphrased
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the statement by Charlie Brown, the well known cartoon character, to the effect that
“to know me is to love me”.
(...) the speaker explained that Finland and Turkey founded the Friends of Mediation
Group in the Un in the autumn of 2010, which now comprises about 30 States and
eight Organizations. The Friends of Mediation Group aims to develop and to raise
awareness of international mediation activities especially in the United nations and
among regional Organizations, and to promote cooperation among various actors.
Representatives of the States and Organizations participating in the work of the Friends
of Mediation Group attended the Istanbul Conference held on 25 February 2012.
(...) Turkey is surrounded by dynamic regions, such as the Balkans or the Middle
East. It follows that it needs to promote peace, stability and mutual coexistence
through regional Organizations. (...)
(...) Ms Dr Fawzia Al Ashmawi, representative of the International Islamic
Relief Organization and President of the Forum of European Women, explained that
in December 2004 the Regional Bureau for Science of UnESCO in the Arab States,
in collaboration with several European and Arab institutions and organizations
specialized in the field of Euro-Arab dialogue to promote peace education, initiated
a revision of textbooks of European countries and the Arab-Islamic States, that
had been advocated by the Council of Europe, UnESCO, the Arab League and the
Organization of Islamic Conference, for several decades.
The implementation of this initiative coincided with a turbulent period in
the relations between the West and the Arab-Islamic world, especially after the
tragic events of 11 September 2001. While some scholars predicted a “clash of
civilizations”, others lamented “death of God” and many others regretted the “end
of history”. The organizers of this initiative, defying all these negative ideologies,
joined forces to promote dialogue among civilizations and cultures, and living
together in peace with respect for all cultures.
The first part of the project was devoted to the analysis of the image of
Arab-Islamic culture in European textbooks and the second to the image of Europe
in Arab-Islamic textbooks. The project sought to identify and to develop means
and methods to facilitate the Euro-Arab dialogue and to promote education for
peace. Peace education has as a purpose to teach children the universal values
defined in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. To reach this goal,
it is essential to revise textbooks to reflect the current reality and to encourage
drafters of textbooks to promote a conception of history based on a culture of
peace and non-violence, that respects cultural, ethnic and religious diversity of all
nations, and to embrace the principle of multi-perspectives of historic facts.
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It seems obvious that the designers of this project were convinced that the
revision of textbooks is expected to give way to substantive changes in its contents
in order to improve the image of Arabs and Muslims across Europe and America.
It proved necessary to mitigate the negative impact of the actions carried out by
“fanatics” and never by scientists and philosophers in their important contribution to
world civilization. Special attention was also paid to a psychological impact brought
about by the systematic use of stereotypes and preconceived ideas from both sides.
The objective of this project is to launch an intercultural dialogue, starting
with the image of the “other” depicted by textbooks, in order to correct any errors,
misunderstandings and negative stereotypes and to facilitate contacts between
officials of educational bodies in different countries. The joint program was
developed to promote the knowledge and use of best techniques for correcting
errors and misunderstandings. Experts were unanimous in recognizing that the
situation would become worse if we do not find effective solutions to the problem
of the distorted image of the “other” in textbooks dealing with history. (...)
The speaker ended her presentation underlining the important role of women
in the promotion of peace and human rights and advocating for equality between
men and women.
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) noted that this was the first time that such a
Forum among OIC and CSOs was ever organized in the Palais des nations.
The Forum was timely, since the current systemic international crisis has
dramatically increased armed conflicts and the world is much more insecure than
11 years ago, when the Administration of President Bush launched its “war against
terror”, which has proved its failure and the alarming increase of human rights and
humanitarian law violations world-wide.
In times of crisis civil society has to take the lead. Peace as a universal value
should be brought to the legal category of human right. The SSIHRL took the
initiative in 2005 and on 30 October 2006 was adopted the Luarca Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace. (...) Finally, the Santiago International Congress
reviewed the Barcelona Declaration and adopted on 10 December 2010 the
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, which represents the aims
of CSOs world-wide in the field of peace. Finally, the International Congress also
adopted on 10 December 2010 the Statutes of the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace. (...)
The civil society process leading to the adoption of the 2010 Santiago Declaration
was determinant to persuade the HR Council to ask its Advisory Committee (...) to
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draft a declaration on the right of peoples to peace (resolution 14/3 of 17 June 2010).
Two years later the Advisory Committee will submit its draft declaration in June
2012 to the HR Council. (...)
(...) In addition, 1,116 CSOs led by the SSIHRL and the IOHRP made specific
amendments to the (second) draft declaration as submitted by the AC drafting
group (doc. A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2 of 15 February 2012). (...)
(...) The speaker concluded that 80% of the standards proposed by CSOs in the
Santiago Declaration were already incorporated into the Advisory Committee’s
draft declaration. He trusted that the HR Council, upon receipt of the final AC draft
declaration on the right to peace (June 2012), will appoint a new working group
on standard-setting to continue deliberations on the future Universal Declaration
of the Human Right to Peace in close collaboration with representatives of civil
society and other international actors.
Mr José Luis Gómez del Prado, Moderator of the First Dialogue Forum,
offered the floor to those attending the meeting to take part in the debate.
A representative of the Iranian Centre for Human Rights expressed his support to the
codification process of the right to peace carried out by the United Nations bodies.
Mr Amiri Vahid, Counsellor of the OIC in Geneva, asked the panelists Ambassadors
how the Islamic countries can promote the right to peace. Ambassador Fodé Seck,
Permanent Representative of Senegal (...) in Geneva, replied that the codification
process should be promoted collectively and in close coordination with all regional
groups represented in the United nations. On the other hand, Ambassador Moncef Baati,
Permanent Representative of Tunisia (...) in Geneva, also stated that it is necessary to
continue with the codification process (...) within the United Nations and pointed out
that civil society organizations are playing a key role in this respect. (...)
(...) A representative of Spain highlighted the close relationship between the
right to peace and the Alliance of Civilizations initiative at the United nations. In
addition, he expressed support to both initiatives.
The Ambassador of Brunei Darussalam showed his disagreement with the aphorism
which indicates that “if you want peace, prepare war”. He asked the panellists about the
legal approach to “preventive wars” and the protection of victims in armed conflicts.
Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) reminded Article 13.7 of the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace, which states that “Any military action outside the framework
of the Un Charter is unacceptable, constitutes a most grave violation of the principles
and purposes of the Un Charter, and is contrary to the human right to peace. The
so-called preventive war constitutes a crime against peace”. (...)
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22
US-based CSOs Consultation on the human right to peace
new York (USA), 22 March 20121

(...) This was the fourth in the series of consultations/panel discussions held in
the United States on this significantly important issue, with previous ones being
held at the Un, in new York and in Washington DC in 2010 and 2011. It also built
on the synergy of the civil society generated activities since the launching of the
first US-based “Coalition to Support the Human Right to Peace” in March 2011 in
Worcester, Massachusetts.
As today our world faces today increasing abuse, violence, conflict and war, the
time is ripe for the much-awaited recognition of the human right to peace. While
some of the governments are still dragging their feet in supporting this initiative,
civil society has been the vanguard of this cause, becoming more and more vocal in
asking the United nations to recognize this all-important right to peace. (...)
(...) The Consultation (...) provided a timely opportunity to highlight the need
for increasing engagement of civil society in focussing attention to the need for
the recognition of the human right to peace by the international community, as
well as to evaluate the progress being made in that direction and to decide on the
course of advocacy and action required of them. (...)
(...) Ambassador Chowdhury welcomed all participants (45) attending the Civil
Society Consultation (...) and noted that this was the fourth such event in the United States.
He further noted that in the past focus was made on the elements of what constitutes the
human right to peace. Civil society has been actively engaged in articulating this concept
and advocating for its recognition by the international community. nearly 1,800 civil
society organizations (CSOs) have come together in support of this objective. (...)
(...) In June 2010 the Human Rights Council acknowledged the CSOs contribution
to the development of the right to peace and asked its Advisory Committee to draft a
1

It was co-organized by the Hague Appeal for Peace (HAP), the Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law (SSIHRL), the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace
(IOHRP), the World Council of Churches (WCC) and the Institute for Global Leadership. The full
text of the report, elaborated by Ms Donna J. Perry, PhD, Rn, (Member of the US-based Coalition
on the Human Right to Peace), can be found at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/ReportNYC.pdf
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declaration on “the right of peoples to peace”. Therefore, the AC set up a drafting
group of 6 independent experts which prepared two draft declarations on “the
right to peace”. The second one is the focus of the present meeting. It is to be
noted that the draft declaration uses the expression “right to peace” rather than
“human right to peace”. (....)
Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) noted that the initiative of drafting a Universal
Declaration of the Human Right to Peace was taken by CSOs and primarily
addressed to CSOs world-wide. (...)
(...) In addition, 1,116 CSOs led by the SSIHRL and the IOHRP provided
specific amendments to the (second) draft declaration as submitted by the AC
drafting group (doc. A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2 of 15 February 2012).2 (...)
Dr Michael Britton, Executive Director of the Center for Global Community
and World Law, (...) described the audience as leaders with the insightfulness and
courage to say not only that a human right to peace is possible, but with the vision
to articulate what such a right would look like concretely. It was an amazing leap
into the future.
Dr Britton described the US Coalition on the Human Right to Peace, a project
of the Center for Global Community and World Law.3
“The peoples of this planet have a sacred right to peace”. This statement, from the
Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace adopted by the General Assembly
on 12 november 1984, was fundamental to Virginia Swain’s work in the United
Nations Community for the past twenty years. So it was very fitting that on 24
March 2011, Virginia started the Coalition for the Human Right to Peace at a
well-attended gathering of Worcester cross-sectoral leaders when Ambassador
Anwarul K. Chowdhury spoke on Culture of Peace.4 The Coalition was discussed
in an interview with Virginia Swain and Joseph Baratta, Co-Founders.5

On 6 June 2011, at the invitation of Ambassador Chowdhury, Virginia
Swain and Matthew Thomas travelled to Washington to participate at the CSOs
Washington-based Consultation on the Human Right to Peace organized by the
SSIHRL and CEJIL (Center for Justice and International Law), where they were
2
3
4
5

See doc. A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2 of 15 February 2012.
See www.centerglobalcommuitylaw.org
See www.aedidh.org/?q=node/1969

See www.telegram.com/article/20110630/FLASH/106309652/1239/telegramtowns&TEMPLA
TE=TOWNPORTAL&WT_TOWN=telegramtowns
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briefed by a number of experts including Ambassador Chowdhury and Professor
Carlos Villán Durán, President of SSIHRL, and prepared to go forward.
Although this Coalition is US-based, it has a global steering Committee
which has met by teleconference since June 2011. It has members from Sweden,
norway, Australia, Spain, China, Finland, Belgium, the netherlands and of
course the United States. It is made up of academics and practitioners from many
fields. Our conference on 19 February 2012 began the process of addressing the
main areas of the Santiago Declaration. Dr Britton invited those present to join
the coalition.6
Ms Cora Weiss, President of the Hague Appeal for Peace, (...) described the
unique nature of the human right to peace in that it has been initiated and promoted
by civil society. She emphasized the sustainable influence and importance of civil
society. The United Nations Declaration for a culture of peace by Ambassador
Chowdhury is incredibly important.
Ms Weiss raised the question as to why we need a declaration on peace as a
human right. We have the United nations Charter and the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights already.
But none of all the current treaties and resolutions declares peace as a human
right. none calls for the abolition of war. neither does this declaration; but it
should and it comes closest to filling the gap in the United Nations declaration.
This declaration is very important as it identifies the need for peace and for
peace education.
Ms Weiss provided suggestions for strengthening the draft declaration:
 Add the word human to the title.
 The right to peace depends not only on the absence of force but on the presence
of human security.
 Article 5 should be more specific and call for an equal number of women
(not merely a token “one” woman) at the table.
 Article 7 should say civil society actors including women and former
combatants.
6

Information about the Coalition is provided on the web site www.centerglobalcommunitylaw.
org/wl_coalition.html
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 Article 4: peace education is the most important element in the entire declaration
and should not be negotiated away under any circumstances.
 The declaration and Program of Action on a Culture of Peace was adopted by
consensus in 1999 and negotiated by Ambassador Chowdhury. This important
document needs more attention in this declaration.
 Article 5: not everyone agrees on what discrimination means. We should call on
critical mass of women to make a determination and to be sure that violence is not
undertaken in the name of culture; e.g. stoning women is not culture. It is murder.
(...) After the speaker presentations the floor was opened to the audience and
the following questions, comments and suggestions were raised:
1. Comment on preamble: the paragraph “Reaffirming the common will of all
people to live peacefully... is not true; not everyone has that will. Consider
changing will to ideal.
2. There is a need for more on peacekeeping; notably a non-armed civilian
peacekeeping force complementary to Un peacekeepers.
3. Question: how do we engage multinational corporations in this process?
Answer from audience member (Peter Weiss): in the immediate present we
need to convince the Supreme Court to allow corporations to be sued for
human rights violations under international human rights law.
4. Suggestion: include statement that a violation of Human Rights is a violation
of international law, whether committed by individuals or corporations.
5. The document puts too much emphasis on States. It should indicate not only
States but individuals and communities.
6. need to emphasize that the human right to peace is the overriding right, not
just a human right.
7. Technical question —what is the goal— are we trying to make it more acceptable
to United nations Member States? For example, some have a negative reaction
to the term human rights; so we may need to consider modifying language.
8. The original Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) is succinct
—is this too complex?
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9. Question: what are good ways to convince? Answer (from audience member)
One way is through ideals. For example, research has shown that former
Israeli-Palestinian combatants were influenced to renounce violence by a
contradiction they noticed between the effects of violence and their underlying
ideals. Perhaps the document should be more explicit about describing ideals
that are already agreed upon and codified and indicate that achievement of
those ideals is dependent upon peace (e.g. the human right to health).
10. There are also declarations on behalf of individuals that may not yet be
officially accepted but are significant nonetheless, as they encourage people;
e.g. the Vancouver Declaration on a nuclear free world.
11. It is important to distinguish between a declaration that expresses the will and
hopes of civil society and one that becomes a legal and binding document.
12. Suggestion —should start with “Recalling those declarations already in
existence” such as Luarca, Bilbao, Barcelona and Santiago Declarations.
13. Students in audience recently started with movement to abolish nuclear
weapons and they ask: what place is there for this in the document?
14. need to add something about “duty bearer”.
15. Suggestions: may need to cut back on some elements in order to get document
passed by General Assembly. Build on the ideals that founding countries
agreed upon and subscribe to. Civil society could then build to enrich and
fulfill the document.
16. Suggestion from representative of Organization of negro Women: would like
to see greater emphasis on peace education. Here in the US we are still fighting
for human rights and civil rights. The civil rights movement was a non-violent
movement and was successful in getting passage of Civil Rights Act. We need
to persevere —to know what the target is and work for it. We must not forget
the prize— peace and human rights.
(...) Conclusion
Professor C. Villán Durán thanked all participants and speakers for their
important contributions which will help to further the aims of the human right to
peace. He invited CSOs to send their recommendations to the Advisory Committee
(...). Professional work by CSOs will make a difference in advancing the on-going
codification process (...). All CSOs should actively participate. They have the
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possibility and must take advantage of this. The draft declaration is already a
success, since 80% of Santiago Declaration is already included in it. CSOs should
continue working together for the remaining 20% of the Santiago Declaration and
to develop CSOs strategies vis-a-vis the HR Council Member States.
Ambassador Chowdhury cautioned that civil society energy does not work
independently. It works as a group. We need to maintain that energy. He noted
some concluding points:
 Civil society can be divisive among itself —we need to consolidate a common front.
 SSIHRL will take forward important points and comments from this meeting.
 He underscored the six points made in Ms Weiss’ comments. Many abusive
practices have been maintained in name of culture. Culture must not work
against human interest.
 We need to work with Member States and establish a channel of communication
with the Group of Friend States with the human right to peace established in
2007 in the Human Rights Council, as well as channel with those who oppose it.
 Regular communication among civil society groups in Geneva is important for
going forward.
 There is a need for a future chair of the forthcoming Human Rights Council
intergovernmental working group on the right to peace.
 We need to strengthen the US-based coalition.
 It will be important to keep this group updated about what is happening in Geneva.
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23
European Union briefing on the right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 7 May 20121

1. Introduction
(...) On 7 May 2011, the Permanent Mission of the European Union (UE)
in Geneva invited Ambassador Christian Guillermet, Deputy Permanent
Representative of Costa Rica to the United nations and Mr David Fernández
Puyana, representative of the Spanish Society for International Human Rights
Law and of the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace, to brief
the UE Member States on the right to peace. (...)
(...) The following (13) EU Member States attended the briefing: Cyprus,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, netherlands,
Portugal, Slovenia, Spain and United Kingdom.
During the briefing representatives of the EU Member States raised questions
to the guests: (...)
(...) After the briefing the speakers jointly prepared the following replies (...).
In addition, they elaborated a study on the European approach to the promotion
and strengthening of international peace and security in order to better understand
their possible contribution to the on-going codification process of the right to
peace carried out by the Human Rights Council and its Advisory Committee.

2. Replies to questions raised
2.1. Differences between the aspirations to reach peace and the human right
to peace
The human right to peace has a solid foundation in the Charter of the United
nations, whose main purpose is the maintenance of international peace and security.
1

Prepared by the Permanent Mission of Costa Rica to the United nations in Geneva, the Spanish
Society for International Human Rights Law and the International Observatory of the Human
Right to Peace. The full text of the report is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/
RepliesUE.pdf
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On 1 December 1949, the General Assembly adopted resolution 290 (IV) on
essentials of peace by which it declared that the Un Charter, the most solemn
pact of peace in history, lays down basic principles necessary for an enduring
peace, such as the full respect of fundamental rights expressed in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
Additionally, GA resolution 380 (V) on peace through deeds, adopted on
17 november 1950, stated that “if all States faithfully reflect this desire and observe
their obligations under the Charter, lasting peace and security will be established”.
Therefore, all measures tending to silence or distort the activities of the United
nations in favour of peace should be considered as propaganda against peace
in accordance with the resolution 381 (V). As stated by GA resolutions 2817
(XXVI) of 14 December 1971 and 3065 (XXVIII) of 9 november 1973, both on
scientific work on peace research, fundamental research on the foundations of
and conditions for peace can contribute considerably to the peace mission of the
United nations and build peace, security and cooperation in the world.
Pursuant to GA resolution 33/73 on Declaration on the Preparation of Societies
for Life in Peace adopted without opposition on 15 December 1978, “every nation
and every human being, regardless of race, conscience, language or sex, has the
inherent right to life in peace”. In addition, on 12 november 1984, the General
Assembly adopted in its resolution 39/11 the Declaration of the Right of Peoples
to Peace by which it “solemnly proclaims that the peoples of our planet have a
sacred right to peace”. The recorded vote of the last resolution was as follows:
ninety-two States in favour, no vote against. It follows that the international
community as a whole agreed to recognize the right to peace.
Moreover, it should be noted that 105 States have incorporated the universal
value of peace in their national Constitutions as a governing principle of their
domestic legal system. In addition, some Constitutions have explicitly recognized
peace as a fundamental right of peoples and individuals. In particular, Article
10.1 of the Constitution of Bolivia (“Bolivia is a pacifist State, which promotes
the culture of peace and the right to peace...”), Article 22 of the Constitution of
Colombia (“Peace is a right and a duty whose compliance is mandatory”) and the
Preamble of the Constitution of Japan (“...we recognize that all peoples of the
world have the right to live in peace, free from fear and from want...”).
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2.2. Legal nature of the human right to peace
The HR Council has consistently approached the development of the right to
peace as an emerging right in the international human rights law from a three-fold
perspective: as part of the emerging right to international solidarity; as part of the
right of all human beings and all peoples to a democratic and egalitarian international
order, as claimed for in Art. 28 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; and as
an essential element in the right of peoples to peace. The HR Council also recognized
that the so-called third generation rights, including the right to peace, closely linked to
the fundamental value of solidarity, would require greater progressive development by
the competent United nations human rights organs, to be able to respond to the recent
challenges of the international cooperation in this field.
2.3. Definition of the human right to peace
While the international human rights law has not elaborated definitions in several
sensitive issues —ex. indigenous peoples, minorities, terrorism, corruption—,
this has not precluded the international community from the development of
international instruments to protect, strengthen and guarantee human rights of
specific individuals, peoples and communities.
It follows that the definition of the human right to peace is not a pre-condition
to address the promotion and protection of the human right to peace. Indeed, it
should be noted that from the fifty-seventh (2002) to the sixty-second sessions
(2007) the General Assembly solemnly stressed that peace is a vital requirement
for the promotion and protection of all human rights for all and emphasized that
the preservation and promotion of peace demand that States policies be directed
towards the elimination of the threat of war.
In any case, the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (...)
showed that the human right to peace may have a well defined content.
2.4. The relationship between collective and individual rights, and meaning of peoples
As other solidarity rights like the right to development, the human right to peace
has a double dimension, i.e. individual and collective. The collective dimension of
the human right to peace was codified in the Preamble to the Charter of the United
nations, as the responsibility to save succeeding generations from the scourge of
war lies with the peoples.
Additionally, it was acknowledged that peace constitutes an enabling right
which allows people to enjoy civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights.
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It was also stated that the move from negative peace —seen as the absence of
armed conflicts— to positive peace (meeting individual’s basic needs) would
require the promotion of all human rights for all.
Inspired in the Santiago Declaration, the (third) Advisory Committee draft
declaration on the right to peace2 recognized the individual dimension of the right
to peace in many provisions, as follows: Article 1 on principles of the right to
peace; Article 2 on human security; Article 3.3 on disarmament; Article 4.1 on
peace education and training; Article 5.1 on the right to conscientious objection
to military service; Article 7.1 on resistance and opposition to oppression; Article
9.1 on development; Article 10.1 on environment; Article 11.1 on rights of victims
of human rights violations and vulnerable groups and Article 13.4 on obligations
and implementation.
In addition, paragraph 6 of the AC report stated that in the original mandate
of the HR Council reference was made to “the right of peoples to peace”; the
Advisory Committee proposed the term right to peace, which was found “to be
more appropriate and includes both the individual and collective dimensions”.
Also in accordance with the AC, “the draft declaration focuses on standards
relating to international peace and security as core standards (elements of negative
peace, absence of violence), and includes standards in the areas of peace education,
development, the environment, and victims and vulnerable groups as elements of
a positive peace” (paragraph 7 of the same report).
2.5. Content of the human right to peace
The 1984 Declaration restated various United nations instruments and
acknowledged that peoples of the world have an all-embracing right to peace.
Since then the international community has developed new human rights
instruments and has recognized the important contribution of the civil society to
the codification and progressive development of the right to peace.
In addition, the 2009 expert workshop report on the right of peoples to peace,
organized by OHCHR, noted that there is currently some momentum to clarify the
legal content of the human right to peace. The SSIHRL has been carrying out its
World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace with some 2,000 associate
CSOs and cities world-wide. As a result, the human right to peace was articulated
in the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (...), thus meeting the
aspirations of the international civil society on the legal content of this right.
2

Doc. A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, Annex.
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As stated in paragraph 7 of its report, the Advisory Committee worked towards
a comprehensive, yet concise draft declaration, given that the topic of peace may
address many different issues (problem of determining boundaries instead of
following an “include all issues” approach). Therefore the AC draft declaration on
the right to peace focuses on standards relating to international peace and security
as core standards (elements of negative peace, absence of violence), and includes
standards in the areas of peace education, development, environment, and victims
and vulnerable groups as elements of a positive peace.3
2.6. Reasons to include the right to disarmament and the right to environment
as legal components of the human right to peace
As stated, both CSOs and the Advisory Committee agreed that right to
disarmament and right to environment are essential parts of the human right to peace.
With regard to the right to disarmament, the relevant legal standards and documents
providing background to include it as part of the human right to peace, are the (...):
 Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace
(GA resolution 33/73 of 15 December 1978):
The General Assembly… I. Solemnly invites all States to guide themselves in
their activities by the recognition of the supreme importance and necessity of
establishing, maintaining and strengthening a just and durable peace for present
and future generations and, in particular, to observe the following principles:…
6. A basic instrument of the maintenance of peace is the elimination of the
threat inherent in the arms race, as well as efforts towards general and complete
disarmament, under effective international control, including partial measures
with that end in view, in accordance with the principles agreed upon within the
United nations and relevant international agreements.

 General Comment no. 14 of the HR Committee on nuclear weapons and the
right to life (Art. 6) of 9 november 1984, para. 4: the HR Committee recognized
that the “designing, testing, manufacture, possession and deployment of
nuclear weapons are among the greatest threats to the right to life which
confront humankind today.
 General Assembly, a general and complete disarmament: follow-up to the
Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice on the Legality of the
Threat or Use of nuclear Weapons, doc. A/54/54 Q 1 of December 1999.
3

Doc. A/HRC/20/31, cit.
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 General Assembly, First Committee, general and complete disarmament:
consolidation of peace through practical disarmament measures,
A/RES/51/45(n), 1996: the General Assembly First Committee on Disarmament
and International Security highlighted that the use of illicit small arms and
light weapons (SALW) constitutes a clear threat to peace consolidation.
 The right of people to self-determination and its application to peoples under
colonial or alien domination or foreign occupation, report of the OHCHR,
doc. E/Cn.4/2005/23 of 18 January 2005, paragraph 59 and conclusions: the
launching of strong public information campaigns on education and culture of
peace are, inter alia, necessary to combat violence in all regions and globally.
 Article 28 of this Declaration: “Everyone is entitled to a social and international
order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in the Universal Declaration on
Human Rights can be fully realized”: the possession, deployment and threat of
use of weapons affect the life of individuals by impeding them the full realization
of their personality and dignity.
 Report of the International Conference on the Relationship between
Disarmament and Development. new York, 24 August-11 September 1987,
doc. A/COnF.130/39 of 22 September 1987.
 The relationship between disarmament and development in the current
international context, GA res. 59/119 of 23 June 2004, para. 18 and 61/64 of
3 January 2007, para. 4.
 The United nations Fourth World Conference on Women: Action for Equality,
Development and Peace, Beijing, September 1995, para. 22: the Beijing
Declaration and Platform for Action stated that full participation of women
in decision-making, conflict prevention and resolution and any other peace
initiatives are essential to the realization of lasting peace.
With regard to the right to environment, the legal standards providing support
to include it as part of the human right to peace are as follows:
The Stockholm Declaration of 16 June 1972, adopted by the United nations
Conference on the Human Environment; the World Charter for nature contained
in the Un General Assembly resolution 37/7 of 28 October 1982; the Convention
on Biodiversity of 5 June 1992; the United nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change of 9 May 1992 and the Kyoto Protocol of 11 December 1997;
the Rio Declaration on the Environment and Development of 14 June 1992; the
United Nations Convention of 14 October 1994 to Combat Desertification in those
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Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in
Africa; the Convention of Aarhus of 25 June 1998 on access to information, public
participation in decision-making and access to justice in environmental matters; and
the Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development of 4 September 2002.
2.7. Added value of a new Declaration of the Human Right to Peace
In the last decades the General Assembly adopted two Declarations on the
right to peace, namely: Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in
Peace (15 December 1978) and Declaration of the Right of Peoples to Peace
(12 november 1984). The reasons to adopt a new (normative) Universal
Declaration of the Human Right to Peace at the United nations are the following:
 It would help to achieve a coordinated response on a world-wide scale to
those threats to human rights arising from the global interdependence of all
individuals, peoples and nations;
 It would strengthen international cooperation, union of interests and joint
action in order to preserve not only the fabric and very survival of international
society, but also to achieve its collective goals;
 It would provide a solid legal basis to both the Culture of Peace and the Alliance
of Civilizations;
 It would also give fresh impetus to the struggle against violence and attitudes
based on force, imposition and gender discrimination;
 It would match with an ethical notion designed to proclaim the universal
principles developed under international human rights law;
 It should recognize that the holistic concept of peace goes beyond the
strict absence of armed conflicts (negative peace). Peace is also positive,
since it is linked to the eradication of structural violence as a result of the
economic and social inequalities in the world. Positive peace also requires
the observance of the right of peoples to self-determination, as well as their
right to economic and social development. Finally, peace also demands the
elimination of cultural violence (i.e., gender and family violence, bullying,
mobbing, etc.) and the effective respect for all human rights and fundamental
freedoms for all, without discrimination;
 It should help to understand that peace is both the precondition and the final
purpose of international human rights law, since peace cannot be enjoyed effectively
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and in a sustainable manner without the realization of all human rights for all (civil,
political, economic, social, cultural rights and the right to development);
 It would consolidate the right to peace in its double dimension, namely
individual and collective;
 It would strengthen the right to human security and to live in a safe and healthy
environment, as well as the right to development and to a sustainable environment;
 It would include the right to civil disobedience and to conscientious objection,
as well as the right to resist and oppose oppression;
 It shall enforce the recognition of women’s contribution in the field of
peacebuilding and (…) at all levels of decisionmaking;
 It shall strengthen dialogue and peaceful coexistence among cultures,
civilizations and religions or belief, as a means to combat racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance;
 It shall stress the right to education on and for peace and all other human rights,
as well as the construction of democratic, egalitarian and multicultural societies;
 It shall recognize the close relationship between peace and the human rights
to life, to physical and mental integrity, to freedom and security of the person;
 It shall reinforce the right to refugee status and to emigrate;
 It shall restated the need to protect victims from uncontrolled weapons of mass
destruction, as well as from genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and
sexual violence;
 It shall confirm the victims’ right to redress from human rights violations,
including the rights to truth, justice and reparation;
 It shall include the right to a general and complete disarmament under
international supervision;
 It shall restate the freedom of thought, opinion, expression, conscience and religion;
 It shall emphasize the rights of people belonging to groups in situation of
vulnerability, in particular, women and children. And,
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 It would assist States and International Organizations to focus on the
development of the three pillars on which the Charter of the United nations is
based, namely: the system of collective security which prohibits the threat or
use of force and promote the peaceful settlement of disputes in accordance with
international law; the right to self-determination and the economic and social
development of peoples; and the respect of human rights and fundamental
freedoms for all without discrimination. Under these three pillars the human
right to peace shall be built.
2.8. Justiciability of the human right to peace
There is an increasing case-law on this subject developed by the following
national and international Courts:
 The Constitutional Court of Colombia stated that the right to peace plays a
crucial role in the Colombian Constitutional order, given that it is mandatory
(Judgement no. C-055/95, 1995)
 The Constitutional Court of Costa Rica recognized in decision 9992-04 that
“there is common ground... in the sense of recognizing the existence of peace as
one of the values informing our Constitutional order”. Subsequently, the Court
expressly recognized (decision 14193-08 on nuclear fuel) that all citizens have
the right to peace even if the Constitution does not specifically include this right.
 The Constitutional Court of the Republic of Korea recognized the existence of
the right to live in peace on the basis of Article 10 of the Constitution, which
recognizes that all citizens have the right to pursue happiness.
 The Japanese High Courts jurisprudence —in particular, the nagoya case
(2008)— recognized the right of all individuals to request redress from the
Courts when the State violates Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan. In addition,
the District Court decision in the naganuma lawsuit (1973) recognized that the
right to live in peace is a legal right. Article 9 states that:
aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order, the Japanese
people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use
of force as means of settling international disputes. In order to accomplish the aim of
the preceding paragraph, land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will
never be maintained. The right of belligerency of the State will not be recognized.

 In accordance with Mr Cançado Trindade, current Judge of the International Court
of Justice, the right to peace can be adjudicated by contemporary international
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courts and tribunals, in particular the Inter-American Court of Human Rights
and the International Court of Justice. The rights of peoples were acknowledged
by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the case of the Community
Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni v nicaragua (2001), since it extended protection to
the right of all members of the indigenous community to the communal property
of their historical lands. Furthermore, three other decisions had a direct bearing
on the rights of peoples, their cultural identity and their very survival, namely:
Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v Paraguay (2005-2006); Sawhoyamaxa
Indigenous Community v Paraguay (2005-2006); and Moiwana Community v
Suriname (2005-2006). In addition, Mr Cançado Trindade recalled that the right
of peoples to live in peace was acknowledged by the ICJ in a number of cases.
He also referred to the case law of the European Court of Human Rights, as well
as of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights.4
2.9. Regulation of the non-State actors
Article 13 of the Santiago Declaration (“Obligations for the realization of the
human right to peace”) states the following:
1. The effective and practical realization of the human right to peace necessarily
entails duties and obligations for States, international organizations, civil
society, peoples, individuals, corporations, the media and other actors in society
and, in general, the entire international community.
2. The fundamental responsibility for preserving peace and protecting the human
right to peace lies with the States and also with the United nations as the most
universal body which harmonizes the concerted efforts of nations to realize the
purposes and principles proclaimed in the Un Charter.

Finally, in accordance with Article 14.1 of the (third) draft declaration on the
right to peace adopted by the Advisory Committee,
no provision of the present Declaration may be interpreted as conferring on
any State, group or individual any right to undertake or develop any activity or
carry out any act contrary to the purposes and principles of the United nations,
or likely to negate or violate any of the provisions of the Declaration or of
those in international human rights law, international labour law, international
humanitarian law, international criminal law and international refugee law.

4

See the report of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights on the outcome of the
expert workshop on the right of peoples to peace, doc. A/HRC/14/38 of 17 March 2010, para. 37-38.
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2.10. Approach to the responsibility to protect
In accordance with the World Summit Outcome Document adopted by the GA
resolution 60/1 of 15 September 2005 and GA resolution 63/308 of 2009 on the
responsibility to protect, the Santiago Declaration recognized in its Article 13.4 that:
States are also required to adopt measures to build and consolidate peace and have
the responsibility to protect humankind from the scourge of war. This, however,
shall not be interpreted to imply for any State any entitlement to intervene in the
territory of other States.

A reference to the protection of humankind from the scourge of war is consistent
with the Preamble of the United nations Charter when it indicates that the main
purpose of the United nations is to ‘protect future generations from war’. It should
be recalled that the main purpose of the Un is to protect humankind from armed
conflicts, both national and international. nevertheless, the protection of humankind
should be interpreted in line with the principle of non-interference in the territory of
other States. This principle is regulated in the following instruments:
 The ‘Pact of Paris’ or Kellogg-Briand Pact (1928):
The High Contracting Parties solemnly declare in the names of their respective peoples
that they condemn recourse to war for the solution of international controversies, and
renounce it, as an instrument of national policy in their relations with one another.

 Convention on Rights and Duties of States (1933): “no State shall have the
right to interfere in internal and external questions of other States” (Art. 8)


Charter of the United nations (1945), Art. 2.7:
nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United nations to intervene in
matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require
the Members to submit such matters to settlement under the present Charter; but this
principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII.

 The Convention on establishment of the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization (1945), Art. 1.3:
That the Member States of this Organization should be provided with independence,
integrity and fruitful diversity of their cultures and their educational systems, the
Organization is prohibited to intervene in whatever matter which in its essence
falls within their internal competence.
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 The Charter of the Organization of American States (1948), Art. 15:
no State or group of States shall have the right to directly or indirectly, for
whatever reason, intervene in internal or external affairs of other state. The
former principle excludes the use of not only the armed force but also any other
form of interference or aspiration to attack the personality of a state and political,
economic and cultural elements being the component parts of it.

 The Charter of the Organization of the African Unity (1963) proclaimed the
“non-intervention in internal affairs of States” (Article 3, paragraph 2) as a
principle of the Organization.
 Much more specific is the Pact of the Arab League (1945) under which
each State undertakes to respect political regimes in other Member States
“considering it the internal matter of each State”. It undertakes to refrain from
any action the purpose of which might be a change of that regime (Article 8).
2.11. The progressive codification of the human right to peace at the Human
Rights Council
The General Assembly reaffirmed in its resolution 54/27 of 19 January 2000
on outcome of the action dedicated to the 1999 centennial of the first International
Peace Conference the commitment of the United nations and its Member States to
the adherence to and the development of international law as a basis for conducting
international relations. Furthermore, it recognized the historical importance of
the first International Peace Conference, held at The Hague in 1899, for the rule
of international law, the peaceful settlement of disputes, the development and
codification of international law and the practice of multilateral diplomacy. And
finally, it recalled that the centennial of the first International Peace Conference
coincided with the closing of the United nations Decade of International Law
(1990-1999) and that it could be considered as a third international peace conference.
In September 2005 the second Summit of Heads of State and Government held in
new York at the occasion of the General Assembly of the United nations recognized
(...) the close relationship existing among international peace and security, social and
economic development, and the respect for human rights. This was reiterated in 2006
by the General Assembly when it established the current HR Council. Therefore, the
Human Rights Council has the competence to deal with the progressive development
of the human right to peace, including both negative and positive peace.
At its twentieth session (June 2012) the HR Council will be expected to take
action on the (third) draft declaration on the right to peace submitted by the Advisory
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Committee.5 Paragraph 6 of the report stated that in the original mandate of the
HR Council reference was made to “the right of peoples to peace”; the Advisory
Committee proposed the term right to peace, which was found “to be more
appropriate and includes both the individual and collective dimensions”.
In addition, the HR Council will have before it a new joint written statement in
which CSOs led by the IOHRP/SSIHRL will request the HR Council to establish
an open-ended working group on standard-setting composed of representatives of
States with a wide participation of civil society, entrusted with drafting a Universal
Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, taking into consideration both the AC
(third) draft declaration and the Santiago Declaration.
In accordance with the consistent practice developed by the former Commission
on Human Rights and the current Human Rights Council, the key body shall
be the open-ended working group on sandard-setting (OEWG), which will be
composed of representatives or governmental experts. Other interested actors will
be invited to participate, in particular CSOs. Since 1979, both the Commission
on Human Rights and the Human Rights Council have successfully set up
16 OEWGs on the following topics: rights of the child, migrant workers, indigenous
peoples, arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, minorities, human rights
defenders, mental illness, death penalty, torture, child pornography, children in
armed conflicts, human rights education and economic and social rights.6
5
6

See doc. A/HRC/20/31 of 16 April 2012, Annex.

OEWG on the draft Convention on the Rights of the Child (1979-1989); OEWG on the International
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families
(1979-1990); OEWG on the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (1982-1994; 1995-2006);
OEWG on the Declaration on the right not to be arbitrarily detained (1982-1988); OEWG on the
Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance (1991-1992); OEWG on
the Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic
Minorities (1984-1992); OEWG on the Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals,
Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (1984-1998); OEWG on the Declaration for the revision and redrafting of
mental health legislation that guarantees the fulfillment of the human and civil rights of persons with
mental illness (1984-1998); OEWG on the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: Second
Optional Protocol Aiming at the Abolition of the Death Penalty (1984-1989); OEWG on the Convention
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment: Optional Protocol
(1992-2001); OEWG on the Convention on the Rights of the Child: Optional Protocol on the Sale of
Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography (1994-2000); OEWG on the Convention on the
Rights of the Child: Optional Protocol on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict (1994-2000);
OEWG on the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance
(2002-2006); OEWG on the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (2002-2008); OEWG on the Draft United nations Declaration on Human Rights
Education and Training (2011) and OEWG on the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of
the Child on a communications procedure (2009-2011).
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24
Second Dialogue Forum: Regional contributions to the codification
of the right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 6 June 20121

(...) The meeting was attended by some 77 people, among them representatives
of 39 Member States and 4 International Organizations (...).2
In addition, (...) 21 CSOs attended the meeting (....).3
(...) Both representatives of States and CSOs (...) requested the HR Council
at its twentieth forthcoming session to establish an open-ended working group
to continue the codification process of the right to peace taking duly into account
both the AC draft declaration and the CSOs main contribution, i.e. the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (...).
1

2

3

It was jointly organized by the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL), the
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), the Foundation for Dialogue among
Civilizations (FDC), the World Council of Churches (WCC), nord-Sud XXI, Rencontre Africaine
pour la Défense des Droits de l’Homme (RADDHO), the Japanese Committee for the Human Right
to Peace and the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities. It was also co-sponsored by the
Group of the non-Aligned Movement (nAM), the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and the
African Group (AG). The full text of the report, prepared by David Fernández Puyana (representative
in Geneva of the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law, the International Observatory
of the Human Right to Peace and the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities), is available
at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report6June_0.pdf
Angola, Algeria, Arab Republic of Egypt, Argentina, Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil, Congo, Cote
d’Ivoire, Cuba, Cyprus, Ethiopia, Ecuador, Holy See, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Italy,
Japan, Libya, Mexico, Morocco, nepal, Pakistan, Qatar, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, South
Africa, Spain, Sudan, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay, United States of America, Venezuela, Vietnam,
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation, non-governmental liaison Unit of the United nations
Office at Geneva, UNDP and UN University for Peace.

The Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace, International Association of Democratic
Lawyers, Planetary Association for Clean Energy, Foundation for Dialogue among Civilizations,
Institute for Planetary Synthesis, International Association of Peace Messenger Cities, Spanish
Society for International Human Rights Law, The International Observatory of the Human Right
to Peace, ISEO (International Sustainable Energy Organization) and CMDC (World Circle of
the Consensus), Kennedy Centre for International Studies, Rencontre Africaine pour la Défense
des Droits de l’Homme, nord-Sud XXI, International Fellowship of Reconciliation, Al-Hakim
Foundation, Worldwide Organization for Women, non-Violent Peace-Force, Inter African
Committee on Traditional Practices, FEMMET, CAPSDH (Commission Africaine des Promoteurs
de la Santé et des Droits de l’Homme) and Community of Pope John XXIII Association.
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(...) The Moderator, Mr Ricardo Espinosa (...) referred to the main objectives
of the Second Forum, in particular actions to be taken by the HR Council at its
twentieth session such as the establishment of an open-ended working group on
standard-setting on the right to peace.
(...) Ambassador Hisham Badr, Permanent Representative of the Arab Republic
of Egypt (...) in Geneva and Chairperson of the Group of the non-Aligned
Movement (nAM) at the HR Council, welcomed the participants saying Salamo
Aleikom or “peace be upon you”. It is the salutation of Islam and it is no different
in other religions. So, even in our diversity we share the culture of peace. And this
is the message I would like to greet you with, he added.
(...) he was pleased, in his capacity as Chair of nAM (...), to participate in this
timely event organized by a host of civil society organizations and co-sponsored by
nAM, the OIC, and the African Group. He hailed the diligence and commitment
of the representatives of civil society organizations who incessantly promoted the
right to peace. He also acknowledged the leadership demonstrated by Cuba in
formalising such efforts within the field of the HR Council, paving the way for the
consideration of the AC draft declaration on the right to peace. In ten more days
the twentieth session of the HR Council is to start and action will be taken on the
AC draft declaration.
(...) peace is not only the absence of war or conflict, but is more profound, requiring
certain conditions and vehicles to achieve it. The attainment of peace goes beyond
the negative obligation on States to refrain from resorting to the use of force, and
carries more proactive/positive obligations. In addition, there are underlying notions
that link up to the promotion and protection and realization of human rights.
As much as peace is the absence of conflict or war, it is also the promotion of
tolerance, understanding, dialogue, respect for diversity, and co-existence (...) as
tools for the prevention of the disruption or breach of peace. Peace is the respect for
sovereignty and the sovereign equality of States, and the territorial integrity and nonintervention in the internal affairs of any State. It is also the due diligence and the
fulfilment of international obligations towards the peaceful settlement of disputes. It
entails refraining from the threat of and use of force. It is international cooperation
and the adherence to friendly relations among States. All these are enshrined in and
drawn from the purposes and principles of the United nations Charter.
(...) the main pillars of the United nations are peace and security, development,
and human rights, which are mutually reinforcing. Grasping this fact is conducive
to the realization of the importance of peace and to the promotion and protection
of human rights. An atmosphere of peace is a prerequisite and condition for the
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realization of all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all. By the same
token, absence of peace necessarily leads to the erosion of those human rights to
which we are bound and committed. As such, peace in and of itself becomes a
right (...,) the right of peoples to peace that embraces this holistic encompassing
and enabling environment for human rights.
Early on, the non-Aligned Movement has realized this fact. The raison d’être
of the Movement itself was the attainment of peace. The nAM came to being from
a desire harboured by its member countries to maintain a non-aligned position
during the Cold War, with a commitment towards the attainment of world peace and
security and development. Hence, the nAM, by the sheer size of its membership
reaching up to 120 member States, which falls short only of the United nations, is
the world’s largest forum for the promotion of peace.
As the lingering shadows of the devastating impacts of the two World Wars fade
away, it is timely and incumbent upon us to alert current and future generations to
the importance of maintaining peace and to underline the relevance of the lessons
learned from those horrible human experiences. (...)
(...) the nAM’s founding principles include the requisite elements for the
attainment of peace, most importantly the respect for fundamental human rights
and for the purposes and principles of the United nations Charter; respect for the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of all nations; recognition of the equality of
all races and nations; abstention from intervention or interference in the internal
affairs of states; refraining from acts or threats of aggression or the use of force;
and the peaceful settlement of disputes.
At its fourteenth summit, the Movement renewed its commitment to those
principles and adopted ‘the principles enshrined in the Declaration on the
Purposes and Principles and the Role of the Non-Aligned Movement in the
Present International Juncture’. Through those principles the nAM is committed
to, inter alia, the promotion of a dialogue among peoples, civilisations, cultures
and religions; the effective implementation of the right of peoples to peace and
development; condemnation of genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity
and systematic and gross violations of human rights; rejection of and opposition
to terrorism; promotion of multilateralism; and respect for the political, economic,
social and cultural diversity of countries and peoples.
Close analysis of those principles makes us realize how far the nAM has
been able to adapt itself to international developments and changing global
environment, including emerging requirements for world peace, couched in
human rights language as the right of peoples to peace.
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The speaker concluded that there is no denying the fact that ours is a globalised
world. There is also no denying the fact that this globalisation does not mean
hegemonization. We still and will always have diverse cultures, religions, political,
economic and social systems. A sound management of this diversity leads to a sound
management of globalisation. nAM ministers lately met in Sharm El-Sheikh where
they reaffirmed that ‘tolerance, mutual understanding and respect are fundamental
values of international relations and that cultural diversity and the pursuit of cultural
development by all peoples and nations are sources of mutual enrichment for the
cultural life of humankind’. It is through those ideals and the proper adherence and
implementation of all dialogue among civilizations that we can achieve ‘peace’
and guarantee the enjoyment by all peoples of their right to peace. Building on the
above, we are on our path to identifying the core elements by which we can define
and formalize the right of peoples to peace.
(...) Ambassador Rodolfo Reyes Rodríguez, Permanent Representative of Cuba
(...) in Geneva and Coordinator of the Group of Latin America and Caribbean
Countries (GRULAC) at the HR Council, welcomed the close collaboration
among four regional groups —GRULAC, nAM, OIC and African Group— and
CSOs in the progressive development of the right to peace. In addition, he was
very happy to be sharing this panel with the Chairperson of nAM and to see
European representatives attending the meeting.
According to the speaker, the history of the right to peace goes back to the
resolution on the impact of depleted uranium bombs in the enjoyment of human
rights adopted by the Sub-Commission on Human Rights. Then, they considered
that the progressive development of this specific matter was a little difficult. For
this reason, they brought attention to the Declaration on the Right of Peoples
to Peace adopted by the General Assembly in 1984. Therefore, they decided to
present several resolutions on the right of peoples to peace at the Human Rights
Council, which were adopted with a clear division between north and South.
During this legal and political process, the contribution of civil society, and in
particular the SSIHRL, has been decisive in the implementation and progressive
development of the right to peace. It follows that this important right is actually
not limited only to the context of the relationship among States, but also between
individuals, organizations and groups. The right to peace is both an individual and
collective right.
Although the international community has the Santiago Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace as a reference document, it is strongly advisable to
have an official document elaborated by an intergovernmental body. For this
reason, the HR Council requested the AC to elaborate a first draft declaration.
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While the original mandate of the AC was to elaborate a draft declaration
on the right of peoples to peace, AC experts considered more appropriate to
draft a Declaration on the right to peace in its double dimension, individual
and collective.
In addition, the speaker informed that Cuba was preparing the next draft
resolution on the right to peace to be submitted to the HR Council in its twentieth
session (June 2012). It would be open to the contributions of all regional groups.
The objective of this resolution is to establish an open-ended working group
(OEWG) on the right to peace with the participation of all CSOs. The main
mandate (...) shall be to prepare a draft declaration (...) to be submitted to the
General Assembly for its final adoption.
The current priority in regards to the new resolution is to invite the developed
countries to join the consensus, though developing countries have the majority
of votes to adopt the draft resolution. Nevertheless, Cuba will be flexible in
the negotiation process in order to incorporate the different viewpoints and
sensibilities in the resolution. However, Cuba will not accept positions whose
purpose would be to block the progressive development of the right to peace.
(...) Ambassador Slimane Chikh, Permanent Observer of the Organisation
of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) (...) in Geneva, stated that in the OIC there was
a great interest in participating in the meeting on the codification process (...).
He expressed his sincere thanks to the SSIHRL which is coupled with admirable
consistency to carry out the undertaking of a collective reflection on the right to
peace. This was a long process which began in 2005 with the purpose of adopting
a United Nations Universal Declaration of the Right to Peace.
(...) in the light of the long process of maturation of this project, a peace
declaration is bound to be more laborious than a declaration of war. Human
history is full of sound and fury, the tireless efforts of men of good will even if
the logic of peace shall prevail over the logic of war. To reach this aim, we need
to support the efforts of persuasion aimed at overcoming the reluctance of States
to release a portion of their sovereignty and accept the implementation of the
responsibility to protect: the environment, the right to self-determination and the
right to conscientious objection.
(...) the holistic concept of peace (...) includes several collective and individual
rights, namely: civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights. The right to
peace makes a linkage between humanitarian law and the general international
law and it is also connected with the rights to a healthy environment, disarmament
and development.
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The concept has evolved in its formulation from the right of peoples to peace,
then the human right to peace and lastly the right to peace. It includes several
individual and collective rights. This fundamental right embodies the main values
contained in the culture of peace. The right to peace is a factor of social cohesion
and reconciliation among civilizations.
The OIC fully adheres to these values. At (...) our previous meeting held on
14 March 2012, the focus was on the contribution of the islamic world to the right
to peace, whose main ideas are the following:
 There exists a close relationship between Islam and peace (Salam). It recalls
the Koranic precept which excludes compulsion in religion and encourages
peaceful dialogue with others;
 The OIC finds its action plan precisely in the OIC Charter, and (...) its Preamble,
which states that the main OIC objectives are to promote the high Islamic
values of peace, compassion, tolerance, equality, justice and human dignity;
 The same Charter specifies in Article 2 paragraphs 3 and 4 that “all Member
States shall settle their disputes through peaceful means and refrain from use or
threat of use of force in their relations” and that “all Member States undertake
to respect national sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of other
Member States and shall refrain from interfering in the internal affairs of
others”. In addition, paragraph 5 states that “all Member States undertake to
contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security and to refrain
from interfering in each other’s internal affairs as enshrined in the present
Charter, the Charter of the United nations, international law and international
humanitarian law”;
 The humanitarian international law can also be found in the Cairo Declaration
on Human Rights in Islam (...) adopted on 5 August 1990 (...);
 OIC is fully committed with the program of Action for a Culture of Peace
adopted by the United nations in 1999 and the Alliance of Civilizations (...);
 The decennial program of action adopted at the OIC Summit held on
8 December 2005 in Mecca called Member States to undertake carrying out
profound reforms in order to Meet the Challenges Facing the Muslim Ummah
in the 21st Century; convert Islam into a religion of moderation, measure and
tolerance; condemn terrorism in all its forms and distinguish between terrorism
and the legitimate resistance to occupation.
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 The OIC has mobilized to denounce islamophobia and promote religious
tolerance. The OIC efforts (...) resulted in the adoption, by consensus,
of the resolution 16/18 on 12 April 2011 by the HR Council. It included
the eight points of the statement prepared by the OIC Secretary-General
H. E. Ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu and prohibits discrimination based on religion
or belief. Paragraph 9 of this resolution called the international community
to “foster a global dialogue for the promotion of a culture of tolerance
and peace at all levels, based on respect for human rights and diversity of
religions and beliefs”.
 The OIC has translated these different principles in the field by deploying a
large humanitarian action in favour of refugees, food aid and health, education,
empowerment of women and economic development. OIC has also brought
its attention to the field of conflict prevention, preventive diplomacy and
conflict resolution.
(...) The speaker made the following proposals:
 It is necessary to promote in the International Day of Peace (21 September)
several initiatives such as the cessation of hostilities, the signature of peace
treaties between belligerents, or the establishment of a group of reflection on
peace matters;
 To recall the Japanese example in the promotion of peace, whose Constitution
recognizes in Article 9 that:
aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order, the
Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the
threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes;

 To establish a tax on arms sales whose proceeds should be used to finance the
development.
(...) Prof Carlos Villán Durán, (...) explained that pursuant to HR Council
resolution 17/16 of 17 June 2011 and AC recommendation 8/4 of 24 February
2012, the AC submitted to the HR Council its (third) draft declaration on the
right to peace. The report stated that in the original mandate of the HR Council
reference was made to “the right of peoples to peace”; the AC proposed the term
right to peace, which was found “to be more appropriate and includes both the
individual and collective dimensions” (A/HRC/20/31, paragraph 6). In addition,
the AC draft declaration focuses “on standards relating to international peace and
security as core standards (elements of negative peace, absence of violence), and
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includes standards in the areas of peace education, development, the environment,
victims and vulnerable groups as elements of a positive peace” (paragraph 7).
(...) The HR Council will also have before it a new joint written statement
endorsed by 1,041 CSOs and cities worldwide, in which they request the HR
Council to welcome the AC draft declaration and acknowledge the CSOs
contribution to the codification of human right to peace, i.e., the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (...). CSOs note with satisfaction that
85% of the legal standards originally proposed in the Santiago Declaration have
been incorporated by the Advisory Committee in its draft declaration.
In addition, CSOs request the HR Council to establish an open-ended working
group to continue the codification process (...), taking duly into account all
preparatory work. It shall meet during ten working days split in two sessions and
would encourage a wide participation of CSOs. (...)
Moreover, CSOs invited the future working group to consider the following
amendments to the AC draft declaration on the right to peace in order to recover
the 15% of the legal standards proposed by the Santiago Declaration, which were
not accepted by the Advisory Committee (...):
1. The draft declaration should be titled “human right to peace” to include
minorities and humankind as additional right-holders of the right to peace;
2. The preamble should be completed following the Preamble of the Santiago
Declaration (...) since it includes relevant universal and regional legal
instruments providing background to the codification of the right to peace;
3. The concept of right should be added in the title of the Articles 2 (“human
security”), 3 (“disarmament”), 4 (“education and training in peace”),
5 (“disobedience and conscientious objection”) and 9 (“development”);
4. Article 3.3 should include an invitation to States to consider the establishment
and promotion of Peace Zones and nuclear Weapons Free Zones and to phase
out progressively foreign military bases;
5. Article 5 should include the right not to participate in scientific research
for the manufacture or development of arms of any kind; the right to
oppose taxation for military expenditures; and the right to be protected
in the effective exercise of the right to disobedience and conscientious
objection;
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6. Article 8 (peacekeeping) should add a new paragraph in the sense that all
Un peacekeeping operations should integrate unarmed civilian forces to the
appropriate protection of civilians;
7. Article 11 should be completed with specific reference to persons belonging to
vulnerable groups such as persons arrested or detained and disappeared.
8. Article 12 should recognize the individual right to freedom of movement and
to emigrate if his/her right to human security or to live in a safe and healthy
environment, as stipulated in this Declaration, is seriously threatened.
9. Art. 13 should be titled “Obligations for the realization of the human right to
peace” and completed in accordance with paragraph 4, 6, 7 and 8 of Article 13
of the Santiago Declaration. And,
10. Article 13.6 (“implementation”) should be replaced by Articles 14 and 15 of
the Santiago Declaration, which proposes the establishment (...) of a Working
Group on the Human Right to Peace, composed of ten independent experts
(...) with functions equivalent to those of the best practices developed by the
special procedures of the HR Council.
(...) Ms Gala Maric, representative of nord-Sud XXI, expressed
appreciation to co-sponsors of the meeting, which include CSOs, in particular
the SSIHRL and the IOHRP, as well as distinguished diplomats from the
nAM, the OIC, GRULAC and the African Group. This significant alliance
of States and civil society showes the very significant support the right to
peace enjoys.
The speaker welcomed the (third) draft declaration (...) that has been
submitted by the AC to the HR Council (...) at its twentieth regular session.
She appreciated the significant reflexion that has gone into this draft and the
commitment of the AC members. At the same time, she recognized that now
the draft is in the hands of Member States of the HR Council which are now the
guardians of our common aspiration for peace. In this respect, it is hoped that
the declaration can be strengthened to reflect even more clearly, the existing
international law in relation to the prohibition of the use of force. While
welcoming the progress made on this issue in Article 1, paragraph 4 should
be revised to state as follows: “States shall not threaten or use force in their
international relations with other States”.
In addition, the speaker welcomed inclusion of the provisions on disarmament,
but urged States to make them more consistent with international law as
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authoritatively interpreted by the International Court of Justice in its Advisory
Opinion on the Use or Threat of nuclear Weapons, where the ICJ unequivocally
stated that “there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament… under strict and
effective international control”. This authoritative opinion should be reflected in
the draft declaration.
As concerns the important ability of people to protest war, she joins CSOs
colleagues in urging recognition of the individuals “right to civil disobedience
and to conscientious objection against activities that entail a threat against peace.”
(...) she would go further although it might mean a rethinking of the mandate
of the United nations, calling for a complete —without exception— prohibition
of the use or authorization of the use of force by the United nations or any of its
bodies. Only by stressing the need to solve disputes peacefully to the extent of
rejecting all violent means of disputes resolution, can the United nations reassert
its moral leadership in our common struggle for a world without war.
(...) the speaker urged States to significantly strengthen the means of
implementation of the right to peace (...) through the creation of accountability
mechanisms with the mandate, the authority, the competence, and the commitment
to taking action against States that violate the peace. Such action should not itself
violate the right to peace, but could employ other multilateral actions that stress
that the right to peace must be respected by all States, especially those who have
shown the greatest propensity to use force during the last century.
Finally, she invited the HR Council to establish an intergovernmental
open-ended working group on standard-setting with full participation of civil
society to continue the codification process (...) taking duly into account both
the third draft declaration on the right to peace submitted by the AC and the
2010 Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, prepared by the
international civil society.
Mr Yorio Shiokawa, representative of the Japanese Committee for the Human
Right to Peace, was pleased to join the co-organizers of the Second Dialogue Forum
on Regional Contributions to the Right to Peace, in particular the SSIHRL and the
IOHRP. This meeting was the first joint meeting of civil society organizations
with three Un regional groups, namely: the nAM, the OIC and the African Group
held at the United nations.
The International Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL) and the
Japanese Lawyers International Solidarity Association (JALISA) have always
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been interested in the resolutions on the right of peoples to peace adopted by the
former Commission on Human Rights and the current Human Rights Council.
On 19 March 2010, both organizations organized a side event on “The Japanese
approach to the right to peace” in the Palais des nations. (...)
Japanese people learnt about the World Campaign in favour of the human right
to peace and felt the need to cooperate with it. Therefore, in December 2011 the
Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace (JCHRP) was established. It is
composed by 11 CSOs representing the interests of the Japanese peace movement.
On 18-19 September 2010, the 5th Conference of Lawyers in the Asia-Pacific
(COLAPⅤ) was held in Manila (...). The outcome document (Manila Declaration)
requested the immediate phasing out of foreign armies from the Asia-Pacific region
(... and) recognized that all peoples have the right to live in peace in accordance
with Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan, the Constitution of Costa Rica and the
Charter of the United nations.
He also informed that four Symposiums on the Japanese contribution to the
human right to peace held in Japan from 2 to 10 December 2011, were organized
by the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace with the support of the
SSIHRL and the IOHRP, with the sponsorship of many Japanese civil society
organizations. They took place in nagoya, Osaka, naha and Tokyo. Around 400
experts, academics and peace activists were briefed on the content and values of
the human right to peace.
On 3 and 10 December 2011, Japanese civil society organizations adopted the
Nagoya and Tokyo Declarations on the Human Right to Peace, which summarized
the main aspirations of the Japanese civil society in this field and assessed the
international codification process of the human right to peace at the United
nations. In particular, civil society representatives urged the HR and its AC to
take duly into consideration the Santiago Declaration (...) adopted (...) by the
international civil society.
Finally, the HR Council was requested to establish at its twentieth session
(June 2012) an open-ended working group on standard-setting to deal with the ongoing codification process of a universal declaration of the human right to peace,
with full participation of civil society. The General Assembly was also asked to
adopt the Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace no later than 2015.
(...) Mr Biro Diawarago, representative of Rencontre Africaine pour la Défense
des Droits de l’Homme (RADDHO), congratulated the SSIHRL for leading
this laudable initiative and the OIC, the nAM, the African Group and all civil
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society organizations for their support to this beautiful collective venture on the
codification of the right to peace. RADDHO has been involved from the beginning
in this dialogue and supports the codification process of the right to peace carried
out by the HR Council and its AC.
RADDHO organized with the SSIHRL an expert meeting on the human
right to peace that took place on 1 April 2008 in Dakar (...) to share the Luarca
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace with the African civil society and to
identify strengths and weaknesses of the Luarca Declaration from the civil society
perspective in order to draft a Universal Declaration (...) representing the interests
of the civil society as a whole.
Traditionally, peace begins with inner peace of human beings within society. In
largo sensu, peace is the harmony between a human being and his/her partner. This
harmony is rooted on moral values, respect for life, nature, dignity, tolerance, mutual
coexistence, love for his/her neighbour, non-violence and good neighbourliness.
After the great battle of Kirina which dislocated the great Manding empire,
the primitive representatives and their allies gathered in 1236 in Kouroukan
Fouga (Kangaba ocuppies the current Republic of Mali) to adopt a Charter of 44
Articles. In accordance with Article 3 of this Charter, everyone is entitled to the
right of respect and consideration. Article 5 stated that everyone has the right to
life and the preservation of his/her physical integrity. The codification of the right
to peace significantly contributes to the advancement of international law and also
addresses the inner cause of the current structural violence.
(...) Mr Ricardo Espinosa, Moderator of the Second Dialogue Forum, offered
the floor to those attending the meeting to take part in the debate. Mr Edgardo
Toro, Permanent Mission of Venezuela, stated his satisfaction for participating
in this important Forum and thanked all speakers for their interventions. The real
enjoyment of the right to peace can only be achieved if we claim this right over
those countries that use war as main instrument of domination.
There is no possibility to exercise our fundamental rights in the midst of war.
No socioeconomic transformation can be effective under a situation of conflict.
Moreover, in order to ensure the promotion and exercise of the right to peace,
we must exhaust all efforts necessary for the elimination of any threat of war
and immediately cease the on-going conflicts which seriously affect the lives of
millions of people.
Building a just and peace-loving society is the essential objective of
Venezuela in accordance with its Constitution. In this regard his country will
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continue to support and encourage these peace initiatives, whose foundations
lie undoubtedly with the universal principles of the use of peaceful means for
disputes resolution, solidarity and international cooperation, self-determination
of peoples and respect of territorial integrity and national sovereignty. Only
under these conditions we will be able to advance towards the true realization
of the right to peace.
Finally, Venezuela supports the initiative to establish an intergovernmental
working group to draft a United Nations Declaration on the Right to Peace,
which will be based on the important work done by the AC and the contributions
of the non-governmental organizations which have devoted their efforts towards
world peace.
Ms Mama Koite, member of FEMMET (African Women’s Development and
Communication network) in Mali, expressed her concerns about the situation of
civil war and violations of human rights in Mali.
Mr Michel Monod, representative in Geneva of International Fellowship of
Reconciliation (IFOR), referred to the elimination of the army in Costa Rica
and said that armies are not patriotic. He showed his deep concern about the
nuclear threat.
Ms Etika Yustisianingrum, representative of Indonesia (...), thanked the
organizers for convening the Forum and the speakers for their insightful
presentation. Indonesia reaffirms its commitment to peace, security and respect
for human rights and the continuing development of friendly relations and
cooperation among States. In addition, her country subscribed to the mutually
interlinked and reinforcing nature of peace and security, development and human
rights and valued the contribution of civil society in the promotion and codification
of the right to peace. (...)
With respect to regional contributions (...) for the Asian region, (...) the speaker
added the following ASEAn’s efforts and initiatives for the promotion of human
right to peace:
 The ASEAn (Association of Southeast Asian nations) Political and Security
Community Blueprint which subscribed to a comprehensive approach to
security, acknowledging the interwoven relationships of political, economic,
social-cultural and environmental dimensions of development. It promotes
renunciation of aggression and of the threat or use of force or other actions
in any manner inconsistent with international law and reliance on peaceful
settlements of disputes.
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 Existing ASEAn political instruments such as the Declaration on Zone
of Peace, Freedom and neutrality (ZOPFAn), the Treaty of Amity and
Cooperation in Southeast Asia (TAC) and the Treaty on the Southeast Asia
nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone (SEAnWFZ), as well as the Declaration on the
Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea (DOC), which play a pivotal role
in the area of confidence-building measures, preventive diplomacy and pacific
approaches to conflict resolution.
 The role of the ASEAn Regional Forum in promoting peace and security
through dialogue and cooperation in Asia-Pacific.
 The establishment of the ASEAn Institute for Peace and Reconciliation
which would definitely support endeavours to maintain stability in the
region. (...) And,
 The ASEAn Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights (AICHR)
which is now finalizing the ASEAN Declaration on Human Rights, while the
ASEAn Children and Women Commission has also been established in 2010.
(...) Ms Rossi Maria Mercedes, representative of the Community of Pope John
XXIII Association, stressed the pivotal role of peace education and civil society
organizations (... and) noted the importance of non-violence in the relationship
between States and all stakeholders.
Ms Heba Mostafa, representative of the Arab Republic of Egypt, showed
interest in the example of Costa Rica as a country without army and the role
played by disarmament in the promotion of the right to peace. In addition, she
brought attention on the importance of education on peace and human rights and
the partnership between States and CSOs. (...)
Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) showed his sincere appreciation for the
comments raised by Venezuela, Indonesia, and Egypt. He wished all Member
States of the HR Council would one day adopt a declaration on the human right
to peace by consensus. In addition, he showed the CSOs support and solidarity
with the people of Mali as a consequence of the internal conflict and human rights
violations. He cautioned that there are 40 on-going armed conflicts in the world.
For this reason, the international community should reaffirm its support to the
human right to peace. In order to strengthen international peace and security, the
Security Council should be urgently reformed in accordance with Article 13.8 of
the Santiago Declaration, which states:
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In order to better guarantee the human right to peace, the composition and
procedures of the Security Council shall be reviewed so as to reflect and better
ensure the representation of today’s international community. The methods
of work of the Security Council must be transparent and allow a meaningful
participation in its debates by civil society and other actors.

Ms Berhane Ras-work, Board member of the International Movement for
Fraternal Union among Races and Peoples, kindly asked the panellists about
the relationship between the principle of sovereignty and territorial integrity,
the violation of human rights and the responsibility to protect in the codification
process of the right to peace.
Ms Vita de Waal, representative in Geneva of the Planetary Association for
Clean Energy and the Institute for Planetary Synthesis, thanked the SSIHRL for
the effort devoted in the organization of the Second Dialogue Forum. She openly
raised three important matters related to the human right to peace, namely: the
environment, the nuclear threat and the role played by indigenous people.
Prof Carlos Villán Durán (...) recalled that the human right to peace is based on
the main principles enshrined in the Charter of the United nations, namely: (...)
national sovereignty and territorial integrity, as well as the self-determination of
peoples and full respect of all human rights for all. The concept of responsibility
to protect, as included in the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document, means that
first States are called to protect the fundamental rights of their citizens and punish
all acts of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes occurred in their
territories. In addition, the international community should take the responsibility
to protect when the State fails to do it, in accordance with Chapters VI, VII and
VIII of the United nations Charter. Unfortunately, the concept of the responsibility
to protect was misused by nATO military intervention in Libya, because it led
to serious breaches of the international humanitarian law and violations of the
international human rights law and the perpetrators still enjoy impunity.
Ambassador Mohammed Sahnoun, representative in Geneva of the United
nations University for Peace, stated that the University was established in 1980
in Costa Rica by a resolution of the General Assembly of the United nations. He
informed that the University currently offers ten different programs on peace and
human rights. (...)
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Expert meeting on the challenges of the future open-ended
working group on the right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 25 June 20121

The Expert meeting was held on 25 June 2012 at the Palais des nations (Geneva)
at the occasion of the twentieth regular session of the Human Rights Council.
Under the moderation of Ms Christina Papazoglou, executive program for
human rights of the World Council of Churches, the guest speakers specially
invited to discuss on the Future Challenges of the open-ended working group
on the right to peace were: Prof Alfred de Zayas, Independent Expert on the
promotion of a democratic and equitable international order; Prof Curtis Doebbler,
representative in Geneva of the nord-Sud XXI; Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President
of the SSIHRL and representative of the IOHRP and Mr Jun Sasamoto, Japanese
Committee for the Human Right to Peace.
Unlike the codification of international law conducted by the International
Law Commission, the specific regime for the codification of international
human rights standards carried out by the HR Council and its AC has three main
characteristics, namely: 1. The convening of a general codification Conference
among States shall be not necessary; 2. The role played by civil society
organizations, independent experts and individuals is increasingly important;
3. At the last stage of the codification process the General Assembly will adopt
new standards in the Annex of a resolution.
In accordance with the consistent practice developed by the former Commission
on Human Rights and the current Human Rights Council, the key body shall
be the open-ended working group on standard-setting (OEWG), which will be
composed of representatives or governmental experts. Other interested actors will
be invited to participate, in particular CSOs. Since 1979, both the Commission
on Human Rights and the Human Rights Council have successfully set up
16 OEWGs on the following topics: Rights of the child, migrant workers, indigenous
peoples, arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, minorities, human rights
1

It was jointly organized by the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL),
the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), the World Council of
Churches (WCC) and the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace.
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defenders, mental illness, death penalty, torture, child pornography, children in
armed conflicts, human rights education and economic and social rights.
Civil society organizations have taken active part in the codification meetings
as observers. It means that they have participated in all deliberations and
debates, but they are unable to take part in the vote at the OEWG. Furthermore,
CSOs distribute to the OEWG documents and position papers in defence of their
arguments. The United nations practice demonstrates that CSOs contribution is
fundamental to advance in the negotiation process of human rights instruments
given their commitment and legal expertise on the topics under consideration.
For instance, 33 nGOs with ECOSOC consultative status and 34 without such
status participated in the sessions of the OEWG on the draft declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples held in 1995 in Geneva.
In order to fill out a legal loophole or to clarify the scope of an existing rule,
different stakeholders, including civil society organizations, can promote an
international legislative initiative in the United nations and request the United
nations Member States to develop progressively the international human rights
law. The engagement of CSOs take usually place through the organization of
international campaigns on a specific field in human rights law. For instance,
it should be noted as successful campaigns those leading to ban landmines, to
establish the International Criminal Court or to stop violence against women.
The main objective of the international campaigns is to contribute to increase
human rights awareness in the United nations through information sharing and
uncovering the origin of persistent human rights violations. The international
campaigns emphasize two types of activities: Firstly, information activities
addressed to target public actors (for example CSOs, United nations Member
States, international Organizations) working in the field on human rights.
Secondly, providing research and organizing expert meetings focused on deeper
understanding of the subject. Research outputs will be normally published and
distributed to all relevant key actors. Dissemination of research outputs enable
international actors to better understand and increase awareness on the specific
field of human rights to be developed.
In the field of the human right to peace, it should be stressed that the
SSIHRL World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace successfully
culminated the consultation process with international civil society organizing
the International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, which took place in
Santiago de Compostela (Spain) on 9 and 10 December 2010 in the context of the
World Social Forum on Education for Peace.
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Expert meeting on combating violence against women through
promoting the right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 27 June 20121

(...) The Moderator, Ms Christina Papazoglou, executive program for human
rights of the World Council of Churches, (...) referred to the main objectives of
the meeting, in particular actions to be taken by the HR Council at its twentieth
session such as the establishment of an open-ended working group on standardsetting on the right to peace and the relationship between violence against women
and the right to peace.
(...) Ambassador Maria nazareth Farani Azevedo, Permanent Representative of
Brazil to the United nations in Geneva, began her presentation by recalling that the
Preamble of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women indicates that: “the welfare of the world and the cause of peace require the
maximum participation of women on equal terms with men in all fields.” She added
that civilians, and in particular children and women, are the main victims in conflicts
and post-conflict situations, and they often are the target of sexual violence. The
resolution 1325 adopted by the Security Council in 2000 recognized for the first time
the strong linkage between women, peace and security, and it stressed the need to
address the gender-based violence and gender inequality in conflict and post-conflict
situations. The importance of women in equal participation in all efforts to maintain
and promote sustainable peace and security has been also highlighted in the resolution.
This resolution represents both a celebration and the recognition that we have a lot of
work to do in the field of women, peace and human rights. The essential contribution
of women around the world should continue in order to maintain international peace
and security, realize human rights, promote a sustainable development and erradicate
poverty, hunger and disease. nevertheless, challenges still remain.
1

It was jointly organized by the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL),
the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP) and the Women’s United
nations Report Program & network (WUnRn) with the support of the Worldwide Organization
for Women (WOW) and the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace and the
sponsorship of the Permanent Mission of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh to the United
nations in Geneva. The report was prepared by David Fernández Puyana, representative in
Geneva of the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law, the International Observatory
of the Human Right to Peace and the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities.
The full text of the report is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/ReportWomen.pdf
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She said that Brazil believes that the way forward can only be achieved through
empowerment of women in all fields. Speaking on women and empowerment, she
recalled that they have a group of women ambassadors in Geneva, whose purpose
is to overcome the challenges from a realistic viewpoint. The main objective
of this group is to promote events and ideas, such as the next meeting entitled
“the power to empower women” to be held in the March session of the Human
Rights Council in 2013. They have organized many meetings on the empowerment
of women and women as victims of conflict or trafficking, but little about women
as active actors of change in the field of business or the political arena.
In every region of the world there are real obstacles for the real political
participation of women, even in countries which have been champions of women
rights for decades. She described her personal experience in Switzerland in 1997,
when she wanted to buy a car and the seller demanded the signature of her husband.
She stressed that problems on gender inequality and differences between men and
women do not belong only to developing countries; it can happen anywhere. One of
the main difficulties for achieving true equality is the limited participation of women
in conflict prevention, peace negotiations and institution-building in post-conflict
situations. Women participation should be substantive. It is not enough for them to
be allowed to be in the room; they want to have their voice. They want their voices
to be heard, and therefore, they should effectively participate in all decision-making
processes. Their political participation is fundamental for democracy.
According to her, discrimination against women is not compatible with
democracy. Brazil is concerned about women rights in every part of the world as
women continue to be largely marginalised in the decission-making process and
often suffer from discriminatory laws, practices and attitudes. This is a problem
which not only affects poor countries, but affects all countries. Because of the
economic crisis, the situation of women in the feminization of poverty has been
aggravated. The crisis is affecting more women than men. Therefore, combating
the causes and consequences of the crisis is essential for the empowerment of
women. It is crucial for them to have access to education and equal opportunities
to achieve economic independence. If the political empowerment of women
is fundamental for democracy, their economic empowerment is essential for
development and sustainable peace.
She talked about the Brazilian campaign called Brazil without Poverty, which has
the purpose of training women in their capacity to be empowered in the economic
and business fields. Brazil has adopted some laws to protect women and has
established specialized police stations aimed at helping women victims of violence.
The empowerment of women is central to overcome many of the challenges before
us and to prevent violence against women. Since 2006, Brazil has implemented
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the “Maria da Penha law” which is aimed at tackling the problem of domestic
violence against women. Recently the Supreme Court of Brazil has decided that
any witness of violence against women can denounce the perpetrator before the
court. In February 2011 Brazil donated one million dollars to the OHCHR in order
to create a reparation system for women from Congo. The program was directed
to promote women access to justice and to train police on appropriate measures to
assist women who have suffered violence. She said that this program has the support
of Un Women. In the area of peacekeeping, the Brazilian Minister of Defence
and Un Women signed in December 2011 a memorandum to train the Brazilian
peacekeepers in the prevention of conflict-related sexual violence. She finished by
indicating that the work of the HR Council, the General Assembly and the United
Nations in the field of women require our support.
Ms nahida Sobhan, Counsellor, Permanent Mission of the People’s Republic of
Bangladesh in Geneva, thanked the gathering and the panelists for their presence
today. The concept of our discussion today stems from various international
documents, General Assembly resolutions, and the Security Council resolution
no. 1325 adopted in 2000.
She views peace as an imperative for the survival of mankind. It represents
the deepest aspirations of men and women throughout the world. In addition,
guaranteeing peace and security is one of the essential components in the protection
of human rights of women, girls and children, as well as to eliminate all forms of
violence against them and their use as a weapon of war.
Bangladesh believes that in order to have sustaining peace and development,
it is essential to involve women in the decision-making process, and to have their
perspective, full participation and ownership of the process. They have the right
to a peaceful life and the right to participate in the promotion and in upholding
peace. It is neither wise nor effective to leave women —who constitute half of
the world’s population— out of the decision-making process. We also believe
that women are agents of development. Inspired by this perspective, Bangladesh,
during its Presidency of the United nations Security Council in 2000, was happy
to be able to steer the adoption of the Security Council resolution no. 1325. The
adoption of 1325 opened a much-awaited door of recognition and opportunity for
women, who have shown time and again that they bring a qualitative improvement
in structuring peace and in post-conflict architecture.
The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, adopted at the Fourth World
Conference on Women in 1995 and the Security Council resolutions 1325 (2000),
1820 (2008), 1888 and 1889 (2009) mandated women’s participation at all levels
of decision-making on peace, disarmament and security issues, as well as the need
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to perform a gender analysis and ensure gender justice in all situations of armed
conflicts. In the General Assembly of the United Nations, Bangladesh tables its
flagship resolution “International Decade for a Culture of Peace and non-violence
for the Children of the World, 2001-2010” under the agenda item Culture of
Peace every year. The resolution has been enjoying unanimous support of United
nations membership with the number of countries co-sponsoring the resolution
ever increasing. The resolution is based on a theme that epitomizes the essence
of the efforts to save humanity from the scourge of war and conflict through
establishment of a culture of peace among societies, nations and countries.
In their national context, Bangladesh has been striving to translate into its
actions, the commitments to champion women’s empowerment through political
leadership, strengthening women’s political, social and economic roles, recorded
achievement in equality and the attainment of MDG 3.
While mentioning their efforts to uphold the importance Bangladesh attaches
to women and the human right to peace, they acknowledge that they have much to
do in the future. Despite their many limitations and varied challenges, including
poverty, negative effects of climate change and resource constraints, Bangladesh
is committed to the protection and promotion of human rights and peace as well
as vulnerable populations like women and children worldwide. It is currently
the largest contributor to Un Peacekeeping forces to uphold peace and stability,
which includes a full contingent of female peacekeepers.
She said that their discourses on the nexus between fighting violence against
women and the right to peace is based on the conviction that it is an attempt to
respond to the challenges of the globalized, interconnected and interdependent
world. From this perspective, they welcomed the proposals contained in the
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace as well as the previous
Declarations approved in Luarca, Bilbao and Barcelona. Bangladesh believes this
discourse has the potential to transform our world of seven billion people into one
where our future generations may prosper and live in happiness.
Their engagement in peace is based on the premise that peace is constituted not
merely in an absence of war or conflict, but it involves a positive, dynamic participatory
process where dialogue is encouraged and conflicts are solved in a spirit of mutual
understanding and cooperation. Flourishing the right to peace and non-violence will
generate a mindset that is the prerequisite for development, stability, and reason. It
will provide the bedrock to support a stable, progressing, and prospering world —a
world that is at peace with itself. She does not believe anyone can have the intention to
contradict peace. Peace must be nurtured by all of us —individually and collectively—
so that our future generations can flourish in a peaceful world.
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Prof Alfred de Zayas, Independent Expert on the promotion of a democratic
and equitable international order, recalled the work performed by Verta von Suttner
and Eleonor Roosevelt in the promotion of women’s rights and gender equality. He
mentioned Articles 3 and 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
on gender equality and prohibition of discrimination on the ground of gender. He
also cited some cases of the HR Committee concerning women, noting that women
are involved in peaceful campaigns. He mentioned the comedy Isistrata written by
Aristofanes to point out the role of women in the Peloponnesian War. Both the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace and the AC draft declaration on the right
to peace often refer to the gender approach to the right to peace. He informed that
he will present his report at the HR Council in its twenty-first session (September
2012) and at the General Assembly in August 2012, and that he wanted to organize
an open consultation with civil society on 10 July in order to receive their suggestions
and proposals. He referred to the Constitution of Peru, which recognizes equal rights
for men and women, and their equality before the law. He supported the system of
Universal Periodical Review as there is a dialogue between governments, civil society
and the Un Secretariat. He recommends the book Making Peoples Heard,2 which came
out last year and in which there is an entire section on the right to peace.
The following speaker, Ms nyaradzayi Gumbonzvanda, Secretary-General of the
World Young Women’s Christian Association (World YWCA) and President of the
nGO Committee on the Status of Women in Geneva, began by saying that it is a great
pleasure to participate in this panel and to listen to different opinions from governments,
independent experts and civil society organizations. After more than 20 years of
professional life working in countries in conflict, she said that in her life she has had the
opportunity to participate in peace talks, to cry together with women and to be in the
corridors of power. nevertheless, after this long experience she expressed that her feeling
was frustration. As President of the nGO Committee on the Status of Women in Geneva,
which has 28 accreditated nGOs, she recalled that the nGO’s work has as their purpose
to strengthen the linkages between governments and civil society organizations in the
field of women’s rights. The United Nations was founded after the experience of the
World War II and its main purpose was to promote security and peace. For this reason,
she showed her surprise that the right to peace had not yet been recognized, taking into
account that it is based in the United nations Charter. She asked the Member States of
the United nations what the real causes were for not accepting the human right to peace.
She explained her experience in the adoption of resolution 1325 on women,
peace and security by the United nations Security Council. In addition, she
demanded a joint session of the Security Council and the Human Rights Council
2

Asbjørn eide, Jakob Th. möller, Ineta ziemele (eds.): Making Peoples Heard, Leiden/Boston:
Martinus nijhoff, 2011.
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to address the matter of violence against women and the human right to peace.
Bearing in mind that armed conflict and war by their very nature generate violence,
we should empower the human right to peace as a means to promote the culture of
peace. War and violent conflict have as their consequence the violation of women’s
rights. This also fractures the possibility to protect their fundamental human rights
and freedoms. She recalled that women met in Mexico, Copenhaguen and Beijing
to recognize the linkage between equality, peace and development. For her, now
is the time for accountability, remedies, democracy and the human right to peace.
Ms Lois Herman, Coordinator, Women’s United nations Report
Program & Network (WUNRN) took the floor next and expressed her utmost respect
for what is being done; in particular she described the effects of war on women. She
showed a powerful powerpoint on women in the frontlines of war, in which one
could see many faces of women, demonstrating how the fundamental rights and
freedoms of women are violated during or after an armed conflict. She focused
her attention on widows, a gas attack in Afghanistan against girls in a school, the
mothers and grandmothers of the May Square in Argentina, girl child soldiers,
missing family members in Chechnya, the cases of women in Burma pending
the International Criminal Court, the situation of women in refugee camps or in
Somalia, Iraq, Sudan and Congo. She calls upon States to promote and respect the
Security Council resolutions 1325, 1888 and 1889 on women, peace and security.
Mr David Fernández Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL and IOHRP in
Geneva, explained that the SSIHRL World Campaign in favour of the human right
to peace successfully culminated the consultation process with international civil
society organizing the International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, which
took place in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) on 9 and 10 December 2010 in the
context of the World Social Forum on Education for Peace. On 10 December 2010
two important resolutions were adopted by consensus, namely:
Firstly, the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, which represents
the aspirations of the international civil society aiming at the codification of the
human right to peace. It was the end of a fruitful international legislative initiative
started on 30 October 2006 when the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace, which was drafted by a Committee of 15 independent experts, was adopted.
The SSIHRL has developed its World Campaign in favour of the human right to
peace organizing workshops and expert meetings on the human right to peace in all
regions of the world, sharing the content of the Luarca Declaration, and receiving
inputs from different cultural sensitivities. This process has included voices of
women at all levels. As noted by the United nations Security Council, women and
girls are the highest numbers of casualties in situations of armed conflict.
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Secondly, the Santiago Congress adopted the Statutes of the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), which is operative since
10 March 2011 as a part of the SSIHRL, benefiting from the wide experience
accumulated throughout its World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace.
This campaign has received the support of some 2,000 CSOs, as well as of numerous
public institutions and the 22 Member States of the Ibero American Summit.
The Santiago Declaration acknowledged in its Preamble the contribution of
women to peace processes and emphasized the importance of their participation at
all levels of decision-making. This contribution has been recognized by the General
Assembly in its resolutions 3519 of 1975 and 37/63 of 1982, and by the Security
Council in its resolutions 1325 (2000), 1820 (2008), 1888 and 1889 (2009). It also
emphasised the full and effective implementation of the resolution 1325 on women
and peace and security.
In addition, the Preamble of the Santiago Declaration affirms that the human
right to peace cannot be achieved without the realization of the equality of rights and
respect for gender-based differences. Furthermore, Article 12.3 stated that States,
International Organizations, in particular the United nations, and civil society
shall facilitate the specific contribution of women to the prevention, management
and peaceful settlement of disputes, and promote their contribution to building,
consolidating and maintaining peace after conflicts. To this end, the increased
representation of women shall be promoted at all levels of decision-making in
national, regional and international institutions and mechanisms in these areas.
At its twentieth session (June 2012) the HR Council will be expected to take
action on the (third) draft declaration on the right to peace prepared by the AC.
CSOs submitted a new joint written statement with the support of more than 1,000
CSOs and cities worldwide inviting again the HR Council to establish an openended working group on standard-setting to continue the codification process of
the right to peace with the purpose of submitting to the General Assembly a draft
Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace.
The role of the women’s peace movements in the future OEWG is really
important, notably when war and conflict situations have been increasing. Without
doubt, these movements to wage peace have been able to accomplish significant
and historical inroads into impacting public opinion. For instance, Security
Council resolutions bringing a gender perspective into peace negotiations is an
obvious outcome of this movement.
After the presentations, Ms Christina Papazoglou offered the floor for general
comments and questions addressed to the panellists.
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Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL and representative of the
IOHRP, explained that pursuant to HR Council resolution 17/16 of 17 June 2011
and AC recommendation 8/4 of 24 February 2012, the AC submitted to the HR
Council its (third) draft declaration on the right to peace.
The HR Council had also before it a new joint CSOs written statement entitled
A Working Group to Continue the Codification Process of the Human Right to
Peace,3 sponsored by 1,041 CSOs and cities worldwide, in which they request
the HR Council to welcome the AC draft declaration and acknowledge the CSOs
contribution to the codification of the human right to peace, i.e., the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace of 10 December 2010.
In addition, the CSOs request the HR Council to establish an open-ended
working group to continue the codification process of the human right to peace,
taking duly into account all preparatory work. Moreover, CSOs invite the future
working group to consider a number of amendments to the AC draft declaration
on the right to peace in order to recover the 15% of the legal standards proposed
by the Santiago Declaration, which were not accepted by the AC.
Ms Afton Beutler, President of the Worldwide Organization for Women
(WOW), suggested that the solutions regarding the right to peace have to be found
in the grassroots. She asked to the panellists which is the most effective way to
encourage the grassroot organizations, and in particular women without economic
empowerment, in the field of peace and gender equality.
In her turn, Ms nyaradzayi Gumbonzvanda stressed that the nGO Committee on the
Status of Women in Geneva is composed of 28 civil society organizations, which work
in the field of human rights and peace matters. She agreed with Prof Carlos Villán Durán
on the linkage between the human right to peace and the reform of the United nations.
In addition, she proposed to include the campaign in favour of the human right to peace
in all events related to the anniversary of the adoption of the 1325 Un resolution.
After, Ms nahida Sobhan said that countries sometimes cannot agree on
particular issues and their final position depends on many factors, including
their national position. However, many countries, including Bangladesh, always
intended to work collectively. In addition, she stressed that the victims’ rights
should be more important than the principle of national interest. In her personal
viewpoint, the right to peace is based on the respect for others.

3

Doc. A/HRC/20/nGO/59, of 15 June 2012.
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next, Prof Alfred de Zayas reminded the OHCHR report about the workshop
on the right of peoples to peace held on 9-10 December 2009, and in particular
the paragraph about the linkage between gender equality and the elimination of
structural violence and the possibility of victims to claim the respect of the right
to peace. In addition, he recalled Ms Fatimata Dah’s proposal in the workshop
about the establishment of an open-ended working group on the codification of the
right to peace. After, he referred to the section on obligations and implementation
contained in the Declaration on the right to peace elaborated by the Advisory
Committee.
Ms Lois Herman proposed to elaborate a questionnaire which explores the most
important issues related to the human right to peace and its relationship with women.
To conclude, Ms Christina Papazoglou, Moderator, thanked the panellists and
participants for their commitment to peace, and to the organizers for the excellent
organization of the meeting.
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Report of the twentieth regular session of the Human Rights
Council: Establishment of an open-ended working group on the
right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), June-July 20121

1. Introduction
(...) On 5 July 2012 the Human Rights Council took action on draft resolution
L.16 as orally revised by Cuba on behalf of the co-sponsors (now titled:
“The promotion of the right to peace”). Resolution 20/15 was adopted by a
registered vote of 34 votes in favour,2 12 abstentions3 and one against.4 Some
States provided an explanation of their vote before and after the vote.
Resolution 20/15 welcomed “the important work being carried out by civil
society organizations for the promotion of the right to peace and their contribution to
the development of this issue”; and took note of the AC draft declaration (preamble).
Therefore, the HR Council, bearing in mind the progressive development of
the right to peace, decided to establish an open-ended intergovernmental working
group (hereinafter: OEWG) “with the mandate of progressively negotiating a
draft United Nations declaration on the right to peace, on the basis of the draft
submitted by the Advisory Committee, and without prejudging relevant past,
present and future views and proposals” (para. 1).

1
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The report was prepared by Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the Spanish Society for
International Human Rights Law and the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace,
and Mr David Fernández Puyana, representative of the Spanish Society for International Human
Rights Law and the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace in Geneva. The full
text of the report is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/ReportHRCouncil.pdf

Angola, Bangladesh, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cameroun, Chile, China, Congo, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Djibouti, Ecuador, Guatemala, Indonesia, Jordan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Libya,
Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Russian
Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Thailand, Uganda and Uruguay.
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Hungary, India, Italy, norway, Poland, Republic of Moldova,
Romania, Spain and Switzerland.
United States of America.
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The HR Council further decided that the OEWG “shall hold its first session for
four working days in 2013 before the twenty-second session of the HR Council”
(March 2013) (para. 2); and requested the President of the HR Council “to
invite the Chairperson of the Advisory Committee’s drafting group on the draft
declaration to participate in the first session of the working group” (para. 4).
Finally, it invited “States, civil society and all relevant stakeholders to contribute
actively and constructively to the work of the working group” (para. 5); and it
requested the OEWG “to submit a report on progress made to the Human Rights
Council for consideration at its twenty-third session” (June 2013) (para. 6).
It should be noted that the adoption of resolution 20/15 was a landmark event
since a United Nations resolution on the right to peace was first adopted with
the abstention of the European States and only one vote against (United States).
This achievement was facilitated by the positive role played by multiple actors,
including governments and civil society organizations, along with a very intensive
negotiation process. In addition, the new resolution paved the way toward making
future work more transparent and constructive within the new OEWG.

2. First informal consultation meeting on draft resolution on the right
to peace
On 22 June 2012 Cuba organized the first informal consultation meeting
opened to both States and CSOs to discuss and negotiate a new draft resolution
entitled “Un Declaration on the Right to Peace”. The meeting was attended
by representatives of 29 States and one International Organization, as follows:
Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, Bolivia, China, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Czech Republic, Denmark, Ecuador, European Union, Federation of
Russia, Finland, Iran, Japan, Maldives, Mexico, the netherlands, Peru, Portugal,
Singapore, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, United Kingdom,
United States and Uruguay.
In addition, 17 CSOs attended the meeting, as follows: the Japanese Committee
for the Human Right to Peace, International Association of Democratic Lawyers,
International Association of Peace Messenger Cities, Spanish Society for
International Human Rights Law, the International Observatory of the Human Right
to Peace, Rencontre Africaine pour la Défense des Droits de l’Homme, Dominicans
International for Justice and Peace, International Movement against Discrimination
and Racism, north-South XXI, International Fellowship of Reconciliation, Worldwide
Organization for Women and Community of Pope John XXIII Association.
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2.1. Presentation of draft resolution L.16
Cuba reported that that the draft resolution had been circulated among all
stakeholders on 18 June 2012. Therefore, all delegates should have had enough
time to consult the resolution with the different groups and their respective
Capitals. Cuba was ready to discuss the issue in a frank and open manner. The
main intention of the draft resolution was to establish an intergovernmental
open-ended working group (OEWG) with the mandate to negotiate, finalize and
submit to the HR Council a draft declaration on the right to peace.
He recalled that the issue was not new, as the HR Council has been working
on it during the last ten years. In addition, the AC prepared a draft declaration on
the right to peace, which had been submitted to the HR Council at its twentieth
session. Finally, the speaker offered the floor for general comments.
2.2. General comments
The European Union recalled the close linkage between human rights and peace
and showed support to some of the principles included in the past resolutions.
nevertheless, the European Union could not support the new draft resolution for
similar reasons already explained in HR Council past resolutions.
The European Union remained concerned about several aspects, in particular
the establishment of the OEWG with the mandate to negotiate, finalize and submit
the draft declaration on the right to peace using the study and the draft declaration
prepared by the AC as a basis. The European Union had doubts about the need to
embark on a new standard-setting process. In this connection, it referred to the GA
resolution 41/120 of 1986 providing guidance for setting future standards in the
field of human rights. In its opinion, the draft resolution did not fulfil these criteria,
in particular criteria 4.c which stated that a new standard-setting process should “be
sufficiently precise to give rise to identifiable and practicable rights and obligations”.
Therefore, the European Union preferred an incremental approach to the right to
peace before moving it forward. The speaker also stressed some of the main concerns,
such as the concept of the right to peace itself; the lack of linkage with international
human rights law; and the problematic aspects of the AC draft declaration on the
right to peace. Therefore, it appeared very premature to establish an OEWG.
In conclusion, the speaker proposed an alternative format to approach this
matter, such as a panel discussion with the mandate to further study the linkage
between human rights and peace. Moreover, the OHCHR could prepare a report
with the main conclusions of the panel.
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The United States of America proposed to work together bridging opinions
during the following two weeks. Working together was important for peace.
Costa Rica stated that this matter had been discussed in the past years within
different forums. It appreciated the progressive approach to this topic and
welcomed the draft resolution proposing the establishment of an OEWG on the
right to peace. He suggested that positive contributions could be made to improve
the text. The establishment of the OEWG came in at the right time and will
facilitate new opportunities for further discussion on this issue. Everything could
be negotiated. Therefore, Costa Rica supported the draft resolution.
Furthermore, the representative of the Republic of Maldives thanked the
sponsors of the draft resolution for leading this important matter, showed
support to the initiative and considered that the language of the draft resolution
was very precise.
The United Kingdom considered that it was an interesting matter and
proposed to find common ways to move forward on this topic. It also supported
the comments delivered by the European Union. It stressed that there is still a
lack of consensus regarding this issue, which is why it is premature to establish
an OEWG with the mandate to negotiate a text which does not have an initial
agreement on certain points. As an alternative, it supported the idea of organizing
a panel to discuss the linkages between peace and human rights. To conclude, the
speaker stressed that international law does not recognize either the individual or
the collective right to peace.
Austria stated that it attended the meeting with an open mind, but while it
supports the comments made by its colleagues of the European Union, it was
concerned about some conceptual matters on the right to peace, sharing with the
United Kingdom that the right to peace does not exist. In addition, the speaker
showed disappointment with the report elaborated by the AC. Moreover, Austria
could not be engaged in the future work considering as a basis only the AC
draft declaration. nevertheless, it was ready to hear different proposals while it
demanded flexibility from both sides.
Cuba thanked the constructive comments by Austria. However, it insisted
that the bottom line of the draft resolution was the establishment of an OEWG
to negotiate a future United nations declaration on the right to peace. It also
emphasised the procedural nature of the draft resolution, since it did not propose
the adoption of a new text. It highlighted that if there was no agreement by the
end of the current negotiation, then nothing would be adopted. Therefore, Cuba
proposed a negotiation process in an intergovernmental framework.
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China fully supported Cuba’s excellent initiative and appreciated the work
performed by the AC until now. Since the right to peace is a universal right of all
of us, then a Declaration on this topic should exist. He underlined that once the
mandate had been accomplished by the Advisory Committee, it would be the right
time to move forward with this matter. Although he showed disagreement with some
elements of the draft declaration, he recognized this text as the starting point for
further discussions. Additionally, he stressed that it is not necessary to organize a
panel of discussion before the first session of the OEWG, because while there is
disagreement with the AC draft declaration as a whole, a platform is needed to further
discuss this matter. Finally, the speaker pledged to collaborate in further discussions.
Iran recognized that the right to peace is an important matter for his country.
Therefore, the speaker supported the proposed draft resolution.
The Russian Federation supported the existence of the right to peace and
welcomed the submission of the AC draft declaration. It recognized that it would
most likely be re-shaped through the intergovernmental negotiation process as
has happened with the Declaration on Human Rights Education and Training in
the past. It asked Cuba how many panels, side events and workshops have already
been organized in the latest years on the right to peace and wondered about the
added value of a new panel.
Cuba said that surely many delegations were not happy with the AC draft
declaration, including Cuba. Therefore, it proposed to establish an intergovernmental
working group to negotiate the contents of the text and stated that the only way
to achieve this goal was adopting the draft resolution. It thanked the delegations
which supported the draft resolution. For those countries which had doubts about
the right to peace, the speaker said that the matter has been developed over the last
ten years and there have been several resolutions adopted by the HR Council and
the General Assembly on the same topic. In addition, several seminars, workshops
and meetings have been organized and some independent experts have referred
to the right to peace in their reports. To sum up, Cuba proposed to establish the
OEWG to negotiate and submit a draft declaration on the right to peace to the
HR Council. Furthermore, it recalled that the General Assembly had adopted the
Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace in 1984, but it was very short and
therefore, it deserves to be developed progressively. Finally, the speaker reminded
that, at the request of the HR Council, the OHCHR organized an expert workshop
on the right of peoples to peace in December 2009 and some experts concluded
that a United Nations declaration on the right to peace was needed.
Japan shared the views made by the European Union and Austria on the lack
of recognition of the right to peace in international law and proposed that peace
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and security issues should be discussed in other forums. In addition, it said that
each country has the responsibility to promote the human rights of its citizens and
that Japan has traditionally been opposed to the right to peace. Finally, the speaker
showed concern on the financial implications for the establishment of the OEWG.
Cuba thanked the Japanese colleague for raising the issue of the financial
implications of the draft resolution. It stressed that it should not be a problem,
since the HR Council has recently agreed to spend 2 million dollars for the
establishment of the Commission on Enquiry on the human rights situation in
Syria. On the contrary, the OEWG would only need half a million dollars.
2.3. Amendment proposals
After the general comments, Cuba offered the floor for specific amendments
to the draft resolution:
With regards to the title included in the draft resolution, which stated “United
nations Declaration on the Right to Peace”, Denmark on behalf of European Union
proposed the following alternative title “Un Declaration on Human Rights and Peace”.
Cuba immediately replied that his country cannot accept Denmark’s proposal as the
right to peace is vital for Cuba. He reminded the audience that Cuba had accepted to
change the concept from the ‘right of peoples to peace’ to the ‘right to peace’.
next, the United States of America supported the European Union amendment
and additionally proposed “Peace as a vital requirement for the full enjoyment of
all human rights by all”, in accordance with a resolution on this matter adopted by
the General Assembly.
Cuba reminded the participants that the HR Council has always used the title
of the right of peoples to peace, but that this year Cuba would be more flexible
and uses the concept of the right to peace in its double dimension, individual and
collective, in accordance with civil society suggestions.
The Russian Federation recalled that the Declaration on the Right to
Development was adopted by consensus and that this Declaration did not have
many differences with the right to peace.
In turn, Austria proposed another title, taking into account that the declaration
on the right to peace had not yet been adopted and that it was only an aim.
Cuba said that this possibility could be studied in the line of the Declaration on
Human Rights Education and Training, and could include the title of “right to peace”.
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China stated that it would prefer to keep the title as such and supported the
comments made by the Russian Federation on the Declaration on the Right to
Development, and also added that this declaration is not a prejudgement of the
process but a common goal for all States.
Cuba said that it is very difficult to change the title as the main sponsors of this
resolution did not want to do so.
The United Kingdom said that, bearing in mind that the right to peace does not
exist at all, the concept “peace and human rights” could be used, without making
any reference to the right to peace.
netherlands stated that it did not support the Declaration on the Right of
Peoples to Peace adopted in 1984 and that therefore, it could not support the
current draft resolution. While it was important to consider the input from civil
society, not all noble goals were related to human rights, namely, the right to
peace, the right to happiness or the right to a future better world. Besides, it stated
that the international community should only pay attention to justiciable rights.
Switzerland supported the comments made by the EU and USA and referred to
the relationship between peace and human rights.
Argentina supported the title included in the draft resolution.
Finally, the Russian Federation said that peace is an indispensable precondition
for the enjoyment of all human rights.
Regarding to the first preamble paragraph of the draft resolution, which states
Recalling all previous resolutions on the promotion of the right of peoples to
peace adopted by the General Assembly, the Commission on Human Rights and
the Human Rights Council, in particular resolutions 14/3 and 17/16, in which the
Council requested the Advisory Committee, in consultation with Member States,
civil society, academia and all relevant stakeholders, to prepare a draft declaration
on the right of peoples to peace

the European Union stated that, taking into account that the AC draft declaration
on the right to peace is quite problematic; any reference to the declaration should
be deleted from the draft resolution.
Cuba said that a reference to the AC draft declaration is very important since this
expert body received a mandate from the HR Council to elaborate a declaration.
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The United States of America preferred to delete the reference to the declaration
as it was problematic and divisive.
In turn, Costa Rica requested the sponsors of the draft resolution to keep the
paragraph and any reference to the declaration prepared by the Advisory Committee.
Regarding the second preamble paragraph which states “Recalling also
General Assembly resolution 39/11 of 12 november 1984 entitled ‘Declaration of
the Right of Peoples to Peace’ and the United Nations Millennium Declaration”,
the European Union said that, since it does not recognize resolution 39/11 of
12 november 1984, it would rather just take note of it.
Cuba stated that it is not possible to change the language of the 1984 Declaration
so many years after its adoption by the General Assembly.
In turn, the Russian Federation indicated that the Human Rights Council is a
subsidiary body of the General Assembly.
Afterwards, the United States of America proposed to include the following
paragraph of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “Whereas recognition
of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of
the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world”.
Cuba welcomed this amendment and invited the USA delegate to submit it in writing.
With regards to the third preamble paragraph, which states “Determined to
foster strict respect for the purposes and principles enshrined in the Charter of the
United nations”, governmental representatives did not make comments.
As far as the fourth preamble paragraph, which states “welcoming the important
work being carried out by civil society organizations for the promotion of the right
to peace and their contribution to the codification of that right”, the European
Union said that it preferred to use the verb noting instead of welcoming and to
refer not only to nGOs working on the right to peace, but on peace in general.
In turn, Cuba said it was a surprise that the European Union did not want
to support and welcome civil society contributions when the European Union
usually promotes the right of CSOs to participate and speak at the HR Council.
The United States of America said that it would like to thank all nGOs
which work in the field of human rights and peace, and not only those on the
right to peace and, therefore, he proposed the following alternative paragraph:
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“Welcoming the important work being carried out by civil society and organizations
in the promotion of peace and human rights for all”.
Cuba proposed to add the following sentence: “and, in particular the right to peace”.
The Russian Federation showed concern about the concept of codification as it
can only be performed by the intergovernmental working group and was reluctant
to accept the role played by civil society in the promotion of the right to peace.
In turn, Cuba informed that there were more than one thousand CSOs working
in the process of the right to peace and recalled the adoption of the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace in 2010 by CSOs. Therefore, Cuba
wanted to refer to this important contribution and same language was included in
the resolution on the right to peace adopted last year. Moreover, Cuba wanted to
refer to the CSOs contribution precisely on the right to peace.
China stated that although they welcomed the CSOs contribution, it was
concerned by the use of the concept of codification.
With regard to the fifth preamble paragraph, which states “welcoming also the
submission of the draft declaration prepared by the Advisory Committee contained
in its study submitted to the Council (A/HRC/20/31)”, the European Union said
that bearing in mind that the AC draft declaration was problematic, the European
Union proposed to delete the paragraph.
The United States of America also proposed to delete or turn down any
reference to the AC draft declaration as significant concerns about it had been
voiced in the room.
Cuba replied that the work carried out by the Advisory Committee should be
mentioned as it had spent two years in the elaboration of the draft declaration and,
therefore, it would be very impolite not to recognize its work in the draft resolution.
Costa Rica recalled that the Advisory Committee had been working on this
declaration during the last two years and proposed to include the sentence “taking
note of the submission”.
Singapore proposed the concept of taking note as it was not very happy with
the AC draft declaration.
Cuba stressed that if no delegation was satisfied with the draft declaration, they
would have an excellent opportunity to redraft it in the intergovernmental OEWG.
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With regard to the first operative paragraph, by which the Human Rights Council
decides to establish an open-ended intergovernmental working group with the
mandate of negotiating, finalizing and submitting to the Council a draft United
nations declaration on the right to peace, on the basis of the draft submitted by
the Advisory Committee

the European Union proposed an alternative format, such as a panel discussion
and therefore, re-shaped the paragraph in the following terms:
decides to convene within existing resources during the twenty-first session of
the Human Rights Council a panel discussion on the world concern about the
respect and protection of human rights and to have a constructive and transparent
dialogue on the issue of human rights and peace.

Cuba replied that the main intention of the draft resolution was to establish
an OEWG and that therefore, it could not accept the idea to convene a panel. In
addition, it added that on 15-16 December 2009 the OHCHR organized a workshop
with the participation of worldwide experts and governmental representatives, and
that the amount of hours of this workshop would always be higher than the three
hours proposed for the possible panel. At the outcome of the expert workshop the
HR Council requested the AC to prepare a draft declaration and all governmental
representatives had the opportunity to share their opinions with the AC experts
during the debates on the right to peace. Besides, he thought a panel would be a
step backwards in the progressive approach to the right to peace. To conclude, the
EU proposal could not be accepted.
The Russian Federation welcomed the organization of a panel discussion, but
only after the establishment of the OEWG was completed.
Cuba agreed with this new proposal, but always after the establishment of
the OEWG and as one of the possible recommendations adopted by the future
working group.
The United States of America said that taking into account that many
delegations were very concerned with the AC work, other options and modalities
should be studied. In addition, many governments did not have the opportunity
to send their comments to the AC draft declaration, so that it would be very
useful to organize a panel in order to give the opportunity to all governments
to share their views and opinions. That would give them the chance to reach
an agreement on a text they all find acceptable, which will allow all of them to
move forward in this matter.
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The United Kingdom endorsed the suggestions proposed by the EU and USA
and asked Cuba to accept the EU’s proposals.
In reply, Cuba reaffirmed its support to the AC work and recalled that the
AC established a drafting group composed of six AC experts, which sent out a
questionnaire to all stakeholders. Besides, he stated that during the AC plenary
sessions all governments had the opportunity to share their views with the AC
experts and again reminded them that one of the recommendations of the OEWG
could be the organization of a panel discussion.
Algeria expressed support to the establishment of an OEWG as an excellent
opportunity to reach an agreement about the concept of the right to peace.
China proposed that the panel discussion should be organized after the establishment
of the OEWG and only if extra-budgetary funds would be available to convene it. It
also supported the AC draft declaration as a basis to start the negotiation process.
Cuba asked all States attending the informal meeting if they truly thought that
three hours of a possible panel discussion would be more useful than five working
days of an OEWG.
The United States of America stated that in the OHCHR workshop held in
2009 only 16 governmental delegates participated and that therefore, a panel on
this matter would give an opportunity to all States to share their opinions.
Cuba replied that the low participation at the expert workshop did not
mean that States were not interested in this topic and that usually there were
many meetings in Geneva at the same time, so that small State delegations
cannot actively participate in all meetings happening at the United nations
(ex. HR Council, ILO, WHO or Conference on Disarmament).
The United Kingdom asked about the added value regarding the money to be
spent in this OEWG.
Cuba replied that half million dollars is nothing taking into account that enquiry
commissions established by the HR Council usually cost two millions dollars each.
Singapore proposed that the OEWG should also start its work on the basis of
other possible texts.
Cuba responded that it could include an amendment in the line of “without
prejudging future developments, further discussions or debates on this issue”.
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However, reference to the AC declaration was necessary since the working group
could not start the negotiation process without any reference.
Costa Rica said that the AC draft declaration was only the starting point for a
later negotiation process to be carried out by the OEWG and that the creation of
this new Un body would be the only way for the States to re-shape the initial text
elaborated by the Advisory Committee.
Cuba repeated that it could include an amendment to recognize other possible
contributions as basis of the future work of the OEWG.
The netherlands indicated that it could not foresee that the outcome of the
negotiation process would conclude with the adoption of a declaration on the
right to peace. In addition, it recalled GA resolution 41/120 of 1986 on setting
international standards in the field of human rights, particularly its paragraph 4,
which stated the following:
invites Member States and United nations bodies to bear in mind the following
guidelines in developing international instruments in the field of human rights;
such instruments should, inter alia: (a) Be consistent with the existing body of
international human rights law; (b) Be of fundamental character and derive from
the inherent dignity and worth of the human person; (c) Be sufficiently precise
to give rise to identifiable and practicable rights and obligations; (d) Provide,
where appropriate, realistic and effective implementation machinery, including
reporting systems and (e) Attract broad international support.

Cuba replied that the same language regarding the negotiation process was
included in the resolution of the Declaration on Human Rights Education and
Training, which established an OEWG to elaborate this declaration. In addition,
the main objective of the OEWG was not only to negotiate but also to finalize the
declaration on the right to peace.
The netherlands replied that the Declaration on Human Rights Education and
Training had a broader support.
Cuba reminded the participants that the resolution on the right to peace usually
has the support of 34 Member States of the HR Council and that only 14 Member
States voted against it.
The United Kingdom said that the establishment of the OEWG would be a divisive
initiative and that therefore, it was strongly advisable to reach a minimum consensus
about the right to peace before moving forward the issue of its codification.
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The United States of America agreed with the comments made by United
Kingdom and Singapore and asked Cuba whether it could be flexible regarding
the establishment of an OEWG.
Cuba stressed that the red line was the establishment of an OEWG and that he
could include the following amendment proposed by Singapore: “without prejudging
future works and developments of this issue”. In addition, he reminded that a large
number of States supported the further development of the right to peace.
As regards to the second operative paragraph, which states that the HR Council
“also decides that the working group shall hold its first session for seven working
days in 2013, before the twenty-second session of the Council”, Denmark, on
behalf of the European Union, proposed to delete this paragraph on the basis of
the panel discussion proposed as an alternative.
In reference to the third operative paragraph, which “requests the Office of the
United nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to provide the working
group with the necessary assistance for it to fulfil its mandate”, Denmark on behalf
of European Union proposed the following alternative language: “requests the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights to invite the
special procedures, States and other stakeholders, including relevant Un bodies
and agencies with the view to participate in the panel discussion”.
With regards to the fifth operative paragraph, which “requests the President
of the Council to invite the Chairperson of the Advisory Committee drafting
group on the draft declaration to participate at the first session in the meetings
of the working group”, Denmark on behalf of the European Union, proposed
to delete this paragraph on the basis of the panel discussion proposed as an
alternative.
Concerning the sixth operative paragraph, which “invites Member States, civil
society, and all relevant stakeholders, to contribute actively and constructively
to the work of the open-ended intergovernmental working group”, Denmark, on
behalf of the European Union, proposed to remove any reference to the OEWG
and substitute it by a panel discussion.
With respect to the seventh operative paragraph, which “requests the working
group to submit a report on progress made to the Council for consideration at its
twenty-third session”, Denmark, on behalf of the European Union, proposed the
following alternative language: “requests the UN Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights to prepare a report about the outcome of the panel discussion
in a format of summary”.
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Finally, Cuba concluded that there were two groups of States, one supporting
the establishment of an OEWG and the other opposing it. However, there was a
majority of States supporting the establishment of the new OEWG that agreed to
move forward the development of the right to peace. The final decision as far as
engaging or not in the process relies only upon them. He opened the possibility to
convene another informal consultation meeting.
2.4. Participation of CSOs
The representative of the SSIHRL, the IOHRP and the International
Association of Peace Messenger Cities thanked Cuba for convening the informal
consultation meeting.
He recalled that pursuant to resolution 33/73 (Declaration on the Preparation of
Societies for Life in Peace), adopted without opposition by the General Assembly
on 15 December 1978, “every nation and every human being, regardless of race,
conscience, language or sex, has the inherent right to life in peace”. In addition,
on 12 november 1984, the General Assembly adopted in its resolution 39/11 the
Declaration of the Right of Peoples to Peace by which “solemnly proclaimed that
the peoples of our planet have a sacred right to peace”. The recorded vote of the
last resolution was as follows: ninety-two votes in favour and no vote against. It
follows that the international community agreed by consensus on the recognition
of the right to peace.
He also mentioned HR Council resolution 17/16 of 17 June 2011 and AC
recommendation 8/4 of 24 February 2012, by which the AC submitted to the HR
Council its (third) draft declaration on the right to peace.
The AC report stated that in the original mandate of the HR Council reference
was made to “the right of peoples to peace”; the AC proposed the term right to
peace, which was found “to be more appropriate and includes both the individual
and collective dimensions” (paragraph 6). In addition,
the draft declaration focuses on standards relating to international peace and
security as core standards (elements of negative peace, absence of violence), and
includes standards in the areas of peace education, development, the environment,
and victims and vulnerable groups as elements of a positive peace (para. 7)

Finally, he reminded that at its twentieth session the HR Council also had
before it the joint CSOs written statement entitled, A Working Group to continue
the codification process of the human right to peace, sponsored by 1,041 CSOs and
cities worldwide, by which they called on the HR Council to establish an OEWG
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to continue the codification process of the right to peace, taking duly into account
all preparatory work, including the input from the civil society organizations.
The representative of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers and
the American Association of Jurists thanked Cuba for leading this important issue
and the other Member States that supported and co-sponsored the initiative. She
fully supported the draft declaration and the establishment of an OEWG using the
AC draft declaration as a model. Peace is the primary goal of the United nations
and the Un Charter is very clear in this respect. She said that humankind was
witnessing an alarming step down in the protection and enforcement of human rights
law. In this context, she believed that a declaration on the right to peace is needed
more than ever. The AC draft declaration represented a significant improvement in
the definition and conceptualisation of the right to peace, and a major step forward
in regards to the GA Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace of 1984. Many
years have elapsed since the GA proclaimed that all people of the world have the
sacred right to peace and that the promotion of this right constitutes a fundamental
obligation for each State. Therefore, the HR Council had to take its responsibility
in order to make the right to peace operative in a transparent and open manner and
in collaboration with civil society. A written statement on the right to peace was
submitted by her organizations explaining in detail their position.
The representative of the Community of Pope John XXIII Association thanked
Cuba for convening the informal consultation meeting, giving the CSOs the
opportunity to take the floor and using the concept of the right to peace in its
double dimension, individual and collective. She supported the establishment of
an OEWG taking as a basis the AC draft declaration and other possible inputs or
texts in the line of the proposal made by Singapore.
The representive of the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace invited
the Japanese Government to discuss this issue with the Japanese peace movement.
The representative of nord-Sud XXI thanked Cuba and the other sponsors
for moving forward this important draft resolution. She welcomed it as it was
appropriate and timely. Therefore, she supported the establishment of the OEWG
and announced her organization’s engagement in the future work of the OEWG.
2.5. Conclusion
At the end of the meeting, Cuba quoted Shakespeare as follows: “there are
two possibilities, to be engaged or not”. Therefore, he invited his governmental
colleagues to take their decisions. Finally, he requested them to let him know in
advance about their final decision on this topic.
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3. Plenary session on the AC draft declaration on the right to peace
On 29 June 2012 the plenary of the HR Council discussed the (third) AC draft
declaration on the right to peace. In the general debate, representatives of nine
States,5 three International Organizations6 and ten CSOs7 took the floor.
3.1. Member States
Cuba introduced draft resolution L.16 on behalf of the sponsors and asked
the HR Council to adopt the resolution by consensus. It recalled that the right
of peoples to peace was enunciated and approved by the General Assembly in
its resolution 39/11 in 1984. Since then, little is known about the efforts aimed
at developing and implementing a mechanism which permits the real progress
towards the enjoyment of this right. The collective security system established by
the Charter of the United nations, despite having the maintenance of international
peace and security as its main objective, has been ineffective in these efforts.
Each day peoples of the world seem further away from the enjoyment of the
right to peace. The wars of prey in which we live in modern times bear witness
to the current threat. According to various sources, more than 111 million people
have been killed in armed conflicts as a consequence of modern wars. During
World War I civilian casualties were only 5% of the total casualties, in the wars of
conquest carried out after 1990 —mainly in Iraq and Afghanistan—, the innocent
deaths were 90% of total casualties. The proportion of children casualties in these
conflicts was horrible and unprecedented.
In this context Cuba welcomed the submission of the draft declaration on the
right to peace prepared by the AC. It should include standards on education for
peace, development, environment and rights of victims, disarmament and rights
of vulnerable groups. Aware of the importance of this matter, Cuba requested the
establishment of an intergovernmental OEWG with the mandate to negotiate a
declaration on the right to peace.
5

6

7

Algeria, Bolivia, China, Cuba, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Sudan, Viet nam and Venezuela (Bolivarian
Republic of).

Denmark (on behalf of the European Union), Senegal (on behalf of the African Group) and the
representative of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation.

International Association of Peace Messenger Cities (in association with SSIHRL and the IOHRP),
Community of Pope John XXIII Association, International Association of Democratic Lawyers,
International Buddhist Relief Organisation, Rencontre Africaine pour la Défense des Droits de
l’Homme, Worldwide Organization for Women, Commission Africaine des Promoteurs de la Santé et
des Droits de l’Homme, Verein Sudwind Entwicklungspolitik, nord Sud XXI and Comité International
pour le Respect et l’Application de la Charte Africaine des Droits de l’Homme et des Peuples.
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Denmark, speaking on behalf of the European Union, said that the EU and its
Member States took note of the conclusion of the draft declaration of the Advisory
Committee on the right to peace. However, the EU reminded its view that a “right
to peace” does not exist under international law.
Senegal (speaking on behalf of the African Union) thanked the AC for its work and
took note of the draft declaration on the right to peace submitted to the HR Council.
Since the mandate of the AC came to an end, it was the Council’s responsibility
to decide its follow-up. In this perspective, the African Group stressed that the
consultations and negotiation process of the draft declaration on the right to peace
should be transparent, inclusive and constructive, within an intergovernmental
framework. In addition, the consultations should be well structured and organized,
taking into account the heavy amount of meetings and constraints. In this respect,
the provisional timetable for negotiations should be proposed in due course.
The African Group shared the Advisory Committee’s approach in regards to the
education and training on peace and the right to development. For the remaining
points and without going into the substance, the African Group reserved its position
regarding some issues which go beyond the jurisdiction of the HR Council and some
controversial notions. Moreover, the right to peace should be based in the following
core principles: respect, dignity, solidarity, tolerance, rejection of violence, conflict
prevention and resolution of conflicts by peaceful means.
The speaker recalled the GA resolution 60/251 of 2006 on the establishment of
the HR Council, and in particular the paragraph which acknowledged that peace
and security, development and human rights are the pillars of the United nations
system and the foundation for collective security and well-being. Therefore, the
GA recognized that development, peace and security and human rights were
interlinked and mutually reinforcing. In addition, the African Charter on Human
and People’s Rights recognized the right to peace. For all these reasons, the
African Group will support the adoption of a declaration on the right to peace and
contribute to its elaboration in a constructive spirit.
China thanked the AC for its report. Since the Advisory Committee is the
“think tank” of the HR Council, China supported the AC in carrying out studies
and reports at the request of the HR Council. Therefore, China welcomed the
draft declaration on the right to peace prepared by the AC. In accordance with
the Un Charter, all international disputes should be resolved through peaceful
means rather than wars. Dialogue offers an important contribution because it
helps reduce differences and resolve disputes, avoid the use or the threat of use of
force and enforce peace and international security. The right to peace and the right
to development are fundamental rights and they complement each other.
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Costa Rica stated that, as in the previous regular sessions of this Council, Costa
Rica wanted to refer to the work of the AC, specifically, the draft declaration on
the right to peace requested by this Council in its resolution 14/3.
Both domestic and foreign policy of Costa Rica promote and defend the right to
peace, because it is closely related to justice, democracy, solidarity, tolerance and
respect for human dignity. For all these reasons, Costa Rica continues to focus its
work in this area. Costa Rica supports unequivocally and firmly the process leading
to recognition of the right to peace, its progressive development and codification.
In this session we received a report on the matter. Costa Rica appreciated the
work of the AC and those other actors who have contributed to it: States, civil
society and other stakeholders. He took note of the draft declaration on the right
to peace and recognized its value as a starting point for future negotiations.
Costa Rica believes that there is still much work to be done and welcomes
the opportunity to do so. Costa Rica therefore endorsed the draft resolution
establishing the OEWG. He indicated that they believe that this forum is the place
to achieve the necessary consensus which will lead to recognition of the right to
peace and its progressive development and codification.
He urged all States, civil society members and stakeholders to show their
support to this initiative which provides a space to maintain an open dialogue and,
eventually, to participate actively and constructively in the working group.
3.2. Observers States and intergovernmental organizations
Algeria thanked the AC for the report on the right of peoples to peace submitted
that day at the HR Council. All the basic human rights documents refer to elements
related to the right to peace in the broadest sense of the term. In this context it
highlighted the main articles, namely: the Preamble of the United nations Charter,
Articles 3 and 28 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article 9 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
The General Assembly has recognized the right to peace in both the
Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace (resolution 33/73)
and the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace (resolution 39/11). At the
regional level, this right has been recognized in the African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights (Art. 6) and the Arab Charter on Human Rights (Art. 14).
The draft declaration submitted by the AC did not seem to benefit from a general
consensus. The Algerian delegation believed that this document could serve as a
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basis for discussion. In addition, it reserved the right to submit comments and
observations on this draft declaration in the format to be adopted by the Council.
The establishment of an intergovernmental OEWG is the appropriate solution,
capable of enabling a broad and inclusive debate about the right to peace, and in
particular on the draft United nations declaration on the right to peace.
Sudan commended the efforts of the AC and its consultations with States
and different stakeholders in relation to this important issue. She welcomed the
draft declaration on the right to peace prepared by the AC. While welcoming this
important draft declaration, her delegation called upon the international community
including this august body to make every possible effort to reflect and realize the
importance of the principles enshrined in it.
Sudan exerts a lot of efforts to resolve the internal conflicts in order to end the
suffering of their people; the government signed the CPA (Comprehensive Peace
Agreement) and held a referendum that lead to the cessation of South Sudan,
an area which is historically, economically and socially very important for the
country. In spite of all the sacrifices made for peace’s sake, Sudan is still faced
with aggression and threats that affect the infrastructure, lives and enjoyment of
human rights for all the Sudanese, including women and children who have been
subject to abduction, children recruitment and involvement in different kinds of
violence by the rebel movements.
Her delegation took the opportunity of the discussion in relation to the right to
peace to call upon all States to stand for their duties in supporting the Government
of Sudan in its efforts towards achieving peace and security in all parts of Sudan
and to urge all parties in conflict, different political parties and other actors to
work for peace and to help the government in its initiatives to stop the fighting
and start development projects. It also called upon the international community to
use all possible means to obligate States to refrain from the threat or use of force
against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State.
She said that Sudan had suffered and is still suffering from the passive and even
negative role of some members of the international community in issues relating to
aggression against the national territory of Sudan. The related violations have a direct
impact on the civilians. Moreover, Sudan has been accused when responding and
exercising its international right to self-determination and the right to peace. She hoped
that by adopting this declaration, the international community will change its attitude
and start a real movement towards the achievement of peace and security worldwide.
Vietnam said that to begin with, his delegation would like to thank the Advisory
Committee for their study and presentation that day on the right of peoples to peace.
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He noted the efforts made by the Advisory Committee members. He believed that
the work done so far would be an important impetus for further substantive and
comprehensive deliberations at an intergovernmental level in the near future.
Bolivia stated that it acknowledges the valuable contribution of the Advisory
Committee through the submission of the draft declaration on the right to peace,
which coincides with the position of her country. In accordance with Article 10.1
of the Political Constitution of the State
Bolivia is a pacifist State that promotes the culture of peace and the right to peace,
as well as cooperation among the peoples of the region and the world, in order to
contribute to mutual understanding, equitable development, and the promotion of
interculturalism, with full respect for the sovereignty.

Her country strongly supported the right to peace and called upon all states to
incorporate this right into their legal systems, in order to turn it into a mandatory
right. As indicated by the declaration, there is “the legal obligation to renounce the
use or threat of use of force in international relations”. This is the basis for states
to provide broader protection to people.
In this sense, she indicated that it is important to establish an intergovernmental
working group to finalize the text of the Declaration of the right to peace, taking up
the contribution of the AC with the mandate to submit to the Council an instrument
whose objective is the pursuit and maintenance of peace worldwide.
Venezuela expressed satisfaction with the report of the AC which includes the
draft declaration on the right to peace. He recognized the valuable contribution
made by the AC, and fully supported its important work.
The impossibility of exercising any right in the midst of war has been fully
acknowledged; so has the fact that no socio-economic transformation can be
expected during armed conflicts. To ensure the realization and promotion of the
right to peace, we must exhaust all necessary efforts to eliminate any threat of war
and the cessation of the on-going conflicts, which seriously affect the life of millions
people. Innocent people are killed each day. He stated that violence generated by
armed foreign military raids caused by powers should cease immediately in order
to make way for a genuine dialogue and cooperation between people. Venezuela
will always oppose the application of the “humanitarian bombing” nestled under
the imperial thesis of the responsibility to protect.
Building a fair, loving and peaceful society is the essential objective of the
Venezuela state and it is enshrined in its Constitution. In this regard, Venezuela
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will continue to support and encourage these initiatives by making real calls for
world peace, which are based in the universal principle of the peaceful settlement
of disputes. Finally, he reiterated that only under the promise of solidarity and
international cooperation, genuine dialogue and respect of territorial integrity and
sovereignty, Venezuela will be able to advance towards a true conception of the
right of peoples to peace for that is the only way in which their full development
may be achieved
The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation expressed the support for the draft
declaration on the human right to peace. He recalled the following passage of the
Charter of UnESCO: “since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of
men that the defences of peace must be constructed”.
The declaration on the human right to peace contributes precisely to show
the way forward and to offer the contents of the culture of peace. OIC is fully
committed to the Program of Action for a Culture of Peace adopted by the Un
in 1999, as well as the Alliance of Civilizations. Peace, in its holistic approach,
not only is related to the absence of war, but also the culture of peace. Peace
is committed to the preservation both of life and conditions for a dignified life.
The culture of peace should begin to be inculcated at school and it has inspired
the OIC multifaceted actions on the field. Peace has a close linkage with the
management of conflicts through the preventive diplomacy and conflict resolution
through the deployment of multiple humanitarian actions.
On 8 December 2005 OIC adopted the Decennial program of action in the
Mecca Summit. In accordance with the program, Islam should be conceived as a
religion of “moderation, measurement and tolerance”. It also condemns terrorism
in all its forms and manifestations by stating that terrorism is a global phenomenon
which is not linked to any religion, race, colour or country. This program also says
that there should be a distinction between terrorism and the legitimate resistance
to foreign occupation as indicated by Article 7 of the draft declaration on the right
of peoples to peace.
3.3. Civil society organizations
Mr David Fernández Puyana made the following statement on behalf of the
International Association of Peace Messenger Cities, the IOHRP, the SSIHRL,
the Union of Arab Jurists, the General Arab Women Federation, the Arab Lawyers
Union, the International Organization for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination and the 1,041 CSOs and cities worldwide which had signed the joint
written statement contained in the document A/HRC/20/nGO/59 entitled A Working
Group to continue the codification process of the human right to peace.
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At its twentieth session the HR Council has before it the (third) draft declaration
on the right to peace submitted by the AC. The undersigned CSOs requested the
HR Council to thank the AC draft declaration and recognize the CSOs contribution
to the codification process of the human right to peace.
In addition, the HR Council should establish an open-ended working group
to continue the codification process of the human right to peace, taking duly
into account all CSOs preparatory work. It shall meet during ten working
days split in two sessions and would encourage a wide participation of CSOs.
The chairperson of the AC drafting group shall also be invited to take part.
Moreover, CSOs invited the future working group to consider the following
amendments to the AC draft declaration on the right to peace in order to recover
the 15% of the legal standards proposed in the Santiago Declaration, which were
not yet accepted by the AC. (...)8
(...) The representative of the Community of Pope John XXIII Association
thanked the AC for its work on the right to peace and the delivery of its report. The
Community of Pope John XXIII Association joined the network of civil society
that supports the process of the draft declaration on the right to peace, having been
active in promoting positive peace through peace education, peacekeeping and
peace building in the reconciliation process for many years.
Since 1973, the Community of Pope John XXIII Association has been
committed to promote conscientious objection and welcomes the service
of conscientious objection in its family-homes, shelters for the homeless,
cooperatives and other realities caring for the most vulnerable in society. It has
launched the campaign “White Helmets” (conscientious objectors in the service
of peace in the world) in 1994. The White Helmets are young volunteers who
operate in situations of structural violence and injustice in order to monitor human
rights and express solidarity to the populations with respect to local culture. Every
individual should have the right to conscientious objection to military service as
part of the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion.
The HR Committee has a long-standing position on this issue and the European
Court of Human Rights affirmed in 2011 the right to conscientious objection to military
service. In this regard, APG23 takes note with appreciation, among others, of Art. 5 of
the draft declaration prepared by the AC, but it supports the amendment proposed by
the nGOs network to change the title of the Article to “right to civil disobedience and
conscientious objection to military service”.
8

See doc. A/HRC/20/nGO/59
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They appreciated also the initiative of Costa Rica, Croatia and Poland to present
a HR Council resolution on the right to conscientious objection to military service
since it would be a step forward towards recognizing the importance of the role
played by civilians in building and maintaining peace among peoples and nations.
The President of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers welcomed
the work of the AC on the codification of the human right to peace. The draft declaration
they presented represents a significant improvement in the definition of the content
and scope of the right to peace and a major step forward from the Declaration on the
Right of Peoples to Peace adopted by the General Assembly in 1984.
The document overcomes the tendency to restrict the human right to peace
mainly as a collective right and exclusively in relation to issues such as war and
disarmament. Peace is not just the absence of war or violence. The draft also
includes standards of positive actions towards peace in areas such as the right to
development, a healthy environment, the rights of refugees and migrants. These
standards reflect the accumulation of two-year activities of the AC.
Peace is the primary goal of the United nations, and the major reason for
its existence. In the Preamble of the United nations Charter, the peoples of the
world proclaimed their determination to “save succeeding generations from the
scourge of war” and to live together in peace with one another as good neighbours.
The Preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights also recognizes that
the inherent dignity and the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the
human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world.
The International Association of Democratic Lawyers urged Member States to
carefully consider the proposed draft declaration and to engage, without delay, in
a transparent and open process, involving the civil society, toward the adoption of
a declaration on the right to peace, using the one prepared by the AC as a model
and including the provisions on military bases, nuclear weapons and monitoring
mechanism which are mentioned in their written statement.
They also requested Member States to focus attention on a mechanism for
monitoring the implementation of this declaration. Article 13, particularly paragraph
6, of the draft declaration is simple, or rather vague. Together with other provisions
on roles of States the human right to peace must now contain procedural safeguards.
To avoid any conflict in jurisdictions or any overloaded breakdowns of monitoring
mechanism, the International Association of Democratic Lawyers recommended
the Member States to set up an open-ended intergovernmental working group with
well-coordinated assignments within the network of the HR Council or the United
nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.
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Wars cause unspeakable damage to people. The right to peace enables people to
directly demand their governments to prevent or stop war. From this perspective,
we should pay more attention to the precedent in countries which have recognized
this right or the right to live in peace and have included it in their constitution
or jurisprudence. For example, in Japan and Costa Rica, ordinary citizens have
claimed those rights and denounced their violation together with the violation
of the right to peace. There is no legal reason why an enforceable right to peace
should be required in national constitutions when the Un Charter itself makes
peace a right of all people.
Almost thirty years ago the General Assembly, in resolution 39/11, proclaimed
that we, the people of the world, have the “sacred right to peace” and that “the
preservation of the right of peoples to peace and the promotion of its implementation
constitute a fundamental obligation of each State”. Time has come for Member States
to take their responsibility and make the right to peace operative. The right to peace is
not a “moral right” or a human “aspiration”, it is a fundamental human right.
The representative of the International Buddhist Relief Organisation (IBRO)
thanked the members of the AC for the draft declaration on the right to peace. They
hoped that the proposed open-ended intergovernmental working group will incorporate
missing issues in the declaration in order for it to be an effective Un document to
promote peace in the world. They noted with concern that the declaration had failed
to address the notion of caste-based discrimination that continues to threaten peace
of diverse and multiethnic societies.
The representative of the Rencontre Africaine pour la Défense des Droits de
l’Homme welcomed the report A/HRC/20/31 published by the members of the
drafting group. He said that they, along with many other nGOs, congratulate and
support their good work.
The draft declaration reminds every individual and every organ of society that
the right to peace is universal and indivisible. Recognizing the right to peace and the
right to work for peace provides a human and legal ground for all laws. Articles 1 to
14 in this draft declaration show the path to a just, meaningful and comprehensive
peace. It is their fervent hope that States will implement them. The principle of
the right to peace, Article 1, paragraph 6 stipulates that “...international peace is
based on respect for the principles enshrined in the Charter and the promotion of
all human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the right to development and
the right of peoples to self-determination”. There is no doubt that this principle, if
adhered, will certainly create peaceful environments in many parts of the globe.
Under human security, Article 2, paragraph 6, encouragement is given to all peoples
and individuals to demand from his or her government the effective observance
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of the norms of international law, including human rights and humanitarian law.
Undoubtedly this will make victims of violence aware of their rights. Opposition
to oppression, outlined in Article 7, paragraph 2, reminds every one of their
right to oppose aggression, genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, other
universally recognized human rights violations and any propaganda in favour of war
or incitement to violence and violations to the right to peace. Countries in conflict
and post-conflict situations and those making transitional steps to democracy should
seriously consider the draft declaration, rather than making empty verbal promises.
The Rencontre Africaine pour la Défense des Droits de l’Homme supported all
initiatives and studies in favour of the right to peace. It also appealed to member countries
to implement the provisions of the present declaration by adopting relevant legislative,
judicial, administrative, necessary measures to promote its effective realization.
The representative of the Worldwide Organization for Women welcomed the
opportunity to express their views and concerns regarding the issue of women
and the right of peoples to peace. The organization was gravely concerned with
the impact that the contemporary conflicts have upon women as they are often the
first victims of any conflict. As women are at the boundaries of society they are
often targets where rape and other forms of violence are used as weapons of war.
Although women are often targets of violence, they hold more importantly the
powerful potential to help end conflict and ensure peace.
United nations resolution 1325 calls upon States to include women in all peace
negotiations, post-conflict reconstruction and reconciliation. Women must also be
included in the discussion of the right of peoples to peace as these discussions are
an imperative means of preventing all forms of conflict.
WOW therefore supported the creation of the OEWG on the right of peoples
to peace and called for States to include women in this working group as full
participants. Through the inclusion of women in all peace processes, including the
OEWG, a necessary gender dimension would be included in conflict resolution
helping to ensure the end of violence against women during conflict and its aftermath.
The WOW called for States to correctly apply United nations resolution 1325
in the creation of the open-ended working group on the right of peoples to peace
and insist on the inclusion of a gendered perspective in all deliberations. The
admission of all stakeholders, especially women, in peace-promoting measures
will pave the way for sustainable peace throughout the world.
The representative of the Commission Africaine des Promoteurs de la Santé et
des Droits de l’Homme stated that in the last decades the General Assembly adopted
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two Declarations on the right to peace, namely; the Declaration on the Preparation
of Societies for Life in Peace (res. 33/73 of 15 December 1978) and the Declaration
on the Right of Peoples to Peace (res. 39/11 of 12 november 1984). The reasons to
adopt a new (normative) Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace within
the United nations are the following:
 It would provide a solid basis to the culture of peace and the Alliance of Civilizations;
 It would also give fresh impetus to the struggle against violence and attitudes
based on force, imposition and gender discrimination;
 It would match with an ethical notion designed to proclaim the universal
principles developed under international human rights law;
 It should recognize that the holistic concept of peace goes beyond the strict
absence of armed conflicts.
 It would consolidate the right to peace in its double dimension, namely
individual and collective; And
 It shall strengthen dialogue and peaceful coexistence among cultures,
civilizations and religions or belief, as a means to combat racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance;
At its twentieth session the HR Council had before it the (third) draft declaration
on the right to peace submitted by the AC. She invited the HR Council to thank the
AC draft declaration. In addition, the HR Council should establish an open-ended
working group to continue the codification process of the human right to peace,
taking duly into account all CSOs preparatory work.
The representative of the Verein Sudwind Entwicklungspolitik commended the
achievements of the AC to present the draft declaration on the right to peace. However,
to implement articles of this draft declaration, they need practical strategies.
Sudwind brought attention to the preamble of the draft declaration which states
that “expressing the will of all peoples that the use of force must be eradicated
from the world, including through full nuclear disarmament, without delay”.
To achieve this aim, Sudwin believed that all countries should join the nonProliferation Treaty.
The representative of nord-Sud XXI joined the hundreds of nGOs and
overwhelming majority of States who have spoken out in favour of the right to
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peace. It is a right that we must understand already exists. Another declaration on
the right to peace will help us move towards implementation and promotion of the
right in a world in which States, even Members of this Council, still are often too
ready to use aggression against their fellow human beings.
nord-Sud XXI welcomed Cuba and its co-sponsors initiative on the
right to peace, looking forward to participating as an observer in the work of
the intergovernmental working group that will refine and build upon the draft
declaration prepared by the AC. They also welcomed opportunities to be engaged
with the OHCHR, Member States and especially their colleagues of civil society
to give strong and concerted support to the declaration on the right to peace.
The Secretary-General of the Action Internationale Pour la Paix et le
Développement dans la Région des Grands Lacs welcomed the draft declaration
on the right to peace and focused on the particular situation of Great Lakes.

4. Second informal consultation meeting
On Monday 2 July 2012, Cuba organized the second informal
consultation meeting open to all States and CSOs to follow the discussion
and negotiation of the next draft resolution on the right to peace.
The meeting was attended by 33 people, among them representatives of 25
Member States, as follows: Algeria, Austria, Brazil, Belgium, Chile, China, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Czech Republic, Denmark, Federation of Russia, Hungary, Iran, Italy,
Malaysia, Maldivas, Mexico, the netherlands, norway, Portugal, Singapore,
Spain, Switzerland, the United States of America and Uruguay.
In addition, the following 8 CSOs attended the meeting: the Japanese
Committee for the Human Right to Peace, International Association of Peace
Messenger Cities, SSIHRL, the IOHRP, nord-Sud XXI, International Fellowship
of Reconciliation, Worldwide Organization for Women and the Community of
Pope John XXIII Association.
4.1. Follow-up to the draft resolution
Cuba presented the draft resolution entitled United Nations Declaration on
the Right to Peace. It informed that several changes had been introduced in this
resolution, namely: the paragraph regarding the establishment of the OEWG, the
CSOs contribution to the right to peace and the number of days of this future OEWG.
For the benefit of all delegations and flexibility, it decided to convene a second
consultation meeting to give the opportunity to all delegations to have their say on
the content of these amendments or even in the case, to propose additional concrete
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language in order to improve it. After this introduction it offered the floor to those
delegations who wanted to make general comments or concrete proposals.
4.2. General comments
Costa Rica thanked Cuba for convening this informal meeting in a constructive
and open spirit in order to adopt this draft resolution. Only through dialogue we
can adopt a declaration.
Cuba recalled that it is important to approach this resolution with an open mind
as far as the limits of the objectives go.
Austria thanked Cuba for all the changes included and announced that it had
additional suggestions to strengthen and improve the text in a constructive spirit.
Cuba invited the rest of the delegations to make general comments before
beginning the analysis of each of the paragraphs.
4.3. Proposals of amendments
With regards to the title, Austria said that bearing in mind that there is still
some pending discussion to be had on the declaration, he proposed to include
the previous title used in other resolutions adopted by the HR Council, namely:
“promotion of the right to peace”.
Cuba reaffirmed that this title was used in other resolutions and pledged to
consider this amendment with their sponsors so that it does not lose the main
objective of the resolution.
In turn, the Russian Federation said that although it were comfortable with
the title, it could accept the new one if the result was going to be a progressive
approach to this topic.
With regards to the third preamble paragraph, Spain suggested to include a
reference to the “progressive development of the right to peace” considering the
lack of consensus in this matter.
In turn, Cuba responded that he would study carefully the concrete language in
the line of the Spanish amendment. nevertheless, it could not accept the inclusion
of a reference to the lack of consensus in this topic. Therefore, it invited Spain to
send these comments including the new concrete language. The representative of
Spain pledged to provide it a little later.
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Regarding the new fourth preamble paragraph, by which “welcoming the
important work being carried out by civil society organizations for the promotion
of the right to peace and their contribution to the codification of that right”, Austria
proposed to delete the part of sentence regarding the CSOs contribution to the
codification of the right to peace, keeping only the reference to the important work
carried out by them.
In turn, Cuba said that he should also consult this amendment with members
of civil society but repeated that it would be very important to recognize the
remarkable work carried out by them in the past.
Russian Federation indicated that in the line of the comments made by Austria,
they were reluctant to accept the concept of codification as it can be done only
through the intergovernmental bodies and never by civil society.
next, Portugal intervened in the discussion to support the amendments made
in the fourth preamble paragraph.
With reference to the new first operative paragraph, by which
decides to establish an open-ended intergovernmental working group with the
mandate of negotiating, finalizing and submitting to the Council a draft United
nations declaration on the right to peace, on the basis of the draft submitted by
the Advisory Committee, and without prejudging relevant past, present and future
views and proposals

Austria welcomed very much that the amendment included at the end of the
sentence the words without prejudging. nevertheless, he proposed to re-shape the
sentence as follows:
decides to establish an open-ended intergovernmental working group with
the mandate to consider the possibility and elaborating a draft United nations
declaration on the right to peace, taking into consideration the draft declaration
submitted by the Advisory Committee, and without prejudging relevant past,
present and future views and proposals.

However, Austria was not yet ready to accept the need for a new declaration
taking into account that the right to peace is not clear enough as a concept. It said
to be ready to discuss this issue but not with the aim to adopt a declaration on the
right to peace. In addition, it suggested that this working group should meet and
decide the next steps to be taken.
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The Russian Federation proposed to withdraw this proposal as it did not give
additional support to the process of the right to peace.
Cuba recalled that the main objective of this resolution is to establish an OEWG
and that the proposal made by Austria loses this objective as the main purpose is not
to consider the possibility to elaborate a specific text on this matter, but to negotiate
a future declaration starting with the AC draft declaration. In addition, it showed
flexibility to include in the resolution the concept of taking into account or taking into
consideration the AC draft declaration, but he again repeated that the main purpose
of the resolution is to establish an OEWG and to start the negotiations by next year.
At the end Cuba did not accept the concept of considering the possibility.
Later, Spain said that it shared Austria and Cuba’s opinions and that, therefore,
it suggested including an alternative language in reference to the “progressive
development”.
In turn, Cuba encouraged Spain to concrete language proposal and showed his
agreement in the progressive approach to the matter, but without losing the main
purpose of the resolution. After, Mexico said that it did not like the language “on
the basis of the draft submitted by the Advisory Committee” and that therefore, it
proposed the concept of taking into account instead of on the basis. It would like to
introduce the concept of preparing instead of negotiating, and that the rest would
be the same, namely: “decides to establish an open-ended intergovernmental
working group with the mandate of preparing, finalizing and submitting to the
Council a draft United Nations declaration on the right to peace”.
In reply, Cuba said that it would try to reflect upon this approach in the resolution
in the line of the Spanish proposal and that by the next days it would propose an
alternative paragraph. Subsequently, China said that they also sponsored this
resolution and supported the establishment of an OEWG to discuss the right to
peace. In regards to the Austrian proposal, she proposed to keep the language and
agreed with the inclusion of the concept of taking into account. In turn, Singapore
stated that they were satisfied with the concept of without prejudging and showed
agreement with the concept taking into account. After that, the netherlands voiced
support to the Austrian proposal and suggested to add the following sentence: “in
the light of the GA resolution 41/121 on reporting obligations under United nations
instruments on human rights”.
With regards to the new second operative paragraph, which states that “also
decides that the working group shall hold its first session for five working days in
2013, before the twenty-second session of the Council”, Cuba announced that they
had shortened from seven to five the working days of the OEWG. Afterwards,
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Austria showed concern on the budget implications of the OEWG and thanked to
Cuba for having shortened the number of working days. It proposed to have more
informal than formal time to discuss this matter, and therefore, suggested to have
only two formal days in the line of the Working Group on the right to development
and the rest for informal consultations.
In turn, Cuba agreed with Austria that the working group on the right to
development had informal meetings without interpretation, but the HR Council
practices say that it is not possible to specify in the resolution how many days will
be formal or informal sessions. After, the Russian Federation stated that it was not
a big deal for the Russians to shorten the working days as all documents could be
translated into Russian in Moscow. On the other hand, China said that two working
days were not enough. In agreement, Costa Rica said that two working days were
not enough to have a constructive discussion on this topic and, therefore, it proposed
between two and five working days. Cuba replied that there was not enough room
to negotiate this issue and promised to consult with the future Chairperson of the
OEWG about the number of days needed to properly organize the sessions.
Concerning the sixth operative paragraph, by which “invites Member States,
civil society, and all relevant stakeholders, to contribute actively and constructively
to the work of the working group”, the Russian Federation asked to Cuba whether
it would be useful to include the concept of progressive work of the working
group in line of the Spanish proposal. Spain said that it would prefer to include
this approach in the preamble paragraph of the resolution. Singapore proposed to
keep only the word States, and not Member States. In turn, Cuba agreed to delete
this word and explained that the concept of negotiation implies the progressivity
of international law.
4.4. Participation of civil society organizations
The representative of the SSIHRL, the IOHRP and the International Association
of Peace Messenger Cities stated that on 1 December 1949 the General Assembly
adopted resolution 290 (IV) on essentials of peace by which it declared that the
Un Charter, the most solemn pact of peace in history, lays down basic principles
necessary for an enduring peace, such as the full respect of fundamental rights
expressed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Additionally, resolution
380 (V) on peace through deeds, adopted by the General Assembly on 17
november 1950, stated that “if all States faithfully reflect this desire and observe
their obligations under the Charter, lasting peace and security will be established”.
It follows that all measures tending to silence or distort the activities of the United
nations in favour of peace should be considered as propaganda against peace in
accordance with resolution 381 (V).
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As stated by resolutions 2817 (XXVI) of 14 December 1971 and 3065
(XXVIII) of 9 november 1973, both on scientific work on peace research, the
General Assembly considered that fundamental research on the foundations of
and conditions for peace, can contribute considerably to the peace mission of the
United nations and build peace, security and cooperation in the world.
He again recalled that at its twentieth session the HR Council has before it
the (third) draft declaration on the right to peace submitted by the AC and the
joint CSOs written statement entitled A working group to continue the codification
process of the human right to peace, sponsored by 1,041 CSOs and cities worldwide.
He added that the HR Council should establish an open-ended working group to
continue the codification process of the right to peace, taking duly into account all
preparatory work, including the input from the civil society organizations.
After, the representative of the International Fellowship of Reconciliation
made a general comment of the declaration of the right to peace in light of the
recent events in Libya and Syria. According to him, this draft declaration did
not focus on the responsibility to protect civilians from war and the principle of
non-intervention in States internal affairs. Therefore, the internal peace is a really
important approach to take into consideration.
In turn, the representative of the Community of Pope John XXIII Association
suggested that the Spanish proposal on the progressive development of the right
to peace was a way of diminishing the future perspective of the declaration on the
right to peace and expressed her disagreement with the Austrian amendment in
reducing the number of days of the OEWG.
After that, the Russian Federation said that CSOs should not make comments
about the governmental positions and that therefore, they should not be engaged
in a negotiation process.
Cuba replied that always wants to give space to nGOs in all informal
consultation meetings and it is always open to receive all types of comments,
including those from CSOs. After, norway said that there is a general principle
which permits civil society to present their viewpoints and positions about
all relevant issues raised by the HR Council, working groups or informal
consultations. It added that CSOs are valuable actors in all negotiation processes.
In addition, it requested some replies regarding the relationship between internal
conflict and the right to peace. Cuba replied that there was not enough time to
tackle this particular issue and that the main objective of the current meeting was
to negotiate only this text. However, he did express his availability to discuss this
matter in other meetings or forums.
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4.5. Conclusion
Cuba asked what States supported the concept of take into account which
should be, according to them, the starting point of this negotiation. Mexico
suggested that the future chairperson of the OEWG should organize an informal
meeting to discuss the starting point of negotiations taking into account that
there is not yet a common agreement on accepting the AC draft declaration.
After, Cuba indicated that it would be easier to start the negotiation process with
the AC draft declaration and discuss each paragraph of the declaration. In turn,
the Russian Federation supported the concept of on the basis in spite of take
into account.
next, Austria said that in order to have a constructive dialogue on this matter
the AC draft declaration should not serve as a basis and that therefore, it would
be more useful to rethink the steps to be taken in the immediate future. In turn,
Cuba underlined that they need some concrete language to start the negotiations.
In response to that, Singapore asked whether the AC draft declaration should
serve as a basis or simply as a reference and that they could not prejudge the
document prepared by the AC. In turn, Cuba promised to share with them an
alternative language for this paragraph and asked someone to help him drafting
some concrete language. After saying that, it declared closed the second informal
meeting and reiterated its intention to find a common ground on this matter and
bridge gaps among all different delegations.

5. Adoption of the draft resolution L.16
On 5 July 2012, Cuba introduced to the plenary of the HR Council draft
resolution L.16 as orally amended in the heading, calling it now “the promotion of
the right to peace”. The draft resolution aimed to establish an open-ended working
group to negotiate a draft declaration on the right to peace. It highlighted the work
done by civil society in promoting the right to peace. The text had a broad number
of co-sponsors and support from various sectors of civil society. Cuba thanked
those delegations that were actively involved in the negotiating process. A revised
document had been circulated. Cuba hoped the draft resolution would be adopted
with broad support, sending a very strong message of commitment in promoting
this very important issue.
China, in a general comment on draft resolution L.16, said that the right to
peace was an important collective right which China promoted. In addition, it
supported the establishment of the OEWG. China appreciated Cuba’s acceptance
of proposals during the consultation process.
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Austria, speaking on behalf of a group of European countries,9 delivered the
following explanation of vote on draft resolution L.16 on the promotion of the
right to peace: they support some of the principles included in the draft resolution.
They would be willing to have a fruitful discussion on the linkage between peace
and the enjoyment of human rights. However, they do not recognize the right to
peace in the existing international law either as a collective or as an individual
human right. Moreover, there is not sufficient international consensus to justify
the intergovernmental negotiation set up in this draft resolution as it assumes that
the right to peace exists. As their countries did not support resolutions 14/3 and
17/16 on the right to peace, they are deeply concerned about the content of the
draft declaration prepared by the AC. Most of the issues raised in the resolution
are better dealt with in another forum, which has the competence to do so and is
ready to deal with these issues. They have to acknowledge the openness of the
main sponsor of the draft resolution to engage other States on the text and they
took note of some of the changes made in the text. Yet, given the deep flaws
of the alleged right to peace and the potential and undermining effects of the
future declaration in international human rights law, they could not support draft
resolution L. 16 and, therefore, will abstain.
The United States of America, said that like all peace-loving nations, it is deeply
concerned whenever conflict erupts and human rights are violated. They also know
that any peace is unstable where citizens are denied the right to speak freely or
worship as they please, choose their own leaders or assemble without fear.
In this vein, the USA would continue its work on many of the underlying issues that
the supporters of this draft resolution have argued the creation of a right to peace would
advance, such as women’s rights, disarmament and development. The USA would
address each of these issues in the appropriate Un body, utilizing deep reservoirs of
subject matter expertise and building on years of diligent and robust efforts.
The USA appreciated the leadership of several members in the HR Council
to build bridges and focus on issues in which there is space for productive
engagement. However, the intergovernmental working group to be created by this
draft resolution took as its basic premise drafting a declaration that would cover
many issues that are, at best, unrelated to the cause of peace and, at worst, divisive
and detrimental to efforts to achieve peace. Rather than building on the existing
consensus-based paths that have been developed over the years in the Un on
a variety of topics related to peace-building, this resolution threatened to sow
division and embroil the HR Council in contentious negotiations.
9

Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Republic of Moldova, Romania and Spain.
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Regardless of how it had been promoted, studied or framed, past efforts to move
forward with a right to peace have always ended in endorsements for new concepts on
controversial thematic issues, often unrelated to human rights. The result has inevitably
been to try and circumvent on-going dialogue in the HR Council and across the Un
system by using the broad support for the cause of peace to advance other agendas.
The HR Council could make the greatest contribution to promoting peace by
focusing on the implementation of human rights obligations and commitments.
Human rights are universal and are held and exercised by individuals. The USA
does not agree on attempts to develop a collective right to peace or to position
it as an enabling right that would in any way modify or stifle the exercise of
existing human rights.
no country wants to be cast as voting against peace. However, the draft
resolution and its working group would not contribute to the cause of peace
or human rights. A vote against this resolution is not a vote against peace, but
rather a vote against continuing an exercise fraught with divisions that makes no
meaningful contribution to the protection of human rights on the ground.
USA therefore felt the need to call for a vote and will vote against the draft
resolution, and asked that other countries vote against the establishment of this
divisive, time-consuming and resource-intensive working group.
next, the President of the HR Council called for a recorded vote at the request
of the United States of America. She invited the Secretariat to close the voting
machine and the HR Council Member States to record their vote. After that,
she informed that the result of the vote was 34 votes in favour, one against and
12 abstentions. Therefore, draft resolution L.16 as orally revised was approved.
Italy made an explanation of vote after the vote. It aligned with the explanation
of vote read out by Austria. nevertheless, it would like to make few additional
remarks on the resolution L.16 after the vote. It recognized that some changes
were introduced in the text before them in comparison with previous resolutions
on the matter. Still, the notion of the right to peace remained vague and legally
flawed. What is the content of the right to peace? Does a peacekeeping operation
or humanitarian intervention violate the right to peace? What is the relationship
between the responsibility to protect and the right to peace? Unfortunately, the
long draft declaration prepared by the AC did not provide clarity and guidance and
Italy does not take it as a good basis for future activities.
In addition, Italy believed that the forthcoming working group, instead of
focusing on the codification of a disputed right, should highlight the intrinsic link
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between human rights and peace: violations of human rights lead to conflict, as
stated only a few days ago by the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of
racism, whereas the promotion and protection of human rights promotes peace.
Only on such a basis could the working group realistically work on a consensual
platform in the future. Italy hoped that the main sponsors of the resolution will take
this idea into account. While abstaining on this resolution, Italy remains committed
to the promotion of peace worldwide, according to the national Constitution.

6. Concluding remarks
Venezuela expressed satisfaction for the adoption of the resolution, which
creates the working group on the right to peace. This type of initiatives should be
supported by those who call themselves human rights defenders in the world. It is
not possible the enjoyment of human rights without peace.
The United Kingdom stated on behalf of Canada, the netherlands and the
United Kingdom that they noted the adoption of HR Council resolution L.16 on
the “Promotion of the right to peace” by a vote, and would like to put their position
on this matter on record. They underlined at the outset their strong commitment to
human rights, democracy, and rule of law as well as international peace and security.
They remained firm on the view that the right to peace does not exist under
international law, whether as a collective or individual human right, or otherwise.
As such, there is no justification for intergovernmental negotiations aimed at
agreeing a declaration based on the concept. They considered that the decision
to establish a working group with this aim was an overly political step. Also,
notwithstanding the lack of consensus, it is a highly expensive mechanism which
will draw attention and funds away from other more important tasks of the HR
Council and the Office of the High Commissioner. The HR Council had missed an
opportunity for a fruitful discussion aimed at finding consensus over the value that
the Council can add in this area. A panel discussion on the relationship, or links,
between peace and the full enjoyment of all human rights would have been such
an opportunity, and one squarely within the mandate of the HR Council.
They acknowledged the openness by the main sponsor to engage with other
States on the text and note some of the changes made to the text as a result. They
regretted that they had forced the issue to a vote, and given their objection to
the basis on which the working group has been established, they would consider
carefully their participation in its proceedings.
They also indicated that they had closely studied the AC “draft declaration on
the right to peace”. They do not consider it a good starting point for any discussions
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of this nature, and in any event it is a deeply flawed document. In addition to their
fundamental disagreement with the concept on which it is based, it is also potentially
inconsistent with other relevant international norms, including the Un Charter.
The absence of peace cannot justify failure to respect human rights. In this
regard, they were willing to consider options for the HR Council to look at.
They were disappointed that the main sponsors were not willing to consider their
constructive efforts to find common ground. Had they been members of the HR
Council, they would have voted “no” on this resolution.
The representative of the Movement Against Racism and for Friendship between
Peoples (MRAP) praised the HR Council for the adoption of the resolution on the
right to peace, which will be conducive to a more holistic perception of the role
that human rights should have in international relationships.
The faith in fundamental human rights is the faith pillar of peoples of the United
nations included in the Preamble of the Un Charter, followed by peace/security and
development. The three elements are linked and interrelated by nature. Reinforcing
one of them will make the building stronger.
He invited the United States of America, the only HR Council Member State
who opposed the adoption of draft resolution L.16, to work on a more constructive
way for the promotion of human rights and peace.
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28
Commemoration of the International Day of Peace: High Level
Meeting on the right to peace
Geneva (Switzerland), 21 September 2012 1

(...) The meeting was attended by some 100 participants, among them
representatives of Member States and International Organizations, as follows:
Czech Republic, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Italy, Spain, the Order of Malta, the nonGovernmental Liaison Unit of the United Nations Office at Geneva, the United
nations Economic Commission for Europe, the United nations Conference
on Trade and Development, the United nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the near East, the International Institute of Humanitarian
Law, the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation and the Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs. (...)
(...) The Moderator, Mr Ricardo Espinosa opened the commemoration by
inviting three members of the Music Club of the United nations to play a Georg
Friedrich Händel’s piece.
(...) Following this, a video recorded in new York with the message of the
Secretary- General of the United nations, Mr Ban Ki-moon, on the occasion of
World Peace Day was screened.
The Secretary-General stated that on the International Day of Peace, the
United nations calls for a complete cessation of hostilities around the world.
He also asked people everywhere to observe a minute of silence, at noon local
time, to honour the victims —those who have lost their lives, and those who
have survived but must now cope with trauma and pain. The theme of this year’s
observance was “Sustainable Peace for a Sustainable Future”. Armed conflicts
1

It was organized by the Permanent Mission of Costa Rica to the United nations in Geneva in
coordination with the SSIHRL, the IOHRP, the Foundation for Dialogue among Civilizations
(FDC), the World Council of Churches (WCC), nord-Sud XXI, Rencontre Africaine pour la
Défense des Droits de l’Homme (RADDHO), the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to
Peace (JCHRP), the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities (IAPMC), International
Peace Bureau (IPB) and Initiatives of Change, and the support of the non-Governmental Liaison
Unit of the United Nations Office at Geneva. The report was prepared by David Fernández
Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL and the IOHRP. The full text of the report can be found at
www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Report.pdf
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attack the very pillars of sustainable development. natural resources must be
used for the benefit of society, not to finance wars. Children should be in school,
not recruited into armies. national budgets should focus on building human
capacity, not deadly weapons. On the International Day of Peace, he called on
combatants around the world to find peaceful solutions to their conflicts. He
ended his speech by asking us all to work together for a safe, just and prosperous
future for all.
H. E. Mr Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, Director-General of United Nations Office
at Geneva, invited all participants to observe a minute of silence in memory
of victims of violence. Afterwards he said that it was his pleasure to welcome
all participants to the Palais des nations and to this commemoration of the
International Day of Peace. It was the fifth year that UNOG (United Nations
Office at Geneva) celebrated this important day. He expressed his appreciation
to Ambassador Dengo and the Permanent Mission of Costa Rica, as well as to
the regional groups of Member States, the Office of the High Commissioner of
Human Rights, UnESCO and civil society partners —the Spanish Society for
International Human Rights Law— for making this event possible.
That day, people around the world were uniting to commemorate the
International Day of Peace. One of the founding principles of the United nations
is the maintenance of international peace and security. In fact, that is so primary
to our mission that it is stated in the first sentence of Article 1 of the UN Charter.
Although it is an admittedly lofty goal, the work of the United nations
towards peace has taken very concrete forms. It can be seen in our peacebuilding, rule of law and democracy programmes, the support and promotion of
human rights, and our work in sustainable development and disarmament. It was
accomplished through our 15 peacekeeping operations across the world, our 13
peace-building and political missions, by the Un Peace-building Commission
and Support Office, by UN agencies, funds and programmes, by partnerships
with Member States, non-governmental and regional organizations. “Here in
Geneva —he said— we have seen the Human Rights Council step up to action
in Syria and Libya. UnOG also supports discrete efforts in mediation and
preventive diplomacy.”
As the Secretary-General mentioned in his video message, the theme of this
year’s observance is “Sustainable Peace for a Sustainable Future”. It cannot be
denied that conflict is a great impediment to sustainable development. It ravages
economies, livelihoods and leaves social and environment scars. In order to achieve
the Millennium Development Goals and build a 2015 sustainable development
framework, peace, stability and security are essential.
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Mr Tokayev added that he was pleased that as we mark the International Day
of Peace this afternoon, we will have the opportunity to hear from distinguished
colleagues from a variety of backgrounds. It would surely prove to be an interesting
and fruitful discussion. He hoped that it would also serve as a reflection on the
work that has been done around the world to build and maintain peace; and that,
through these actions, that “lofty goal” would become a reality for all.
After, H. E. Mr Manuel Dengo, Permanent Representative of Costa Rica to the
United nations in Geneva, said that 191 years ago, on 15 September 1821, Costa
Rica became independent. The whole villages of Costa Rica enacted a constitution
called the Concorde Agreement, based on principles of freedom and equality, and,
for the first time, established a republican and democratic government.
He quoted the President of the Republic, Laura Chinchilla, who referred to the
independence in the following terms:
I think that few times in history has a modest and rudimentary society reacted to
the challenge of sovereignty, vision, and fervent hope of their people, to build a
country, the most distinctive feature of which is coexistence in peace and harmony.
Since 1821, the independence of Costa Rica is understood as a prohibition of aggression
to other towns or of abuse of authority over citizens, and entails a duty to promote
coexistence, both with neighbouring countries and within Costa Rica’s society.
The promotion of coexistence cannot be limited to preventing war and defending
political freedoms. Having true independence means for us to work responsibly for
a more just, prosperous and safe Costa Rica. Today, just as 191 years ago, authentic
commitments and new agreements are needed to overcome the current challenges.

The Permanent Representative of Costa Rica said that half a century ago
Costa Rica suffered a civil war. When the war ended in 1948, Costa Rica took the
voluntary decision to abolish the army and to declare peace to the world. Doing
this, Costa Rica promised its people not to invest in arms, but in schools, hospitals
and areas of preservation of their environment:
Our country promised to dismantle the institutions of violence and to invest in
progress and development. Security cannot be achieved with weapons and armies.
It is only reached with human development. For this reason, in our society we have
eliminated military expenditure and decided to invest in social affairs instead.

He asked how the world would be if the 1.73 billion dollars invested globally
in military expenditure in 2011 had been invested in education, health, access
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to clean water and eradication of extreme poverty: “Today, in the context of the
International Day of Peace, we call to invest less in weapons and to invest more
in the road to peace and the right to peace”. He concluded his intervention by
ensuring Costa Rica’s commitment to the working group on the right to peace.
The next speaker, H. E. Mr Slimane Chikh, Permanent Observer of the
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation to the United nations in Geneva, stated
that this event marks the celebration of the International Day of Peace. He said
that his participation in this meeting again demonstrates the OIC commitment
in defence of the right to peace. He added that he had the opportunity twice to
speak in several forums organized by the SSIHRL, which continues its tireless
efforts towards the codification of the right to peace. This is a long-term initiative
that deserves their tribute. At the same time, he addressed the same tribute to the
Permanent Mission of Costa Rica to the United Nations Office in Geneva for coorganizing this meeting. He underlined that this country does not have an army
and bets on peace.
He made a brief summary of his previous remarks regarding “the contribution
of the Islamic world to the right to peace”, starting from the meaning of the word
Islam, the root of which (Salam) means “peace”, and emphasized the prominence
given to peace in the Quranic message.
This is the message that has nurtured the ambition of the OIC and guided its
action on the field as a political and non-religious organization. As a reminder,
he referred to several texts related to the current topic and contained in the OIC
Charter adopted in February 1974 and revised in December 2008, the Ten-Year
Programme of Action of December 2005 and various declarations adopted at
ministerial meetings and OIC Summits.
All of these reference texts point to an Islam of “moderation, measurement and
tolerance”. They condemn or refrain from justifying terrorism. Such condemnation
of terrorism is also associated with the condemnation of acts of Islamophobia.
These declarations are committed to promoting a culture of peace and dialogue
among civilizations. In addition, they intend to materialize on the ground, through
a multifaceted humanitarian action, a commitment to the achievement of the
Millennium Development Goals and preventive action about conflicts.
He said that the case of Syria was one of the main concerns of the recent
OIC Extraordinary Summit held in Mecca in August 2012. The resolution
adopted on that occasion condemned the Syrian authorities and found the regime
guilty of excessive use of violence against civilians and decided to “suspend the
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membership of the Syrian Arab Republic in the OIC and all its organs”. It called
for “beginning without delay the implementation of a strategy for the transitional
phase and the creation of a peaceful mechanism to build a new Syrian State based
on a pluralist, democratic and civil society which guarantees equality on the basis
of law, citizenship and fundamental freedoms”. It also expressed its desire to carry
out a humanitarian action in Syria.
The case of north Mali had also been a subject of special attention in the same
Summit. The OIC Summit condemned “the atrocities perpetrated by terrorist
groups against unarmed civilians and the destruction of UnESCO-declared World
Cultural Heritage sites, including Tumbuktu”.
He recalled the Preamble to the Constitution of UnESCO, which states “since
wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of
peace must be constructed”. Physical violence is often caused by emotional abuse
in the form of extremism that feeds both terrorism and Islamophobia, whose
manifestations tend to increase and spread. The latest one is the provocative film
entitled “Muslims’ innocence” which represents a case of incitement to religious
hatred and that the pretext that freedom of expression cannot exempt.
In fact, violence, whether physical or legal, ultimately, causes a rupture of
dialogue. OIC emphasizes the virtues of dialogue to disarm intolerance, prejudice
and discrimination in all its forms. The creation of the Alliance of Civilizations
in the Un under the leadership of Spain and Turkey, is an important forum for
dialogue, open to States and organizations of civil society, and contributes to the
promotion of the “culture of peace”.
This initiative was originally intended as a response to the thesis of the “clash
of civilizations”, calling for the mutual recognition of cultures and civilizations.
It has expanded its areas of interest, during successive forums, to the fields of history,
culture and especially the youth and education, in order to train a new generation
free from prejudices and to accept otherness as a factor of rapprochement.
The dialogue begins with educational work on oneself, which allows developing
the ability to listen to each other in a spirit of empathy. It is in that spirit that the
culture of peace promotes the adherence to common human values. Dialogue is
even more needed to make peace after conflict, in order to achieve reconciliation
between the parties and to overcome resentment.
The adoption by consensus of HR Council resolution 16/18 on combating
intolerance, negative stereotyping and stigmatization of, and discrimination,
incitement to violence, and violence against persons based on religion or belief
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was really important. It included eight points proposed by the OIC SecretaryGeneral, and, in particular, point 8 recognizes that “...the open, constructive and
respectful debate of ideas, as well as interfaith and intercultural dialogue at the
local, national and international levels, can play a positive role in combating
religious hatred, incitement and violence”. It should be noted that Article 2
empowers States to punish any act addressed to fuel intolerance, negative
stereotyping and stigmatization. nevertheless, it has not prevented the rise of
incitement to religious hatred without incurring in any penalty, by assuming that
the obligation to respect freedom of expression is considered superior to respect
freedom of religion. Can we admit, in this case, the existence of a contradiction
and even less of a hierarchy between two rights, namely, freedom of expression
and freedom of religion?
The OIC Permanent Representative pointed in this regard to the article published in
the newspaper Le Temps dated on 31 August 2012 entitled “The world is over-armed
and peace is under-funded”, signed by Mr Ban Ki-moon, Un Secretary-General.
According to him, “the amount of resources devoted to defence and the opening of
new funding for the modernization of nuclear weapons have created a world in which
peace is under-funded”. He deplored the fact that his proposal to create a convention or
any other instrument to achieve nuclear disarmament has not succeeded. Ambassador
Chikh proposed that a tax on arms sales should be established, the proceeds of which
should be used to finance the development.
He concluded that despite the predictable and unpredictable difficulties encountered,
they should not discourage efforts towards the codification of the right to peace.
In turn, Ms Kerstin Holst, Head of the UNESCO Liaison Office in Geneva,
thanked the organizers for inviting UnESCO to take part in the event. She said
that it was a privilege for her, on behalf of the Director-General of UnESCO, Ms
Irina Bokova, to join in the marking the International Day of Peace.
The meeting was taking place at a special moment for the United nations. The
International Day of Peace brings together everything the United nations is about,
everything the United nations does.
“Since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the
defences of peace must be constructed.”
These words feature prominently at the beginning of UnESCO’s Constitution,
and they have lost none of their power in a world buffeted by change, where violence
remains an everyday reality, where culture is under attack and where discrimination
and intolerance remain rife. Peace cannot be decreed through treaties —this is
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the message of the UnESCO Constitution and all our experience. Peace must be
nurtured through the dignity and rights of every man and woman, through their
capacity to fulfil their aspirations. It is a way of being, a way of interacting with
others, a way of living on this planet. To succeed, it must be founded on intellectual
and moral solidarity and taken forward through an open process of dialogue.
From this angle, we see clearly where peace is failing today. It is failing in
societies torn apart by violence, in Syria, as we speak. It is failing in the injustice
of poverty and discrimination suffered by millions of men and especially women.
It is failing in the lack of access to education and health. It is failing in the attacks
on culture we see in Mali, and against the historic cities of Syria.
The roots of violence today lay less on frontlines between States and more
within our societies. They lay in the rise of intolerance, in the divides opening in
our cities. They lay in the crippling impact of a global economic, energy and food
crisis that is hitting the poorest hardest and shaking governments everywhere. The
world is changing, societies are more connected than ever before, new centres of
power are rising —but billions of men and women remain caught in deep poverty,
and young people are carrying the heaviest burden.
UnESCO’s position is clear. Peace cannot be disconnected from the
development of societies. The United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development, Rio+20 agreed that lasting peace and sustainable development are
two sides of the same coin. Development is not sustainable if societies are not at
peace with themselves and their neighbours. Peace cannot be lasting if billions of
people remain deprived of economic, social and environmental justice.
UnESCO brings this vision to everything it does —to promote quality
education for all, to advance gender equality, to safeguard cultural heritage and
underpin cultural diversity on the basis of human rights, to foster bridges of
dialogue for stronger respect and tolerance.
These were the objectives of our leadership in the International Decade for a
Culture of Peace and non-Violence for the Children of the World (2001-2010) and
the 2010 International Year for the Rapprochement of Cultures. Building a culture
of peace and non-violence remains the core question for the century ahead.
How, Ms Holst asked, can we harness the power of cultural diversity on the
basis of human rights? How can we integrate culture and education more firmly
into the global sustainability agenda and into all efforts for peace-building? How
can we develop new forms of international solidarity that are meaningful for
individual men and women?
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There are no easy answers, and that is why she was so thankful to the
panellists for coming to the meeting to share their experience, their vision and
their ideas. Today we need this more than ever. The setting on our compass is
clear —the dignity and rights of every woman and man are the measure of all
our efforts— but the waters are stormy, and we must chart a new path, together.
The next speaker, Mr Luca Lupoli, Human Rights Officer at the Office of
the United nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, addressed the
relationship between the promotion and the protection of human rights and peace.
He encouraged all participants to work for achieving a dream. Finally, he paid
tribute to the work performed by civil society organizations in the development
of the right to peace.
next, Prof Carlos Villán Durán, President of the SSIHRL and representative of
the IOHRP, noted that the SSIHRL conducts since 2005, with the support of 1,790
civil society organizations and public institutions worldwide, a reflection on the
content and scope of the human right to peace as an emerging right, seeking its
international recognition.
On 10 December 2010 the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace was adopted. It is the more complete contribution by civil society to the
global debate on the content of this right. On that same date the Statutes of the
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace were also approved. The
Observatory, headquartered in San Sebastian (Spain), works close with SSIHRL
and a network of local CSOs partners, in order to promote the Santiago Declaration
in the United Nations. It would also conduct fact-finding missions, publish reports
on situations of grave and massive violations of the human right to peace, and
develop objective indicators to measure the States and other international actors’
compliance with the right to peace.
The Santiago Declaration is a normative instrument, drafted in accordance
with the legal technique of international human rights instruments. Its Preamble
echoes the holistic vision of peace that imbibes the entire Declaration. Thus
peace is not limited to the strict absence of armed conflict. It also has a positive
dimension oriented at achieving a threefold objective:
 Meeting the basic needs of all human beings;
 Eliminating all forms of violence (armed, structural, and cultural: familybased, gender-based, mobbing, bullying); and,
 Achieving the effective protection of all human rights for all.
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Thus, the Declaration emphasizes the need to establish a new international
economic order, led by the global redistribution of resources and the realization of
social justice so as to eliminate inequalities, exclusion and poverty, as long as they
generate structural violence which is incompatible with peace.
He added that Article 7 of the Santiago Declaration proclaims the right of
individuals and peoples to general and transparent disarmament, under a complete
and effective international control. Echoing the close relationship among peace
and security, development and human rights, the Declaration calls for
resources freed by disarmament [to be] allocated to the economic, social and
cultural development of peoples and to the fair redistribution of natural wealth,
responding especially to the needs of the poorest countries and of the groups in
situation of vulnerability, aiming to put an end to inequalities, social exclusion
and extreme poverty.
(Art. 7.2)

On 17 June 2010 the HR Council (resolution 14/3) recognized the contribution
of civil society to the codification of the right to peace and requested the Advisory
Committee to prepare a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace.
Two years later, the HR Council (resolution 20/15 of 5 July 2012) took note
of the declaration on the right to peace prepared by the AC (A/HRC/20/31,
16 April 2012, annex) and established a new intergovernmental working group to
continue the codification process of the right to peace on the basis of the AC
draft declaration and the input provided by civil society.
Prof Villán Durán welcomed these developments, because the draft declaration
elaborated by the AC included 85% of the standards proposed by the Santiago
Declaration. However, the AC proposed the establishment in the HR Council of a
special procedure on the right to peace. Instead, civil society prefers that the General
Assembly sets up a working group on the human right to peace, which will be
responsible for the promotion and protection of that right. Its functions, described
in Article 15 of the Santiago Declaration, reproduce the best practices of the special
procedures of the HR Council.
The speaker concluded that it is urgent to complete the codification of the human
right to peace because it is subject to systematic violations. They come from direct
armed violence, since more than 40 armed conflicts around the world persist today,
many of them forgotten. According to SIPRI, global military expenditure in 2011
reached 1,740 billion dollars. These dilapidated resources should be devoted to
combating structural violence that generates extreme poverty and famine which,
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far from decreasing, are affecting more than 1,000 million people, the majority of
whom are women and children in developing countries.
The human right to peace is also violated by manifestations of cultural violence,
such as gender-based violence, mobbing, bullying and family-based violence.
Cultural violence is very frequent in our societies, in which the culture of violence
prevails over the culture of peace.
Therefore, he invited all international actors to participate actively in the new
working group, so that the General Assembly could adopt no later than 2015 a
Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace, which should be firmly
rooted in the Un Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, both
instruments ... universally accepted. If peace is an ethical requirement that should
prevail over international relations, the human right to peace is the legal requirement
to which the civil society worldwide is identified with, because it is a requirement
of civilization that is above all regional, historical or cultural particularities.
Moreover, like all other human rights, the human right to peace is a justiciable right.
This is demonstrated by the jurisprudence of international, constitutional and national
courts from countries as diverse as Colombia, Costa Rica, Japan and the Republic of Korea.
Finally, the President of SSIHRL publicly thanked everyone who had made
possible this solemn commemoration of the IDP for their excellent work: interpreters,
musical trio (Un volunteers) and organizers: Mr Ricardo Espinosa (Un) and Mr
David Fernández Puyana (SSIHRL and IOHRP). He thanked the Government of
Costa Rica for its sponsorhip, and to all participants for their attention.
The next speaker, Mr Rainer Gude, representative of Initiatives of Change to
the United nations in Geneva, speaking on behalf of his President Dr Omnia
Marzouk and his former President, Ambassador Mohamed Sahnoun, a great
advocate of the right to peace, wished all participants a very happy peace day.
Ambassador Sahnoun had asked him to thank the other co-sponsors and had also
hailed the efforts of Costa Rica and other countries who have promoted the right to
peace. He considered it of the utmost importance since “it can help people realize
that confrontation and wars are often initiated to serve interests without looking
at the consequences for people.” In a word, the right to peace and the standards it
proposes, places people at the focus since they are the main beneficiaries of peace.
However, peace is only possible when people prefer dialogue and cooperation
to war. We have found that, in promoting the right to peace, the strengthening of
these two capacities is a natural outcome.
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He added that Initiatives of Change supports the right to peace because it
believes that by creating standards particularly in the area of peace education,
development, the environment, and victims and vulnerable groups, we can more
easily conceive how peace can be built and maintained. In fact, approaching peace
in this manner, by not merely seeing it as an immense and unachievable goal, but
by proceeding in small steps, even down to the individual level, has been very
much part of Initiative of Change’s long experience.
We know that war will not disappear simply by making a law against it, but by
promoting standards in different yet inter-connected fields that are the foundation
of peace we can make progress both for the right to peace as a concept and to
peace itself.
Initiatives of Change aimed at building bridges across the world’s divides.
Its approach is a holisitic one that links both global and personal change. As the
founder of Iniciatives of Change, Frank Buchman realized, not only structures, but
people, have to change for any change to be lasting and for peace to be achieved.
He once said, “Peace is not just an idea, it is people becoming different.” Long
before the concept of the Right to Peace was even formulated, members of what
was then called Moral Re-armament, their previous name, were able to galvanize
support to buy and renovate the Caux-palace Hotel above Montreux in 1946,
with the dream of helping Europe heal after World War II. There was no concept
yet of a right to peace, but there was a strong conviction in the wrong of war.
Between 1946 and 1950, 3,000 Germans and 2,000 French visited Caux, among
them parliamentarians, industrialists, trade unionists and journalists. Robert
Schuman and Konrad Adenauer were also present and paid tribute to Caux’s
support in the reconciliation process. These conferences did not try to promote
peace as such, but promoted forgiveness and reconciliation through dialogue and
started with a look at personal lives and motivations. They could be considered a
large-scale training in dialogue or even a crash-course in the right to peace. The
increased capacity of dialogue and habits of cooperation built there among all
levels of society were of tremendous use in solidifying peace and the subsequent
reconstruction of Europe.
Since then, many other exciting things have happened in Caux, not to mention
the fact that three Costa Rican Presidents have visited it. Caux has been the
incubator for change and source of inspiration for many meetings involved in the
process leading to Tunisian Independence, Aboriginal rights in Australia, minority
rights in South Tyrol, healing religious tension in Lebanon, and many peace
initiatives for Burundi as well as countless personal experiences of reconciliation.
It is a place where dialogue can be learnt and cooperation is practiced, and has of
course given birth to many of grass root projects in over 30 different countries.
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Their holistic approach, which touches on each of the standards that the right to
peace is promoting, has produced what could be called a normalization of dialogue
and cooperation. While promoting the right to peace these important ingredients
to peace would be naturally promulgated and strengthened.
What the world needs now, Mr Gude concluded, are not simply more peace
treaties, but a strengthening of the foundations of peace and our capacity to work
for them. This is precisely what the right to peace proposes and what Initiatives
of Change strives for.
next, a classical musical piece known as Shepherd’s Lament by Carl Maria von
Weber was performed by Ms Amaryllis Roper, cello, Mr Olivier Murray, flute and
Mr Michael Wiener, piano.
The commemoration was then closed by the Moderator after having
acknowledged the organizers, the interpreters, the musical performers, the
speakers and the participants.
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29
Participation at the twenty-fifth General Assembly of the
International Association of Peace Messenger Cities
Slovenj Gradec (Republic of Slovenia), 25-26 October 20121

(...) The meeting was attended by some 40 participants, among them
representatives of different City Councils, as follows: new Haven, Morphou, Plonsk,
Wielun, Oswiecim, Mexico City, Abidjan, Kragujevac, Sarajevo and Hiroshima.
Mr Andrej Cas, Mayor of Slovenj Gradec, opened the session by stating that
for several decades, the activities of his town in the fields of peace, culture, and
respect for humanistic values were recognized by the United nations. Its then
Secretary-General, Javier Pérez de Cuéllar, in 1989 awarded them the honorary
title of “peace messenger city”. Slovenj Gradec is the only town in Slovenia
carrying this title, which gives them a special responsibility. (...) He indicated that
peace is not only the absence of war or armed conflict, but also the enhancement of
a full, safe and dignified life for everyone regardless of the social class to which he
or she belongs. He ended his statement by stating that the global crisis has affected
all the people of the world, in one or another way. According to him, the crisis
causes the violation of human rights and therefore, their duties as representatives
of local communities is to ensure those rights to people.
Following this, a message from the Secretary-General of the United nations,
Mr Ban Ki-moon, was read by a pupil from a primary school. In accordance
with the Secretary-General, we are living through a period of profound turmoil,
transition and transformation. Insecurity, inequality and intolerance are spreading.
Global and national institutions are being put to the test. With so much at stake,
the United nations must keep pace across the spectrum of its activities —peace,
development, human rights, the rule of law, the empowerment of the world’s
women and youth. (...) He said that the United nations is a peacekeeper disarming
fighters, a health worker distributing medicine, a relief team aiding refugees, a
human rights expert helping to deliver justice.

1

The report was prepared by David Fernández Puyana, representative in Geneva of the Spanish
Society for International Human Rights Law, the International Observatory of the Human Right
to Peace and the International Association of Peace Messenger Cities. The full text of the report
is available at http://www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Reportslovenia_0.pdf
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Afterwards, Mr Alfred Marder, President of the IAPMC (International
Association of Peace Messenger Cities), highlighted that cities are in trouble,
unable to provide the services for which they are organized. At the same time,
60% of the world’s population now lives in cities and each day more and more
people head for the cities. not only are cities and their citizens facing the economic
crisis caused by the huge military expenditures, but the very nature of war itself
is centered on cities. There are no battlefields; no armies facing armies. Modern
warfare, modern killing machines are aimed at the civilian population —at cities.
It is nuclear bombs —drones— missiles that are aimed at cities. He added that
the core mandate of the IAPMC is for the total abolition of nuclear weapons. (...)
(...) In continuation, H. E. Bozo Cerar, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Republic of Slovenia, stressed that the commemoration of the international
day of peace is a useful platform to reflect about different topics, namely: the
protection of civilian population in armed conflicts, climate change, the combat
against injustice and impunity, the Millenium Development Goals or the Culture
of Peace. He recalled that Slovenia entered into the United nations in 1992. Since
then, Slovenia has focused its priorities on international cooperation, promotion
of democracy, adoption of the Millenium Declaration, prevention of genocide and
elaboration of the concept of responsibility to protect or human security. (...)
(...) Ambassador Sylvester Rowe, former Permanent Representative of Rwanda
to the United nations in new York, informed about the Conference on the Middle
East Zone free of nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction to be held in
Helsinki (Finland) in December 2012. Three permanent members of the Security
Council and the Secretary-General have the mandate to organize the conference.
The establishment of such a zone would eliminate the spectre of a conflagration
with the use of non-conventional weapons in the region. (...)
(...) Afterwards, Mr David Fernández Puyana, representative of the SSIHRL,
IOHRP and the IAPMC in Geneva, used a power point presentation to discuss “the
codification of the human right to peace and civil society”. He explained the origins
of the private (unofficial) codification process which led to the adoption of the
Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, approved on 30 October 2006.
He pointed out that the human right to peace is undoubtedly founded in the
Charter of the United nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
both of which are universally accepted legal documents. (...)
(...) The HR Council adopted on 5 July 2012 resolution 20/15 by a vote of
34 votes in favour, 12 abstentions and one against. The resolution welcomed the
important work being carried out by civil society organizations for the promotion of
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the right to peace and their contribution to the development of this issue. Therefore,
the HR Council established an open-ended working group with the mandate of
progressively negotiating a draft United nations declaration on the right to peace
on the basis of the draft submitted by the AC, and without prejudging relevant past,
present and future views and proposals.
In continuation, Mr Aaron Tovish, Secretary-General of the Mayors for Peace,
stated that in August 1945, atomic bombs instantaneously reduced our cities to
utter ruin and took over 200,000 precious lives. Many of those who managed to
survive have since suffered the devastating aftereffects of radiation, the neverending horror of a nuclear weapon. Even today, the full scope of radiation effects
is unknown, and survivors still live in dread. Hiroshima and nagasaki have
consistently followed the lead of the survivors, who arose from the depths of
despair to warn the world about nuclear weapons. He pointed out that Mayors
for Peace calls on cities around the world to work in solidarity for peace and the
abolition of nuclear weapons. No city can prepare an adequate “first response” to
a nuclear attack. The only way to protect citizens is to make sure the attack never
happens. He explained that Mayors for Peace pursues the “2020 Vision”. It is an
emergency campaign to ban nuclear weapons by 2020. (...)
(...) On 26 October 2012, the City Council of Slovenj Gradec organized a treeplanting ceremony for world peace. Afterwards, the General Assembly of the
IAPMC continued with a presentation made by H. E. Andrej Logar, Permanent
Representative of Slovenia to the United nations in Viena. In his conference the
Ambassador stressed that the Un Security Council needs an urgent reform permitting
that other States be members of this Un body. He also spoke about the important
role of the United Nations in the codification process of international human rights
law. According to him, the main interests of Slovenia are, among other matters, the
promotion of the multilateralism and the establishment of a mechanism to prevent
genocide. He explained that Slovenia was a member of the Security Council and
will present its candidature to the HR Council. (...)
Finally, on 26 October 2012 the General Assembly of the IAPMC debated
on a draft declaration on the human right to peace that was introduced by the
representative of SSIHRL and IOHRP. The Slovenj Gradec Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace was adopted by consensus on the same day.2

2

See full text of the Slovenj Gradec Declaration on the Human Right to Peace infra, Annex XI.

Annexes

Annex I
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
10 December 2010

The International Congress on the Human Right to Peace,
Meeting on 9 and 10 December 2010 in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) on the
occasion of the 2010 Forum or World Social Forum on Peace Education;
Having regard to the declarations, conclusions and recommendations
formulated at the conferences and regional seminars of experts held in Geneva
(Switzerland) —on the occasion of the World Conference of nGOs for the
Reform of International Institutions—, november 2006; Mexico City (Mexico),
December 2006; Bogota (Colombia), Barcelona (Spain) and Addis Ababa
(Ethiopia), March 2007; Caracas (Venezuela) and Santo Domingo (Dominican
Republic), April 2007; Morelia (Mexico), Bogota (Colombia), Oviedo (Spain)
and Santa Fe (USA), new Mexico (USA), May 2007; Washington, D.C. (USA),
nairobi (Kenya) and Geneva (Switzerland), June 2007; Feldkirch (Austria),
August 2007; Geneva (Switzerland), September 2007; Luarca (Spain), September
2007; Madrid (Spain), October 2007; Monterrey (Mexico), november 2007;
Mexico City (Mexico), Geneva (Switzerland), Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
(Spain), Zaragoza (Spain) and navia (Spain), December 2007; new York (USA)
—on the occasion of the fifty-second session of the Un Commission on the Status
of Women—, February 2008; Parliament of Catalonia. Barcelona (Spain), Geneva
(Switzerland), Dakar (Senegal), Madrid (Spain), Valencia (Spain), April 2008;
Rome (Italy) and Gwangju (Republic of Korea), May 2008; Geneva (Switzerland)
and Bilbao (Spain), June 2008; Geneva (Switzerland) and Cartagena (Spain),
July 2008; Paris (France), Toledo (Spain), Geneva (Switzerland), Zaragoza
(Spain) and Montevideo (Uruguay), September 2008; Oviedo (Spain), Alcala
de Henares (Spain), Turin (Italy), new York (USA), Basque Parliament, Vitoria
(Spain), October 2008; La Plata and Buenos Aires (Argentina), Bosco Marengo
(Italy), november 2008; Luxembourg (Luxembourg), Geneva (Switzerland) and
Barcelona (Spain), December 2008; Geneva (Switzerland) and Barcelona (Spain),
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January 2009; Yaounde (Cameroon), February 2009; Geneva (Switzerland) and
new York (USA), March 2009; Johannesburg (South Africa), Seville (Spain),
Madrid (Spain), Santiago de Compostela (Spain) and Bangkok (Thailand),
April 2009); Trevi (Italy), Mexico City (Mexico) and Seville (Spain), May
2009; Geneva (Switzerland), June 2009; Mexico City and Morelia (Mexico),
July 2009; San Sebastian (Spain), August 2009; Geneva (Switzerland) and
Luarca (Spain), September 2009; Caso (Spain) and Cangas de Onis (Spain),
Alcala de Henares (Spain) and Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina), October
2009; Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Spain), University of California, Berkeley
(USA) and University of Geneva (Switzerland), november 2009; Alexandria
(Egypt) and Geneva (Switzerland), December 2009, Havana (Cuba) and Geneva
(Switzerland), January 2010; Geneva (Switzerland) and Bilbao (Spain), February
2010; Geneva (Switzerland) and new York (USA), March 2010); Luarca (Spain)
and Mexico City (Mexico), April 2010; new York (USA), Parliament of Spain,
Madrid (Spain), Bilbao (Spain) and Barcelona (Spain), May 2010; Barcelona
(Spain), Geneva (Switzerland), Kampala (Uganda) and Santiago de Compostela
(Spain), June 2010; Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Spain), July 2010; Geneva
(Switzerland), Buenos Aires (Argentina) and Montevideo (Uruguay), August
2010; Toledo (Spain), Geneva (Switzerland), new York (USA) and Barcelona
(Spain), September 2010; Limassol (Cyprus), Oviedo (Spain), Alcala de Henares
(Spain) and Puerto del Carmen, Lanzarote (Spain), October 2010; Soria (Spain),
Bilbao (Spain), Berriz (Spain) and Caracas (Venezuela), november de 2010;
Highlighting the report on the results of the expert workshop on the right of
peoples to peace Geneva (Switzerland),15-16 December 2009; the resolution 14/3,
of 17 June 2010, by which the Human Rights Council requested the Advisory
Committee to prepare a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace, and
the recommendation 5/2, of 6 August 2010, by which the Advisory Committee
established a drafting group of four members;
Noting also the adhesions to the process of international codification of human
right to peace received from the Parliament of Catalonia, Barcelona (Spain),
26 February 2009; the Asturias Federation of Councils which comprises 78
Municipalities of Asturias, Sariego (Spain), 10 July 2009; the Parliament of the
Principality of Asturias, Oviedo (Spain), 9 October 2009; the Cabildo of Gran
Canaria (Spain), 26 March 2010; the Municipalities of Telde and Santa Lucia, Gran
Canaria, (Spain), April and May 2010; the Argentina Assembly of Ombudspersons,
Buenos Aires (Argentina), 11 August 2010; the International Association of Peace
Messenger Cities, Limassol (Cyprus), 7 October 2010); the Lanzarote Declaration
on the Human Right to Peace, Lanzarote (Spain), 29 October 2010; the Basque
Municipalities gathered in Berriz (Spain), 12 november 2010, and the Central
University of Venezuela, Caracas (Venezuela), 18 november 2010;
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Bearing especially in mind the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace (30 October 2006), the Bilbao Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
(24 February 2010), and the Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace (2 June 2010), adopted by three different drafting committees composed
of independent experts; as well as regional Declarations on the human right to
peace which have been adopted by civil society experts in La Plata, (Argentina),
november 2008; Yaounde (Cameroon), February 2009; Bangkok (Thailand),
April 2009; Johannesburg (South Africa), April 2009; Sarajevo (Bosnia and
Herzegovina), October 2009; Alexandria (Egypt), December 2009; and Havana
(Cuba), January 2010;
1. Agrees, by consensus, to approve the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace, as set out in the Annex to this resolution, with
a view to its adoption by the General Assembly of the United nations
as soon as possible.
2. Calls on all civil society organisations, including nGOs and partner
institutions, to disseminate, expound and publicize widely the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace around the world.
Santiago de Compostela (Spain), 10 December 2010
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Annex
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
Preamble
The General Assembly,
(1) Considering that, in accordance with the Preamble to the Charter of the
United nations and the purposes and principles established therein, peace is a
universal value, the raison d’être of the Organisation and a prerequisite for and a
consequence of the enjoyment of human rights by all;
(2) Considering that the uniform, non-selective and adequate application of
international law is essential to the attainment of peace; and recalling that Article
1 of the Un Charter identifies as the fundamental purpose of the Organization the
maintenance of international peace and security, which should be achieved inter
alia through the economic and social development of peoples and the respect of
human rights and fundamental freedoms without any kind of discrimination;
(3) Recognizing the positive dimension of peace which goes beyond the
strict absence of armed conflict and is linked to the elimination of all types of
violence, whether direct, political, structural, economical or cultural in both
public and private sectors, which in turn requires the economic, social and cultural
development of peoples as a condition for satisfying the needs of the human
being, and the effective respect of all human rights and the inherent dignity of all
members of the human family;
(4) Considering that peace is inseparable from the diversity of life and cultures
where identity is the base of life; and thus affirming that the foremost among
rights is the right to life, from which other rights and freedoms flow, especially the
right of all persons to live in peace;
(5) Recalling further that Article 2 of the Un Charter stipulates that all
Member States shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such
a manner that international peace and security and justice are not endangered; and
further that the Member States shall refrain in their international relations from
the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence
of any State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes and principles
contained in the Un Charter;
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(6) Considering that the United nations system in its entirety shares this
vision, since “lasting peace can be established only if it is based on social justice”
(Constitution of the International Labour Organisation, ILO); it aims to the
improvement of the levels of life and nutrition of all peoples, as well as to the
eradication of hunger (Constitution of the Food and Agriculture Organization,
FAO); and it states that “the health of all peoples is fundamental to the attainment
of peace and security” (Constitution of the World Health Organization, WHO);
(7) Conscious of the vulnerability and dependence of every human being, and
of the fact that certain circumstances render given groups and persons especially
vulnerable; and aware of the need and the right of all persons to live in peace
and to have established a national and international social order in which peace
has absolute priority, so that the rights and freedoms proclaimed in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights can be fully realised;
(8) Considering that education is indispensable for the establishment of a
universal culture of peace and that, pursuant to the Preamble to the Constitution of
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UnESCO),
“since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences
of peace must be constructed”; and taking into account the Seville Statement on
Violence adopted by the General Conference of UnESCO on 16 november;
(9) Recalling the prohibition of war propaganda and the prohibition of
incitement to hate and violence contained in Article 20 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which shall be compatible with the full
respect for freedom of expression;
(10) Taking account of the principles and norms enshrined in international
human rights law, international labour law, international humanitarian law,
international criminal law and international refugee law; and considering that
according to these principles and norms human rights are inalienable, universal,
indivisible and inter-dependent, and that they reaffirm the dignity and the value of
the human person, especially children and young people, as well as the equality in
rights of women and men;
(11) Recalling further the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly, inter alia
resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1970 on friendly relations and cooperation among
States; resolution 3314 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974 on the definition of aggression;
resolution 3348 (XXIX) of 17 December 1974, in which the Assembly endorsed the
“Universal Declaration on the Eradication of Hunger and Malnutrition”; resolution
3384 (XXX) of 10 November 1975, entitled “Declaration on the use of scientific
and technological progress in the interests of peace and for the benefit of mankind”;
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Resolution 33/73 of 15 December 1978, entitled “Declaration on the preparation of
societies for life in peace”; resolution 39/11 of 12 november 1984 entitled “Declaration
of the right of peoples to peace”; resolution 53/243 A of 13 September 1999 entitled
“Declaration and Programme of Action on a Culture of Peace”; resolution 55/2 of
5 September 2000 entitled “United Nations Millennium Declaration”, reaffirmed by
resolution 60/1 of 15 September 2005, entitled “2005 World Summit Outcome”; and
resolution 55/282 of 7 September 2001, by virtue of which the 21 of September of each
year shall be observed as International Day of Peace;
(12) Concerned about the constant and progressive degradation of the environment
and about the need and obligation to ensure to present and future generations a life in
peace and in harmony with nature, ensuring their right to human security and the right
to live in a safe and healthy environment; and recalling, among other instruments, the
Stockholm Declaration of 16 June 1972, adopted by the United nations Conference
on the Human Environment; the World Charter for nature contained in Un General
Assembly Resolution 37/7 of 28 October 1982; the Convention on Biodiversity of
5 June 1992; the United nations Framework Convention on Climate Change of
9 May 1992 and the Kyoto Protocol of 11 December 1997; the Rio Declaration on the
Environment and Development of 14 June 1992; the United nations Convention of
14 October 1994 to Combat Desertification in those Countries Experiencing Serious
Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in Africa; the Convention of Aarhus of
25 June 1998 on access to information, public participation in decision-making and
access to justice in environmental matters; and the Johannesburg Declaration on
Sustainable Development of 4 September 2002;
(13) Observing that the commitment to peace is a general principle of
international law, in accordance with Article 38.1.c) of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice, as it was recognized by the International Expert
Consultation on the Human Right to Peace representing 117 States, held in Paris,
in March 1998;
(14) Recalling the Istanbul Declaration adopted by resolution XIX (1969) of
the XXI International Red Cross Conference, which states that human beings have
the right to enjoy lasting peace; resolution 5/XXXII (1976) of the former Un
Commission on Human Rights, which affirms that everyone has the right to live in
conditions of peace and international security; and resolutions 8/9 (18 June 2008)
and 11/4 (17 June 2009) of the Un Human Rights Council entitled “promotion of
the right of peoples to peace”;
(15) Recalling the commitments undertaken by African States pursuant to the
Constitutive Act of the African Union, the African Charter of Human and Peoples
Rights, the Protocol to the African Charter concerning the Rights of Women in
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Africa; the commitments undertaken by States in the inter-American framework
by virtue of the Charter of the Organization of American States, the American
Convention on Human Rights and the Protocol of San Salvador, the Treaty of
Institutionalization of the Latin American Parliament and, in the Ibero American
context, the Ibero American Convention on Young People’s Rights; the Asian
instruments concerning peace, including the Declaration of Bangkok, the Charter
of the Association of Southeast Asian nations and the Asian Charter on Human
Rights, as well as the terms of reference of the Intergovernmental Commission of
Human Rights of the Association of Southeast Asian nations; the commitment of
Arab States in favour of peace, expressed in the Charter of the League of Arab States
and the Arab Charter of Human Rights; the commitment of Islamic States in favour
of peace, expressed in the Charter of the Organization of the Islamic Conference; as
well as the commitments undertaken in the framework of the Council of Europe by
virtue of its Statute, the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms, the European Social Charter, and other European
conventions; and the European Union’s Charter of Fundamental Rights;
(16) Concerned over the manufacture of weapons, the arms race and the
excessive and uncontrolled traffic of all kinds of arms, jeopardising international
peace and security; over the failure of States to observe the obligations laid down
in the relevant treaties in the field of disarmament, and, in particular, the Treaty
on the non Proliferation of nuclear Weapons; which constitutes an obstacle to the
realisation of the right to development;
(17) Considering that the international community requires the codification
and progressive development of the human right to peace, as an autonomous right
with universal vocation and intergenerational character;
(18) Concerned by gross and systematic violations committed in peace times,
and considering that the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court shall define such violations as crimes against the
human right to peace;
(19) Acknowledging the contribution of women to peace processes and
emphasizing the importance of their participation at all levels of decision-making, as
have been recognized by the United nations General Assembly in its resolutions 3519
of 1975 and 3763 of 1982, and by the Security Council in its resolutions 1325 (2000),
1820 (2008), 1888 and 1889 (2009); as well as emphasising the full and effective
implementation of the resolution 1325 on women and peace and security;
(20) Further affirming that the achievement of peace is the shared responsibility
of women and men, peoples and States, intergovernmental organizations, civil
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society, corporations and other social actors and, more generally, of the entire
international community;
(21) Considering that the promotion of a culture of peace, the world-wide
redistribution of resources and the achievement of social justice must contribute
to the establishment of more just global economic relations which will facilitate
the fulfilment of the purposes of this Declaration, by eliminating the inequalities,
exclusion and poverty, because they generate structural violence which is
incompatible with peace at both national and international levels;
(22) Affirming that peace must be based on justice, and that therefore all victims
have a right to recognition of their status as victims without discrimination,
to justice, to truth and to an effective reparation, as provided for in General
Assembly resolution 60/147 of 16 December 2005, which proclaims the Basic
Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims
of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law, thereby contributing to reconciliation and the
establishment of lasting peace;
(23) Conscious that impunity is incompatible with peace and justice; and
considering that every military or security institution must be fully subordinated
to the rule of law and must be bound by the obligations arising under international
law, to the observance of human rights and of international humanitarian law, and
to the attainment of peace; and that, therefore, military discipline and the carrying
out of orders from superiors must be subordinated to the achievement of those
objectives;
(24) Concerned by the impunity and the increasing activities of mercenaries
and private military and security companies; the outsourcing to the private sector
of inherently security State functions and by the growing privatization of war;
(25) Affirming that peace implies the right of all persons to live in and to remain
in their respective countries; conscious that mass exoduses and migratory flows
are frequently involuntary and respond to dangers, threats and breaches of peace;
and convinced that in order to assure the right to human security and the right of
every person to emigrate and settle peacefully in the territory of another State, the
international community should establish an international migration regime as a
matter of urgency;
(26) Persuaded too that peace has been and continues to be a constant aspiration
of all civilizations through all history of mankind, and that therefore all human
beings should join their efforts toward the effective realization of peace;
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(27) Paying tribute to all peace movements and ideas that have marked over
the history of humankind, which have recently crystallized in major contribution
including the Hague Agenda for Peace and Justice for the Twenty-first Century
which emerged from the Hague Appeal for Peace Conference, 1999;1 the Earth
Charter adopted at The Hague on 29 June 2000; and the Universal Declaration of
the Rights of Mother Earth, adopted in Cochabamba (Bolivia) on 22 April 2010,
in the framework of the World People’s Conference on Climate Change and the
Rights of Mother Earth;
(28) Affirming that the human right to peace cannot be achieved without the
realization of the equality of rights and respect for gender based differences; without
respect for different cultural values and religious beliefs that are compatible with
the universally recognized human rights; and without the elimination of racism,
racial discrimination, xenophobia and other forms of related intolerance;
(29) Convinced that it is urgent and necessary that all States recognize peace
as a human right and that they ensure its enjoyment by all persons under their
jurisdiction, without any distinction, independently of race, descent, national,
ethnic or social origin, colour, gender, sexual orientation, age, language, religion
or belief, political or other opinion, economic situation, heritage, diverse physical
or mental functionality, civil status, birth or any other condition;
Proclaims the following Declaration:

1

Doc. A/54/98, of 20 May 1999, Annex.
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Part I
Elements of the human right to peace
Section A. Rights
artiCle 1

right holders and duty-holders
1. Individuals, groups, peoples and all humankind have the inalienable right to a
just, sustainable and lasting peace. By virtue of that right, they are holders of
the rights and freedoms proclaimed in this Declaration.
2. States, individually, jointly or as part of multilateral organisations, are
the principal duty-holders of the human right to peace. This right shall be
implemented without any distinction or discrimination for reasons of race,
descent, national, ethnic or social origin, colour, gender, sexual orientation,
age, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, economic situation
or heritage, diverse physical or mental functionality, civil status, birth or any
other condition.
3. All individuals and peoples subjected to aggression, genocide, racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and other related forms of intolerance, as well
as apartheid, colonialism and neo-colonialism, deserve special attention as
victims of violations of the human right to peace.
artiCle 2
right to eduCation on and For PeaCe and all other human rights
1. Education and socialization for peace is a condition sine qua non for unlearning
war and building identities disentangled from violence.
2. Individuals have the right to receive, under conditions of equal treatment, an
education on and for peace and all other human rights. Such education should
be the basis of every educational system; generate social processes based on
trust, solidarity and mutual respect; incorporate a gender perspective; facilitate
the peaceful settlement of conflicts; and lead to a new way of approaching
human relationships within the framework of a culture of peace.
3. Individuals have a right to demand and to obtain the competences needed to
participate in the creative and non-violent transformation or prevention and
resolution of conflicts throughout their life. These competencies should be
accessible through formal and informal education.
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artiCle 3
right to human seCurity and to live in a saFe and healthy environment
1. Individuals have the right to human security, including freedom from fear and
from want, both being elements of positive peace.
2. All peoples and individuals have the right to live in a private and public
environment that is safe and healthy, and to be protected against any act or
threat of physical or psychological violence, whether originating from State or
non-State actors.
3. All peoples and individuals have the right to demand from their governments
the effective observance of the collective security’s system established in the
Un Charter, in particular its principle of peaceful settlement of disputes, with
full respect of the norms of international law, international human rights law
and international humanitarian law.
4. Freedom from want implies the enjoyment of the right to sustainable
development and of economic, social and cultural rights, in particular:
a. The right to food, drinking water, sanitation, health, clothing, housing,
education and culture;
b. The right to work and to enjoy fair conditions of employment and trade
union association; the right to equal remuneration among persons who
perform the same occupation or function; the right to access to social
services on equal terms; and the right to leisure.
artiCle 4
right to develoPment and to a sustainable environment
1. The realization of the human right to peace and the eradication of structural
violence requires that all individuals and peoples enjoy the inalienable right to
participate in economic, social, cultural and political development in which all
human rights and fundamental freedoms may be fully exercised, as well as to
contribute to, and enjoy that development.
2. All peoples and individuals have the right to the elimination of obstacles
to the realization of the right to development, such as servicing of unjust or
unsustainable foreign debt burden and its conditionalities, or the maintenance
of an unfair international economic order, because they generate poverty and
social exclusion.
3. All peoples and individuals have the right to live in a sustainable and safe
environment as a foundation for peace and for the survival of mankind.
4. The use of weapons that damage the environment, in particular radioactive
weapons and weapons of mass destruction, is contrary to international
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humanitarian law, the right to the environment and the human right to peace.
Such weapons must be urgently prohibited, and States that utilize them have
the obligation to restore the previous condition of the environment by repairing
all damage caused.
artiCle 5
right to Civil disobedienCe and to ConsCientious objeCtion
1. All peoples and individuals have the right not to be regarded as enemies by
any State.
2. Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to civil
disobedience and to conscientious objection against activities that entail a
threat against peace.
3. Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to obtain
conscientious objection status towards their military obligations.
4. Members of any military or security institution have the right not to participate
in wars of aggression, international military operations not authorised by the
United nations, or other armed operations, whether international or internal,
which violate the principles and norms of international human rights law or
international humanitarian law. Furthermore, they have the right to disobey
orders that are manifestly contrary to the above-mentioned principles and
norms. In addition, they have the obligation to disobey orders to commit or
participate in genocide, crimes against humanity or war crimes. The duty to
obey military superior orders does not exempt from the observance of these
obligations, and disobedience of such orders shall not in any case constitute
a military offence.
5. Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right not to
participate in, and to publicly denounce scientific research for the manufacture
or development of arms of any kind.
6. Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to object
to participate in a working or professional capacity, and to oppose taxation
for military expenditures connected with military operations in support of
armed conflicts that violate international human rights law or international
humanitarian law. States shall provide acceptable alternatives to tax payers
who object to the use of their tax money for military purposes.
7. Individuals, individually or as members of a group, have the right to
be protected in the effective exercise of their right to disobedience and
conscientious objection.
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artiCle 6
right to resist and oPPose oPPression
1. All peoples and individuals have the right to resist and oppose all regimes that
commit international crimes or other grave, massive or systematic violations
of human rights, including the right of peoples to self-determination, in
accordance with international law.
2. All peoples and individuals have the right to oppose war; war crimes, genocide,
aggression, apartheid and other crimes against humanity; violations of other
universally recognized human rights; any propaganda in favour of war or
incitement to violence; and violations of the human right to peace, as defined in
this Declaration. The glorification of violence and its justification as necessary
to build the future and enable progress shall be prohibited by law.
artiCle 7

right to disarmament
1. All peoples and individuals have the right to demand from all States that they
proceed in a joint and coordinated manner and within a reasonable period of
time to general and complete disarmament, under comprehensive and effective
international supervision. In particular, States shall urgently eliminate all
weapons of mass destruction or of indiscriminate effect, including nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons. In addition, States shall adopt effective and
coordinated measures in order to progressively phase out their armies and
foreign military bases.
2. All peoples and individuals have the right to have the resources freed by
disarmament allocated to the economic, social and cultural development of
peoples and to the fair redistribution of natural wealth, responding especially to
the needs of the poorest countries and of the groups in situations of vulnerability,
aiming to put an end to inequalities, social exclusion and extreme poverty.
3. States shall prohibit and refrain from outsourcing inherently state military and
security functions to private contractors.
artiCle 8
Freedom oF thought, oPinion, exPression, ConsCienCe and religion
1. All peoples and individuals have the right to access and to receive information
from diverse sources without censorship, in accordance with international
human rights law, in order to be protected from manipulation in favour of
warlike or aggressive objectives.
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2. All peoples and individuals have the right to denounce any event that threatens
or violates the human right to peace, and to freely participate in peaceful
political, social and cultural activities or initiatives for the defence and
promotion of the human right to peace, without interference by governments
or by the private sector.
3. All peoples and individuals have the right to be protected against any form
of cultural violence. To this end, persons should fully enjoy their freedom of
thought, conscience, expression and religion, in conformity with international
human rights law.
artiCle 9

right to reFugee status
1. All individuals have the right to seek and to enjoy refugee status without
discrimination, in the following circumstances:
a. If the person suffers persecution for engaging in activities in favour of
peace and other human rights, or for claiming the right to conscientious
objection against war or military service;
b. If the person has a well-founded fear of persecution by State or non-State
agents, on grounds of race, sex, religion, nationality, sexual orientation,
membership in a particular social group or political opinions, family
status, or any other condition;
c. If the person flees his/her country or place of origin or residence because
his/her life, security or liberty has been threatened by generalized
violence, foreign aggression, internal conflicts, massive violation of
human rights or other circumstances that gravely perturb public order.
2. Refugee status should include, inter alia, the right to voluntary return to one’s
country or place of origin or residence in dignity and with all due guarantees,
once the causes of persecution have been removed and, in case of armed
conflict, it has ended.
artiCle 10

right to emigrate and to PartiCiPate
1. All individuals have the right of freedom of movement and to emigrate if
their right to human security or to live in a safe and healthy environment, as
stipulated in Article 3 of this Declaration, is seriously threatened.
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2. In order to promote social inclusion and prevent structural violence ensuing
from discrimination in the enjoyment of human rights, migrants have the right
to participate, individually or collectively, in the public affairs of the country in
which they have their residence, and to benefit from specific mechanisms and
institutions that facilitate such participation, in accordance with international
human rights law.
artiCle 11
rights oF all viCtims oF human rights violations
1. All victims of human rights violations have the right, without discrimination,
to recognition of their status as such and to an effective remedy to protect them
against violations of human rights, particularly of the human right to peace.
2. All individuals have an inalienable right, not subject to statutory limitations,
to obtain justice in respect of gross violations of human rights, including the
investigation and determination of the facts, as well as the identification and
punishment of those responsible.
3. The victims of human rights violations, the members of their families and
society in general have the right to know the truth, not subject to statutory
limitations.
4. Every victim of a human rights violation has the right, in accordance with
international human rights law, to the restoration of the violated rights; to
obtain effective and complete redress, including the right to rehabilitation and
compensation; measures of symbolic redress or reparation as well as guarantees
that the violation will not be repeated. Such redress shall not preclude recourse
to popular courts or tribunals of conscience and to institutions, methods,
traditions or local customs of peaceful settlement of disputes, which may be
acceptable to the victim as adequate reparation.
artiCle 12

grouPs in situations oF vulnerability
1. All individuals share the same human dignity and have an equal right to
protection. Nevertheless, there are certain groups in situations of specific
vulnerability who deserve special protection. Among them are women
in particular situations, children, victims of enforced or involuntary
disappearances, persons with diverse physical or mental functionality,
elderly persons, displaced persons, migrants, minorities, refugees and
indigenous peoples.
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2. States shall ensure that the specific effects of the different forms of violence
on the enjoyment of the rights of persons belonging to groups in situations
of vulnerability are assessed. States also have the obligation to ensure that
remedial measures are taken, including the recognition of the right of persons
belonging to groups in situations of vulnerability to participate in the adoption
of such measures.
3. States, international organizations, in particular the United nations, and civil
society shall facilitate the specific contribution of women to the prevention,
management and peaceful settlement of disputes, and promote their
contribution to building, consolidating and maintaining peace after conflicts.
To this end, the increased representation of women shall be promoted at all
levels of decision-making in national, regional and international institutions
and mechanisms in these areas.
4. All persons deprived of their liberty have the right to be treated humanely and
to save conditions of living, under judicial supervision. They should always
be considered as right-holders. Detention of children should be imposed
exclusively as a last resort and be limited to exceptional cases. Detention of
persons awaiting trial should be limited to necessary cases and for a reasonable
period of time.2
5. The enforced or involuntary disappearance of individuals constitutes a crime
against humanity. Their victims have the rights to the recognition of their
detention, to regain their freedom and to obtain complete, effective, fair and
adequate reparation.
6. Indigenous peoples have all the rights guaranteed to them by international
human rights law, particularly the right to live on their lands, to enjoy their
natural resources and to the effective protection of their cultural heritage.
Section B. Obligations
artiCle 13

obligations For the realization oF the human right to PeaCe
1. The effective and practical realization of the human right to peace necessarily
entails duties and obligations for States, international organizations, civil
society, peoples, individuals, corporations, the media and other actors in
society and, in general, the entire international community.

2

As amended on 23 February 2012 by the Un Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture and Other
Cruel Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (SPT).
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2. The fundamental responsibility for preserving peace and protecting the human
right to peace lies with the States and also with the United nations as the most
universal body which harmonizes the concerted efforts of the nations to realise
the purposes and principles proclaimed in the Un Charter.
3. States shall take all the necessary measures for ensuring development and
protection of the environment, including disaster preparedness strategies, as
their absence poses a threat to peace. States have the obligation to cooperate
in all necessary fields in order to achieve the realization of the human right to
peace, in particular by implementing their existing commitments to promote
and provide increased resources to international cooperation for development.
4. States are also required to adopt measures to build and consolidate peace and
have the responsibility to protect humankind from the scourge of war. This,
however, shall not be interpreted to imply for any State any entitlement to
intervene in the territory of other States.
5. Effectiveness of the United nations should be further enhanced in its dual
functions of preventing violations and protecting human rights and human
dignity, including the human right to peace. In particular, it is for the General
Assembly, the Security Council, the Human Rights Council and other competent
bodies to take effective measures to protect human rights from violations which
may constitute a danger or threat to international peace and security.
6. The United nations system must engage in a thorough and effective manner,
through the United nations Peace-building Commission, in cooperation with
other entities of the United nations and relevant regional and sub-regional
organisations, in the elaboration of integrated strategies for peace and for the
reconstruction of affected countries following the end of armed conflicts. Such
strategies must ensure stable sources of financing and effective coordination
within the United nations system. In this context, the effective implementation
of the Programme of Action on a Culture of Peace is underscored.
7. Any military action outside the framework of the Un Charter is unacceptable,
constitutes a most grave violation of the principles and purposes of the Un
Charter, and is contrary to the human right to peace. The so-called preventive
war constitutes a crime against peace.
8. In order to better guarantee the human right to peace, the composition and
procedures of the Security Council shall be reviewed so as to reflect and better
ensure the representation of today’s international community. The methods
of work of the Security Council must be transparent and allow a meaningful
participation in its debates by civil society and other actors.
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Part II
Implementation of the Declaration
artiCle 14
establishment oF the Working grouP on the human right to PeaCe
1. A Working Group on the Human Right to Peace (hereinafter called the Working
Group) will be established. It will be composed of ten members who will have
the duties set forth in Article 15.
2. The Working Group will be composed of experts from the Member States of
the United nations who will carry out their duties with complete independence
and in a personal capacity.
3. The following criteria shall be taken into account for their election:
a. The experts shall be of high moral standing, impartiality and integrity,
and show evidence of long and sufficient experience in any of the
spheres stated in Part I of this Declaration;
b. Equitable geographical distribution and representation of the different
forms of civilization and of the main legal systems of the world;
c. There shall be a balanced gender representation; and
d. There may not be two experts nationals from the same State.
4. The members of the Working Group will be chosen by secret ballot at a session
of the United nations General Assembly from a list of candidates proposed
by the Member States and by civil society organisations. The ten candidates
who obtain the highest number of votes and a two thirds majority of the States
present and voting will be elected. The initial election will take place at the
latest three months after the date of adoption of this Declaration.
5. The experts will be elected for four years and may be re-elected only once.
6. Half of the Working Group will be renewed every two years.
artiCle 15
FunCtions oF the Working grouP
1. The main function of the Working Group is to promote the observance and
implementation of this Declaration. In the exercise of its mandate the Working
Group shall have the following competences:
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a. To promote worldwide observance and awareness of the human right
to peace, acting with discretion, objectivity and independence and
adopting an integrated approach which takes account of the universality,
interdependence and indivisibility of human rights and the overriding
need to achieve international social justice;
b. To gather, assemble and respond effectively to any relevant information
from States, international organizations and their organs, civil society
organizations, national human rights institutions, concerned individuals
and any other reliable source;
c. To carry out in loco investigations concerning violations of the human
right to peace and to report to the pertinent bodies;
d. To address, when it considers it appropriate, recommendations, appeals
and urgent actions to the Un Member States, asking them to adopt
appropriate measures for the effective realization of the human right
to peace, in accordance with Part I of this Declaration. The States shall
give due consideration to those recommendations and appeals;
e. To draw up, on its own initiative or at the request of the General Assembly,
the Security Council or the Human Rights Council, the reports it deems
necessary in the event of an imminent threat to or serious violation of the
human right to peace, as defined in Part I of this Declaration;
f. To present an annual report of its activities to the General Assembly,
the Security Council and the Human Rights Council, in which it will
include the conclusions and recommendations it may be considered
necessary to the effective promotion and protection of the human right
to peace, paying special attention to situations linked to armed conflicts;
g. To prepare for the attention of the General Assembly a draft international
convention on the human right to peace with a mechanism for monitoring
inter alia States compliance with its full and effective implementation.
The future conventional mechanism and the Working Group shall
coordinate their mandates to avoid duplicating their activities;
h. To contribute to the elaboration of definitions and norms concerning the
crime of aggression and the limits of legitimate self-defence;
i. To submit to the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court or
other competent international criminal tribunals, reliable information
about any situation in which it would appear that crimes which fall
within the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court or of another
international criminal tribunal, have been committed;
j. To approve by a majority of its members the working methods for the
regular functioning of the Working Group, which shall include inter alia
rules on the appointment of its Bureau, as well as the procedure for the
adoption of decisions and recommendations.
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2. The Working Group shall have its seat in new York and hold three ordinary sessions
per year, as well as any extraordinary sessions to be determined in accordance
with its working methods. The Working Group shall have a permanent Secretariat
which will be provided by the Un Secretary-General. The expenditures of the
Working Group, including those associated with in loco investigations, shall be
financed as part of the regular budget of the United Nations.
Final provisions
1. no provision of this Declaration may be interpreted as meaning that it confers on
any State, group or individual any right to undertake or develop any activity, or
carry out any act contrary to the purposes and principles of the United nations,
or likely to negate or violate any of the provisions of this Declaration, as well
as in international human rights law, international labour law, international
humanitarian law, international criminal law and international refugee law.
2. The provisions of this Declaration shall apply without prejudice to any other
provision more propitious to the effective realization of the human right to
peace formulated in accordance with the domestic legislation of States or
stemming from applicable international law.
3. All States must implement in good faith the provisions of this Declaration
by adopting relevant legislative, judicial, administrative, educational or other
measures necessary to promote its effective realization.

Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko Santiagoko Adierazpena
Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko Nazioarteko Biltzarra,
Bildu da 2010eko abenduaren 9ean eta 10ean Santiago Konpostelakoan
(Espainia), han egin baita 2010eko Munduko Foroa (Bakerako Hezkuntzari
buruzko Munduko Foro Soziala).
Aintzat hartu ditugu adituek munduko hainbat hiri, biltzar eta bileratan
ateratako ondorioak eta emandako gomendioak: Geneva (nazioarteko Erakundeak
Erreformatzeko GKE-en Munduko Biltzarra, 2006ko azaroa); Bogota (Kolonbia),
Bartzelona (Espainia) eta Addis Abeba (Etiopia), 2007ko martxoa); Caracas
(Venezuela) eta Santo Domingo (Dominikar Errepublika), 2007ko apirila; Morelia
(Mexiko), Bogota (Kolonia), Oviedo (Espainia) eta Santa Fe (Mexiko Berria,
AEB), 2007ko maiatza; Washington (AEB), nairobi (Kenya) eta Geneva (Suitza),
2007ko ekaina; Feldkirch (Austria), 2007ko abuztua); Geneva (Suitza), 2007ko
irailaren 11, 12 eta 21a, Luarca (Espainia), 2007ko irailaren 28a; Madril (Espainia),
2007ko urriaren 23a; Monterrey (Mexiko), 2007ko azaroaren 1a; Mexiko Hiria
(Mexiko), Geneva (Suitza), Las Palmas Kanaria Handikoa (Espainia), Zaragoza
eta navia (Espainia), 2007ko abendua; Emakumearen Egoera Juridikoari eta
Sozialari buruz nBEren Batzordeak new Yorken (AEB) egindako saioak, 2008ko
otsaila; Kataluniako Legebiltzarra (Bartzelona, Espainia), Geneva (Suitza),
Dakar (Senegal), Madril (Espainia), Valentzia (Espainia), 2008ko apirila; Erroma
(Italia) eta Gwangju (Koreako Errepublika), 2008ko maiatza; Geneva (Suitza)
eta Bilbo (Espainia), 2008ko ekaina; Geneva (Suitza) eta Cartagena (Espainia),
2008ko uztaila; Paris (Frantzia), Toledo (Espainia), Geneva (Suitza), Zaragoza
(Espainia) eta Montevideo (Uruguay), 2008ko iraila; Oviedo (Espainia), Alcalá
(Espainia), Turin (Italia), new York (AEB) eta Eusko Legebiltzarra (Gasteiz,
Espainia), 2008ko urria; La Plata eta Buenos Aires (Argentina); bai eta honako
hauek ere: Bosco Marengo (Italia), 2008ko azaroa; Luxenburgo, Geneva (Suitza)
eta Bartzelona (Espainia), 2008ko abendua; Geneva (Suitza) eta Bartzelona
(Espainia), 2009ko urtarrila; Jaunde (Kamerun), 2009ko otsaila; Geneva (Suitza)
eta new York (AEB), 2009ko martxoa; Johannesburg (Hegoafrika), Sevilla
(Espainia), Madril (Espainia), Santiago Konpostelakoa (Espainia) eta Bangkok
(Tailandia), 2009ko apirila; Trevi (Italia), Mexiko Hiria eta Sevilla (Espainia),
2009ko maiatza; Geneva (2009ko ekaina); Mexiko Hiria eta Morelia, 2009ko
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uztaila; Donostia, 2009ko abuztua; Geneva eta Luarca (Espainia), 2009ko iraila;
Caso (Espainia), Cangas de Onís (Espainia), Alcalá de Henares (Espainia) eta
Sarajevo (Bosnia Herzegovina), 2009ko urria; Las Palmas Kanaria Handikoa
(Espainia), Berkeleyko (AEB) eta Genevako (Suitza) Unibertsitateak (2009ko
azaroa); Alexandria (Egipto) eta Geneva (Suitza), 2009ko abendua; La Habana
(Kuba) eta Geneva (Suitza), 2010eko urtarrila; Geneva (Suitza) eta Bilbo
(Espainia), 2010eko otsaila; Geneva (Suitza) eta new York (AEB), 2010eko
martxoa; Luarca (Espainia), Mexiko Hiria (Mexiko) eta Telde (Espainia),
2010eko apirila; new York (AEB), Diputatuen Kongresua Madrilen (Espainia),
Bilbo (Espainia) eta Bartzelona (Espainia), 2010eko maiatza; Bartzelona
(Espainia), Geneva (Suitza), Kampala (Uganda) eta Santiago Konpostelakoa
(Espainia), 2010eko ekaina; Las Palmas Kanaria Handikoa (Espainia), 2010eko
uztaila; Geneva (Suitza), Buenos Aires (Argentina) eta Montevideo (Uruguay),
2010eko abuztua; Toledo (Espainia), Geneva (Suitza), new York (AEB) eta
Bartzelona (Espainia), 2010eko iraila; Limassol (Zipre), Oviedo (Espainia),
Alcalá de Henares (Madril) eta Puerto del Carmen, Lanzarote (Espainia),
2010eko urria); Soria (Espainia), Bilbo (Espainia), Berriz (Espainia) eta Caracas
(Venezuela), 2010eko azaroa;
Nabarmendu dugu herrien bakerako eskubideari buruzko adituek egindako
mintegiko emaitzen txostena (Geneva, 2009ko abenduaren 15a eta 16a); 2010eko
ekainaren 17ko 14/3 ebazpena, zeinaren bidez Giza Eskubideen Kontseiluak
Batzorde Aholku Emaileari eskatu baitzion prestatzeko herrien bakerako
eskubideari buruzko jakinarazpen-proiektu bat; eta Batzorde Aholku Emailearen
5/2 gomendioa, 2010eko abuztuaren 6koa, zeinaren bidez idazketa-talde bat
antolatu baitzuen, lau kidek osatua.
Orobat nabarmendu ditugu bakerako giza eskubidea mundu osoan kodetzeko
prozesuaren aldeko atxikimenduak: Kataluniako Parlamentua (Bartzelona,
Espainia), 2009ko otsailaren 26a; Asturiasko Udalen Federazioa, zeinak Asturiasko
Printzerriko 78 udalerri hartzen baititu barnean (Sariego, Espainia, 2009ko
uztailaren 10); Asturiasko Printzerriko Batzorde nagusia (Oviedo, Espainia),
2009ko urriaren 9a; Kanaria Handiko Kabildoa (Las Palmas Kanaria Handikoa),
2010eko martxoaren 26a; Telde eta Santa Lucíako udalak (Las Palmas Kanaria
Handikoa), 2010eko apirila eta maiatza; Argentinar Errepublikako Arartekoen
Batzarra, 2010eko abuztuaren 11; Hiri Bake Mezularien nazioarteko Elkartea
(Limassol, Zipre), 2010eko urriaren 7a; Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko
Lanzaroteko Jakinarazpena (Puerto del Carmen, Lanzarote, Espainia), 2010eko
urriaren 29a; Berrizen bildutako euskal udalak (Berriz, Espainia), 2010eko
azaroaren 12a); eta Venezuelako Unibertsitate Zentrala (Caracas, Venezuela),
2010eko azaroaren 18a.
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Bereziki kontuan izan dugu Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko Luarcako
Adierazpena, 2006ko urriaren 30ekoa; Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko
Bilboko Adierazpena, 2010eko otsailaren 24koa; eta Bakerako Giza Eskubideari
buruzko Bartzelonako Adierazpena, 2010eko ekainaren 2koa, hirurak aditu
independenteek osaturiko hiru idazketa-batzordek onartuak. Eta, orobat, oso
aintzat izan ditugu hainbat hiritan nazioarteko gizarte zibileko pertsona adituek
bakerako giza eskubideari buruz onartutako tokiko adierazpenak: La Plata
(Argentina), 2008ko azaroa; Jaunde (Kamerun), 2009ko otsaila; Bangkok
(Thailandia, 2009ko apirila; Johannesburg (Hego Afrika, 2009ko apirila; Sarajevo
(Bosnia-Herzegovina, 2009ko urria; Alexandria (Egipto, 2009ko abendua; eta La
Habana (Kuba), 2010eko urtarrila.
1. Erabaki du, aho batez, onartzea —lehen adierazitako lekuan eta nazio
Batuen Batzar nagusiak laster bere egingo duelakoan— Bakerako Giza
Eskubideari buruzko Santiagoko Adierazpena, zeinaren testua ebazpen
honen eranskinean baitago;
2. Eskatzen dien gizarte zibileko erakunde guztiei —GKE-ei eta haiei
loturiko erakundeei ere barne— mundu osoan zabaltzea, azaltzea
eta ezagutaraztea Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko Santiagoko
Adierazpena.
Santiago Konpostelakoa (Espainia), 2010eko abenduaren 10a
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Eranskina
Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko Santiagoko Adierazpena
Atarikoa
Batzar Nagusiak,
(1) Aintzat harturik, nazio Batuen Gutunaren Sarrerari eta gutun horretan
zehaztutako helburu eta printzipioei jarraituz, bakea balio unibertsala dela eta
Erakundearen izateko arrazoia, baita guztiok giza eskubideak izateko aurretiazko
baldintza eta ondorioa ere;
(2) Aintzat harturik nazioarteko zuzenbidea modu egokian, berdinean eta
ez selektiboan aplikatzea ezinbestekoa dela bakea lortzeko; eta gogoan izanik
nazio Batuen Gutuneko 1. artikuluak nazioarteko bakeari eta segurtasunari
eustea identifikatzen duela helburu nagusitzat, besteak beste, herrialdeen garapen
ekonomiko eta sozialaren bidez eta giza eskubide eta askatasun oinarrizkoak
errespetatuz, inolako bazterketarik gabe;
(3) Onarturik gatazka armaturik ez izatea baino harago doala bakearen ikuskera
positiboa, onarturik bakea lotuta dagoela esparru politikoan era guztietako
indarkeria —zuzena, egiturazkoa edo kulturala— ezabatzearekin, eta onarturik,
halaber, horretarako beharrezkoa dela herrialdeen garapen ekonomiko, sozial eta
kulturala, era horretara gizon-emakumeen behar oinarrizkoak asetzeko eta giza
eskubide guztiak modu eraginkorrean errespetatzeko;
(4) Aintzat harturik bakea bereizezina dela bizitzaren eta kulturaren aniztasunetik,
eta identitatea dela bizitzaren oinarria; eta, beraz, baieztatuz bizitza-eskubidea dela
eskubide guztien artean garrantzitsuena, hori baitute oinarri beste eskubide eta
askatasun batzuek, batez ere pertsona guztiek bakean bizitzeko duten eskubidea;
(5) Gogoan harturik nazio Batuen Gutunaren 2. artikuluak ezartzen duela nazioarteko
eztabaidak modu baketsuan –hau da, bakea, nazioarteko segurtasuna eta justizia
arriskuan jarri gabe– konponduko dituztela estatu kideak, eta, orobat, behartzen dituela
edozein estaturen lurralde-batasunaren edo burujabetza politikoaren aurka mehatxuak
edo indarra –baita Gutunean jasotako helburu eta printzipioekin bateraezinak diren beste
baliabide batzuk ere– erabiltzeari uko egitera nazioarteko harremanetan;
(6) Aintzat harturik nazio Batuen sistema osoak bat egiten duela ideia horiekin,
«bake unibertsala eta iraunkorra lortzeko ezinbestekoa baita justizia soziala» (LAnE,
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Lanaren nazioarteko Erakundearen Konstituzioa); helburu duela herrialdeen
nutrizio- eta bizitza-mailak handitzea eta gosea desagerraraztea (FAO, Elikadura eta
nekazaritzarako nazio Batuen Erakundearen Konstituzioa); eta baieztatzen duela
«herri guztien osasuna funtsezko kondizioa da bakea eta segurtasuna lortzeko»
(OME, Osasunaren Mundu Erakundea);
(7) Jabeturik gizaki oro zein ahula eta mendekoa den eta egoera batzuen eraginez
talde eta pertsona batzuk askoz ahulago bihurtzen direla; eta, jabeturik, orobat,
pertsona guztiek bakean bizitzeko beharra eta eskubidea dutela, eta premiazkoa
dela barneko eta nazioarteko gizarte-antolamenduan bakea lehentasuntzat ezartzea
eta, era horretara, Giza Eskubideen Adierazpen Unibertsalean aldarrikatutako
eskubideak eta askatasunak osotara betetzea;
(8) Aintzat harturik hezkuntza ezinbestekoa dela bakeari buruzko kultura
unibertsala ezartzeko eta gogoan izanik, nazio Batuen Erakundearen
Hezkuntzarako, Zientziarako eta Kulturarako Konstituzioaren Sarreran
jasotakoaren arabera, “gerrak gizakien buruan jaiotzen direnez, gizakien buruan
mamitu behar direla bakearen oinarriak”; gogoan izanik, orobat, Indarkeriari
buruzko Sevillako Adierazpena, zeina UnESCOren Batzar nagusiak (1989)
gomendatu eta aintzat hartu baitu;
(9) Gogoan harturik, orobat, Eskubide Zibilen eta Politikoen nazioarteko
Hitzarmenaren 20. artikuluaren arabera debekatuta dagoela gerraren aldeko eta
gorrotoa eta indarkeria piztearen aldeko propaganda oro, eta eskubide horiek
bateragarri izan behar dutela adierazpen-askatasunarekiko errespetu osoarekin;
(10) Kontuan izanik giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbidean, lanerako
nazioarteko zuzenbidean, nazioarteko zuzenbide humanitarioan, nazioarteko zigorzuzenbidean eta errefuxiatuen nazioarteko zuzenbidean jasotako printzipioak eta
arauak; eta, printzipio eta arau horiei jarraituz, giza eskubideak besterenezinak,
unibertsalak, zatikaezinak eta elkarren mendekoak direla, eta pertsonaren —batik
bat haurren eta gazteen— duintasuna eta balioa berresten dutela, baita gizonen eta
emakumeen eskubideen berdintasuna ere;
(11) Gogoan harturik Batzar nagusiak gaiaren gainean emandako ebazpenak;
besteak beste, honako hauek: 1970eko urriaren 24ko 2625 (XXV) ebazpena,
estatuen arteko adiskidetasunari eta lankidetzari buruzkoa; 1974ko abenduaren 14ko
3314 ebazpena (XXIX), erasoaren definizioari buruzkoa; 1974ko abenduaren 17ko
3348 ebazpena (XXIX), «Gosea eta malnutrizioa errotik desagerrarazteari buruzko
adierazpen unibertsala» bere egiten duena; 1975eko azaroaren 10eko 3384 ebazpena
(XXX), «Aurrerabide zientifikoa eta teknologikoa bakearen alde eta gizateriaren
mesedetan erabiltzeari buruzko adierazpena» deritzona; 1978ko abenduaren 15eko
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33/73 ebazpena, «Gizarteak bakean bizitzeko prestatzeari buruzko adierazpena»
deritzona; 1984ko azaroaren 12ko 39/11 ebazpena, «Herriek Bakerako duten
Eskubideari buruzko Adierazpena» deritzona; 1999ko irailaren 13ko 53/243-A
ebazpena, «Bake-kulturari buruzko Adierazpena» deritzona; 2000ko irailaren 5eko
55/2 ebazpena, «Milurtekoko Adierazpena» deritzona, 2005eko irailaren 15eko 60/1
ebazpenean berretsia («2005eko Munduko Gailurreko Azken Agiria» delakoan, hain
zuzen); eta 2001eko irailaren 7ko 55/282 ebazpena, irailaren 21ean urtero Bakearen
nazioarteko Eguna gogoan hartzera bideratua;
(12) Kezkaturik ingurumena etengabe eta pixkanaka hondatzen ari delako eta
gaur egungo eta etorkizuneko belaunaldiei bakean eta naturarekin harmonian
bizitzeko eskubidea bermatu behar zaielako, horretarako giza segurtasuna izateko
eta ingurune seguru eta osasuntsuan bizitzeko eskubidea zainduz; eta gogoan
izanik, beste tresna batzuen artean, nazio Batuek giza inguruneari buruz eginiko
biltzarraren Stockholmeko Adierazpena, 1972ko ekainaren 16koa; naturaren
Munduko Karta, 1982ko urriaren 28ko Batzar nagusiaren 37/7 ebazpenean
jasotakoa; biologia-dibertsitateari buruzko Hitzarmena, 1992ko ekainaren 5ekoa;
Klima-aldaketari buruzko nazio Batuen Hitzarmen Markoa, 1992ko maiatzaren
9koa, eta Kyotoko Protokoloa, 1992ko abenduaren 11koa; Ingurumenari eta
Garapenari buruzko Rioko Adierazpena, 1992ko ekainaren 14koa; lehorte larriek
edo desertifikazioak kaltetutako herrialdeetan, bereziki Afrikan, desertifikazioaren
kontra borrokatzeko nazio Batuen Hitzarmena, 1994ko urriaren 14koa;
ingurumen-gaietan informazioa eskuratzeko, erabakietan parte hartzeko eta
justizia izateko Aarhuseko Hitzarmena, 1998ko ekainaren 25ekoa; eta Garapen
Iraunkorrari buruzko Johannesburgeko Adierazpena, 2002ko irailaren 4koa;
(13) Kontuan izanik bakearen aldeko konpromisoa, nazioarteko Justizia
Auzitegiaren Estatutuko 38.1.c) artikuluari jarraituz, nazioarteko zuzenbidearen
printzipio orokorra dela, eta halaxe onartu zutela 1998an Parisen 117 estatutako
ordezkari adituk bakerako giza eskubideari buruzko nazioarteko Kontsultan;
(14) Gogoan harturik Istanbuleko Adierazpena, Gurutze Gorriaren nazioarteko
XXI. Biltzarrak XIX. ebazpenaren bidez (1969) onartua, non gizakiari bake
iraunkorrean bizitzeko eskubidea aitortzen zaion; nazio Batuen garai bateko
Giza Eskubideen Batzordeak onarturiko 5/XXXII ebazpena (1979), non pertsona
orok nazioarteko bake- eta segurtasun-baldintzetan bizitzeko eskubidea duela
baiesten den; eta nazio Batuen Giza Eskubideen Kontseiluak onarturiko 8/9
ebazpena (2008ko ekainaren 18koa) eta 11/4 ebazpena (2009ko ekainaren 17koa),
herrialdeek bakea izateko eskubidea bultzatzeari buruzkoak bi-biak;
(15) Gogoan harturik Afrikako estatuek zein konpromiso onartu dituzten
Gizakien eta Herrien Eskubideen Afrikako Gutunak, Afrikako Batasunaren
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Erakundearen Sorrerako Aktak, Gizakien eta Herrien Eskubideen Afrikako
Gutunak eta Afrikan Emakumeak dituen Eskubideei buruzko Afrikako Gutunaren
diotena betez; Amerikako estatuek zer konpromiso hartu dituzten Amerikako
Estatuen Erakundearen Gutunak, Giza Eskubideen Amerikako Konbentzioak
eta San Salvadorreko Protokoloak, Latinoamerikako Parlamentuaren sorrerako
Hitzarmenak eta, Iberoamerikako esparruan, Gazteen Eskubideen Iberoamerikako
Konbentzioak diotena betez; bakeari loturiko Asiako tresnak, hala nola
Bangkokeko Adierazpena, Asiako Hego Ekialdeko Estatuen Erakundearen Gutuna
eta Giza Eskubideen Asiako Gutuna; estatu islamikoek Estatu Arabiarren Ligaren
sorrerako Gutunean, Giza Eskubideen Arabiako Gutunean eta Konferentzia
Islamikoaren Erakundearen Gutunean bakearen alde adierazitako konpromisoa;
baita Europako Kontseiluak Estatutuari, Giza Eskubideak Babesteko Europako
Hitzarmenari, Europako Gutun Sozialari eta beste konbentzio batzuei jarraituz
onartutako konpromisoak ere;
(16) Kezkaturik armen produkzioarekin, armen joan-etorriekin eta armen
trafiko gehiegizkoarekin eta kontrolik gabearekin, nazioarteko bakea eta
segurtasuna arriskuan jartzen baitute; arduraturik armagabetzeari buruzko sektorehitzarmenetan zehaztutako betebeharrak betetzen ez direlako eta, bereziki, Arma
nuklearrak Ez Ugaritzeko Hitzarmena betetzen ez delako eta horrek garapenerako
eskubidea gauzatzea oztopatzen duelako;
(17) Aintzat harturik nazioarteko komunitateak bakearen eskubidea kodifikatzea
eta pixkanaka-pixkanaka garatzea eskatzen duela, bakea garrantzizko, borondate
unibertsaleko eta belaunaldi-arteko eskubidetzat harturik;
(18) Kezkaturik bake-garaian gertatutako bortxaketa ageri-ageriko eta
sistematikoengatik, eta gonbita luzatuz Erromako Estatutuko Estatuen Batzarrari
—zeinak nazioarteko Zigor Auzitegia ezartzen baitu— bortxaketa horiek
bakerako giza eskubidearen aurkako krimentzat jo ditzan:
(19) Onarturik emakumeek bakea eraikitzeko zer ekarpen egin duten eta oso
gogoan izanik zein garrantzitsua den haien parte-hartzea erabaki-maila guztietan
—halaxe onartu zuten bai Batzar nagusiak 1975eko 3519 ebazpenean eta 1982ko
37/63 ebazpenean, bai eta Segurtasun Kontseiluak ere 1325 (2000), 1820, 1888 eta
1889 (2009) ebazpenetan—; eta eskatuz benetan inplementatzeko 1325 ebazpena,
emakumeei eta bakeari eta segurtasunari buruzkoa;
(20) Sinetsirik, halaber, bakea lortzea guztion ardura dela, gizon eta emakumeena,
herriena, estatuena, nazioarteko erakundeena, gizarte zibilarena, enpresena eta
beste gizarte-eragileena, eta, oro har, nazioarteko komunitate osoarena;
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(21) Aintzat harturik bakearen aldeko kulturak, baliabideak munduan beste era
batera banatzeak eta justizia soziala gauzatzeak nazioarteko erlazio ekonomiko
justuagoak ezartzen lagundu behar dutela, eta erlazio horiek Adierazpen honen
helburuak betetzen lagunduko dutela desorekak, desberdintasunak, bazterketa eta
pobrezia desagerraraziz horiek egiturazko indarkeria eragiten dutelako eta hori ez
delako bateragarria barneko eta nazioarteko bakearekin;
(22) Sinetsirik bakeak justizian oinarritu behar duela eta, horrenbestez, biktima
guztiek, bereizkeriarik gabe, biktimatzat hartuak izateko, justizia egiteko eta egia
jakiteko eskubidea dutela, bai eta, 2005eko abenduaren 16ko Batzar nagusiak
onartutako 60/147 ebazpenean zehaztutakoaren arabera, ordaina jasotzeko
eskubidea ere. (Giza eskubideen nazioarteko arauen eta nazioarteko zuzenbide
humanitarioaren urratze larriak eta agerikoak jasan dituzten biktimen eskubideen
gaineko printzipioak eta araubideak onartzen ditu ebazpen horrek, eta helegiteak
aurkezteko eta ordainak jasotzeko eskubidea aitortzen die biktimei, era horretara
adiskidetzea eta bake iraunkorra ezartzeko modua bideratzeko);
(23) Jabeturik zigorgabetasuna ez dela bateragarria bakearekin eta justiziarekin;
eta aintzat harturik erakunde militar orok edo segurtasuneko erakunde orok
zuzenbide-estatuaren mende egon behar duela, nazioarteko zuzenbidean
ezarritako arauak bete eta giza eskubideak, nazioarteko zuzenbide humanitarioa
eta bakea lortzeko helburua errespetatu behar duela; eta, horrenbestez, helburu
horiek lortzea lehenetsiko dela diziplina militarraren eta goragokoen aginduak
bete behar izatearen gainetik;
(24) Kezkaturik zigorgabetasunarekin, eta mertzenarioen eta enpresa militar
pribatu eta segurtasunekoen gero eta jarduera ugariagoekin; berez Estatuari
dagokion segurtasun-funtzioa sektore pribatuari esleitzeko gero eta joera
handiagoarekin eta gerraren gero eta pribatizazio handiagoarekin;
(25) Onarturik bakeak berekin dakarrela pertsona guztiek beren herrialdeetan
bizitzeko eta irauteko eskubidea; eta jabeturik pertsona-oldeen exodoak eta
migrazio-fluxuak behartuak direla askotan, eta jatorrizko herrialdeko arrisku,
mehatxu eta bake-urratzeek eraginik gertatu ohi direla; eta sinetsirik nazioarteko
komunitateak, luzamendu gehiagorik gabe, migrazioen nazioarteko araudia
zehaztu behar duela, pertsona guztiek emigratzeko eta beste estatu batean modu
baketsuan bizitzeko duten eskubidea onartze aldera;
(26) Oharturik, halaber, gizateriaren historian zibilizazio guztien helburu
iraunkorra izan dela bakea eta hala dela oraindik ere, eta, horrenbestez, pertsona
guztiok elkarrekin lan egin behar dugula benetako bakea lortzeko;
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(27) Eskerrak emanez gizateriaren historia markatu duten bakearen aldeko
mugimendu, ekimen eta ideia guztiei, zeinak emaitza baliotsuak eman baitituzte
berriki, hala nola Bakearen eta Justiziaren aldeko XXI. menderako Hagako
Programa, Hagaren Bakearen aldeko Deialdiaren Biltzarrak 1999an onartua;1
Lurraren Gutuna, 2000.urtean Hagan onartua; eta Ama Lurraren Eskubideen
Adierazpen Unibertsala, 2010ean Cochamban onartua, Klima Aldaketari eta Ama
Lurraren Eskubideei buruzko Herrien nazioarteko Konferentzia zela eta.
(28) Onarturik bakerako giza eskubidea ez dela eraginkorra izango gizon eta
emakumeen eskubideak parekatu gabe eta generoan oinarritutako diferentziak
errespetatu gabe; ez eta kultura-balio eta erlijio-sinesmen ugariak errespetatu
gabe ere, betiere mundu osoan onarturiko giza eskubideekin bat baldin badatoz;
ez eta arrazakeria, arrazagatiko bazterketa, xenofobia eta bestelako intolerantziamoduak erabat desegin gabe ere;
(29) Sinetsirik premiazkoa eta beharrezkoa dela estatu guztiek bakea giza
eskubidetzat hartzea eta eskubide hori izatea haien agindupeko pertsona orok,
bereizkeriarik gabe, edozein dela ere pertsonen arraza, leinua, jatorriko herrialdea,
etnia, gizarte-taldea, larru-kolorea, sexua, sexu-joera, hizkuntza, erlijioa edo
sinesmena, iritzi publikoa edo bestelako iritzia, egoera ekonomikoa edo ondarea,
aniztasun funtzional fsikoa edo mentala, egoera zibila, jaiotza edo bestelako
edozein baldintza;
Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen Adierazpen Unibertsal hau onartu du:

1

A/54/98 Agiria,1999.eko Maiatzaren 20.ekoa. Atxikia.
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I zatia
Bakerako giza eskubidearen elementuak
A sekzioa. Eskubideak
1 artikulua

titularrak eta zordunak
1. Pertsonek, taldeek, herriek eta gizateria osoak eskubide besterenezina dute bake
bidezkoa eta iraunkorra izateko. Horregatik, Adierazpen honetan onartutako
eskubide eta askatasunen titular dira guztiak.
2. Estatuak dira —bakarka, batera edo erakunde multilateraletako kide
gisa— bakerako giza eskubidearen zordun nagusiak. Eskubide hori inolako
bereizkeriarik eta bazterkeriarik gabe gauzatuko da, edozein dela ere pertsonaren
arraza, leinua, jatorriko herrialdea, etnia, gizarte-taldea, larruazalaren kolorea,
sexua, sexu-joera, hizkuntza, erlijioa edo sinesmena, iritzi publikoa edo
bestelako iritzia, egoera ekonomikoa edo ondarea, aniztasun funtzional fisikoa
edo mentala, egoera zibila, jaiotza edo bestelako edozein baldintza.
3. Erasoa, genozidioa, arrazakeria, arrazagatiko bazterketa, xenofobia
eta bestelako intolerantzia-moduak, eta apartheida, kolonialismoa eta
neokoloniasmoa jasaten dituzten pertsona eta herri guztiek babes handiagoa
behar dute, bakerako giza eskubidearen urraketen biktima baitira.
2 artikulua
hezkuntza bakean jasotzeko eta bakerako eta beste giza eskubideetarako
hezkuntza jasotzeko eskubidea

1. Bakerako hezkuntza eta sozializazioa sine qua non baldintza dira gerra alde
batera uzteko eta indarkeriaz kanpoko identitateak sortzeko.
2. Pertsona orok eskubidea du, berdintasunezko tratuan, hezkuntza bakean jasotzeko
eta bakerako eta beste giza eskubideei begirako hezkuntza jasotzeko. Hezkuntza
horrek izan behar du hezkuntza-sistema ororen funtsa: konfiantzan, elkartasunean
eta elkarrekiko errespetuan oinarritutako gizarte-prozesuak sortzeko; generoikuspegia jasotzeko; gatazkak indarkeriaz bideratu beharrean bide baketsuetatik
bideratzeko; eta giza harremanak bake-kultura baten barruan mamitzeko.
3. Pertsona orok eskubidea du bere bizitzan gatazkak modu baketsuan eta
sormenaren edo prebentzioaren bitartez bideratzen laguntzeko eta horretarako
beharrezkoak diren eskumenak eskatzeko eta eskuratzeko. Hezkuntza
formalaren eta ez formalaren bidez eskuratu beharko ditu eskumen horiek.
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3 artikulua
giza segurtasunerako eta ingurune seguruan eta osasuntsuan bizitzeko
eskubidea

1. Pertsona orok eskubidea du giza segurtasuna izateko, beldurraren eta beharraren
aurrean askatasuna izateko eskubidea ere barne. Bi-biak dira bake positiboaren
osagaiak.
2. Herriek eta gizakiek eskubidea dute ingurune pribatu eta publiko seguruan
eta osasuntsuan bizitzeko, baita mehatxu ororen eta indarkeria fisiko eta
psikologiko ororen kontra babesa jasotzeko eskubidea ere, indarkeria hori
estatuarena edo bestelakoa izanda ere.
3. Herriek eta gizakiek eskubidea dute gobernuei exijitzeko modu eraginkorrean
aplika dezatela nazio Batuen Gutunean ezarritako segurtasun kolektiborako
sistema, bereziki eztabaidak modu baketsuan konpontzeko betekizuna,
giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbidearen eta nazioarteko zuzenbide
humanitarioaren arauak osotara errespetatuz.
4. Beharraren aurreko askatasunak berekin dakar garapen iraunkorrerako
eskubidea eta eskubide ekonomiko, sozial eta kulturalak izatea; bereziki
honako hauek:
a. Jatekoa, edateko ura eta saneamendua, osasuna, babesa, etxebizitza eta
hezkuntza izateko eskubidea.
b. Lanerako eskubidea, eta lan-baldintza eta baldintza sindikal duinak
izateko eskubidea; lan edo zerbitzu bera egiten duten pertsonek soldata
berdina izateko eskubidea; gizarte-zerbitzuen babesa berdintasunez
jasotzeko eskubidea; eta atseden hartzeko eskubidea.
4 artikulua
garaPenerako eskubidea eta ingurumen iraunkorra izateko eskubidea
1. Bakerako giza eskubidea gauzatzeko eta egiturazko indarkeria desagerrarazteko,
premiazkoa da pertsona orok eta herri orok ekonomia-, gizarte-, kultura- eta
politika-garapenean parte hartzeko eskubide besterenezina izatea, eta garapen
horretan beren giza eskubide eta askatasun oinarrizkoak gauzatzeko modua
izatea, bai eta garapen horretan laguntzeko eta aurrerabide horretaz gozatzeko
eskubidea izatea ere.
2. Pertsona orok eta herri orok eskubidea dute garapenerako eskubidea gauzatzea
galarazten duten eragozpen guztiak bertan behera utziak izateko, hala nola
kanpo-zor bidegabe edo eutsiezinak eta haren kondizioak, edo nazioarteko
ekonomia-antolamendu bidegabeari eustea, pobrezia eta gizarte-bazterketa
eragiten baitute horrelako jarduerek.
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3. Pertsona orok eta herri orok eskubidea dute ingurumen iraunkorrean eta
seguruan bizitzeko, bakerako eta gizateriaren biziraupenerako oinarria baita.
4. nazioarteko zuzenbide humanitarioaren, ingurumenerako eskubidearen eta
bakerako giza eskubidearen kontrakoa da ingurumenari kalte egiten dioten
armak erabiltzea, bereziki arma erradioaktiboak eta suntsipen handikoak.
Premiazkoa da arma horiek debekatzea, eta horrelakoak erabiltzen dituzten
estatuek ingurumena leheneratzeko eta eragindako kalte guztiak ordaintzeko
erantzukizuna dute.
5 artikulua
desobedientziarako eta kontzientzia-eragozPenerako eskubidea
1. Pertsonek eta herriek eskubidea dute inongo estatuk etsaitzat har ez ditzan.
2. Pertsona orok, bai banaka eta bai taldeka, eskubidea du bakearen kontrako
mehatxu izan daitezkeen jarduerei aurre egiteko desobedientzia zibila eta
kontzientzia-eragozpena erabiltzeko.
3. Pertsona orok, bai banaka eta bai taldeka, eskubidea du betebehar militarrei
aurre egiteko kontzientzia-eragozlearen estatutua lortzeko.
4. Erakunde militarretako edo segurtasun-erakundeetako kideek eskubidea
dute giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbidearen eta nazioarteko zuzenbide
humanitarioaren printzipioak eta arauak urratzen dituzten barneko zein
nazioarteko erasoetan, nazio Batuek baimendu ez dituzten operazio militarretan
edo beste jarduera armatuetan parte ez hartzeko. Era berean, aipatutako
printzipio eta arau horien kontrako aginduak ez betetzeko eskubidea dute.
Era berean, genozidioak, gizateriaren aurkako krimenak eta gerra-krimenak
egiteko edo horietan parte hartzeko aginduak ez betetzeko obligazioa dute Zor
den obedientzia ez da salbuespen obligazio horiek ez betetzeko, eta agindu
horiek ez betetzea ez da inolaz ere delitu militar izango.
5. Pertsona orok, bai banaka eta bai taldeka, eskubidea du armen produkziorako
edo garapenerako ikerketa zientifikoetan parte ez hartzeko eta ikerketa horiek
publikoki salatzeko.
6. Pertsona orok, bai banaka eta bai taldeka, eskubidea du lan-objekziorako eta
objekzio profesionalerako, baita gastu militarraren zerga-eragozpenerako
ere, zerga bidez jasotakoa giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbidearen eta
nazioarteko zuzenbide humanitarioaren kontrako gatazka armatuak laguntzeko
erabiltzen bada. Estatuek aukera onargarriak eman behar dizkiete beren zergak
xede militarrerako erabiltzea onartzen ez duten zergadunei.
7. Pertsona orok, bai banaka eta bai taldeka, eskubidea du babesa jasotzeko
desobedientzia zibilerako eta kontzientzia-eragozpenerako eskubidea gauzatzean.
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6 artikulua
zaPalketari aurre egiteko eskubidea
1. Pertsona orok eta herri orok eskubidea dute nazioarteko krimenak edo giza
eskubideen —herrien autodeterminaziorako eskubidea barne— bestelako
urratze larri, masibo eta sistematikoak egiten dituzten erregimenei aurre
egiteko, betiere nazioarteko zuzenbidearen arabera.
2. Pertsonek eta herriek eskubidea dute gerraren kontra agertzeko, gerraren,
genozidioaren, erasoen eta apartheidaren krimenei eta orobat gizateriaren
kontrako krimenei aurre egiteko; mundu osoan onartutako beste giza
eskubideen urraketei aurre egiteko; gerraren aldeko eta indarkeria hauspotzeko
propaganda orori aurre egiteko; eta Adierazpen honetan definitutako bakerako
giza eskubidea urratzeko saio orori aurre egiteko. Debekatu egingo da
indarkeria gorestea eta justifikatzea beharrezkoa dela etorkizuna eraikitzeko
eta aurrera egiteko.
7 artikulua
armagabetzeko eskubidea
1. Pertsonek eta herriek eskubidea dute estatu guztiei exijitzeko elkarrekin, modu
koordinatuan eta arrazoizko epean arma guztiak utz ditzatela, nazioarteko
kontrol zorrotz eta eraginkorrak zuzenduta. Estatuek batez ere suntsipen
handiko armak edo bereizkuntzarik egiten ez dutenak desegin behar dituzte
berehala; arma nuklearrak, kimikoak eta biologikoak barne. Orobat, estatuek
neurri eraginkor eta koordinatuak hartuko dituzte, pixkanaka-pixkanaka
armadak eta atzerriko base militarrak deuseztatzeko.
2. Pertsonek eta herriek eskubidea dute armagabetzearen ondorioz sortutako
baliabideak herrien ekonomia-, gizarte- eta kultura-garapenerako erabil daitezen
eta aberastasuna modu bidezkoan bana dadin, bereziki herrialde pobreenen eta
egoera okerrenean dauden taldeen beharrei erreparatuta, era horretara desoreka,
gizarte-bazterketa eta muturreko pobrezia desagerrarazteko.
3. Estatuek debekatu egin behar dituzte eta ez dizkiete esleitu behar kontratista
pribatuei estatuei dagozkien funtzio militar eta segurtasunekoak.
8 artikulua
Pentsamendu-, iritzi-, adierazPen-, kontzientzia- eta erlijio-askatasuna
1. Pertsonek eta herriek eskubidea dute informazioa hainbat iturritatik eta
zentsurarik gabe jasotzeko, giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbidearen
arabera, gerra-helburuen edo helburu agresiboen alde manipulatuak ez izateko.
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2. Pertsonek eta herriek eskubidea dute bakerako giza eskubidea mehatxatzen
edo urratzen duen edozein gertaera salatzeko, eta bakerako giza eskubidea
babeste eta sustatze aldera ekimen politiko, sozial eta kulturaletan libreki parte
hartzeko, botere publikoak eta interes pribatuak tartean sartu gabe.
3. Pertsonek eta herriek eskubidea dute indarkeria kulturaleko edozein
adierazpideren kontra babesa jasotzeko. Helburu horri begira, pertsonek
pentsamendu-, kontzientzia-, adierazpen- eta erlijio-askatasun osoa izan behar
dute, giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbideari jarraituz.
9 artikulua
babesa izateko eskubidea
1. Pertsona orok du eskubidea babesa eskatzeko eta, bazterketarik gabe, babes
hori izateko, honako egoera hauetan:
a. Jazarpena jasanez gero bakearen eta gainerako giza eskubideen aldeko
jarduerengatik edo gerraren edo soldadutzaren kontra kontzientziaeragozpenerako eskubidea aldarrikatzeagatik.
b. Beldur arrazoizkoa izanez gero arraza-, sexu-, erlijio- eta naziotasunarrazoiengatik, sexu-joeragatik, gizarte-talde jakin bateko kide
izateagatik edo iritzi politiko jakin bat izateagatik estatuko edo estatuz
kanpoko eragileen jazarpena jasateko.
c. Beren herrialdetik edo jaioterri nahiz bizilekutik ihes egin behar izanez
gero bizitza, segurtasuna edo askatasuna mehatxaturik izateagatik,
indarkeria orokorra, atzerriko erasoak, barne-gatazkak, giza eskubideen
urratze masiboa edo antolamendu juridikoa larriki asaldatu duten
bestelako gorabeherak direla medio.
2. Errefuxiatuaren estatutuan, jaso behar da, besteak beste, nork bere herrialdera
edo jatorrizko bizilekura itzultzeko eskubidea duela, duintasunez eta behar
besteko bermeekin, behin jazarpenaren arrazoiak amaitzen direnean eta, hala
badagokio, gatazka armatua amaitzen denean.
10 artikulua

emigratzeko eta Parte hartzeko eskubidea
1. Pertsona orok eskubidea du batetik bestera libre mugitzeko eta emigratzeko,
baldin eta —Adierazpen honetako 3. artikuluan zehaztutako moduan— giza
segurtasunerako eskubidea edo ingurune seguru eta osasuntsuan bizitzeko
eskubidea mehatxupean badaude.
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2. Gizarteratzea sustatzeko eta giza eskubideak izateak edo ez izateak sortzen
duen egiturazko indarkeria saihesteko, etorkinek eskubidea dute ohiko bizileku
duten herrialdeko gai publikoetan parte hartzeko, bai banaka eta bai taldeka,
baita bereziki parte hartzera bideratutako mekanismoen eta erakundeen onura
jasotzeko ere, betiere giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbideari jarraituz.
11 artikulua

biktimen eskubideak
1. Giza eskubideen urraketak jaso dituzten biktima guztiek, bereizkeriarik gabe,
eskubidea dute biktimatzat hartuak izateko, justiziarako eta egia jakiteko,
bai eta giza eskubideen urraketatik —batez ere bakerako giza eskubidearen
urraketetatik— babestuko dituen ordaina jasotzeko ere.
2. Pertsona orok eskubide preskribaezina eta ukaezinezkoa du bere giza
eskubideak urratzen direlarik justizia eskuratzeko; gertaerak argitzeko eta
zehazteko ikerketa, eta erantzuleen identifikazioa eta zigorra barne.
3. Giza eskubideen urraketak jasan dituzten biktimek, haien senitartekoek eta
gizarteak, oro har, eskubide preskribaezina dute egia jakiteko.
4. Giza eskubideen urraketaren bat jasan duen biktima orok eskubidea du, giza
eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbideari jarraituz, urratutako eskubideak berriro
eskuratzeko; ordain osoa eta eraginkorra jasotzeko, birgaitzeko kalte-ordaina
jasotzeko eskubidea barne dela; ordain sinbolikoetarako neurriak eskuratzeko;
eta berriro halakorik ez gertatzeko bermea izateko. Hori guztia alde batera
utzi gabe herri-epaimahaien edo kontzientzia-auzitegien eta erakundeen
aurrean helegitea jartzeko aukera, eta gatazkak modu baketsuan konpontzeko
erakunde, metodo, tokiko tradizio eta ohituretara jotzea baztertu gabe, betiere
biktimak ordaina jasotzeko bitarteko onargarritzat onartzen baditu.
12 artikulua
ahulezia-egoeran dauden taldeak
1. Pertsona guztiek giza duintasun bera dute, baita babesa izateko eskubide bera
ere. Alabaina, talde batzuk egoera okerragoan daude eta, ondorioz, babes
handiagoa behar dute. Haien artean daude egoera jakin batzuetan dauden
emakumeak, adingabeak, behartuta edo nahi gabe desagertutako pertsonak,
aniztasun funtzional fisiko edo mentala duten pertsonak, adin nagusikoak,
baztertuak, etorkinak, gutxiengoak, errefuxiatuak eta herri indigenak.
2. Estatuek bermatu behar dute indarkeria-mota desberdinek egoera okerragoan
dauden taldeetako pertsonen eskubideetan eragiten dituzten efektuen
ebaluazioa. Orobat, estatuek obligazioa dute neurri zuzentzaileak hartzeko,
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3.

4.

5.
6.

egoera okerragoan dauden taldeetako pertsonek neurri horietan parte hartzeko
duten eskubidea ere bermatuz.
Estatuek, nazioarteko erakundeek —batik bat, nazio Batuek— eta gizarte
zibilak erraztu egingo dute gatazkak prebenitzeko, kudeatzeko eta modu
baketsuan konpontzeko emakumeek egin dezaketen ekarpen espezifikoa,
baita gatazken ondoren bakea mantentzeko, sendotzeko eta eraikitzeko
egin dezaketen ekarria ere. Helburu horri begira, erakunde eta mekanismo
nazionaletan, eskualdekoetan eta nazioartekoetan gatazken eta bakeari buruz
erabakiak hartzen diren maila guztietan emakumeen parte-hartzea areagotzeko
lan egingo dute.
Arrazoi penalengatik zein beste era batekoengatik askatasunaz legalki
gabetutako pertsona guztiek eskubidea dute tratu gizatiarra jasotzeko eta
duintasunez eta segurtasunez bizitzeko, eta agintaritza judizialaren aurrean
egindako prozesu baten bidez bermatu behar da hori. Eskubide eta betebeharrak
dituzten pertsonatzat joko dira pertsona horiek, ez tratamendu-hartzailetzat.
Haurren kasuan, azken baliabidea izango da atxiloketa, eta betiere kasu
berezietarako bakarrik. Presoaldi prebentiboa behar beharrezkoa den kasuetan
justifikatuko da soilik, eta betiere zentzuzko denbora-epe baterako bakarrik.2
Pertsonak indarrez edo beren borondatearen aurka desagertzea gizateriaren
kontrako krimena da. Biktimek eskubidea dute askatasuna berreskuratzeko,
baita ordain osoa, eraginkorra, bidezkoa eta egokia jasotzeko ere.
Herrialde indigenek giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbideak bermatzen
dizkien eskubide guztiak dituzte; bereziki, beren lurretan bizitzeko, beren
natura-aberastasunez gozatzeko eta beren kultura-ondarea modu eraginkorrean
babestua izateko eskubidea.
B sekzioa. Betebeharrak
13 artikulua
bakerako giza eskubidea gauzatzeko betebeharrak

1. Bakerako giza eskubidea modu eraginkorrean eta praktikoan gauzatzeko,
baitezpadakoak dira hainbat betebehar eta obligazio. Estatuen, nazioarteko
erakundeen, gizarte zibilaren, herrien, gizon eta emakumeen, enpresen,
komunikabideen eta beste gizarte-eragile batzuen eta, oro har, nazioarteko
komunitate osoaren eginbeharra da obligazio horiek betetzea.

2

Tortura eta beste tratu edo zigor krudel, anker eta umiliagarri batzuk prebenitzeko nazio Batuen
Azpibatzordeak 2012ko otsailaren 23an zuzendua (SPT).
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2. Estatuek dute bakeari eusteko eta bakerako giza eskubidea babesteko ardura
nagusia, baita nazio Batuen Erakundeak ere, nazio Batuen Gutunean
aldarrikatutako helburuak eta printzipioak lortze aldera nazioek elkarrekin
egiten duten ahalegina bateratzeko gunea baita.
3. Garapena bermatzeko eta ingurumena babesteko beharrezko diren neurri
guztiak hartu behar dituzte estatuek, baita hondamendiei aurrea hartzeko
estrategiak prestatu ere, estrategia ezak mehatxu egiten baitio bakeari. Bakerako
giza eskubidea guztiz gauzatzeko premiazkoak diren eremu guztietan lagundu
behar dute estatuek; bereziki, nazioarteko garapenerako lankidetza sustatzeko
eta baliabide gehiago lortzeko dauden konpromisoak aplikatuz.
4. Halaber, bakea eraikitze aldera eta sendotze aldera neurriak hartzeko betebeharra
ere badute, baita gizateria gerraren astindutik babesteko ardura ere. Alabaina,
estatuek ezin dute interpretatu betebehar hori beste estatu batzuen lurraldean
esku hartzeko eskubidea gisa.
5. nazio Batuen Erakundea sendotu egin behar da bi eginkizun hauetarako:
urraketei aurre hartzeko, eta giza eskubideak eta giza duintasuna babesteko.
Hor sartzen da bakerako giza eskubidea babestea ere. Hain zuzen, Batzorde
nagusiari, Segurtasun Kontseiluari, Giza Eskubideen Kontseiluari eta
eskumena duten beste organo batzuei dagokie neurri eraginkorrak hartzea giza
eskubideak babesteko; urratuz gero, nazioarteko bakerako eta segurtasunerako
arriskua edo mehatxua ekar dezaketen giza eskubideak babesteko, hain zuzen.
6. nazio Batuen sistemak, Bakea Sendotzeko Batzordearen bidez eta nazio
Batuen beste erakunde batzuekin eta eskualdeetako eta tokiko erakundeekin
elkarlanean, bete-betean eta eraginkortasunez heldu behar dio bakea
sendotzeko helburuari begira estrategiak lantzeari, bai eta, behin gatazka
armatuak gainditu ondoren, kaltetutako herrialdeak berreskuratzeari ere.
Estrategia horiek finantziazio-iturri egonkorrak bermatu behar dituzte, bai eta
koordinazio eraginkorra ere nazio Batuen sistemaren barruan. Testuinguru
horretan, eraginkortasunez aplikatu behar da nazio Batuen Batzar nagusiak
onartutako Bake Kulturarako Ekintza Programa.
7. Onartezina da nazio Batuen Gutunaren esparrutik kanpoko ekintza militar
oro; Gutunaren printzipioen eta helburuen aurkako oso ekintza larria da, eta
bakerako giza eskubidearen aurkakoa. Prebentzio-gerra deritzona bakearen
kontrako krimena da berez.
8. Bakerako giza eskubidea hobeto bermatzeko eta gaur egungo nazioarteko
komunitatea zentzuz ordezkatuta dagoela ziurtatzeko, aztertu egin behar dira
Segurtasun Kontseiluaren osaera eta prozedurak. Segurtasun Kontseiluak
lanerako metodo gardenak izan behar ditu, eta eztabaidetan parte hartzeko
aukera eman behar die gizarte zibilari eta beste eragile batzuei.
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II zatia
Adierazpenaren aplikazioa
14 artikulua
bakerako giza eskubideari buruzko lantaldea sortzea
1. Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko Lantalde bat sortuko da (aurrerantzean,
Lantaldea). Hamar kidek osatuko dute, eta 15. artikuluan zehaztutako
eginkizunak bete beharko ditu.
2. nazio Batuetako estatu kideetako adituek osatuko dute Lantaldea. Independentzia
osoz eta beren burua ordezkatuz soilik jardungo dute kide horiek.
3. Lantaldeko kideak hautatzeko, honako irizpide hauek hartuko dira aintzat:
a. Adituek begirune moral handikoak, inpartzialak eta zintzoak izan
beharko dute, eta esperientzia zabala eta behar bestekoa izan Adierazpen
honetako I. zatian aipatutako edozein esparrutan.
b. Banaketa geografiko bidezkoa egingo da, eta munduko zibilizazio-eredu
guztiak eta sistema juridiko nagusiak egongo dira ordezkatuta.
c. Genero-ordezkaritza orekatua bermatuko da.
d. Ezin dira egon estatu bereko bi aditu Lantaldean.
4. Lantaldeko kideak bozketa sekretu bidez hautatuko dira nazio Batuen
Batzar nagusiaren saio batean. Aurrez estatu kideek eta gizarte zibileko
erakundeek proposatuko dituzte hautagaiak, eta zerrenda horretatik egingo
da gero hautaketa. Boto gehien eskuratzen duten hamar hautagaiak eta saiora
bertaratutako estatuen eta hautesleen bi hereneko gehiengoa lortzen dutenak
izango dira hautatuak. Hasierako hautaketa, beranduenez ere, Adierazpen hau
onartu eta hiru hilabetera egingo da.
5. Adituak lau urterako hautatuko dira, eta behin baino ezin dira aukeratu berriro.
6. Lantaldearen erdia bi urtetik behin berrituko da.
15 artikulua
lantaldearen eginkizunak
1. Adierazpen hau betetzen eta aplikatzen dela zaintzea eta bultzatzea izango da
Lantaldearen eginkizun behinena. Agintealdian, funtzio hauek izango ditu:
a. Bakerako giza eskubidearen errespetua eta kontzientzia mundu
osoan bultzatzea; zeregin horretan diskrezioz, objektibotasunez eta
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b.

c.
d.

e.

f.

g.

h.
i.

j.

independentziaz jardutea, ikuspegi osoa hartuz eta kontuan hartuz giza
eskubideak unibertsalak, elkarren mendekoak eta banaezinak direla eta,
orobat, nazioarteko justizia soziala lortzeko berebiziko premia dagoela.
Estatuetatik, nazioarteko erakundeetatik eta haien organoetatik, gizarte
zibileko erakundeetatik, giza eskubideen erakunde nazionaletatik,
interesa duten banakoengandik eta bestelako edozein iturri fidagarritatik
datorren informazio egoki oro jasotzea, biltzea eta informazio horren
aurrean modu eraginkorrean erantzutea.
Bakerako giza eskubidearen urraketak tokian bertan, in loco, ikertzea,
eta dagokien organoei informazioa ematea.
Egoki irizten dionean, gomendioak, deialdiak eta premiazko ekintzak
bideratzea eta helaraztea nazio Batuetako estatu kideei, bakerako giza
eskubidea egiaz gauzatzeko neurri egokiak har ditzaten, Adierazpen
honen I. zatian zehaztutakoari jarraituz. Estatuek begirunez hartu eta
onartuko dituzte gomendio eta deialdi horiek.
Lantaldearen beraren ekimenez, edo Batzar nagusiak, Segurtasun
Kontseiluak edo Giza Eskubideen Kontseiluak hala eskatuta, beharrezko
txostenak idaztea bakerako giza eskubidea mehatxupean egonez gero
edo modu larrian urratuz gero. Adierazpen honen I. zatian zehazten da
zein liratekeen mehatxu eta urraketa horiek.
Urtean behin jardueren txosten bat aurkeztea Batzar nagusiari,
Segurtasun Kontseiluari eta Giza Eskubideen Kontseiluari. Bakerako
giza eskubidea modu eraginkorrean bultzatzeko eta babesteko beharrezko
irizten dituen gomendioak eta ondorioak jasoko ditu txosten horretan,
eta arreta berezia jarriko du gatazka armatuekin loturiko egoeretan.
Bakerako giza eskubideari buruzko nazioarteko hitzarmen baten
proiektua prestatzea Batzar nagusiarentzat. Eskubide hori benetan
eta eraginkortasunez aplikatzen dela egiaztatzeko eta kontrolatzeko
prozedurazko mekanismo bat jaso beharko du hitzarmen-proiektu
horrek. Konbentzio bidezko etorkizuneko mekanismo horrek eta
Lantaldeak modu koordinatuan jardungo dute, eta jarduerak bikoiztea
saihestuko dute.
Eraso-krimenei eta bidezko defentsaren mugei buruzko definizioak eta
arauak lantzen laguntzea.
Nazioarteko Zigor Auzitegiko fiskalari edo eskumena duen nazioarteko
beste edozein zigor auzitegiri beren eskumeneko izan daitezkeen ustezko
krimenen edo urraketen gainean jasotako edozein informazio fidagarri
bidaltzea.
Lantaldearen eguneroko funtzionamendurako lan-metodoak onartzea
taldeko kideen gehiengoaren bidez. Metodo horien artean jaso beharko
dira, besteak beste, Mahaia izendatzeko arauak eta Mahaiak hartutako
erabakien eta gomendioen gaineko arauak.
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2. Lantaldeak new Yorken izango du egoitza, eta urtean hiru bilkura-aldi arrunt
izango ditu, baita ezohiko bilkura-aldiak ere. Dena dela, beste leku batzuetan
ere egin ahal izango ditu bilkurak; lan-metodoen arabera zehaztuko dira horiek.
Lantaldeak idazkari iraunkor bat izango du, nazio Batuen idazkari nagusiak
izendatua. Nazio Batuen ohiko aurrekontutik finantzatuko da Lantaldea, tokian
bertan egiten diren ikerketak eta bilkura-aldiak barne direla.
Azken xedapenak
1. Adierazpen honetan jasotako xedapen bakar batek ere ez du adierazi nahi estatu,
talde edo pertsona bati nazio Batuen helburu eta printzipioen kontrako edozein
jarduera edo ekintza abiarazteko edo egiteko eskubidea ematen zaionik, ez eta
Adierazpen honen, giza eskubideen nazioarteko zuzenbidearen eta nazioarteko
zuzenbide humanitarioaren edozein xedapen ezabatzeko edo urratzeko joera
izan dezaketen jarduerak eta ekintzak egiteko eskubiderik ematen zaionik ere.
2. Adierazpen honetako xedapenak direla eta, ez dira baztertzen bakerako
giza eskubidea gauzatzeko egokiagoak izan daitezkeen beste xedapenak;
estatuetako barne-legediaren arabera zehaztutakoak edo indarrean den
nazioarteko zuzenbidean jasotakoak, hain zuzen.
3. Estatu guztiek borondate onez aplikatu behar dituzte Adierazpen honetako
xedapenak, eta legearen, epaileen, administrazioaren, hezkuntzaren eta
bestelako esparruen aldetik beharrezkoak liratekeen neurriak hartu beharko
dituzte Adierazpena gauzatzeko.

Annex II
Statutes of the International Observatory of the Human Right
to Peace

The International Congress on the Human Right to Peace,
Gathered on 9 and 10 December 2010, in Santiago de Compostela (Spain), on
the occasion of the Forum 2010 or the World Social Forum on Education for Peace,
Taking into consideration the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace, of 10 December 2010, which represents the aspirations of civil society,
following extensive consultations in the five regions of the world during the more
than four years of the World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace,
conducted by the ssihrl in association with more than 800 nGOs and numerous
public institutions,
Wishing to provide international civil society with a permanent institutional
mechanism which will ensure the promotion and implementation of the Santiago
Declaration throughout the world,
Having debated the draft Statutes of the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace, which have been prepared by the ssihrl in consultation
with associated nGOs,
1. Decides to approve the Statutes of the International Observatory of the
Human Right to Peace included in the Annex to this resolution.
2. Requests that all civil society organizations, including nGOs and partner
institutions disseminate, expound and publicize widely the Statutes of the
International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace around the world.
Santiago de Compostela (Spain), 10 December 2010
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Annex
Statutes of the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace
artiCle i
the observatory
1. The International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (hereinafter:
IOHRP) is to be established within the Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law (hereinafter: SSIHRL).
2. The IOHRP will begin its work three months after the approval of the present
Statutes, in accordance with Article XII.1, infra. It will work uninterruptedly
until its objectives have been fully achieved.
3. The IOHRP will have a permanent organic structure and will electronically
coordinate a global network of international, regional, national and local nongovernmental organizations which are interested in the promotion and defence
of the human right to peace.
4. The civil society organizations, particularly human rights nGOs, which are
part of the World Alliance for the human right to peace will be especially
invited to formalise their incorporation to the IOHRP.
artiCle ii
objeCtives
The objectives of the IOHRP are:
1. To promote the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, and to
disseminate its principles and norms throughout the world.
2. To ensure that the process of international codification of the human right
to peace, already initiated by the Human Rights Council and its Advisory
Committee, is fulfilled with the approval by the Human Rights Council and
the Un General Assembly of the Universal Declaration of the Human Right
to Peace, which shall take into account the Santiago Declaration and its
preparatory work.
3. To develop reliable indicators to measure the respect for the human right to
peace world-wide by States and other international actors, in accordance with
the normative content of the Santiago Declaration.
4. To prepare an annual report on the situation of the human right to peace in
the world, in close collaboration with civil society organizations, particularly
human rights nGOs, integrated in the network of the IOHRP.
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5. To establish a prevention and early warning mechanism to be effectively
activated in conflict situations which might lead to serious violations of the
human right to peace.
6. To submit studies and reports to the competent bodies of the United nations,
especially the Security Council, the General Assembly, the Economic and Social
Council, the Human Rights Council and its subsidiary bodies, particularly the
special procedures’ system and the Advisory Committee; the treaty-bodies
established by the international human rights treaties; and the supervisory
mechanism to be eventually established to monitor the implementation of the
Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace which shall be approved
by the General Assembly of the United nations.
7. To represent persons and peoples who are victims of serious violations of the human
right to peace before the international mechanisms of human rights protection.
8. To follow up the implementation of prevention measures and the
recommendations addressed by fact-finding missions on situations of serious,
massive and systematic violations of the human right to peace.
9. To follow up the fulfilment of decisions, observations and recommendations
adopted by the competent international bodies in the field of the human right
to peace.
10.To train and strengthen members of its network and persons belonging to
groups in situation of vulnerability on the contents of the human right to
peace, the means for its defence and implementation, and the international
complaint mechanisms.
artiCle iii
ComPetenCes
The IOHRP will have, inter alia, the following competences:
1. To design, organize or take part in courses, meetings, forums, workshops and
any other international activity aiming at the promotion and protection of the
human right to peace.
2. To train civil society organizations, particularly human rights nGOs and other
relevant actors, on the principles of the human right to peace as a means of
transforming and overcoming the causes and consequences of conflicts.
3. To provide legal advice and to facilitate access to justice to victims of violations
of the human right to peace.
4. To prepare specific urgent actions requested by the civil society organizations
belonging to its network, in favour of persons and peoples reporting serious
violations of the human right to peace, to be submitted to the competent bodies
of the United nations.
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5. To dispatch fact-finding missions and to prepare, in cooperation with the civil
society organizations, particularly human rights nGOs, of its network, specific
reports on situations where serious, massive and systematic violations of the
human right to peace take place.
6. To contribute to the peaceful settlement of controversies through the
implementation of the human right to peace.
7. To promote research on the human right to peace in coordination with experts
world-wide.
8. To design and disseminate materials for practical training on the human right
to peace.
9. To develop a specialised section on the human right to peace within the SSIHRL
Library, in both physical (books, monographs, magazines, documentation of
International Organizations, etc.) and electronic formats (www.aedidh.org).
10. To facilitate synergies of cooperation among civil society organizations,
particularly human rights nGOs, and institutions working in favour of the
human right to peace in an objective and impartial manner.
artiCle iv
aPPliCable laW
1. The substantive law to be applied by the IOHRP is that contained in the
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace of 10 December 2010.
Additionally, the Declarations on the human right to peace approved in Luarca
(30 October 2006), Bilbao (24 February 2010) and Barcelona (2 June 2010).
2. Complementary, rules and principles of the international human rights law
(the International Code on Human Rights) shall be applied.
3. From a procedural point of view the IOHRP shall be ruled by the present
Statutes and the Regulations to be established by the IOHRP itself.
artiCle v
struCture
1. The IOHRP shall be established within the SSIHRL, thus benefitting from its
institutional developments and experience obtained in the field of the human
right to peace.
2. The IOHRP will have its own structure, different from that of the SSIHRL, in
order to ensure its internal autonomy.
3. The structure of the IOHRP shall include the General Assembly of all its
members; it will be led by the Executive Committee and its Bureau; and its
activities will be carried out by the permanent International Secretariat.
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artiCle vi
the general assembly. ComPosition and ConduCt oF business
1. Any civil society organization, particularly human rights nGOs, interested in
the promotion and defence of the human right to peace which is accepted by
the Executive Committee, upon consultation with the International Secretariat,
shall become member of the IOHRP General Assembly.
2. Each organization member of the General Assembly will designate a
representative and will have one vote.
3. The more than 800 civil society organizations, particularly human rights
nGOs, associated with the codification process of the human right to peace
within the civil society, shall be invited to apply for entry into the IOHRP as
founding members of the General Assembly.
4. The eligible organizations to become founding members shall have 12 months
to submit their candidacy before the International Secretariat.
5. The International Secretariat will evaluate the candidacies received bearing in
mind the criteria of independence, professionalism and objectivity showed by
the candidate organizations.
6. Candidate organizations must be fully independent of governments or lobbying
groups. Civil society organizations which support opposition groups whose aim is
to overthrow through violent means an established regime, shall not be accepted.
7. Candidate organizations should probe their capacity to evaluate the situation
of victims of violations of the human right to peace without any kind of
discrimination, including political affiliation, sexual orientation or religious
convictions of the victim, regardless of whether it is a people or an individual.
8. Candidate organizations must have as their main activity the defence of human
rights, especially the human right to peace. They should also show experience
in gathering testimonies and truthful information, as well as informing with
objectivity and independence on any human rights violations, especially the
human right to peace, which they have been able to verify.
9. Organizations which support armed struggle regardless of international law,
war propaganda and the defence of national, racial or religious hatred which
constitutes an encouragement to discrimination, hostility or violence against
individuals and peoples, will in no case be invited to become part of the
General Assembly.
10. The candidacy of any organization which have deliberately submitted false
or unverified information to the International Secretariat or which have
manipulated this information for reasons other than the defence of the human
right to peace, shall not be allowed.
11. The International Secretariat will submit organizations selected candidacies to
the Executive Committee, which will decide upon them by a qualified majority
of its members.
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12. After the 12-month time period, the civil society organizations who so request
it may be invited to become part of the General Assembly as ordinary members,
in accordance with the procedure set out in paragraphs 4 to 10 supra. The
Executive Committee will propose the selected candidacies, in accordance
with paragraph 11 supra, to the General Assembly, whose members will also
decide by qualified majority.
13. Any nGO belonging to the General Assembly may be expelled from it if it
commits acts of an unacceptable nature as set out in paragraphs 4 to 10 supra
by means of a procedure similar to that described in paragraph 11 supra and
after the interested party be heard by both the Executive Committee and the
General Assembly.
Article VII
the general assembly. ComPetenCes
The competences of the General Assembly are the following:
1. As the supreme body of the IOHRP, it will approve the general guidelines
proposed by the Executive Committee and it will ensure their suitability to
achieve the IOHRP objectives as set out in the present Statutes.
2. To approve by simple majority the annual activities report to be submitted by
the Executive Committee.
3. To debate and approve by simple majority the draft Regulations of the iohrP as
submitted by the Executive Committee.
4. To debate and approve by qualified majority the nGOs candidacies to become
ordinary members of the IOHRP General Assembly, as submitted by the Executive
Committee twelve months after the entry into force of the present Statutes.
5. To approve or, if appropriate, to censure the management of the IOHRP
Executive Committee.
6. To approve the incorporation of new members to the Executive Committee
when it will become to its first renewal, in accordance with Article VIII. 5, infra.
7. To examine and approve the Executive Committee annual report.
8. To approve the minutes of the preceding General Assembly’s meeting;
9. To examine and approve annual accounts, in accordance with the report
submitted by the Executive Committee.
10. To establish the ordinary and extraordinary membership fees to be paid by
the members of the IOHRP General Assembly in order to contribute to the
ordinary expenses of the IOHRP.
11. To agree to the opening, in Spain or abroad, of temporary or permanent IOHRP
offices, as proposed by the Executive Committee for the achievement of the
statutory objectives of the IOHRP.
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12. The General Assembly will meet in ordinary session once per year. The session
will be called by the President of the Executive Committee.
13. The extraordinary meetings of the General Assembly may be called by the
Executive Committee, through its President, or at the initiative of a third of the
members of the General Assembly.
14. The General Assembly will meet in person. However, when circunstances so advise
it, the meetings of the General Assembly may be conducted by video-conference.
Members not in attendance will be able to delegate their vote to members in
attendance of their choice. Vote delegation will be made in writing and addressed
to the President of the Executive Committee. The absolute majority quorum will
be respected to consider the meeting of the General Assembly properly constituted.
artiCle viii
the exeCutive Committee. ComPosition and ConduCt oF business
1. The Executive Committee will be made up of 15 experts: ten international and
five from Spain, in recognition of the leadership showed by the SSIHRL since
2005 along with its World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace.
2. The selection of the members of the Executive Committee will take into account
gender balance and the fair representation of the five regions of the world.
3. The members of the Executive Committee must possess high moral
consideration, impartiality and integrity, as well as demonstrating wide and
sufficient experience in the field of international human rights law, especially
the human right to peace.
4. The founding member organizations in the IOHRP may propose, in a detailed
document addressed to the International Secretariat, candidates to the first
Executive Committee within the first three months after the establishment of
the iohrP. The ssihrl will ensure that the constitution of the first Executive
Committee follows the rules established in the present Statutes.
5. In subsequent elections, the members of the Executive Committee will be chosen
directly by the General Assembly of the IOHRP. Any member of the General
Assembly may propose a candidate for the Executive Committee, in a detailed
document addressed to the International Secretariat. The outgoing Executive
Committee will ensure that the candidacy admission rules stated above are respected.
6. The mandate of the members of the Executive Committee will last for five (5)
years. They may be re-elected only once for a further five-year period.
7. Every five years the Executive Committee will select a president, three
vicepresidents and a treasurer from its members, from different geographic
groups. The five chosen people will form part of the Bureau of the Executive
Committee, which will have the competence to manage ordinary iohrP business
on behalf of the Executive Committee.
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8. The Executive Committee will meet as often as is deemed necessary, and
meetings will be called by its President, following consultation with the
Bureau. Moreover, the majority of the members may also call for an
extraordinary meeting of the Executive Committee, in a detailed document
addressed to the President.
9. The Executive Committee will meet in person. However, if circumstances
advise it, and following the agreement of the Bureau, the President may call for
video-conference meetings. The absolute majority quorum will be respected
to consider the meeting of the Executive Committee properly constituted.
Members not in attendance may delegate their vote to members in attendance
of their choosing. Vote delegation will be made in writing, and addressed to the
President of the Executive Committee.
Article IX
the exeCutive Committee. ComPetenCes
The competences of the Executive Committee are the following:
1. As the executive body of the IOHRP, to direct the work of the International
Secretariat, to establish, in close collaboration with the International Secretariat,
the priorities and strategies of the iohrP in order to achieve statutory objectives,
and to request the approval of the General Assembly of all the issues which
require it, in accordance with Article VII of the present Statutes.
2. To elect members of its Bureau which will supervise the activities of
the International Secretariat, including the administrative and financial
management of the iohrP.
3. To select the members of the International Secretariat in consultation with the
SSIHRL.
4. To select the founding members of the IOHRP in consultation with the SSIHRL.
5. To propose to the General Assembly the incorporation of new ordinary
members after twelve months of existence of the present Statutes.
6. To propose to the General Assembly the approval of the general guidelines of
the IOHRP.
7. To propose to the General Assembly the approval of the IOHRP annual
activities report.
8. To propose the approval of the IOHRP Regulations to the General Assembly.
9. To propose the approval of the IOHRP annual accounts to the General
Assembly.
10. To propose the approval of the ordinary and/or extraordinary membership fees
of the organizations which are members of the IOHRP General Assembly.
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11. To establish the main headquarters of the IOHRP and to propose to the General
Assembly the opening in Spain or abroad of temporary or permanent IOHRP
offices.
12. To approve the minutes of the preceding meeting of the Executive Committee.
13. To carry out any other function which is not of the exclusive competence of the
General Assembly or the International Secretariat.
artiCle x
the international seCretariat. organization and ComPetenCes
1. Under the direct supervision of the Executive Committee and its Bureau, the
International Secretariat will implement the decisions adopted by both the General
Assembly and the Executive Committee in their respective areas of competence.
2. At the head of the International Secretariat in the main headquarters of the IOHRP
there will be a Secretary-General, assisted by a Deputy Secretary-General to deal
with administrative matters. The necessary support offices in the field (Geneva,
new York, etc.) will be managed by a Director.
3. The International Secretariat will be supplied with the necessary substantive
research staff to fulfil the statutory objectives of the IOHRP.
4. All staff of the International Secretariat will be selected by the Executive
Committee. To this purpose, gender equality and an appropriate representation
of the five regions in the world will be taken into consideration. Candidates
must possess high moral consideration, impartiality and integrity, as well
as show sufficient experience in the field of international human rights law,
especially the human right to peace.
5. The International Secretariat will work closely with the Executive Committee
and its Bureau in establishing the priorities and strategies of the IOHRP to
achieve the statutory objectives.
6. The International Secretariat will submit to the Executive Committee proposals
for new civil society organizations to join the IOHRP.
7. The International Secretariat will report to the Executive Committee and its
Bureau on the administrative and financial management, including the annual
accounts, of the IOHRP.
8. The International Secretariat will prepare for the Executive Committee and its
Bureau the annual activities reports of the IOHRP.
9. The International Secretariat will prepare for the Executive Committee and its
Bureau the draft Regulations of the IOHRP.
10. The International Secretariat will submit proposals for its own internal structure and
working methods to the consideration of the Executive Committee and its Bureau.
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artiCle xi
Funding
1. The IOHRP shall have a wide source of funding, both public and private.
2. Regional, national and international agencies for development cooperation,
governments belonging to the Group of Friend States, public and private
foundations, international human rights, pacifist and religious nGOs, among
others, will be invited to contribute to the general budget of the IOHRP.
3. A balance will be maintained between the financial contributions received, in
such a way that no particular funding source could improperly influence and
threaten the independence and objectivity of the IOHRP.
artiCle xii
entry into ForCe and amendments
1. The present Statutes will enter into force three months after their approval.
2. Amendments to the present Statutes will not be allowed during the first twelve
months after the establishment of the IOHRP.
3. Once the period stated in paragraph 2 above has expired, the Statutes of the
IOHRP may be revised by the General Assembly with the vote in favour of the
qualified majority of its members.
4. The Executive Committee, in consultation with the International Secretariat,
may propose to the General Assembly to examine the amendments to the
present Statutes it may consider necessary.
5. The approval of the IOHRP Regulations will not entail any amendment to the
provisions of the present Statutes.

Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen Nazioarteko Behatokiaren
Estatutuak
Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko Nazioarteko Biltzarra 2010eko
abenduaren 9an eta 10ean egin da Santiagon (Espainia), 2010eko Foroaren edo
Bakerako Hezkuntzaren Munduko Gizarte Foroaren karietara.
Kontuan izan dute, batetik, gizarte zibilaren nahiak adierazten dituen Bakerako
Giza Eskubideari buruzko Santiagoko Adierazpena —2010eko abenduaren 10ean
egina, bakerako giza eskubidearen aldeko mundu-kanpainan Giza Eskubideen
nazioarteko Zuzenbiderako Espainiako Elkarteak (AEDIDH) beste 800 GKErekin
eta hainbat erakunde publikorekin batera lau urte baino gehiagoz eta munduko bost
eskualdeetan egindako galdeketan jasotakoaren arabera— eta, bestetik, nazioarteko
gizarte zibilari eman nahi zaiola Santiagoko Adierazpena mundu osoan bultzatzea
eta ezartzea zainduko duen mekanismo instituzional bat. Hala, AEDIDHk kide
diren GKEei kontsulta eginda landu duen Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen nazioarteko
Behatokiaren estatutu-proiektuari buruz eztabaidatu ondoren,
1. Ebazpen honen eranskinean ageri diren Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen
nazioarteko Behatokiaren Estatutuak onartzea erabaki du.
2. Gizarte zibileko erakunde orori —kide diren GKE eta erakundeak barne—
eskatzen dio Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen nazioarteko Behatokiaren
Estutuak mundu osoan zabaldu, azaldu eta ezagutaraz ditzala.
Santiago Konpostelakoa (Espainia), 2010eko abenduaren 10a
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Eranskina
Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen Nazioarteko Behatokiaren Estatutuak

i artikulua
behatokia
1. Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen nazioarteko Behatokia (hemendik aurrera,
OIDHP) eratu da, Giza Eskubideen nazioarteko Eskubiderako Espainiako
Elkartearen barruan (hemendik aurrera, AEDIDH).
2. OIDHP 2011ko urtarrilaren 1ean hasiko da lanean, eta etenik gabe egingo du
lan, bere helburuak erabat bete arte.
3. OIDHPk egitura organiko iraunkorra izango du, eta bakerako giza eskubidea
sustatzeko eta defendatzeko interesa duten gobernuz kanpoko erakundeen
mundu-mailako sare bat koordinatuko du elektronikoki, erakunde horiek
nazioartekoak, eskualdekoak, nazionalak nahiz tokikoak izanik.
4. Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen aldeko Mundu Ituneko partaide diren gizarte
zibileko erakundeak eta, bereziki, giza eskubideen alorreko GKEak
gonbidatuko dira, bereziki, OIDHPko kide izatera.
ii artikulua
helburuak
OIDHPren helburuak dira:
1. Bakerako Giza Eskubideari buruzko Santiagoko Adierazpena sustatzea eta
bere printzipio eta arauak mundu osoan zabaltzea.
2. Bakerako giza eskubidearen nazioarteko kodifikazio-prozesua —Giza
Eskubideen Kontseiluak eta haren Batzorde Aholkulariak hasia— ondo
amaitzen dela ziurtatzea; horretarako, Giza Eskubideen Kontseiluak eta nazio
Batuen Batzar nagusiak Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen Deklarazio Unibertsala
onartu behar du, zeinak behar den gisan kontuan izan beharko baititu Santiagoko
Adierazpena eta haren prestatze-lanak.
3. Munduko edozein lekutako estatuek eta bestelako nazioarteko eragileek
bakerako giza eskubidea zer neurritan errespetatzen duten neurtzeko adierazle
fidagarriak sortzea, Santiagoko Adierazpenaren arau-edukiarekin bat.
4. Urtero, munduko bakerako giza eskubidearen egoerari buruzko txosten bat
egitea, gizarte zibileko erakundeekin eta, bereziki, OIDHPren sarean dauden
estatuko nahiz tokiko giza eskubideen GKEekin lankidetza estuan.
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5. Garaiz prebenitzeko eta ohartarazteko mekanismo bat ezartzea, bakerako
giza eskubidearen urraketa larriak eragin litzaketen gatazka-egoeretan
eraginkortasunez jardun ahal izateko.
6. Azterketak eta txostenak aurkeztea nazio Batuen erakunde eskudunei, eta,
bereziki, Segurtasun Kontseiluari eta Kontseilu Ekonomiko eta Sozialari;
Giza Eskubideen Kontseiluari eta haren organo subsidiarioei eta, bereziki,
prozedura berezien sistemari eta Batzorde Aholkulariari; giza eskubideen
nazioarteko hitzarmenen bidez sorturiko organoei; eta, nazio Batuen Batzar
nagusiak onartuta, Bakerako Giza Eskubidearen Deklarazio Unibertsalaren
ezarpena gainbegiratzeko ezarriko litzatekeen gainbegiratze-mekanismoari.
7. Bakerako giza eskubidearen urraketa larrien biktima diren pertsona eta herriak
ordezkatzea, giza eskubideak babesten dituzten nazioarteko mekanismoen aurrean.
8. Bakerako giza eskubidearen urraketa larri, masibo eta sistematikoen ikerketek
proposaturiko prebentzio-neurrien eta gomendioen aplikazioaren segimendua egitea.
9. Bakerako giza eskubidearen arloan eskumena duten nazioarteko organoek
hartutako erabakiak eta egindako ohar eta gomendioak betetzen diren aztertzea.
10. Sareko kideak eta egoera ahulean dauden taldeetako kideak gaitu eta indartzea,
bakerako giza eskubidearen edukien, hura defendatu eta aplikatzeko bitartekoen
eta nazioarteko erreklamazio-mekanismoen alorrean.
iii artikulua
eskumenak
OIDHPk bere gain hartuko ditu eskumen hauek, besteak beste:
1. Bakerako giza eskubidea sustatzeko eta babesteko ikastaro, bilera, foro, tailer eta
beste edozein nazioarteko jarduera diseinatzea, antolatzea edo horietan parte hartzea.
2. Gizarte zibileko erakundeak —bereziki, giza eskubideenGKEak— eta
bakerako giza eskubidean interesa duten beste eragile batzuk gaitzea, gatazken
kausak eta ondorioak aldatzeko eta gainditzeko bitarteko izan daitezen.
3. Bakerako giza eskubidearen urraketen biktimei aholkularitza juridikoa ematea,
eta justiziarako sarbidea izan dezaten bultzatzea.
4. Sareko kide diren gizarte zibileko erakundeek bakerako giza eskubidearen
urraketa larriak salatu dituzten pertsona edo herrien alde bidalitako larrialdiko
ekintza zehatzak aurkeztea nazio Batuen erakunde eskudunen aurrean, nazio
Batuen organo eskudunei bideratu ahal izateko.
5. Ikerketa-misioak bideratzea eta, gizarte zibileko erakundeekin eta, bereziki, sareko
giza eskubideen alorreko GKEekin elkarlanean, bakerako giza eskubidearen
urraketa larri, masibo eta sistematikoei buruzko txosten zehatzak egitea.
6. Eztabaidak modu baketsuan konpontzen laguntzea, bakerako giza eskubidea
aplikatuz.
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7. Bakerako giza eskubidearen ikerketa bultzatzea, mundu osoko adituekin
lankidetzan.
8. Bakerako giza eskubidean trebatzeko materialak argitaratu eta zabaltzea.
9. AEDIDHren liburutegian, bakerako giza eskubidean espezializatutako atal bat
lantzea, euskarri materialean (liburuak, monografiak, aldizkariak, nazioarteko
erakundeen dokumentazioa, etab.) nahiz elektronikoan (www.aedidh.org).
10. Gizarteko erakundeekiko eta, bereziki, bakerako giza eskubidearen alde modu
objektibo eta inpartzialean lan egiten duten giza eskubideen arloko talde eta
erakundeekiko lankidetza bultzatzea.

iv artikulua
zuzenbide aPlikagarria
1. 2010eko abenduaren 10eko Bakearen Giza Eskubideari buruzko Santiagoko
Adierazpenaren edukia izango da OIDHPren zuzenbide material aplikagarria,
eta, subsidiarioki, Luarcan (2006ko urriaren 30ean), Bilbon (2010eko otsailaren
24an) eta Bartzelonan (2010eko ekainaren 2an) bakearen giza eskubidearen
alde onarturiko adierazpenak.
2. Horiek osatzeko, giza eskubideen arloko nazioarteko zuzenbidearen arau eta
printzipioak aplikatuko dira (Giza Eskubideen Nazioarteko Kodea).
3. Ikuspuntu prozesaletik, Estatutu hauek eta OIDHPk berak dagokionean
onartzen duen barne-araudia beteko ditu OIDHPk.
v artikulua
egitura
1. OIDHP AEDIDHren esparruan eratuko da, haren garapen instituzionalak
eta bakerako eskubidearen arloan bilduriko esperientzia baliatu ahal
izateko.
2. OIDHPk bere egitura propioa eta AEDIDHren egituratik bereizia izango du,
bere barne-autonomia ziurtatu ahal izateko.
3. Egiturari dagokionez, OIDHPk kide guztiak bilduko dituen Batzar nagusi bat
izango du, Batzorde Exekutiboak eta Mahaiak zuzenduko du eta nazioarteko
Idazkaritza iraunkorrak gauzatuko ditu haren jarduerak.
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vi artikulua
batzar nagusia. osaera eta Funtzionamendua
1. OIDHPren Batzar nagusiko kide izango dira Batzorde Exekutiboak, nazioarteko
Idazkaritzari galdetuta, onartzen dituen eta bakerako giza eskubidea sustatzeko
eta defendatzeko interesa duten gizarte zibileko erakundeak eta, bereziki, giza
eskubideen arloko GKEak.
2. Batzar nagusiko kide den erakunde bakoitzak ordezkari bat aukeratuko du eta
boto bat izango du.
3. Bakerako giza eskubidearen kodifikazio-prozesuan parte hartzen duten gizarte
zibileko 800 erakunde baino gehiago eta, bereziki, giza eskubideen alorreko
GKEak gonbidatuko dira Batzar nagusiko sortzaile gisa OIDHPko kide egitea
eska dezaten.
4. Kide sortzaile izateko hautagaiek 12 hilabeteko epea izango dute beren
hautagaitza nazioarteko Idazkaritzaren aurrean formalizatzeko.
5. nazioarteko Idazkaritzak jasotako hautagaitzak ebaluatuko ditu, erakunde
hautagaiek frogatutako independentzia-, profesionalismo- eta objektibitateprintzipioetan oinarrituta.
6. Erakunde hautagaiek gobernuengandik eta interes-taldeengandik guztiz
independenteak izan behar dute. Ez da onartuko, ezarrita dagoen erregimen bat
indarkeriaren bidez botatzea helburu duten oposizio-taldeak babesten dituen
gizarte zibileko erakunderik.
7. Erakunde hautagaiek erakutsi beharko dute gai direla bakerako giza eskubidearen
urraketen biktima direnen egoera ebaluatzeko inolako diskriminaziorik gabe,
biktimaren —herri nahiz norbanako— afiliazio politikoa, sexu-joera edo
erlijio-sinesmenak barne.
8. Erakunde hautagaien jarduera nagusiak izan behar du giza eskubideen eta,
bereziki, bakerako giza eskubidearen defentsa. Orobat, erakutsi behar dute
esperientzia dutela egiazko testigantzak eta informazioa biltzen eta egiaztatu
ahal izan dituzten giza eskubideen eta, bereziki, bakerako giza eskubidearen
urraketei buruz objektibotasunez eta independentziaz informatzen.
9. Inolaz ere ez dira Batzar nagusira gonbidatuko nazioarteko zuzenbideaz
kanpoko borroka armatua, gerraren aldeko propaganda, diskriminazioa
bultzatzen duen nazio-, arraza- edo erlijio-gorrotoaren apologia eta norbanako
edo herrien aurkako etsaitasuna edo indarkeria bultzatzen duten erakundeak.
10. Erakunde hautagai izatetik kanporatuko dira, nahita, nazioarteko Idazkaritzari
informazio faltsua edo egiaztatu gabea eman dioten erakundeak, edo informazio
hori bakerako giza eskubidearen defentsa ez den beste interes batzuetarako
manipulatu dutenak.
11. nazioarteko Idazkaritzak Batzorde Exekutiboari bidaliko dizkio hautaturiko
erakundeen hautagaitzak, eta hark kideen gehiengo kualifikatuz erabakiko du.
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12. Hamabi hilabeteko epea igaro ostean, hala eskatzen duten gizarte zibileko
erakundeak Batzar nagusiko ohiko kide izatera gonbidatu ahal izango dira, 4.
paragrafotik 10 supra paragrafora bitartean aurreikusitakoarekin bat. Batzorde
Exekutiboak Batzar nagusiari proposatuko dizkio aukeraturiko hautagaitzak,
11 supra paragrafoaren arabera, eta Batzar nagusiko kideek ere gehiengo
kualifikatuz erabakiko dute.
13. Batzar nagusiko kide den gizarte zibileko erakunde oro erakunde horretatik
egotzi ahal izango da, baldin eta 4. paragrafotik 10 supra paragrafora bitartean
adierazitako onartezintasun-kausaren bat betetzen badu. Hartarako, 11 supra
paragrafoan deskribaturikoaren antzeko prozedura bete beharko da, Batzorde
Exekutiboak eta Batzar nagusiak alderdi interesdunari entzun ondoren.
vii artikulua
batzar nagusia. eskumenak
Batzar nagusiak eskumen hauek ditu:
1. OIDHPren organo subirano gisa jardutea, Batzorde Exekutiboak proposaturiko
ildo nagusiak onartzea eta hildo horiek Estatutu hauetan OIDHPri ezarritako
helburuak lortzeko egokienak izan daitezen ziurtatzea.
2. Batzorde Exekutiboak aurkezturiko urteko jarduera-txostena gehiengo soilez
onartzea.
3. Batzorde Exekutiboak aurkezturiko OIDHPren barne-araudiaren proiektua
eztabaidatzea eta gehiengo soilez onartzea.
4. Batzorde Exekutiboak OIDHPren Batzar nagusiko ohiko kide izateko
aurkezturiko hautagaitzak eztabaidatzea eta gehiengo kualifikatuz onartzea,
Estatutu hauek indarrean sartzen direnetik hamabi hilabeteko epea igaro
ondoren.
5. OIDHPren Batzorde Exekutiboaren kudeaketa onartzea edo, hala badagokio,
gaitzestea.
6. Lehenengo berrikuntzaren ondoren, Batzorde Exekutiboko kide berrien sarrera
onartzea, VIII. 5 infra artikuluan ezarritakoarekin bat.
7. Batzorde Exekutiboaren urteko txostena aztertzea eta onartzea.
8. Batzar nagusiaren aurreko bilerako akta onartzea.
9. Urteko kontuak aztertu eta onartzea, Batzorde Exekutiboak aurkezturiko
txostenarekin bat.
10. OIDHPren ohiko gastuetan lagundu ahal izateko Batzar nagusiko kideek
ordaindu beharreko ohiko edo ezohiko kuotak zehaztea.
11. Batzorde Exekutiboak proposaturik, Espainian edo atzerrian, OIDHPren
bulegoak —aldi baterakoak edo iraunkorrak— ireki daitezen adostea,
OIDHPren Estatutuetan zehazturiko helburuak bete ahal izateko.
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12. Batzar nagusiaren ohiko bilkura urtean behin egingo da, Batzorde Exekutiboko
presidenteak deituta.
13. Batzorde Exekutiboak Batzar nagusiaren ezohiko bilera egin dadin eskatu ahal izango
du, haren presidentearen bidez edo Batzar nagusiko kideen herenaren ekimenez.
14. Batzar nagusiaren bileretan parte hartzeko, bertaratu egin beharko da. Hala
eta guztiz ere, bideokonferentziaz ere parte hartu ahal izango da, baldin eta
inguruabarrek hala eskatzen badute. Parte hartzen ez duten kideek bertaratzen
diren kideengan —haiek aukeratuak— eskuordetu ahal izango dute botoa.
Batzorde Exekutiboko presidenteari zuzenduriko idatzi bidez egin beharko da
boto-eskuordetzea. Gehiengo absolutuaren quoruma errespetatuko da, Batzar
nagusiaren bilera balioz eratutzat jo dadin.
viii artikulua
batzorde exekutiboa. osaera eta Funtzionamendua
1. Hamabost kide adituk osatuko dute Batzorde Exekutiboa. Horietatik bost
espainiarrak izango dira eta hamar munduko beste edozein lekutakoak. Modu
horretan, k bakerako giza eskubidearen aldeko munduko kanpainan 2005az
geroztik erakutsitako gidaritza aitortzen da.
2. Batzorde Exekutiboko kideak hautatzean, kontuan izango da genero-oreka eta
munduko bost eskualdeak bidezko moduan ordezkatuak izatea.
3. Batzorde Exekutiboko kideek ezagunak izan behar dute beren moral,
inpartzialtasun eta zintzotasunagatik, eta, orobat, esperientzia luzea eta nahikoa
ziurtatu behar dute giza eskubideen eta, bereziki, bakerako giza eskubidearen
nazioarteko zuzenbidearen alorrean.
4. OIDHPren sortzaile diren erakundeek kide hautagaiak proposatu ahal
izango dizkiote lehenengo Batzorde Exekutiboari, nazioarteko Idazkaritzari
zuzendutako idatzi arrazoitu bidez, OIDHP sortu eta lehenengo hiru hilabeteen
barruan. Lehenengo Batzorde Exekutiboa Estatutu hauetan ezarritako arauen
araberakoa izan dadin zainduko du AEDIDHk.
5. Ondorengo hauteskundeetan, OIDHPren Batzar nagusiak zuzenean aukeratuko
ditu Batzorde Exekutiboko kideak. Batzar nagusiko kide orok Batzorde
Exekutiboko hautagai bat proposatu ahal izango du, nazioarteko Idazkaritzari
zuzendutako idatzi arrazoitu bidez. Kargua uzten duen Batzorde Exekutiboak orain
arte adierazitako hautagaien onargarritasun-arauak errespeta daitezen zainduko du.
6. Batzorde Exekutiboko kideen mandatuak bost (5) urteko iraupena izango du.
Behin bakarrik berrautatu ahal izango dira, beste bost urtez.
7. Bost urtean behin, Batzorde Exekutiboak presidente bat, hiru presidenteorde eta
diruzain bat hautatu behar ditu, guztiak talde geografiko desberdinetakoak. Hala
aukeraturiko bost kideek Batzorde Exekutiboaren Mahaia osatuko dute, zeinak
OIDHPren ohiko gaiak kudeatuko baititu, Batzorde Exekutiboaren izenean.
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8. Batzorde Exekutiboa behar adina alditan bilduko da, presidenteak deituta, eta, aurrez,
Mahaiari galdetuta. Orobat, Batzorde Exekutiboaren ezohiko bilera bat deitu dezake
Batzordeko kideen gehiengoak, presidenteari zuzenduriko idatzi arrazoitu bidez.
9. Batzorde Exekutiboaren bileretan parte hartzeko, bertaratu egin behar da. Hala
eta guztiz ere, inguruabarrek hala gomendatzen badute eta Mahaiak aurrez
hala hitzartzen badu, bideokonferentzia bidezko bilerak deitu ahal izango ditu
presidenteak. Gehiengo absolutuaren quoruma errespetatuko da, Batzorde
exekutiboaren bilera baliozkotzat jo dadin. Bertaratzen ez diren kideek
bertaratzen diren kideengan —haiek aukeratuak— eskuordetu ahal izango
dute botoa. Batzorde Exekutiboko presidenteari zuzenduriko idatzi bidez egin
beharko da boto-eskuordetzea.
ix artikulua
batzorde exekutiboa. eskumenak
Batzorde Exekutiboak eskumen hauek izango ditu:
1. OIDHPren organo exekutibo gisa, nazioarteko Idazkaritzaren lanak zuzentzea;
nazioarteko Idazkaritzarekin lankidetza estuan, OIDHPren lehentasun eta
estrategiak diseinatzea, Estatutuetan ezarritako helburuak bete daitezen; eta
Batzar nagusiaren onarpena eskatzea, beharrezko den gaietan, Estatutu hauen
VII. artikuluarekin bat.
2. nazioarteko Idazkaritzaren jarduerak eta OIDHPren administrazio- eta
finantza-kudeaketa ikuskatuko dituen Mahaiko kideak izendatzea.
3. nazioarteko Idazkaritzako kideak hautatzea, AEDIDHri galdetuta.
4. OIDHPren kide sortzaileak hautatzea, AEDIDHri galdetuta.
5. Estatutu hauek indarrean daudenetik hamabi hilabete igarotzean, ohiko kide
berriak sar daitezen proposatzea Batzar nagusiari.
6. Batzar nagusiari OIDHPren ildo orokorrak onar ditzan proposatzea.
7. Batzar nagusiari OIDHPren jarduerei buruzko urteko txostena onar dezan
proposatzea.
8. Batzar nagusiari OIDHPren barne-araudia onar dezan proposatzea.
9. Batzar nagusiari OIDHPren urteko kontuak onar ditzan proposatzea.
10. Batzar nagusiari OIDHPren Batzar nagusiko kide diren erakundeen ohiko eta
ezohiko kuotak onar ditzan proposatzea.
11. OIDHPren egoitza nagusia zehaztea eta Batzar nagusiari proposatzea
OIDHPren bulegoak —aldi baterakoak nahiz iraunkorrak— ireki daitezen,
Espainian edo atzerrian.
12. Batzorde Exekutiboaren aurreko bilerako akta onartzea.
13. Batzar nagusiaren edo nazioarteko Idazkaritzaren eskumen esklusiboa ez den
beste zeinahi ahalmen betetzea.
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x artikulua
nazioarteko idazkaritza. antolaketak eta eskumenak
1. Batzorde Exekutiboak eta haren Mahaiak zuzenean gainbegiraturik, Batzar
nagusiak eta Batzorde Exekutiboak dagozkien alorretan hartutako erabakiak
gauzatzeaz arduratuko da nazioarteko Idazkaritza.
2. OIDHPren egoitza nagusian, Idazkari nagusi batek gidatuko du nazioarteko
Idazkaritza, eta, administrazio-gaietan, Alboko Idazkari nagusi baten laguntza
izango du. Tokian-tokian behar diren laguntza-bulegoak (Geneva, new York,
etab.), berriz, zuzendari baten esku egongo dira.
3. nazioarteko Idazkaritzak OIDHPren estatutuan ezarritako helburuak betetzeko
behar-beharrezkoak diren ikertzaileak izango ditu.
4. nazioarteko Idazkaritzako langile guztiak Batzorde Exekutiboak hautatuko
ditu. Hartarako, kontuan izango da genero-berdintasuna eta munduko bost
eskualdeak egoki ordezkatuak izatea. Hautagaiek ezagunak izan behar dute
beren moral, inpartzialtasun eta zintzotasunagatik, eta, orobat, ziurtatu behar
dute giza eskubideen eta, bereziki, bakerako giza eskubidearen nazioarteko
zuzenbidearen alorrean esperientzia luzea eta nahikoa dutela.
5. nazioarteko Idazkaritza lankidetza estuan arituko da Batzorde Exekutiboarekin
eta haren Mahaiarekin, OIDHPren lehentasun eta estrategiak zehazteko eta,
hartara, estatutu-helburuak lortzeko.
6. nazioarteko Idazkaritzak Batzorde Exekutiboari bidaliko dizkio gizarteko
zibileko erakundeak OIDHPra atxikitzeko proposamenak.
7. Nazioarteko Idazkaritzak administrazio- eta finantza-kudeaketari buruzko
txostena eta OIDHPren urteko kontuak bidaliko dizkio Batzorde Exekutiboari
eta haren Mahaiari.
8. nazioarteko Idazkaritzak OIDHPren jardueren urteko txostenak prestatuko
ditu Batzorde Exekutiboarentzat eta haren Mahaiarentzat.
9. nazioarteko Idazkaritzak OIDHPren barne-araudiari buruzko proiektu bat
prestatuko du Batzorde Exekutiboarentzat eta haren Mahairentzat.
10. nazioarteko Idazkaritzak bere barne-egituraren eta lan-metodoen proposamenei
buruzko iritzia eskatuko die Batzorde Exekutiboari eta haren Mahaiari.
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xi artikulua
Finantziazioa
1. OIDHPk finantziazio-iturri zabala —publikoa nahiz pribatua— izan beharko du.
2. Eskualdeko, estatuko eta nazioarteko garapenerako lankidetzaren arloko
agentziei, Estatu Lagunen Taldeko gobernuei, fundazio publiko eta pribatuei
eta nazioarteko giza eskubideen aldeko GKEei nahiz bakezale, erlijioso eta
bestelakoei eskatuko zaie OIDHPren aurrekontu orokorrari lagun diezaioten.
3. Jasotako finantza-laguntzen artean oreka mantendu behar da, finantziazio-iturri
jakin batek bidegabeko eraginik izan ez dezan eta OIDHPren independentzia
eta objektibotasuna arriskuan jar ez dadin.
xii artikulua
indarrean sartzea eta zuzenketak
1. Estatutu hauek onartu eta hiru hilabetera sartuko dira indarrean.
2. Ez da onartuko Estatutu hauen aurkako zuzenketarik, OIDHPren lehenengo
hamabi hilabeteetan.
3. Aurreko paragrafoan (2) adierazitako epea igarotakoan, Batzar nagusiak
OIDHPren Estatutuak berrikusi ahal izango ditu, kideen gehiengo
kualifikatuaren aldeko boto bidez.
4. Batzorde Exekutiboek, nazioarteko Idazkaritzari galdeturik, Estatutu hauei
eginiko zuzenketak azter ditzan proposatu ahal izango dio Batzar nagusiari.
5. OIDHPren barne-araudia onartzeak ez dakar Estatutu hauetako xedapenen
zuzenketarik.

Annex III
Non-legislative motion on the human right to peace adopted by
the Parliament of Spain
Madrid (Spain), 14 September 20111

The Congress of Deputies,
Aware that, in accordance with the Spanish Constitution of 27 December 1978,
it is the will of the Spanish nation and the nationalities and regions that compose
it to guarantee democratic coexistence under a just economic and social order, to
protect the exercise of human rights, to ensure a worthy quality of life for all, to
establish a democratic and advanced society and to collaborate in the strengthening
of peaceful relations and effective cooperation among all the peoples of the world;
Guided by the purposes and principles of the United nations Charter and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international human rights treaties
ratified by Spain, on which the emerging human right to peace can be founded.
Recalling the codification of the human right to peace elaborated by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in the
nineties, in particular the Declaration on the Human Right to Peace by the then
Director General, Federico Mayor Zaragoza, in January 1997;
Recognizing the important progress made since 2005 by the Spanish civil
society and its contribution to the world debate on the definition of peace as a
human right;
Recognizing the pioneering role of the Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) crystallized in the Luarca Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace, adopted on 30 October 2006 by an independent expert
drafting Committee;
1

Available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/diario-sesiones.pdf
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Congratulating the World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace
conducted successfully by the SSIHRL (2007-2010), through which the Luarca
Declaration has been shared and discussed by independent experts in twenty
meetings held in the five regions of the world;
Welcoming the regional and international contributions to the Luarca
Declaration in the regional Declarations on the Human Right to Peace adopted
by experts of civil society in La Plata, Argentina (5 november 2008), Yaoundé,
Cameroon (2 February 2009), Bangkok, Thailand (24 April 2009), Johannesburg,
South Africa (17 April 2009), Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina (30 October
2009), Alexandria, Egypt (7 December 2009) and Havana, Cuba (6 January 2010);
Recognizing the Bilbao Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, adopted on
24 February 2010 by a Technical Expert Drafting Committee of Spanish experts,
that incorporated the inputs received from the different cultural sensitivities of all
regions of the world;2
Congratulating the SSIHRL for organizing together with other CSOs, the
International Drafting Committee of ten independent experts from the five regions
of the world, who revised the Bilbao Declaration and approved on 2 June 2010 the
Barcelona Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, by which it acknowledged
the international authority of both the Luarca and Bilbao Declarations;
Acknowledging resolution 406/VIII of the Parliament of Catalonia adopted by
the Committee on Cooperation and Solidarity on 26 February 2009; the Declaration
adopted by the regional Parliament of the Principality of Asturias on 9 October
2009; the Agreement by the Executive Commission of the Asturian Federation of
City Councils of 10 July 2009; the Agreement by the Cabildo de Gran Canaria of
26 March 2010; the Declarations adopted by the City Councils of Telde and St.
Lucia in April and May 2010; the Lanzarote Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace of 29 October 2010; the Declaration by the Basque municipalities gathered
in Berriz on 12 november 2010 and the Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
by the City Council of Gijon of 21 December 2010, by which they adhered to the
Luarca Declaration and decided to request the State authorities to support the
official codification of the human right to peace at the international level;
Welcoming the Declaration by the Ombudsmen Assembly of Argentina of
11 August 2010, by which it joined the World Alliance for the human right to
peace; urged other similar Associations of the Continent to show their solidarity
2

See Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (editors): Regional Contributions for a
Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, Luarca: ssihrl, 2010, 640 pp.
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and commitment to this valuable and necessary initiative carried out by the
international civil society; and requested the Government of Argentina to join the
Group of Friends States supporting the international codification process of the
human right to peace;
Welcoming also the Caracas Declaration on the Human Right to Peace of
18 november 2010, in which many Venezuelan universities and civil society
organizations congratulate the SSIHRL and its associated CSOs for leading
the World Campaign in favour of the right to peace; urges the government of
Venezuela to declare its territory as an International Zone of Peace and invites
the government to support the codification process on the human right to peace
initiated in the United nations;
Welcoming also the Morphou Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
adopted on 7 October 2010 by the Assembly of the International Association
of Peace Messenger Cities gathered in Limassol (Cyprus), by which expressed
its full support to the Luarca, Bilbao and Barcelona Declarations on the Human
Right to Peace; called upon all international stakeholders to adhere to the World
Alliance for the human right to peace, and invited all member cities to send their
representatives to the International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, held
in Santiago de Compostela on 9 and 10 December 2010;
Welcoming the awareness campaign in favour of the human right to peace
carried out by the SSIHRL since 2007 before the Human Rights Council and
other relevant United nations bodies; recognizing in particular the importance of
fourteen joint written and oral statements on the content and scope of the human
right to peace endorsed by 800 civil society organizations, nGOs and cities
worldwide, which are now part of the official documents of the UN Human Rights
Council and its Advisory Committee;
Congratulating the SSIHRL for hosting the constitution in Geneva (november
2007) of the Group of Friend States with the codification process of the human
right to peace;
Congratulating the SSIHRL for having launched on 21 September 2008, at the
occasion of the official commemoration of the International Day of Peace at the
United nations, a solemn call to all international actors to join the World Alliance
for the human right to peace;
Welcoming that the Office of High Commissioner for Human Rights has convened
the workshop on the right of peoples to peace held on 15-16 December 2009 in
Geneva; and the workshop’s recommendation that the Human Rights Council
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should establish an open-ended working group with the task of initiating the official
codification of the human right to peace;3
Welcoming the Human Rights Council resolution 14/3, adopted on 17
June 2010, which explicitly recognized “...the important work being carried
out by civil society organizations for the promotion of the right of peoples to
peace and the codification of that right”; and “supported the need to further
promote the realization of the right of peoples to peace”; it therefore requested
“the Advisory Committee, in consultation with Member States, civil society,
academia and all relevant stakeholders, to prepare a draft declaration on the
right of peoples to peace, and to report on the progress thereon to the HR
Council at its seventeenth session”;
Welcoming the Advisory Committee recommendation 5/2, adopted on 6 August
2010, by which it established the drafting group of four members to prepare by
January 2011 a first draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace;
Welcoming also the Advisory Committee recommendation 6/3, adopted on 21
January 2011, by which it took note of the progress report; increased to six the
members of the drafting group; and requested it to prepare a questionnaire to be
distributed among all stakeholders. In the light of the comments to be received, a
first draft declaration was submitted in August 2011 and a second draft declaration
will be submitted in February 2012 to the Advisory Committee;
Welcoming the progress report prepared by the drafting group, which also
recognized the important contribution of civil society in the codification process
of the human right to peace within United nations and paid tribute to the World
Campaign in favour of the human right to peace led by the SSIHRL with the
support of 800 CSOs;
Welcoming the SSIHRL and associated CSOs for submitting the Barcelona
Declaration to the International to the Congress on the Human Right to Peace,
held on 9-10 December 2010 in Santiago de Compostela (Spain), at the World
Social Forum on Education for Peace (“Forum 2010”); the adoption on 10
December 2010 of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace and the
Statutes of the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace, which is
closely working within the SSIHRL to ensure the promotion and implementation
of the Santiago Declaration;

3

See doc. A/HRC/14/38, of 17 March 2010, 16 p.: “OHCHR Report on the outcome of the expert
workshop on the right of peoples to peace”.
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Noting that the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace was
submitted by the SSIHRL and associated CSOs to the Human Rights Council and
its Advisory Committee in 2011, urging Member States and experts to continue
the official codification of the human right to peace, as initiated on 17 June 2010
with the adoption of HR Council resolution 14/3;
Decides:
1. To congratulate the SSIHRL and the civil society organizations
associated for their successful World Campaign in favour of the human
right to peace, whose most prominent landmarks have been the Luarca
Declaration of 30 October 2006 and the Bilbao, the Barcelona and the
Santiago Declarations of 2010.
2. To thank all the institutions in Spain and abroad which have adhered to
the Luarca Declaration and the SSIHRL World Campaign in favour of
of the human right to peace, and to show its solidarity and adherence
to this worthy and necessary legislative initiative carried out by the
Spanish civil society.
3. To urge the Government of the nation:
a. To provide a strong support in its external action to the initiatives of
the Spanish and international civil society in favour of the codification
process of the human right to peace.
b. To support resolutely the official codification of the right of peoples
to peace initiated in the Human Rights Council and its Advisory
Committee (drafting group), in order to include also the right
of individuals to peace, paving the way to the codification and
progressive development of the human right to peace.
c. To join the Group of Friend States with the codification process of
the human right to peace.
4. To transmit this non-legislative motion to the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe, the European Parliament, the Assembly of
the OSCE, the Inter-Parliamentary Union and the Confederation of
European Regional Parliaments to invite them to join the international
codification process of the human right to peace.
5. To transmit this non-legislative motion to the Secretary-General of the
United nations and the Un High Commissioner for Human Rights,
requesting the Organization of the United nations to actively support and
progressively develop the official codification of the human right to peace in
the light of the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United nations.
Madrid, 14 September 2011
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Annex IV
Resolution on the right to peace adopted by
XXI Ibero American Summit
Asuncion (Paraguay), 29 October 20111

The Heads of State and Government of the Ibero American States, gathered in
Asuncion, Paraguay, at the XXI Ibero American Summit:
Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United nations and
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international human rights
instruments ratified by the Member States of the Ibero American Community, in
which is founded the emerging right to peace.
Recalling the resolutions on the right to peace approved by the General
Assembly of the United nations, the Commission on Human Rights and the
Human Rights Council.
Recalling the Final Declaration of the XI Ibero American Summit of Lima, of
24 November 2001, which “reaffirmed the will of the Latin American Community
to build together a future of peace, greater prosperity and social equality for all our
nations in the context of the sustainable development”.
Considering the Final Declaration of the XVI Ibero American Summit of
Montevideo, of 5 November 2006, which “reaffirmed the full commitment of
the Latin American community with the purposes and principles enshrined in
the Charter of the United nations, the full exercise of democracy, respect of
sovereignty and non-interference in the internal affairs of States, the respect and
promotion of human rights, the strengthening of multilateralism and the respect
of the principles of international law, the peaceful settlement of disputes, the
prohibition of the use or threat of force in the international affairs and the rejection
of unilateral coercive measures contrary to international law”.
1
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Taking into account the Special Declaration on Defence of democracy and
constitutional order in Ibero America, signed in Mar del Plata on 4 December 2010,
which “upheld that the rule of law, the respect of legitimate authority constituted
as an expression of the sovereign will of peoples, the non-interference in internal
affairs and defense of democratic institutions are essential guarantees for ensuring
peace, stability, economic prosperity and social justice and the realization of
human rights and fundamental freedoms”.
Decide:
1. To urge the Member States of the Ibero American Conference to support
the codification of the right to peace as initiated at the HR Council,
paving the way to its progressive development.
2. To recognize the important contribution of civil society organizations to
promote the right to peace.
3. To request that the resolution be transmitted to the Secretary-General
and the High Commissioner for Human Rights, urging the United
nations to actively contribute to the progressive development of the
right to peace in the context of the purposes and principles set up in the
Charter of the United nations.

Annex V
Tokyo Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
10 December 20111

Noting that the Japanese Committee for the Human Right to Peace (JCHRP)
gathered in Tokyo (Japan) on 10 December 2011 with the support of the Spanish
Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) and the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHHRP) and the sponsorship of the
Japan Lawyers International Solidarity Association, the Japan Workers Committee
for Human Rights, the Japan Democratic Lawyer’s Association, the International
Women’s Year Liaison Group, the Japan Young Women’s Christian Association,
the Pan-Pacific and South-East Asia Women’s Association of Japan, the Japan
Federation of Women’s Organization, the Japanese Society for Developing
the Culture of Peace, the World Campaign for Peace Education Japan and the
Peace boat and Global Article 9 Campaign to discuss the topic of “the Japanese
contribution to the codification process of the human right to peace at the United
nations”, have decided to convene special Symposiums on the human right to
peace held in nagoya (3 December 2011), Osaka (5 December 2011), Okinawa (7
December 2011) and Tokyo (10 December 2011) to further discuss issues relating
to the human right to peace;
Taking into account the 1945 Charter of the United nations which stated
in its Preamble that “all peoples of the United nations are determined to save
succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has
brought untold sorrow to mankind” and the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human
Rights which also recognized in its Preamble the “inherent dignity and of the
equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation
of freedom, justice and peace in the world”;
Recalling the 1984 Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace that recognized
the will and the aspirations of all peoples to avert a world-wide nuclear catastrophe
1
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and the obligations of States to eliminate the threat of war, particularly nuclear
war, in order to avoid another humanitarian calamity as occurred in Hiroshima
and nagasaki (Japan) because of atomic bombings;
Acknowledging the Constitution of Japan that stated in its Preamble that “....all
peoples of the world have the right to live in peace, free from fear and want”; that
Article 9 is in favour of a complete pacifism, namely, the renunciation of war, the
non-possession of war power, and the denial of belligerent rights and recognized
the political principle of “pacifism with demilitarization” by which reaffirmed its
engagement in the promotion, defence, implementation and elaboration of the
right to live in peace in Japan and all around the world;
Recalling that the Nagoya Declaration on the human right to peace, adopted
on 3 December 2011, concluded that the right to live in peace is a legal principle
of domestic law as recognized by the Sapporo District Court (Fukushima Court) in
the Naganuma case of 1976; the nagoya District Court (Tajika Court) of 2007; the
Nagoya High Court in 2008; and the Okayama District Court of 2009, by affirming
that the Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation, and
that there are situations allowing to claim before a domestic court of law against a
government’s action incompatible with Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan;
Noting that the Symposiums on the human right to peace held in Osaka on
5 December 2011 and Okinawa on 7 December 2011 concluded that excessive
armament and military expenditure may have negative effects on sustainable
development, because their spread and availability endanger stability and welfare
and diminish social and economic confidence; that international community
should devote part of the resources obtained from disarmament and arms
limitation agreements, to economic and social development with a view to
meeting the Millennium Development Goals; that States should adopt effective
and coordinated measures in order to progressively phase out their foreign military
bases and that the international community should extend the nuclear Weapons
Free Zones and create Zones of Peace in all regions of the world as a means to
develop the Declaration and Program of Action on a Culture of Peace;
Concerned about the constant and progressive degradation of the environment
and about the need and obligation to ensure to present and future generations a life
in peace and in harmony with nature, ensuring their right to human security and
the right to live in a safe and healthy environment free of nuclear plants;
Taking into account that in the twenty-first century peoples, individuals,
groups and humankind have been witnessed breaches of peace, wars and ethnic
conflicts in many regions of the world and that the promotion of a culture of peace,
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the world-wide redistribution of resources and the achievement of social justice
must contribute to the establishment of more fair global economic relations which
will facilitate the fulfilment of the purposes of this Declaration, by eliminating
the inequalities, exclusion and poverty, because they generate structural violence
which is incompatible with peace at both national and international levels;
Welcoming the work carried out by the SSIHRL since the adoption of the
2006 Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace which has been shared
and discussed by independent experts in twenty one meetings held in the five
regions of the world in the context of its World Campaign in favour of the human
right to peace (2007-2010); the Luarca Declaration was reviewed by a Technical
Drafting Committee of 14 independent experts, which approved on 24 February
2010 the Bilbao Declaration on the Human Right to Peace; the latter Declaration
was reviewed by the International Drafting Committee (ten international experts
from the five regions of the world), which approved on 2 June 2010 the Barcelona
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, which was subsequently submitted
to discussion at the International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, held in
Santiago (Spain) on 9-10 December 2010. The Congress adopted on 10 December
2010 the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of
the International Observatory of the Human Right to Peace.
Welcoming the awareness campaign on the human right to peace carried out
by the SSIHRL and its associated CSOs since 2007 before the Human Rights
Council and other relevant United nations bodies; recognizing in particular the
importance of the twenty one joint written and oral statements on the content and
scope of the human right to peace endorsed by 1,795 civil society organizations,
NGOs and cities worldwide, which are now part of the official documents of the
Un Human Rights Council and its Advisory Committee;
Welcoming the Human Rights Council resolution 14/3, adopted on 17 June 2010,
which explicitly recognized “...the important work being carried out by civil society
organizations for the promotion of the right of peoples to peace and the codification
of that right”; and “supported the need to further promote the realization of the right
of peoples to peace”; it therefore requested “the Advisory Committee, in consultation
with Member States, civil society, academia and all relevant stakeholders, to prepare
a draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace, and to report on the progress
thereon to the HR Council at its seventeenth session”;
Welcoming the Advisory Committee recommendation 5/2, adopted on 6 August
2010, by which it established the drafting group of four members to prepare by
January 2011 a first draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace;
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Welcoming also the Advisory Committee recommendation 6/3, adopted on 21
January 2011, by which it took note of the progress report; increased to six the
members of the drafting group; and requested it to prepare a questionnaire to be
distributed among all stakeholders. In the light of the comments to be received, a
first draft declaration was submitted in August 2011 and a second draft declaration
will be submitted in February 2012 to the Advisory Committee;
Noting that the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace was
submitted by the SSIHRL and associated CSOs to the Human Rights Council and
its Advisory Committee in 2011, urging Member States and experts to continue
the official codification of the human right to peace, as initiated on 17 June 2010
with the adoption of HR Council resolution 14/3;
Noting that the HR Council (resolution 17/16 of 17 June 2011) requested again
the Advisory Committee to draft a Declaration on the right of peoples to peace and
to report on progress thereon to the Council at its twentieth session (June 2012);
Welcoming the non-legislative motion in support of the human right to peace as
adopted by the Parliament of Spain on 14 September 2011, by which it urged the
Government to support the official codification process of the right to peace at the
United nations, in order to include the right of individuals and peoples to peace;
to join the Group of Friend States with the codification process on the human
right to peace; and to transmit the motion to all institutions and International
Organizations to which Spain is a State Party;
Congratulating the SSIHRL and the Foundation Peace without Borders for
having launched on 21 September 2011 a campaign to collect signatures in
support of the World Alliance for the human right to peace and its international
codification process, the results of which will be presented to the Human Rights
Council;
Welcoming the resolution on the right to peace adopted on 29 October 2011
by the XXI Ibero American Summit held in Asuncion (Paraguay), by which the
twenty-two Member States agreed to support the codification of the right to peace,
as initiated at the Un Human Rights Council, paving the way to its progressive
development; they also recognized the important contribution of civil society
organizations to promote the right to peace; and requested that the resolution
be transmitted to the Secretary-General of the United nations and the Un High
Commissioner for Human Rights, urging the United nations Organization to
actively contribute to the progressive development of the right to peace in the
context of the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United nations.
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Welcoming the Opinion concerning the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to
Peace adopted by the Japan Federation of Bar Associations on 15 november 2011
and transmitted to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 2 December 2011, by which
the 52 Bar Associations considered that a Declaration of the Right of Peoples and
Individuals to peace should include the prohibition of discrimination on the ground
of, inter alia, race, colour, gender, language, religion, political or other opinion,
nationality, ethnicity or social origin, birth or other status; that this Declaration
should be consistent with the human rights standards universally recognized, and
should not be interpreted to restrict the exercise of any human right recognized in
time of public emergency; and that all States should develop the possibilities of
judicial remedies in order to realize the right to peace.
As a result of our discussions we adopt the following Declaration:
I.

The human right to peace should be considered by the international
community as an integral part of human rights and fundamental freedoms
of all women and men. The human right to peace deserves a holistic
approach, as well as an individual and collective dimension.

II. The respect and guarantee of the full enjoyment of the human right to
peace is a fundamental prerequisite for the exercise of other human rights,
namely: civil, cultural, economic, political and social rights, as well as the
right to development.
III. The human right to peace shall be implemented without any distinction
or discrimination for reasons of race, descent, national, ethnic or social
origin, colour, gender, sexual orientation, age, language, religion or belief,
political or other opinion, economic situation or heritage, diverse physical
or mental functionality, civil status, birth or any other condition.
IV. The rights to human security and to disarmament are essential components
of the human right to peace, in the context of the Luarca, Bilbao, Barcelona
and Santiago Declarations on the Human Right to Peace. Therefore, an
integrated approach to human security should be focused on addressing
the deepest causes of war, such as economic despair, social injustice and
political oppression.
V. We fully support the Luarca, Bilbao, Barcelona and Santiago Declarations
on the Human Right to Peace, adopted by independent expert Committees.
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VI. We recognize that the four Declarations have benefited from inputs
received from numerous regional expert meetings which provided
different approaches to peace in accordance with the cultural sensitivities
of all regions of the world. The future Universal Declaration of the Human
Right to Peace, to be adopted by the General Assembly of the United
nations, should strengthen the principles of unrestricted universality,
interdependence, indivisibility and inalienability of all human rights
recognized by universal human rights instruments. Furthermore,
gender perspective and human rights of women are indispensable to the
interpretation of the four Declarations.
VII. We recognize that the Constitution of Japan was a pioneer in the recognition
of the right to live in peace and this Preamble principle was developed by
Article 9 of the Constitution which was gradually elaborated by national
courts at the request of civil society movements.
VIII.We also urge the Human Rights Council and its Advisory Committee to
take note of the efforts made by international civil society, and to take
duly into consideration the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right
to Peace, adopted on 10 December 2010, in the context of the on-going
official codification process of the right to peace which has been initiated
in 2010 by the Human Rights Council resolution 14/3 and confirmed in
2011 by the HR Council resolution 17/16.
IX. In particular, we request the Advisory Committee at its eighth session
(February 2012) to adopt a draft declaration on the human right to peace
which should be commensurate with the Santiago Declaration as prepared
by international civil society.
X. In addition, we request the Human Rights Council at its twentieth session
(June 2012), upon receipt of the Advisory Committee’s draft declaration,
to establish an open-ended working group on standard-setting to continue
the on-going codification process of a draft declaration on the human
right to peace.
XI. Moreover, we request the General Assembly of the United nations, upon
request of the Human Rights Council, to finally adopt the Universal
Declaration of the Human Right to Peace.
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XII. We agree to adopt the following additional measures:
1. To enact the Tokyo Declaration on the Human Right to Peace.
2. To invite any person, institution or international actors who may agree
with its contents, to adhere to it.
3. To transmit the Tokyo Declaration to the Government and the Diet
of Japan, urging them to join the on-going codification process of the
human right to peace within the United nations.
4. To transmit the Tokyo Declaration to the President of the General
Assembly, the President of the Human Rights Council, the President of
the Advisory Committee, the Secretary-General of the United nations
and the Un High Commissioner for Human Rights, requesting them
that the United Nations Organization actively supports the official
codification of the human right to peace.
5. To ensure that the Tokyo Declaration be disseminated to the allied
Cities, civil society organizations, media, professionals and academics,
inviting them to implement in their communities values inherent to the
human right to peace.
6. To appeal all international actors and people of goodwill to join the World
Alliance for the human right to peace, as launched by the SSIHRL at
www.aedidh.org
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Annex VI
San José de Costa Rica Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
9 February 2012 1

Gathered on 13 February 2012 in San Jose, Costa Rica, representatives of
civil society (Hall of the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights) to convene
the civil society symposium on the human right to peace, in the context of the
Meetings on the human right to peace and Latin America organized by the Spanish
Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) and the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP), sponsored by the InterAmerican Institute of Human Rights (IAIHR) and the Arias Foundation for Peace
and Human Progress (AFPHP);
Recalling further the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly, inter alia,
resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1970, entitled “Declaration on Principles
of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among
States in accordance with the Charter of the United nations”; resolution 3314
(XXIX) of 14 December 1974 on the definition of aggression; resolution
3348 (XXIX) of 17 December 1974, in which the Assembly endorsed the
“Universal Declaration on the Eradication of Hunger and Malnutrition”;
resolution 3384 (XXX) of 10 november 1975, entitled “Declaration on the
use of scientific and technological progress in the interests of peace and for
the benefit of mankind”; resolution 33/73 of 15 December 1978, entitled
“Declaration on the preparation of societies for life in peace”; resolution
39/11 of 12 november 1984 entitled “Declaration of the right of peoples to
peace”; resolution 53/243 A of 13 September 1999 entitled “Declaration
and Programme of Action on a Culture of Peace”; resolution 55/2 of
5 September 2000 entitled “United Nations Millennium Declaration”, reaffirmed
by resolution 60/1 of 15 September 2005, entitled “2005 World Summit
Outcome”; and resolution 55/282 of 7 September 2001, by virtue of which the
21 of September of each year shall be observed as International Day of Peace;
1
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Recalling also that Costa Rica hosted the first permanent international tribunal,
the American Court of Justice (1907-1917), showing its unconditional commitment
to international law;
Recalling also that at the Inter-American Conference for Peace held in Buenos
Aires in 1936, States pledged to establish a process of peaceful settlement during
a war, or a virtual state of war between American countries. In addition, States
declared inadmissible the intervention of any of them, directly or indirectly, for
any reason whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other State;
Recalling also that in the Inter-American Conference on Problems of War and
Peace, held in Chapultepec (Mexico) in March 1945, were established the bases
that would lead to the subsequent reorganization of the Inter-American system;
Recalling also the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace
and Security in the Hemisphere, held in Rio de Janeiro in 1947, which adopted
the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (TIAR), in which signatory
States formally condemn war and undertake in their international relations not to
resort to the threat or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the provisions
enshrined in the Un Charter or the above-mentioned Treaty (Article 1).
Recalling also the Pan American Conference held in Bogotá in 1948 that led
to the establishment of the Organization of American States and adopted several
regional instruments of international law to promote, develop and strengthen peace
and security on the Continent, such as the Charter of the OAS, the American Treaty
on Pacific Settlement and the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.
Taking into account that the Charter of the OAS emphasizes among its essential
purposes the strengthening of peace and security in the Continent (Art. 2); affirms
that the principles of justice and social security are the basis for lasting peace;
that education of peoples should be directed toward justice, freedom and peace
(Art. 3); and that States undertake to join efforts in favour of international social
justice in their relationships and so that their peoples achieve a comprehensive
development, as essential conditions to peace and security (Art. 30);
Considering that the Treaty of Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin
America and the Caribbean (known as Treaty of Tlatelolco) was signed in 1968
in Mexico, establishing the permanent denuclearization of the territory of Latin
America and the Caribbean;
Welcoming that Costa Rica has abolished its army in 1948 and that its people
are peaceful, pacifist and peace-loving;
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Recalling that the American Convention on Human Rights, the main text of
the American system of human rights protection, was signed in San Jose in 1969;
Taking into account that under Article 13 (right to education) of the Additional
Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the field of economic,
social and cultural rights (Protocol of San Salvador of 17 november 1988)
States agree that “education should be directed to the full development of the
human personality and its dignity and should strengthen respect for human
rights, ideological pluralism, fundamental freedoms, justice and peace”; and
that “education must enable all persons to participate effectively in a democratic
and pluralistic society, to achieve a decent existence, to promote understanding,
tolerance and friendship among all nations and all racial, ethnic or religious groups
and to promote activities for the maintenance of peace”.
Considering the Lima Declaration of 24 November 2001, which reaffirmed the
will of the Ibero American Community to build together a future of peace, greater
well-being and social equality for all our nations in the context of sustainable
development;
Taking into account the Montevideo Declaration of 5 november 2006, which
“reaffirmed the full commitment of the Latin American community with the
purposes and principles enshrined in the Charter of the United nations, the full
exercise of democracy, respect of sovereignty and non-interference in the internal
affairs of States, the respect and promotion of human rights, the strengthening of
multilateralism and the respect of the principles of international law, the peaceful
settlement of disputes, the prohibition of the use or threat of force in the international
affairs and the rejection of unilateral coercive measures contrary to international law”;
Taking into account that the Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court of
Costa Rica recognized that “there is common ground ....in the sense of recognizing
the existence of peace as one of the values which inform our constitutional order”
(case 9992-04) and that “all citizens are holders of the right to peace even though
the Constitution has not specifically included this right” (case 14193-08 on
nuclear fuel fabrication);
Recognizing the conceptual progress made since 2005 by the Spanish civil
society, as well as the development of international instruments and institutions
upon requirement of the international civil society in its wish to move towards the
necessary codification of the human right to peace at the international level;
Recognizing the pioneering role of the Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) crystallized in the Luarca Declaration on the
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Human Right to Peace, adopted on 30 October 2006 by an independent expert
drafting Committee;
Congratulating the World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace
conducted successfully by the SSIHRL (2007-2010), through which the Luarca
Declaration has been shared and discussed by independent experts in twenty
meetings held in the five regions of the world;
Welcoming the awareness campaign in favour of the human right to peace carried
out by the SSIHRL and its associated CSOs since 2007 before the Human Rights
Council and other relevant United nations bodies; recognizing in particular the
importance of the twenty one joint written and oral statements on the content and
scope of the human right to peace endorsed by 1,795 civil society organizations,
NGOs and cities worldwide, which are now part of the official documents of the
Un Human Rights Council and its Advisory Committee;
Congratulating the SSIHRL for hosting the constitution in Geneva (november
2007) of the Group of Friend States with the codification process of the human
right to peace and congratulating the 22 Member States of the Ibero American
Summit which have joined the above-mentioned Group;
Congratulating the SSIHRL for having launched on 21 September 2008, on
the occasion of the official commemoration of the International Day of Peace
at the United nations, a solemn call to all international actors to join the World
Alliance for the Human Right to Peace;
Congratulating the SSIHRL and other CSOs for having organized 19 meetings
with experts from civil society on the human right to peace in the following
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean: Mexico (Morelia, in May 2007 and
August 2009; Monterrey, november 2007); Mexico City (December 2007, May
and July 2009, Veracruz, July 2011); Colombia (Bogota, March and May 2007);
Venezuela (Caracas, April 2007 and november 2010); Dominican Republic
(Santo Domingo, April 2007); Uruguay (Montevideo, September 2008 and August
2010), Argentina (La Plata, november 2008, Buenos Aires, november 2008 and
August 2010), Cuba (Havana, January 2010) and Jamaica (Kingston, May 2011);
Welcoming the regional and international contributions to the Luarca
Declaration in the regional Declarations on the Human Right to Peace adopted
by experts of civil society in La Plata, Argentina (november 2008), Yaoundé,
Cameroon (February 2009), Bangkok, Thailand (April 2009), Johannesburg,
South Africa (April 2009), Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina (October 2009),
Alexandria, Egypt (December 2009) and Havana, Cuba (January 2010);
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Recognizing the Bilbao Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, adopted
on 24 February 2010 by a Technical Expert Drafting Committee of 14 Spanish
experts, in which the Luarca Declaration was revised incorporating the inputs
received from the different cultural sensitivities of all regions of the world;2
Congratulating the SSIHRL for the organization together with the International
Catalan Institute for Peace and UnESCO Etxea of the International Drafting
Committee of ten independent experts from the five regions of the world who
revised the Bilbao Declaration and approved on 2 June 2010 the Barcelona
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, by which it acknowledged the
international authority of both the Luarca and Bilbao Declarations;
Acknowledging resolution 406/VIII of the Parliament of Catalonia adopted
by the Committee on Cooperation and Solidarity on 26 February 2009; the
Declaration adopted by the regional Parliament of the Principality of Asturias
on 9 October 2009; the Agreement by the Executive Commission of the Asturian
Federation of City Councils of 10 July 2009; the Agreement by the Cabildo de
Gran Canaria of 26 March 2010; the Declarations adopted by the City Councils
of Telde and St. Lucia in April and May 2010; the Lanzarote Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace of 29 October 2010; the Declaration by the Basque
municipalities gathered in Berriz on 12 november 2010 and the Declaration on
the Human Right to Peace by the City Council of Gijon of 21 December 2010,
by which they adhered to the Luarca Declaration and decided to request the
State authorities to support the official codification of the human right to peace
at the international level;
Welcoming that the Office of High Commissioner for Human Rights has
convened the workshop on the right of peoples to peace held on 15-16 December
2009 in Geneva; and the workshop’s recommendation that the Human Rights
Council should establish an open-ended working group with the task of initiating
the official codification of the human right to peace;3
Welcoming the Human Rights Council resolution 14/3, adopted on 17 June
2010, which explicitly recognized “...the important work being carried out by
civil society organizations for the promotion of the right of peoples to peace and
the codification of that right”; and “supported the need to further promote the
2

3

See Carlos villán durán and Carmelo Faleh Pérez (editors): Regional Contributions for a
Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, Luarca: ssihrl, 2010, 640 pp.
See doc. A/HRC/14/38, 17 March 2010, 16 p.: “Report of the Office of the High Commissioner
on the outcome of the expert workshop on the right of peoples to peace”. Available at
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/14session/A.HRC.14.38_en.pdf
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realization of the right of peoples to peace”; it therefore requested “the Advisory
Committee, in consultation with Member States, civil society, academia and all
relevant stakeholders, to prepare a draft declaration on the right of peoples to
peace, and to report on the progress thereon to the HR Council at its seventeenth
session”;
Welcoming the Advisory Committee recommendation 5/2, adopted on 6 August
2010, by which it established the drafting group of four members to prepare by
January 2011 a first draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace;
Welcoming the Declaration by the Ombudsmen Assembly of Argentina of
11 August 2010, by which it joined the World Alliance for the human right to
peace; urged other similar Associations of the Continent to show their solidarity
and commitment to this valuable and necessary initiative carried out by the
international civil society; and requested the Government of Argentina to join the
Group of Friends States supporting the international codification process of the
human right to peace;
Welcoming also the Morphou Declaration on the Human Right to Peace,
adopted on 7 October 2010 by the Assembly of the International Association of
Peace Messenger Cities gathered in Limassol (Cyprus), by which expressed its
full support to the Luarca, Bilbao and Barcelona Declarations on the Human
Right to Peace; called upon all international stakeholders to adhere to the World
Alliance for the human right to peace, and invited all member cities to send their
representatives to the International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, held
in Santiago de Compostela on 9 and 10 December 2010;
Welcoming also the Caracas Declaration on the Human Right to Peace of
18 november 2010, in which many Venezuelan universities and civil society
organizations congratulate the SSIHRL and its associated CSOs for leading the
World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace; urges the government of
Venezuela to declare its territory as an International Zone of Peace and invites
the government to support the codification process on the human right to peace
initiated in the United nations;
Welcoming the SSIHRL and associated CSOs for submitting the Barcelona
Declaration to the International Congress on the Human Right to Peace, held on
9-10 December 2010 in Santiago de Compostela (Spain), at the World Social Forum
on Education for Peace (“Forum 2010”); the adoption on 10 December 2010 of the
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace, which is closely working within the SSIHRL
to ensure the promotion and implementation of the Santiago Declaration;
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Noting that the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace was
submitted by the SSIHRL and associated CSOs to the Human Rights Council and
its Advisory Committee in 2011, urging Member States and experts to continue
the official codification of the human right to peace, as initiated on 17 June 2010
with the adoption of HR Council resolution 14/3;
Welcoming also the Advisory Committee recommendation 6/3, adopted on
21 January 2011, by which it took note of the progress report; increased to six the
members of the drafting group; and requested it to prepare a questionnaire to be
distributed among all stakeholders. In the light of the comments to be received, a
first draft declaration was submitted in August 2011 and a second draft declaration
will be submitted in February 2012 to the Advisory Committee;
Noting that the Advisory Committee had before it at its seventh session
(August 2011) the progress report on the right of peoples to peace prepared by
its drafting group, which included a first draft declaration on the right of peoples
to peace (A/HRC/AC/7/3). According to paragraph 6 of the report “…the draft
declaration refers to the right of peoples to peace, but subsequently uses the
language of the “human right to peace”, which was found to be more appropriate”;
Welcoming the progress report prepared by the drafting group, which also
recognized the important contribution of civil society in the codification process
of the human right to peace within United nations and paid tribute to the World
Campaign in favour of the human right to peace led by the SSIHRL with the
support of 1,790 CSOs;
Noting that the HR Council (resolution 17/16 of 17 June 2011) requested again
the Advisory Committee to draft a Declaration on the right of peoples to peace and
to report on progress thereon to the Council at its twentieth session (June 2012);
Welcoming the non-legislative motion in support of the human right to peace
as adopted by the Foreign Affairs Commission of the Parliament of Spain on
14 September 2011, by which it urged the Government of Spain to support the
official codification process of the right to peace at the United Nations, in order
to include the right of individuals and peoples to peace; join the Group of Friend
States with the codification process on the human right to peace; and transmit
this motion to all institutions and International Organizations to which Spain is
a State Party;
Congratulating the SSIHRL and the Foundation Peace without Borders for
having launched on 21 September 2011 a campaign to collect signatures in
support of the World Alliance for the human right to peace and its international
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codification process, the results of which will be presented to the Human Rights
Council and the General Assembly of the United nations;
Considering that on 21 September 2011 Costa Rica and Spain, in coordination
with the SSIHRL, Foundation Peace without Borders and the nGO Liaison
Unit of the United Nations Office in Geneva commemorated the International
Day of Peace at Palais des nations coinciding with the thirtieth anniversary of
the adoption of resolution 36/67 (1981) and the tenth anniversary of resolution
55/282 (2001) on the International Day of Peace, both sponsored by Costa Rica
and subsequently approved by the General Assembly of the United nations.
Congratulating that Costa Rica and Spain announced on 21 September 2011
their incorporation to the Group of Friend States with the international codification
of the human right to peace;
Welcoming the resolution on the right to peace adopted on 29 October 2011
by the XXI Ibero American Summit held in Asunción (Paraguay) at the initiative
of Costa Rica, which recalls the foundation of this right in the purposes and
principles of the Un Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
other international human rights instruments signed by the Member States of the
Ibero American Community; reaffirms the commitment of the 22 Member States
to adhere to the full exercise of democracy, respect to the sovereignty and noninterference in the internal affairs of States; respect and promotion of human rights,
strengthening of multilateralism and respect for the principles of international
law; the peaceful settlement of disputes, rejection of the use of force or threat
of use of force at the international level, and the rejection of unilateral coercive
measures contrary to international law; and urged the 22 Member States to support
the codification of the right to peace, as initiated at the UN Human Rights Council,
paving the way to its progressive development; they also recognized the important
contribution of civil society organizations to promote the right to peace;
Welcoming the Opinion concerning the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to
Peace adopted by the Japan Federation of Bar Associations on 15 november 2011
and transmitted to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 2 December 2011, by which
the 52 Bar Associations considered that a Declaration of the Right of Peoples and
Individuals to peace should include the prohibition of discrimination on the ground
of, inter alia, race, colour, gender, language, religion, political or other opinion,
nationality, ethnicity or social origin, birth or other status; that this Declaration
should be consistent with the human rights standards universally recognized, and
should not be interpreted to restrict the exercise of any human right recognized in
time of public emergency; and that all States should develop the possibilities of
judicial remedies in order to realize the right to peace.
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Welcoming the Nagoya Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, adopted by
civil society on 3 December 2011, and the Tokyo Declaration on the Human Right
to Peace, also adopted by civil society on 10 December 2011;
Noting that the Advisory Committee will have before it at its eighth session (February
2012) the Drafting Group’s Declaration on the Right to Peace (A/HRC/AC/8/2).
Paragraph 6 of the report states that the Advisory Committee proposes the term right to
peace, which was found “to be more appropriate and includes both the individual and
collective dimensions”;
Taking into account also that the Human Rights Council will have before it at
its twentieth session (June 2012) the draft declaration on the right to peace finally
approved by the Advisory Committee;
Decide:
1 To congratulate the SSIHRL, the IOHRP and the 1,790 civil society
organizations associated for their successful World Campaign in favour
of the human right to peace, whose most prominent landmarks have been
the Luarca Declaration of 30 October 2006, the Bilbao Declaration of
24 February 2010, the Barcelona Declaration of 2 June 2010 and the
Santiago Declaration of 10 December 2010.
2. To invite public institutions, civil society organizations and people of
good will to continue to adhere to the World Alliance for the human right
to peace (www.aedidh.org), showing their solidarity and commitment
to this valuable and necessary international legislative initiative carried
out by the Spanish civil society.
3. To urge Costa Rica and other Latin American and Caribbean countries:
a) To increase before the Un competent bodies their support to the
initiatives of the international civil society in favour of the on-going
codification process of the human right to peace.
b) To urge the Human Rights Council and its Advisory Committee to
take note of the efforts made by international civil society, and to
take duly into consideration the Santiago Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace, adopted on 10 December 2010, and therefore
include in its draft declaration the right of individuals, groups,
minorities, peoples and humankind to peace; determine the duties
to be undertaken by all international stakeholders in the realization
of this right; and suggest that the General Assembly establishes a
working group on the human right to peace to monitor the future
implementation of the Declaration.
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c) To request the Human Rights Council at its twentieth session (June
2012) to establish an open-ended working group on standard-setting
to continue the on-going codification process of the right to peace in
close collaboration with civil society.
d) To request the Human Rights Council that completes its codification
work in the earliest convenience and to transmit to the General
Assembly a draft Universal Declaration of the Human Right to
Peace which should be adopted no later than 2015.
4. To invite the Legislative Assembly of Costa Rica to adopt a resolution
supporting the international codification of human right to peace; to
develop legislatively the constitutional value of peace, so that this
right can be fully invoked by the persons concerned before the courts
of justice; and to request the Ombudsperson that this right is fully
incorporated into its area of activities.
5. To invite both the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights, the
University for Peace of the United nations and other Latin American
universities, to incorporate into their curriculums the teaching, training
and research on the human right to peace, in the light of the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace of 10 December 2010 and its
preparatory work, which can be consulted at www.aedidh.org.
6. To transmit this Declaration to the above-mentioned governments and
public institutions, and to the Secretary-General of the United nations,
the Secretary-General of the Organization of American States and the
Un High Commissioner for Human Rights, requesting them that these
organizations actively support and progressively develop the official
codification of the human right to peace in the light of the purposes and
principles of their respective Charters.
San José de Costa Rica, 13 February 2012.

Annex VII
CSOs letter addressed to the Advisory Committee drafting group
18 March 2012

Re: Amendments to the second draft declaration on the right to peace
Distinguished members of the drafting group,
I have the pleasure of writing to you on behalf of the 1,116 CSOs and Cities
world-wide that signed the joint written statement contained in document
A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2 of 15 February 2012 and congratulating you again for your
outstanding work in the codification process of a draft declaration on the right to
peace (document A/HRC/AC/8/2 of 12 December 2011).
Pursuant to recommendation 8/4 adopted by the Advisory Committee on
24 February 2012, the drafting group was “requested to finalize its work on the
draft declaration on the right of peoples to peace in the light of the discussions held
by the Advisory Committee at its eighth session, and to submit it to the Human
Rights Council at its twentieth session” (paragraph 4).
In particular, paragraph 5 of the same recommendation requested the drafting
group “to include in its revision, inter alia:
 Reference to the link between the right to peace and all civil, political,
economic, social and cultural rights in Article 1;
 Reference to the importance of citizen security and a preventive approach;
 Strengthening of gender mainstreaming in Article 8;
 Reference to the right to truth in Article 11;
 More explicit wording on a monitoring mechanism in Article 13”.
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We strongly support AC recommendation 8/4 and would like to make specific
recommendations on language to assist you in your important mandate:
(a) Please also add reference to the right to development as established by the
1986 GA Declaration on the Right to Development and the 1993 Vienna Declaration;
(b) Article 11 should include a new paragraph as follows: “The victims of
human rights violations, the members of their families and society in general have
the right to know the truth, not subject to statutory limitations”;
(c) Article 13 should be revised along with Articles 14 and 15 of the Santiago
Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (2010): the GA Working Group on the
Human Right to Peace.
Moreover, we propose to recommend in the introduction of the forthcoming AC
progress report that the Human Rights Council establishes an intergovernmental
open-ended working group on standard-setting of the right to peace with the active
participation of civil society organizations. The working group should propose to
the General Assembly a draft Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace
for its final adoption.
Additionally, we invite the drafting group to consider the following amendments
as proposed in our joint written statement (A/HRC/AC/8/nGO/2 of 15 February
2012)1 (...):
Sincerely yours,
Carlos Villán Durán
President, SSIHRL

1

Available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Declaracioningles_0.pdf

Annex VIII
Declaration on the right to peace adopted by the Advisory
Committee
16 April 20121

Preamble
The Human Rights Council,
Reaffirming the common will of all people to live in peace with each other,
Reaffirming also that the principal aim of the United nations is the maintenance
of international peace and security,
Bearing in mind the fundamental principles of international law set forth in the
Charter of the United nations,
Recalling General Assembly resolution 39/11 of 12 november 1984, in which
the Assembly proclaimed that the peoples of our planet have a sacred right to
peace,
Recalling also the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, which states
that all peoples have the right to national and international peace and security,
Recalling further that all Members shall refrain in their international relations
from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any State or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes
of the United nations,

1

Vid. United nations, General Assembly: Report of the Human Rights Council Advisory
Committee on the right of peoples to peace, doc. A/HRC/20/31, 16 April 2012, Annex, pp. 3-9.
Available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Ingles_0.pdf
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Convinced that the prohibition of the use of force is the primary international
prerequisite for the material well-being, development and progress of countries,
and for the full implementation of the human rights and fundamental freedoms
proclaimed by the United nations,
Expressing the will of all peoples that the use of force must be eradicated from
the world, including through full nuclear disarmament, without delay,
Adopts the following:
artiCle 1
right to PeaCe: PrinCiPles
1. Individuals and peoples have a right to peace. This right shall be implemented
without any distinction or discrimination for reasons of race, descent,
national, ethnic or social origin, colour, gender, sexual orientation, age,
language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, economic situation or
heritage, diverse physical or mental functionality, civil status, birth or any
other condition.
2. States, severally and jointly, or as part of multilateral organizations, are the
principal duty-holders of the right to peace.
3. The right to peace is universal, indivisible, interdependent and interrelated.
4. States shall abide by the legal obligation to renounce the use or threat of use of
force in international relations.
5. All States, in accordance with the principles of the Charter of the United
nations, shall use peaceful means to settle any dispute to which they are parties.
6. All States shall promote the establishment, maintenance and strengthening
of international peace in an international system based on respect for the
principles enshrined in the Charter and the promotion of all human rights and
fundamental freedoms, including the right to development and the right of
peoples to self-determination.
artiCle 2
human seCurity
1. Everyone has the right to human security, which includes freedom from fear
and from want, all constituting elements of positive peace, and also includes
freedom of thought, conscience, opinion, expression, belief and religion, in
conformity with international human rights law. Freedom from want implies
the enjoyment of the right to sustainable development and of economic, social
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2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

and cultural rights. The right to peace is related to all human rights, including
civil, political, economical, social and cultural rights.
All individuals have the right to live in peace so that they can develop fully all
their capacities, physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual, without being the
target of any kind of violence.
Everyone has the right to be protected from genocide, war crimes, the use of
force in violation of international law, and crimes against humanity. If States
are unable to prevent these crimes from occurring within their jurisdiction, they
should call on Member States and the United Nations to fulfil that responsibility,
in keeping with the Charter of the United nations and international law.
States and the United nations shall include in mandates of peacekeeping
operations the comprehensive and effective protection of civilians as a
priority objective.
States, international organizations, in particular the United nations, and
civil society shall encourage an active and sustained role for women in the
prevention, management and peaceful settlement of disputes, and promote
their contribution to building, consolidating and maintaining peace after
conflicts. The increased representation of women shall be promoted at all
levels of decision-making in national, regional and international institutions
and mechanisms in these areas. A gender perspective should be incorporated
into peacekeeping operations.
Everyone has the right to demand from his or her Government the effective
observance of the norms of international law, including international human
rights law and international humanitarian law.
Mechanisms should be developed and strengthened to eliminate inequality,
exclusion and poverty, as they generate structural violence, which is
incompatible with peace. Both State and civil society actors should play an
active role in the mediation of conflicts, especially in conflicts relating to
religion and/or ethnicity.
States should ensure democratic governance of military and related budgets, an
open debate about national and human security needs and policies, defence and
security budgeting, as well as accountability of decision makers to democratic
oversight institutions. They should pursue people-oriented concepts of security,
such as citizens’ security.
To strengthen international rule of law, all States shall strive to support
international justice applicable to all States equally and to prosecute the crime
of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and the crime of aggression
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artiCle 3
disarmament
1. States shall engage actively in the strict and transparent control of arms trade
and the suppression of illegal arms trade.
2. States should proceed in a joint and coordinated manner and within a reasonable
period of time to further disarmament, under comprehensive and effective
international supervision. States should consider reducing military spending to
the minimum level necessary to guarantee human security.
3. All peoples and individuals have a right to live in a world free of weapons
of mass destruction. States shall urgently eliminate all weapons of mass
destruction or of indiscriminate effect, including nuclear, chemical and
biological weapons. The use of weapons that damage the environment, in
particular radioactive weapons and weapons of mass destruction, is contrary to
international humanitarian law, the right to a healthy environment and the right
to peace. Such weapons are prohibited and must be urgently eliminated, and
States that have utilized them have the obligation to restore the environment by
repairing all damage caused.
4. States are invited to consider the creation and promotion of peace zones and of
nuclear weapon-free zones.
5. All peoples and individuals have the right to have the resources freed by
disarmament allocated to the economic, social and cultural development
of peoples and to the fair redistribution of natural wealth, responding
especially to the needs of the poorest countries and of groups in situations of
vulnerability.
artiCle 4

PeaCe eduCation and training
1. All peoples and individuals have a right to a comprehensive peace and human
rights education. Such education should be the basis of every educational
system, generate social processes based on trust, solidarity and mutual
respect, incorporate a gender perspective, facilitate the peaceful settlement of
conflicts and lead to a new way of approaching human relationships within the
framework of the Declaration and the Programme of Action on a Culture of
Peace and dialogue among cultures.
2. Everyone has the right to demand and obtain the competences needed to
participate in the creative and non-violent resolution of conflicts throughout
their life. These competencies should be accessible through formal and
informal education. Human rights and peace education is essential for the
full development of the child, both as an individual and an active member of
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society. Education and socialization for peace is a condition sine qua non for
unlearning war and building identities disentangled from violence.
3. Everyone has the right to have access to and receive information from diverse
sources without censorship, in accordance with international human rights law,
in order to be protected from manipulation in favour of warlike or aggressive
objectives. War propaganda should be prohibited.
4. Everyone has the right to denounce any event that threatens or violates the
right to peace, and to participate freely in peaceful political, social and cultural
activities or initiatives for the defence and promotion of the right to peace,
without interference by Governments or the private sector.
5. States undertake:
a. To increase educational efforts to remove hate messages, distortions,
prejudice and negative bias from textbooks and other educational media,
to prohibit the glorification of violence and its justification, and to ensure
the basic knowledge and understanding of the world’s main cultures,
civilizations and religions and to prevent xenophobia;
b. To update and revise educational and cultural policies to reflect a human
rights-based approach, cultural diversity, intercultural dialogue and
sustainable development;
c. To revise national laws and policies that are discriminatory against
women, and to adopt legislation that addresses domestic violence, the
trafficking of women and girls and gender-based violence.
artiCle 5
right to ConsCientious objeCtion to military serviCe
1. Individuals have the right to conscientious objection and to be protected in the
effective exercise of this right.
2. States have the obligation to prevent members of any military or other security
institution from taking part in wars of aggression or other armed operations,
whether international or internal, which violate the Charter of the United nations,
the principles and norms of international human rights law or international
humanitarian law. Members of any military or other security institutions have
the right to disobey orders that are manifestly contrary to the above-mentioned
principles and norms. The duty to obey military superior orders does not
exempt from the observance of these obligations, and disobedience of such
orders shall in no case constitute a military offence.
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artiCle 6
Private military and seCurity ComPanies
1. States shall refrain from outsourcing inherently State military and security
functions to private contractors. For those activities that may be outsourced,
States shall establish a national and an international regime with clear rules
regarding the functions, oversight and monitoring of existing private military
and security companies. The use of mercenaries violates international law.
2. States shall ensure that private military and security companies, their personnel
and any structures related to their activities perform their respective functions
under officially enacted laws consistent with international humanitarian law and
international human rights law. They shall take such legislative, administrative
and other measures as may be necessary to ensure that such companies and
their personnel are held accountable for violations of applicable national
or international law. Any responsibility attributable to a private military or
security company is independent and does not eliminate the responsibility that
a State or States may incur.
3. The United nations shall establish, together with other international and
regional organizations, clear standards and procedures for monitoring the
activities of private military and security companies employed by these
organizations. States and the United nations shall strengthen and clarify the
relationship and accountability of States and international organizations for
human rights violations perpetrated by private military and security companies
employed by States, intergovernmental and international non-governmental
organizations. This shall include the establishment of adequate mechanisms
to ensure redress for individuals injured by the action of private military and
security companies.
artiCle 7
resistanCe and oPPosition to oPPression
1. All peoples and individuals have the right to resist and oppose oppressive
colonial, foreign occupation or dictatorial domination (domestic oppression).
2. Everyone has the right to oppose aggression, genocide, war crimes and crimes
against humanity, violations of other universally recognized human rights, and
any propaganda in favour of war or incitement to violence and violations of
the right to peace.
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artiCle 8
PeaCekeePing
1. Peacekeeping missions and peacekeepers shall comply fully with United
nations rules and procedures regarding professional conduct, including
the lifting of immunity in cases of criminal misconduct or the violation of
international law, to allow the victims recourse to legal proceedings and redress.
2. Troop-contributing States shall take appropriate measures to investigate effectively
and comprehensively complaints against members of their national contingents.
Complainants should be informed about the outcome of such investigations.
artiCle 9
right to develoPment
1. Every human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, contribute
to and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in which all
human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully realized.
2. Everyone shall enjoy the right to development and economic, social and
cultural rights and, in particular:
a. The right to adequate food, drinking water, sanitation, housing, health
care, clothing, education, social security and culture;
b. The right to decent work and to enjoy fair conditions of employment and
trade union association; the right to equal remuneration among persons
who perform the same occupation or function; the right to have access
to social services on equal terms; and the right to leisure;
c. All States have an obligation to cooperate with each other to protect and
promote the right to development and other human rights.
3. All peoples and individuals have the right to the elimination of obstacles to
the realization of the right to development, such as the servicing of unjust or
unsustainable foreign debt burdens and their conditionalities or the maintenance
of an unfair international economic order that generates poverty and social
exclusion. States and the United nations system shall cooperate fully in order
to remove such obstacles, both internationally and domestically.
4. States should pursue peace and security and development as interlinked and
mutually reinforcing, and as serving as a basis for one another. The obligation
to promote comprehensive and sustainable economic, social, cultural and
political development implies the obligation to eliminate threats of war and, to
that end, to strive to disarmament and the free and meaningful participation of
the entire population in this process.
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artiCle 10
environment
1. Everyone has the right to a safe, clean and peaceful environment, including an
atmosphere that is free from dangerous man-made interference, to sustainable
development and to international action to mitigate and adapt to environmental
destruction, especially climate change. Everyone has the right to free and
meaningful participation in the development and implementation of mitigation
and adaptation policies. States have the responsibility to take action to guarantee
these rights, including technology transfer in the field of climate change, in
accordance with the principle of common but differentiated responsibility.
2. States have the responsibility of mitigating climate change based on the best
available scientific evidence and their historical contribution to climate change in
order to ensure that all people have the ability to adapt to the adverse effects of
climate change, particularly those interfering with human rights, and in accordance
with the principle of common but differentiated responsibility. States, in
accordance with United nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, with
the resources to do so, have the responsibility for providing adequate financing to
States with inadequate resources for adaptation to climate change.
3. States, international organizations, corporations and other actors in society are
responsible for the environmental impact of the use of force, including environmental
modifications, whether deliberate or unintentional, that result in any long-lasting or
severe effects or cause lasting destruction, damage or injury to another State.
4. States shall take all the necessary measures to ensure development and
protection of the environment, including disaster preparedness strategies, as
their absence poses a threat to peace.
artiCle 11
rights oF viCtims and vulnerable grouPs
1. Every victim of a human rights violation has the right, in accordance with
international human rights law and not subject to statutory limitations, to know
the truth, and to the restoration of the violated rights; to obtain the investigation
of facts, as well as identification and punishment of those responsible; to
obtain effective and full redress, including the right to rehabilitation and
compensation; to measures of symbolic redress or reparation; and to guarantees
that the violation will not be repeated.
2. Everyone subjected to aggression, genocide, foreign occupation, racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and other related forms of intolerance or apartheid,
colonialism and neo-colonialism deserve special attention as victims of
violations of the right to peace.
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3. States shall ensure that the specific effects of the different forms of violence
on the enjoyment of the rights of persons belonging to groups in situations of
vulnerability, such as indigenous peoples, women suffering from violence and
individuals deprived of their liberty, are taken fully into account. They have the
obligation to ensure that remedial measures are taken, including the recognition
of the right of persons belonging to groups in situations of vulnerability to
participate in the adoption of such measures.
artiCle 12
reFugees and migrants
1. All individuals have the right to seek and to enjoy refugee status without
discrimination, if there is a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political
opinion, is outside the country of one’s nationality and is unable or, owing to such
fear, unwilling to avail oneself of the protection of that country; or who, not having
a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a
result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, unwilling to return to it.
2. Refugee status should include, inter alia, the right to voluntary return to one’s
country or place of origin or residence in dignity and with all due guarantees,
once the causes of persecution have been removed and, in case of armed
conflict, it has ended. Special consideration should be given to challenges,
such as the situation of war refugees and of refugees fleeing hunger.
3. States should place migrants at the centre of migration policies and management,
and pay particular attention to the situation of marginalized and disadvantaged
groups of migrants. Such an approach will also ensure that migrants are included
in relevant national plans of action and strategies, such as plans on the provision
of public housing or national strategies to combat racism and xenophobia.
Although countries have a sovereign right to determine conditions of entry and
stay in their territories, they also have an obligation to respect, protect and fulfil
the human rights of all individuals under their jurisdiction, regardless of their
nationality or origin and regardless of their immigration status.
artiCle 13

obligations and imPlementation
1. The preservation, promotion and implementation of the right to peace constitute
a fundamental obligation of all States and of the United nations as the most
universal body harmonizing the concerted efforts of the nations to realize the
purposes and principles proclaimed in the Charter of the United nations.
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2. States should cooperate in all necessary fields in order to achieve the
realization of the right to peace, in particular by implementing their existing
commitments to promote and provide increased resources to international
cooperation for development.
3. The effective and practical realization of the right to peace demands activities
and engagement beyond States and international organizations, requiring
comprehensive, active contributions from civil society, in particular academia,
the media and corporations, and the entire international community in general.
4. Every individual and every organ of society, keeping the present Declaration
constantly in mind, shall strive to promote respect for the right to peace by
progressive measures, national and international, to secure its universal and
effective recognition and observance everywhere.
5. States should strengthen the effectiveness of the United nations in its dual
functions of preventing violations and protecting human rights and human
dignity, including the right to peace. In particular, it is for the General Assembly,
the Security Council, the Human Rights Council and other competent bodies
to take effective measures to protect human rights from violations that may
constitute a danger or threat to international peace and security.
6. The Human Rights Council is invited to set up a special procedure to monitor
respect for and the implementation of the right to peace and to report to relevant
United nations bodies.
artiCle 14

Final Provisions
1. no provision of the present Declaration may be interpreted as conferring on
any State, group or individual any right to undertake or develop any activity or
carry out any act contrary to the purposes and principles of the United nations,
or likely to negate or violate any of the provisions of the Declaration or of
those in international human rights law, international labour law, international
humanitarian law, international criminal law and international refugee law.
2. The provisions of the present Declaration shall apply without prejudice to any
other provision more propitious to the effective realization of the human right
to peace formulated in accordance with the domestic legislation of States or
stemming from applicable international law.
3. All States must implement in good faith the provisions of the present Declaration
by adopting relevant legislative, judicial, administrative, educational or other
measures necessary to promote its effective realization.

Annex IX
Resolution on the human right to peace adopted by the
Parliament of Navarra
11 June 20121

The Board of spokespersons unanimously approved the following resolution:
1. To congratulate the SSIHRL, the IOHRP and the 1,790 civil society
organizations associated for their successful World Campaign in favour
the human right to peace, whose most prominent landmarks have been
the Luarca Declaration of 30 October 2006, the Bilbao Declaration of 24
February 2010, the Barcelona Declaration of 2 June 2010 and the Santiago
Declaration of 10 December 2010.
2. To invite public institutions, civil society organizations and people of good
will to continue to adhere to the World Alliance for the human right to
peace at www.aedidh.org showing their solidarity and commitment to this
valuable and necessary international legislative initiative carried out by the
Spanish civil society.
3. To urge the Governments of Spain and navarra:
a. To increase before the Un competent bodies their support to the
initiatives of the international civil society in favour of the on-going
codification process of the human right to peace.
b. To urge the Human Rights Council and its Advisory Committee to
take note of the efforts made by international civil society, and to take
duly into consideration the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right
to Peace, adopted on 10 December 2010, and therefore include in its
draft declaration the right of individuals, groups, minorities, peoples
1

Available at www.parlamentodenavarra.es/inicio/comunicacion/Acuerdos-de-la-Mesa-y-de-laJunta-de-Portavoces.aspx?idnoticia=3437
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and humankind to peace; determine the duties to be undertaken by all
international stakeholders in the realization of this right; and suggest
that the General Assembly establishes a working group on the human
right to peace to monitor the implementation of the future Declaration.
c. To request the Human Rights Council at its twentieth session (June-July
2012) to establish an open-ended working group on standard-setting
to continue the on-going codification process of the right to peace
in close collaboration with civil society. The working group should
meet for ten working days in two sessions. CSOs and the chairperson
of the AC drafting group should be invited to take active part in the
codification process.
d. To request the Human Rights Council to complete its codification task
as soon as possible and to transmit to the General Assembly a draft
Universal Declaration of the Human Right to Peace to be adopted no
later than 2015.
4. To invite the Parliament of Spain and the European Federation of Regional
Parliaments to adopt new resolutions supporting the international codification
of human right to peace; to develop legislatively the constitutional value of
peace, so that this right could be fully adjudicated by the domestic courts
of justice; and to request the Ombudsperson of navarra to fully incorporate
this right into his area of activities.
5. To invite research institutes, university centres and organizations of civil
society from navarra, to incorporate into their curriculums teaching,
training and research on the human right to peace, in the light of the
Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to Peace of 10 December 2010
and its preparatory work (available at www.aedidh.org).
6. To transmit this Declaration to the above-mentioned governments and
public institutions, and to the Secretary-General of the United nations
and the Un High Commissioner for Human Rights, requesting them
that the United Nations actively support the codification and progressive
development of the human right to peace in the light of the purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United nations.

Annex X
Resolution 20/15 (Promotion of the right to peace) adopted by
the Human Rights Council
5 July 20121

The Human Rights Council,
Recalling all previous resolutions on the promotion of the right of peoples to
peace adopted by the General Assembly, the Commission on Human Rights and
the Human Rights Council, in particular resolutions 14/3 and 17/16, in which the
Council requested the Advisory Committee, in consultation with Member States,
civil society, academia and all relevant stakeholders, to prepare a draft declaration
on the right of peoples to peace,
Recalling also General Assembly resolution 39/11 of 12 november 1984
entitled “Declaration of the Right of Peoples to Peace” and the United nations
Millennium Declaration,
Determined to foster strict respect for the purposes and principles enshrined in
the Charter of the United nations,
Welcoming the important work being carried out by civil society organizations
for the promotion of the right to peace and their contribution to the development
of this issue,

1

Doc. A/HRC/RES/20/15, 17 July 2012. Adopted by a recorded vote of 34 to 1, with 12 abstentions.
The voting was as follows. In favour: Angola, Bangladesh, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso,
Cameroon, Chile, China, Congo, Costa Rica, Cuba, Djibouti, Ecuador, Guatemala, Indonesia,
Jordan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Libya, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico,
nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Thailand, Uganda,
Uruguay. Against: United States of America. Abstaining: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic,
Hungary, India, norway, Poland, Republic of Moldova, Romania, Spain, Switzerland. Available
at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Res.DP_.pdf
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Taking note of the draft declaration prepared by the Advisory Committee
contained in its study submitted to the Council (A/HRC/20/31),
Bearing in mind the progressive development of this issue,
1. Decides to establish an open-ended intergovernmental working group
with the mandate of progressively negotiating, and eventually finalizing
and submitting to the Council a draft United nations declaration on
the right to peace, on the basis of the draft submitted by the Advisory
Committee, and without prejudging relevant past, present and future
views and proposals;
2. Also decides that the working group shall hold its first session for four
working days in 2013, before the twenty-second session of the Council;
3. Requests the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights to provide the working group with the necessary
assistance for it to fulfill its mandate;
4. Requests the President of the Council to invite the Chairperson of
the Advisory Committee drafting group on the draft declaration to
participate at the first session of the working group;
5. Invites States, civil society, and all relevant stakeholders, to contribute
actively and constructively to the work of the working group;
6. Requests the working group to submit a report on progress made to the
Council for consideration at its twenty-third session.

Annex XI
Slovenj Gradec Declaration on the Human Right to Peace
26 October 20121

Gathered on 26 October 2012 in Slovenj Gradec, Republic of Slovenia,
representatives of City Councils (Conference Room at Hotel Aerodrom) to convene
the twenty-fifth ordinary session of the General Assembly of the International
Association of Peace Messenger Cities;
(....) Welcoming the Nagoya Declaration on the Human Right to Peace, adopted
by civil society on 3 December 2011, and the Tokyo Declaration on the Human
Right to Peace, also adopted by civil society on 10 December 2011;
Welcoming also that on 13 February 2012, representatives of civil society
adopted the Declaration of San José de Costa Rica on the Human Right to Peace,
which summarized the main aspirations of Costa Rican and Latin American civil
society in the codification process of the human right to peace at the UN
Welcoming also that on 19 February 2012, the SSIHRL/IOHRP and other civil
society organizations organized in Geneva the Second Consultation of members
of the Advisory Committee with civil society experts on the human right to peace;
Noting that the Advisory Committee had before it at its eighth session (February
2012) the Drafting Group’s Declaration on the Right to Peace (A/HRC/AC/8/2).
Paragraph 6 of the report states that the Advisory Committee proposes the term
right to peace, which was found “to be more appropriate and includes both the
individual and collective dimensions”;
Welcoming the Advisory Committee recommendation 8/4, of 24 February
2012, which took note of the second draft declaration on the right to peace and
requested its drafting group to finish it by incorporating new standards;
1

The full text of the Declaration is available at www.aedidh.org/sites/default/files/Reportslovenia_0.pdf
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Welcoming also that in preparation for the twentieth session of the HR Council, the
Permanent Mission of the European Union (EU) in Geneva invited on 7 May 2012 the
Permanent Mission of Costa Rica and the SSIHRL/IOHRP, to brief the EU Member
States on the on-going codification process of the right to peace at the UN. Other
meetings were organized by the SSIHRL/IOHRP on 6 and 25 June 2012;
Noting also that at its twentieth session (June 2012) the HR Council had before
it the (third) draft declaration on the right to peace submitted by the Advisory
Committee (doc. A/HRC/20/31, 16 Abril de 2012, annex). The paragraph 7
of the report indicates that the Declaration focuses on standards relating to
international peace and security as core standards (elements of negative peace,
absence of violence), and includes standards in the areas of peace education,
development, the environment, and victims and vulnerable groups as elements
of a positive peace;
Welcoming that the Advisory Committee’s draft declaration has included 85%
of the legal standards proposed by civil society in the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace of 2010;
Decide:
1. To congratulate the SSIHRL, the IOHRP and the 1,790 associated
civil society organizations for their successful World Campaign on the
human right to peace, whose most prominent landmarks have been the
Luarca Declaration of 30 October 2006, the Bilbao Declaration of
24 February 2010, the Barcelona Declaration of 2 June 2010 and the
Santiago Declaration of 10 December 2010.
2. To invite public institutions, civil society organizations and people of
good will to continue to adhere to the World Alliance for the human right
to peace (www.aedidh.org), showing their solidarity and commitment
to this valuable and necessary international legislative initiative carried
out by the Spanish civil society.
3. To congratulate the Human Rights Council by adopting on 5 July 2012
the resolution 20/15, by which constitutes an open-ended working
group with the mandate to draft a Un Declaration on the right to peace
on the basis of the draft submitted by the Advisory Committee.
4. To urge the City Councils members of the International Association
of Peace Messenger Cities to support, together with Governments and
civil society organizations, the SSIHRL participation in the first session
of the new Human Rights Council Working Group to be held in Geneva
in February 2013.
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5. To urge City Councils:
a. To participate actively before the new Human Rights Council
Working Group by supporting the initiatives of international civil
society in favour of the on-going codification process of the human
right to peace.
b. To urge the new Human Rights Council Working Group to take note
of the efforts made by international civil society, and to take duly
into consideration the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace, adopted on 10 December 2010, and therefore include in its
draft declaration the right of individuals, groups, minorities, peoples
and humankind to peace; determine the duties to be undertaken by all
international stakeholders in the realization of this right; and suggest that
the General Assembly establish a Working Group on the human right to
peace to monitor the future implementation of the Declaration.
c. To request that the Human Rights Council completes its codification
work at the earliest convenience and to transmit to the General
Assembly a draft Universal Declaration of the Human Right to
Peace which should be adopted no later than 2015.
6. To invite the City Councils to adopt a resolution supporting the
international codification of the human right to peace; to develop
legislatively the constitutional value of peace, so that this right can be
fully invoked by the persons concerned before the public institutions
and courts of justice; and to request the City Councils that this right be
fully incorporated into its area of activities.
7. To invite universities and human rights centres to incorporate into their
curriculums the teaching, training and research on the human right to
peace, in the light of the Santiago Declaration on the Human Right to
Peace of 10 December 2010 and its preparatory work, which can be
consulted at www.aedidh.org.
8. To transmit this Declaration to the Secretary-General of the United nations
and the Un High Commissioner for Human Rights, requesting them that
the Organization actively support and progressively develop the official
codification of the human right to peace in the light of the purposes and
principles of the Un Charter.
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International Day for the Right to the Truth
concerning Gross Human Rights Violations
and for the Dignity of Victims

Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law

The Spanish Society for International
Human Rights Law (SSIHRL) was
established in 2004 and is composed of
119 experts from Spain and Latin America,
identified with the inherent values of the
international human rights law (IHRL).
The goals of the SSIHRL are four,
namely: promoting teaching, training,
research and implementation of IHRL;
representing victims of human rights
violations before the different international
human rights protection procedures;
incorporating values of IHRL into
development cooperation programs; and
contributing to the development of IHRL
in the framework of international
organizations.
The SSIHRL develops its activities in
five high-priority areas, namely: the
promotion of the human right to peace;
the eradication of torture and other acts
of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment; the protection of human
rights of migrants; transitional justice in
the field of human rights violations
committed in the past; and the study of
the Latin American and Spanish practice
in application of IHRL.

Further to the Luarca Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (2006),
the Spanish Society for International Human Rights Law (SSIHRL)
launched its World Campaign in favour of the human right to peace
(2007-2010). Mayor inputs were collected in Regional Contributions
for a Universal Declaration on the Human Right to Peace (2010).

.

The World Campaign culminated on 9-10 December 2010 with the
Santiago Congress. The First Part of this volume documents its
outcome: the Congress proceedings and studies on the main
resolutions adopted, namely: the Santiago Declaration on the
Human Right to Peace and the Statutes of the International
Observatory of the Human Right to Peace (IOHRP). Both
documents are part of the Annexes to this book.
The Second Part focuses on the strategies developed by the
IOHRP/SSIHRL during 2011-2012 to influence the on-going
codification process of the right to peace within the United
Nations. To this purpose, nine civil society organizations (CSOs)
joint statements were submitted to the Human Rights Council
and its Advisory Committee, providing assessment to three draft
declarations prepared by the Advisory Committee on the right to
peace (2011-2012). In addition, twenty-nine expert meetings on the
human right to peace were organized by the IOHRP, the SSIHRL
and associated CSOs during the same period in Geneva, New York,
Washington, Costa Rica, Jamaica, Japan, Paraguay, Slovenia and
Spain. The reports of these meetings summarize the inputs received.
Furthermore, the eleven Annexes to the book collect the most relevant
documents adopted during the last two years on the codification
process of the human right to peace.
Finally, this volume is enriched with the presentations and prologue
signed by world prominent personalities which acknowledged
CSOs achievements and enthusiastically support the emerging
human right to peace.
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